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PIS
PLTB
PMTC
PORV
PPDWST
PRT
PSIA

Millirem
Main Steam Isolation Valve
Main Steamline Break
Main Steam Non-return Valves/Trip Valves
Moisture Separator Reheater
Main Steam System
Main Steam Safety Valve
Moderator Temperature Coefficient
Megavolt-Amps
Megawatt Days/Metric Ton Uranium
Megawatts electric
Megawatts thermal

North American Electric Reliability Council
Noble Gas
Net Heat Input
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
Net Positive Suction Head
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Narrow Range Span
Non Return Valve
Nuclear Steam Supply Systems

OilAir
Offlite Dose Calculation Manual
Outside Diameter Stress Corrosion Cracking
Operating License
Overpower Delta T
Original Steam Generator
Overtemperature Delta T

Post Accident Operating Time
Peak Clad Temperature
Power Capability Working Group
Percent Degraded Area
Passive Evolutionary Regulatory Consequence Code
Plug In Plug
Pre-Accident Iodine Spike
Pressure Locking and Thermal Binding
Positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient
Power Operated Relief Valve
Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank
Pressurizer Relief Tank
Pounds per Square Inch -Absolute
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Continued)

PSI
PSIG
PSV
PTLR
PTS
PWR
PWSCC

Pound per Square Inch
Pounds per Square Inch - Gauge
Pressurizer Safety Valve
Pressure and Temperature Limits Report
Pressurized Thermal Shock
Pressurized Water Reactor
Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking

QA Quality Assurance

RCC
RCCA
RCP
RCS
RETS
RFA
RG
RHRCV
RHRS
RHRV
RMS
RPC
RRB
RSE
RSG
RSR
RSS
RTDP
RTN
RTP
RTS/ESFAS
RVCH
RWST

SAL
SBLOCA
SBO
SCC
SECY
SER
SG
SGBS
SGTP
SGTR

Rod Cluster Control
Rod Cluster Control Assemblies
Reactor Coolant Pump
Reactor Coolant System
Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications
Robust Fuel Assembly
Regulatory Guide
Residual Heat Release Control Valve
Residual Heat Removal System
Residual Heat Release Valve
Radiation Monitoring System
Rotating Probe Coil
Reduced Rod Bow
Reload Safety Evaluation
Replacement Steam Generator
Relative stability ratio
Recirculation Spray System
Revised Thermal Design Procedure
Removable Top Nozle
Rated Thermal Power
Reactor Trip System/Engineered Safety Features Actuation System
Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Refueling Water Storage Tank

Safety Analysis Limit
Small Break Loss of CoolantAccident
Station Blackout
Stress Corrosion Cracking
Commission Papers
Safety Evaluation Report
Steam Generator
Steam Generator Blowdown System
Steam Generator Tube Plugging
Steam Generator Tube Rupture
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LIST OF ACRONYMS (Continued)

SI Safety Injection
SIS Safety Injection System
SLB Steamline Break
SLCRS Supplementary Leak Collection and Release System
SRP Standard Review Plan
SSST System Station Service Transformers
STDP Standard Thermal Design Procedure
STP . Standard Temperature & Pressure
SW Service Water

TA TotalAllowance-
T,,g Temperature Average
TDF Thermal Design Flow
TDH Total Developed Head
TEDE Total Effective Dose Equivalent
TGSCC Transgranular Stress Corrosion Cracking
TID Technical Information Document
TS Technical Specifications
TSP Tube Support Plate
TW Tube Wear

Ul Unit 1
U2 Unit2
UET Unfavorable Exposure Time
UFSAR Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
USST Unit Station Service Transformers

V Volts
VAC Voltage-Alternating Current
VCT Volume Control Tank
VDC Voltage - Direct Current

WCAP Westinghouse Commercial Atomic Power
WCC Turbine Plant Component Cooling Water System
WGSR Waste Gas System Rupture
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1 INTRODUCTION C)
1.1 BACKGROUND

In early 2000, FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) implemented a Full Potential Program
for Beaver Valley Power Station Units 1 and 2 (BVPS-1 and BVPS-2). The program included the
following key objectives for increasing the electrical output (MWe) of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

1. Implement an initial measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate to increase the Nuclear
Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) power level and increase the value of Beaver Valley Power
Station.

2. Implement a larger power uprate to further increase the NSSS power level and maximize the
value of Beaver Valley Power Station.

For BVPS-1, the Full Potential Program included the following additional key objectives:

1. Implement a steam generator preventative maintenance program that optimizes the value of
BVPS-1 by postponing steam generator replacement.

2. Replace BVPS-1 steam generators when it is the most advantageous to do so.

The initial measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate project was initiated in mid-2000 to increase
the reactor power level of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 by 1.4%, from the original reactor power level of
2652 MWt (2660 MWt NSSS power) to an uprated reactor power level of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS
power). The License Amendment Request (LAR) for the uprate to 2689 MWt reactor power was
submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in early 2001 and NRC approval was obtained
in mid-2001. The uprate to 2689 MWt reactor power was implemented at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 in
fall 2001.

The larger power uprate project was initiated in mid-2000 in conjunction with initiation of the
measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate project. The larger power uprate project included an
initial scoping evaluation to provide the information needed to select the power level to which BVPS-1
and BVPS-2 would be uprated. As a result of the scoping evaluation, the reactor power level of
2900 MWt (NSSS power of 2910 MWt) was selected and the Extended Power Uprate (EPU) Project was
started. In contrast to the measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate project which consisted
primarily of evaluations to show the acceptability of a small increase in power level, the EPU Project
consisted primarily of analyses required to demonstrate the acceptability of operation at the selected
power level. Furthermore, where practical and synergistic, the EPU Project included explicit elements to
support the steam generator replacement for BVPS-1. The Replacement Steam Generator (RSG) Project
for BVPS-I was in the early definition phase at the time that the EPU Project was started. The
Westinghouse Model 54F RSG design was subsequently selected for BVPS-l. The RSG Project included
the work scope to design and manufacture the RSGs and to update the EPU Project analyses and
evaluations to incorporate the RSG final design.
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1.1.1 Uprate Power Level

The EPU Project included a scoping evaluation to select the uprate power level for Beaver Valley Power
Station. The initial step in defining a potential uprate power level was to review the original design and
current power levels of comparable 3-loops plants. Table 1.0-1 summarizes the results of this review.

The review showed that the Farley Nuclear Plant which had the same original reactor power level as the
Beaver Valley Power Station (i.e., 2652 MWt) had uprated to a reactor power of 2775 MWt. The review
also showed that a number of later 3-loop plants with designs very similar to the Beaver Valley Power
Station (e.g., 17xl7 reactor core) were originally designed to a reactor power of 2775 MWt and were
subsequently uprated to a reactor power of 2893 MWt or 2900 MWt. Based on this review, the following
power levels were selected for the scoping evaluation:

1. 2803 MWt reactor power (2813 MWt NSSS power) - This power level is equivalent to a stretch
uprating from 2652 MWt to 2775 MWt based on retaining a 2% power measurement uncertainty
(similar to Farley) plus an additional 28 MWt for power measurement uncertainty recapture. This
power level would constitute a stretch power uprating for the Beaver Valley Power Station.

2. 2900 MWt reactor power (2910 MWt NSSS power) - This power level is equivalent to the
uprated power level achieved on later 3-loop plant designs (e.g., Viril C. Summer and Shearon
Harris). This power level would constitute an extended power uprating for the Beaver Valley -
Power Station.

The scoping evaluation was performed for the NSSS, Balance of Plant (BOP), and turbine/generator
systems for the potential uprated power levels of 2803 MWt reactor power (2813 MWt NSSS power) and
2900 MWt reactor power (2910 MWt NSSS power). Overall, the results of the scoping evaluation
showed the following:

1. The NSSS could support either power level with comparable impacts on NSSS systems, NSSS
components, safety (accident) analyses and nuclear fuel.

2. The BOP could support 2803 MWt reactor power (2813 MWt NSSS power) with minimal
impacts to BOP systems and components. The BOP could support 2900 MWt reactor power
(2910 MWtNSSS power) but additional modifications would be required to BOP systems and
components relative to the BOP modifications required for the lower power level.

3. To maximize the electrical output for the uprated NSSS power, the turbinelgenerator would need
to be modified for either power level and the extent of the modifications would be comparable for
either power level.

Consistent with the Full Potential Program objective of maximizing the value of the Beaver Valley Power
Station and based on the results of the power uprate scoping evaluation, 2900 MWt reactor power
(2910 MWt NSSS power) was selected as the uprate power level. It was concluded that with appropriate
plant modifications mostly in the BOP and turbine/generator areas, the Beaver Valley Power Station could
achieve this uprate power level and operate in the same class as the comparable 3-loop plants that have
demonstrated acceptable operation at this power level.
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The increase in reactor power (i.e., rated thermal power) of the Beaver Valley Power Station to 2900 MWt ,

(2910 MWtNSSS power) constitutes a 9.4% EPU relative to the original reactor power of 2652 MWt
(2660 MWt NSSS power) but only a 7.9% EPU relative to the current reactor power of 2689 MWt
(2697 MWt NSSS power). Since the starting point for the majority of the analyses and evaluations for the
EPU Project is the original reactor power level, the magnitude of the EPU for the Beaver Valley Power
Station is referred to as 9.4% relative to the original reactor power level.

1.1.2 Analysis and Licensing Plan and Implementation Plan

Following the selection of 2900 MWt reactor power (2910 MWt NSSS power) as the uprate power level,
the EPU analysis and licensing plan and the EPU implementation plan were defined.

Analysis and Licensing Plan

An analysis and licensing plan was defined for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 in which analysis would be
performed and an EPU LAR would be submitted to the NRC requesting approval to uprate BVPS-1 to the
reactor power level of 2900 MWt with the RSGs and to uprate BVPS-2 to the reactor power level of
2900 MWt with the original steam generators (OSGs). For BVPS-1, the EPU LAR would incorporate the
impact of the RSGs on applicable plant analytical areas, including the NSSS design parameters, NSSS
design transients, NSSS and BOP systems, NSSS components, reactor coolant loop, main steam and main
feedwater piping, safety (accident) analyses and nuclear fuel. The EPU LAR would also include the
Technical Specification changes associated with the BVPS-I RSGs. The analyses for the BVPS-1 RSG
components, including the ASME Code structural analysis, would be performed separately and addressed
under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59. k _

In order to facilitate the preparation, submittal and review of licensing documentation required for EPU,
the licensing plan defined a staged approach consisting of the following LARs:

1. A Containment Conversion (CC) LAR consisting of the containment-related analyses and
evaluations required to support conversion of the containment design basis from sub-atmospheric
to atmospheric. The analyses and evaluations would be performed at the EPU power level. The
LAR would be submitted to the NRC for review and approval prior to the other LARs.

2. A Best Estimate Loss of Coolant Accident (BELOCA) LAR consisting of the large break LOCA
analyses and evaluations required to support EPU. These analyses and evaluations would be
performed at the EPU power level. The LAR would be limited to BELOCA analyses and
evaluations consistent with accepted licensing practice and would be submitted to the NRC for
review and approval in conjunction with the EPU LAR.

3. An EPU LAR consisting of the remaining analyses and evaluations required to support EPU.
These analyses and evaluations would be performed at the EPU power level. The LAR would be
submitted to the NRC for review and approval and would contain the request to uprate the rated
thermal power (RTP) of BVPS-I and BVPS-2 to 2900 MWt.

The analysis and licensing plan supports completion of analyses and submittal of the EPU LAR to the (~)
NRC in 2004 requesting approval in 2005 to support a staged implementation of EPU starting in 2006. -
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Implementation Plan

The implementation plan defined for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 consists of a staged implementation of EPU to
the reactor power level of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power). Following NRC review and approval of
the EPU LAR, FENOC will complete the implementation of safety-related equipment modifications and
Technical Specification changes required to support operation under the EPU LAR'analyses. Following
confirmation of all safety-related analysis inputs, the EPU IAR analyses will be implemented as the
analysis of record (AOR) for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 and be used as the analytical basis for implementing
the BVPS-1 RSGs. However, FENOC will continue to operate BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the current
reactor power level of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power) until the non-safety-related BOP equipment
modifications that are needed to support operation at higher power are implemented.

The principal modifications planned to support implementation of the EPU LAR analyses include:

1. Containment Conversion from a sub-atmospheric to an atmospheric design basis including related
modifications such as the addition of feedwater isolation valves (FIVs) and auxiliary feedwater
flow limiting venturies for BVPS-1

2. Replacement charging/safety injection pump rotating assemblies'

3. Replacement steam generators for BVPS-1

The principal modifications planned to support operation at higher power include:

1. BOP replacement high pressure (HP) all-reaction turbines

2. BOP electrical transformer modifications

3. BOP main condenser modifications for BVPS-2

4. BOP cooling tower modifications for BVPS-2

5. BOP moisture separator reheater (MSR) relief valve modifications

6. BOP main feedwater control valve (FCV) trim modifications

7. -BOPheater drain control valve modifications

8. BOP instrument replacements

1.2 PURPOSE

The purpose of the EPU Project is to maximize the electrical output (MWe) of the'Beaver Valley Power
Station by increasing the rated thermal power to the EPU power level and through modification of the
turbine/generator to increase the electrical output.
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Consistent with the EPU analysis and licensing plan and the EPU implementation plan, the EPU Project
analyses and evaluations were defined to support operation of BVPS-l (with RSGs) and BVPS-2 at the
reactor power level of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power). The NSSS design (PCWG) parameters
established for EPU include the following conditions:

I. An uprated reactor power of 2900 MWt (NSSS power of 2910 MWt)
2. A full power reactor vessel average temperature (T,,,) range of 566.20 to 580IF
3. A full power feedwater temperature range of 400° to 455IF
4. A steam generator tube plugging level range of 0%/O to 22%

To support a staged implementation of EPU for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, NSSS design (PCWG) parameters
were established for operation at the current reactor power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power)
during the staged implementation of EPU. These NSSS design (PCWG) parameters established for
operation at the current reactor power include the following conditions:

1. The current reactor power of 2689 MWt (NSSS power of 2697 MWt)
2. The current full power reactor vessel average temperature of 576.2F
3. The current full power feedwater temperature of 439.3F
4. A steam generator tube plugging level range of 0% to 22%

The NSSS design (PCWG) parameters established for operation at EPU conditions bound the NSSS
design (PCWG) parameters established for operation at current power conditions.

1.3 SCOPE ()

The EPU Project is an integrated project with FENOC providing overall project management and with
Westinghouse, Stone and Webster, and Siemens-Westinghouse providing support with primary
responsibility in the areas of the Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS), Balance of Plant (BOP) and
turbine/generator, respectively.

Westinghouse has performed NSSS analyses and evaluations to demonstrate that for BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2, the NSSS are in compliance with applicable licensing criteria and requirements and can operate
acceptably at the increased reactor power (ie., 2900 MWt) and NSSS power (i.e., 2910 MWt) conditions.
The NSSS analyses scope includes NSSS performance parameters, NSSS design transients, NSSS
systems, NSSS components, safety (accident) analyses, and nuclear fuel.

Westinghouse also performed analyses and evaluations to assess the impact of EPU on the NSSS/BOP
fluid system interfaces and on the turbinelgenerator. The results were provided for use in the BOP and
turbine/generator analyses and evaluations performed by Stone and Webster and Siemens-Westinghouse,
respectively. Stone and Webster performed analyses and evaluations to assess the radiological dose
consequences of postulated accidents at EPU conditions and to assess the performance of the BOP
systems and components, including component cooling and service water systems, spent fuel pool cooling
systems, main feedwater and condensate systems, and main steam systems. Siemens-Westinghouse
assessed the performance of the turbine/generator and designed the new high-pressure all-reaction turbine
to maximize electrical output at EPU conditions. Stone and Webster and Siemens-Westinghouse
performed analyses and evaluations for the BOP systems and components, and for the turbinelgenerator, ' I
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respectively. These analyses and evaluations developed the needed design modifications, and
demonstrated that the BOP and turbine/generator are in compliance with applicable regulatory
requirements and can'operate acceptably at the increased thermal and electrical power conditions.

For BVPS-1, the EPU Project analyses were perform'ed incorporating the RSGs. This approach
minimized the incremental analyses required as part of the RSG Project.' Tbe Westinghouse Model 54F
RSG (similar to the proven designs currently in operation'at the North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2,
Kewaunee Nucleari Power Plant, and Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2) was selected as the
basis for EPU Project analyses for BVPS-1. The choice of the Model 54F RSG permitted analysis inputs
to be defined and incorporated into EPU Project analyses.;

1.4 'REVIEW PROCESS

The EPU Project has been structured consistent with the methodology established in WCAP-10263, -A
Review Plan for Uprating the Licensed Power of a Pressurized Water Reactor Power Plant," dated 1983.
Since its submittal to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the methodology has been used
successfully by Westinghouse as a basis for power uprate projects on many pressurized water reactor
(PWR) units, including Vogtle Units 1 and 2, Turkey Point Units 3 'and 4, Farley Units 1 and 2, Byron*'
Units 1 and 2, Braidwood Units 1 and 2, Virgil C. Summer and Shearon Harris. In addition to following
the methodology in WCAP-10263, the EPU Project is also compatible with the review process outlined in
SECY-97-042, Section 3, "Power Uprate Review Process," dated February 18, 1997. The EPU Licensing
Report presents information consistent with RS-001, Revision 0, "Review Standard for Extended Power
Uprates," December 2003.

The methodology in WCAP-10263 establishes the ground rules and criteria for power uprate projects,
including the broad analytical categories that must be addressed, such as NSSS performance parameters,
NSSS design transients, NSSS systems, NSSS components, safety (accidents) analyses, and nuclear fuel
as well as the interfaces between the NSSS and the BOP fluid systems.- Inherent in this methodology are
key points that promote correctness, consistency, and licensability. The key points include the use of well
defined analysis input parameters and assumptions, the use of currently approved analytical techniques
(e.g., methodologies and computer codes), and the use of currently applicable regulatory requirements
(e.g., licensing criteria and industry codes and standards). For each topic addressed in this report, the
current licensing basis is retained unless a change is specifically identified.

1.4.1 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Comprehensive analysis input parameter lists'were developed at the beginning of the EPU Project for the
various analytical areas within the work scope of the project. These lists were used to identify the input
parameter and assumption requirements and to obtain FENOC input data and approvaL In conjunction
with development of the individual input parameter lists, a consolidated input parameter list was prepared
to aid in the identification and control of input data and assumptions and to promote consistency across
the various analytical areas within the EPU Project.

The EPU analyses were performed to reflect the as-built and as-operated plant. Plant drawings (as built)
and/or plant documentation were obtained from FENOC and used as appropriate.
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1.4.2 Methodologies and Computer Codes 3
The Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) analyses contained in the EPU LAR used
methodologies and computer codes that have been previously approved by the NRC or that are consistent
with accepted industry practice. The NRC approved analytical techniques (methodology and codes) used
for EPU UFSAR, analyses are the same as those used for current analyses for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 as
described in the associated UFSAR, except for the following areas where NRC generically approved
methodology and/or codes were applied to the Beaver Valley Power Station for the first time.

1. Large Break Loss of CoolantAccident (LOCA) analysis used the Best-Estimate LOCA
(BELOCA) methodology and the WCOBRATRAC computer code. This methodology and
computer code have been approved on a generic basis by the NRC and have been applied to a
number of plants which have received NRC approval. Consistent with the approach used in the
Byron/Braidwood power uprate project, the BELOCA analysis for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 at EPU
conditions is being submitted to the NRC for review and approval in a BELOCA LAR separate
from the EPU LAR.

2. Non-LOCA and Fuel Thermal-Hydraulic Design analyses used the VIPRE computer code for the
calculation of DNBR. This code has been approved on a generic basis by the NRC and has been
applied to a number of plants which have received NRC approval.

3. Fuel Thermal-Hydraulic Design analysis used the WRB-2M correlation for the calculation of
DNBR for RFA fuel (including RFA-2 fuel). This correlation has been approved on a generic
basis by the NRC and has been applied to a number of plants which have received NRC approval. 'a Jo

4. Main Steamline Break (MSLB) Mass and Energy (M&E) Releases analysis for outside
containment used the currently approved LOFTRAN computer code but the decay heat model has
been changed to the 1979 ANS Decay Heat +2a standard decay heat model. This decay heat
model has been previously used by Westinghouse in other analyses for the Beaver Valley Power
Station including the MSLB M&E releases inside containment analysis previously submitted to
the NRC for review and approval as part of the Containment Conversion LAR. This decay heat
model has been approved by the NRC for similar applications on other plants.

5. As part of incorporating a "ful implementation of the Alternative Source Terms (AST) in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.183, the post accident site boundary and control room dose
analyses supporting this application are based on AST methodology. The newly calculated
control room atmospheric dispersion factors utilized in the dose consequence analyses were
developed using NRC sponsored computer code ARCON96.

Table 1.0-2 lists the principal computer codes used to support the UFSAR analyses for the EPU Project.
The table shows which codes have been previously approved and used for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 and
identifies which codes are being applied to BVPS-I and BVPS-2 for the first time. As shown in
Table 1.0-2, the principal computer codes being applied to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 as part of the EPU
Project have been previously approved by the NRC or are consistent with accepted industry practice.
NRC approved computer codes are used within any restrictions and limitations identified in the NRC
safety evaluations for the topical reports relative to the computer codes and methodologies.
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To support the Beaver Valley Power Station in obtaining the operational benefits of the EPU analyses and
to simplify the EPU LAR submittal and review process, portions of the analyses were performed and
documentation was developed to support implementation of the following items prior to implementation
of EPU:

1. Implementation of RFA fuel (including RFA-2 fuel) with ]FMs and ZIRLOm cladding (to
support enhanced fuel performance) (first use was Cycle 15 for BVPS-1 and Cycle 10 for
BVPS-2).

2. Implementation of a Positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient (to support higher fuel energy
content and enhanced fuel performance) (BVPS-1 Amendment 251 and BVPS-2
Amendment 129).

3. Implementation of a boron concentration increase in the refueling water storage tank and the
safety injection system accumulators (to support higher fuel energy content and enhanced fuel
performance) (BVPS-1 Amendment 242 and BVPS-2 Amendment 125).

4. Implementation of Containment Conversion from a sub-atmospheric to an atmospheric design
basis (to support enhanced personnel access to containment and increased reactor thermal power)
(BVPS-1 LAR 317 and BVPS-2 LAR 190).

5. Implementation of revised high head safety injection (HHSI) flowrates (through modifications to
the charging/safety injection pumps to enhance system performance being installed under
10 CFR 50.59).

In summary, the approach used for the EPU Project is consistent with established generic uprate
methodology that has been used successfully on many other projects, and with NRC SECY and EPU
guidance. 'Me NSSS analyses and evaluations performed by Westinghouse included the NSSS
performance parameters, NSSS design transients, NSSS systems, NSSS components, safety (accident)
analyses, and nuclear fuel. Stone and Webster performed the analyses and evaluations for the BOP
systems and components. Siemens-Westinghouse addressed the analyses and evaluations for the
turbine/generator. The analyses and evaluations used currently approved analytical techniques and
demonstrated compliance with the regulatory requirements (licensing criteria and industry codes and
standards) that apply to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

1.43 Propnietary Information Designations

The EPU Licensing Report contains Westinghouse proprietary information. The specific information is
contained within brackets with designated superscripted lower case letters. Westinghouse proprietary
information is provided in WCAP-16307-P, "Beaver Valley Power Station Extended Power Uprate
Licensing Report Supplemental Information."

1.5 TECENICAL BASIS FOR LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST

The Technical Basis for the EPU LAR to increase the reactor power level of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 is
contained in the EPU Licensing Report. The EPU LAR includes documentation supporting the required
changes to the Technical Specifications and Licensing Requirements Manuals.
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1.6 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the EPU Project and RSG Project analyses and evaluations support the following
conclusions:

1. For BVPS-1, the EPU Project and RSG Project analyses and evaluations demonstrate that
operation at the reactor power level of 2900 MWt (NSSS power of 2910 MWt) with the RSGs is
in compliance with applicable licensing criteria and requirements. The analyses for the RSG
components, including the ASME Code structural analysis, will be performed as part of the
RSG Project to show compliance with applicable licensing criteria and requirements, including
ASME Code requirements.

2. For BVPS-2, the EPU Project analyses and evaluations demonstrate that operation at the reactor
power level of 2900 MWt (NSSS power of 2910 MWt) is in compliance with applicable licensing
criteria and requirements.

3. For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, the results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed
for the reactor power of 2900 MWt (NSSS power of 2910 MWt) bound and support operation at
the current reactor power of 2689 MWt (NSSS power of 2697 MWt), thus supporting the staged
implementation of EPU.

(JP
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Table 1.0-1
Comparison of Power Levels for Comparable 3-Loop Plants

Original Power Level (MWt) Uprated Power Level (MWt)

Plant Reactor NSSS Reactor NSSS

Beaver Valley Power 2652 2660 2689(1) 2697(1)
Station Units 1 and 2

Joseph 1 Farley '2652 2660 2775 2785
Nuclear Plant
Units 1 and 2

North Anna 2775 2785 28932)i 29052)
Power Station
Units 1 and 2

Virgil C. Summer 2775 2785 2900 2912
Nuclear Station .

Shearon Harris 2775 2785 2900 2912.4
Nuclear Power Plant.

Notes:
(1) The cant uprated power level for Beaver Valley Power Station Units 1 and 2 reflects the 1.4% measurement
- -uertaintyraptre EPU implemented i 2001.

(2) NSSS snalyses werepefornedto sVpport anNSSSpowerlevel of 2910 MWt (2898 MWtreactorpower), however, the
- uprate LAR was limited to 2905 MWt NSSS power (2893 MWt reactor power) due to turbinegenato limiations.

'I
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Table 1.0-2
Principal Computer Codes Used to Support EPU LAR UFSAR Analyses tA)

Licensing Principal Computer Codes
Report Used to Support UFSAR Analyses

Section No. Licensing Report Section Tide Current Power EPU Power

3.0 NSSS SYSTEMS

3.2 NSSS Control Systems LOFTRAN LOFTRAN

5.0 SAFETY ANALYSIS

5.2.1 Large Break LOCA SATAN WCOBRA/TRACd 5 )
REFLOOD

COCO
BASH

5.2.2 Small Break LOCA NOTRUMP NOTRUMP
LOCTA-IV LOCTA-1V

5.3 Non-LOCA Transients LOFTRAN LOFTRAN
FACTRAN FACTRAN
TWINKLE TWINLE

THINC VIPRE(1)

5.4 Steam Generator Tube Rupture LOFTR2)2 ) LOF1TR2)

5.6.2 MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Outside LOFTRAN LOFTRAN
Containment

5.7 LOCA Hydraulic Formes MULTIFLEX 1.0/3.0 MULTIFEX 1.0/3.0
LATFORC LATFORC
FORCE2 FORCE2
THRUST THRUST

5.11 Radiological Assessments RADIOISOTOPE RADIOISOTOPE
ARCON96(QX 4) ARCON969 X4)

PERC2 PERC2
SW-QADCGGP SW-QADCGGP

ACTIVITY 2 ACTIVITY 2
ION EXCHANGER ION EXCHANGER

QADMOD QADMOD
TRAILSPC PERC2
ORIGEN-S ORIGEN-S

PAVAN PC PAVAN PC
SCALE 4.3 SCALE 4.3
SWNAUA SWNAUA
LOCTIC LOCTIC

GAMATRANI GAMATRANI

6.0 FUEL ANALYSIS

6.1 Fuel Thermal-Hydraulic Design THINC VIPREBP)
PAD 4.0 PAD 4.0-

6.2 Fuel Nuclear Core Design PHOENIX-P/ANC PHOENIX-P/ANC

6.3 Fuel Rod Design and Performance PAD 3.4/4.0 PAD 3.4

()

(-)
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Table 1.0-2 (continued)
_Principal Computer Codes Used to Support EPU AR UFSAR Analyses

Licensing Principal Computer Codes
Report. .Used to Support UFSAR Analyses

Section No. Licensing Report Section Tide Current Power EPU Power

6.4 Reactor Internals Heat Generation Rates DORI<3) DOIL3)

6.5 Netonx Fluence DORI(3) DORTO)

Notes:
(1) First time application of NRC approved code to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Refer to licensing report section for WCAP

referaices
(2) Applicable to BVPS-2.
(3) IndustyAccepted Code.
(4) Submitted in Contaiiment Conversion LAR.
(5) Fist time application of NRC approved code to BVPS-l and BVPS-2. Submitted in BELOCA LAR
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2 NSSS ANALYSIS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations to develop the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS)
parameters and the NSSS and auxiliary equipment design transients associated with operation at EPU
conditions. This information is used as input to EPU Project analyses and evaluations in other analytical
areas.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with the
original steam generators. The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation
at the current power level, which supports the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

2.1 NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM (NSSS) PARAMETERS

The NSSS parameters include NSSS design parameters and NSSS best estimate parameters. The NSSS
design parameters are also referred to as Power Capability Working Group (PCWG) parameters. The
NSSS design (PCWG) parameters provide bounding parameter values for Reactor Coolant System (RCS)
and secondary system conditions (e.g., temperatures, pressures, and flows) for use in developing
conservative analyses relative to power uprate conditions. The NSSS best estimate parameters provide
best estimate parameters at potential NSSS operating points within the NSSS design (PCWG) parameter
ranges. These are used in analyses that require specific operating point parameters, such as analyses and
evaluations for sizing modifications to the turbine/generator at power uprate conditions.

2.1.1 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters ()
2.1.1.1 Introduction

The NSSS design (PCWG) parameters are the fundamental parameters that are used as input in all the
NSSS analyses. They provide the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and secondary system conditions
(temperatures, pressures, flows) that are used as the basis for the NSSS design transients, systems,
components, accidents, and fuel analyses and evaluations.

The PCWG parameters are established using conservative assumptions in order to provide bounding
conditions appropriate for the NSSS analyses. For example, the assumed RCS flow in generating the
primary and secondary side conditions is the Thermal Design Flow (TDF), which is a conservatively low
flow that accounts for flow measurement uncertainty and bounds the maximum expected steam generator
tube plugging (SGTP) levels.

In order to predict primary and secondary side conditions that bound the way the plant operates, a range
of conditions was established for the vessel average temperature (T.") (i.e., RCS average temperature),
feedwater temperature, and SGTP level. The T,, range was specified between 566.20 and 5800F, the
feedwater temperature range between 4000 and 4551F, and the SGTP level between 0% and 22%.

The PCWG parameters were developed for BVPS-I with Model 54F replacement steam generators and
BVPS-2 with original steam generators at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (reactor power of
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2900 MWt), which constitutes a 9.4% EPU with respect to the original NSSS power level of 2660 MWt
(reactor power of 2652 MWt).

To support the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, PCWG parameters were also
developed for the current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt). These PCWG
parameters used the current T., of 57620 F, the current feedwater temperature of 439.3F, and the SGTP
range of 0 to 22%. Following approval of EPU, these PCWG parameters will define the design
conditions that apply to operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt
(reactor power of 2689 MWt) until operation at higher power is implemented.

2.1.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The major input parameters and assumptions used in the calculation of the PCWG parameters for BVPS-l
and BVPS-2 at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt are summarized below

* <The power level for the EPU was set at 2910 MWt NSSS (2900 MWt reactor). This is 9.4%
higher than the original NSSS power rating of 2660 MWt (2652 MWt reactor).

* The EPUpower level includes a net RCS heat input of 10 MWt.

* The current TDF of 87,200 gpmrloop was maintained

* - The PCWG parameters support operation with RFA fuel (including RFA-2) with IFMs.

* Design core bypass flow is 6.5%.

A range of SGTP level from 0% to 22% is selected for the analyses.

* A range of full-power normal operating T,, from 566.20 to 580.00 F is selected for the analyses.

* A range of full-power feedwater temperature from 400° to 4550F is selected for the analyses.

* The PCWG parameters support Model 54F replacement steam generators for BVPS-l and
original steam generators for BVPS-2.

* Design moisture carzyover (MCO) is 0.10% for the BVPS-1 Model 54F replacement steam
generators and 0.25% for the BVPS-2 original steam generators.

2.1.13 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

Table 2.1.1-1 provides the PCWG parameter cases for the original NSSS power level of 2660 MWt and
for the current operation NSSS power level of 2697 MWt which reflects a 1A% power uprating relative to
the original NSSS power level. These PCWG parameter cases reflect the original steam generators and
are provided for comparison purposes.

6517-2.doc-092304 2-2
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Tables 2.1.1-2 and 2.1.1-3 provide the PCWG parameter cases which were generated and used as the
basis for the EPU analyses and evaluations. K)

Table 2.1.1-2 lists the parameters for BVPS-1 and reflects the Model 54F replacement steam generators.
These parameters incorporate the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt, 0 and 22% SGTP, TRY range from
566.2 to 5800F, and feedwater temperature range from 400 to 4551F. The Best Estimate Flow (BEF)
range defined for BVPS-1 with Model 54F replacement steam generators is 90,800 to 97,800 gpm/loop.

Table 2.1.1-3 lists the parameters for BVPS-2 and reflects the original steam generators. These
parameters incorporate the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt, 0 and 22% SGTP, T,, range from 566.2 to
5801F, and feedwater temperature range from 400 to 4550F. The Best Estimate Flow range defined for
BVPS-2 with original steam generators is 90,800 to 97,500 gpm/loop.

These performance capability parameters were used in the EPU analytical efforts. Analyses and
evaluations based on the parameter set or sets which were most limiting were performed, so that the
analyses would support operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 over the range of conditions specified,
including operation of BVPS-1 with Model 54F replacement steam generators.

Table 2.1.1-4 lists the parameters for BVPS-1 with Model 54F replacement steam generators for the
current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt). These parameters incorporate the
current T.r of 576.20F, the current feedwater temperature of 439.30F, and the SGTP range of 0 to 22%.

Table 2.1.1-5 lists the parameters for BVPS-2 with original steam generators for the current NSSS power
level of 2697 MWt (reactor power of 2689 MWt). These parameters incorporate the current T,, of
576.20F, the current feedwater temperature of 439.3"F, and the SGTP range of 0 to 22%.

These performance capability parameters for the current power level were developed to support the staged
implementation of EPU. Following approval of EPU, these PCWG parameters will define the design
conditions that apply to operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the current NSSS power level of 2697 MWt
(reactor power of 2689 MWt) until operation at higher power is implemented. A comparison of the
current power PCWG parameters in Tables 2.1.1-4 and 2.1.1-5 to the EPU PCWG parameters in
Tables 2.1.1-2 and Table 2.1.1-3, respectively, shows that the parameters for the current power level are
bounded by the parameters for EPU. Thus, the analyses and evaluations performed based on the most
limiting set or sets of EPU PCWG parameters in Tables 2.1.1-2 and 2.1.1-3 bound and support operation
of BVPS-I and BVPS-2 at the current power PCWG parameters in Tables 2.1.14 and 2.1.1-5,
respectively.

2.1.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The primary acceptance criteria for the determination of the PCWG parameters is that the parameters
must provide adequate flexibility and margin for plant operation, while at the same time bound the range
of expected operating conditions. These parameters form the basis for the subsequent analyses and
evaluations contained in this report.

i)
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2.1.1.5 Conclusions

The PCWG parameters for the EPU Project incorporate the selected power level and range of conditions.
PCWG parameter sets were developed for BVPS-1 at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (reactor power
at 2900 MWt) with Model 54F replacement steam generators and for BVPS-2 at the NSSS power level of
2910 MWt (reactor power at 2900 MWt) with original steam generators. The PCWG parameters were
used in EPU Project analyses and evaluations as described in this report.

To support the staged implementation of EPU, PCWG parameters were also calculated for the current
NSSS power level of 2697 MWt (reactor power at 2689 MWt) to define the design conditions that will
apply to operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 until operation at higher power is implemented. A comparison
of the PCWG parameters for the current power level to the PCWG parameters for EPU showed that the
parameters for the current power level are bounded by the parameters for EPU. Thus, the analyses and
evaluations performed for EPU based on the most limiting set or sets of EPU PCWG parameters bound
and support operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the PCWG parameters associated with the current
power level.
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Table 2.1.1-1
NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters
Original and Current Operation

Current Operation
(1.4% Uprating)

THERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Original Design Case 1 Case 2

NSSS Power % 100 101.4 101.4
MWt 2660 2697 2697
106 BTU/hr 9079 9203 9203

Reactor Power MWt 2652 2689 2689
1O6 BTU/hr 9051 9175 9175

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 88,500 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 100.8 99.5 99.5

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 4.5 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, *F
Core Outlet 612.8 615.1 615.1
Vessel Outlet 609.9 610.8 610.8
Core Average 579.3 580.3 580.3
Vessel Average 576.2 576.2 576.2
Vessel/Core Inlet 542.5 541.6 541.6
Steam Generator Outlet 542.3 541.3 541.3

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, 0F 516.8 519.0 505.5(1)
Steam Pressure, psia 790 806 716(1)
Steam Flow, 106 1b/hr total 11.61 11.81 11.78
Feed Temperature, 0F 437.5 439.3 439.3
Moisture, % max. 0.25 0.25 0.25
Tube Plugging Level (%) 0 0 30

Zero Load Temperature, OF 547 547

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm 101,400 101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total Not Applicable 266,800

()

Note:

(1) Steam conditions are limited to minimums of 760 psia and 5123'F due to component design tnsient consideraions.

' U .
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Table 2.1.1-2
BVPS-1 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters
Extended Power Uprate/Model 54F RSGs

THERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

NSSS Power % 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4
'MWt 2910 2910 2910 2910
106 BTU/hr 9929 9929 9929 9929

Reactor Power MWt 2900 2900 2900 2900
106 BTU/hr 9895 9895 9895 9895

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 101.1 101.1 99.3 99.3

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, 0F
Core Outlet 608.6 608.6 621.4 621.4
Vessel outlet 603.9 603.9 617.0 617.0
Core Average 570.6 570.6 584.6 584.6
Vessel Average 566.2 566.2 580.0 580.0
Vessel/Core Inlet 528.5(1) 528.5(') 543.1 543.1
Steam Generator Outlet 528.2 528.2 542.8 542.8

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, 9F 500.5m- 490.22) 515.8w 505.6
Steam Pressure,6psia- 684°2 623°2 783) - . 716
Steam Flow, 10 lb/hr total 12.02/12.97 12.01/12.95 12.06/13.01°3- 12.03/12.98
Feed Temperature, °F 400/455 400/455 4001455 400/455
Moisture, % max 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
Tube Plugging Level (%) 0 22(4) 0 22(4)

Zero Load Temperature, OF 547 547 547. 547

HYDRAUIIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm 101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total 266,800

Note:

(1) Vessel inlet tempertre Is limited to a minimzn of 530"F due to reactor vessel embrittlment considerations.

(2) Stemconditions welnitedtominimums of 700psia and 503.1°F duetocomponentdesignmsientconsiderons.

(3) Foranlysispposesmx mum steamconditionsare 831 psia, 522.6F and 13.04 x 1Mlb/hr.
(4) Stea genoatortube pluggig is mted to 10 due to Smal Break LOCAAnalysis.
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Table 2.1.1-3
BVPS-2 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters

Extended Power Uprate/OSGs

THERMAL DESIGN PARAMETRS Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

NSSS Power % 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4
MWt 2910 2910 2910 2910
106 BTU/hr 9929 9929 9929 9929

Reactor Power MWt 2900 2900 2900 2900
106 BTU/hr 9895 9895 9895 9895

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 101.1 101.1 99.3 99.3

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, 0F
Core Outlet 608.6 608.6 621.4 621.4
Vessel Outlet 603.9 603.9 617.0 617.0
Core Average 570.6 570.6 584.6 584.6
Vessel Average 566.2 566.2 580.0 580.0
Vessel/Core Wnlet 528.5("' 528.5(1) 543.1 543.1
Steam Generator Outlet 528.2 528.2 542.8 542.8

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, OF 503.0(2) 4933() 518.1(3) 508.5
Steam Pressure, psis 699W) 641(2) 799(3) 735
Steam Flow, 106 lb/hr total 12.05/13.00 12.03/12.98 12.08/13.04(3) 12.06/13.01
Feed Temperature, 0F 400/455 400/455 400/455 400/455
Moisture, % max. 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Tube Plugging Level (%) 0 22 0 22

Zero Load Temperature, 0F 47 547 547 547

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm 101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpm/total 266,800

C)

Note

(I)
(2)
(3)

Vessel inlet temperatue is limited to a minimum of 530 0F due to reactor vessel embrittlement considerations.

Steam conditions are limited to minimums of 700 psia and 503.101 due to component design bfansient considerations.

For analysis purposes, maximum steam conditions am 826 psia, 521.90F and 13.05 x 106 lb/br

K)
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Table 2.1.1-4
BVPS-1 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters

Cuirrent Power/Model 54F RSGs

T.IVERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS . Case 1 Case 2

NSSS Power
MWt 2697 2697
106 BTU/hr 9203 9203'-.

Reactor Power MWt 2689 2689
106 BTU/bi 9175 9175

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 99.45 99A5

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, °F
Core Outlet 615.1 615.1
Vessel Outlet 610.8 610.8
Core Average 5803 5803
Vessel Average 576.2 576.2
Vessel/Core Inlet 541.6 541.6
Steam Generator Outlet 5413 .5. 5413

Steam Generator
Steam Tempneature, °F 516.7(1) 5073
Steam Pressure, psia 790(1) 727
Steam Flow, 10 lb/hr total 11.79(1) 11.77
Feed Temperature, °F 439.3 439.3
Moisture, % max. 0.10 0.10
Tube Plugging Level (%) 0 22.

Zero Load Temperature, °F 547 . :47

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

:Mechanical DesignFlow, loop gpm |. 101,400 ~

Minntnum Measured Flowv, gpmhota 266,800 .... .

Note:
(1) For sis purposes maxmmm steam onditisare 828 psia,522.2°F and 11.808 x 10 lb/hr.
(2) Stemgeto tube plging is limited to lOY due to Small BreakLOCAAnalyis.
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Table 2.1.1-5
BVPS-2 NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters

Current PowerIOSGs

THERMAL DESIGN PARAMETERS Case 1 Case 2

NSSS Power
MWt 2697 2697
106 BTU/hr 9203 9203

Reactor Power MWt 2689 2689
106 BTUihr 9175 9175

Thermal Design Flow, loop gpm 87,200 87,200
Reactor 106 lb/hr 99.45 99.45

Reactor Coolant Pressre, psia 2250 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Temperature, OF
Core Outlet 615.1 615.1
Vessel Outlet 610.8 610.8
Core Average 5803 580.3
Vessel Average 576.2 576.2
Vessel/Core Inlet 541.6 541.6
Steam Generator Outlet 541.3 541.3

Steam Generator
Steam Temperature, OF S18.2(') 509.3
Steam Pressure, psia 800(1) 740
Steam Flow, 106 lb/hr total 11.81(0) 11.79
Feed Temperature, 0F 439.3 439.3
Moisture, % max 0.25 0.25
Tube Plugging Level (%) 0 22

Zero Load Temperature, °F 547 547

HYDRAULIC DESIGN PARAMETERS

Mechanical Design Flow, loop gpm T 101,400

Minimum Measured Flow, gpmttotal T 266,800

Note:

(1) For analysis pmlposes, msximum steam conditions are 820 psia, 521.0°F and 11.821x 10' lbhr.

(")

{j)
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2.1.2 Best Estimate NSSS Parameters

2.1.2.1 Introduction

While bounding NSSS design (PCWG) parameters were generated for use in the NSSS analyses, best
estimate NSSS parameters were also generated for various EPU operating scenarios to support
modifications to the turbine/generator to maximize electrical output (MWe) at EPU conditions.

2.1.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The primary input to the best estimate NSSS parameters performance analysis was measured plant
calorimetric data over recent cycles of operation. By examining this data, the reactor coolant system and
steam generator (SG) performance (i.e., heat transfer capability) at the current power level were
determined. This performance at the current power level can then be used to predict performance at the
EPU power level.

2.1.23 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The reactor coolant system and SG performance (i.e., fouling factor) were determined using beginning of
cycle calorimetric data to develop baseline best estimate parameters for the current plant configuration.
The determined steam pressure values are defined as being at the SG main steam outlet nozzle. Based on
the baseline best estimate parameters for the current plant configuration, best estimate parameters were
then calculated for the various EPU operating scenarios.

For BVPS-1, the calculation of best estimate NSSS parameters used best estimate performance (i.e.,
fouling factor) for the Model 54F replacement steam generators.

2.1.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The primary acceptance criteria for the determination of best estimate NSSS parameters is that the
parameters must provide adequate flexibility and margin for plant operation while at the same time
remain within the analytical bounds established by the NSSS design (PCWG) parameters. The best
estimate NSSS parameters form the basis for analyses and evaluations to support modifications to the
turbine/generator to maximize electrical output (MWe) at EPU conditions.

Table 2.1.2-1 provides the best estimate NSSS parameters developed forEPU conditions to support sizing
of the turbine/generator modifications.

Table 2.1.2-2 provides the best estimate NSSS parameters developed for the current power level to
support the staged implementation of EPU. These parameters retain the current T., of 576.2°F.

2.1.2.5 Conclusions

The current performance of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 was determined through the use of measured plant
calorimetric data. This performance was then applied to predict expected best estimate NSSS parameters
(ie., steam pressure, steam mass flow rate, and primary side temperatures) at EPU conditions and at the
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current power level to support the staged implementation of EPU. The calculation of best estimate
parameters for BVPS-I used best estimate performance (i.e., fouling factor) for the Model 54F
replacement steam generators. The best estimate NSSS parameters were used in turbine/generator
performance evaluations.

K)
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Table 2.1.2-1
Best Estimate NSSS Parameters

Extended Power Uprate

Parameter BVPS-1 BVPS-2

SGModel 54F RSG 51MOSG

NSSS Power (MWt) 2910 ..2910

Average RCS Flow (gpm/loop) 97,800 92,400

Average SGTP(%) . 0 4

T. (OF) 577.9 574.2

Tba (OF) 611.2 609.5..

Tod (OF) 544.6 538.9

Toad (OF) 440.0 437.0

SG Moisture Cariyover, % 0.10 0.25.

SG Outlet Steam Pressure (psia) 805 774

Total Steam Flow (x 106 lb /hr) 12.744 12.692

Turbine Inlet Steam Pressure (psia) 770 750
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Table 2.1.2-2
Best Estimate NSSS Parameters

Current Power

Parameter BVPS-1 BVPS-2

SG Model 54F RSG 51MOSG

NSSS Power (MWt) 2697 2697

Average RCS Flow (gpm/loop) 97,800 92,400

Average SGTP (%) 0 4

T,,. ( 0F) 576.2 576.2

TbA tF) 607.3 609.0

Tod ( 0F) 545.1 543.4

Tfd ( 0F) 434.3 434.0

SG Moisture Carryover, % 0.10 0.25

SG Outlet Steam Pressure (psia) 825 821

Total Steamn Flow (x 106 lb Ahr) 11.724 11.733
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2.13 Ta,/Power Coastdown Parameters

A T./Power Coastdown has been performed at BVPS-1 at the end of Cycle 14. The coastdown was
performed at the original power level of 2660 MWt with the original turbine/generator. Analyses and
evaluations were performed at the 1.A% uprate NSSS power level of 2697 MWt to bound and support the
BVPS-1 Cycle 14 coastdown.

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations to support additional Tm/lPower Coastdowns at
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with modified turbine/generators. The NSSS design (PCWG)
parameters (Section 2.1.1) for EPU were defined in part to support T./Power Coastdowns. The principal
PCWG parameter defined to support T,,iPower Coastdowns is full power Tamp which was specified for a
range from 566.2° to 5800F. This in turn established a full power steam generator outlet steam pressure
range including normal full load operating pressure down to 700 psia.

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 turbine/generators (Section 8.1) will be modified for EPU conditions to
maximize electrical output. The modifications will include replacement of the existing high pressure
turbine rotors with new optimized all-reaction design rotors. The design of the new optimized all-reaction
rotors will include 2% nominal flow margin at the full power throttle valve steam conditions associated
with operation at 2910 MWL The best estimate NSSS parameters (Section 2.1.2) associated with
operation at 2910 MWt include steam generator outlet/turbine valve inlet steam pressures of
805 psia/770 psia for BVPS-1 and 774 psia/750 psia for BVPS-2, as shown in Table 2.1.2-1.

At EPU conditions, the Tm/Power Coastdowns will be performed subject to the following analytical
limits established by the PCWG parameters for EPU:

* Tn at full power must be greater than or equal to 566.20F.
* Steam generator outlet steam pressure at full power must be greater than or equal to 700 psia.

The Tr/Power Coastdowns will start at the normal operating point (i.e., T,., and associated steam
pressure) for the subject cycle. The TIPower Coastdowns will initiate at full power with the nominal
T, being reduced until the turbine governor valves are wide open, Tg is reduced to 566.20F or steam
generator outlet steam pressure is reduced to 700 psia.

In conclusion, the PCWG parameters for EPU conditions have been defined so that the associated EPU
Project analyses and evaluations inherently support T,.Power Coastdowns at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. The
analyses and evaluations described in this report demonstrate continued compliance with all applicable
requirements while performing T.,/Power Coastdowns at BVPS-l and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions.
These analyses and evaluations also support performing Tg/Power Coastdowns at the current NSSS
power level of 2697 MWt subject to the same analytical limits established by the PCWG parameters for
EPU conditions. Furthermore, since a T,/Power Coastdown has already been performed at BVPS-1 for
Cycle 14, operating procedures and training have already been developed and implemented to support
Tm/Power Coastdowns at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. These procedures and training will be reviewed and
augmented if required to support Tm./Power Coastdowns at EPU conditions.
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2.2 NSSS AND AUXMLIARY EQUIPMENT DESIGN TRANSIENTS (j)
The NSSS and auxiliary equipment design transients define the cyclic behavior of the plant at EPU
conditions for use in analyses and evaluations of the NSSS components (i.e., reactor vessel, reactor
coolant pumps, steam generators, etc.) and the NSSS auxiliary equipment (i.e., heat exchangers, tanks,
pumps, etc.), respectively.

2.2.1 NSSS Design Transients

2.2.1.1 Introduction

As part of the original design and analyses of the NSSS components for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, NSSS
design transients (i.e., temperature and pressure transients) were specified for use in the analyses of the
cyclic behavior of the NSSS components. To provide the necessary high degree of integrity for the NSSS
components, the transient parameters selected for component fatigue analyses are based on conservative
estimates of the magnitude and frequency of the temperature and pressure transients resulting from
various plant operating conditions. The transients selected for use in component fatigue analyses are
representative of operating conditions that would be considered to occur during plant operations of
possible significance to component cyclic behavior due to their severity or frequency. The selected
transients are representative of plant transients which, when used as a basis for component fatigue
analysis, would provide confidence that the component is appropriate for its application over the
operating license period of the plant For purposes of analysis, the number of transient occurrences is
based on an operating license period of 40 years. (j)

2.2.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

NSSS design transients are based primarily on the NSSS Performance Capability Working Group
(PCWG) parameters as discussed in Section 2.1.1 of this report.

2.2.1.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The PCWG parameters upon which the original NSSS design transients were based were compared to the
PCWG parameters for EPU conditions and shown to be different in RCS vessel average temperature,
steam pressure and feedwater temperature. These differences were sufficient to require that the original
NSSS design transients be analyzed or evaluated at EPU conditions. The majority of the normal and
upset conditions transients were analyzed at EPU conditions using the LOFTRAN computer code
(Reference 1). The remaining original NSSS design transients did not require analysis and were
evaluated at EPU conditions.

2.2.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The NSSS design transients are input to the primary and secondary component structural and fatigue
analyses/evaluations. The final acceptance is determined by the component stress and fatigue analyses
presented in Section 4. j
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Consistent with the original NSSS design transients, the revised NSSS design transients for the EPU
Project are conservative representations of transients which, when used as a basis for component fatigue
analyses, provide confidence that the component is appropriate for its application over the 'operating
license period of the plant. Also, consistent with the original NSSS design transients, the number of
transient occurrences is based on an operating license period of 40 years.

Table 2.2.1-1 identifies the NSSS design transients that apply to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions.
The design of individual NSSS components may include design transients in addition to those specified in
Table 2.2.1-1.

2.2.1.5 Conclusions

The NSSS design transients for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 were analyzed or evaluated at EPU conditions and
were -used in the EPU Project NSSS component analyses and evaluations.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for NSSS design transients for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation' of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

2.2.1.6 References

1. WCAP-7907-P-A, "LOFTRAN Code Description," April 1984.
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Table 2.2.1-1
NSSS Design Transients

Design Basis Number of Occurrences in 40-Year
Plant Operating License Period

Design Transients BVPS-1 BVPS-2

NORMAL CONDITION

1. Plant Heatup 200 200

2. Plant Cooldown 200 200

3. Unit Loading at 50 //mnute 18,300 18,300

4. Unit Unloading at 50/oMinute 18,300 18,300

5. Step Load Increase of 10% of Full Power 2,000 2,000

6. Step Load Decrease of 10% of Full Power 2,000 2,000

7. Large Step Load Decrease with Steam Dump 200 200

8. Steady-State Fluctuations Infinite Infinite

9. Refueling Not Applicable(') 80

UPSET CONDITION

1. Loss of Load, w/o Immediate Turbine or Reactor Trip 80 80

2. Loss of Power 40 40

3. Loss of Flow 80 80

4. Reactor Trip from Full Power 400 400

5. Inadvertent Auxiliary Spray 10 10

6. Inadvertent Safety Injection Not Applicable(l) 60

7. RCS Cold Overpressurization 10 10

8. Operational Basis Earthquake (OBE) 400 400

FAULTED CONDITION

1. Main Reactor Coolant Pipe Break 1 1

2. Steam Pipe Break 1 1

3. Steam Generator Tube Rupture 1 (Included in the 1 (Included in the
Reactor Trip from Full Reactor Trip from Full

Power Transient) Power Transient)

4. Design Basis Earthquake (DBE or SSE) 1 1

I-)

ij

0
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Table 2.2.1-1 (continued)
NSSS Design Transients

Design Basis Number of Occurrences in 40-Year
Plant Operating License Period

Design Transients BVPS-1 BVPS2

TEST CONDMTION

1. Turbine Roll Test . 10 10

2. Primmy Side Hydrostatic Test 5 5

3. Secondary Side Hydrostatic Test 5 5

4. Primary Side Leak Test 50 50

Note:
(1) Ihis desip tansient is not included in the orginal design basis or in the licensing basis for BVPS-1.
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2.2.2 Auxiliary Equipment Design Transients

2.2.2.1 Introduction

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 auxiliary equipment design specifications included transients that were used to
design and analyze the Class 1 auxiliary nozzles connected to the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and
certain NSSS auxiliary systems piping, heat exchangers, pumps, and tanks. These transients are described
by variations in pressure, fluid temperature, and flow and represent umbrella cases for operational events
postulated to occur during the plant lifetime. The transients are sufficiently conservative, such that, when
used as a basis for component fatigue analysis, they provide confidence that the component will perform
as intended over the operating license period of the plant. For purposes of analysis, the number of
transient occurrences was based on an operating license period of 40 years.

As part of the EPU Project, the auxiliary equipment design transients were reviewed to assess continued
applicability.

2.2.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The review of the auxiliary equipment design transients was performed based on the range of NSSS
design parameters developed to support an NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (Section 2.1.1).

The range of NSSS design parameters for EPU was compared with the NSSS design parameters used to
develop the original design basis auxiliary equipment design transients. ()
2.2.23 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

An evaluation of the original design transients was performed to determine which transients could be
potentially impacted by EPU conditions. The evaluation concluded that the only design transients that
could be potentially impacted by EPU conditions are those temperature transients impacted by full-load
RCS design temperatures.

These temperature transients are defined by the differences between the temperature of the coolant in the
RCS loops and the temperature of the coolant in the auxiliary systems connected to the RCS loops. The
greater the temperature difference the greater the impact these temperature transients have on auxiliary
component design and fatigue evaluation processes. Since the operating coolant temperatures in the
auxiliary systems are not impacted by EPU conditions, the temperature difference between the coolant in
the auxiliary systems and the coolant in the RCS loops is only impacted by changes in the RCS operating
temperatures.

The original design temperature transients are based on a full-load TI,,, of 6301F and a full-load Tdd of
5600F. These full-load temperatures were assumed for equipment design so that the temperature
transients would be conservative for a wide range of NSSS design parameters.
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22.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A comparison of the range ofNSSS design temperatures for EPU at fullload, that is Th (603.9 to
617.00F) and Td (528.5 to 543.1 IF) compared with the Tahoe and Tm values used to develop the original
design transients, indicates that the EPU temperature ranges are lower than those used for the original
design transients. These lower full-load operating temperatures result in less severe transients, since the
temperature differences between RCS loop temperatures and the lower operating temperatures in the
auxiliary systems connected to the RCS are less. For example, the temperature transients imposed on the
Chemical and Volume Control System letdown and charging nozzles associated with starting and stopping
letdown and charging flow would be less severe, since the temperature differences are less. Therefore,
the original body of auxiliary equipment design transients are conservative for EPU conditions.

2.2.2.5 Conclusions

The only auxiliary equipment design transients that can be potentially impacted by EPU conditions are
those temperature transients related to full-load NSSS design temperatures. A review of these
temperature transients indicates that if these transients were based on the EPU design parameters they
would be less severe. Therefore, the original auwiliary equipment design transients for BVPS-l and
BVPS-2 remain bounding for the EPU to the NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

The results and conclusions of the evaluation performed for auxiliary equipment design transients for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. -
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3 NSSS SYSTEMS ,)

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the NSSS systems at EPU conditions, including
the NSSS fluid systems, NSSS control systems, and the NSSS/Balance of Plant (BOP) fluid system
interfaces. The NSSS control systems and NSSS/BOP fluid system interfaces are addressed in this
section. The NSSS fluid systems are addressed in Section 9, Plant Systems.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with the
original steam generators. The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation
at the current power level, which supports the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

3.1 NSSS/BOP FLUID SYSTEM INTERFACES

3.1.1 Introduction

As part of the EPU Project, the following Balance-of-Plant (BOP) fluid systems were reviewed to assess
compliance with Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS)/BOP interface guidelines.

* Main Steam System
* Steam Dump System
* Condensate and Feedwater System
* Auxiliary Feedwater System
* Steam Generator Blowdown System C3
The various interface systems were reviewed with the purpose of providing interface information which
could be used in the more detailed BOP system reviews. The results of those reviews are provided in
Section 9, Plant Systems.

3.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The review was performed based on the range of NSSS design parameters developed to support an NSSS
power level of 2910 MWt. For BVPS-I, the review was based ontheNSSS design parameters for
2910 MWt with Model 54F replacement steam generators. These NSSS design parameters are shown in
Section 2.1.1.

A comparison of the range of NSSS design parameters with the reference design parameters previously
evaluated for systems and components indicates significant differences that could impact the performance
of the above BOP systems. For example, the increase in NSSS power of 9.4% (from the original NSSS
power level of 2660 to 2910 MWt) coupled with both the upper limit on T. (5801F) and maximum
feedwater temperature (4551F) would result in a 12.4% increase in steam/feedwater mass flowrates.
Additionally, 22% steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) in combination with a T,,, in the lower end of
the T,,, window (566.20 - 5801F) would result in a reduction in full-load steam generator outlet steam
pressure from 790 to 623 psia for BVPS-1 and 641 psia for BVPS-2.

0
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These reductions in full-load steam generator outlet steam pressure are conservative in that the full-load
steam generator outlet steam pressure is limited to a minimum of 700 psia to support NSSS component
design transient considerations as noted in Section 2.1.1. Furthermore, the actual fiul-load steam
generator outlet steam pressure for operation at 2910 MWt will be controlled to alhigher value
(i.e., -805 psia for BVPS-1 and -774 psia for BVPS-2) consistent with the best estimate NSSS
parameters shown in Section 2.1.2.

3.1.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

Evaluations of the above BOP systems relative to compliance with Westinghouse NSSSIBOP interface
guidelines were performed to address the NSSS design parameters for EPU which include ranges for
parameters such as Tg., (56620 - 5800F) and SGTP (0 - 22%). These ranges of NSSS design parameters
result in ranges of BOP parameters such as full-load steam generator outlet steam pressure (623 to
831 psia for BVPS- land 641 to 826 psia for BVPS-2). In addition the parameters include a feedwater
temperature range of 4000 to 4550F. The NSSSIBOP interface evaluations were performed to address
these ranges on NSSS and BOP parameters.

3.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The NSSSIBOP system interface requirements are delineated in the Westinghouse NSSS/BOP interface
guidelines. For each BOP system evaluated, the specific NSSS/BOP system interface requirements as
well as the results of the evaluation are delineated below.

3.1.4.1 Main Steam System

The reference NSSS design parameters for the original maximum guaranteed NSSS power (2660 MWt)
included a steam line design pressure drop of 40 psi and a design pressure of 750 psia at the turbine inlet
valves. Based on the range of NSSS design parameters for the EPU to an NSSS power of 2910 MWt, the
lowest allowable steam generator pressure of 623 psia for BVPS-1 and 641 psia for BVPS-2 would result
in a steam line pressure drop of 64.1 psi for BVPS-1 and 62.3 psi forBVPS-2 and pressure at the turbine
inlet valves 'of approximately 558.9 psia for BVPS-1 and 578.7 psia for BVPS-2.

The following summarizes the evaluation of the major steam system components relative to the EPU
conditions. The major components of the Main Steam System (MSS) are the Steam Generator (SG) Main
Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs), the SGAtmospheric Steam Dump Valves (ASDVs), Residual Heat
Release Control Valve (RHRCV), Main Steam Non-retun Valves/Trip Valves (MSNV/IVs) for BVPS-1,
Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSlVs) for BVPS-2, Main Steam Trip Bypass Valves for BVPS-1 and
Main Steam Isolation Bypass Valves for BVPS-2.

3.1.4.1.1 Steam Generator Main Steam Safety Valves

The setpoints of the MSSVs are determined based on the design pressure of the steam generators
(1085 psig) and the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel (B&PV) Code. Since the
design pressure of the SGs has not changed with the EPU, there is no need to revise the setpoints of the
safety valves. '-
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The MSSVs must have sufficient capacity so that main steam pressure does not exceed 110% of the steam
generator shell-side design pressure (the maximum pressure allowed by the ASME B&PV Code) for the JF
worst-case loss-of-heat-sink event in the UFSAR. Based on this requirement, Westinghouse originally
applied the conservative criterion that the valves should be sized to relieve 100% of the maximum
calculated steam flow at an accumulation pressure not exceeding 110% of the MSS design pressure.
Valve capacities less than this conservative sizing criterion are acceptable as long as the safety analysis
for the worst-case loss-of-heat-sink event shows that steam pressure does not exceed 110% of the steam
generator shell-side design pressure.

Each BVPS unit has fifteen safety valves that have a total rated capacity of 12.785 x I06 lb/hr for BVPS-1
and 12.727 X106 lb/hr for BVPS-2, based on all valves being at the pressure corresponding to the
accumulation pressure (i.e., 5% for BVPS-1 and 3% for BVPS-2) above the highest safety valve set pressure
(i.e., 1125 psig). This total rated capacity provides about 98% for BVPS-1 and 97.5% for BVPS-2 of the
maximum calculated steam flow for EPU of 13.04 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-1 and 13.05 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-2.

The safety analysis for EPU presented in Section 5.3.6 confirms that the installed steam generator safety
valves are adequate for at-power overpressure protection. Additional analysis was performed to identify
the maximum power level allowed for at-power operation with inoperable MSSVs. This analysis requires
that maximum power level is limited to 50%, 34% and 19% for at-power operation with 1, 2 and 3
inoperable MSSVs per steam generator, respectively. For these cases, the heat removal capability of the
operable MSSVs exceeds the corresponding maximum power levels.

The excessive cooldown analysis-of-record assumes a maximum flow limit of 890,000 lb/hr at 1100 psia
for each MSSV (as well as each steam generator ASDV, RHRCV and condenser steam dump valve). ¢
Since the actual capacity of any single MSSV, ASDV, RHRCV or condenser steam dump valve is less
than or equal to this maximum flow limit per valve, the maximum capacity criteria are satisfied.

3.1.4.1.2 Steam Generator Atmospheric Steam Dump Valves and Residual Heat Release
Control Valve

The Atmospheric Steam Dump Valves (ASDVs), which are located upstream of the MSNV/TVs on
BVPS-1 and the MS1Vs on BVPS-2 and adjacent to the MSSVs, are automatically controlled by steam
line pressure during plant operations. The ASDVs automatically open and exhaust to atmosphere
whenever the steam line pressure exceeds a predetermined setpoint to minimize safety valve lifting during
steam pressure transients. As the steam line pressure decreases, the ASDVs close and reseat at a pressure
below the opening pressure. The ASDV set pressure for these operations is between zero-load steam
pressure and the setpoint of the lowest-set MSSVs. Since neither of these pressures change for the range
of NSSS design parameters for EPU, there is no need to change the ASDV setpoint.

The primary fumction of the ASDVs is to provide a means for decay heat removal and plant cooldown by
discharging steam to the atmosphere when either the condenser, the condenser circulating water pumps, or
steam dump to the condenser is not available. Under such circumstances, the ASDVs in conjunction with
the Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) permit the plant to be cooled down from the pressure setpoint of
the lowest-set MSSVs to the point where the Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) can be placed in
service. During cooldown, the ASDVs are either automatically or manually controlled. In automatic,
each ASDV controller compares steam line pressure to the pressure setpoint, which is manually set by the
plant operator.
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In the event of a tube rupture event in conjunction with loss of offsite power, the ASDVs are used to cool
down the RCS to a temperature that permits equalization of the primary and secondary pressures at a
pressure below the lowest-set MSSV. RCS cooldown and depressurization are required to preclude steam

-generator overfill and to terminate activity release to the atmosphere.

In addition, each BVPS unit has a Residual Heat Release Control Valve (RHRCV) which is mounted on a
header and serves all three steam generators through connections on each main steamline upstream of the
MSNV/Vs for BVPS-1 or MS1Vs for BVPS-2. The valve is manually positioned from the main control
room and the primary function is to augment the normal cooldown function of the ASDVs.

The steam generator ASDVs in conjunction with RHRCV are designed to have a capacity at least equal to
10% of the steam flow used forplant design, at no-load steam pressure. A 10% total capacity permits a
plant cooldown to RHRS operating conditions in 4 hours (at an assumed cooldown rate of 500F/hr)
following 2 hours at hot standby. This capacity requirement is compatible with normal cooldown
capability and minimizes the water supply required by the Auxiliary Feedwater System. This design basis
is limiting with respect to sizing the ASDVs/RHRCV and bounds the capacity required for tube rupture.

The ASDVs in conjunction with the RHRCV have a total design capacity of 1 A53 x 10 6 lb/hr for BVPS-l
and 1.383 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-2 at no-load steam pressure, which provides about 11.1% for BVPS-1 and
10.6% for BVPS-2 of the maximum calculated steam flow for EPU of 13.04 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-1 and
13.05 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-2.

Therefore, the original design basis in terms of cooldown capability can still be achieved over the full
range of NSSS design parameters for EPU. Actual cooldown capability has been shown to be greater than
500F/hr and is limited to 1 00°F/hr by the plant Technical Specifications.

3.1.4.1.3 Main Steam Isolation

BVPS-I has Main Steam Non-Return Valves/Trip Valves (MSNV/rVs) and Main Steam Trip Bypass
Valves. BVPS-2 has Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) and Main Steam Isolation Bypass Valves.

The MSNVflVs for BVPS-I and the MSIVs for BVPS-2 are located outside the containment and
downstream of the MSSVs. The valves function to prevent the uncontrolled blowdown of more than one
steam generator and to minimize the RCS cooldown and containment pressure to within acceptable limits
following a main steam line break. To accomplish this function, the valves must be capable of closure to
meet an overall delay time (logic plus valve closure) of 8 seconds with steam break flow conditions in the
forward direction for BVPS-1 and 7 seconds with steam break flow conditions in either the forward or
reverse direction for BVPS-2. These interface requirements are not impacted by EPU.

The bypass valves are used to warm up the main steam lines and equalize pressure across the MSNVTIVs
for BVPS-I and MS1Vs for BVPS-2 prior to opening these valves. The bypass valves perform their
function at no-load and low power conditions where EPU has no significant impact on main steam
conditions (e.g., steam flow and steam pressure). Consequently, EPU has no significant impact on the
interface requirements for the bypass valves.

It
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3.1.4.2 Steam Dump System

The NSSS control systems and the associated equipment (pumps, valves, heaters, control rods, etc.) are
designed to provide satisfactory operation (automatic in the range of 15 to 100% power) without reactor
trip when subjected to the following load transients:

* Loading at 5% of full power per minute.

* Unloading at 5% of full power per minute.

* Instantaneous load transients of plus or minus 10% of full power (not exceeding full power).

* Load reductions of 50%/1 of full power with steam dump.

The analysis for the 10% step load increase and 5% per minute ramp load increase credits operator action
for rod withdrawal since automatic rod withdrawal has been deleted from the rod control system.

The steam dump system creates an artificial steam load by dumping steam from ahead of the turbine
valves to the main condenser. The Westinghouse sizing criterion recommends that the steam dump
system (valves and pipe) be capable of discharging 40%/o of the rated steam flow at full-load steam
pressure to permit the NSSS to withstand an external load reduction of up to 50% of plant rated electrical
load without a reactor trip. To prevent a trip, this transient requires all NSSS control systems to be in
automatic, including the Reactor Control System, which accommodates 10% of the load reduction.
Deletion of auto rod withdrawal has no impact on this transient because rods are inserted during this _

transient. A steam dump capacity of 400/a of rated steam flow at full-load steam pressure also prevents
MSSV lifting following a reactor trip from full power.

3.1.4.2.1 Steam Dump System Major Components

Each BVPS unit is provided with eighteen condenser steam dump valves that have a total design capacity
of 10.55 x 106 lb/hr at 790 psia inlet pressure for BVPS-1 and 10.07 x 106 lb/hr at 805 psia for BVPS-2.
This total steam dump valves design capacity is equivalent to a steam dump capability of about 80.2% for
BVPS-1 and 76.4% for BVPS-2 of the original maximum guaranteed steam flow (11.61 x 106 lb/hr) at a
full-load steam generator pressure of 790 psia and accounting for pressure loss to the inlet of the valves,
versus a current required capacity of 40% of rated steam flow.

NSSS operation within the range of operating parameters at lower steam generator pressures and
increased steam flows will not reduce steam dump capability below the current required capacity. An
evaluation indicates that total steam dump capacity could be as low as 54.7% for BVPS-1 and 54.4% for
BVPS-2 of rated steam flow (12.95 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-1 and 12.98 x 106 lb/hr for BVPS-2), at a full-
load steam pressure equal to 623 psia for BVPS-1 and 641 psia for BVPS-2. These operating conditions
are based on an NSSS power level of 2910 MWt, a steam generator tube plugging level as high as 22%
and a T. of 566.21F. Therefore, the condenser steam dump valves are adequate based on the NSSS
operating conditions for the EPU.
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To provide effective control of flow on large step load reductions or plant trip, the steam dump valves are
required to modulate to control flow at any pressure between 50 psi less than full-load pressure and steam
generator design pressure with a maximum full stroke time of 8 seconds for BVPS-1 and 20 seconds for
BVPS-2. For BVPS-2, the steam dump valves are also required to go from full closed to full open in
3 seconds at any pressure between 50 psi less than full-load pressure and steam generator design pressure.
These requirements are still applicable for the NSSS design conditions for EPU and are supported by the
NSSS controls systems analysis of the adequacy of the steam dump control system at the EPU conditions.

3.1.43 Condensate and Feedwater System

The Condensate and Feedwater System (C&FS) must automatically maintain steam generator water levels
during steady-state and transient operations. The range of NSSS design parameters will result in a
required feedwater volumetric flow increase of up to 14.2% during full-power operation. The higher
feedwater flow will have an impact on system pressure drop, which may increase by as much as 283%.
Also, a comparison of the NSSS design parameters for EPU with the original NSSS design parameters
indicates that the SG full-power operating steam pressure may increase by as much as 41 psi
(831 - 790 psia) for BVPS-I and 36 psi (826 - 790 psia) for BVPS-2 or decrease as much as 167 psi
(790 - 623 psia) for BVPS-I and 149 psi (790 - 641 psia) for BVPS-2.

The major components of the C&FS are the Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MF1Vs), Main Feedwater
Control Valves (MFCVs), Feedwater Bypass Control Valves (FBCVs) and the Condensate and Feedwater
System (C&FS) Pumps.

3.1.43.1 Main Feedwater Isolation

The MFIVs are located outside containment and downstream of the MFCVs. The MFIVs function in
conjunction with the MFCVs and backup trip signals to the feedwater pumps to provide redundant
isolation of feedwater flow to the steam generators following a steam line break or a malfunction in the
steam generator level control system. Isolation of feedwater flow is required to prevent containment
overpressurization and excessive Reactor Coolant System cooldowns. To'accomplish this fumction, the
MFJVs and MFCVs must close to meet an overall delay time (logic plis valve closure) of 10 seconds for
BVPS-I and 7 seconds for BVPS-2. The FBCVs must close to meet an overall delay time of 30 seconds
for BVPS-1 and 7 seconds for BVPS-2. These interface requirements are not impacted by EPU.

3.1.43.2 Condensate and Feedwater System Pumps, Feedwater Control Valves, and Feedwater
Bypass Control Valves

The C&FS available head in conjunction with the MFCV characteristics must provide sufficient margin
for feed control to provide adequate flow to the steam generators during steady state and transient
operation. A continuous steady feed flow should be maintained at all loads. To provide stable feedwater
control, with constant speed feedwater pumps, the pressure drop across the MFCVs at rated flow (100%
power) should be approximately equal to 1 to 1.5 times the feedwater system dynamic losses from the
feed pump discharge through the steam generators. In addition, adequate margin should be available in
the MFCVs at full-load conditions to permit a C&FS delivery of 96% of rated flow with'a 100 psi
pressure increase above the full-load pressure with the MFCVs fully open. This margin is required for
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load rejection. The FBCVs, provided for low-load operation of the Feedwater System, are required to
provide enough capacity to enable the plant to obtain 15% thermal power.

To address these NSSS interface requirements, the C&FS piping, pumps, valves and pressure-retaining
components were evaluated to show their ability to operate at the increased flow rates, temperatures, and
pressures associated with EPU. The results are presented in Section 9.12. With respect to the C&FS
delivery capability for load rejection, the BOP evaluation showed that 96% of rated flow was not
available at the conditions associated with EPU. To address this deviation relative to the original 96%
interface criterion, a NSSS control systems 50% load rejection analysis was performed to show that
adequate margin exists for load rejection at EPU conditions even though the original 96% interface
criterion is not satisfied. The results are reflected in Section 3.2.1.

The NSSS controls systems analyses included an evaluation of the adequacy of the feedwater control
system in conjunction with steam dump control system at EPU conditions. The results are reflected in
Section 3.2.1.

To provide effective control of flow during normal operation, the MFCVs and FBCVs are required to
stroke open or closed through the valve positioner in 20 seconds over the anticipated inlet pressure control
range (approximately 0 - 1600 psig). These interface requirements are not impacted by EPU.

3.1.4.4 Auxiliary Feedwater System

The AFWS supplies feedwater to the secondary side of the steam generators at times when the normal
feedwater system is not available, thereby maintaining the steam generator heat sink. The system
provides feedwater to the SGs during normal unit startup, hot standby, and cooldown operations and also
functions as an Engineered Safeguards System. In the latter function, the AFWS is required to prevent
core damage and system overpressurization during transients and accidents, such as a loss of normal
feedwater or a secondary system pipe break.

The minimum performance requirements for the AFWS are dictated by safety analyses, and the revised
safety analyses for EPU confirmed acceptable AFWS performance. For details of the safety analyses
refer to Section 5.3.

3.1.4.4.1 Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank Requirements

The AFWS pumps are normally aligned to take suction from the Primary Plant Demineralized Water
Storage Tank (PPDWST). The licensing basis transient with respect to PPDWST inventory requirements
is the loss-of-offsite power (LOOP) transient. The licensing basis dictates that in the event of a LOOP,
sufficient PPDWST usable inventory must be available to bring the unit from full power to hot standby
(hot zero power) conditions, and then maintain the plant at hot standby for 9 hours. The plant Technical
Specifications presently specify that the PPDWST contain a minimum contained volume of 140,000 gal
for BVPS-1 and a minimum usable volume of 127,500 gal for BVPS-2.

Since the required PPDWST inventory is a function of plant rated power and other NSSS design
parameters, an analysis was performed for the LOOP scenario to determine the required inventory for the
EPU design parameters. a
6517-3.dac-092304 
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The results of this EPU analysis determined that a minimum usable inventory of 130,000 gal is adequate
for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 to meet the plant design bases (9 hr hot zero power following a LOOP) for the
range of NSSS design parameters. The Technical Specifications for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 will be revised
to require a minimum usable volume of 130,000 gal for EPU conditions.

3.1.4.5 Steam Generator Blowdown System

The Steam Generator Blowdown System (SGBS) is used to control the chemical composition of the
steam generator secondary-side water within the specified limits. The blowdown system also controls the
buildup of solids in the steam generator secondary.

The blowdown flowrates required during plant operation are based on chemistry control and tube-sheet
sweep requirements to control the buildup of solids. The blowdown flowrate required to control
chemistry and the buildup of solids'in the steam generators is tied to allowable condenser in-leakage, total
dissolved solids in the plant service water, and allowable primary-to-secondary leakage. Since these
variables are not impacted by EPU, the blowdown required to control secondary chemistry and steam
generator solids are not impacted by EPU.

The inlet pressure'to the SGBS varies with steam generator operating pressure. Therefore, as steam
generator full-load operating pressure decreases, the inlet pressure to the SGBS control valves decreases
and the valves must open to maintain the required blowdown flow rate into the system flash tank. The
present range ofNSSS design parameters permits a maximum decrease in steam pressure from no-load to
full-load of 260 psi (i.e., from 1020 to 760 psia). Based on the revised range of NSSS design parameters
for EPU, the no-load steam pressure (1020 psia) remains the same and the minimum full-load steam
pressure (623 psia for BVPS-l and 641 psia for BVPS-2) decreases about 18% for BVPS-I and 15.7% for
BVPS-2.- This decrease in blowdown system inlet pressure will impact the normal operating position of
the blowdown flow control valves.

Refer to Section 9.13 for a detailed evaluation of the SGBS.

3.1.5 Conclusions

A summary of the conclusions of the evaluation of the NSSSIBOP fluid system interfaces for the EPU is
provided below-

3.1.5.1 Main Steam System

The required safety valve capacity is dictated by safety analyses. The results 'of the revised safety
analyses for EPU concluded that the installed safety valve capacity is adequate'for EPU. Refer to
Section 53.6 for additional details.

An evaluation of the capacity of the ASDVs in conjunction with RHRCV concluded that the original
design basis in terms of cooldown capability is met over the full range of NSSS design parameters for
EPU. This cooldown design basis with respect to sizing the'ASDVs is bounding with respect to the
capacity required for tube rupture.
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The NSSS/BOP interface systems requirements imposed on the design of the MSNV/TVs (BVPS-1),
MSIVs (BVPS-2) and associated bypass valves are not impacted by EPU. K )

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the Main Steam System for the NSSS power
of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the
staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-l and BVPS-2.

3.1.5.2 Steam Dump System

The capacity of the condenser Steam Dump Valves meets the current required capacity of 40% of rated
steam flow for the range of NSSS design parameters for EPU.

The steam dump valves normal stroke time requirements (i.e., modulate in 8 seconds for BVPS-1 and
20 seconds for BVPS-2) and trip open time requirements (i.e., not applicable for BVPS-I and 3 seconds
for BVPS-2) are not impacted by EPU. The NSSS control systems analysis in Section 3.2.1 support these
normal stroke and trip open time requirements for EPU.

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the Steam Dump System for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

3.1.5.3 Condensate and Feedwater System

To provide stable feedwater control, with constant speed feedwater pumps, the pressure drop across the (2)
FCVs at rated flow (100% power) should be approximately equal to 1 to 1.5 times the feedwater system
dynamic losses from the feed pump discharge through the steam generators. In addition, adequate margin
should be available in the FCVs at full-load conditions to permit a C&FS delivery of 96% of rated flow
with a 100 psi pressure increase above the full-load pressure with the FCVs fully open. This margin is
required for load rejection. The FBCVs, provided for low-load operation of the Feedwater System, are
required to provide enough capacity to enable the plant to obtain 15% thermal power.

To address these NSSS interface requirements, the C&FS piping, pumps, valves and pressure-retaining
components were evaluated to show their ability to operate at the increased flow rates, temperatures, and
pressures associated with EPU. The results are presented in Section 9.12. With respect to the C&FS
delivery capability for load rejection, the BOP evaluation showed that 96% of rated flow was not
available at the conditions associated with EPU. To address this deviation relative to the original 96%
interface criterion, a NSSS control systems 50%16 load rejection analysis was performed to show that
adequate margin exists for load rejection at EPU conditions even though the original 96% interface
criterion is not satisfied. The results are reflected in Section 3.2.1.

The MFIVs, FCVs, and FBCVs normal stroke and trip closed time interface requirements are not
impacted by EPU.

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the Condensate and Feedwater System for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. The FCV internals will be (C)
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modified as part of the staged implementation of EPU. However, since the PCWG parameters for 2697
MWt are very similar to the PCWG parameters for current operation, the current FCV internals are
adequate for operation at 2697 MWt. The adequacy of the current FCV internals for operation at 2697
MWt was evaluated as part of the NSSS control systems 50% load rejection analysis as reflected in
Section 3.2.1.

3.1.5A Auxiliary Feedwater System

The minimum performance of the AFWS is dictated by safety analyses, and the revised safety analyses
for EPU confirmed acceptable AFWS performance. For details of the safety analyses refer to Section 5.3.

The results of the EPU analysis determined that a minimum usable inventory of 130,000 gal is adequate
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 to meet the plant design bases (i.e., 9 hr hot standby following a LOOP) for the
range of NSSS design parameters. The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Technical Specifications will be changed to
require a minimum useable inventory of 130,000 gal for EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the Auxiliary Feedwater
System for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.1.5.5 Steam Generator Blowdown System

The blowdown flowrate required to control chemistry and the buildup of solids in the steam generators is
tied to allowable condenser in-leakage, total dissolved solids in the plant service water, and allowable
primary to secondary leakage. Since these variables are not impacted by EPU, the blowdown required to
control secondary chemistry and steam generator solids will not be impacted by EPU.

Based on the revised range of NSSS design parameters for EPU, the no-load steam pressure (1020 psia)
remains the same and the minimum full-load steam pressure (623 psia for BVPS-I and 641 psia for
BVPS-2) decreases about 18% for BVPS-l and 15.7% for BVPS-2. This decrease in blowdown system
inlet pressure will impact the normal operating position of the blowdown flow control valves.

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the Steam Generator Blowdown System for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.2 NSSS CONTROL SYSTEMS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations in the following areas in order to assess the NSSS
control systems performance and setpoints at EPU conditions:

1. NSSS Control Systems Stability/Operability

* NSSS Control Systems Stability/Setpoints
* Plant Operability Margins
* P-9 Setpoint
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2. Pressure Control Component Sizing g)

* Power Operated Relief Valves
* Pressurizer Spray Valves
* Steam Dump Valves
* Pressurizer Heaters

3. Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS)

These analyses and evaluations are described in the following sections.

3.2.1 NSSS Control Systems Stability/Operability

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations to assess the stability, operability and setpoints of the
NSSS control systems at EPU conditions.

3.2.1.1 NSSS Control Systems Stability/Setpoints

The NSSS control systems are designed to provide a stable and acceptable response to normal (Condition
1) operating transients. When there is a change in the plant operating conditions, reactor core kinetics or
the control system setpoints, the effect of the changes on the stability of the control systems needs to be
evaluated. The EPU Project includes a full power T., window of 566.2° to 580.00F. To address this
change, the steam dump setpoints are being revised as a function of full power T., to support the
acceptable performance of the steam dump control system during and following normal condition (
transients. Similarly, the pressurizer level control program is also being revised as a fimction of full
power T... The Positive Moderator Temperature Coefficient (PMTC) core design (approved for Unit I as
License Amendment 251 on February 6, 2003 and for Unit 2 as License Amendment 129 on
February 21, 2002) changed the core kinetics parameters and has been shown to be acceptable at EPU
conditions. For BVPS-1, the steam generator level control setpoint is being changed for the Model 54F
RSGs, along with the steam generator low-low level reactor trip and ESF actuation (i.e., auxiliary
feedwater) setpoint and the high-high level ESF actuation (i.e., turbine trip and feedwater isolation)
setpoint.

Because of these changes, the stability and setpoints of the rod control system and the steam dump control
system were evaluated for the EPU Project. The acceptability of the pressurizer level program change
and the PMTC core design are evaluated as part of the plant operability margin to trip analysis
(Section 3.2.1.2). For BVPS-1, the changes to the steam generator level control setpoint for the
Model 54F RSGs, along with the changes to the steam generator low-low trip and ESF actuation setpoint
and high-high level ESF actuation setpoint are incorporated into the margin to trip analyses.

The analyses in this section show that the control systems remain stable under the EPU conditions. The
reactor coolant average temperature program, the steam dump control system setpoints, and the
pressurizer level control program are being revised as a function of full power T,,. For BVPS-l, the
steam generator level control setpoint is being revised for the Model 54F RSGs. For the other control
systems, current setpoints and time constants remain applicable at EPU conditions. ()
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Rod Control System

A stable rod control system should not induce sustained oscillations (a "high" or "low" frequency rod
stepping) and should automatically control the plant without tripping the reactor following the rod control
system design basis Condition I operating transients, i.e., 10% step load change, 5% per minute ramp load
change, and 50% load rejection.

The analysis results showed acceptable stability in the rod control system for the design basis 10% step
load change, 5% per minute ramp load change, and 50°/0 load rejection Condition I operating transients at
EPU conditions for both high and low To .. The analysis for the 10% step load increase and 5% per
minute ramp load increase credits operator action for rod withdrawal, since automatic rod withdrawal has
been deleted from the rod control system. High and low frequency rod stepping was not observed during
the transients: The existing rod control system setpoints and time constants remain valid for EPU
conditions.

Steam Dump Control System

The EPU conditions have several effects on the steam dump control system:

1. A higher power potentially requires a larger steam dump capacity because of the higher steam
flow,

2. A lower steam pressure reduces the effective steam dump capacity, and

3. ' .The steam dump performance depends on the steam dump control system setpoints,'which are
'different at low and high T., conditions.

To address these effects, the steam dump control system setpoints and time constants were revised, with
the steam dump setpoints revised as a function of full power T.n. The performance of the steam dump
control system was then evaluated at EPU conditions.

In the automatic T., mode of control (at power condition), the steam dump control system has two
controllers, the loss-of-load controller and the reactor-trip controller. Each of these controllers has
separate setpoints. As such the stability of both the loss-of-load and reactor-trip controllers was evaluated
at EPU conditions.

The results of the steam dump control system evaluation showed that with the revised steam dump
setpoints and time constants, the performance of the steam dump control system during both steady-state
and Condition I operating transients is acceptable at EPU conditions.

Conclusions

In summary, the results of the control systems stability/setpoints analyses showed that the performance of
the rod control system and the steam dump control system during both steady state and Condition I
operating transients are acceptable at EPU conditions. The current rod control system setpoints and time
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constants will remain applicable for the EPU conditions and the revised steam dump control system
setpoints and time constants are acceptable for EPU conditions. kJo

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for NSSS control systems
stability/operability for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.2.1.2 Plant Operability Margins

The NSSS control systems are evaluated to show that there is adequate available plant operating margin
to the various reactor trip and engineered safety features (ESF) actuation setpoints that are active during
and following normal (Condition 1) operating transients at EPU conditions. When there is a change in the
plant operating conditions, reactor core kinetics or the control system setpoints, the effect of the changes
on the plant operating margins needs to be evaluated. The EPU Project includes a full power Tars window
of 566.2° to 580.00F. In addition, the OTAT and OPAT reactor trip equations, setpoints, and time
constants were revised for the EPU Project in order to optimize operating margins at EPU conditions. For
BVPS-1, the steam generator low-low level reactor trip and ESF actuation (i.e., auxiliary feedwater)
setpoint and the steam generator high-high level ESF actuation (i.e., turbine trip and feedwater isolation)
setpoint, along with the steam generator level control setpoint, were revised for the Model 54F RSGs.
The revised reactor trip and ESF actuation setpoints, time constants and equations are shown in
Section 5.10 of this report. Because of these changes, the relevant reactor trip and ESF actuation
setpoints and time constants were evaluated for EPU Project to assess the plant operating margins during
and following the Condition I operating transients at EPU conditions. The purpose of this evaluation was
to demonstrate that the plant operating margins are adequate at EPU conditions. The steady-state margins
to the turbine runback and revised OTAT and OPAT reactor trip setpoints were evaluated. For BVPS-1,
the operating margins to the revised steam generator low-low level trip and ESF actuation setpoint and
high-high level ESF actuation setpoint were evaluated. The EPU conditions are discussed in
Section 2.1.1 of this report.

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have a number of automatic reactor trips and automatic ESF actuations that are
active during power operation. Other reactor trips are either manually actuated or are not active during
power operation.

Acceptable reactor trip and ESF actuation setpoints and time constants should provide adequate margins
to the nominal trip setpoints during and following the design basis normal (Condition I) operating
transients. The pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs) should not be challenged on a step load
(10%) decrease transient.

The plant operability margins evaluation showed that the margins to the revised OTAT and OPAT reactor
trip setpoints are acceptable. For BVPS-1, the margins to the revised steam generator low-low level
reactor trip and ESF actuation setpoint and the high-high level ESF actuation setpoint are acceptable. The
evaluation also showed acceptable margins to the current setpoints for other relevant reactor trips (i.e.,
power range high flux, pressurizer low pressure, steam generator low-low level) and ESF actuations (ie.,
pressurizer low pressure SI, steamline low pressure SI and MSIV closure, and steam generator high-high
level turbine trip and feedwater isolation). To maintain adequate margin to the steamline low pressure SI
and MSIV closure actuation setpoint, the full power steam generator outlet steam pressure must be t
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maintained greater than or equal to 700 psia consistent with the full power operational limit established to
support steam generator structural integrity at EPU conditions. The current OTAT and OPAT turbine
runback setpoints are also shown acceptable at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for plant operability margins for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2

3.2.13 P-9 Setpoint

The original design of the NSSS control systems included an interlock system that eliminates direct
reactor trips on turbine trips below a certain power level. This interlock is designated as the permissive
P-9 interlock. The current setpoint for the P-9 interlock is 49°/0 of the rated thermal power (RTP). The
EPU conditions have the potential to adversely affect the current P-9 setpoint; therefore a P-9 setpoint
analysis was performed at EPU conditions. 'The purpose of this analysis was to assess the acceptability of
the current P-9 setpoint of 49% RTP at EPU conditions. The EPU conditions are discussed in
Section 2.1.1 of this report.

The acceptance criteria for the P-9 setpoint analysis is that with all NSSS control systems assumed
operational and in the automatic mode of control, a turbine trip without a direct reactor trip at or below
the P-9 setpoint should not challenge the pressurizer power operated relief valves (PORVs). The NRC
position on the P-9 interlock is addressed in NUREG-0737, item H-K.3.10.

The P-9 interlock setpoirit analysis for EPU conditions showed that with the revised steam dump control
system setpoints and time constants, the current P-9 setpoint of 49% RiP is acceptable at EPU conditions
with the rod control system in the automatic or the manual mode of controL

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the P-9 setpoint for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

3.2.2 Pressure Control Component Sizing

The NSSS pressure control components were evaluated for the EPU conditions associated with the NSSS
thermal power level of 2910 MWt, including a reactor vessel average temperature (T.,) range of 566.2°
to 580.00F. The EPU conditions are significantly different from those assumed in the original sizing
calculation of the NSSS pressure control components. Therefore, the installed capacities of the following
NSSS pressure control components are evaluated at EPU conditions. The EPU conditions are discussed
in Section 2.1.1 of this report

1. Pressuriz= Power Operated Relief Valves (PORVs)
2. Pressurizer Spray Valves
3. Steam Dump Valves
4. Pressurizer Heaters
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The adequacy of the installed pressurizer and steam generator safety valves for at-power overpressure
protection at EPU conditions is confirmed by the safety analysis in Section 5.3.6.

3.2.2.1 Pressurizer PORVs

The sizing basis for the pressurizer PORVs is to prevent the pressurizer pressure from reaching the high
pressurizer pressure reactor trip setpoint for the design basis 50% load rejection transient with steam
dump. Alternately, this sizing criterion for the pressurizer PORVs is conservatively met if the total PORV
capacity is greater than or equal to the peak pressurizer in-surge flow rate during and following this
transient. With a simplified PORV model and the PORV total capacity equal to the peak pressurizer
in-surge flow rate, the pressurizer pressure will not exceed the PORV set pressure during the transient.
BVPS-I and BVPS-2 each have a total of three PORVs. The acceptability of three out of three and two
out of three PORVs available was evaluated.

An analysis was performed for the design basis 50% load rejection transient at EPU conditions. The
analysis results showed that there were no automatic reactor trips on a 50% load rejection transient at
EPU conditions and the peak pressurizer pressure was 2353 psia. The results of the analysis showed that
a maximum total relief capacity of 283,406 lb/hr of saturated steam at 2350 psia is required at EPU
conditions.

Based on the installed total capacity (three PORVs) of 592,200 lb/hr saturated steam at 2350 psia for
BVPS-I and 696,000 lb/hr saturated steam at 2350 psia for BVPS-2, the installed pressurizer PORVs are
adequate at the EPU conditions. A total of two PORVs is also adequate to mitigate the PORV sizing basis
transient of a 50%/a load rejection at EPU conditions; two PORVs have a total relieving capacity of
394,800 lb/hr for BVPS-1 and 464,000 lb/hr for BVPS-2 vs. the minimum required capacity of
283,406 lb/hr of saturated steam.

The installed capacity of either three or two pressurizer PORVs is adequate at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the sizing basis of the
pressurizer PORVs for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.2.2.2 Pressurizer Spray Valves

The sizing basis for the pressurizer spray valves is to prevent challenging the pressurizer PORVs for a
design basis 10% step load decrease transient. For a load decrease up to 10% power, the spray valves are
the sole means of providing pressure control without actuating the pressurizer PORVs in the automatic
mode of pressure control.

An analysis was performed for the design basis 10% step load decrease transient at EPU conditions. The
analysis results showed a maximum peak pressurizer pressure of 2326 psia at EPU conditions. The peak
pressure remains below the pressurizer PORV opening set pressure of 2350 psia. Therefore, the
pressurizer PORVs will not be challenged for a design basis 10% step load decrease transient.

C)
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The installed total pressurizer spray valve capacity of greater than 600 gpm is adequate at EPU
conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the sizing basis of the
pressurizer spray valves for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current
NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.2.23 Steam Dump Valves

The steam dump valves are designed to function as an artificial heat sink during large load rejections and
to provide a means of relieving the stored energy and decay heat after a reactor trip. The main
requirement for their capacity is that they be able to relieve sufficient steam to prevent an automatic
reactor trip following a large load rejection. Other secondary requirements are to avoid steam generator
safety valve lifting following either a large load rejection or a reactor trip from full power transient.

An analysis was performed for the design basis 50% load rejection transient and the reactor trip transient
at EPU conditions. The analysis results showed that there was no automatic reactor trip during and
following the design basis 50% load rejection transient for both high and low T., conditions. The
minimum margins to OTAT and OPAT trip setpoints available were 9.7% nominal AT and 8.0% nominal
AT, respectively. The maximum peak steam generator steam pressure during the 50% load rejection and
reactor trip transients was 1034 psia, which is below the lowest set pressure for the steam generator safety
valves (1090 psia).

The sizing criteria for the steam dump valves are met at EPU conditions. The results showed no
automatic reactor trip and no lifting of the steam generator safety valves following a design basis
50%h load rejection transient or a reactor trip from full power transient.

The total installed steam dump capacity is adequate for EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the sizing basis of the steam
dump valves for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.2.2.4 Pressurizer Heaters

The pressurizer heaters total installed capacity is proportional to the pressurizer volume. The required
installed capacity for pressurizer heaters is one kW/cubic foot of pressurizer total volume. With a
nominal 1400 cubic foot pressurizer, this equates to a required pressurizer heaters total installed capacity
of 1400 kW. The actual total installed capacity is 1404 kW, therefore, it meets the Westinghouse standard
requirement of one kW/cubic foot of pressurizer total volume.

A minimum capacity of 50% of required total installed capacity (i.e., 700 kW) is needed to provide
acceptable transient responses. For plant heatup from cold shutdown conditions to no-load conditions, a
minimum capacity of 82% of required total installed capacity (i.e., 1148 kW) is needed.

. . .. b.
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The adequacy of the pressurizer heaters total installed capacity at EPU conditions was confirmed based
on analysis of a 10% step load change transient and a 50% load rejection transient. The pressurizer _

heaters actual total installed capacity is adequate for EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the evaluation performed for the sizing basis of the pressurizer heaters for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

3.2.3 Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS)

32.3.1 Introduction

The Cold Overpressure Mitigation System (COMS; also known as the Overpressure Protection System at
low temperature, or OPPS) provides RCS pressure relief capability during relatively low temperature
operation (i.e., RCS temperature less than about 3501F). Two pressurizer power operated relief valves
(PORVs) are used to provide the automatic relief capability during the design basis mass input (MI) and
the design basis heat input (HI) transients to automatically prevent the RCS pressure from exceeding the
pressure and temperature limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G The design basis MI and EH transients are
discussed in the Technical Specifications Bases. The COMS PORV setpoints have been developed using
the methodology in Reference 1.

For BVPS-I, a change in steam generator design has the potential to impact the COMS analysis.
Consequently, a COMS analysis was performed for BVPS-1 at EPU conditions to incorporate design data
for the Model 54F RSG into the analysis and to assess the impact on the design basis Ml and HI \

transients.

For BVPS-2, an evaluation was performed to assess the impact of EPU conditions on the design basis Ml
and HI transients.

3.23.2 Acceptance CriteriLa and Results

The acceptance criterion for the COMS analysis is that the COMS PORV setpoints should prevent the
RCS pressure from exceeding the pressure and temperature limits of 10 CFR 50, Appendix G for the
design basis Ml and HI transients.

For BVPS-l, the COMS analysis showed that incorporating the design data for the Model 54F RSG does
impact the design basis HI transient but does not impact the design basis MI transient. The HI transient
was analyzed for the Model 54F RSG and the results showed that the new HI transient is not as restrictive
as the existing MI transient. Thus, the limiting transient with respect to setting the COMS PORV setpoint
remains the design basis MI transient. Since the Model 54F RSG does not impact the design basis MI
transient, it does not impact the COMS PORV setpoint.

The COMS analysis for BVPS-1 and COMS evaluation for BVPS-2 showed that the COMS PORV
setpoints associated with the Capsule Y heatup and cooldown curves (Reference 2) for BVPS- 1 and the
Capsule W heatup and cooldown curves (Reference 3) for BVPS-2 meet the COMS acceptance criterion
and are applicable at EPU conditions.
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The results and conclusions of the COMS analyses and evaluations performed for the NSSS power of
2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the
staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

32.33 References

1. WCAP-14040-NP-A, Revision 2, 'Methodology Used to Develop Cold Overpressure Mitigating
System Setpoints and RCS Heatup and Cooldown Limit Curves," January 1996.

2. WCAP-15570, 'Beaver Valley Unit 1 Heatup and Cooldown Limit Curves for Normal
Operation," C. Brown and E. Terek, Novermber 2000.

3. WCAP-15677, 'Beaver Valley Unit 2 Heatup and Cooldown Limit Curves for Normal
Operation," J. H. Ledger, et al., August 2001.
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4 NSSS COMPONENTS ( )

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the NSSS components at EPU conditions. The
primary EPU-related inputs to these analyses and evaluations are the NSSS design (PCWG) parameters
(Section 2.1.1), the NSSS design transients (Section 2.2.1), and the auxiliary equipment design transients
(Section 2.2.2). In addition to these primary inputs, the NSSS component evaluations used the existing
component design basis information to assess the impact of EPU. The NSSS component evaluations were
performed to confirm that the NSSS components continue to comply with applicable licensing
requirements and industry codes at EPU conditions.

The following NSSS components are addressed in this section:

* Reactor Vessel
* Reactor Pressure Vessel System (i.e., Reactor Internals)
* Fuel Assemblies
* Control Rod Drive Mechanisms and Capped Latch Housings
* Reactor Coolant Loop Piping and Supports*
* Reactor Coolant Pumps
* Steam Generators
* Pressurizer
* NSSS Auxiliary Equipment
* Loop Stop Isolation Valves

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-I at EPU conditions (A)

with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with the
original steam generators. The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation
at the current power level, which supports the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

4.1 REACTOR VESSEL

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the reactor vessel, including structural integrity in
accordance with the requirements of the ASME Code and integrity in accordance with NRC requirements
for radiation embrittlement and pressurized thermal shock. These analyses and evaluations are addressed
in this section.

4.1.1 Reactor Vessel Structural Integrity

4.1.1.1 Introduction

Evaluations were performed for the various regions of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reactor vessels to
determine the stress and fatigue usage effects of NSSS operation at the revised operating conditions of the
EPU Project throughout the current plant operating license. The revised operating parameters identify

* Pressurizer Surge Line Stratification and Application of Leak-Before-Break (LBB) Methodology are addressed
in this section. The reactor coolant loop piping and supports are addressed in Section 8.3.
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vessel inlet and vessel outlet temperatures that define the-steady state operating temperatures for the
reactor vessel for a range of high and low temperature operation. The design transients for the reactor
coolant system (RCS) define the temperature and pressure responses for a variety of transients that can
occur during either high temperature or low temperature operation. In addition, new LOCA and seismic
interface loads were defined for EPU. 'IThe revised transient temperature and pressure variations, along
with seismic and LOCA loads, may affect both the maximum ranges of primary plus secondary stress
intensity and the maximum cumulative fatigue usage factors for the reactor vessel. The evaluations assess
the effects on the maximum ranges of stress intensity and fatigue usage factors at the most limiting
locations in each of the regions of the reactor vessel as identified in the reactor vessel stress report. and
addenda.

4.1.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The key input parameters include the PCWG parameters in Section 2.1.1, the NSSS component design
transients in Section 2.2.1, and the reactor vessel/reactor internals interface loads. The temperatures and
pressures considered in the reactor vessel structural evaluation for the PCWG cases are as follows:

Normal Operating Pressure: 2250 psig (conservative with respect to PCWG
parameters)

Normal Operating Temperatures
Vessel Inlet Temperature Range: 528.50 to 543.1OF
Vessel Outlet Temperature Range: 603.90 to 617.01F
Zero Load Temperature: 5470F

The reactor vessel was previously evaluated as part of the increased steam generator tube plugging
(SGTP) and 1.A% uprating projects. The structural evaluations that were performed are included in
calculations and addenda to the reactor vessel stress report.

The reactor vessel outlet nozzle internal surfaces are in contact with vessel outlet water during normal
reactor operation. The closure head internal surfaces including those of the CRDM housings are in
contact with water at the head temperature (Thd) which is near the vessel outlet temperature. The
remainder of the reactor vessel internal surfaces are in contact with vessel inlet water during normal
reactor operation. Therefore, the vessel outlet temperature and Tio transient temperature variations apply
for the outlet nozzles. The head temperature and the Tia transient temperature variations apply for the
vessel closure and CRDM housings. The vessel inlet temperature and Tcd transient temperature
variations apply for the remainder of the reactor vesseL

In order that the most conservative results from previous analyses are maintained, the evaluations also
assume that the plant may operate at the EPU high or low temperature operating conditions or in
accordance with the original design basis for the entire term of the operating license.

4.1.13 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The revised NSSS design transients for the EPU Project were reviewed and compared to the original
design basis transients. This transient review determined which revised transients are more severe than
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their design basis counterparts by comparing rates, magnitudes and durations of the transient temperaturer
variations as well as the magnitudes of the pressure variations. Based on this review, a determination of ( D
which revised transients must be considered in the stress evaluations was made.

The transient review concluded that six of the Tzoe transient temperature variations were more severe for
the EPU than for the original design basis. The more severe Tbo design transients include:

1. Plant (Unit) Loading at 5% of Full Power per Minute
2. Plant (Unit) Unloading at 5% of Full Power per Minute
3. Step Load Increase of 10% of Full Power
4. Step Load Decrease of 10% of Full Power
5. Loss of Load
6. Loss of Power

In addition, RCS Cold Overpressurization was included as a new design transient for BVPS-1 and
Refueling and Inadvertent Safety Injection were included as new design transients for BVPS-2. The
stress intensities for these revised T1.1 transients and new transients were examined to determine their
effect on the maximum ranges of stress intensities for the outlet nozzle, main closure flange assembly and
CRDM housings. Also for BVPS-1, the analysis in the original stress report was performed with the
assumption that the upper head temperature was at Tcd temperature during operation but it has been
determined that the head temperature is closer to Th,,. Thus, for BVPS-1 the To head temperature was
addressed in the Main Closure Flange and CRDM Housing evaluation in addition to the influences of the
T, transients. ()

The transient review also concluded that six of the Tld transient temperature variations were more severe
than the original design basis. The more severe Tad design transients include:

1. Plant (Unit) Loading at 5% of Full Power per Minute
2. Plant (Unit) Unloading at 5% of Full Power per Minute
3. Large Step Load Decrease
4. Loss of Load
5. Loss of Power
6. Reactor Trip from Full Power

RCS Cold Overpressurization was included as a new design transient for BVPS-I and Refueling and
Inadvertent Safety Injection were included as new design transients for BVPS-2. These revised Tdd
transients and new transients were applied to all regions of the reactor vessel pressure boundary (other
than the main closure, CRDM housings and outlet nozzles), including the vessel inlet nozzles, bottom
head, vessel shell, and core support guides that are in contact with vessel inlet water (TIdd) during normal
operation. The change in the transient thermal stress due to the revised and new transient temperature
variations were calculated. The incremental thermal stress changes were then factored into the previous
stress intensities reported and the effects of the changes on the maximum ranges of stress intensity were
evaluated.
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Changes in pressure variation were also noted for the EPU transients. There are five pressure transients
identified as being more severe for the EPU than for the original design basis:

1. Large Step Load Decrease
2. Lossof Load
3. Loss'of Power
4. Loss of Flow
5. Reactor Trip from Full Power

The incremental pressure stresses were calculated by scaling the original design transient pressure stresses
proportional to the changes in the pressure variation, since pressure stress is directly proportional to
pressure. The changes in pressure stresses were also added to the revised stress intensities for both the
T,,, and T.a regions where appropriate. For BVPS-l, the RCS Cold Overpressurization transient was
also evaluated for pressure stress contributions using the scaling method. For BVPS-2, the Inadvertent
Safety Injection and RCS Cold Overpressurization transients were also evaluated for pressure stress
contributions using the scaling method. These revised and new pressure transients were considered in the
evaluations of the various vessel regions even if the applicable transient temperature variation was
unaffected. -

Where applicable, the maximum and minimum stress intensity ranges and fatigue usage factors were
revised to reflect the changes in the transients due to the EPU for various regions. In other cases, the
original design basis stress analysis remains conservative, and new calculations were not necessary.
Therefore, the maximum stress intensity ranges and fatigue usage factors reported in the original reactor
vessel stress report and addenda continue to govern.

Revised seismic and LOCA loads for the reactor vessel interfaces with the reactor internals at the main
closure flange ledges, the outlet nozzle internal projections and the core support pads were calculated.
These seismic and LOCA loads were compared to the previous faulted condition loads.

For BVPS-1, it was found that only the Steam Pipe Break transient was covered in these evaluations and
as a result; the min closure flange, outlet notzle and core support guides needed to be evaluated for
faulted conditions. Evaluations had previously been'performed for a similar 3-loop plant with geometry
and materials identical to the BVPS-1 vessel. The faulted conditions used in these evaluations'bound the
current faulted conditions for the EPU Project. Therefore, the acceptable conclusions from these
evaluations are applicable to BVPS-1.

For BVPS-2, it was found that'all of the seismic and LOCA loads at the reactor vessel/reactor internals
interfaces exceeded the loads that were previously considered in the reactor vessel stress report.
Therefore, calculations were performed to calculate the design, upset and faulted condition stress
intensities. Stress intensities were calculated for the limiting locations at the interfaces and were
evaluated, as required. The maximum stress intensity results were then compared to the appropriate
ASME Section m acceptance criteria.

No computer codes were used for any of the reactor vessel structural evaluations performed for the EPU
Project.-'
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4.1.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria for the reactor vessel structural analyses and evaluations for BVPS-1 are in
accordance with the applicable requirements of the 1968 Edition of Section m of theASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code with Addenda through Summer 1970 (Reference 1) and the 1974 Edition
(Reference 2) for faulted conditions. The acceptance criteria for BVPS-2 are in accordance with the
applicable requirements of the 1971 Edition of Section m of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
with Addenda through Summer 1972 (Reference 3) and the 1974 Edition (Reference 2) for faulted
conditions. The applicable acceptance criteria are as follows:

* The maximum range of primary plus secondary stress intensity resulting from normal and upset
condition design transient mechanical and thermal loads shall not exceed 3Sm at operating
temperature, in accordance with Paragraph N-414.4 of Reference I for BVPS-I and with
Paragraph NB-3222.2 of Reference 3 for BVPS-2.

* The maximum cumulative usage factor resulting from the peak stress intensities due to normal
and upset condition design mechanical and thermal loads shall not exceed 1.0, in accordance with
the procedure outlined in Paragraph NB-415.2 of Reference I for BVPS-1 and with Paragraph
NB-3222.4 of Reference 3 for BVPS-2.

* The faulted conditions shall meet the component criteria of Appendix F of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section mI, 1974 Edition (Reference 2: The 1974 Edition was used since
Appendix F was not yet included in the 1968 and 1971 Editions). (4)

For BVPS-l faulted condition analyses of the main closure flange assembly, outlet nozzles and
core support guides, the general primary membrane stress intensity limits are 2.4S. for the
closure studs and core support guides, and 0.7 Su for the closure head and vessel flanges, outlet
nozzle and vessel shell. The primary membrane plus bending limits are 3.6S. for the closure
studs, and 1.05 Su for the closure head, vessel flange, outlet nozzle and vessel shell.

For BVPS-2 faulted condition analyses of the main closure flange assembly and outlet nozzles,
the general primary membrane stress intensities in the ASME SA-508, Class 2 material for the
flange and nozzle forgings shall not exceed 0.7 Su. The primary membrane plus bending stress
intensities for the flanges and nozzles shall not exceed 1.05Su. The maximum stress in the
closure studs during the faulted conditions shall not exceed 3.6S. for SA-540 bolting material.
For the core support guide faulted condition analysis, the general primary membrane stress
intensity limits are 2.45m for the Alloy 600 pads and 0.7Su for the low-alloy steel vessel shell.
The primary membrane plus bending limits are 3.6S for the pads and 1.05 SU for the vessel shell.

The EPU affects several of the maximum ranges of primary plus secondary stress intensity reported in the
BVPS-I and BVPS-2 reactor vessel stress reports.

For BVPS-1, the maximum range increases for the outlet nozzle and core support guides but remain
within the applicable ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section m limit. All of the fatigue usage
factors were changed but remained under the acceptable limit of 1.0. The highest usage factor is for the ()
closure studs at [ ]"^. This fatigue usage factor is good for 10,400 cycles of the Plant (Unit) Loading
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and Plant (Unit) Unloading transient as opposed to the 18,300 cycles specified for the NSSS design
transients as given in Section 2.2.1. The large usage factor is mainly due'to bolt-up stresses and the large
number of cycles associated with the Plant (Unit) Loading and Plant (Unit) Unloading transients.
BVPS-1 has traditiorially operated with no load follow in accordance with base load operation.
Therefore, the qualified number of occurrences should be more than sufficient to cover the anticipated
service life, conservatively allowing up to one loading and unloading cycle per day for the remainder of
the operating license. However, if there is a change in the way that the unit is operated and the number of
loadings and unloadings begin to approach 10,400,the closure studs may require additional evaluation for
the effects of fatigue usage.

-For BVPS-2, the maximum range of stress intensity for the outlet nozzle safe end increases by
[ ]ads ksi and exceeds the applicable ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section I limit of3S..
This result was acceptable based upon simplified elastic-plastic analysis in accordance with Paragraph.
32283 ofASME Section m. The maximum range of stress intensity for the bottom head instrumentation
tubes was found to exceed 35m and was justified by simplified elastic-plastic analysis. The maximum
ranges of stress intensity for the CRDM housings and bottom head-to-shell juncture also increase, but the
values remain less than the applicable 3S. limits. The evaluations show that for all other limiting
locations, the existing design stress analyses remain conservative when the revised operating parameters
and design transients are incorporated. The maximum cumulative fatigue usage factors at all of the
limiting locations (except for the CRDM housings and bottom head instrumentation tubes) increase
somewhat from the previous values. However, the increases are mostly minimal, and all of the
cumulative fatigue usage factors except for the closure studs and core support guides remain under the
1.0 limit with significant margin. The greatest increase in usage factor is [ I i for the core support
guides. This increase resulted from considering the fatigue curve for vessel shell low alloy steel material
at the guide-to-vessel shell interface. The maximum cumulative usage factor in the reactor vessel is in the
closure studs. The cumulative usage factor for the closure studs actually exceeds the 1.0 limit when all
18,300 occurrences of the Plant (Unit) Loading and Plant (Unit) Unloading transients as specified for the
NSSS design transients in Section 2.2.1 are considered in the calculation. However, the CUF is reduced
to [ ]' when 14,000 occurrences of Plant (Unit) Loading and Plant (Unit) Unloading are applied.
BVPS-2 has traditionally operated with no load follow in accordance with base load operation.
Therefore, the qualified number of occurrences appears should be more than sufficient to cover the
anticipated service life, conservatively allowing up to one loading and unloading cycle per day for the
remainder of the operating license. However, if there is a change in the way that the unit is operated and
the number of loadings and unloadings begin to approach 14,000. the closure studs may require additional
evaluation for the effects of fatigue usage.

The updated maximum ranges of primary plus secondary stress intensity and maximum cumulative
fatigue usage factors for the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 reactor vessels accounting for the EPU are shown in
Table 4.1.1-lA and Table 4.1.1-IB, respectively.

A comparison of the revised seismic and LOCA interface loads to the corresponding loads that were
previously considered concluded that the main closure, outlet nozzles and core support guides required
additional stress analysis to justify application of the seismic and LOCA loads. The seismic and LOCA
loads at these reactor internals interfaces were not previously included in the reactor vessel design.
Faulted condition stress calculations for the main closure flanges and studs, the outlet nozzles and the
core support pads were performed to justify application of the faulted condition loads. The results of
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these faulted condition analyses are reported in Table 4.1.1-2A and Table 4.1.1-2B for BVPS-1 and -

BVPS-2, respectively. For BVPS-1, the general primary membrane stress intensities and the maximum tJ

primary membrane plus bending stress intensities are reported. For BVPS-2, the general primary
membrane stress intensities are not affected by the faulted condition evaluations, therefore, only the
maximum primary membrane plus bending stress intensities are reported.

4.1.1.5 Conclusions

Based upon the satisfactory results of the EPU evaluation for the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reactor vessels as
previously discussed, the reactor vessels are acceptable for plant operation in accordance with the EPU
Project. Considering any combination of the design basis and the EPU NSSS transients for the specified
numbers of occurrences, the reactor vessel stress and fatigue analyses and evaluations justify operation
with a range of vessel outlet temperature (Tbt) from 603.90 up to 617.00F and a range of vessel inlet
temperature (Tad) from 528.50 upto 543.10F. Such operation ofthe reactor vessel is shown to be
acceptable in accordance with the applicable Edition of Section m of the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code (1968 Edition with Addenda through Summer 1970 for BVPS-1 and 1971 Edition with
Addenda through Summer 1972 for BVPS-2) and the 1974 Edition (for Faulted Conditions only) for the
remainder of the plant operating license.

it is also concluded that as long as the total number of Plant (Unit) Loading and Plant (Unit) Unloading
cycles remain under the defined cycle limit 10,400 for BVPS-l and 14,000 for BVPS-2, the closure studs
will remain within acceptable fatigue limits as given in the applicable Edition of Section mI of the ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, the remaining number of cycles are
acceptable since the plants are operated base load and the remaining number of cycles conservatively \ 1
allows for up to one loading and unloading cycle per day for the remainder of the operating licenses.
However, if there is a change in the way that the units are operated and the number of loadings and
unloadings begin to approach the defined cycle limit, the closure studs may require additional evaluation
for the effects of fatigue usage.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for reactor vessel structural
integrity for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

4.1.1.6 References

1. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section m, "Nuclear Vessels," 1968 Edition with
Addenda through the Summer 1970, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, NewYork,
New York.

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, "Nuclear Power Plant Components,"
1974 Edition (for Faulted Conditions only), American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
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3. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section m, "Nuclear Power Plant Components,"
1971 Edition with Addenda through Summer 1972, American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
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Table 4.1.1-1A
BVPS-1 Maximum Ranges of Primary Plus Secondary Stress Intensity and

Maximum Cumulative Fatigue Usage Factors for the Reactor Vessel

Location PL + Pb + Q Range - Uc

Outlet Nozzles Nozzle: t ]`cksi<3S.*80.1ksi [ < 1.0
SupportPad: P) [ 1a<1.0

Inlet Nozzles Nozzle: [ ksi < 3 Sm 8.1 ksi . [ < 1.0

Support Pad: _ [ '< 1.0
Main Closure Flange Region

1. Closure Head Flange [ ]' ksi < 3 S.= 80. Iksi 2

2. Vessel Flange [ ]J ksi < 3 S. 80.1 ksi _a)

3. ClosureStuds [ Jvksi<3Sml118.8ksi [ 1 "< 1.O

CRDM Housings [ ksi < 3 S= 69.9 ksi [ r 1c<1.0

Vessel Wall Transition [ ]ksi < 3 S. 80.1 ksi [ < 1.0
Bottom Head Juncture [ ksi < 3 S. = 80.1 ksi [ r< 1.0

Bottom Head lbstrunentation [ ksi < 3 S. 69.9 ksi . [ c' <l1.0-
Tubes

Core Support Guides [ ksi < 3 S =69.9 ksi [ - <1.0

Notes:
(1) This value considers 10,400 occunences of the Plant (Unit) Loadig and Unloading transients instead ofthe 18,300

occences specified for the NSSS design htasient See tet in Section 4.1.1A for explation.

(2) lis location is not limiting
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. MRTable 4.L1-lB
BVPS2 Maimum Ranges of Primary Plus Secondary Stress Intensity and

Maximum Cumulative Fatigue Usage Factors for the Reactor Vessel

Location PL + Pb + Q Range Uc

OutClet Nozzles Nozzle: t I~0ksi < 3 S. = 80.1 ksi [ ] < 1.0

SafeE nd. I" ksli) > 3 S. = 52.3 ksi _(3)

Support Pad. _(3) [ ] 1<1.0

InletNozzles Nozzle: t ]Cksi<3S. - 80.1 ksi < Jc 1.O
Safe End: . ]'A ksi < 3 S, = 52-3 ksi

Support Pad: _(3) [ IV< 1.0

Main Closure Flange Region

1. Closure Head Flange [ Cksi < 3 S -80.1 ksi _P)

2. Vessel Flange _(3) _(3)

3. Closure Studs ksi < 3 S. - 110.3 ksi [ j)< I.0

CRDM Housings ksi < 3 S = 69.9 ksi [ t < 1.0

Vessel Wal Transition ]ksi < 3 S. -80.1 ksi - < 1.0-

Bottom Head Juncture Shel[ ]' ksi < 3 S. = 80.1 ksi t ] <1.0

Bottom_ HeadImstnnentationTubesI [ ]Aksi2)>3S,,,69.9ksi [t ]< 1.0 )
Core Support Guides Vessel Wall: [ rksi < 3 S. = 80.1 ksi [ 6< 1.0

Notes
(1) lhis value considers 14,000 o nczas of th Plant (Unit) Loading and Unloading trantsinstead of the ,300

occwumces specified for the NSSS design rasients. See tort in Section 4.1.1.4 for explanation.

(2) These values texceed the 3S, are justified by simplifiod elastic-plstic anabis in accordanco with PaRgraph
NB-3228.3 inASME 1, SubsectionNB (Reference 3).

(3) This locadtin s not limiting.

0.
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.0 Table 4.1.1-2A
BVPS-1 Faulted Condltion Results for the Reactor Vessel

Maximum General Primary Membrane Stress Intensity, P.

Closure Head P.,=[ J ksi < 0.7SU = 56.0 ksi

Vessel Flange P.[ ksi < 0.7SU = 56.0 ksi

Closure Studs P.,=( ksi < 2AS,,, 83.5 ksi

Maximum Primary Membrane plus Bending Stress Intensity, PL + Pb

Closure Head PL+Pb= ksi < 1.05S. =84.0 ksi

Vessel Flange PL+Pb=[ ] ksi <1.05SU = 84.0 ksi

Closure Studs PL+Pb=t ]ksi < 3.6S. = 125.2 ksi

Outlet Nozzle Shell PL+Pb= ksi < 1.05Su = 84.0 ksi

Outlet Nozzle PL+Pb[ 'ksi < 1.05Su = 84.0 ksi

Core Support Guides Lugs PL + Pb = ksi < 3.6S. = 83.88 ksi

Core Support Guides Shell PL+Pb=[ ksi < 1.0sSu = 84.0 ksi
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Table 4.1.1-2B
BVPS-2 Faulted Condition Results for the Reactor Vessel

Maximum Primary Membrane plus Bending Stress Intensity, PL + Pb

Closure Head Flange PL+Pb=[ 1 ksi < 1.0SSu = 84.0 ksi

Vessel Flange PL + Pb[ 1ksi < 1.05Su = 84.0 ksi

Closure Studs PL+Pb=[ ]ksi < 2.4Sm = 83.52 ksi

Outlet Nozzle PL+Pb=[ ksi < 1.O5Su -84.0 ksi

Core Support Pad PL + Pb[ kSi < 3.6S, = 83.88 ksi

Vessel Shell PL+Pb=[ ksi < I.OSSu 84.0 ksi

C..)

(I)

0;
I
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4.1.2 Reactor Vessel Integrity

4.1.2.1 Introduction

Reactor vessel integrity is impacted by any changes in plant parameters that affect neutron fluence levels
or temperature/pressure transients. The changes in neutron fluence resulting from the EPU Project have
been evaluated to determine the impact on reactor vessel integrity. This assessment included a review of
the current material surveillance capsule withdrawal schedules (Reference 1 for BVPS-1 and Reference 2
for BVPS-2), applicability of the plant heatup and cooldown pressure-temperature limit curves,
applicability of the Emergency Response Guideline (ERG) (Reference 3) limits, the effect on the RTp
values (10 CFR 50.61) (Reference 4), known as the Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) Rule and a review
of the updated inlet temperature.

The most critical area, in terms of reactor vessel integrity, is the beltline region of the reactor vessel. The
beltline region is defined in ASTM El 85-82 (Reference 5) as "the irradiated region of the reactor vessel
(shell material including weld regions and plates or forgings) that directly surrounds the effective height
of the active core and adjacent regions that are predicted to experience sufficient neutron damage to
warrant consideration in the selection of surveillance material." Figure 4.1.2-1A and Figure 4.1.2-lB
identify and indicate the location of all beltline region material of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reactor
vessels, respectively.

4.1.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

EPU Fluence Projections

Fluence projections on the vessel were evaluated for the EPU power level for input to the reactor vessel
integrity evaluations. Typically, fluence values are used to evaluate the end-of-life transition temperature
shift (EOL AJTr) for development of the surveillance capsule withdrawal schedules, adjusted reference
temperature (ART) values for determining the applicability of the heatup and cooldown curves, ERG
limits, and RTprs values.

Inlet Temperature

Due to the EPU, the inlet temperature may also change. This EPU inlet temperature was reviewed to
verify its compliance withASTME900 (Reference 6) which is the basis for Regulatory Guide 1.99,
Revision 2.

4.12.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The reactor vessel integrity evaluation for the EPU Project included the following objectives:

1. Review the reactor vessel surveillance capsule removal schedules to determine if changes are
required as a result of changes in vessel fluence due to the EPU Project. This evaluation is
consistent with the recommended practices ofASTM El 85-82 (Reference 5) and meets the
requirements of Appendix H of 10 CFR Part 50 (Reference 7).
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2. Review existing P-T limit curves to determine if a new applicability date needs to be calculated
due to the effects of the EPU fluence projections. The methodology of Regulatory Guide 1.99, (I)
Revision 2 (Reference 8), is used in any required calculations.

3. Review existing RTPs values to determine if the effects of the EPU fluence projections cause an
increase in RTpn for the beltline materials in the reactor vessel at 28 EFPY for BVPS-I and 32
EFPY for BVPS-2. The current PTS Rule, 10 CFR Part 50.61 (Reference 4), is used to show that
the screening criteria is met.

4. Review the Upper Shelf Energy (USE) values at 28 EFPY for BVPS-1 and 32 EFPY for BVPS-2
for all reactor vessel beitline materials in the reactor vessel to assess the impact from the EPU
fluence projections.

5. Review the inlet temperature for the reactor vessel to verify that it maintains an acceptable level
after the EPU conditions take affect.

Surveillance Capsule Withdrawal Schedules

A surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule is developed to periodically remove surveillance capsules
from the reactor vessel in order to effectively monitor the condition of the reactor vessel materials under
actual operating conditions. ASTME185-82 (Reference 5) defines the recommended number of
surveillance capsules and the recommended withdrawal schedule, based on the vessel material predicted
transition temperature shifts (ARTNmr). The surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule is in terms of
effective full-power years (EFPY) of plant operation. Other factors that must be considered in C s
establishing the surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule are the maximum fluence values at the vessel
surface and 1/4-thickness (114T) location.

The first surveillance capsule is usually scheduled to be withdrawn early in the vessel life to verify the
initial predictions of the surveillance material response to the actual radiation environment. It is generally
removed when the predicted shift exceeds the expected scatter by sufficient margin to be measurable.
Normally, the capsule with the highest lead factor is withdrawn first Early withdrawal will also permit
verification of the adequacy and conservatism of the reactor vessel pressure-temperature operational
limits;

The withdrawal schedule for the maximum number of surveillance capsules to be withdrawn is adjusted
by the lead factor so that:

* the exposure of the second surveillance capsule withdrawn occurs when the accumulated neutron
fluence of the capsule corresponds to a value midway between that of the first and third capsules,

* the exposure of the third surveillance capsule withdrawn does not exceed the peak EOL I/4T
fluence,

* the exposure of thefourth surveillance capsule withdrawn does not exceed the peak EOL reactor
vessel fluence, and Hi
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thefifth surveillance capsule withdrawn does not exceed twice the peak EOL reactor vessel
fluence.

Per ASTM El 85-82 (Reference 5), the four steps used for the development of a surveillance capsule
withdrawal schedule are as follows:

1. -Estimate the peak vessel inside surface fluence at EOL and the corresponding transition
temperature shift (ARTmDr). This identifies the number of capsules required.

2. Obtain the lead factor for each surveillance capsule relative to the peak beltline fluence.

3. Calculate the EFPY for the capsule to reach the peak vessel EOL fluence at the inside surface and
l/4T locations. These are used to establish the withdrawal schedule for all but the first
surveillance capsule.

4. Schedule the surveillance capsule withdrawals at the nearest vessel refueling date.

The surveillance capsule withdrawal schedule for the BVPS-I reactor vessel is documented in
WCAP-15571 (Reference 1) and the withdrawal schedule for the BVPS-2 reactor vessel is documented in
WCAP-15675 (Reference 2).

Applicability of Heatup and Cooldoiwn Pressure-Temperature Limits Curves

Westinghouse recently completed heatup and cooldown curves for BVPS-1 under WCAP-15570
(Reference 9) and for BVPS-2 under WCAP-1 5677 (Reference 10). The curves from these reports will be
used for future operation since the current curves will expire prior to the EPU. Westinghouse has
evaluated the curves from these reports for the EPU.

Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS)

A limiting condition on reactor vessel integrity known as Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS) may occur
during a severe system transient such as a loss-of-coolant-accident (LOCA) or a steam line break. Such
transients may challenge the integrity of a reactor vessel under the following conditions:

* severe overcooling of the inside surface of the vessel wall followed by high repressurization,
* significant degradation of vessel material toughness caused by radiation embrittlement, and
* the presence of a critical-size defect in the vessel wall.

The PTS concern arises if one of these transients acts on the beltline region of a reactor vessel where a
reduced fracture resistance exists because of neutron irradiation. Such an event may produce the
propagation of flaws postulated to exist near the inner wall surface, thereby potentially affecting the
integrity of the vessel.

In 1985 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued a formal ruling on pressurized thermal shock.
It established screening criterion on pressurized water reactor (PWR) vessel embrittlement as measured
by the nil-ductility reference temperature, termed RTprs. RTp screening criteria values were set (using
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conservative fracture mechanics analysis techniques) for beltline axial welds, plates and beltline
circumferential weld seams for end-of-life plant operation. All PWR vessels in the United States have J
been required to evaluate vessel embrittlement in accordance with the criteria through end-of-life.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission amended its regulations for light water nuclear power plants to
change the procedure for calculating radiation embrittlement. The revised PTS Rule was published in the
Federal Register, December 19, 1995 with an effective date of January 18, 1996 (Reference 4). This
amendment makes the procedure for calculating RTm values consistent with the methods given in
Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2.

The Rule establishes the following requirements for all domestic, operating PWRs:

* For each pressurized water nuclear power reactor for which an operating license has been issued,
the licensee shall have projected values of RTprs, accepted by the NRC, for each reactor vessel
beitline material for the EOL fluence of the material.

* The assessment of RTm must use the calculation procedures given in the PTS Rule, and must
specify the bases for the projected value of RTm for each beltline materiaL The report must
specify the copper and nickel contents and the fluence values used in the calculation for each
beltline material.

* This assessment must be updated whenever there is a significant change in projected values of
RTm or upon the request for a change inthe expiration date for operation ofthe facility.
Changes to RTr values are significant if either the previous value or the current value, or both
values, exceed the screening criterion prior to the expiration of the operating license, including
any renewal term, if applicable for the plant-

* The RTprs screening criterion values for the beltline region are:

- 270IF for plates, forgings and axial weld materials, and
- 3000F for circumferential weld materials.

RTprs must be calculated for each vessel beltline material using a fluence value, f, which is the EOL
fluence for the material. Equation 1 must be used to calculate values of RTNDr for each weld and plate or
forging in the reactor vessel beitline.

RThi= = RTNlryM + M + ARTNuT (1)

Where,

RTNvM = Reference Temperature for a reactor vessel material in the pre-service or
unirradiated condition

M Margin to be added to account for uncertainties in the values of RTmT(u), Copper
and Ni contents, fluence and calculational procedures. M is evaluated from the'
Equation 2.
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M = 42 +0c2 (2)

au is the standard deviation for RT~JI.U)-

au = 0F when RTNm(u) is a measured value.

au = l70Fwhen RU nm is a generic value.

a,& is the standard deviation for RTNDr.

- For plates and forgings:

- cry = 170Fwhen surveillancecapsule data is not used.

a, = 8.50F when surveillance capsule data is used.

For welds:

a = 280F when surveillance capsule data is not used.

a,, = 814F when surveillance capsule data is used.

cra not to exceed one half of ARTmT

ARTNur is the mean value of the transition tempratue shift, or change in ARTNUr, due to irradiation, and
must be calculated using Equation 3.

ARTNDT = (CF) * f(028O.lOgf) (3)

CF (OF) is the chemistry factor, which is a function of copper and nickel content CF is determined from
Tables 1 and 2 of the PTS Rule (10 CFR 50.61). Surveillance data deemed credible must be used to
determine a material-specific value of CF. A material-specific value of CF is determined in Equation 5.

f is the calculated neutron fluence, in units of 10'9 n/cm2 (E > 1.0 MeV), at the clad-base-metal interface
on the inside surface ofthe vessel at the location where the material in question receives the highest
fluence. The fluence values at 28 EFPY and 45 EFPY are used in calculating RTprs for BVPS-1 and the
fluence values at 32 EFPY (EOL) and 48 EFPY (license renewal) are used in calculating RTprs for
BVPS-2.

Equation 4 must be used for determining RTp using Equation 3 with fluence values of 28 EFPY for
BVPS-l and 32 EFPY for BVPS-2.

RTPrs = RTsU) + M + ARTPs (4)

To verify that RTwm for each vessel beltline material is a bounding value for the specific reactor vessel,
licensees shall consider plant-specific information that could affect the level of embrittlement. This
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information includes but is not limited to the reactor vessel operating temperature and any related
surveillance program results. Results from the plant-specific surveillance program must be integrated into _
the RTmr estimate if the plant-specific surveillance data has been deemed credible. A material-specific
value of CF for surveillance materials is determined from Equation 5.

=(MAi* fl(OS0.101ogfi)]

Ep1i(0-56-20Iogfi)l

In Equation 5, "A," is the measured value ofARTNn and "I is the fluence for each surveillance data
point. If there is clear evidence that the copper and nickel content of the surveillance weld differs from
the vessel weld, i.e., differs from the average for the weld wire heat number associated with the vessel
weld and the surveillance weld, the measured values of RTNDr must be adjusted for differences in copper
and nickel content by multiplying them by the ratio of the chemistry factor for the vessel material to that
for the surveillance weld.

RTyrs values have been calculated for all of the beltline materials in the BVPS-I reactor vessel, as
documented in WCAP-15569 (Reference 11), and in the BVPS-2 reactor vessel, as documented in
WCAP-15676 (Reference 12).

Emergency Response Guideline (ERG) Limits

Emergency Response Guideline (ERG) pressure-temperature limits (Reference 3) were developed in
order to establish guidance for operator action in the event of an emergency situation, such as a PTS
event Generic categories of limits were developed for the guidelines based on the limiting inside surface
RTNDr at EOL. These generic categories were conservatively generated for the Westinghouse Owners
Group (WOG) to be applicable to all Westinghouse plants.

The highest EOL RTNur for which the generic category ERG pressure-temperature limits were developed
is 2500 F for a longitudinal flaw and 300TF for a circumferential flaw. Thus, if the limiting vessel material
has an EOL RTmT which exceeds 2500 F for a longitudinal flaw or 300TF for a circumferential flaw,
plant-specific ERG pressure-temperature limits must be developed.

A comparison of the fluences used for the cuffent RTmr calculation (which is the RTN*r value at 28 EFPY
for BVPS- I and 32 EFPY for BVPS-2) is made to the EPU fluence projections to determine if the
applicable ERG category would change.

Upper Shelf Energy (USE)

The integrity of the reactor vessel may be affected by changes in system tempeatures and pressures
resulting from EPU. To address this consideration, an evaluation was performed to assess the impact of
EPU on the USE values for all the reactor vessel beltline materials in the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 reactor
vessels. The USE assessment used the results of the neutron fluence evaluation for EPU as documented
in Section 6.5 and Figure 2 of Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2 (Reference 8) to determine if a fuuther
decrease in USE at 28 EFPYforBVPS-1 and 32 EFPYforBVPS-2 would occur due to the effects ofthe
EPU on the fluence projections. (I
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Inlet Temperature

The basis of the equations and tables from Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2 (Reference'8) and
10 CFR 50.61 (Reference 4), which are used in all the analyses descnlbed herein, comes from ASTM
E900 (Reference 6). Paragraph 1.1.4 ofASTM E900 stipulates that these equations are valid only in the
temperature range of 5300 to 5900F. Therefore, the inlet temperature must be maintained within this
range to uphold all existing analyses.

4.1.2.4 Acceptance Criteria

Surveillance Capsule Removal Schedule

The proposed surveillance capsule removal schedules developed for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 following the
EPU shall meet the requirements ofASTM-1 85-82. A satisfactory number of surveillance capsules shall
remain in the reactor vessel so that further analysis, such as for life extension, can be completed as
necessary.

Applicability of Heatup and Cooldown Pressure-Temperature Limit Curves

The applicability date to which the heatup and cooldown curves presently contained in WCAP-15570 for
BVPS-1 and WCAP-15677 for BVPS-2 shall be known.

ERG Limits

The ERG limits shall be known in order to establish guidelines for operator action in the event of an
emergency situation, such as a PTS event.

Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS)

The EPU RTpr values for all beltline materials shall not exceed the screening criteria of the PTS Rule.
Specifically, the RTyrs values of the base metal (plates or forgings) shall not exceed 2700F, while the girth
weld metal RTprs values shall not exceed 3000F with fluence values of 28 EFPY or 45 EFPY for BVPS-1
and of 32 EFPY (EOL) or 48 EFPY (license renewal) for BVPS-2.

Upper Shelf Energy (USE)

At EPU conditions, the USE values for all reactor beitline materials shall meet the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix G with neutron fluence values of 28 EFPY for BVPS-1 and 32 EFPY for BVPS-2.

Inlet Temperature

The inlet temperature must be maintained in the range of 5300 to 590'F for current analyses described
herein to remain valid.
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4.1.2.5 Results (
An evaluation of the impact of EPU on reactor vessel integrity was performed by comparing the fluences
used in the analyses of record versus the EPU fluences. The actual EPU fluences were calculated and
documented in Section 6.5.

For BVPS-Y, the actual EPU neutron fluence projections have increased versus those calculated fluence
projections reported in WCAP-15571 (Reference 1).

For BVPS-2, the analyses of record used fluences that were estimated for the EPU. The actual EPU
neutron fluence projections for BVPS-2 have not changed versus those calculated fluence projections
reported in WCAP-15675 (Reference 2) and used in the analyses of record.

Surveillance Capsule Withdrawal Schedule

The current surveillance capsule withdrawal schedules for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 are based onASTM
E185-82 (Reference 5). PerASTME185-82,thewithdrawal of a capsuleistobe scheduled atthenearest
vessel refueling outage to the calculated EFPY established for the particular surveillance capsule
withdrawal

For BVPS-1, the capsules removed from the reactor vessel to date meet the intent of ASTM El 85-82.
However, since the revised fluence projections after the EPU have exceeded the fluence projections used
in development of the current withdrawal schedule documented in WCAP-15571, a calculation of ARTNDr
at 27.44 EFPY must be performed to determine if the increased fluences alter the number of capsules to ()
be withdrawn. This calculation is documented in Table 4.1.2-1A and it shows that the maximum ARTNDr
using the EPU fluences for BVPS-l at 27.44 EFPY is 2020F. PerASTM E185-82, this ARTur value
would require five capsules to be withdrawn. This is unchanged from the current withdrawal schedule.
Thus the only update to the current withdrawal schedule would be to the referencing of future fluence
values. The updated withdrawal schedule is documented in Table 4.1.2-2A.

For BVPS-2, the capsules removed from the reactor vessel to date meet the intent ofASTM E185-82.
Since the revised fluence projections after the EPU have not changed from the fluence projections used in
development of the current withdrawal schedule for the EPU, the withdrawal schedule documented in
Table 4.1.2-2B is applicable. Table 4.1.2-1B shows that the maximum ARTNur using the EPU fluences
for BVPS-2 at 32 EFPY is 690F. Per ASTM E 185-82, this NDr value would require three capsules to
be withdrawn from BVPS-2.

Applicability of Heatup and Cooldown Pressure-Temperature Limit Curves

For BVPS-1, the applicable analysis, per WCAP-15570 (Reference 9), is for 19,22,28 and 45 EFPY.
These curves used flunces that bound the first portion (1.4%) of the uprating for BVPS-1. Thus, the
WCAP-15570 (Capsule Y) curves were evaluated to determine the applicability date based on EPU
fluences. This review indicates that the revised fluence projections after the EPU have exceeded the
fluence projections used in developing the ART values for BVPS-l Capsule Y curves at 19, 22, 28 and
45 EFPY. Thus, new applicability dates have been calculated, which are documented in Table 4.1.2-3A.
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For BVPS-2, the applicable analysis, per WCAP-15677 (Reference 10), is for 16 EFPY and 22 EFPY.
Since the analysis documented in WCAP-15677 was based on EPU fluences, the applicability dates have
not changed. The applicability dates are documented in Table 4.1.2-3B.

ERG Limits

For BVPS-1, the current peak inside surface RTNT values at 28 EFPY and 45 EFPY were calculated to be
2590 and 2750F based on EPU fluences. These results were based on the limiting material, which is the
lower shell plate B6903-1. See Table 4.1.2-5A for the revised peak RTNr (or RTprs) values. Comparing
these values with the limits provided in Table 4.1.2-4A would put BVPS-1 outside of the standard ERG
limits. Since these values exceed the maximum standard ERG limits for a longitudinally oriented flaw
(i.e., > 2500F), BVPS-1 will be required to develop plant specific ERG pressure-temperature limits. The
EPU has a negligible effect on the RTNur values at 28 EFPY and 45 EFPY.

For BVPS-2, the current peak inside surface RT*mT values at EOL and license renewal were calculated to
be 1490 and 1520F based on EPU fluences. The limiting material for BVPS-2 was the Intermediate Shell
Plate B9004-1. See Table 4.1.2-5B for the revised peak RTBar (or RTpTs) values. Comparing these
values with the limits provided in Table 4.1.2-4B would put BVPS-2 in Category I.

Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS)

For BVPS-1, PTS calculations were performed in WCAP-15569 (Reference 11) based on Capsule Y
analysis. The calculated neutron fluence values for the EPU conditions for BVPS-1 have exceeded the
current fluences (Capsule Y). Therefore, to evaluate the affects of the EPU, the PTS values for the most
limiting material were reevaluated using the EPU fluences. This evaluation is presented in
Table 4.1.2-5A. Based on this evaluation, the most limiting beltline material remains below the screening
criteria value of 2700 F at 28 EFPY. However for 45 EFPY, the lower shell plate B6903-1 was over the
2700F screening criteria. It is exected to reach the screening criteria at approximately 37.7 EFPY.

For BVPS-2, PTS calculations were performed in WCAP-15676 (Reference 12)using the fluence-'
projections documented in WCAP-15675 (Reference 2) and the latest procedures specified by the NRC in
the PTS Rule. The calculated neutron fluence'values were estimated for the EPU conditions for BVPS-2
and included in the Capsule W analysis. Since the EPU fluences are the same as the estimated EPU
fluences from WCAP-15675, this evaluation covers the affects of the EPU and is presented in
Table 4.1.2-SB. Based on this evaluation, all RTprs values remain below the NRC screening criteria
values using the projected EPU fluence values through 32 and 48 EFPY for BVPS-2.

Upper Shelf Energy (USE)

For BVPS-1, based on WCAP-15571 (Reference 1), all beltline materials are expected to have'an upper
shelf energy (USE) greater than 50 ft-lb through 28 EFPY as required by lOCFR50, Appendix G
(Reference 13). The 28 EFPY USE was predicted using the EOL 1/4T fluence projection.

The revised fluence projections for BVPS-I after the EPU have exceeded the fluence projections used in
the Capsule Y development of the predicted 28 EFPY USE values, however it has only affected the 1/4T A
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fluence by less than 1%. This small amount has no measurable effect on percent decrease in upper shelf
energy. Thus, the current predicted USE values for BVPS-1 remain valid. 3
For BVPS-2, based on WCAP-15675 (Reference 2), all beltline materials are expected to have an upper
shelf energy (USE) greater than 50 ft-lb through end of license (EOL, 32 EFPY) as required by
10 CFR 50, Appendix G (Reference 13). The EOL (32 EFPY) USE was predicted using the EOL 1/4T
fluence projection.

Since the revised fluence projections for BVPS-2 after the EPU did not change versus those documented
in the Capsule W analysis, then the current predicted USE values for BVPS-2 remain valid.

Inlet Temperature

The inlet temperature must be maintained within the range of 5300 to 5900F to comply with
Paragraph L.1A ofASTM E900 and uphold the basis of the equations and tables from Regulatory
Guide 1.99, Revision 2 (Reference 8) and 10 CFR 50.61 (Reference 4).

4.1.2.6 Conclusions

For BVPS-1, the fluence projections under the EPU conditions, while considering actual power
distributions incorporated to date, will exceed the fluence projections used (Capsule Y) in the evaluations
of withdrawal schedule, pressure-temperature limit curve, emergency response guideline category,
pressurized thermal shock and upper shelf energy. The effect of the higher fluence values for the ()
Capsule Y evaluations is minimal for PT Curves, PTS and the withdrawal schedule. As for the ERG
limits and predicted 28 EFPY USE values, the effect of the higher fluences is negligible. Any changes are
documented in Tables 4.1.2-1A through 4.1.2-5A

BVPS-1 will be required to develop plant specific ERG pressure-temperature limits prior to the time at
which the peak inside surface RTar value exceeds the maximum standard ERG limits for a
longitudinally oriented flaw (i e., > 2500F).

For BVPS-2, the fluence projections under the EPU conditions were considered in the applicable analyses
for the withdrawal schedule, presstempeate limit curves, emergency response guideline category,
pressurized thermal shock and upper shelf energy. Therefore, there is no change for the PT Curves, PTS,
withdrawal schedule, the ERG limits and predicted EOL USE values.

It is concluded that the EPU Project will not have significant impact on the reactor vessel integrity for
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for reactor vessel integrity for the
reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWtNSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor
power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at
BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

Q'
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Table 4.1.2-1A
BVPS-1 27.44 EFPY ARTpNv Values for ail Beltline Materials

Material CP(') f @ 27.44 EFPY(b) F|()| ARTNW(ad

Intermediate Shell Plate (B6607-1) 100.5 3.52 1.327 133.4

Intermediate Shell Plate (B6607-2) 100.5 3.52 1.327 133.4

Lower Shell Plate (B7203-2) 98.7 3.52 1.327 131.0

Lower Shell Plate (B6903-1) 147.2 3.52 1.327 195.3

Using Surveillance Capsule Data 149.2 3.52 1.327 198.0

Lower Shell Weld 20-714AtB (Heat 305414) 210.5 0.704 0.902 189.9

Using Surveillance Capsule Data 223.9 0.704 0.902 202.0

Intermediate Shell Weld 19-714A & B 191.7 0.704 0.902 172.9
(Heat 305424)

Using Surveillance Capsule Data 188.8 0.704 0.902 170.3

Intermediate to Lower Shell Forging Circ. Weld 1243 3.52 1327 164.9
Seam 14 (Heat 90136) 1243 3521.37 14.

Using Surveillance Capsule Data 84.8 3.52 1.327 112.5

Notes:
(a) The dcemistry fitors e docmented i WCAP-15570.

(b) f@ 28EFPYis the peak 28 EFPYfluence atthe cladbase metl ife (x 1019ncm, B > 1.0 MeV)

(c) FF -f - ei k'A v) where f is the cladbase metal fntaface fluence.

(d) ANr - CF * FF

C)

a, , h

a(7)
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Table 4.1.2-1B
BVPS-2 32 EFPY (EOL) ARTpwr Values for all Beltline Materials

Material f @32 EFPYb) : FF') . RTp-r()

Intermediate Shell Plate (B9004-1) 40.S5 3.85 . 1.348 55

Intermediate Shell Plate (B9004-2) 37 3.85 . 1.348 50

-. Using Surveillance Capsule Data 41.9 3.85 1348 - 56

Lower Shell Plate (B9005-1) 51. 3.85 -. 1.348 69 -

Lower Shell Plate (139005-2) 44 3.85 1.348 59

Lower Longitudinal Weld 101-142A & B 3 3 1.34. 4
(Ha 34)34.4 3.85 1.348 46

(Heat 83642)

Intermediate Longitudinal Weld 101-124A B 34.4 3.85 1.348
(Heat 83642)

Intermediate Shell to Lower Shell 101-171 . 1
(Heat 83642) 34.4 3.85 1348 46

Notes:
(a) The chemistryfactors are docmentediWCAP-15677.
(b) f@ 32 EFPYis the peak 32 EFPYfluence at the clad/ametinterface (x lO0"ncm2, E> 1.0 MeV).

(c) FE f@' * c X $),where f is the dad/base metal intaface fluence.

(d) AlUNr CF*FF
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Talble 4.1.2-2A
BVPS-1 Recommended Surveillance Capsule Withdrswal Schedule

-_Capsole Capsule Location Led Factor(s) WIthdrawal EFPlY(b) Fluence (nkcmr)(a)

C3
V 16S°

U 650

W 2450

Y 2950

X 2850

T 550

Z 305°

S 450

1.60 1.16 3.23 x 10' (c)

1.05 3.59. . 6.46x 101 1 (c)

1.09 5.89. . 9.86 x 101s (c)

1.22 14.3 2.15 x 101 9 (c)

1.76 25.9 5.87 x 1019(f)

(d) standby .__

(e) standby _

0.63 standby __ __

Notes:

(a) Updated in CapsuleYdosimetryanalysis.

(b) Effective Full PowerYears (EFPY) from plant startup.

(c) AcuaI plant evaluation calculated fluence.

(d) Capsule Twas moved to the capsule U location at the end of cycle 10 (10.8). The lead factor was approximately 0.77
trough the first 10 cycles. The average lead factor for cycle 11 and higher is 0.95.

(e) Capsule Z was moved to the capsule V location at the end of cycle 10 (10.8). ho lead factor was approximately 0.77
throuShthefirst 10 cycles. Theaverageleadfactorforcycle 11 nadhigheris 1.11.

(f) Vesse clad/base metal interface fluence at 45 EFPY. C)

0.
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Table 4.12-22B
BVPS-2 Recommended Surveillance Capsule Withdrawal Schedule

Capsule Capsule Location Lead Factor() Withdrawal EFPY(b) Fluence (ncm2)(0)

..U 3430 3.17 1.24 .6.08 x 1018(c)

V 1070 3.64 5.98 - . 2.63 x 108'(c)

W. 110H 3.29 - 9.77 3.625x 1018(c)

-X .2870 3.71 - 14 5.837 x' 101(

Y 2900° 3.29 Standby(e) (e)

Z 3400 3.29 Standby(e) (e)

Notes:

(a) Updated in Capsule W dosimetry analysis.

(b) Effective Full Power Years (EFPY) from plant startup.

(c) Actual plant evaluation calculated fluence.

(d) A aey equal to the proected peak vessel fluence at 48 EFPY, not less than once or greater than twice the
maximum EOL (32 EFPY) inner vessel wall fluence.

(e) Ihese capsules will rec a fluence of approximately 6.584 x 10'9 (54 EFPYPeakFluence) @ 17 EFPY. It is
omended that these standby capsules are withdrawn at this time and placed in storage. .

6574P~o-92 -26,
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Table 4.1.2-3A
BVPS-1 Applicability Dates for the Heatup and Cooldown Curves

Applicability Date Using
Current Applicability Date(s) Reference EPU FluencesP)

22EFPY WCAP-15570 21.78 EFPY

28EFPY WCAP-15570 27.S8 EFPY

45 EFPY WCAP-15570 44.0 EFPY

Notes:
(a) Currant applicability is based on fiuences that boumd the 1.4% uprating portion for the EPU.
(b) New applicability is based on fiuences for the complete EPU.

Table 4.1.2-3BD
BVPS-2 Applicability Dates for the Heatup and Cooldown Curves

Applicability Date Using
Current Applicability Date Reference EPU Fluences

16EFPY WCAP-15677 16 EFPY(a)

22 EFPY WCAP-15677 22 EFPY(')

Note:
(a) The EPU fluences were included wvhin the Capsule W analysis.

(3

()

0
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Table 4.124A
BVPS-1 ERG Pressure-Temperature i~mits

Applicable RTNvr (ART) Value(s) ERG Pressure-Temperature Limit Category

RTmT < 200°F Category I

200°F < RTNar < 25S0 F Category I[

250°F < RTNm < 300°F Category IIb-

Note:
(a) L.niudinally oriadled flaws ar applicable only up to 250°F, the cirumferentially oriented flaws are applicable up

to 300°F.

Table 4.1.2-4B
BVPS-2 ERG Pressure-Temperature Limits

Applicable RTlvr (ART) Value(') ERG Pressure-Temperature Limit Category

RTmT < 200°F Category I

200°F < RTmT < 250°F Category n
250°F < RTNr < 300°F Category lb

.0
Note:

(a) Longitudinally oriented flaws wre applicable only up to 250°F, the cirwnfe y oriented flaws are applicable up
to300F.

-l. .
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Table 4.1.2-SA
BVPS-1 RTm Calculations for the Limiting Region Material at 27.44 and 44.18 EFPY

1 iuence I T
(nlcm2, CF ARTm() Margin RTynuv ) RTM@)

Material E>L0 MeV) FF ) [ | (OF (OF)

(27.44 EFPY)

Lower Shell 3.52 1.328 149.2 198.1 34 27 259
Plate B6903-1. .
(casule Y) I

(44.18 EFPY)

Lower Shell 5.87 1.433 149.2 213.8 34 27 275
Plate B6903-1
(Capsule Y) . _.
Notes:
(a) Tial KIRNDyr values me measied vaues.

(b) Rim - RTNDxq + ARTin + Magin (OF)

(c) ARIMTS - CF FF

Table 4.1.2-5B
BVPS-2 RTm Calculations for the Limiting Region Material at 32 and 48 EFPY

Fluence
@aicm2, I F _ _ _ _ _ _( 0m CF ARTm( ) Margin RTIsvrr RTr)S

Material 1!1.0 MeV) FF (OF) (OF) (OF) (OF) (OF)

32 FFPY

Intermediate Shell 3.847 1.348 405 54-6 34 60 149
Plate B9004_1_6

48EFPY

Intermediate Shell 5 S.837 |1.432 40.5 58.0 | 34 60 | 152
Plate B9004-1 __|___L I I _ I
Notes:
(a) nial RIDTr values are measued values.

(b) RTrm - RTNNM +ARTm + Mm& (OF)

(c) ARm - CF * FF

C)

(I.

to.
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C1RCURWERENTl.A SEAS VE'MlCAL SEAMS

Figure 4.12-LA
Identification and Location of Beitline Region Material for the BVPS-1 Reactor Vessel
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CIRCUMFERENTIAL SEAMS VERTICAL SEAMS

180ISO,

B9004-2

101-171

70*

O0

CORE

2 C)

,uons

10-142A

90- 6900

Figure 4.1.2-1B
Identification and Location of Beltline Region Material for the BVPS-2 Reactor Vessel C)
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4.13 Reactor Vessel, Reactor Internal and Core Support Materials

A review was conducted to assess the potential impact of EPU and the associated reactor coolant
chemistry environment on the reactor vessel, reactor internal and core support material degradation
issues. The material degradation issues that were reviewed were intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC) and transgranular stress corrosion cracldng (TGSCC) of austenitic stainless steel, and primary
water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) of Alloy 600 materials. Chemistry considerations are a major
contributor to these material degradation issues. The reactor coolant chemistry specification parameters
and acceptance criteria are not changing for EPU conditions. To confirm that the range of expected
Lithium concentrations are acceptable, an evaluation of Lithium concentrations was performed. The
concentrationr of Lithium is 3.5 ppm during the early part of the operating cycle. The Lithium
concentration is subsequently reduced to 2.2 ppm for the remainder of the operating cycle. The effect of
Lithium concentrations up to 3.5 ppm during the early part of the operating cycle at EPU conditions was
evaluated and found to be acceptable.

Thermal effects, including possible embrittlement, are explicitly considered in the Reactor Vessel
Integrity evaluation in Section 4.1.2. Radiation effects, including gamma heating, are explicitly
considered in the Reactor Pressure Vessel System evaluation in Section 4.2.

Austenitic Stainless Steel Material TGSCC Susceptibility

The occurrence of TGSCC in austenitic stainless steels requires the presence of Halogens, Oxygen and
local stresses. The normal RCS service conditions preclude the presence of both Halogens and Oxygen..
The increase in service temperature by itself has no significant effect on TGSCC. Thus, TGSCC is not
considered an EPU issue for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

Recent data from two Westinghouse PWRs suggests very small (0.01% to 0.03%) amounts of swelling in.
baffle bolts. Extrapolation of these data using a simple square law and considering the effects of fluence
and temperature at EPU conditions indicates that there will be no significant impact on void swelling.
Thus, swelling is not considered an EPU issue for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

The austenitic stainless steel issues are not affected by a Lithium concentration of 3.5 ppm. The results of
the Alloy 600 review confirmed that the initial Lithium concentrations of up to 3.5 ppm with controlled
Boron concentrations used to maintain the pH values in accordance with the EPRI PWR Guidelines will
not produce any undesirable material degradation issues, and is considered acceptable. On this basis, no
reactor internal and core support material degradation issues are expected due to EPU at BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2.

Alloy 600 Material PWSCC Susceptibility

A site specific PWSCC susceptibility assessment of Alloy 600 components in the primary system as well
as service experience suggests that the susceptibility of the Alloy 600 reactor vessel closure head (RVCH)
penetrations are bounding to all otherAlloy 600 locations in the reactor vessel. The change in the
susceptibility of the RVCH penetration due to the change in the temperature was evaluated to assess the
impact of EPU on PWSCC susceptibility of Alloy 600 components in the reactor vesseL
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The approximate RVCH temperatures at current and EPU conditions are: -1)

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Current RVCH Temperature, 0F 595 595
EPU RVCH Temperature, OF 601.2 601.3

Based on the above temperatures, a deterministic assessment of the change in the PWSCC susceptibility
of RVCH penetrations was considered. The results of the assessment predicted a small increase in the
PWSCC susceptibility for the RVCH penetrations.

The BVPS-1 RVCH is scheduled for replacement in conjunction with replacement of the BVPS-1 original
steam generators. By replacing the RVCHF Alloy 600 head penetration material will be replaced with
Alloy 690 material which is more resistant to PWSCC. Additional care has been exercised during the
manufacturing process to minimize the stresses in the CRDM penetration material and the dissimilar
metal attachment J-weld. Furthermore, the exposure time clock for the susceptibility assessment of head
penetration will be re-started from zero at the time of replacement.

Since BVPS-2 has operated for fewer years than BVPS-1, RVCH replacement is not considered a near
term issue for BVPS-2. BVPS-2 will be inspecting the CRDM penetrations on a regular basis in
accordance with NRC order EA 03-009 to ensure no active PWSCC concern exist.

Thus, Alloy 600 material PWSCC susceptibility is not considered an EPU issue for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

Conclusions -j)

The results and conclusions of the evaluations perfonmed for the reactor vessel, reactor internal and core
support materials for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

4.2 REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL SYSTEM

Analyses and evaluations were performed to assess the impact on the reactor internal components of an
EPU for the Beaver Valley Power Station to an NSSS power of 2910 MWt (core power of 2900 MWt).

4.2.1 Introduction

The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) system consists of the reactor vessel, reactor internals, and fuel and
control rod drive mechanisms. The reactor internal's function is to support and orient the reactor core fuel
assemblies and control rod assemblies, absorb control rod assembly dynamic loads, and transmit these
and other loads to the reactor vessel The reactor vessel internal components also fimction to direct
coolant flow through the fuel assemblies (core), to provide adequate cooling flow to the various internals
structures, and to support in-core instrumentation. They are designed to withstand forces due to structure
deadweight, pre-load of fuel assemblies, control rod assembly dynamic loads, vibratory loads, and
earthquake accelerations.

Operating a plant at conditions (power and te a) other than those considered in the original design
requires that the reactor vessel system/fuel interface be thoroughly addressed in order to confirm
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compatibility, and that the structural integrity of the reactor vessel/internals/fuel system is not adversely
affected. In addition, thermal-hydraulic analyses are required to determine plant specific core bypass
flows, pressure drops, and upper head temperatures in order to provide input to the LOCA and non-LOCA
safety analyses, as well as NSSS performance evaluations.

Generally, the areas that are potentially most affected by changes in system operating conditions are:

* Reactor internals system thermal/hydraulic performance
* Rod control cluster assembly (RCCA) scram performance
* Reactor internals system structural response and inrity

The major components and features of the reactor internals system are summarized as follows. The lower
core support assembly consists of the lower support plate, lower support columns, and lower core plate
and core barrel, and supports the fuel assemblies on the sides and at the bottom. The guidance and
alignment of the lower core support assembly during insertion into the reactor vessel is provided by the
radial support system and the head-vessel alignment pins, and special temporary guide studs attached to
the vessel. The hold-down spring rests on top of the flange of the lower core support assembly. The
upper core support assembly consists of the upper support plate, upper support columns, and upper core
plate, and rests on top of the hold-down spring. The guidance and alignment of the upper core support
assembly, during its insertion, is provided by the head-vessel alignment pins, the upper core plate
alignment pins in the core barrel assembly, and the special temporary guide studs attached to the vessel.
The alignment of the core, i.e., each fuel assembly, is provided through the engagement of the lower core
plate fuel pins into the bottom of the fuel assemblies and the upper core plate fuel pins into the top of the
fuel assemblies. The vessel upper head compresses the hold-down spring, providing joint preload.

The core barrel, which is part of the lower core support assembly, provides a flow boundary for the
reactor coolant. When the primary coolant enters the reactor vessel, it impinges on the side of the core
barrel and is directed downward through the annulus formed by the gap between the outside diameter of
the core barrel and the inside diameter of the vessel. The flow then enters the lower plenum area between
the bottom of the lower support plate and the vessel bottom head and is redirected upward through the
core. After passing through the core, the coolant enters the upper core support region and then proceeds
radially outward through the reactor vessel outlet nozzles. The perforations in the various components,
such as the lower support plate, control and meter the flow through the core.

The purpose of this section is to summarize the work performed to assess the effect on the reactor
pressure vessel/internals system due to an EPU to a core power of 2900 MWt.

4.2.2 Input Parameters and Assu'mptions

The principal input parameters utilized in the analysis ofthe reactor internal components and RPV system
are the NSSS design parameters developed for the EPU provided in Section 2.1.1.' For structural analysis
evaluations, the NSSS design transients provided in Section 2.2.1 were considered The fuel considered
is a full core of Robust Fuel Assembly (RFA) fuel (including RFA-2) with Intermediate Flow Miing
(IFM) grids and with thimble plugs removed.
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4.23 Description ofAnalyses and Evaluations (- )
Westinghouse has performed evaluations to assess the effect of the EPU on the reactor pressure
vessel/internals system of the Beaver Valley Power Station.

4.23.1 Thermal-Hydraulic System Evaluations

System Pressure Losses

The principal RCS flow route through the reactor pressure vessel system begins at the inlet nozzles. At
this point, flow turns downward through the reactor vessel/core barrel annulus. After passing through this
downcomer region, the flow enters the lower reactor vessel dome region. This region is occupied by the
internals energy absorber structure, lower support columns, bottom-mounted instnumentation columns,
and supporting tie plates. From this region, flow passes upward through the lower core plate, and into the
core region. After passing up through the core, the coolant flows into the upper plenum, turns, and exits
the reactor vessel through the three outlet nozzles. Note that the upper plenum region is occupied by
support columns and RCCA guide columns.

A key area in evaluation of core performance is the determination of hydraulic behavior of coolant flow
within the reactor internals system, i.e., vessel pressure drops, core bypass flows, RPV fluid tem ptes
hydraulic lift forces, and bafflejoint momentum flux. The pressure loss data is necessary input to the
LOCA and non-LOCA safety analyses and to overall NSSS performance calculations. The hydraulic
forces are considered in the assessment of the structural integrity of the reactor internals, core clamping
loads generated by the internals hold-down spring, and the stresses in the reactor vessel closure studs.

The THRIVE computer code was used to perform this evaluation by solving the mass and energy
balances for the reactor internals fluid system This THRIVE analysis determined the distribution of
pressure and flow within the reactor vessel, internals, and the reactor core. Results were obtained with a
full core of RFA fuel (including RFA-2) with IFM grids, thimble plugs removed, and at RCS conditions as
summarized in Table 4.2-1. The reactor vessel/internals/fuel pressure drops that occur for these cases are
presented in Table 4.2-2.

Bypass Flow

Description of Analysis

Bypass flow is the total amount of reactor coolant flow bypassing the core region and is not considered
effective in the core heat transfer process. Variations in the size of some of the bypass flow paths, such as
gaps at the outlet nozzles and the core cavity, occur during manufacturing or change due to fuel assembly
changes. Plant-specific, as-built dimensions are used in order to demonstrate that the bypass flow limits
are not violated. Therefore, analysis is performed to estimate core bypass flow values to either show that
the design bypass flow limit for the plant will not be exceeded or to determine a revised design core
bypass flow.

The present design maximum core bypass flow limit is 6.5% of the total reactor vessel flow with the
elimination of thimble plugging devices. The purpose of this evaluation is to show that the design I
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maximum value of 6.5% can be maintained at the RCS conditions of Table 4.2-1. The principal core
bypass flow paths are described in the following paragraphs.

Baffle-Barrel Region

The current reactor vessel internals configuration incorporates upward coolant flow in the region between
the core barrel and the baffle plates. In this cbrnflguration, a majority of the coolant exits the reactor
vessel inlet nozzle and flows downward in the annulus between the vessel and core barrel. The
downward flow passes over the thermal shield for BVPS-l or neutron pads for BVPS-2 to the lower
plenum, turns, and flows up through the core region. A portion of this flow enters the baffle-barrel region,
which consists of vertical baffle plates that follow the periphery of the core. These are joined to the core
barrel by horizontal former plates spaced along the elevation of the baffle plates. All of the former plates
have flow holes machined in them. Some flow from the lower plenum enters the baffle-barrel region at
the lower'core plate and exits above the core. There will also be some flow exchange between the baffle-
barrel region and the core through the baffle plate gaps.

Vessel Head Cooling Spray Nozzles

These nozzles are flow paths between the reactor vessel and core barrel annulus and the fluid volume in
the vessel closure head region above the upper support plate. A fraction of the flow that enters the vessel
inlet nozzles and into the vessel/barrel downcomer passes through these nozzles and into the vessel
closure head region. The purpose of these flow paths is to allow circulation of a small fraction of the cold
leg coolant into the upper head region of the reactor vessel.

-Core Barrel - Reactor Vessel Outlet Nozzle Gap,

Some of the flow that enters the vessel/barrel downcomer leaks through the gaps between the core barrel
outlet nozzles and the reactor vessel outlet nozzles and merges with the vessel outlet nozzle flow. Since
the lower reactor internals are designed to be removable from the reactor vessel, a smallircumferental
gap exists at each of the outlet nozzle locations. While the gap is designed to be very small and closes
down somewhat at operating conditions due to the differential coefficient of thermal expansion between
the reactor internals and the reactor vessel, there is somie amount of flow which leaks directly from the
vessel inlet/downcomer region and out through these'nozzle'gaps.

Fuel Assembly - Baffle Plate Cavity Ga'

The baffle plates surround the reactor fuel assemblies or core region. The gap between the peripheral fuel
assemblies and the baffle plates is referred to' as the core cavity region. This is the core bypass flow path
between the peripheral fuel assemblies and the core baffle plates.

Fuel Assembly Thimble Tubes

Thimble tubes are used as paths for the insertion and removal of control rods, thimble plugging devices,
and various core components such as burnable absorbers. These tubes are physically part of each fuel
assembly and flow within them is partially effective in removing core heat. However, such flow is
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analytically not considered to be effective in heat removal, and is consequentially considered to be part of
the core bypass flow.

Bypass FlowAnalysis Results

Fuel assembly hydraulic characteristics and system parameters, such as inlet temperature, reactor coolant
pressure, and flow were used in conjunction with the THRIVE code to determine the impact of EPU RCS
conditions on the total core bypass flow. The calculated core bypass flow value is 5.74% for BVPS-l and
5.63% for BVPS-2 at the RCS conditions of Table 4.2-1. Therefore, the design maximum core bypass
flow value of 6.5% of the total vessel flow can be maintained.

Upper Head Fluid Temperatures

The average temperature of the primary coolant fluid that occupies the reactor vessel closure head volume
is an important initial condition for certain dynamic LOCA analyses. Therefore, it was necessary to
determine the upper head temperature when changes in the RCS conditions take place in the plant.
Determination of upper head temperature stemmed from the THRIVE analysis used to assess the core
bypass flow. The THRIVE code models the interaction between all different flow paths into and out of
the closure head region. Based on this interaction, it calculates the core bypass flow into the head region
and average head fluid temperature for different flow path conditions. The upper head mean fluid
temperatures are provided in Table 4.2-3 for the cases shown in Table 4.2-1.

Hydraulic Lift Forces (I)
An evaluation was performed to estimate hydraulic lift forces on the various reactor internal components
for the EPU parameters shown in Table 4.2-1. This was done to show that the reactor internals assembly
would remain seated and stable for all conditions. If the impact of the EPU changes on lift forces is found
to be significant, then the estimated hydraulic lift forces would be combined with other mechanical and
body forces to evaluate the resultant pre-load of the core barrel flange against the reactor vesseL
Table 4.2-4 presents comparisons of hydraulic lift forces on various reactor internal components for the
cases shown in Table 4.2-1. The total hydraulic lift forces on the lower internals package were slightly
increased compared to present analyzed conditions. Based on the evaluation, the reactor internals will
remain seated and stable for the EPU RCS conditions.

Baffle Joint Momentum Flux and Fuel Rod Stability

Baffle jetting is a hydraulically induced instability or vibration of fuel rods caused by a high velocity jet
of water. Thisjet is created by high pressure water being forced through gaps between the baffle plates
which surround the core. The baffle jetting phenomenon could lead to fuel cladding damage.

With the "converted upflow" baffle barrel region configuration of BVPS-1 or the standard upflow baffle
ban-el region configuration of BVPS-2, the momentum flux margins remain acceptable.
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423.2 Flow-Induced Vibrations

Flow-induced vibrations of pressurized water reactor internals have been studied for a number of years.
The objective of these studies is to show the structural integrity and reliability of reactor internal
components. These efforts have included in-plant tests, scale-model tests, as well as tests in fabricators'
shops and bench tests of components, along with various analytical investigations. The results of these
scale-model and in-plant tests indicate that the vibrational behavior of two-, three-, and four-loop plants is
essentially similar, and the results obtained from each of the tests compliment one another and make
possible a better understanding of the flow-induced vibration phenomena.

Based on the analysis, the Beaver Valley Power Station reactor internals response due to flow-induced
vibrations is extremely small and well within the allowable based on the high cycle endurance limit for
the material.

4.233 Structural Evaluation of Reactor Internal Components

In addition to supporting the core, a secondary function of the reactor vessel internals assembly is to
direct coolant flows within the vessel.' While directing the primary flow through the core, the internals
assembly also establishes secondary coolant flow paths for cooling the upper regions of the reactor vessel
and for cooling the internals stuctural components. Some of the parameters influencing the mechanical
design of the internals lower assembly are the pressure and temperature differentials across its component
parts and the flow rate required to remove the heat generated within the structural components due to
radiation (e.g., gamma heating). The configuration of the internals provides for adequate cooling
capability.

Structural evaluations are performed to demonstrate that the structural integrity ofthe reactor components
is not adversely affected directly by the change in RCS conditions and transients and/or by secondary
effects of the change on reactor thermal-hydraulic or structural performance. The presence of heat
generated in reactor internal components, along with the various fluid temperatures, results in thermal
gradients within and between components. These thermal gradients result in thermal stresses and thermal
growth, which must be accounted for in the design and analysis of the various components.

Design Transients

Section 2.2.1 provides a listing of the normal and upset NSSS design transients for the primary loop. In
order to assess the effect of these transients, the transients were grouped and enveloped (e.g., Upset Up
and Upset Down). '"p" indicates an increasing temperature during the transient, while "Down" indicates
a decreasing temperature. The process of enveloping transient groups consists of taking the largest
temperature change (Cn one direction only) in the shortest time span of all the transients in the group. If
more margin is needed for a component stress analysis or if a particular transient is too severe to be
included in an envelope, then itis analyzed separately.

After the enveloping of the revised design transients was completed, the new enveloping curves were then
used in the structural evaluations of the reactor internal components.
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Component Evaluations (j
This section summarizes the results of structural evaluations performed for the key reactor internals
components at the EPU RCS conditions. Westinghouse performed a review and an evaluation of the
effects of the NSSS design transients and the EPU on the following reactor internal components:

* Lower Core Plate
* Lower Core Support Plate
* Lower Support Columns
* Core Barrel Assembly
* Lower Radial Supports
* Upper Core Plate
* Upper Core Plate Alignment Pins
* Upper Support Assembly
* BafflelFormer Bolts

The stresses, margins of safety, and cumulative fatigue usage factors for some of the reactor internals
components are provided in Table 4.2-5 which shows the effects of the EPU.

Baffle-Barrel Region Evaluations

The baffle-barrel region consists of a core barrel into which baffle plates are installed, supported by
bolting interconnecting former plates to the baffle and core barreL The baffle-to-former bolts restrain the
motion of the baffle plates that surround the core. These bolts are subjected to primary stresses consisting
of deadweight, hydraulic pressure differentials, seismic and LOCA loads, as well as secondary stresses
consisting of bolt preload and thermal loads resulting from RCS temperatures and gamma heating rates.
The EPU does not affect the deadweight or seismic loads. The baffle-to-former bolt thermal loads are
induced by differences in the average metal temperature between the core barrel and baffle plate. The
difference in temperature between the core barrel and baffle has been determined for the EPU.

For the EPU, the gamma heating rates seen by the baffle-barrel region would increase proportionally with
the increase in power. The effect of this increase in gamma heating rates and the effect of the core power
distributions and design transients produces a difference in temperature between the baffle and core
barrel. The effect of core power distributions offset the increased loads due to the gamma heating rates
and design transients, resulting in a smaller temperature difference. Therefore, the baffle-to-barrel
temperature difference for the EPU was less than that from previous evaluations, so the baffle-former bolt
displacements remain less than those previously evaluated.

Lower Core Plate Structural Analysis

The lower core plate is a perforated circular plate that supports and positions the fuel assemblies. The
plate contains numerous holes to allow fluid flow through the plate. The fluid flow is provided to each
fuel assembly and the baffle-barrel region. The plate is bolted at the periphery to a ring welded to the
inside diameter of the core barrel. The center span of the plate is supported by the lower support
columns, which are attached at the lower end to the lower support plate.
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A structural evaluation was performed to demonstrate that the EPU does not adversely affect the
structural integrity of the lower core plate. The EPU causes an increase in the heat generated within the
lower core plate. The revised design transients for the EPU were evaluated. Heat generation rates were
developed specifically for this evaluation.

The conclusion of the evaluation is that the structural integrity of the lower core plate is maintained. The
new RCS conditions, which are due to the EPU, produced acceptable stresses, margins of safety, and
fatigue utilization factor. See Table 4.2-5.

Upper Core Plate Structural Analysis

The upper core plate positions the upper ends of the fuel assemblies and the lower ends of the control rod
guide tubes, thus serving as the transitioning member for the control rods in entry and retraction from the
fuel assemblies. It also controls coolant flow in its exit from the fuel assemblies and serves as a boundary
between the core and the exit plenum. The upper core plate is restrained from vertical movement by the
upper support columns, which are attached to the upper support plate assembly. Four equally spaced core
plate alignment pins restrain the lateral movement.

A structural evaluation was performed to demonstrate that the EPU does not adversely affect the
structural integrity of the upper core plate. The EPU causes an increase in the heat generation seen by the
upper core plate. The design transients developed for the EPU were evaluated. Heat generation rates
were developed specifically for this evaluation.

The conclusion of the evaluation is that the structural integrity of the upper core plate is maintained. The
new RCS conditions, which are due to the EPU, produced acceptable stresses, margins of safety, and
fatigue utilization factor. See Table 4.2-5.

423.4 RCCA Drop Time Evaluation

The RCCAs represent perhaps the most critical interface between the fuel assemblies and the other
internal components. It is imperative to show that the EPU RCS conditions will not adversely impact the
operation of the RCCAs, either during accident conditions or normal operation.

In general, a plant-specific RCCA drop time performance assessment involves the following steps:

1. Obtain actual plant drop time-t-dashpot ent'y data at no-flow and full-flow conditions for each
RCCAlocation.

2. Develop an analytical model of the plant's'driveline configuration and system operating
'conditions corresponding to those measurements. A driveline is considered to be that subset of
components affecting RCCA drop time. These components are the fuel, upper core plate, upper
and lower guide tubes, upper support plate, reactor closure head penetration, thermal sleeve,
CRDM, rod travel housing, and the RCCA/drive rod assembly. The system operating conditions
include temperature, pressure, and flow. The analytical model consists of values for parameters

ft. that describe geometry of driveline components, component mechanical interaction relationships,
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hydraulic resistances of flow paths, RCCA/drive rod assembly weight, and system operating
conditions. ( )

3. Use a coded algorithm previously developed by Westinghouse, with the analytical model, to
correlate the model to the plant measured drop times. This algorithm has been used for this
analysis since the original plant design. The algorithm solves Newton's second law of motion.
This law states:

IF = (Wig) x (dV/dt)

where:

F = Sum of various forces acting on the RCCA/drive rod assembly at any time, (t)
W = total weight of RCCA/drive rod assembly
g = acceleration due to gravity, (32.2 ft/sec2)
V assembly velocity, (ft/sec)
t drop time after CRDM latch release of drive rod, (see)

The correlation involves adjustment of specific code input parameters:

a. Characterize RCCA drop performance from no-flow (0%) through full-flow (100%) based
on no-flow and full-flow core average drop time measurements, and

b. Isolate and account for the effects of variations in drive line mechanical interference drag (1)
force under normal conditions, and variations in drive line flows across the core, based on
core-maximum drop time measurements at no-flow and full-flow, respectively.

Adjust the model to account for the new system operating conditions being considered due to the EPU.
Also, conservatively account for:

a. Component geometric design tolerances

b. Hydraulic performance uncertainties (related to fuel assembly hydraulic resistance, guide
tube/RCCA wear, and reactor coolant flow rate)

c. Abnormal environmental conditions (particularly seismic events)

4. Assess the impact of such changes in driveline components and/or primary system operating
conditions on the limiting RCCA drop time characteristics used in the plant accident analyses.
These limiting characteristics are the most severe drop time-to-dashpot entry and normalized
RCCA drop time position-versus-time relationship estimated based on the tolerances,
uncertainties, and abnormal environmental conditions identified above.

The analysis performed determined the potential impact of the conditions shown in Table 4.2-1 on the
limiting RCCA drop time. The maximum estimated RCCA drop time with the seismic allowance was (
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calculated to be 2.3 seconds to the top of dashpot, which is still less than the current Technical
Specification limit of 2.7 seconds.

4.23.5 LOCA and Seismic Evaluations

LOCAAnalyses

To perform the RPV LOCA analyses for the Beaver Valley Power Station, a finite element model of the
RPV system is developed.

The mathematical model of the RPV is a three-dimensional nonlinear finite element model that represents
the dynamic characteristics of the reactor vessel and its internals in the six geometric degrees of freedom.
The model was developed using the WECAN computer code. The WECAN computer code (or
predecessor codes) has been used for this analysis since the original plant design.

The WECAN computer code, which is used to determine the response of the reactor vessel and its
internals, is a general purpose finite element code. In the finite element approach, the structure is divided
into a finite number of members or elements.' The inertia and stiffness matrices, as well as the force array,
are first calculated for each element in the local coordinates. Employing aro transformation, the
element global matrices and arrays are then computed. Finally, the global element matrices and arrays are
assembled into the global structural matrices and arrays, and used for dynamic solution of the differential
equation of motion for the' structure.

In order to evaluate the impact of changes in RCS conditions on the dynamic response of the RPV
system, LOCA analyses 'were performed to generate 'core plate motions and the reactor vessel/intemals
interface loads. The core plate motions are then used to evaluate the structural integrity of the core.
Since application of leak-before-break (LBB) methodology has been licensed for the main coolant loop,
consideration of breaks in the main coolant loop are not required for structural evaluations. The next
limiting breaks to be considered are the branch line breaks. The hydraulic LOCA forces that are used in
the reactor vessel LOCA analysis are for breaks in the 12" accumulator line (cold leg) and the 14" residual
heat removal line (hot leg) for BVPS-I and for breaks in the 4" line (cold leg) and the 3" line (hot leg) for
BVPS-2.

Following a postulated LOCA, forces are imposed on the reactor vessel and its internals. These forces
result from the release of the pressurized primary system coolant and, for audiliary pipe breaks, from the
disturbance of the mechanical equilibrium in the piping system prior to the rupture. The release of
pressurized coolant results in traveling depressurization waves in the primary system. These
depressurization waves are characterized by a wavefxont with lowv pressure on one side and high pressure
on the other. The wavefront translates and reflects throughout the primary system until the system is.
completely depressuized.' The rapid depressurization results in transient hydraulic loads on the
mechanical equipment of the system.

The LOCA loads applied to the reactor pressure vessel system consist of: (1) reactor internal hydraulic
loads (vertical and horizontal), and (2) reactor coolant loop mechanical loads. All the loads are calculated
individually and combined in a time history manner.
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The MULTIFLEX computer code (Reference 1) calculates the hydraulic transients within the entire
primary coolant system. It considers sub-cooled, transition, and two-phase (saturated) blowdown .)
regimes. The MULTIFLEX program employs the method of characteristics to solve the conservation
laws, and assumes one-dimensionality of flow and homogeneity of the liquid-vapor mixture.

The MULTIFLEX code considers a coupled fluid-structure interaction by accounting for the deflection of
constraining boundaries, which are represented by separate spring-mass oscillator systems. A beam
model of the core support barrel has been developed from the structural properties of the core barrel. In
this model, the cylindrical barrel is vertically divided into various segments and the pressure/wall motions
are projected onto the plane parallel to the inlet nozzle on the loop with the postulated auxiliary line pipe
break. Horizontally, the barrel is divided into 10 segments; each segment consists of 3 separate walls.
The spatial pressure variation at each time step is transformed into 10 horizontal forces, which act on the
10 mass points of the beam model. Each flexible wall is bounded on either side by a hydraulic flow path.
The motion of the flexible walls is determined by solving the global equations of motion for the masses
representing the forced vibration of an undamped beam.

The severity of a postulated break in a reactor vessel is related to two factors: the distance from the
reactor vessel to the break location and the break opening area. The nature of the reactor vessel
decompression following a LOCA, as controlled by the internals structural configuration previously
discussed, results in larger reactor internal hydraulic forces for pipe breaks in the cold leg than in the hot
leg (for breaks of similar area and distance from the RPV). Pipe breaks farther away are less severe
because the pressure wave attenuates as it propagates toward the reactor vessel. Therefore, pipe breaks at
the reactor vessel inlet nozzle are more severe, because of the absence of pressure wave attenuation and
the structural configuration of the core. In general, the auxiliary line breaks like the 12" accumulator line
and the 14" residual heat removal line breaks for BVPS-1 and the 4" line and 3" line breaks for BVPS-2
are not as severe as the main line breaks such as RPV inlet nozzle or reactor coolant pump outlet nozzle
break.

The results of reactor vessel displacements and the impact forces calculated at vessel/internals interfaces
are used to evaluate the structural integrity of the reactor vessel and its internals.

The core plate motions for both breaks were provided for use in fuel grid crush analysis and to confirm
the structural integrity of the fuel.

Seismic Analyses

The non-linear time history seismic analyses of the reactor pressure vessel system includes the
development of the system finite element model and the synthesized time history accelerations.

Similar to the response during LOCA, the reactor pressure vessel system seismic model included
sub-models of the reactor vessel, nozzles, internals, fuel and control rod drive mechanism. The WECAN
finite element model described for LOCA was modified to include the fluid-structure interaction in the
reactor pressure vessel model for the seismic OBE and SSE time history evaluations. The WECAN
reactor vessel/internals/fuel assembly model incorporated the effects of fluid-structure interaction in the
down-comer region via hydrodynamic mass matrices between two concentric cylinders (between the core
barrel and reactor vessel). The fluid-structure interaction in the seismic analysis is different from that 0
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included in the LOCA analysis. In the LOCA analysis, the fluid-structure interaction is included through
the MULTIFLE code; whereas in the seismic analysis, the fluid-structure interaction in the downcomer
region (between the core barrel and reactor vessel) is incorporated through the hydrodynamic mass
matrices. The mass matrices with off-diagonal terms are incorporated between nodes on the core barrel
and reactor vessel shell.

For a time history response of the reactor pressure vessel and its internals under seismic excitation,
synthesized time history accelerations are required. The synthesized time history accelerations used in
the reactor pressure vessel system analysis were based on the applicable Beaver Valley Power Station
response spectra.

The results of the system seismic analysis include time history displacements and impact forces for all the
major components. The reactor vessel displacements and the impact forces calculated at vessel/internals
interfaces are used to evaluate the strectural integrity of the reactor vessel and its internals. The core plate
motions were provided for use in fuel grid crush analysis and to confirm the sterctural integrity of the
fuel.

4.2.4 Acceptance Citerina and Results

The main applicable criteria and results are presented for the areas evaluated.

*Thermal-Hydraulic Performance:

The THRIVE analysis is performed to evaluate the thermal-hydraulic performance of the reactor
pressure vessel system. The THRIVE code computes the vessel pressure drops, core bypass
flows, RPV fluid temperatures, hydraulic lift forces, and baffle joint momentum flux. The
THRIVE outputs serve as inputs to other analyses including the reactor internals structural
analysis, LOCA, and non-LOCA analyses.

The acceptance criteria for design maximum core bypass flow is 6.5%. The calculated core
bypass flow value is 5.74% for BVPS-1 and 5.63% for BVPS-2 at the RCS conditions of
Table 4.2-1.

* Flow-Induced Vibration Response:

The flow-induced vibration (FIV) response of reactor internal components, in general, depends
upon reactor vessel inlet flow rates (such as mechanical design flow), reactor vessel inlet
temperature and reactor vessel outlet temperature. The response of the lower internals (core
barrel) depends on the vessel inlet temperature and the inlet flow rates. The response of the upper
internals (guide tubes and upper support columns) depends on the vessel outlet temperature and
the flow exiting through the outlet nozzles. The acceptance criteria for the flow-induced vibration
response are that the stresses from the FIV amplitudes remain within the endurance limit of the
material for high cycle fatigue and that component loads are within acceptable limits. The reactor
internals response due to flow-induced vibrations for EPU conditions is extremely small and well
within the allowable based on the high cycle endurance limit for the material.
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* Structural Adequacy of Reactor Internal Components: . r-)

The design of the Beaver Valley Power Station reactor internals was evaluated according to
Westinghouse internal criteria that are similar to Subsection NG of the ASME B&PV, Section m.
The Beaver Valley Power Station internals were designed prior to the introduction of Subsection
NG of the ASME B&PV Code Section III. The structural evaluations performed demonstrate that
the structural integrity of the reactor components is not adversely affected at the EPU conditions.

* Control Rod DiopAnalysis:

The rod drop time values generated, consistent with plant operating parameters and configuration,
should be within the limit defined in the Technical Specifications which is 2.7 seconds. The
current calculated RCCA drop time is 2.3 seconds.

* LOCA and Seismic Analyses of Reactor Vessel and Internals:

The beam data serves as input to the generation of LOCA hydraulic forces. The interface loads
and the time history nodal displacements of the reactor internals components, determined in the
LOCA and seismic analyses, serve as inputs to various structural analyses of the internals, fael,
and the vesseL

4.2.5 Conclusions

All structural and thermal-hydraulic analyses and evaluations conclude that the reactor pressure vessel (J
system is acceptable for operation at the EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the reactor pressure vessel
system for the reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the
current reactor power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation
of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

4.2.6 References

1. WCAP-8708-P/A, MULTIFLEX, a FORTRAN-IV Computer Program forAnalyzing Thermal-
Hydraulic Structure System Dynamics, 9/77, (Westinghouse Proprietary).
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Table 4.2-1
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Conditions for EPU(1)

Core Power Level - Thermal Design
-Case (MWt) Inlet Temp. (OF) Flow/Pressure

1&2 2900 - - 528.5 87,200 gpm/loop
.2250 psia

3&4 2900 543.1 87,200 gpm/loop
2250 psia

Note:

(1) These paranetes are taki from Sectim 2.1.1.

Table 4.2-2
Reactor Internals Coolant Pressure Drop Comparison for EPU (psi)

BVPS-1 BVPS-2 -

Component Nominal°- Casel&2 CaseW3&4 Nomlna) T Case 1&2 Case 3&4

Inlet Nozzle 7.01 - 6.92 6.80 5.89 5.82 5.71

Barrel/Vessel Annulus 1.82 1.80 1.76 0.44 OA3 0.42

LowverPlenum -4.66 4.61- 4.52 4.63 -4.58 4.50

lowerSqppoftPlate 0.75 0.74 - 0.73 0.72 0.71 - 0.70

DiffuserPlate .0.90 0.89 0.87 N/A() - N/A 4  N/A

Core° 18.41 18.47 18.21 18.41 - -18.47 18.21

Upper Plenum 0.40 0.40 0.39 0.40 0.40 0.39

Outlet Nozzle 1.71 1.69 1.68 1.28 1.27 1.26

TOTAL PRESSURE DROP 35.65 35.52 34.97 31.77 31.68 31.19

Notes:

(1) Pressure drops calculated based on a thermal design flow rate.

(2) Nominal case shows current analysis value for cument power level.

(3) Core pressure diup includes lower core plate, fuel and upper core plate pressures

(4) The BVPS-2 reactor internals do not include a diffuser plate.
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Table 42-3
Mean Upper Head Fluid Temperatures for EPU

Case No. BVPS-1 Temperatures (0 .F) BVPS-2 Temperatures (OF)

1&2 587 587.6

3&4 601.2 601.3

Table 4.2-4
Comparison of Hydraulic Lift Forces for EPU (Ibsf)

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Component Nomlna&P Case 1&2 Case 3&4 NominaeM Case 1&2 Case 3&4

Core Barrel 24796 25229 24838 22539 23512 23151

Core Barrel Flange 109369 111054 109263 - 97577 101642 100026

BarreWessel Annulus -7678 -7724 -7582 -833 -860 -844

Lower Support Plate 14049 14132 13873 13172 13602 13353

Dffuser Plato 16835 16935 16625 N/A(4) N/A(4) N/A(4)

Lower Core Plate 9351 9017 8852 9109 9017 8852

Former Plates 46122 49630 48884 45032 49633 48887

Baffle Plates 12051 12968 12773 11763 12965 12770

Upper Core plate°) 33728 18763 18601 32907 18750 18588

Upper Support Plate 1842 1856 1841 1812 1864 1848

TOTAL FORCE 260465 251859 247967 233079 230125 226631

Notes:

(1) Lift forces calculated based on a mecianical design flow rate.

(2) Nominal cas shows cunet analysis value for cwrent power level.

(3) The removal of the fuel thimble plugs causes a reduction in the upper core plate hydraulic lift force.

(4) The BVPS-2 reactor inernals do not include a diffuser plate.

a,C

.0
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Table 42-5
Summary of Stresses, Safety Margins, and Cumulative Usage Factors

(Effect of EPU)

P.+Pb+Q ._._. Cumulative
Reactor Internal Actual Stress Allowable Stress Margin of Usage Factor

Component (psi) (psi) Safety") (CUF)

Lower Core Plate [ . 48,60 [ Y . [ r
Upper CorePlate _______.._48,600 [ r [
Note:
(1) Margin of Safety (AllowablelActual) - I
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43 FUEL ASSEMBLIES

The fuel assemblies are designed to perform satisfactorily through their lifetime. The combined effects of
the design basis loads are considered in evaluating the capability of fuel assemblies and their components
to maintain structural integrity. This is necessary so that fuel assembly fiuctional requirements are met
while maintaining the core coolable geometry and the ability to safely shutdown the reactor core.

To support EPU, the fuel assembly design for the Beaver Valley Power Station was changed from the
17x17 VANTAGE 5H / PERFORMANCE+ (w/o IFMs) design to the 17x17 Robust Fuel Assembly
(RFA) design (wi IFMs), including the RFA-2 design. The RFA-2 design is essentially identical to the
RFA design except that it includes an enhanced mid grid design tat results in increased mid grid contact
area with the fuel rod and improved the fretting wear margin. The enhanced mid grid design has no
impact on the fuel assembly structural models. The RFA design contains a mid grid allowable structural
limitation that is conservative with respect to the RFA-2 design. The analyses and evaluations performed
for RFA fuel also apply to RFA-2 fuel, and the term RFA fuel as used in this report includes applicability
to RFA-2 fuel. The design features incorporated into the RFA fuel for the Beaver Valley Power Station
include thick wall ZIRLO 1M thimble and instrumentation tubes, Modified Low Pressure Drop (MLPD)
ZIRLO1m grids, Modified Intermediate Flow Mixer (MIM grids, and an Inconel Protective grid.

The transition to RFA fuel was initiated at the current core power level (2689 MWt). It is anticipated that-
the fuel transition will be complete and the entire core will consist of RFA fuel when EPU is
implemented. Although the core will be fully transitioned to RFA fuel when EPU is implemented,
previously burned VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies may be reinserted into the core as part of a cycle
specific reload. The VANTAGE 5H fuel design is mechanically and hydraulically compatible with the C )
RFA fuel design. The acceptability of reinserting VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies into the core will be
confirmed during the normal reload design process for the specific loading pattern chosen for that reload
design.

To support EPU, seismic and LOCA analyses were performed for the fuel assemblies for the homogenous
core of RFA (w/ IFMs). The BVPS-l reactor internals design includes a thermal shield and the BVPS-2
reactor internals design includes neutron pads.

The RFA fuel assembly responses under seismic and LOCA load conditions were analyzed using the
analytical model representation of a reactor core. Fragmentation of the fuel rods is not predicted to occur
for the RFA fuel assembly, thereby allowing the reactor to be safely shutdown, and coolable geometry is
maintained.

The stress analysis results show that the maximum stress of the thimble tube and fuel rod are well below
the allowable strength for the RFA design. Therefore, the RFA (w/ IFMs) fuel design is structurally and
mechanically acceptable.

Following the EPU, the best estimate flow per fuel assembly will be slightly higher than the best estimate
flow per assembly in previous analyses. The lift forces derived for the EPU are slightly higher than the
lift forces from previous analyses. The fuel assembly holddown spring capacity was verified to still be
acceptable. Thus, fuel assembly structural integrity is not adversely impacted by the EPU.
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Other areas, which were considered for potential impact from the EPU, such as fuel rod fietting, oxidation
and hydriding of thimbles and grids, fuel rod growth gap, and guide thimble wear, were determined to
have a negligible impact due to the EPU. It is concluded that the RFA (wi IFIMs) fuel assemblies are not
adversely impacted by the EPU.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for fuel assemblies for the reactor
power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power
of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1
and BVPS-2.

4.4. CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISMS AND CAPPED LATCH HOUSINGS

4.4.1 Introduction

This section addresses the ASME Code structural considerations for the pressure boundary components of
the full length Model L-106A Control Rod Drive Mechnimns (CRDMs) and Capped Latch Housings
(CLHs). The CRDMs and CLHs were evaluated for the EPU Project PCWG parameters and the
associated NSSS design transients.

This evaluation provides verification of continued structural suitability of the pressure boundary
components of the existing CRDMs and CLHs for the EPU Project

4.4.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Model L-106A CRDMs and CLHs were originally designed and analyzed to
the generic component design reports and the ASME Code (see Table 4.4-1).

The input parameters that were used to perform the analyses and evaluations for EPU include the original
NSSS design parameters and NSSS design transients, the EPU PCWG parameters (Section 2.1.1) along
with the EPU NSSS design transients (Section 22.1), and the current design basis evaluations for the
CRDMs and CLHs.

4.43 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The ASME Code structural and fatigue limits and criteria ofthe generic CRDM and CLH reports are used
to define the basis of the adequacy in the current evaluations of the Beaver Valley Power Station. The
ASME Code year and addenda for each ofthe reports are shown in Table 4.4-1.

The CRDMs and CLHs are installed in the reactor vessel upper head (hot head CRDMs) and are affected
by the PCWG Reactor Coolant Pressure, PCWG Vessel Outlet Temperature, and the hot leg NSSS design
transients. The PCWG Reactor Coolant Pressure is the same for both the EPU Project and for the current
basis, which did not change from the original analysis. Since the PCWG Reactor Coolant Pressure
remains the same as originally specified, the CRDMs and CLHs remain bounded for the PCWG Reactor
Coolant Pressure condition for EPU.

. - -..
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The highest PCWG Vessel Outlet Temperature for the EPU Project is 6170F. Since most of the previous
analyses used material allowables based on the Design Temperature of 6500F, the revised PCWG
temperatures defined for the EPU Project are, in most cases, enveloped by the previous analyses. The
evaluations that were not enveloped by prior work are the bell mouthing analysis for the upper threaded
joint area, which used a material allowable based on a local temperature calculated for one of the
transients, and the fatigue analyses for the CRDMs and the CLHs, which were revised for the EPU NSSS
design transients.

CRDM Evaluation

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 CRDMs are designed to the requirements of the Westinghouse equipment
specification. The original CRDM analysis was performed to Section m of the ASME Code, the
1971 Edition with Addenda through the Wmter of 1971 for BVPS-l and the 1971 Edition with Addenda
through the Wmter of 1973 for BVPS-2. Additional calculations were performed to demonstrate that the
upper joint configuration of the CRDMs designed prior the Winter of the 1971 ASME Code conformed to
the requirements of Winter 1969 Addenda to the 1968 Edition of the code. For BVPS-2, evaluations were
also performed for replacement of part length CRDMs and the acceptability of a spare CRDM. The code
of record for these evaluations for BVPS-2 is included in Table 4.4-1.

A comparison of the temperatures and design transients for the original analysis to those for the EPU
showed that since most of the previous analyses used material allowables based on the Designl
Temperature of 650%F, the revised PCWG temperatures defined for the EPU Project are, in most cases,
enveloped by the previous analyses. The evaluations that were not enveloped by prior work are the bell
mouthing analysis for the upper threaded joint area, which used a material allowable based on a local
temperature calculated for one of the transients, and the fatigue analyses for the CRDMs, which were
revised for the EPU design transients.

CLU Evaluation

The BVPS-l and BVPS-2 CLHs are designed to the requirements of the Westinghouse equipment
specification. The original CLH analysis was performed to Section m of the ASME Code, 1974 Edition
with Addenda through Winter 1975.

A comparison of the temperatures and design transients for the original analysis to those for the EPU
showed that only the fatigue analysis for the CLH cap required further analysis. The revised analysis
resulted in a lower fatigue usage factor due to the fact that the previous analysis was based on very
conservative parameters and transients.

4.4.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria and results of the EPU analyses and evaluations for the CRDMs and Clas are
summarized below:'

* CRDMs - Bell Mouthing Analysis for the Upper Joint Threaded Area

Calculated Stress Intensity = r ]v psi
Allowable Stress Intensity = 21,010 psi
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* CRDMs - Fatigue Analysis for the Upper Joint Canopy

Usage Factor U = [ r~
Allowable Usage Factor < 1.0

* CLHs - Fatigue Analysis for the CLH Cap

Usage Factor U [ Sa
- - Allowable Usage Factor < 1.0

4.4.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 CRDMs and CLHs were evaluated for the EPU PCWG parameters
(Section 2.1.1) and the associated NSSS design transients (Section 2.2.1). In most cases, the existing
analyses and evaluations remained applicable and bounding. Where this was not the case, new
calculations were performed for the limiting components and the results evaluated to establish the
structural acceptability of the CRDM and CLH pressure boundary components in accordance with the
ASME Code.

Based on the previous analyses and the analyses and evaluations performed for EPU, the BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 CRDM and CLH pressure boundary components are acceptable in accordance with the ASME
Code for the EPU Project.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for CRDMs and CLHs for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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Table 4.4-1
CRDM and CLH Component Evaluation Reports and ASME Code Editions

Report ASME Code Edition

Generic CRDM Analysis 1971 Edition with Addenda through Winter 1971
(BVPS-1 and BVPS-2) . _.

Generic CRDM Upper Joint Analysis 1968 Edition with Addenda thrugh Winter 1969
(BVPS-1 and BVPS-2)

Generic CLH Analysis 1974 Edition with Addenda through Winter 1975
(BVPS-1 and BVPS-2)

CRDMICLH Analysis 1971 Edition with Addenda through Winter 1973
(BVPS-2)

Replacement of Part Length CRDMs 1971 Edition with Addenda through Winter 1973
(BVPS-2) _ _._ . _ . _.

Spare CRDM 1971 Edition with Addenda through Winter 1973
(BVPS-2)

Generic CRDM Analysis Winter 1974
(BVPS-2)

Generic CRDM/CLH Analysis for COMS 1983 Edition with Addenda through the
Transient (BVPS-2) 1986 Edition ( 1

(3)

~0
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4.5 REACTORCOOLANTLOOPPIPINGANDSUPPORTS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the reactor coolant loop piping and sorts,
including pressurizer surge line stratification and application of leak-before-break (LBB) methodology.
The analyses and evaluations for pressurizer surge line stratification and the application of LBB
methodology are addressed in this section. The analyses and evaluations for the reactor coolant loop
piping and supports are addressed in Section 8.3.

The EPU considered the potential small increase in PWSCC susceptibility of Alloy 600 components in the
RCS Piping System. An Alloy 600 management program has been established to manage and identify
mitigative actions to address PWSCC of Alloy 600 material in the RCS utilizing site specific assessment of
each Alloy 600 and Alloy 82/182 weld location. This program incorporates EPU conditions such that the
impact of EPU on Alloy 600 material PWSCC susceptibility is properly managed at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

4.5.1 Pressurizer Surge Line Stratification

4.5.1.1 Introduction

An evaluation was performed for the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 pressurizer surge line stratification analysis to
address the impact of the EPU power level including revised NSSS design transients and revised design
loads for the EPU Project

4.5.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The inputs to the pressurizer surge line stratification analysis included the NSSS design (PCWG)
parameters for EPU in Section 2.1.1, the revised NSSS design transients for EPU in Section 2.2.1, and the
revised design loads for EPU conditions.

4.5.13 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The pressurizer surge line was reanalyzed to address the impact of the EPU Project on the original
pressurizer surge line stratification analysis (Reference 1 for BVPS-1 and References 2, 3, 4, and 5 for
BVPS-2). The analysis for EPU was consistent with the original pressurizer surge line stratification
analysis that was submitted to the NRC.

4.5.1A Acceptance Criteria and Results

The results of the evaluation of the pressurizer surge line stratification are shown in Table 4.5.1-1. The
ASME Equation 12 and 13 stress and cumulative fatigue usage factor are below allowable limits as
established in the ASME Code (Reference 6).

4.5.15 Conclusions

The effects of EPU on the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 pressurizer surge line stratification analysis are found to
be within ASME code allowable limits. The pressurizer surge line piping will maintain its structural
integrity and meet all stratification analysis requirements at EPU conditions.
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The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for pressurizer surge line
stratification for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power (1)
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

4.5.1.6 References

1. WCAP-12727, 'Evaluation of Thermal Stratification for Beaver Valley Unit 1 Pressurizer Surge
Line," November 1990.

2. WCAP-12093, "Evaluation of Thermal Stratification for Beaver Valley Unit 2 Pressurizer Surge
Line," December 1988.

3. WCAP-12093, Supplement 1, "Additional Information in Support of the Evaluation of Thermal
Stratification for the Beaver Valley Unit 2 Pressurizer Surge Line," February 1989.

4. WCAP-12093, Supplement 2, 'Additional Information in Support of the Evaluation of Thermal
Stratification for the Beaver Valley Unit 2 Pressurizer Surge Line,"August 1989.

5. WCAP-12093, Supplement 3, "Evaluation of Pressurizer Surge Line Transients Exceeding 3200 F
for Beaver Valley Unit 2," July 1990.

6. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 1986 Edition, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, NewYork, New York.
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Table 4.5.1-1
Pressurizer Surge Line Stratification Stress Analysis Summary

Maximum Equation 12 Maximum Equation 13
Pipe Stress Pipe Stress Maximum Cumulative

(KSI) (KSI) Usage Factor

Actual Allowable Actual Allowable
Controlling Location Stress Stress Stress Stress Actual Allowable

BVPS-I Reactor [ 53.0 5 ] 50.1 [ .O
Coolant Loop Nozzle - _ E_._._._.

BVPS-2 Reactor [ ]55.5 [ ]48.6 [ ]1.0
Coolant Loop Nozzle
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4.5.2 Application of Leak-Before-Break (LBB) Methodology CD
The current structural design basis of BVPS-l and BVPS-2 includes the application of leak-before-break
(LBB) methodology to eliminate consideration of the dynamic effects resulting from pipe breaks in the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) primary loop piping and the pressurizer sge line piping. This section
describes the analyses and evaluations performed to demonstrate that the elimination of these breaks
continues to be justified at the operating conditions associated with the EPU.

For BVPS-2, the current structural design basis also includes application of LBB methodology to
eliminate consideration of the dynamic effects resulting from pipe breaks in RCS branch line piping
greater than or equal to 6-inches. This section also describes the analyses aid evaluations performed to
demonstrate that the elimination of these breaks continues to be justified at the operating conditions
associated with the EPU.

4.5.2.1 Reactor Coolant System Primary Loop Piping

4.5.2.1.1 Introduction

The original structural design basis of BVPS-l and BVPS-2 required consideration of the dynamic effects
resulting from pipe breaks and that protective measures for such breaks be incorporated into the design.
Subsequent to the original design, an additional concern of asymmetric blowdown loads was raised as
described in Unresolved Safety Issue A-2 (Asymmetric Blowdown Loads on the Reactor Coolant System)
and Generic Letter 84-04 (Reference 1). However, research by the NRC and industry coupled with
operating experience determined that safety could be negatively impacted by the placement of pipe whip C )
restraints on certain systems. As a result, NRC and industry initiatives resulted in demonstrating that
leak-before-break (LBB) criteria can be applied to RCS piping based on fracture mechanics technology
and material toughness.

The BVPS-l primary loop piping analysis for the application of LBB was documented in References 2
through 4 and approved by the NRC (Reference 5). The BVPS-2 primary loop piping analysis for the
application of LBB was documented in Reference 6 and approved by the NRC (Reference 7).
Reference 8 documented the LBB results for the BVPS-2 primary loop piping after the reduction of
snubbers. In order to justify the elimination of RCS primary loop pipe breaks from the structural design
basis, the piping analysis demonstrated that the following objectives were met:

a. Demonstrate that margin exists between the "critical" crack size and a postulated crack which
yields a detectable leak rate.

b. Demonstrate that there is sufficient margin between the leakage through a postulated crack and
the leak detection capability of the plant.

c. Demonstrate margin on applied load.

d. Demonstrate that fatigue crack growth is negligible.

, .S0
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The flaw stability criteria performed for the analysis examined both global and local stability (as
applicable) for a postulated through-wall circumferential flaw. The global analysis was carried out using
the plastic instability method, based on traditional plastic limit load concepts, but accounting for strain
hardening, and taking into account the presence of a flaw. The local stability (as applicable) criteria were
based on the J integral-tearing modulus (J-T) approach. The results of the analysis were documented in
References 2 through 4 for BVPS-I and References 6 and 8 for BVPS-2.

To support the EPU, the current LBB analysis was updated to address the EPU conditions. The EPU
evaluation and results are described below.

4.5.2.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The loadings, operating pressure and temperature parameters for the EPU were used in the evaluation.

The parameters, which are important in the evaluation, are the piping forces, moments, normal operating
temperature and normal operating pressure. These parameters were used in the evaluation. For normal
operating temperature and normal operating pressure for the EPU, see Section 2.1.1.

4.5.2.13 --Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The recommendations and criteria proposed in Reference 9 are used in this evaluation. The primary loop
piping dead weight, thermal normal 1001% power expansion, Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and
pressure loads due to the EPU program have been used. The normal operating temperature and pressure
at the EPU conditions were used in the evaluation. The evaluation showed that all the LBB recommended
margins were satisfied for the EPU condition. The margins from Reference 9 are also described below.

4.5.2.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The LBB acceptance criteria are based on Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 3.6.3 (Reference 9). The
recommended margins are as follows:

* Margin of IO on leak rate.

* Margin of 2.0 on flaw size.

* Margin of 1.0 on loads (using faulted load combinations by absolute summation method) or
margin of 4i on loads (using faulted load combinations by algebraic summation method).

The evaluation results showed the following at all the critical locations:

Leak Rate -A margin of 10 exists between the calculated leak rate from the leakage flaw and the leak
detection capability of 1 gpm.

Flaw Size -A margin of 2.0 or more exists between the critical flaw and the flaw having a leak rate of
10 gpm (the leakage flaw).
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Loads-A margin of 1.0 or don loads exists. - i)
The evaluation results show that the LBB conclusions provided in References 2 through 4 for BVPS-1
and References 6 and 8 for BVPS-2 remain unchanged for the EPU conditions.

4.5.2.1.5 Conclusions

The leak-before-break acceptance criteria are satisfied for the primary loop piping at the EPU conditions.
All the recommended margins are satisfied. It is therefore concluded that the dynamic effects of reactor
coolant system primary loop pipe breaks need not be considered in the structural design basis of BVPS-1
and BVPS-2 at the EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for primary loop piping leak-
before-break for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

4.5.2.2 Pressurizer Surge Line Piping

The BVPS-1 pressurizer surge line analysis for the application of LBB was documented in WCAP-12727
(Reference 10) and approved by the NRC (Reference 11). The BVPS-2 pressurizer surge line analysis for
the application of LBB was documented in WCAP-12093 and Supplements (References 12 through 14)
and approved by the NRC (Reference 15). An evaluation was performed to determine the impact of the
loadings and other parameters on the LBB analysis due to the EPU conditions. 0
The results of the evaluation show that all the LBB acceptance criteria and recommended margins are
satisfied at the EPU conditions.

The BVPS-1 evaluation results showed the following at all the critical locations consistent with the
previous LBB analysis for the pressurizer surge line:

Leak Rate -A margin of 10 exists between the calculated leak rate from the leakage flaw and the leak
detection capability of 1 gpm.

Flaw Size - A margin of 2.0 or more exists between the critical flaw and the flaw having a leak rate of
10 gpm (the leakage flaw).

Loads -Amargin of 1.0 or D on loads exists.

The BVPS-2 evaluation results showed the following at all the critical locations consistent with the
previous LBB analysis for the pressurizer surge line:

Leak Rate -A margin of 10 exists between the calculated leak rate from the leakage flaw and the leak
detection capability of 0.5 gpm.

Flaw Size -A margin of 2.0 or more exists between the critical flaw and the flaw having a leak rate of
5 gpm (the leakage flaw).
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Loads -A margin of 1.0 or l2on loads exists.

It was determined that the conclusions of the previous LBB analysis shown in Reference 10 for BVPS-I
and References 12 through 14 for BVPS-2 for the pressurzer surge line remain valid. It is therefore
concluded that the dynamic effects of pressuuriz surge line pipe break need not be considered in the
structural design basis of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for pressurizer surge line leak-
before-break for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

4.5.23 BVPS-2 Reactor Coolant System Branch Line Piping Greater Than or Equal to 6-Inches

For BVPS-2, analyses were previously performed to apply LBB to all Reactor Coolant Loop (RCL)
branch line piping greater than or equal to 6 inches as identified in Section 3 of the WHIPJET Program
Final Report (Reference 16) and the BVPS-2 UFSAR Table 3.6-4. The LBB analyses were previously
performed utilizing the WH[PJET engineering program (Reference 16).

The previous LBB analysis for the BVPS-2 RCL branch line piping greater than or equal to 6 inches
showed the following at all the critical locations:

Leak Rate -A margin of 10 exists between the calculated leak rate from the leakage flaw and the leakage
detection capability of 0.5 gpm for BVPS-2 RCL branch lines.

Flaw Size -A margin of 1.8 or more exists between the critical flaw and the flaw having a leak rate of 5
gpm for BVPS-2 RCL branch lines.

Loads-Amarginofl.Oor 4i on loads exists.

The RCL branch line piping forces and moments, operating pressure, temperature, and material properties
were the important input parameters for the previous WHIPJET evaluation. The impact of EPU
conditions on these input parameters was evaluated and shown to be 1% or less. Therefore, the BVPS-2
RCL branch line WHIPJET evaluations for LBB are insignificantly affected and remain acceptable for
EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the evaluation performed for BVPS-2 RCL branch line piping leak-before-
break for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

4.5.2.4 References

1. USNRC Generic Letter 84-04, Subject "Safety Evaluation of Westinghouse Topical Reports
Dealing with Elimination of Postulated Pipe Breaks in PWR Primany Main Loops,"
February 1, 1984.
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2. WCAP-1 1317, "Technical Justification for Eliminating Large Primary Loop Pipe Rupture as the
Stmctural Design Basis for Beaver Valley Unit 1," March 1987. (

3. WCAP- 1 1317, Supplement 1, "Additional Information in Support of the Technical Justification
for Eliminating Large Primary Loop Pipe Rupture as the Structural Design Basis for Beaver
Valley Unit 1," September 1987.

4. WCAP-11317, Supplement 2, 'Verification of Fracture Mechanics Analysis Techniques Used in
Support of the Technical Justification for Eliminating Large Primary Loop Pipe Rupture as the
Structural Design Basis for Beaver Valley Unit 1," November 1987.

5. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50-334; Letter from Peter S. Tam, Project Manager,
Project Directorate I-4, Division of Reactor Projects I/11 of the NRC to J. D Sieber,
Vice President, Duquesne Light Company, Nuclear Operation, December 9, 1987.

6. WCAP-10565, "Technical Bases for Eliminating Large Primary Loop Pipe Rupture as the
Structural Design Basis for Beaver Valley Unit 2," May 1984.

7. NUREG-1057 Supplement No. 4; Safety Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Beaver
Valley Power Station Unit 2; Docket No. 50-412 Duquesne Light Company, et al, March 1987.

8. WCAP-1 1923, "Technical Justification for Eliminating Large Primary Loop Pipe Rupture as the
Structural Design Basis for BeaverValley Unit 2 After Reduction of Snubbers," September 1988. )

9. Standard Review Plan: Public Comments Solicited; 3.6.3 Leak-Before-Break Evaluation
Procedures; Federal Register/Vol. 52, No. 167/Friday August 28, 1987/Notices, pp. 32626-2633.

10. WCAP-12727, "Evaluation of Thermal Stratification for the Beaver Valley Unit 1 Pressurizer
Surge Line," November 1990.

11. NuclearRegulatoty Commission DocketNo. 50-334, SerialNo. BV-91-21; Letterfrom
Albert W. DeAgazio, Sr. Project Manager, Project Directorate 1-4, Division of Reactor
Projects 1/11 Office of the Nuclear Reactor Regulation of the NRC to J. D. Sieber, Vice President,
Duquesne Light Company, Nuclear Operation, May 2,1991.

12. WCAP-12093, "Evaluation of Thermal Stratification for the Beaver Valley Unit 2 Pressurizer
Surge Line," December 1988.

13. WCAP-12093, Supplement 1, "Additional Information in Support of the Evaluation of Thermal
Stratification for the Beaver Valley Unit 2 Pressurizer Surge Line," February 1989.

14. WCAP-12093, Supplement 3, "Evaluation of Pressurizer Surge Line Transients Exceeding 3200F
for Beaver Valley Unit 2," July 1990.
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15. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Docket No. 50412; Safety Evaluation By the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation Elimination of Reactor Coolant System Component Support Snubbers,
Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit 2, April 8, 1991.

16. WHIPJET Program Final Report, Beaver Valley Unit 2, January 30, 1987.

4.6 REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS AND MOTORS

The EPU Project included analyses and evaluations for the reactor coolant pumps and motors. These
analyses and evaluations are addressed in this section.

4.6.1 Reactor Coolant Pump Structural Integrity

4.6.1.1 Introduction

This section addresses the ASME Code structural considerations for the Model 93A reactor coolant pump
(RCP) pressure boundary components. The RCPs were evaluated for the EPU Project PCWG parameters
and associated NSSS design transients.

This evaluation provides verification of continued structural suitability of the pressure boundary
components of the existing 93A RCPs for the EPU Project.

4.6.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Model 93A RCP limiting pressure boundary components were designed and
analyzed to the generic component design reports and the ASME Code (See Tables 4.6.1-2A and
4.6.1-2B).

The RCPs are installed in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) cold legs and are affected by the Reactor
Coolant Pressure, Steam Generator Outlet Temperature and primary side cold leg NSSS design transients.

The input parameters that were used to perform the analyses and evaluations for EPU include the original
NSSS design parameters and NSSS design transients, the EPU PCWG parameters (Section 2.1.1) along
with the EPU NSSS design transients (Section 2.2.1), and the current design basis evaluations for the
RCPs. It was confirmed that the original impellers remain in place on all RCPs.

4.6.13 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The EPU PCWG parameters and NSSS design transients are compared to the design inputs of each
component as defined by the component's original evaluation for BVPS-1 and the Pressure Boundary
Summary Report for BVPS-2. The results and conclusions of the original analyses are bounding and
applicable provided that the input parameters used in the original analyses are shown to envelope the EPU
conditions. The EPU parameters that are not bounded by the original or previous evaluations were
evaluated for acceptability.
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PCWG Parameters

The RCPs are exposed to fluid from the SG outlet nozzle. However, the temperature of the fluid at the
Vessel Inlet includes the heat input from the pump. Therefore, the only PCWG parameters considered in
the RCP evaluation are the Vessel Inlet Temperature and Reactor Coolant Pressure, which are evaluated
for each component of the pump.

The steady state temperature distributions were determined based on an operating temperature of each
pump component. Table 4.6.1-1 provides a comparison of the specified operating temperature and the
corresponding design temperature for the limiting RCP pressure boundary components.

The new operating temperature is taken as the Vessel Inlet Temperature from Section 2.1.1 as 543. 10F
versus the original operating temperature of 542.30F. The minor increase in operating temperature will
not impact the design temperatures of any of the pressure boundary components.

The operating and design pressures are not affected by the EPU conditions.

Non-Enveloped Transient Evaluation Methodology

Heat transfer evaluations were performed for non-enveloped NSSS design transients to determine the
stresses due to the new temperatur differential by applying a ratio of the new conditions to those
conditions previously evaluated. The ratio of the new temperature differential to the original tempeatue
differential was used to determine the stresses at EPU conditions. Any transients not previously evaluated
were included in the evaluations. C )
4.6.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The RCPs are acceptable if the design inputs from the previous analyses remain bounding and applicable
to the design inputs developed for the EPU. For BVPS-1, those design inputs not enveloped were
evaluated per the ASME Code editions and addenda used for the pressure boundary components in
accordance with each pump component generic strs report For BVPS-2, those design inputs not
enveloped were evaluated per the ASME Code Section III edition and addenda used for the pressure
boundary components in accordance with the Pressure Boundary Summay Report Table 4.6.l-2Aand
Table 4.6.1-2B provide a summary of the stress intensity and fatigue usage factors for the limiting RCP
pressure boundary components at EPU conditions for BVPS-I and BVPS-2, respectively.

4.6.1.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-I and BVPS-2 RCPs were evaluated for the EPU PCWG parameters (Section 2.1.1) and the
associated NSSS design transients (Section 2.2.1). In most cases, the existing analyses and evaluations
remained applicable and bounding. Where this was not the case, new calculations were performed for the
limiting components and the results were evaluated to establish the strucral acceptability of the RCP
pressure boundary components in accordance with the ASME Code.

Based on the previous analyses and the analyses and evaluations performed for EPU, the BVPS-I and
BVPS-2 RCP pressure boundary components are acceptable in accordance with the ASME Code for the .Q)
EPU Project.
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The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for reactor coolant pump structural
integrity for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

,,. ,-- v A. ---- -- 6.
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Table 4.6.1-1
Original Operating and Corresponding Design Temperatures for Limiting RCP Pressure

_ Boundary Components

Operating Temperature Design Temperature
RCP Component (OF) (OF)

Main Flange Bolts 5423 600

Discharge Nozzle 5423 650

Suction Nozzle 542.3 650

Casing 542.3 650

K-)

(-3

a0
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Table 4.6.1-2A
BVPS-1 Summary of Stress Intensities and Fatigue Usage Factors for Limiting

RCP Pressure Boundary Components

Max. Normal Mas Upset Allowable Max.
RCP Stress Stress Stress-. Usage

Component Intensity (psi) Intensity (psi) Intensity (psi) Factor ASME Code")

Main Flange Bolts [ N/A (2) 109,200 [ 1968 w/Addenda through
Winter 1970

Dischge Fatigue 1971 w/Addenda throughr Waiver~') Winter 1972

SuctionNozzle N/A(2) [ 45,950 Fatigue 1971 w/Addenda through
Waiver0 ) Winter 1972

C[4 Fatigue 1971 w/Addenda through
WaiveP~ Winter 1972

Notes:
(1) ASME Code used in the original analysis for RCP component

(2) This condition is not lmiting

(3) Fatigue analyis is not required perASME M, Subsection NB since the six conditions required for exeption from fatigue
analysis were satisfied.

Table 4.6.1-2B
BVPS-2 Summary of Stress Intensities and Fatigue Usage Factors for Limiting

RCP Pressure Boundary Components

Max. Normal -Ma Upset Allowable Ma.
RCP Stress Stress Stress Usage

Component Intensity (psi) Intensity (psi) Intensity (psi) Factor ASME Codem

Main Flange Bolts NIA( 109,200 1 P Wmterd1970
Winter 1970

Discharge Nozzle .[ Fa.t [ g.ue 4776 F 1974 w/Addenda through
WaiverO) Summer 1975

Sucionozze ~ r i r ~Fatigue 1974 w/Addenda throughSuctionNozzle t i .[ .. 4760 W v)Slnnr17
Waivs4 Summer 1975

]c4)a. c(4) Fa76(guF 1974 w/Addenda throughCasing [I I(4  I watige)Wavr~ Summer 1975

Notes.

(1) ASME Code used in the original analysis for RCP component

(2) This condition is not limiting ,

(3) Fatigue analysis not required perASME M, SubsectionNB since the sixC cnditions requied for exemption frm fatigu
analysis were satisfied.

(4) Ihese values that exceed the 3S limit on the rnmge of primry plus seconday sress intensy are justified by simplified
elastic-plastic analysis in accordance with Paragraph NB-32283 inASME a1 Subsection NB.
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4.6.2 Reactor Coolant Pump Motor --

4.6.2.1 Introduction

This section addresses the effect of the EPU on the operation of BVPS-I and BVPS-2 RCP motors based
on NSSS design parameters shown in Section 2.1.1 of this report.

4.6.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The review of the RCP motors was performed based on the range of NSSS design parameters developed
to support an NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (Section 2.1.1).

4.6.23 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The RCP motor performance is evaluated based on the maximum calculated hydraulic loads using the
limiting NSSS design parameters as defined in Section 2.1.1. The pump operating temperature and the
pump flow are used to calculate the highest pump power requirements at hot-loop conditions among the
three RCPs. In addition, corresponding pump loads are calculated at-cold-loop conditions.

All Westinghouse RCP motors are dual rated with a hot-loop rating (at which the NEMA Class B stator
winding temperature rise limits are not to be exceeded) and a cold-loop rating (at which the NEMA
Class F stator winding temperature rise limits are not to be exceeded). The motor does not have a service
factor, but the cold-loop rating is 125% of the hot-loop rating.

The cold-loop rating is based on the water at 700F. The hot-loop rating is based on the water temperature
at the steam generator outlet during full-power operation as defined in Section 2.1.1. Both are considered
to be steady-state cases.

4.6.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

4.6.2.4.1 Continuous Operation at Revised Hot-Loop and Cold-Loop Ratings

The motor is required to drive the pump continuously under hot-loop conditions without exceeding a
stator winding temperature rise of 750C (corresponding to the NEMA Class B temperature rise limit in a
500C ambient). The stator temperature rise of 45.50 C has been shown by test on similar motors at the
hot-loop nameplate rating of the motor (6000 HP).

For BVPS-1 at EPU conditions, the RCP motor hot-loop load of 6335 HP at 22% steam generator tube
plugging (SGTP) exceeds the nameplate hot-loop rating by 5.6%. Analysis indicates the hot-loop
temperature rise of the stator at the revised load (6335 HP) will be approximately 46.31C which is well
below the NEMA limit. Therefore, hot-loop operation at the revised load is acceptable. The 0% SGTP
hot-loop load of 6199 HP is bounded by the 22% SGTP hot-loop load of 6335 HP as well as a previous
rerating study for 30% SGTP that found the RCP motors were acceptable for continuous operation with
the bounding 30% SGTP hot-loop load of 6250 HP.

For BVPS-2 at EPU conditions, the RCP motor hot-loop loads of 5576 HP at 0% SGTP and 5768 HP at
22% SGTP do not exceed the nameplate rating of the motor (6000 HP). Similar RCP motors have been
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shown by test to operate within the specification limits at the hot-loop nameplate rating. Therefore,
continuous operation at the revised loads is acceptable.

Since the RCP motor worst case cold-loop loads at EPU conditions with 22% SGTP (8000 HP for
BVPS-1 and 7294 HP for BVPS-2) are encompassed under the bounding cold-loop loads of the previous
rerating study for 30% SGTP (8030 HP for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2), no further evaluation is required The
BVPS-l and BVPS-2 RCP motors are still considered acceptable for continuous operation (consistent
with existing cold-loop limitations) under the cold-loop conditions for EPU per Section 2.1.1.

4.6.2.4.2 Starting Conditions

The motor is required to start across the line with a minimum 80% starting voltage, against the reverse
flow of the other pumps running at full speed, under cold-loop conditions. The limiting component for
this type of starting duty is the rotor cage winding. A conservative all heat stored analysis is used to
determine if the cage winding temperature exceeds the design limits for temperature rise (3000C on the
bars and 500C on the resistance rings) in a 500C ambient.

The starting temperature rise for the rotor bars and resistance rings was calculated for the RCP motors
using the load torque curves for operation at EPU conditions with 0% SGTP. The results for BVPS-I
show bar temperature rise of 300.81C and ring temperature rise of 49.760C. The results for BVPS-2 show
bar temperature rise of 214.90 C and ring temperature rise of 16.03'C. These temperatures are at the
design limits for BVPS-1 and are within the design limits for BVPS-2, therefore, the motors can safely
accelerate the load under these conditions.

The start temperature rise for the rotor bars and resistance rings was calculated using the load torque
curves for operation at EPU conditions with 22% SGTR The results for BVPS-1 show bar temperature
rise of 308.50C and ring temperature rise of 51.3 1IC. These temperatures exceed design limits, however,
the BVPS-1 RCP motor will meet the design limits for temperature rise as long as the minimum starting
voltage is raised to 81% (instead of the design minimum of 80%). The results for BVPS-2 show bar
temperature rise of 217.51C and ring temperature rise of 16.250C. These temperatures are within design
limits. The existing RCP starting procedures at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 require the voltage to be manually
raised above the starting requirement (81%) prior to starting the RCPs. Therefore, the BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 RCP motors can safely start and accelerate the load under these worst case conditions.

4.6.2.43 Loads on Thrust Bearings

Performance of the trust bearings in an RCP motor can be adversely affected by excessive or inadequate
loading. The worst case axial down thrust for the revised parameters of the RCP motors decreased from
55,000 lb to 51,679 lb for hot-loop operation and decreased from 75,000 lb to 68,880 lb for cold-loop
operation. The thrust bearing was designed for loads exceeding 101,200 lb, so the revised loads represent
less than a 6% change in bearing loading relative to maximum design loads. The revised loads also
satisfy minimum load considerations. These changes in bearing loads are not significant and thus the
thrust bearings are acceptable for the revised loads.
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4.6.2.5 Conclusions C)
Based on this review, the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 RCP motors are acceptable for operation at the EPU
NSSS design parameters of Section 2.1.1.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the reactor coolant pump motor
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

4.7 STEAM GENERATORS

4.7.1 BVPS-1 Replacement Steam Generators

For BVPS-1, the Model 51 original steam generators (OSGs) will be replaced with Westinghouse
Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) prior to operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
(2910 MWtNSSS power). The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed for operation of
BVPS-1 at 2910 MWt (970 MWt/RSG). The licensing acceptability of replacing the Model 51 OSG
components with Model 54F RSG components is being evaluated under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59.
The Technical Specification changes due to design differences between the Model 51 OSG components
and the Model 54F RSG components are incorporated in the EPU License Amendment RequesL

The Model 54F RSG design is consistent with other advanced Westinghouse designs and is considered the
replacement model that is most comparable to the Model 51 OSG in both thermal-hydraulic performance
and structural design. The basic Model 54F RSG configuration has been used on several other domestic V!
nuclear power plants (e g., North Anna Power Station Units 1 and 2, Kewaunee Nuclear Power Plant, and
Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant Units 1 and 2). The Model 54F RSG includes thermally treated
Alloy 690 tubing, which provides enhanced resistance to stress corrosion cracking. It also incorporates a
number of other design enhancements, including:

* Advanced U-bend anti-vibration bar design that provides for enhanced tube stability, and
minimized potential for both wear and fatigue of tubes

* Enhanced corrosion resistant tube support plate materials that limit the potential for crevice
corrosion product buildup.

* Enhanced, structural quatrefoil tube hole support plates that improve axial flow within the tube
bundle and minimize tube-to-tube support contact areas.

* Enhanced steam nozzle with integral flow restrictors to limit the steam flow area for postulated
breaks in the main steam lines.

Enlarged narrow range span (NRS) for steam generator water level control, which provides
additional operating margin between the nominal level control setpoint and the low-low level trip
setpoint.

0'
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* Enlarged tube bundle sized to provide a larger heat transfer area while maintaining essentially the
same primary coolant flow.

The design enhancements for enlarged narrow range span and enlarged tube bundle resulted in changes to
steam generator water level setpoints, including the steam generator low-low and high-high water level
trip setpoints as described in Section 5.10 and the steam generator water level surveillance requiiremnent
used to confirm operability during plant shutdown, which corresponds to a level that covers the top of the
tube bundle (28% NRS).

The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed for the PCWG parameters, NSSS design
transients, and LOCA forces for 2910 MWt NSSS power, as defined in Sections 2.1.1, 2.2.1, and 5.7 of
this report, respectively. In addition to the NSSS power of 2910 MWt, the EPU conditions include a full
power reactor vessel average temperature range of 566.2 to 580%F, a full power feedwater temperature
range of 400 to 455°F, and a steam generator tube plugging range of 0 to 22%.

The thermal-hydraulic performance characteristics of the Model 54F RSGs have been used in the -

development of PCWG parameters and best estimate NSSS parameters for BVPS-1 at 2910 MWt NSSS
power. The BVPS-1 PCWG parameters and best estimate NSSS parameters for 2910 MWt NSSS power
with Model 54F RSGs are presented in Tables 2.1.1-2 and 2.1.2-1 of this report, respectively. The best
estimate NSSS parameters show the NSSS operating point selected for sizing the turbine/generator
modifications for operation at EPU conditions. The Model 54F RSG thermal-hydraulic performance
characteristics have also been incorporated into the other EPU analyses, as appropnate, so that these other
analyses also reflect the performance of the Model 54F RSGs.

The design and analyses for the BVPS-1 Model 54F RSG components are being performed as part of the
BVPS-1 RSG Project. This project includes the thermal-hydraulic analysis andASME Code Section Im
structural analysis for the BVPS-1 Model 54F RSG design. A Design Report is being prepared to include
the effects of the PCWG parameters, NSSS design transients, LOCA forces, and loop piping loads
associated with operation of BVPS-1 at 2910 MWt NSSS power. The stress and fatigue limits defined in
the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code Section m (Reference 1) is the basis of acceptability for the
structural analysis. The Design Report will be completed prior to operation but after the RSGs are
manufactured so that as-built dimensions can be assessed. A thermal-bydraulic design data report is also
being prepared to evaluate the thermal-hydraulic performance (steam pressure, circulation ratio, moisture
caryover, stability damping factor, etc.) at 2910 MWt NSSS power.

The design and analyses for the Model 54F RSGs performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound
and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged
implementation of EPU at BVPS-1.

The following information identifies Model 54F RSG component design and analysis provisions in the
areas of thermal-hydraulic performance, structural integrity, U-bend fatigue, hardware changes and
additions (repair hardware), tube wear, tube plugging limit, and tube degradation.

4.7.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

The Model 54F RSG thermal-hydraulic operating characteristics (steam pressure, circulation ratio,
moisture carryover, stability damping factor) are being analyzed to demonstrate compliance with Design
Specification requirements at 2910 MWtNSSS power.
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4.7.1.2 Structural Integrity

The Model 54F RSGs are being designed and analyzed to meet the requirements of the 1989 Edition of
theASME Code Section m1 (Reference 1) at 2910 MWt NSSS power. AnASME Code Design Report is
being prepared using the PCWG parameters from Section 2.1.1, the NSSS design transients from
Section 2.2.1, and the LOCA hydraulic forces from Section 5.7. The Model 54F RSGs are being designed
and analyzed to the same primary and secondary design pressures and temperatures, and primary-to-
secondary design differential pressure as the Model 51 OSGs. Secondary side steam pressure during
power operation is being limited to a minimum of 700 psia in order to support the primary-to-secondary
design differential pressure. The stresses and fatigue limits defined in the 1989 Edition of the ASME
Code Section III (Reference 1) are being used as the basis for demonstrating structural integrity.

4.7.13 U-Bend Fatigue

The Model 54F RSGs include an advanced U-bend anti-vibration bar configuration that minimizes the
potential for U-bend vibration, wear and fatigue. The Model 54F RSGs are being analyzed to show that
tube fatigue usage factors meet the requirements of the 1989 Edition of the ASME Code Section III
(Reference 1).

4.7.1.4 Hardware Changes and Additions

Hardware changes and additions (eg., plugs) prior to service are not anticipated, but if required, would be
designed and analyzed to meet applicable ASME Code requirements for the 2910 MWt NSSS power.
Any hardware changes and additions that might be required during operation would be designed and ( )
analyzed to meet applicable ASME Code requirements consistent with their intended use.

4.7.1.5 Tube Wear

The Model 54F RSG tube bundle straight leg region provides for minimized potential for wear at tube
support plate intersections. Flow enters the tube bundle region near the top of the tubesheet, where the
tube is well supported, and is directed radially inward by the flow distribution baffle. Crossflow
elsewhere in the straight leg region is minimized.

4.7.1.6 Tube Plugging Limit (Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 Analysis)

The US NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 (Reference 2) describes an acceptable method for
establishing the limiting safe condition of degradation in the tubes beyond which tubes found defective by
the established in-service inspection shall be removed from service. The level of acceptable degradation
is referred to as the "plugging limit." An analysis consistent with Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 guidance
has been performed for the Model 54F RSGs and has justified that the 40% through wall plugging limit is
applicable.

QO
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4.7.1.7 Tube Degradation

The Model 54F RSGs are designedwith Alloy 690 tubing, enhanced anti-vibration bars, corrosion
resistant tube support plate materials, and structura broach hole cutouts in tube support plates to
minimize the potential for tube degradation associated with operation at 2910 MWt NSSS power.

4.7.1.8 References

1. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section m, 'Rules for Construction of Nuclear Power
Plant Components," 1989 Edition, No Addenda, The American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
New Yo*, NewYork, USA.

2. US NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, '"Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator
Tubes (For Comment)," August 1976.

4.7.2 BVPS-2 Original Steam Generators

For BVPS-2, the Model 5IM original steam generators (OSGs) were analyzed at the EPU conditions in
the areas of thermal-hydraulic performance, structural integrity, U-bend fatigue, hardware changes and
additions (repair hardware), tube wear, tube repair limit, and tube degradation. This section presents
detailed discussions regarding the evaluations and the conclusions reached for each aspect of steam
generator operation at the EPU conditions.

4.7.2.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Performance

4.7.2.1.1 Introduction

The original steam generators have been evaluated at the EPU conditions for 2910 MWt (970 MWt/loop)
NSSS power. The thennal-hydraulic analyses for the steam generators evaluated multiple operating
points at the EPU power level as well as the original BVPS-2 power level of 2660 MWt
(886.7 MWt/loop) NSSS power. The EPU thermal-hydraulic evaluation considered both normal and
reduced feedwater temperatures. The evaluation also considered a maximum of 22% of the steam
generator tubes being removed from service by plugging (tube plugging). There are four defined
operating cases forEPU operation as shown on Table 4.7.2.1-1. The thermal-hydraulic evaluation
addressed eight conditions, including a normal feedwater temperature condition (4551F) and a low
feedwater temperature condition (4000F) for each of the defined operating cases.

Applicable design parameters for operation at the original and the EPU power levels were used for the
thermal-hydraulic evaluation. As defined in Section 2.1.1 of this report, the normal feedwater
temperature is 4550F and the low feedwater teperature is 4000 F. The original operating feedwater
temperature for normal operation is 437.50F at 100% power. Section 2.1.1 of this report defines the high
and low coolant temperatures at the steam generator inlet as 6170 and 603.90F, respectively, for operation
at the EPU conditions. This temperature is 609.90F for operating at the original power level. The
operating steam generator water level was set at the normal level, 514 inches above the tube sheet surface.
The fouling factor was taken at the design value for all conditions, which are 0.000160 hr-ft2-OFABtu for
the original power and 0.000055 hr-ft2e-FABtu for the EPU.
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4.7.2.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The eight conditions (two feedwater temperatures for each of the four defined operating cases) used for
the steam generator thermal-hydraulic evaluations for the EPU are defined in Section 2.1.1 of this report
and are shown on.Table 4.7.2.1-1. Thethermal-hydraulic evaluation of the steam generators focusedon
secondary side operating characteristics.

4.7.2.1.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

4.7.2.13.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Operating Characteristics

Secondary-side steam generator performance characteristics may be affected by changes in steam flow
and steam pressure. The evaluations are performed for EPU conditions. The primary temperature and
steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) level affect steam pressure. Steam flow increases and steam
pressure decreases when power is increased. In addition, steam flow at constant power decreases as
feedwater temperature decreases. This section assesses the magnitude and importance of changes in the
secondary-side thermal-hydraulic performance characteristics due to EPU at eight design conditions
(normal and reduced feedwater temperatures for each ofthe four defined operating cases), as defined in
Section 2.1.1, NSSS Design (PCWG) Parameters, of this report and shown in Table 4.7.2.1-1.

The EPU results in an increase in steam flow by an amount of about 12% for the normal feedwater
pe4turc (4551F) and about 4% for the reduced feedwater temperature (4001F). The increase of 12%

in steam flow is expected due to the combined effect of a power increase to 2910 MWt and a feedwater
temperature increase from 437.5° to 4550 F. The increase of 4% in steam flow is expected due to the
combined effect of a power increase to 2910 MWt and a feedwater temperature decrease from 437.50 to
4000F.

Most of the operating characteristics displayed expected small or benign changes as a result of a change
in the feedwater temperature. Steam flows decrease for the reduced feedwater temperatures as a result of
the increased enthalpy difference at constant power. The steam pressures are not affected by feedwater
temperature Circulation ratio increases proportionally to the change in steam flow as is typical for
re-circulating steam generators.

At a given power, average heat fluxes are proportional to the heat transfer area in service and are not
affected by the feedwater temperature. Peak heat fluxes are similarly unaffected by feedwater
temperature. Steam generator secondary liquid mass increases with reduced feedwater temperature; the
increase is up to 2% over the original power. Steam generator secondary liquid mass decreases with
normal feedwater temperature; the decrease is up to 7% less than at the original power.

Contaminant that enters with feedwater appears as particulate, colloids or dissolved chemical; it can
deposit on the tube surface or settle on the tubesheet. The amount of the contaminant is proportional to
the feedwater flow rate and the contaminant concentration. For a constant contaminant concentration, the
total quantity of contaminant on the tubesheet and tube bundle would potentially increase by 12% for
normal feedwater temperature (4550 F) and 4% for reduced feedwater temperature (400'F) where the
assumption of equality of feedwater flow and steam flow is considered. Of course, contaminant
concentration is hardly constant and can vary significantly for a constant power. )
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4.7.2.13.2 Moisture Carryover

Moisture separator performance depends on steam flow, steam pressure, and water leveL The EPU
maintains the same secondary-side water level as that for the original power. The amount of moisture
carryover (MCO) tends to increase as steam flow increases or as steam pressure decreases. The EPU.
results in an increase in steam flow as well as a decrease in steam pressure. Therefore, the amount of
moisture carryover is higher for the EPU than for the original power. However, the EPU will not
experience excessive moisture carryover. The moisture carryover ranges from [ ] % to [ r %
for BVPS-2. The MCO will remain less than the design limit of 0.25%.

4.72.133 Hydrodynamic Stability

If hydrodynamic stability is not maintained, all of the thermal and hydraulic parameters will oscillate. For
example, excessive oscillations in water level can then take place and result in control problems. The
hydrodynamic stability of a steam generator is characterized by the damping factor. A negative value of
this parameter indicates a stable unit, and thus a stable water level. That is, small perturbations of steam
flow or pressure will die out rather than grow in amplitude. A number of factors can have a destabilizing
effect on steam generators. These factors include: (1) power level, (2) increased downcomrer sub-
cooling, and (3) steam pressure. For BVPS-2, reduced stability could be causedby: (1) increasedpower,
(2) decreased steam pressure resulting from power increase, and (3) increased downcomer sub-cooling,
resulting from the cases with reduced feedwater temperature added to the downcomer. However, there
are cases with normal feedwater temperature that lead to increased stability when compared to the
original power.

For the reduced feedwater temperature cases, the damping factor ranges from [' r l t [ J$C hrt
for BVPS-2. For the normal feedwater temperature cases, the damping factor ranges from [ ( fX to
[ l.C hf' forBVPS-2. Note that the original power results in a damping factor of [ ]4J hrl for
BVPS-2. The damping factors at reduced feedwater temperature, however, remain substantially negative.
Therefore the steam generators will continue to be hydrodynamically stable.

4.7.2.13.4 Local Dryout of Tubes

Local dryout on the tube wall is also called departure from nucleate boiling (DNB). The DNB results
from liquid deficiency on the tube wall, and thus can trigger the excessive build-up of tube scale. The
excessive tube scale may result in chemical concentration at that locality and thus possible tube corrosion.
The DNB is a localized phenomenon due to several factors, such as circulation ratio, steam pressure, heat
flux, and steam flow rate. Since the steam generator operates at a power higher than the original 100%
rated power, the circulation ratio decreases, steam pressure also decreases, and heat flux increases, and
these tendencies will increase the potential of DNB.

Evaluations of all relevant parameters were made for the EPU conditions. As expected, potential of DNB
on the tubes increases towards the upper bundle and is highest at the U-bend. However, the evaluation
revealed that even the U-bend has approximately 40%/0 margin to the DNB. Therefore, it is concluded that
there is no concern of local dryout on the tube walls for operation at the EPU conditions.

* ,
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4.7.2.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Several secondary-side operating characteristics were used to assess the acceptability of steam generator
operation at EPU conditions. These parameters included steam flow and pressure; circulation ratio;
damping factor, which is a measure of hydrodynamic stability; local (liquid) dryout on tube wall, which
addresses the combined effect of secondary mass flow-, heat flux; and secondary side pressure. Moisture
carryover is also affected by the EPU and is addressed. All of these parameters were evaluated with
respect to two issues: whether they create operational difficulty, and whether they compromise
component integrity. With respect to these two issues, acceptable steam generator performance is
demonstrated by: (1) no excessive moisture carryover, (2) no hydrodynamic instability, and (3) no local
dryout on tube walls. As demonstrated in Section 4.7.2.1.3, all acceptance criteria continue to be met.

4.7.2.1.5 Conclusions

All projected thermal-hydraulic operating characteristics for the four EPU operating cases are acceptable
for both the 400° and 4550F feedwater temperatures. There are no concerns of thermal performance
deficiency, excessive moisture carryover, hydrodynamic instability or local dryout on tube walls.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for steam generator thermal
hydraulic performance for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current
NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

-C)n
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Table 4.721-1
BVPS-2 Results of Thermal Hydraulic Evaluations

Case# 0 la lb 2a 2b 3a 3b 4a 4b

Operating Conditions as Defined by Section 2.1.1

Power, % 100 - 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4 109.4 109A 109A

NSSS Power, MWt 2660 2910 2910 2910 2910 2910 2910 2910 2910

Power, MWtISG 886.67 970 970 970 970 970 970 970 970

Pdimay Flow, gpm/loop 88500 87200 87200 87200 87200 87200 87200 87200 87200

Tub °F 609.9 603.9 603.9 603.9 603.9 - 617.0 617.0 617.0 617.0

T,,u, OF 542.5 528.5 528.5 528.5 528.5 543.1 543.1 543.1 543.1

T.,w, °F 576.2 566.2 566.2 566.2 566.2 580.0 580.0 580.0 580.0

Feed Temp, °F 437.5 400 455 400 455 400 455 400 455

Phggbg% 0 0 0 22 22 0 0 22 22

Foul gbr-fle-F/Btux IO4 160 55 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

TIH Characteristics of Steam Generator a,c

Steam Flow, MlbJr pe SG

Steam Pms, pia - _

Steam Tepr e, 'IF

Circulaton Rio, CR ._._.__

Separator Parameter -=

TotalW 2Pres Drop, psi -_-___

Downcomer Velocity,flsec __ =__=

Dowucome Temp., °F . _

2d Side Liquid Mass, lb., _ __

2s Side Vapor Mass, lb. - = =__

2 Side Fluid Het, MillionBtu __ __

Average heat flux, Btu/hr-fet - _ .-_

Damping Factor, hr' _.___

U-bend Fluid Velocity, fl/sec

U-bend Fluid Deosity, lb,./ft' ___==__

U-benid Q=l /CllR)

U-bend Void Fraction

Moisture Carryover - Average for all Generators

MCO,% [ | |
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4.72.2 Structural Integrity

4.7.2.2.1 Introduction

An evaluation was performed to assess the structural integrity of the original steam generators during
operation at the EPU power level with steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) in the range of 0% to 22%.
The NSSS Design Transients in Section 2.2.1 were used to generate scaling factors with respect to the
original stress reports results. The scaling factors were based on the Low T., 22% plugging (Case 2)
condition, limited to a minimum steam pressure of 700 psia to meet the design specification AP
requirement of 1600 psi.

Additional evaluations were performed to address the effects of the Cold Overpressure Mitigation System
(COMS) and T,, Coastdown.

4.7.2.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The PCWG parameters used for the steam generator's structural evaluation are provided in Section 2.1.1.
For the primary side components, the enveloping condition resulted in the largest pressure differential
between the primary and secondary sides of the steam generator among the PCWG cases.

For the secondary side components, operation in the EPU condition results in reduction in the steam
pressure, thereby increasing the primary-to-secondary pressure differential. The resulting additional
pressure stresses are added to the stresses reported in the original stress report to calculate the revised
stress range and revised fatigue usage.

4.7.2.2.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

Scaling factors were calculated based on the ratio between the primary-to-secondary differential pressure
in the EPU condition to that of the reference stress report condition. The scale factors are applied to the
stress range and alternating stresses taken from the generic Model 51 stress reports to estimate the revised
stress range and revised fatigue usage for operation in the EPU condition.

The PCWG parameters for Low T., with 22% SGTP show the steam pressure (P.) to be 641 psia. With
a steam pressure of 641 psia, the primary-to-secondaryP for the Normal operation condition,
considering design transients, would be 1641 psi. This would violate the maximum 1600 psi A?
requirements of the design specification. Limiting Pft for LowT,, operation to 700 psia for the 22%
plugging case would result in a primary-to-secondaiy side AP for the Normal operating condition of
1588 psi. This pressure limit satisfies the design specification requirements of 1600 psi.

On this basis the evaluations for EPU were based on the Pg. of 700 psia. The scaling factors were
calculated with reference to the stress report case of P.= = 790 psia.

Primary Side Components

The stress in the primary side components is primarily dependent on the differential pressure between the
primary side and secondary side. The stress in the secondary side components is primarily dependent on C)
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the steam pressure. The increase of pressure stress due to a reduction in steam pressure as a result of the
EPU was considered in calculating the increase in the stress range and the resulting increase in the fatigue
usage.

The scale factors were calculated for the EPU with reference to the stres report 100% power conditions
for each of the Normal/Upset transients that were addressed in the original stress report. As previously
noted, since the design specification limits the primary-to-secondary side AP to <1 600 psi the scaling
factors were based on a steam pressure of 700 psia at 100%h EPU power.

The scale factor at 100% EPU power was calculated as shown below.

APEPU (2250-700)EPU =1 062
APTog (2250 - 790),ig *

The scaling factors were applied to the transients involved in the stress range and fatigue evaluation
reported in the original stress report The revised stress range and fatigue usage were calculated for
primary side components using this scale factor.

Secondary Side Components

The stress in the secondary side components is primarily dependent on the steam pressure. The reduction
in steam pressure due to the EPU results in an increase in the primary-to-secondary AP. This results in an
increase in the secondary side component stresses. To estimate the component stresses in the EPU
conditions, it is possible to increase the reference stress report stresses by the incremental stress that
would result from the change in pressure.

The secondary side component stresses were scaled as shown below:

Stress range [u) [Stress range ,7 + pressure stress due to 90 psi],

Where 90 psi is the difference in steam pressure from the Stress Report Case to the EPU Case, or,
[790 psia (Pa,, (str.. Rqpmt)) - 700 psia (P." ,,)].

COMS Transient Evaluation

The COMS transient conservatively assumes that maximum and minimum RCS pressures fluctuate from
195 psia to 800 psia over a period of I second. Since the span ofthe COMS event is 10 minutes, and
there are 60 cycles per minute, the total number of cycles is 600 per event, or 6000 cycles during an
operation period. The COMS transient is considered to be an Upset condition. -

The COMS pressure cycles are similar to primary side pressure tests. The stresses due to the COMS
transient are calculated by scaling the stresses from the Primary Hydro Test or Primary Leak Test
transient.

. '4
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The stress reports for the original steam generators did not consider the effect of the COMS transients. C
However, for BVPS-2, a supplemental evaluation had been performed to address the effects of COMS.'
This evaluation only calculated revised fatigue usage values for the most critical components. Therefore,
for the EPU evaluations, the stress analysis for BVPS-2 was revised to include a more in-depth evaluation
of the effect of the COMS transients. Only the primary side components are affected by the COMS
transients.

T., Coastdown Transient Evaluation

For this evaluation, the T., Coastdown event is considered to occur at the end of each operational cycle
until the expiration of the current 40-year operating license.

Since the Coastdown maneuver occurs at 100% power loading conditions, the Coastdown evaluation was
done for 100% power loading condition, based on a minimum steam pressure of 700 psia.

The number of coastdown cycles and their impact were determined as follows:

1. It is assumed that the T.t Coastdown occurs at the end of each remaining operational fuel cycle
until the expiration of the current 40-year operating license. The length of the fuel cycle is
18 months.

2. Twenty (20) Coastdown cycles are considered in the evaluation.

3. The fatigue usage due to the T., Coastdown transient is added to the fatigue usage that has been C)
evaluated due to the EPU only.

The number of T. Coastdown cycles remaining until the end of the design period was calculated to be
17 cycles for BVPS-2. Conservatively, 20 Coastdown cycles are used to evaluate fatigue usage due to
Coastdown.

The stress and fatigue calculations were scaled from the generic stress reports. The stress and fatigue of
the critical structural components were evaluated considering 20 Coastdown transients. The Coastdown
fatigue was added to the fatigue evaluation done for the EPU, and the total fatigue usage considers both
the EPU and Coastdown events.

Primary-to-Secondary Pressure Differential (Delta P) Evaluation

An analysis was performed to determine the minimum acceptable full power steam pressure for BVPS-2
for the EPU condition. The design pressure limit for primary-to-secondary pressure differential is 1600
psi as defined in the applicable design specifications. The design pressure requirement for Class 1
Equipment is defined in the ASME Code, Section III. The applicable edition of the Code for the BVPS-2
steam generators is 1971, Summer 1972Addenda.

As a result of the Code review, it is concluded that the Normal/Upset transient conditions are subject to
the following design pressure requirements. *)
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1. Normal Condition Transients: Primary-to-Secondazy pressure gradient shall be less than the
design limit of 1600 psi.

2. Upset Condition Transients: If the pressure during an upset transient exceeds the design pressure
limit, the stress limits corresponding to design conditions apply using an allowable stress
intensity value of 110% ofthose defined for Design Conditions. In other words, so long as the
Upset Condition pressure values are less than 110% of the design pressure values, no additional
analysis is necessary. For the BVPS-2 steam generators, 110% of the design pressure limit
corresponds to 1760 psi.

The analysis is based on the transient parameters in Section 2.2.1. Tvo sets of transient parameters are
defined, one corresponding to a High T., mode of operation and one corresponding to a Low T., mode
of operation. In addition, transient parameters are defined for two different tube plugging levels, 0%/ and
22%. The pressure differentials across the primary-to-secondary side pressure boundary are calculated
for all four sets of conditions.

A summary of the analysis results is provided in Table 4.7.2.2-1. The analysis results show that, with the
exception of Case 2, the maximum primary-to-secondary pressure gradients for Cases 1 through 4 are less
than the allowable values. For the Low T., 22% plugging (Case 2) condition, the maximum primary-to-
secondary pressure gradient for the normal transient is 1641 psi (the limiting transient is the 10% Load
Increase transient).

Thus, calculations were performed to determine the minimum full power steam pressure that is required
such that the maximum primary-to-secondary pressure gradient is <I 600 psi. The results show that for a
minimum full power steam pressure of 687 psia ( = 501.0 0F), the maximum primary-to-secondary
pressure gradient for the Normal Condition case limiting 10% Load Increase transient is 1599 psi. The
corresponding maximum primary-to-secondary pressure gradient for the Upset Condition case limiting
Loss of Flow transient is 1578 psi, which is less than the allowable value of 1760 psi. Thus, the Jmnimum
acceptable full power steam pressure is 687 psia. In order to provide some conservatism relative to the
design pressure limit, plant operation is recommended to be maintained at or above a full power steam
pressure of 700 psia ( = 503.10F). The allowable steam pressure of 687 psia and the recommended
steam pressure of 700 psia cases are included in Table 4.7.2.2-1 as Case 5 and Case 6, respectively.

Secondary Manway Bolt Fatigue Evaluation

The fatigue usage for the secondary manway bolts was calculated based on the minimum secondary side
steam pressure of 760 psia for operation prior to the EPU, and 700 psia for operation after the EPU. The
cumulative fatigue usage for 40 years was calculated by combining the fatigue usages for the pre-EPU
and post-EPU operation.

The fatigue usage for 40 years of operation was calculated for both 760 psia and 700 psia operation. To
determine the cumulative fatigue usage for operation at the given pressure for less than the full design life
(40 years), the effective usage was determined by multiplying the 40 year values by a ratio of actual years
over design life.
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~ 760 psia for 40 years, usage =[ '

7O00psia for 40 years, usage( =

The steam generators were considered to operate at 760 psia from August of 1987 to June of 2002
(Approximately 15 years), and at 700 psia for the remaining 25 years of the design life. The effective
usage for operation at the two different pressure levels was then;

[ "~(15/40) + [ ]lO(25/40) =[ ].

It was then necessary to add the additional fatigue usage that occurs due to the planned T,., coastdown
maneuvers. The fatigue usage due to the coastdowas was detemmined in the T., coastdown transient
evaluation to be [ ]a-. The total cumulative fatigue usage for the bolts, over a 40 year design life,
was then determined to be:

[ ]8~.0~(

This demonstrated that the secondary manway bolts are adequate for the 40 year design life of the plant~
even after the EPU is implemented.

4.7.2.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria for each component is consistent with the criteria used in the design basis analysis
referenced for thiat component. The maximum range of primary-plus-secondary stresses were compared
with the conweponding 3 S. limits, Reference 1. For situations where these limits were exceeded, a
simplified elastic-plastic analysis was performed per NB 3228.3 of Reference 1. A cumulative fatigue
usage factor below unity demonstrates the adequacy for a 40-year design life.

The critical components considered in the EPU were evaluated for the: 1) EPU condition, 2) COMS
transient, and 3) Coastdown transient. The results of the evaluation show that all components analyzed
meet ASME code limits. The results of the evaluation are summarized in Table 4.7.2.2-2.

4.7.2.2.5 Conclusions

Results of the analyses performed on the steam generators show that the ASME Code Section III limits
are met for the critical structural components for operation at the EPU condition.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for steam generator structural
integrity for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and suppoit operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

4.7.2.2.6 References

1. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section IlI, "Rules for the Cons~truction of Nuclear
Vessels, 1971 Edition, plus Addenda through Summer 1972, ASME, New York~, New York.(j
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Table 4.7.2.2-1
BVPS-2 Summary of Delta P Evaluation for

Operation at the EPU Condition :

Delta P Allow.
Case Item Limiting Transient Case psiX _ psi

1 Low Tnx 0% Plugging 10% Loaid Inease Normual_ 1600

Loss of Flow Upset. 1760

2 Low T., 22% Plugging 10%/a Load Increase Normal 1600

Loss of Flow Upset 1760

3 High Tn 0% Plugging 10% Load Increase Normal 1600

Loss of Flow Upset 1760

4 High Tr 22% Plugging 10% o Load Increase Normal 1600

. Loss of Flow Upset 1760

5 Low T., 22% Plugging 10% Load Increase Normal 1600

(For Minimum Allowable Loss of Flow Upset _ 1760
Pa-687 psia) ._._._.

6 Low T. 22% Plugging 10% Load Increase Normal 1600

(Recommended Ps, 700 psia) Loss of Flow 1Upset 1760

- -- -

657--N~dc-920 .- 8
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Table 4.7.2.2-2
BVPS-2 EPU Structural Integrity Evaluation Summary

Original EPU
Cond. Cond. Stress COMS Coastdown

Load Stress Stress (ksld) (ksy Stress (ksl)/ Stress (ksi)/ Total Allow (ksi)/
Component Condition Category Fatigue Fatigue Fatiguelf) Fatigue Fatigue Fatigue Comments

Divider Plate Normal/upset P+Pb+Q comment comment [ ja [ ] n/a 69.90 Elastic-Plastic

Fatiguee [ ]" [ ]$ [ ] [ ] [ ] 1.00 ysis

Tubesheet & Normal/upset P,+Pb+Q [ ] f' C V ]'V [ 1& n/a 80.10

Shell Junction Fatigue [ V [ ] I V I ] [ ]V 1.00

Tubeto PI+Pb+Q V r ( ( ] [ J' - n/a 69.90

Tubesheet Weld Normallpset Fatigue I ]V [ I I ] 1.00

Tubes Design (St leg) S. I ] I ]V notes() notesO notesM 23.30

Design (U bend) S. I ]V C notes7 notes(n notesf 23.30

MainFeed Water Nomal/upset PU+Pb+Q"- t ] C IV n/a I ]9C nla 80.10

Nozzle Fatigue(5) I IV( I ]' n/a [ ]^ t ] 1.00

Secondary Normal/upset P.+Pb+Q(2 ) [ ] ] n/a I ] n/a 99.00

Manway Bolts Fatigue(5) I ]. [ ]V(1) n/a [ ] [ ]t(1O) 1.00

Steam Nozzle Nomal/upset PI+Pb+Q I I V nla [ ] n/a 80.10

IVVFatigue3 [ ] ] n/a I IV I 1] 1.00

;(.dsc} 0-1
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Table 4.7.2.2-2 (contInued)
I BVPS-2 EPU Structural Integrity Evaluation Summa

INotes:

(1) Additional stress due to reduction of steam pressure Is taken to calculate the Increase in stress range for secondary side components.
(2) Change In steam pressure has no effect since the madimum stress range occurs between the hydrotest and bolt Installation.
(3) .Based on OBE - 400 cycles.

(4) The conservative lumping of the transients used in the stress repowt is revised In the EPU evaluation.
(5) Fatigue Is calculated for OBE -400 cycles, Note fatigue values were reduced by changing the conservative combination of transients of the original analysis.
(6) COMS are applicable io Prmary side components only.
(7) Design condition is not affected due to EPU. The U-bend fatigue and Reg. Guide 1.121 Evaluations are done separately due to EPU.
8) The fatigue usage is calculated based on the minimum secondary side pressure of 760 psi8 for operation prior to EPU, and 700 psia for operation after EPU.

(9) lhe fatigue usage is calcated using conservative scale factors, based on the maximum number of cycles specified in the E-Spec. This isa conservative approach.
10) Fatigue usage factor for BVPS-2 secondary manway bolts.

11) Values that exceed the 3S,, limit on the range of primayplus secondary sress intensity arejustified by simplfied elastic-plastic analysis in accordance with Paragraph
NB-3228.3 inASME DI, Subsection NB.

I
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4.7.23 U-bend Fatigue Q)
4.7.23.1 Introduction

Changes in secondary side conditions as a result of the EPU can affect the previously completed
evaluation performed to address the effects of high cycle fatigue in unsupported steam generator U-bend
tubes. The following addresses the effects of the EPU on the previously completed U-bend fatigue
analysis. For any tubes found to have high fatigue usage factors after the EPU, appropriate
recommendations are provided below.

4.7.23.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following are a list of major assumptions used in preparation of this analysis:

1. BVPS-2 will continue to operate for an additional 26 years. This is considered a reasonable
estimate since the operating license is currently set to expire in 2027.

2. Eight EPU conditions are considered in the analysis. Table 4.7.2.3-1 contains a summary of these
conditions.

3. Tubes identified in Table 4.7.2.3-2 have already been removed from service as a result of
previously completed U-bend fatigue analysis.

4. Effect of BVPS-2 venturi inaccuracies have been incorporated.

4.7.233 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The U-bend fatigue evaluations for BVPS-2 at the original power level is provided in Reference l. The
U-bend fatigue evaluation performed for EPU used the same methodology as the original evaluations.

4.7.233.1 Relative Stability Ratio

Stability ratio is a ratio of fluid velocity to threshold velocity at or above which flow induced tube
vibration will occur. Relative stability ratio (RSR) is a ratio of stability ratio to a reference stability ratio.
The reference stability ratio is generally taken to be that of North Anna Unit 1 because that plant had
experienced tube vibration and fatigue rupture. Relative stability ratio to North Anna Unit 1 (VRA) is
calculated with known operating conditions of steam flow, circulation ratio and steam pressure. The
relative stability ratios are calculated based on a one-dimensional analysis and are referred to as
lD-RSRs. Results are tabulated in Table 4.7.2.3-3 under the column labeled "RSR to North Anna."

The reference stability ratio can be any plant at any operating conditions. Generally, this alternative
stability ratio is taken to be that at the full power operation conditions of a specific plant. The second
definition is also used for this evaluation. The specific plant for the current evaluation is BVPS-2.
Results of relative stability ratio to the BVPS-2 full power conditions can be readily calculated from
"RSR to NorthAnna." This has been performed with results tabulated for BVPS-2 in Table 4.7.2.3-3
under the column labeled "RSR to BVPS-2-Ref."
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4.7.233.2 Fatigue Usage

The effects of the EPU operating conditions on unsupported U-bend tubes have been determined by
calculating the total fatigue usage for the most limiting potentially susceptible tubes that have not been
previously identified for preventative action. A list of these potentially susceptible tubes can be found in
Table 4.7.2.3-4 for BVPS-2. This evaluation has been performed by modifying the previously calculated
tube specific relative'stability ratios using the plant specific ID-RSRs discussed above. The'revised stress
ratios and subsequent fatigue usages are then calculated using these relative stability ratios. This
calculation includes fatigue usage accumulated prior to the EPU and also subsequent to the EPU at the
various EPU operating conditions. The BVPS-2 fatigue calculation also includes the effects of the venturi
inaccuracies. Any tubes requiring preventive action have been identified for each of the various EPU
operating conditions.' Calculations performed in support of the current analysis are an application of
previously reported methods.

4.7.2.3.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

4.7.2.3.4.1 Case Specific Results

Total fatigue usage has been calculated for the various EPU cases by summing the fatigue usage
associated with:

1. Previous operationO 2. Effects of venturi inaccuracies for BVPS-2
3. Future operation at the various EPU operating conditions, including T., Coastdowns

The past and future operation conditions were used along with the lD-RSRs to calculate a total
cumulative fatigue usage for each of the enveloping tubes for each of the proposed EPU operating
conditions. Tubes with fatigue usages greater than 1.0 were then recommended for appropriate
preventative action such as installation of sentinel plugs or installation of cable tube dampers.
Table 4.7.2.3-4 contains a summary indicating which tubes were found to have exceeded a 1.0 fatigue
usage factor at the operating conditions for the various EPU cases. Note that from 0 to 6 tubes for
BVPS-2 could require preventative action, depending upon the particular operating conditions for the
EPU cases. -

4.7.23.4.2 Limiting RSR and Minimum Steam Pressure Calculations

Calculations were then performed to determine the maximum RSR multiplier, and the corresponding
operating condition, that would be required to determine the acceptability of each of the enveloping tubes.
Table 4.7.2.3-5 contains a sunmary of the limiting RSR values along with the associated operating
condition for each of these tubes. The conditions necessary for the enveloping tubes to obtain a total
fatigue usage factor of 1.0 have been identified in this table. It should be noted that two main feedwater
temperature conditions of 400° and 4550 F have been considered in the EPU analysis. For each of these
feedwater temperature conditions, the minimum acceptable steam pressure has been identified.

A summary of these results indicating which tubes would be required to be removed from service at a
i given feedwater temperature and steam pressure, can also be found in Table 4.7.2.3-5.
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4.7.23.43 Results for Minimum Steam Pressure of 700 psia

As described in Section 4.7.2.2 and noted in Section 2.1.1, the minimum full power steam generator
outlet steam pressure at EPU operating conditions is limited to 700 psia in order to satisfy the steam
generator primary-to-secondary differential pressure design limit of 1600 psi. This minimnum steam
pressure can be used in conjunction with the information contained in Table 4.7.2.3-5 to reduce the
number of tubes requiring action to remove from service for EPU operating conditions. Since steam
pressure will be controlled above 700 psia during full power operation, Table 4.7.2.3-5 shows that Tube
Group 4 can be removed from the list of tubes requiring action for EPU operating conditions including
the 700 psia minimum steam pressure. Deletion of Tube Group.4 reduces the number of tubes requiring
action by 2 tubes for BVPS-2. The remaining number of tubes requiring action is 4 for BVPS-2. A
comparison of the information in Table 4.7.2.3-5 to the information in Table 4.7.2.3-4 shows that.
controlling steam pressure above 700 psia during fill power operation eliminates PCWG parameter
Case 2b as the limiting case for identification of tubes requiring action. PCWG parameter Case lb then
becomes the limiting case and identifies the tubes requiring action to support EPU for BVPS-2.

4.7.23.5 Conclusions

Results of the analysis showed that under the most limiting EPU operating conditions, up to 6 tubes for
BVPS-2 could require removal from service. These tubes and groups of tubes are identified in
Table 4.7.2.3-5 as Tube Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4. However, since the primary drivers for the analysis relate to
feedwater temperature and steam pressure, the analysis showed that a reduced number of tubes might
require preventative action depending upon the specifics of the actual operating conditions. C)
Including consideration of the 700 psia minimum steam pressure in the evaluation reduced the number of
tubes requiring preventative action to 4 for BVPS-2. The tubes requiring action are identified in Tube
Groups 1, 2 and 3 in Table 4.7.2.3-5. They are also identified in Table 4.7.2.3-4 under Case lb.

Tubes identified as requiring preventative action will be removed from service using sentinel plugs, or
have cable tube dampers installed.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for steam generator U-bend fatigue
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

4.7.23.6 References

1. WCAP-12141, Rev. 1, "Beaver Valley Unit 2 88-02 Re-Evaluation for Tube Vibration Induced
Fatigue,"April 1993.

* ,, A
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'Table 4.7.23-1
BVPS2 EPU Case Descriptions

Steam Flow
Case Name 106 Ib,/hr Circ. Ratio Steam Pressure

Case i(n) r-C
C ms la.| . ,.....

Case lb

Case 2a

' Case 2b

Case 3a

Case 3b

Case 4a

Case 4b ._. _

Note:, m

(1) Case 0 - Original operating conditions

Table 4.723-2
BVPS-2 iUst of Tubes Previously Removed from Service as a Result of Previously

Completed U-Bend Fatigue Analysis

Unit . SG RowvColumn

2 -;C RllC4

2 C R9C33

2- A R9C84

2 C - R9C84

2 A R8C60

2 C R8C69

2 . . B . RlC5()'.

Note:
(1) Ibis tube was previously removed from service by plugging. It requres depluggpg with installtion

of a sentinel plug.
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Table 4.7.23-3
BVPS-2 Relative Stability Ratio C)

Steam RSR to
Plant Plant Name or Steam Flow, Circulation Pressure, North RSR to
Alpha Case No. 10' lb.hr Ratio psia Anna BVPS-2-Ref

VRA North Anna 1 r c
BVPS-2 BVPS-2 Reference

Case

BVPS-2 Case 0

BVPS-2 Case la

BVPS-2 Case lb

BVPS-2 Case 2a

BVPS-2 Case 2b

BVPS-2 Case 3a

BVPS-2 Case 3b

BVPS-2 Case 4a

BVPS-2 Case 4b

Table 4.723-4
BVPS-2 Tubes Requiring Action for Each EPU Case .

Case Nmber and Case Name

No. Tubes in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Unit SG Row Colunon Group Case 2b Case lb Case2a Case Ca Case 3b Cas 4U Casn 3 Case 0

2 B 11 3 through 4 2 Plug Plug Plug Plug Plug ok ok ok ok
2 B 11 S I Plug Plug Plug Plrg ok ok ok ok ok

2 C 9 42 1 Plta$' Ok Ok ok ok ok ok okl ok
2 C 9 43 1 PlU0(4 ok ok ok ok ok ok ok ok
2 C 10 4 1 Plug Plug Plug Plug ok ok ok ok ok
TotalNo.TubesRq Prev ve 6 4 4 4 2 0 0 0 0

Action

.C)

Notes

(1) Case desciptions give in Table 4.713-1.

(2) Asnes tubes in Talble 4.7.±3-2 already plugged with sentinel plugs.

(3) 'Plug indicates moval from service, usually widt saitinci plugs.

(4) No cin reqired since assodated steam p swe maained above the miiusteam pressie of 700 psiJ reqired for ful p
operatioat EPU conditions.

0) '
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Table 4.7.2.3-5
BVPS-2 Enveloping Tubes and Minimum Acceptable Steam Pressures0 )

.Minium Acceptable Steam Pressure
Tube Total No. Enveloping Tube Additional Tubes In Group at Feedrater Temp. (psia)

Group of Tubes -limiting
-No. In Group S&G. Ror CoL S.G. Row Column RSR T,,,'.400Deg.F Tfr-455Deg.F

1 2 B 11 3 B 11 4 .7 ac

2 1 C 10 4 none _

3 .I B 11 5 none ,

4(2) 2 C 9 42 C 9 43

18 C 10 88 C 10 89through93

C 10 2through3 . _

B 10 2 through 5 , . _

B 10 91 through 93 _

A 10 2 through3 3 _

C 10 5

6p) 3 B 9 53 C 9 88 _ . _

B 9 90_ _

7P' 7 C 8 25 B 8 34 __=

- .8 26 ._ _ _ _ _ _

B 8 60

C 8 60 _ _ _ _

A 8 35 ___

C. 8 18

1n I B 11 2 none _ -

Note:
(1) Tubes listed should be removed from service should the nonral operatg steam pressure fall to the value indicated at the

corn fedwter temperature.

(2) Tbis Tube Group and tubes do not requre action since the "mi acceptable tem pesse is belowthe minimu
steam pressure of 700 psia required for full poweroperation at EPU conditions.

(3) This Tube Group and tubes do not requre action since the "nnim-n acceptable steam pressure" is below that shown for the
EPU cases (See Table 4.72.3-1)-
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4.7..4 Hardware Changes and Additions (1
This section summarizes the structural evaluations of steam generator hardware changes and additions,
which are inservice repairs. The evaluations are performed to qualify existing or future repairs for the
EPU loading conditions at BVPS-2. Such inservice repairs must sa the rules and requirements of
Article IWA-4000 in Section XI of the ASME Code, Reference 1. Subsection IWA-4120(a) of Section Xl
permits the criteria and material data from Section III of the ASME Code to be employed in the
evaluation.

The original loading conditions are defined in the design specifications for the steam generators. The
EPU results in chaiiges to the specified nornal and upset transients. These changes to the noikl and
upset transients have been considered in this evaluation. The faulted and test conditions are unaffected by
the EPU and remain as specified in the design specifications. Ia some cases, the original faulted or test
loads bound the structural evaluation rather than the EPU. These cases are also identified herein. There
are no emergency conditions specified in the design specifications.

4.7.2.4.1 Tube Mechanical Plug

Two lengths of mechanical plugs have been used, 4.262 and 2.562 inches, "long" and "short" mechanical
plugs. The ribbed sealing land region geometry of both plugs is identical The "long" mechanical plugs
are fabricated from Alloy 690 rod, with a minimum specified yield strength of 35 ksi. The "short"
mechanical plugs are fabricated from eitherAlloy 600 or 690 rod, both with minimum yields of 35 ksiL
Any Alloy 600 mechanical plugs that remain in the steam generators have the "plug-in-plug" feature. (1)
The original generic structural analysis qualified these mechanical plugs for loads that bound the
conditions for BVPS-2. The generic analysis was extended for the revised load conditions and transients,
which correspond to the EPU conditions. That evaluation addresses both plug lengths and both materials
(Alloys 600 and 690). Since the specified minimum strengths and fatigue design curves are the same, the
structural allowables, based on the ASME Code criteria, are the same for all plug materials. The generic
and EPU evaluations employ acceptance criteria that include both plug retention and compliance with the
ASME Code stnictural rules from References 2 and 3.

Plug retention is demonstrated if the strain at the tube to tubesheet interface, produced by the mechanical
plug due to installation (preload), exceeds the unloading strain produced by tubesheet hole dilation
resulting from tubesheet bowing under the various specified loading conditions. It is also necessary to
show that there is adequate friction to prevent dislodging of the plug for the limiting transient Two
regions of the tubesheet are limiting with respect to plug retention and contact integrity. The first is near
the center of the tubesheet, where the limiting load occurs for the secondary side hydrostatic test with a
primazy-to-secondazy AP of -1356 psi across the tubesheet The second region is near the periphery of the
tubesheet, where the limiting load occurs for the primary side hydrostatic test with a primiary-to-
secondary AP of 3106 psi. It has been shown that both of these regions and conditions satisfy the plug
retention acceptance criteria. While the hydrostatic tests are unlikely to be repeated, they bound all
subsequent service (normal, upset, test) and postulated faulted conditions for plug contact integrity and
retention.
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In the generic ASME Code structural evaluation of the mechanical plug shell region above the uppermost
sealing land, an overall maximum internal to external AP of 2485 psi, equal to the primary side design
pressure, was assumed. Since this value exceeds all expected internal to external APs for normal and
upset conditions due to the EPU, the mechanical plug is structurally acceptable for the EPU pressure
loads. Recall that test and faulted pressure loads, which are unaffected by the EPU, were evaluated in the
original generic analysis. Also, the generic fatigue evaluation of the mechanical plug for the Model 51
steam generator applications demonstrated that the plug meets the fatigue exemption conditions of
NB-3222.4(d) of the 1989 Code, Reference 3. These exemption conditions are the same as those in
Article 415.1 of the 1971 Code, Reference 2. These fatigue exemption conditions were re-investigated
for the EPU conditions and continue to be satisfied. Thus the mechanical plugging applications at
BVPS-2 meet the ASME Code cyclic load fatigue limits for the EPU condition's.

Any existing Alloy 600 plugs, with the "plug-in-plug" (PIP) feature, have also been qualified for use in
Model 51 steam generators. The PIP is installed in Alloy 600 mechanical plugs to prevent tube damage
due to potential release of the plug top and also prevent significant leakage, should the plug develop a
through wall crack (above the sealing lands). Ibe Alloy 600 PIP has a threaded shaft, which is screwed
into the expander's threaded inner diameter until a flanged head on the bottom of the PIP contacts the
bottom of the plug at the tube mouth and a preload torque is established. The PIP is then locked in place
with a fusion tack weld between the PIP's flanged head and the mechanical plug's shell. Pressure loads
have a negligible effect on the PIP. Also, tubesbeet bowing and tuibe hole deformation, which'do affect
the plug at the contact lands, have little effect on the PIP. Only the preload and the subsequent thermal
transients have effects that were considered in the existing analysis. The preload is independent of the
EPU, and the primary side thermal transients at the tube mouth (primaiy face of the tubesheet) have not
changed significantly for the EPU. Thus, it was concluded that the existing qualification of the PIP, for
installation in Model 51 steam generators, remains valid for the EPU at BVPS-2.

4.7.2.4a2 Tube Rolled Plug and Tube Stabilizers

Alloy 690 rolled plugs manufactured by Framatome ANP are installed in the steam generators. The
equipment specifications for the Framatome ANP rolled plugs were'updated to address the BVPS-2 EPU
loads. Subsequent calculations and analyses performed by Framatome ANP confirm that the rolled plugs
meet all applicable design criteria and are acceptable for operation at 2910 MWt.

Stabilizers manufactured by Framatome ANP are installed at BVPS-2. Three types of stabilizer designs
are utilized. One design is a sleeve type stabilizer fabricated from Inconel 690 material. A segmented
stabilizer design fabricated from Inconel 600 material is also utilized as well as a cable style stabilizer'
fabricated from stainless steel (316L). The equipment specifications for the Framatome ANP stabilizers
were updated to address the BVPS-2 EPU loads. Subsequent calculations and analyies performed by
Framatome ANP confirm that all three designs of tube stabilizers meet all applicable design criteria and
are acceptable for operation at 2910 MWt.

4.7.2.4.3 Tube Weld Plug

Two types of weld plugs are installed, the NPT-80 and the NPT-23. Both weld plugs require that the ends of
the steam generator tubes be machined to accept the weld plug. The NPT-80 weld plugs are fabricated from
Alloy 690 rod, with a minimum specified yield strength of 35 ksL The NPT-23 weld plugs are fabricated
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from Alloy 600 rod, also with a minimum specified yield of 35 ksi The fatigue design curves forAlloy 690 ,-_

and Alloy 600 are identical. Therefore, the structural allowables, based on the ASME Code criteria, are the
same for both types of weld plugs. The NPT-80 weld joint and plug wall sections are smaller than those of
the solid NPT-23 plug. Therefore, for the same loads and stnuctural allowables, the primary stress and
fatigue evaluations of the NPT-80 weld plug envelope those of the NPT-23 plug for the 7/8 inch tube
application.

All primary stress limits were satisfied for the welds between the plug and the tubesheet cladding. The
generic primary stress evaluation was unaffected by the EPU and remains valid for design, faulted and
test conditions. The overall maximum primary plus secondary stress in the weld for normal and upset
loads, adjusted for the EPU, was found to be [ Iuc ksi, compared to an allowable of 31.4 ksi. The
31.4 ksi allowable conservatively included a weld quality factor of 0.45, as assumed in the generic
evaluation.

The fatigue usage factor, recalculated for the EPU, remained low at [ r0a well below the ASME
Code allowable of one. The cumulative usage factor was conservatively recalculated for the EPU using a
fatigue strength reduction factor (FSRF) of four, as assumed in the generic usage calculations. These
results, which are based on an explicit calculation of the stress ranges due to the EPU and a conservative
FSRF of 4, confirmed the results from the mechanical plug fatigue evaluation based on satisfying the
ASME Code fatigue exemption conditions, as applied at the primary face of the tubesheet. Recall that the
mechanical plugs and weld plugs are fabricated from the same materials, are located in the same region,
and experience the same thermal transients. Therefore, a low explicitly calculated fatigue usage factor for
the weld plug would be expected even using a conservatively large FSRF. ()
4.72.4.4 Sleeved Tube Mechanical Plug

Mechanical plugs are used to remove tubes from service. Occasionally it is necessary to plug a tube
which has previously had a sleeve installed (sleeved tubes). This section summarizes the qualification of
Alloy 690 mechanical plugs for installation in 7/8 inch sleeved tubes in the Model 51 steam generators at
BVPS-2 for the EPU conditions. As in the tube mechanical plug, the sleeved plug is fabricated from
35 ksi minimum yield strength Alloy 690 rod. The design of the sleeved tube plug is similar to the
"short" tube plug with a length of[ ]usinches (compared to ( ]"cinches) and a diameter of
0.[ ]" inch (compared to [ ]Gu inch). As with the tube plug, the sleeved tube mechanical plug also
employs ten ribs for sealing. The major difference, in the application of the sleeved tube mechanical plug
(compared to the tube mechanical plug), is that the plug preload on the sealing lands must be established
through the Alloy 690 sleeve (Q r inch nominal wall) in addition to the Alloy 600 tube (0.050 inch
nominal wall). Both plug retention and compliance of the plug shell above the uppermost sealing land
with the ASME Code structural criteria were considered in the qualification.

As with the tube mechanical plug, the sleeved tube plug retention performance was evaluated considering
the effect of tubesheet bowing for several bounding specified loading conditions. The interaction between
the tubesheet and plugs during any loading condition is affected by local size changes (dilations or
contractions) of the tube holes in the tubesheet The effects of such hole-size changes on the plug radial
contact stresses were determined using global and local axisymmetric models. Table 4.7.2.4-1 shows the
maximum load conditions considered in the sleeved tube plug retention evaluation for the BVPS-2
application. 0
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Considering the specified EPU normal operation, upset transients, faulted and test conditions in
Table 4.7.2.4-1, the overall limiting plug retention condition occurred for the primary side hydrostatic
pressure test in which the AP across the plug was found to be 3106 psi. Due to the calculated tubesheet
bowing'deformations (including the effects of the channel head and main cylinder), plugs installed in the
outermost tubes would experience the maximum reduction in the initial preload (the radial contact
pressure at the plug lands due to installation). For this limiting load at the most limiting location in the
tubesheet, and for a conservatively estimated [ ' ]a ksi initial preload contact pressure at the lands, the
calculated maximum coefficient of friction required to retain the plug was found to be [ ]'.. The
actual "friction coefficient" available at the plug lands is expected to be much higher (on the order of one
or more) since the plug lands plastically press into the tubes at installation. Therefore, substantial sleeved
tube plug retention margin is available, even for the most limiting retention conditions.

In addition to plug retention, the sleeved tube plug shell was also qualified structurally for pressure stress
and fatigue by direct comparison to the mechanical plug shell evaluated for the EPU (see Secion 4.7.2.4.1).
The mechanical plug for 7/8 inch tubes bounds the mechanical sleeved tube plug for 7/8 inch tubes with
respect to pressure stress evaluation and fatigue.' The governing pressure stress intensity in a cylindrical
shell is proportional to the Rht ratio, where R is the inner radius and t is the wall thickness of the shell.
Since the sleeve plug has a smaller radius (with about the same wall thickness), the pressure stress
intensity in the sleeved plug wall is about 90% of the stress intensity in the tube plug for the same
pressure load. In Section 4.7.2.4.1, the tube plug was also shown to meet theASME Code fatigue
exemption conditions for the EPU.- Since the exemption conditions are dependent only on loading
conditions and material properties (both of which are identical for the sleeve plug), then the sleeve plug'
also satisfies the ASME Code exemption conditions. Therefore, it is concluded that all ASME Code'
pressure and fatigue structural limits are also satisfied with positive margins in the sleeved tube
application for the EPU at BVPS-2. -

4.72.4.5 Straight Leg Collar-Cable Stabilizer

The straight leg stabilizer is inserted in a degraded host tube to prevent the host tube from contacting the
adjacent active tubes. The Westinghouse stabilizer design consists of a central coaxial stainless steel
cable protected over the full length of the stabilizer by several 304 SS tubular collars, which are swaged
on to the cable. The swaged collarsareiabout[ inches in length and are spaced at about[ r

* inch intervals (ie., there is a longitudinal space of about [ - t inch between adjacent collar segments
to provide flexibility and dynamic damping). Two stabilizer sizes, 0.687 inch OD and 0.625 inch OD, are
qualified for use in the 7/8 inch OD (0.775 inch ID) Alloy 600 tubes in BVPS-2 steam generators. The'
qualification method employed herein is essentially independent of loading conditions and depends only
on cross-sectional areas and the contacting materials. Therefore, all existing (installed) or future (to be
installed) 0.687 inch stabilizers are also qualified for the EPU conditions at BVPS-2.

The qualification method shows that the wall of an assumed fully severed host tube, would wear out
before the stabilizer collar, should a random wear couple form between the host tube and the stabilizer
collar. Because the host tube wall wears away firsts the central coaxial cable of the Westinghouse
stabilizer remains protected by the collar remnant for the life of the installation. This conclusion is based
on the relative wear coefficients and the cross-sectional areas of the tube and stabilizer and is independent
of the dynamic fluid forces causing potential random vibration of the assumed severed tube. Thus, '
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changes in fluid conditions, due to the EPU, have no effect on the ultimate protective function of the.
stabilizer to prevent contact with adjacent tubes.

The hypothetical worst case occurs when the degraded host tube is assumed to be fully severed and
becomes dynamically unstable due to fluid flow excitation. The precise flow conditions and dynamic
instability did not actually require definition except to assume they were sufficient to cause the severed
host tube to begin a continuous wear couple with the stabilizer. Under these extreme conditions, the
stabilizer must prevent the severed host tube from contacting the adjacent tubes. Assuming that the collar
and tube wear equally (i.e., assuming the wear coefficients for the couple are equal), the tube wall wears
out before the swaged 0.687 inch OD larger collar, which protects the central coaxial cable for the life of
the installation and prevents contact with the adjacent tubes. For the smaller 0.625 inch OD collar case,
about [ )G % of the cable is worn (Q 18. % of the cable remains) when the tube wears out totally
assuming equal wear between the tube and stabilizer. Again, contact with the adjacent tubes will not
occur for this case, even with an [ r0 % worn cable. However, wear test data suggest that 304 SS
collars would wear at a lower rate than the Alloy 600 tubes. Therefore, the above assumption of equal
wear is conservative and both size collars (0.625 inch and 0.687 inch) are shown to be adequate to protect
the central cable and prevent contact with adjacent tubes for the life of the stabilizer installation.

4.7.2.4.6 Laser Welded Sleeves

An analysis has been performed to evaluate the applicability of the generic laser welded sleeving analysis
for 7/8 inch diameter tube steam generators to the BVPS-2 steam generators. The purpose of the analysis
was to compare the transient and operating parameters corresponding to EPU conditions to those used in
the generic analysis, with the intent of confirming that the generic analysis provides a bounding analysis
for BVPS-2. For those cases where the generic loads were found to not be bounding, revised calculations
were performed based on the parameters corresponding to BVPS-2. In establishing the structural
adequacy of the laser welded sleeves (LWS), criteria were evaluated for primary stress limits, maximum
range of stress intensity and fatigue, and minimum wall thickness requirements. The revised structural
analysis for LWS is documented in Reference 4.

It should be noted that the approach to demonstrate Code compliance of the 0.015 inch laser weld was to
verify the structural integrity of the weld based on ASME Code Section III design-by-test requirements.
These criteria, however, are biased toward the attachment of butt welded fittings, and there is no geometry
specified in the Code that correlates directly to the geometry of the LWS weld joint, i.e., a weld joint that
is effectively loaded in pure shear. This means that the demonstration of compliance with the Code
requires interpretation of the intent of the Code authors and may be construed to be subjective. In order to
resolve this circumstance, structural analyses were performed to characterize the average weld width that
would be necessary to demonstrate compliance with the Code design-by-analysis requirements and to
achieve estimated strengths greater than the burst resistance of the sleeve. The results from the analysis
work demonstrate that an average weld width of r r mils meets all of the design-by-analysis
requirements (no required structural tests) of the Code for all currently available LWS sleeve and tube
combinations. Based on these findings, Westinghouse has revised the field inspection procedure to
additionally verify that the average width of new LWS installed sleeves is 2 [ ]6 mils. Thus, the
calculations to assess structural integrity of the laser weld are based on a minimum [ ]" inch weld
width.
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Primary Stress Evaluation

The LWS structural analysis evaluated the sleeves for the limiting design, faulted, and test conditions. A
comparison of the applicable pressure loads for the generic case versus the values for BVPS-2 showed the
generic analysis to be bounding for each load category. Thus, the results for the pressure stress
evaluations remain valid and are applicable to BVPS-2. A sumnmary ofthe maximum stresses in the tube
and sleeve are summarized in Table 4.7.2.4-2. Results fora a ' c inch laser weld are summarized in
-,Table4.7.2.4-3.

Maximum Range of Stress and Fatigue

Normal, upset, and test loads were evaluated relative to the maximum range of primary plus secondary
stress and fatigue. The comparison of transient cycles for each ofthe loading conditions forthe generic
analysis versus the transient cycles applicable to BVPS-2 showed that, in general, the number of applied
cycles for the generic analysis to be equal to or greater than the number of applied cycles for BVPS-2 for
each transient condition. Comparison of the applicable loads (temperatures and pressure gradients) found
that the loads for the generic case bound the High T., conditions. However, for the Low T., conditions,
the corresponding applied loads are slightly higher than for the generic case. Thus, a revised set of
fatigue calculations was performed for the Low T., set of conditions.

A summary of the maximum range of stress and fatigue usage for the tube and sleeve is provided in
Table 4.7.2.4-4. The results of calculations to determine revised maximum range of stress and fatigue for
the weld are also summarized in Table 4.7.2.4-4. These results show the applicable ASME Code limits to
be satisfied.

Minimum Wall Thickness (Tbe Repair Limits)

The minimum acceptable wall thickness and other recommended practices in US NRC Draft Regulatory
Guide 1.121, Reference 5, were used to determine a repair limit for the sleeve. The Regulatory Guide
was written to provide guidance for the determination of a repair limit for steam generator tubes
undergoing localized tube wall loss and can be conservatively applied to sleeves. Tubes with sleeves that
are determined to have indications of degradation of the sleeve in excess of the repair limit would have to
be repaired or removed from service. As recommended in paragraph C.2.b ofthe Draft Regulatory Guide,
an additional thickness degradation allowance must be added to the minimum acceptable sleeve wall
thickness to account for eddy current uncertainty and continued degradation in order to establish the
operational sleeve thickness acceptable for continued service. A summy of the required minimum wall
thickness and corresponding structural limits is provided in Table 4.7.2.4-5.

4.7.2.4.7 TIG-Welded Sleeves

The structural adequacy of the steam generator TIG-welded sleeve-tube assembly was evaluated for
operation at EPU conditions including lower feedwater temperature. Lower feedwater temperature could
possibly create a higher temperature difference across the tube wall than previously evaluated in the
current generic licensing reports for the TIG-welded sleeves (References 6 and 7). The current generic
licensing reports evaluated axial loads in the sleeve for the most severe combinations and the "worst" case
conditions for Westinghouse plants with 7/8 inch Inconel 600 tubes. In References 6 and 7, the maximum
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axial loadof[ rlIbs was calculated for I0 0% shady state power with the tube not locked into the
tube support. The minimum test value was [ lbs. for the rolled section. This provides a minimum (_J
safety factor of 1.41.

The maximum axial loads on the TIG-welded sleeve-tube assembly in the BVPS-2 steam generators
operating at EPU full power conditions, feedwater temperature as low as 400TF, and RCS hot leg
temperature as high as 617.0"F is[ ]Ibs. This value is lower than[ ]"lbs. reported for the
"worst" case Westinghouse plant in the TIG-welded sleeve generic licensing reports. Therefore, the axial
loads associated with operation of the BVPS-2 steam generators at EPU conditions with a feedwater
temperature as low as 400"F remain bounded for all tube locations by the generic licensing reports
(References 6 and 7) for TIG-welded sleeves.

At EPU conditions with the minimum allowable secondaiy pressure of [ r psia (BVPS-2 Case la in
Section 4.7.2.1), the new sleeve wall allowable degradation was calculated to be [ )'l % vs. the
( ]¢ % in the TIG-welded sleeve generic licensing reports (References 6 and 7). As recommended in
paragraph C.2.b of U.S. NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 (reference 5), an additional thickness
degradation allowance must be added to the minimum acceptable sleeve wall thickness to account for
eddy current uncertainty and continued degradation in order to establish the operational sleeve thickness
acceptable for continued service.

Based on the analysis for TIG-welded sleeves at EPU conditions, the requirements stipulated in the
generic licensing reports for TIG-welded sleeves (References 6 and 7) remain satisfied for their use in the
BVPS-2 steam generators at EPU conditions, with the exception of the sleeve wall allowable degradation
value which is revised to [ ]" % not including the additional thickness degradation allowance to
account for eddy current uncertainty and continued degradation.

4.7.2.4.8 Conclusions

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for steam generator hardware
changes and additions for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current
NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.
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Table 4.7.24-1
BVPS-2 Mitmunm Load Conditions Considered in Sleeved Tube Plug Retention Evaluation

Conditions 3 and 4 (Normal and Upset) Incorporate the EPU
(All Other Load Conditions are Unaffected by the EPU)

AP=
Load Pp Tp Ps Ts Pp-Ps

Conditions (psiZ) (OF) (psig) (>F) (psi)

DESIGN

I Primary Side I [1 I [r I PC
2 Secondary Side [ ] [ ]& [ [ i'r [ r

MAXIMUMNORMAL AP

3 10% Small Step Increase (79.6 s)) [ ]8 [ ]V [ I [ 1r [ I(

MAXIMUM UPSET AP

4 Loss of Flow (13.8 s) t ] [ ] [ ] [ 13 [ ]

FAULTED.

5 Reactor Coolant Pipe Break [ ]F [ ] [ i. [ [ r
6 Feed Line Break ]la __ [ i [ r t

TEST

7 Primary Hydrostatic Test [ r t J (2) t 13. ( ]ae (2) [ ].

8 Secondary Hydrostatic Test t r [ iC(2) t r [ ]8(2) [ 13&

9 Tube Leak Test [ ]6 t 1c (2) [ jas t 13.0(2) j 13.0

10 Primary Side Leak Test [ ]2 [ J8 (2) [ 18. [ ]3 (2) [ J8.

11 Seconday Side Leak Test [ I" [ J. [ ]I" [ ]. [ ]8.

K-)

(a

Notes:
(1) The overall maxmm normal primary-to-seccnday pressure differential absolute value of [ ]^ psi ocmrs for the 10%

small step load increase transient at time 79.6 seoonds for lowT., and 22% stem generator tube plugging in the EPU.
However, the ninimum acceptable full power sten pressure is limited to 685 psig (700 psia) to keep the maimum
noal AP fm exceedingth 1600 psi desi limit (load # I). Thus, the t 1" psi differetial is not an actual load
condition. However, the sleeve plug evaluation performed for the EPU considered the [ 10 psi differential load herein to
be conservative.

(2) Since higher temperatures tend to increase the plugleeve contact pressure and minease the plug retention forces, these
tests were assumed to occor at an ambient temperature ( giving a lower (conservative) estimate of the plug/sleeve
contact pressures

()
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Table 4.7.2A-2
BVPS-2 Summary of Maximum Primary Stress Intensity

Full Length Tobesheet laser Welded Sleeve
Tube Intact

__Design__

Location -- P. Allowable Ratio P+ Pb Allowable Ratio S1 +S2 +S3  Allowable Ratio

Sleeve- t1-- 26.60 [ ]ac [ 16 39.90 [ 6 106.40 [1

Tube . 23.30 [ ]ac [ .3 34.95 [r TIC 93.20

Faulted -

Sleeve 5[ - 6.00 - ] | [ ]6 84.00 | [ | [] -- 106.40 ] ax

Tube | [ J | 55.92 |[ ] |[ 1 83.88 | ]'|[ r 93.20 |[ _

._ . - Testing

Sleeve |6 [ 6 |0[ r 14.00 | [ 106.40 t[n
T 531-0 a[] |[] T [47. 25 93.20 T ]u

Table 4.7.2.4-3
BVPS-2 Summary of Maximum Primary Stress Intensity

0.021 inch Average Laser Weld

. . Calculated Allowable
Stress Stress Ratio of Calculated to

Loading (ksi) (ksl) Allowable

Design 15.96 , _ [___

Upset [ r 17.56 r

Test I IV 16.79 [ 1]8

Faulted E r 33.6 [ ] e
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Table 4.7.24-4
BVPS-2 Summary of Maximum Range of Stress Intensity and Fatigue

Tube and Sleeve Tube Severed and Dented

Calculated Allowable
Stress Intensity Stress Intensity Margin to

Component (ksl) (ksi) Allowable

Sleeve [ jc 79.80 [ ]C

Tube [ ]6 69.90 [ r
Weld [ ]6 79.80 [ ]6

Cumulative Fatigue Usage Factor

Tube and Sleeve .[ ] 1.0

Weld [ fc<1.0

Table 4.72.4-5
BVPS-2 Summary of Sleeve Mlolmum Wall Thickness Requirements and

Corresponding Tube Structural Limits

Quantity Generic High T, Low T.2

Required Wall Thickness (inch) [ ]q I [ ]'&

SutaumiLmt cyol)I T r
Note:
(1) Smctiral Limit - [(t. - t x 100%.

K)

C)
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4.7.2.5 Tube Wear

4.7.2.5.1 Introduction

The impact of the EPU on steam generator tube wear was evaluated based on the known wear history for
the last several outages. This wear data was provided in the form-of eddy current test data percent
through-wall indications taken during successive outages, and is converted into wall penetration depths.
These depths were then converted in wear volumes. The difference between these volumes over time is'
the volumetric wear rate experienced between the times when the readings were taken. This volumetric
wear rate is then converted into a volumetric wear rate per effective full power year. The effect of EPU
on the wear rate is to potentially accelerate the wear rate due to higher flow energy. Any change to the
thermal-hydraulic parameters may result in' a change in the wear rate. To account for these effects, an
EPU wear factor was calculated which was used to modify the wear rates calculated, thereby accounting
for the potential acceleration in the wear rate that resulted from the EPU.

Wear in the steam generator tubes due to flow effects is more likely to occur in the U-bend region of the
tubes. An evaluation was performed to extrapolate the wear on the U-bend tubes to assess the
consequences for plugging, and tube-to-tube contact, both with and without the EPU. This extrapolation
was based on the volumetric wear rate calculated based on historic eddy current data, both with and
without modification, to account for the EPU; and the future predicted availability of the plant, to estimate
when wear depth limits are reached.

4.7.2.5.2 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The tube population in the steam generators that show anti-vibration bar (AVB) wear, both current and
plugged, is approximately 60 tubes for BVPS-2. This is from a total tube population for the three steam
generators of 10,128 tubes. This represents approximately 0.6% of the tubes. Areview ofthe 2R10 eddy
current test (ECT) data for BVPS-2 shows that 55 of the tubes exhibit AVB wear.

Without an EPU, as many as 23 additional tubes might have to be plugged for BVPS-2 prior to the end of
the steam generator service lives. This number increases to 25 tubes plugged for BVPS-2 with an EPU,
an increase of 2 tubes plugged for BVPS-2. At the 2R10 outage, no tubes exhibited AVB wear depth that
exceeded the Technical Specification repair liniit of 40%/e.

There were no tubes that are projected to initiate tube-to-tube contact, with or without the EPU based on a
30%h through-diameter wear limit.

4.7.2.53 Results and Conclusions

The ECT results show that wear due to flow induced vibration for BVPS-2 is low as evidenced by the
small number of tubes that exhibit AVB wear. Even though a notable increase ([ ]r % for BVPS-2) in
wear is predicted for the EPU, the net effect on potential currently active tube plugging is small. It can
also be concluded that since the thermal-hydraulic effects that result in tube vibration and subsequent
wear are small in the tube U-bend region, it would also be small in the straight leg region of the tubes.
Evidence to support this conclusion can be seen in current, more detailed, analysis of feeding steam
generators. Results show that the greatest amount of predicted tube wear occurs in the U-bend region of
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the tubes. This is further supported by the higher calculated instability ratio in the U-bend region of the
tubes. Therefore, because it is shown that the effect of the EPU does not significantly affect the U-bend )
region, it can also be concluded that the effect along the straight tube region will also not be significant.

Tubes that currently do not show any reportable tube wear demonstrate at most a very low rate of wear.
For Cycle 10, the average AVB wear growth rate was [ ]VCO/o per EFPY. Increasing this low rate of wear
by as much as[ ]O/o will not result in a significant increase in tube plugging since the increase is of a
small wear rate.

It can, therefore, be concluded that the EPU will not have a significant impact on tube wear in the
BVPS-2 steam generators. The increase in tube wear will not result in a significant increase in tube
plugging levels due to tube vibration and so will not adversely affect the operation of the steam
generators.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for steam generator tube wear for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

4.7.2.6 Tube Plugging or Repair Limit (Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 Analysis)

4.7.2.6.1 Introduction

The heat transfer area of steam generators in a PWR nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) comprises over
50% of the total primary system pressure boundary. The steam generator tubing, therefore, represents a
primary barrier against the release of radioactivity to the environment. For this reason, conservative
design criteria have been established for the maintenance of tube structural integrity under the postulated
design-basis accident condition loadings in accordance with Section m11 of the ASME Code.

Over a period of time under the influence of the operating loads and environment in the steam generator,
some tubes may become degraded in local areas. Partially degraded tubes are satisfactory for continued
service provided that defined stress and leakage limits are satisfied, and that the prescribed structural limit
is adjusted to take into account possible uncertainties in the eddy current inspection, and an operational
allowance for continued tube degradation until the next scheduled inspection.

4.7.2.6.2 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The US NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, Reference 1, describes an acceptable method for establishing
the limiting safe condition of degradation in the tubes beyond which tubes found defective by the
established in-service inspection shall be removed from service. The level of acceptable degradation is
referred to as the "plugging or repair limit."

An analysis has been performed to define the "structul limits" for an assumed uniform thinning mode of
degradation in both the aial and circumferential directions using ASME Code minimun material
properties. The assumption of uniform thinning is generally regarded to result in a conservative structural
limit for all flaw types occurring in the field. The allowable tube plugging or repair limit, in accordance
with Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, is obtained by incorporating into the resulting structural limit a
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growth allowance for continued operation until the next scheduled inspection and also an allowance for
eddy current measurement uncertainty. Calculations have been performed to establish the structural limit
for the tube straight leg (free-span) region of the tube for degradation over an inlimited axial extent, and
for degradation over limited axial extent at the tube support plate andAVB intersections.

The analysis includes a specification on maximum allowable leak rate during normal operation consistent
with the EPRI PWR Prmary-to-Secondary Leak Guidelines (Reference 2). These guidelines define
several monitoring and action level conditions, depending on the amount of leakage and the rate of
leakage increase. -

The analysis includes steamline break (SLB) loads for a SLB peak transient differential pressure of
2485 psi consistent with the steam generator design specification. This is conservative since BVPS-2
operates with the pressurizer power operated relief valves available which limits the SLB peak transient
differential pressure to 2405 psi. The SLB loads based on a peak transient differential pressure of 2485
psi are conservative for a peak transient differential pressure of 2405 psi.

4.7.2.63 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A summary ofthe resulting tube structural limits is provided in Table 4.7.2.6-1.

4.7.2.6.4 Condusions

A Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121 analysis was performed to establish the structural and tube plugging or
repair limits for the steam generator tubing at BVPS-2. The results of the analysis allow the utility to
establish a steam generator maintenance program that will preserve the structural integrity of the steam
generators.

The results and conclusions ofthe analyses and evaluations performed for the steam generator tube
plugging or repair limit for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current
NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

4.7.2.6.5 References

1. US NRC Draft Regulatory Guide 1.121, 'Bases for Plugging Degraded PWR Steam Generator
Tubes (For Comment)," August 1976.

2. EPRI Report TR-104788-R2, SPWR Primary-To-Secondary Leak Guidelines - Revision 2,"
EPRL Palo Alto, CA, 2000.
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Table 47.2.6-1
Summary of Tube Structural Limits

High Tm - Low T.

Locationl 0% 22% 0% 22%
Wear Scar Length Parameter Plugging Plugging Plugging Plugging

Staight Leg (inch) a,c

(>1.5") Stuctuai Limit (%) _

AVB/0.60"** t (inch) _

Strucurl Limit (%) ___

TSP/0.75" t,, (inch) _ .__

Stutural Limit (%) L_ _ ._ _

AVB -Antiwbrafion Bar

TSP - Tube Support Pla
* Su l Limit -[(t.-Y. x 100% t -[ mchines

** Tube stru ual lims re proded for mAVB wear scar length of O.60". Th actualAVB wear scar langth is cxpected to be
bouaded by a wea scar lmgth of 0.45". lhe tube suctural limits for a O.60" wea scare conservave for a O.45" wr
Scar.

C)

(7)
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4.7.2.7 Tube Degradation

4.7.2.7.1 Introduction

Potential tube degradation mechanisms incliding primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) and
outside diameter stress corrosion cracking (ODSCC) were evaluated for BVPS-2 for operation at the
operating temperatures (i.e., best estimate To, < 6110F) associated with EPU conditions.

Since there are no current plans for steam generator replacement for BVPS-2, tube degradation
mechanisms were considered to the end of the original license. The degradation mechanisms addressed
for EPU include the BVPS-2 2R10 inspection results.

The BVPS-2 steam generators use mill annealed Alloy 600 tubing, drilled hole carbon steel support
plates, and full depth mechanically (roll) expanded tubes in the tubesheet region. The BVPS-2 steam
generator tube expansion transitions at the top of tubesheet were shotpeened prior to operation, and the
small radius (Row 1 and 2) U-bends were heat treated prior to operation. Additioinally, the use of a flow
distribution baffle in the BVPS-2 design has limited sludge deposition on the top of tubesheet. The
BVPS-2 steam generators contain 3376 original tubes. The tube count for BVPS-2 is reduced from that in
similar generators (e.g., BVPS-1 Model 51 OSGs, 3388 original tubes) due to the inclusion of several
additional stayrods. These stayrods effectively reduce potential tube support plate displacement during
postulated accident conditions.

All crack-like indications in the sludge pile region, expansion transition region, tubesheet region, and
small radius U-bends are repaired upon detection. AVB wear and cold leg thinning indications are
repaired per the current Technical Specification tube plugging criterion, although cold leg thinning has not
been observed at BVPS-2. Alternate repair criteria per GL 95-05 for tube support plate (TSP)'
intersections are licensed for BVPS-2; however, application of the criteria has not been required due to
the extremely low number of potential indications reported at BVPS-2 and low rotating probe coil (RPC)
confirmation rate.

4.7.2.7.2 Description of Tube Degradation Mechanisms

The most recent'steam generator inspection of BVPS-2 (2R10 outage) was performed during the Fall of
2003. This inspection program included 100% inspection of the hot leg top of tubesheet region with +Pt,
100% full-length bobbin inspection, and 100% inspection of the Row 1 and 2 U-bends with the mid-range
+Pt coils. Due to detection of circumferential PWSCC indications at Row 3 to Row 10 U-bends at
anotherplant, 100% of the Row 3'to Row 10 and 20% of the Row 12 to Roiw IS U-bends were also
inspected with +Pt at 2R10. No crack-like indications were detected. At the 2R08 inspection (Fall 2000),
Row I and 2 U-bends were inspected using both the mid-range and high frequency +Pt coils. No'
crack-like indications were detected.

For the accumulated service period of BVPS-2 (12.6 EFPY), tube plugging is low compared to other
operating steam generators with similar tube material and assembly practices. The current plugging
levels in the BVPS-2 steam generators are 4.06% in steam generator A, 3.73% in steam generator B. and
3.61% in steam generator C, for an overall plugging level of 3.8%. Only about 1/3 of the tubes plugged at
BVPS-2 are plugged due to SCC mechanisms.
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4.72.7.2.1 Top of Tubesheet ODSCC Degradation Mechanisms C)

The BVPS-2 tubes are full depth mechanical (roll) expanded throughout the tubesheet thickness. This
process results in differing residual stresses at the tubesheet expansion transition region compared to the
BVPS-I OSGs. As a result, the dominant mechanism for tube plugging at BVPS-2 is circumferentially
oriented ODSCC within the tube expansion transition at the top of the tubesheet. This trend is consistent
with the other operating steam generators that use this tube expansion technique.

The number of tubes reported with circumferential ODSCC at the expansion transition at the 2R10
inspection was slightly increased compared to previous outages (23 tubes at 2R10 versus 20 tubes at
2R09). In situ pressure testing of top of tubesheet indications was not performed at the 2R10 outage.
Flaw +Pt amplitudes, arc lengths, and maximum depths were bounded by previous inspection results and
in situ pressure testing. In situ pressure testing was performed for the limiting subset of circumferential
ODSCC indications at the 2R06 and 2R08 outages, even though no indications were required to be
pressure tested based on the reported flaw parameters. No primary-to-secondary leakage or burst was
reported during in situ pressure testing.

Circumferential ODSCC growth rates for Cycle 10 were found to be consistent with previous cycles.
Circumferential ODSCC structural integrity is dependent upon the observed percent degraded area
(PDA), or flawed area compared to the full tube cross sectional area For Cycle 10, based on a 548 EFPD
operating period, the largest PDA growth was found to be E r %, while the largest reported PDA for
any flaw at 2RI0 was [ ] %. The structural limit associated with circumferential ODSCC is
approximately [ r0 % PDA. )
PDA growth following EPU is expected to remain less than 16% based on application of an Arrhenius
equation using the current and projected operating temperature post-EPU.

As with the BVPS-l OSGs, all BVPS-2 ODSCC indications have been located within the bounds of the
historic sludge pile region, where the sludge pile region is defined based on detection of sludge-like
signals using low fiequency bobbin analysis. The BVPS-2 steam generator design includes a flow
distribution baffle, which is designed to provide a sweeping flow across the tubesheet, thus reducing the
sludge pile extent. In BVPS-2, approximately 300 tubes per steam generator are located within the sludge
pile region, whereas approximately 700 tubes per steam generator were located within the sludge pile of
the BVPS-1 OSGs (prior to chemical cleaning).

As with the circumferential ODSCC mechanism, the axial ODSCC at top of tubesheet degradation at
BVPS-2 has been located within the historic sludge pile. Axial ODSCC flaw parameters for BVPS-2 are
bounded by the BVPS-I OSG axial ODSCC degradation, in length, +Pt amplitude, and observed growth
values.

Should a significant increase in observed ODSCC growth rates be detected following EPU, the increased
growth rates will be considered in the condition monitoring/operational assessment.

Long term degradation projection of the BVPS-2 top of tubesheet ODSCC mechanisms was performed
based on the reported ODSCC history to date, adjusted for temperature. Using a Log-Normal curve fit,
the plugging contribution due to ODSCC mechanisms at the top of tubesheet is projected to be
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approximately 14% at end of current license. The Log-Normal curve fit is slightly conservative compared
to the Weibull Minima fit. Thsis expected to be a conservative approximation since the ODSCC
detected to date has been confined to the historic sludge pile region. If all tubes in this (sludge pile)
region eventually develop ODSCC, the plugging impact is approximately 8%. The BVPS-1 OSG
post-chemical cleaning inspection data for the lR14 inspection (15.7 accumulated EFPY) showed that all
reported ODSCC remained within the bounds of the historic sludge pile, and no ODSCC was reported
outside of this region after removal of the sludge pile deposits.

4.7.2.7.2.2 Tubesheet Region PWSCC Degradation Mechanisms

The BVPS-2 tubesheet and expansion transitions regions of the tubes were shotpeened prior to operation.
As a result, no PWSCC in the tubesheet region vas reported at BVPS-2 through the Cycle 8 inspection.
At the 2R09 outage, 1 tube was reported with a short, shallow axial PWSCC indication at the expansion
transition. No PWSCC in the tubesheet region was reported at the 2R10 outage.

Similar plants that have performed peening prior to operation have reported consistent inspection results.
An opMating plant with Model D4 steam generators (mill annealed Alloy 600 tubing, hardrolled tube
expansion) that operates at approximately 621IF and also shotpeened the expansion transitions prior to
operation, reported a single PWSCC indication at the Spring 2001 inspection (8.99 accumulated EFPY).
This was the first reported PWSCC at this plant. At the Fall 2002 inspection, two tubes were reported
with PWSCC at the expansion transition and at the Spring 2004 inspection, 4 tubes were reported with
PWSCC at the expansion transition (10.3 accumulated EFPY). The operating temperature of this plant
with Model D4 steam generators reprwsents a 47% higher PWSCC initiation potential compared to
BVPS-2 at the operating temperatures for EPU conditions. Therefore, PWSCC mechanisms are not
expected to be significantly affected by operation at EPU conditions.

Circumferential PWSCC has not been a significant plugging contributor in hardroll expanded plants. The
application of shoteening prior to operation should further help to reduce circumferential PWSCC
initiation in BVPS-2. Circumferential PWSCC at the expansion transition or expanded tube length below
the expansion transition region has not been reported to date at BVPS-2.

4.72.7.23 Small Radius U-bend PWSCC Degradation Mechanisms

The BVPS-2 Row 1 and 2 small radius U-bend regions were heat treated prior to operation. As a result,
no PWSCC at small radius U-bends has been reported at BVPS-2 through the Cycle 10 inspection.
Similar plants that have performed heat treatment prior to operation have reported consistent inspection
results.- An operating plant with Model D4 steam generators (&ill annealed Alloy 600 tubing, Row 1 bend
radius approximately equal to BVPS-2) that operates at approximately 6210F and also heat treated the
small radius U-bends prior to operation has not reported PWSCC at this location through 10.13
accumulated EFPY. Another plant with Model D4 steam generators that heat treated the small radius
U-bends prior to operation has not reported PWSCC at this location through 10.8 accumulated EFPY.
This plant initially operatedataTo value of 6180 F, but reduced T, to 6120F several cycles ago.

Based on the operating temperatures of these other plants and current operating history of BVPS-2, small
radius U-bend PWSCC is not expected to be observed before the 2R12 (FaU 2006) inspection.
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4.7.2.72.4 Tube Support Plate ODSCC .I)

Tube support plate ODSCC at BVPS-2 has not been a significant mechanism. At the 2R10 inspection,
only 491 bobbin indications were reported, of which only 3 were confirmed as axial ODSCC by +Pt
examination. The number of bobbin indications was slightly greater than the value reported at 2R09
(329) and 2R08 (279). Maximum bobbin amplitude reported at 2RlO was[ ]I evolts. Average bobbin
voltage growth for Cycle 10 was approximately [ ]'¢ volts ([ Ir volts perEFPY). Average bobbin
voltage growth for Cycle 9 was slightly negative ([ r' volts), and can be assumed to be 0. As the
voltage based repair criteria per GL 95-05 is licensed for BVPS-2 but has not been implemented, should
initiation or growth be affected by EPU such that significant increases in bobbin indication count or
confirmed indications ae noted, application of the criteria will be considered. The total number of
bobbin indications at BVPS-2 is less than 1/8th of the number of indications compared to the BVPS-1
OSGs, and less than 1/3 of the total number of bobbin indications at a similar point in the operational
history. Therefore, tube support plate ODSCC is not expected to be a significant contributor to postulated
SLB leakage contribution for several outages. As the voltage based repair criteria per GL 95-05 is not
implemented, all bobbin indications at TSP intersections are inspected at each using the +Pt coil.
Indications confirmed by +Pt examination are repaired.

4.7.2.7.2.5 Cold Leg Thinning

Cold leg thinning has not been reported in the BVPS-2 steam generators through the Cycle 10 inspection.

4.7.2.72.6 AVB Wear *Ci
AVB wear growth rates for the BVPS-2 steam generators are nearly equal to the AVB wear growth rates
observed for the BVPS-1 OSGs. No AVB wear indications exceeded the Technical Specification repair
limit at the 2R10, 2R09, 2R08, 2R07, or 2R06 inspections. ShouldAVB wear growth rates be
significantly affected, the potential impact to tube integrity will be evaluated in the condition
monitoring/operational assessment report. For the Cycle 10 operating period, the AVB wear growth rate
at a 95% confidence level was [ ]tc % per EFPY. Adjusting for a typical 500 EFPD operating period,
the 95% confidence AVB wear growth rate is [ r0 % per EFPY. The low BVPS-2 AVB wear growth
inherently provides large margins at the end of cycle conditions against the structural limit. This margin
should not be significantly reduced following operation at EPU conditions.

4.7772.7 Axial PWSCC at Dented TSP Intersections

At the 2R09 outage, two tubes were reported with axial PWSCC indications at dented locations. This was
the first observance of this mechanism at BVPS-2. These indications were identified by bobbin, and
confirmed by +Pt. Flaw lengths were contained within the TSP bounds. All similar bobbin indications
were inspected with +Pt; there were no additional confirmations. A review of the bobbin coil data from
previous outages indicates that the indications could be observed for at least 3 operating cycles. Based on
the history review, and 2R09 +Pt inspection scope, it is unlikely that this mechanism will be a significant
contributor to primary-to-secondary leakage potential in the next few outages. This data also suggests
that these indications are most likely representative of an outlier condition as opposed to a systematic
condition within the BVPS-2 steam generators. No PWSCC at dented TSP intersections was reported at
the 2R10 outage. (J9
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4.7.2.7.2.8 Axial ODSCC at Freespan Dings

At the 2R09 outage, one tube was reported with an axial ODSCC indication at a freespan ding. This was
the first observance of this mechanism at BVPS-2. The ding amplitude was 14 volts by bobbin. BVPS-2
uses the bobbin screening technique for detection of axial ODSCC in freespan dings originally developed
and qualified for another plant with a several cycle history of axial ODSCC in freespan dings. The
bobbin technique is qualified for detection of axial ODSCC up to and including 5 volt dings. At 2R09,
the initial +Pt scope was 20% of freespan dings >5 volts. The +Pt scope was increased to 100% of the
>5 volt freespan dings in the SG with the indication. No additional indications were reported. Due to the
ding amplitude, bobbin history review will not provide additional information related to the initiation
point of this indication. Both the inspection history from the other plants with ding ODSCC and the
laboratory program that generated the flaw samples used for development of enhanced eddy current
techniques indicate that the SCC does not extend past the stress field of the ding. As dings are typically
<1/4" in length, ding ODSCC does not represent a significant contributor to primary-to-secondary leakage
potential at EPU conditions. The growth data developed for the other plants with this mechanism (621OF
operating temperature) indicate that the mechanism is manageable, and generally not a challenge to
structural or leakage integrity. Growth rates at BVPS-2 should be significantly reduced compared to this
otherplant experience. No ding ODSCC indications were reported at the 2R10 outage.

4.7.2.73 Results and Conclusions

Operational performance of the BVPS-2 steam generators with regard to stress corrosion cracking (SCO)
mechanisms has been good. Through 12.6 EFPY, the total steam generator tube plugging is 3.8%, with
only 1A% plugging attributedto SCC mechanisms.

The increase in operating temperatures (i.e., best estimate Th. < 6110F) associated with EPU conditions
has been used to estimate SCC growth rates for the observed mechanisms at BVPS-2. The temperature
increase is estimated to have a negligible impact upon crack growth rates. Structural and leakage
integrity has been established for all reported SCC indications to date using both analytic methods and in
situ pressure testing. Structural and leakage integrity should continue to be demonstrated post-EPU.
Observed growth rate changes will be considered in future operational assessments. Degradation patterns
reported to date suggest that the susceptible population of tubes that could experience ODSCC at the top
of tubesheet region is limited. Incidence of RPC confirmed degradation at TSP intersections has been
negligible. The recent inspection results for BVPS-2 suggest that the ODSCC at TSP intersections has an
extremely low initiation and growth rate.

Ameliorative measures performed prior to operation have shown to be effective in greatly reducing the
initiation potential of PWSCC mechanisns at BVPS-2. This is established since no PWSCC mechanisms
in small radius U-bends has been reported to date at BVPS-2, and only one axial PWSCC indication at the
top of tubesheet has been reported.

AVB wear growth rates have been calculated for recent inspections, and shown to be constant or reduced
with successive inspections. The AVB wear growth rates are sufficiently low such that any growth rate
increase associated with the EPU should result in end of cycle wear depths well below the associated
structural limit.
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In conclusion, all observed degradation mechanisms at BVPS-2 have been shown to provide both
structural and leakage integrity at end of cycle conditions, and should result in similar conditions post- q)
EPU.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for steam generator tube
degradation for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

4.7.2.7.4 References

1. EPRI TR-107197, "Depth Based Structural Analysis Methods for SG Circumferential
Indications," November 1997.

4.8 PRESSURIZER

4.8.1 Introduction

The functions of the pressuriz are to absorb any expansion or contraction of the primary reactor coolant
due to changes in temperature and/or pressure and, in conjunction with the pressure control system
components, to keep the RCS at the desired pressure. The first function is accomplished by keeping the
pressurizer approximately half full of water and half full of steam at normal conditions, connecting the
pressurizer to the RCS at the hot leg of one of the reactor coolant loops and allowing inflow to or outflow
from the pressurizer as required. The second function is accomplished by keeping the temperature in the
pressurizer at the water saturation temperature (TH) corresponding to the desired pressure. The' K )
temperature of the water and steam in the pressurizer can be raised by operating electric heaters at the
bottom of the pressurizer and can be lowered by introducing relatively cool spray water into the steam
space at the top ofthe pressurizer

The components in the lower end of the pressurizer (such as the surge nozzle, lower head/heater well and
support skirt) are affected by pressure and surges through the surge nozzle. The components in the upper
end of the pressurizer (such as the spray nozzle, safety and relief nozzle, upper head/upper shell, manway
and instrument nozzle) are affected by pressure, spray flow through the spray nozzle, and steam
temperature differences.

The limiting operating conditions of the pressurizer occur when the RCS pressure is high and the RCS hot
leg (To) and cold leg (Twa) temperatures are low. This maximizes the AT that is experienced by the
pressurizer. Due to flow out of and into the pressurizer during various transients, the surge nozzle
alternately sees water at the pressurizertemp (T.) and water from the RCS hot leg at Tb,,. If the
RCS pressure is high (which means, correspondingly, that T., is high) and Tot is low, then the surge
nozzle will see maximum thermal gradients; and, thus experience the maximum thermal stress. Likewise,
the spray nozzle and upper shell temperatures alternate between steam at T.* and spray water, which, for
many transients, is at Ted. Thus, if RCS pressure is high (Tl is high) and Td is low, then the spray
nozzle and upper shell will also experience the maximum thermal gradients and thermal stresses. a
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To support the EPU Project, an evaluation was performed to address the impact on the pressurizer. This
evaluation is based on the range of NSSS operating parameters that support an NSSS power level of
291OMWt.

4.8.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The major inputs used in this evaluation are the EPU PCWG parameters provided in Section 2.1.1 and the
EPU NSSS design transients provided in Section 2.2.1.

The EPU PCWG parameters and EPU NSSS design transients are considered in the EPU evaluations. No
other changes are considered to the pressure or thermal/hydraulic design parameters for the EPU Project.

Seismic analyses and non-pressure boundary component evaluations are considered to be unaffected by
the EPU Project.

The pressurizer analysis for the EPU Project also addressed pressurize insurge/outsurge transients
(Reference 1), consistent with the analytical assumptions employed in the evaluation of pressurizer
transients (Reference 2 forBVPS-1 and Reference 3 for BVPS-2).

4.8.3 Desription of Analyses and Evaluations

The analysis for EPU was performed by evaluating the original pressurizer stress reports, which were
performed to the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section HI (1965 Edition,
Winter 1966 Addendum (Reference 4) for BVPS-1 and 1971 Edition, Summer 1972 Addendum
(Reference 5) for BVPS-2). Analytical models of various sections of the pressurizer were subjected to
pressure loads, external loads (such as piping loads), and thermal transients.

The input parameters associated with the EPU Project were reviewed and compared to the design inputs
considered in the original pressurizer stress reports. In cases where revised input parameters are not
bounded, pressurizer structural analyses and evaluations were performed. Any impacts to the existing
design basis analysis were performed through a comparative analysis of the changes. This method
involves a simplified engineering approach, using the existing analyses as the basis of the evaluation.
Scaling factors were utilized to assess the impact of the changes in the parameters such as the system
transients, temperatures, and pressures. New stresses and revised cumulative usage factors were
calculated, as applicable, and compared to previous licensed results. The evaluation results were then
compared with the ASME Code (Reference 4 for BVPS-1 and Reference 5 for BVPS-2) to confirm that
the allowable limits are maintained.

In addition, the impact of the EPU parameters and design transient changes on the insurge/outsurge
transients was evaluated for the pressurizer lower head critical locations evaluated in References 2 and 3,
based on the operating scenario that produced acceptable fatigue results. These results are tabulated
separately from the results of the evaluation to assess the original stress report for EPU conditions as
described above.
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For BVPS-1, the impact of changes to the BVPS-I spray nozzle transients was also evaluated forfthee
critical spray nozzle location. These evaluations were based on the ASME Code Section III, 1989 Edition ( F
(Reference 6), consistent with and as justified in Reference 2.

4.8.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The current design inputs to the pressurizer stress reports were compared to the corresponding design
inputs for the EPU Project.

If comparison of the design inputs revealed hot and/or cold leg temperatures, NSSS design transients, or
design loads that did not comply with the current design inputs, pressurizer structural analyses and
evaluations were performed, as necessary, to incorporate the revised design inputs. The acceptance
criterion is that the pressurizer components meet the stress/fatigue analysis requirements of the ASME
Code, Section m (References 4 and 6 for BVPS-1 and References 5 and 6 for BVPS-2) for plant
operation in accordance with the EPU Project

The critical pressurizer components are the spray nozzle, upper head, surge nozzle, lower head, heater
well, support skirt and flange, safety and relief nozzles, instrument nozzle, immersion heater, and seismic
support lug. For BVPS-2, the shell buildup at trunnion is also a critical component. The results of the
EPU evaluation are described below. The fatigue usage summary for the pressurizer is presented in
Tables 4.8-1 (not considering insurge/outsurge operating transients) and 4.8-3 (considering
insurge/outsurge operating transients). The primary plus secondary stress intensity ranges are presented
in Table 4.8-2 (not considering ins wge/outsurge operating transients).

Spray Nozzle

For BVPS-1, summary stress results for the spray nozzle for the original power rating were evaluated to
assess the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test condition stresses
remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and fatigue usage for
normal and upset conditions were evaluated. Scale factors were developed to account for those transients
outside the original design envelope, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the most critical location. The
ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-1, a supplemental evaluation had been performed to address the effect of out-of-specification
transients on the spray nozzle. Since the fatigue usage calculated is less than that previously determined,
it was conservative to base the EPU evaluation on the previous value.

For BVPS-2, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the normal power condition and
found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore the existing results remain valid. The
ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Upper Head

For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, summary stress results for the upper head for the original power rating were
evaluated to assess the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test condition
stresses remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and fatigue )
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usage for normal and upset conditions were evaluated. Scale factors were developed to account for those
transients outside the original design envelope, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the most critical
location. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Surge Nozzle

For BVPS-1, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the original power condition'
and found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore the existing results remain valid.
The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-2, summary stress results for the surge nozzle for the original power rating were evaluated to
assess the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test condition stresses
remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and fatigue usage for
normal and upset conditions were evaluated. Those transients outside the original design envelope were
moved into transient groups with higher AT's, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the most critical
location.: The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, the EPU transients were also compared to the insurge/outsurge operational
transients of References 2 and 3. Significant changes to the insurge/outsurge transients were re-evaluatld
for the most limiting location in the pressurizer surge nozzle. For BVPS-l, existing results from
Reference 2 remain valid. For BVPS-2, the maximum fatigue usage was determined to be[ ] at the
safe end to pipe weld. This is reflected in Table 4.8-3.

Lower Head

For BVPS-1, summary stress results for the lower head for the original power rating were evaluated to
assess the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test condition stresses
remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and fatigue usage for
normal and upset conditions were evaluated. Scale factors were developed to account for those transients
outside the original design envelope, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the most critical location. 'The
ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-2, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the normal power condition and
found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore the existing results remain valid. The'
ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, the EPU transients were also compared to the insurge/outsurge operational
transients of References 2 and 3. Significant changes to the insurge/outsurge transients were re-evaluated
for the most limiting location in the pressuiz lower head (heater penetration). For BVPS-l, existing
results from Reference 2 remain valid. ForBVPS-2, the maximum fatigue'usage was determined to be
[ rc in the lower head at the heater penetration. This is reflected in Table 4.8-3.
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Heater Well

For BVPS-1, summary stress results for the heater well for the original power rating demonstrated that the
only transient with a significant thermal effect on the stresses at the heater well was Reactor Trip, and that
the thermal contribution from other transients may be neglected. Therefore, since the AT in the original
stress report envelopes the EPU AT for the Reactor Trip transient, the original design transients bound the
EPU transients and the existing results remain valid. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.-

For BVSP-2, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the normal power condition and
found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore the existing results remain valid. The
ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Support Skirt and Flange

For BVPS-l, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the original power condition
and found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore, the existing results remain valid.
The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-2, the thermal transients within the pressuer do not contribute to the fatigue usage of the
support skirt and flange. Therefore, the original design transients bound the EPU transients and the
existing results remain valid. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Safety and Relief Nozzles (3)
Summary stress results for the safety and relief nozzle for the original power rating were evaluated to
assess the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test condition stresses
remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and fatigue usage for
normal and upset conditions were evaluated.

For BVPS-l, scale factors were developed to account for those transients outside the original design
envelope, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the most critical location. The maximum fatigue usage
was determined to be ( J'. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-2, a combination of shiling transients into transient groups with higher AT's and developing
scale factors was used to account for those transients outside the original design envelope, and the fatigue
usage was recalculated at the most critical location. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Instrument Nozzle

For BVPS-l, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the original power condition
and found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore the existing results remain valid.
The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-2, summary stress results for the instrument nozzle for the original power rating were
evaluated to assess the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test condition
stresses remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and fatigue
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usage for normal and upset conditions were evaluated. Those transients outside the original design
envelope were moved into transient groups with higher AT's, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the
most critical location. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Immersion Heater

For BVPS-1, the EPU transients were compared to the transients used for the original power condition
and found to be bounded by the original design transients. Therefore the existing results remain valid.
The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

For BVPS-2, the stress report demonstrated that the maximum alternating stress at any of the critical
locations was below the endurance limit of the' al for the'most severe thermal transient. Therefore
the EPU thermal transients have no effect on either the 'heater sheath or the heater well weld and the
existing results remain valid. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

qi .. .s .a *f*

Seismic Support Lug

For BVPS-l and BVPS-2, only seismic loads contribute to fatigue of the support lug. Therefore the EPU
thermal transients have no effect on fatigue of the support lug and the existing results remain valid. The
ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

Shell Buildup at Trnnion (BVPS-2 Only)

For BVPS-2, summary stress results for the shell buildup at the trunnion for the original power ratin
were modified to reflect the changes that occur due to the EPU conditions. Design, faulted and test
condition stresses remain unchanged. Results for the primary plus secondary stress intensity range and
fatigue usage fornormal and upset conditions were evaluated. Scale factors were developed to account
for those transients outside the original design envelope, and the fatigue usage recalculated at the most
critical location. The ASME Code requirements are satisfied.

4.8.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 pressurizer fatigue usage factors after EPU are given in Table 4.8-1. The
BVPS-I and BVPS-2 primary plus secondary stress intensity ranges after EPU are given in Table 4.8-2.
These results update the results of the original pressurizer stress reports and do not consider
insurge/outsurge operating transients. Table 4.8-3 shows the fatigue usage for the limiting pressurizer
lower head and surge nozzle locations considering insurge/outsurge operating transients after EPU.

For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, all of the critical components for the pressurizer have been evaluated for
operation at the EPU conditions. It was determined that all components continue to satisfy the applicable
ASME Code requirements. As such, the pressurizer is qualified for operation at the plant conditions
defined for the EPU Project.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the pressurizer for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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Table 4S-1
Pressurizer Fatigue Usage

Not Considering Insurge/Outsurge Operating Transients

Component BVPS-1 Fatigue Usage BVPS-2 Fatigue Usage

SprayNozzle .[ [CI I c

Upper Head I[ -- -r
Surge Nozzle I .. e | 4

Safety and Relief Nozzles T [ I 1L
Support Skirt and Flange rI [.

LawerHead .&c I - .

Heater Well . c
Seismic SupportLug - [ -]" 1 1'-

Shell Buildup at Trunnion N/A()- - - [ JaG

Instrument Nozzle I. . t c - t ]C

Immersion Heater. [ -e r ]c(2)

Notes

(1) W~S location is not limiting

(2) The stresses ae below the endune limit, so the fatigue life is essentially infinite based on the ASME fatigue curves and
the fatigue usage is zero.

. .. .I
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Table 4.8-2
Pressurizer Primary Plus Secondary Stress Intensity Ranges

Not Considering Insurge/Outsurge Operating Transients

BVPS-1 BVPS-2Component Stress Intensity Ratio"1 ) Stress Intensity Ratio()

Spray Nozzle [ [ ]c(2)

Uipper Head [ I

Surge Nozzle [ I (2

Safety andReliefNozzles t1

Support Skirt and Flange [ [ t ]

Lower Head Ike I ]

Heater Well [ 1_____ (2)

Seismic Support Lug [ [I Ike

Shell Buildup atTrumnion N/A (3) t (()
Instrument Nozzle ( A _ _ _ 1_ 2_

Immersion Heater [
Notes:
(1) Ratio of calculated to allowable stress intensity.
(2) These values that exceed the 3S, limit on the rmge of primy plus sonday stress intty are justified by simplified

elastic-plastic nalysis in accordance with Paragraph NB-3228.3 inASME 1, Subsection NB.
(3) Ihis location is not limitin&

()

(C)

Table 4.8-3
Pressurizer Fatigue Usage

Considering Insurge/Outsurge Operating Transients

Limiting Location BVPS-1 Fatigue Usage BVPS-2 Fatigue Usage

Surge Nozzle Safe End to t ] [ 31

Pipe Weld

Lower Head at Heater Penetration t t

0 D
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4.9 NSSS AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT

4.9.1 Introduction

The NSSS auxiliary equipment are defined as that equipment contained in the NSSS fluid systems
(i.e., Reactor Coolant System, Chemical and Volume Control System, Residual Heat Removal System,-
and Safety Injection System).

The NSSS auxiliary equipment (i.e., auxiliary tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves) were reviewed
on a system basis for potential impact due to the revised PCWG parameters (maximum operating
temperatures, pressures, and flow rates) and the revised design transients resulting from the EPU
conditions. The evaluation consisted of a structural review of the component pressure boundaries.

The impact of EPU on the functional capability ofNSSS auxiliary equipment was addressed as part of the
reviews for Fluid Systems as described in Section 9 of this report. The impact of EPU on the ongoing
performance capability of NSSS auxiliary equipment such as motor operated and air operated valves was
addressed as part of the reviews performed for Generic Programs as described in Section 10 of this report.

4.9.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The auxiliary system heat exchangers are listed in Table 4.9-1. The auxiliary system pumps are listed in
Table 4.9-2. The PCWG parameters provided in Section 2.1.1 document the impact of the EPU on the
NSSS system operating temperatures and pressures. This information was applied where applicable for
evaluation of the auxiliary equipment maximum operating temperatures and pressures. Section 2.22
defines the impact of the EPU on the NSSS axiliary equipment design transients for the auxiliary tanks,
heat exchangers, pumps and valves subject to these transients. Section 2.2.1 defines the impact of the
EPU on the NSSS design transients for the auxiliary system valves suject to these transients.

4.9.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The design parameters were reviewed for the auxiliary tanks, heat exchanger, pumps and valves. The
specific criteria included design temperature, pressure, thermal transients, and flow rates. These
parameters were compared to those used in the EPU to determine if the design parameters still enveloped
those for the EPU. Sections 2.1.1, 2.2.1 and 2.22 were used to define the impact of the EPU on the
auxiliary tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves. This, this information for EPU conditions was
compared with the original design requirements to determine the acceptability of the components for the
EPU conditions.

4.93.1 Auxiliary System Tanks

The only tanks for which transients are identified are the boron injection tank and the safety injection'
accumulators. From an evaluation of Sections 2.1.1 and 2.22, the operating temperatures and pressures
for these vessels remain within the design basis for these tanks, and the thermal transients for the boron
injection tank and the safety injection accumulators remain bounded by the original design transients. As
a result, none of the auxiliary tanks is impacted by the EPU conditions.
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4.93.2 Auxiliary System Heat Exchangers

The NSSS auxiliary heat exchangers are listed in Table 4.9-1. The associated specifications identify the
applicable design transients, and the data sheets identify the design temperatures and pressures.

Based on the review of the EPU PCWG parameters in Section 2.1.1, there is no impact on the auxiliary
system heat exchangers listed in Table 4.9-1. The operating temperature and pressure ranges for these
vessels remain bounded by the original design parameters. Section 2.2.2 indicates that the original design
transients for the auxiliary equipment bound the transients associated with the EPU. The heat exchangers
identified in the original design specifications as having transients are the regenerative, letdown, excess
letdown, and residual heat removal heat exchangers. All of these temperatures remain bounded by the
original design conditions.

4.9.33 Auxiliary System Pumps

The NSSS auxiliary pumps are listed in Table 4.9-2. The associated specifications identify the applicable
design transients, and the data sheets identify the design temperatures and pressures.

C)

Based on the review of the EPU PCWG parameters in Section 2.1.1, there is no impact on the auxiliary
system pumps listed in Table 4.9-2 as a result of the EPU. The operating temperature and pressure ranges
for these pumps remain bounded by the original design parameters. Section 22.2 indicates that the
original design transients for the auxiliary equipment bound the transients associated with the EPU.

In support of EPU, upgrades (Le., replacement of rotating assemblies) are being made to the centrifugal C
charging pumps (i.e., charging/SI pumps) to improve SI flow performance for mitigation of postulated
accidents. There is no impact on these pumps due to the revised PCWG parameters (Le., operating
temperature and pressure ranges) and auxiliary equipment design transients for EPU. The acceptability of
the modifications with respect to pump specification requirements was evaluated and determined to be
acceptable. The acceptability of the pump modifications with respect to CVCS and SIS key functions
was evaluated and determined to be acceptable as described in Section 9.2 and Section 9.4, respectively,
of this report.

4.93.4 Auxiliary System Valves

The NSSS auxiliary valves were also evaluated. The associated specifications identify the applicable
design transients, and the data sheets identify the design temperaue and pressures.

Based on the review of the EPU PCWG parameters in Section 2.1.1 and the EPU NSSS design transients
in Section 2.2.1, there is no impact upon the auxiliary system valves as a result of the EPU. The operating
temperature and pressure ranges for the valves remain bounded by the original design parameters.
Section 2.2.2 indicates that the original design transients for the auxiliary equipment remain bounded for
the transients associated with the EPU.
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4.9.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

If the maximum system operating temperatures, pressures, and flow rates for the EPU Project are
bounded by the original system design conditions, then no further effort is required to qualify the
auxiliary tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves for this aspect of the EPU. Any values in excess of
the design values need to be addressed.

If the original design transients bound the revised EPU design transients for the auxiliary tanks, heat
exchangers, pumps and valves, then no fuirther effort is required to qualify the equipment for this aspect
of the EPU. If the revised transients were not bounded by the original equipment design, then each
affected piece of equipment would need to be re-qualified for the new transient conditions on a case-by-
case basis.

A comparison of the conditions given in Section 2.1.1, as confirmed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, shows
that all maximum operating temperatures and pressures for NSSS auxiliary systems are bounded by the
existing design basis. Since all tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves were designed and
manufactured consistent with the system design and applicable codes and standards, all of the auxiliary
tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves are acceptable for the maximum system operating temperatures
and pressures resulting froni'the EPU. Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 confirm that the auxiliary equipment
design transients resulting from the EPU are bounded by the original design parameters. Therefore, the
auxiliary tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves remain acceptable for the thermal transients resulting
fiom the EPU.

4.9.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 auxiliary tanks, heat exchangers, pumps and valves are acceptable for the EPU
conditions, since there is no change to the auxiliary systems operating conditions identified as a
consequence of the EPU.

The results for the EPU are consistent with and continue to comply with the current BVPS-I and BVPS-2
design basis and licensing requirements. The EPU results are bounded by the original NSSS design
parameters (e.g., maximum and minimum temperatures) and the original auxiliary equipment design
transients.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the NSSS auxiliary equipment
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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Table 4.9-1
NSSS Auxiliary Heat Exchangers

K,
System Component

CVCS Regenerative Hx

CVCS Seal Water Hx

CVCS Excess Lctdown Hx

CVCS Letdown Hx

RHRS Residual Hx

Table 4.9-2
NSSS Auxiliary Pumps

System Component

CVCS Boric Acid Transfer Pump

CVCS Centr'igal Charging Pump

RHRS Residual Heat Removal Pump

SIS Hydrotest Pump

SIS Low Head Safety Injection Pump

SIS Boron Injection Recirulation Pump0 1)

Note:
(1) The Borom Ijection Rechculation Pump is retired fom srice CmL, not installod) on

BVPS-2.

(2

AK)
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4.10 LOOP STOP ISOLATION VALVES

4.10.1 Introduction

This section addresses the ASME Code stuct considerations for the pressure boundary components of
the Loop Stop Isolation Valves (LSlVs). The LSIVs were evaluated for the EPU Project PCWG
parameters and the associated NSSS design transients.

This evaluation provides verification of continued structura suitability of the pressure boundary
components of the existing LSIVs for the EPU Project

4.10.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The BVPS-1 LSIVs were originally designed and analyzed to the ASME Code generic component design
reports. The individual components were designed to various addenda of the 1968 ASME Code
referenced in the original component reports. If no specific code addenda were listed then the one
applicable for the valve body is applied. The BVPS-2 LSIVs were originally designed and analyzed to
theASME Code 1971 Edition through Winter of 1973 Addenda including Code Case 1552.'

The input parameters that were used to perform the analyses and evaluations for EPU include the original
NSSS design parameters and NSSS design transients, the EPU PCWG parameters (Section 2.1.1) along
with the EPU NSSS design transients (Section 2.2.1), and the current design basis evaluations for the
LSIVs.

4.10.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations,

The evaluation consists of a review of the original component reports for the valve, the evaluation
performed for the 1.4% upratiig,' and evaluations of the LSIVs resulting from other plant upratings to'
determine if the conditions considered in previous evaluations envelop the EPU conditions. For
components that have conditions not enveloped by the original analysis or previous evaluations, a
supplemental analysis is performed.

The design inputs that change as a result of the EPU are the operating teate, and the pressure and
temperature differences during the design transients. The design transients were reviewed to evaluate
pressure and temperature changes due to EPU.

Two items must be addressed to verify the valve is acceptable for the conditions defined for the EPU
conditions. The first is to evaluate if the revised operating conditions are enveloped by previous analysis
(ie., the temperatures used in the previous analysis envelop those for the EPU), and second is to evaluate'
the effect of the EPU transients on fatigue for the pressure boundary components.

. . .'4
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4.10.3.1 BVPS-1 LSIV Component Evaluations * _

Valve Body (1968 Code through Winter of 1968 Addenda)

A review of the previous evaluation for the LSIVs at BVPS-1 showed that the body was evaluated for an
operating temperature of 650'F. Therefore, the main body is acceptable for the revised maximum
operating temperature of 617'F.

The effect of the transients for the EPU on the fatigue usage factors for the body was evaluated. Since the
revised design transients for the EPU are not significantly different from the original conditions, the
revised conditions are evaluated to determine if the fatigue waiver is still applicable to the revised
transients. The only significant difference is the COMS pressure and temperature transients.

The COMS pressure cycling is addressed by the maximum allowable pressure variation. The maximum
allowable pressure is greater than the pressure change for COMS. Therefore, the COMS pressure cycles
are enveloped by the previous waiver.

The other condition is the COMS temperature transients. The evaluation showed that the fatigue waiver
is still applicable to these temperature transients.

Based on the original criteria and the revised transients, the body is exempt from fatigue evaluation.

Bonnet (1968 Code) (9
The bonnet is evaluated at a design temperature of 650RF. Therefore, the revised operating condition,
with a maximum temperature of 6170F, is enveloped by the original analysis.

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The total fatigue
usage factor for the bonnet is 180.

Main Flange Bolting (1968 Code through Summer 1968 Addenda)

The main flange bolting is evaluated at a design temperature of 6501F. Therefore, the revised operating
condition, with a maximum temperature of 6171F, is enveloped by the original analysis.

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The total fatigue
usage factor for the main flange bolting is [ rt
Disc

The disc is analyzed for design conditions of 2500 psia at 6500F, which envelops the revised maximum
operating temperature of 617 0F. Therefore, the valve is acceptable for the revised operating conditions.

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The total fatigue
usage factor for the disc is [ ]8. C)
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Stem and Yoke

The stem is analyzed to envelop the design conditions of 2500 psia at 650TF, which envelops the revised
maximum operating temperature of 6170 F. Therefore, the valve is acceptable for the revised operating
conditions.

Considering the revised design transients and the resulting transient groupings, the fatigue usage factor
remains acceptable.

Canopy Seal Ring (1968 Edition through Winter 1968 Addends)

The Canopy Seal Ring is analyzed to envelop the design conditions of 2500 psia at 6501F, which envelops
the revised maximum operating temperature of 617F. Thus, the valve is acceptable for the revised
operating conditions.

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The revised design
transients and the resulting transient groupings are not significantly different than the original design
transients which result in a fatigue usage factor of [ rp thus the fatigue usage factor remains
acceptable. -

Backseat

The backseat is designed for a pressure of 2500 psia at 6500F. Therefore, the design would envelope the
revised maximum operating temperature of 6170F, and the valve is acceptable for the revised operating
conditions.

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The revised design
transients and the resulting transient groupings are not significantly different than the original design
transients which result in a fatigue usage factor of [ rc, thus the fatigue usage factorremains
acceptable.

Other Components

In a similar manner, other LSIV components were evaluated and the resulting fatigue usage factors were
shown to be acceptable.

4.103.2 BVPS-2 LSIV Component Evaluations

Valve Body

A review of the current design basis evaluation for the LSIVs at BVPS-2 showed thai the body was
evaluated for a normal operating temperature of 6180F. Further, the original body design analysis was
reviewed to confirm this temperature. Based on the original analysis, a temperature of 6190 F was used
for the normal operating conditions for the blending region of the main flange. This same temperature
was used for the normal hot leg temperatures in the upset and emergency cases. Therefore, the lowest
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temperature was determined to be 61 8°F, based on a review of the normal, upset, emergency and faulted .)
conditions. -C3_

Based on the review, the minimum operating temperature for all four operating conditions was 6180F
which is greater than the 617IF operating temperature for the EPU Project. Therefore, the main body is
acceptable for the new operating temperature.

The revised design transients for the EPU Project were reviewed to determine the effect on the fatigue
usage factors for the body. The body weld end and main body blending region required re-evaluation.

The valve cyclic stresses are related to the rate of change in temperature and the severity of the
temperature and pressure change. For the transients considered in the EPU Project, the change in
temperature is greater than the change in pressure. Therefore, for all caseswhere the temperature change
is greater for the new conditions, the stresses were ratioed by the change in temperature between the new
conditions and the original conditions.

Body Weld End

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The total fatigue
usage factor for the body weld end is [ r.
Main Body Blending Region

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The total fatigue v

usage factor for the main body blending region is [ r.
Bypass Nozzle

The revised design transients were reviewed to determine the effect on fatigue usage. The total fatigue
usage factor for the bypass nozzle is [ ]X°

Bonnet

For the bonnet, two areas were evaluated for the revised design transients. They were the bonnet flange
region and the bonnet shell flange juncture region. The total fatigue usage factors are [ rF and
( ]'°, respectively.

Other Components

In similar manner, other LSIV components including the main flange bolting were evaluated andthe
resulting fatigue usage factors were shown to be acceptable. The total fatigue usage factor for the main
flange bolting is [ ]c.

0o'
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4.10.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 LSIVs were evaluated for the EPU PCWG parameters and the associated NSSS
design transients. In all cases, the existing analyses and evaluations remained applicable and bounding
for the Design Temperature and Pressure.

New calculations were performed for fatigue usage and showed acceptable results for all LSIV
components as described in Section 4.10.3.

The limiting LS.V component for BVPS-1 is the main flange bolting with a total fatigue usage factor of
( r]. The limiting LSIV component for BVPS-2 is the main flange bolting with a total fatigue usage
factor of [ r. These total fatigue usage factors are acceptable with respect to the acceptance criteria
of 1.0.

4.10.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 LSIVs were evaluated for the EPU PCWG parameters (Section 2.1.1) and the
associated NSSS design transients (Section 2.2.1). In all cases, the existing analyses and evaluations
remained applicable and bounding for the Design Temperature and Pressure. New calculations were
performed for fatigue usage to establish the structural acceptability of the LSIV pressure boundary
components in accordance with the ASME Code.

Based on the previous analyses and the analyses and evaluations performed for EPU, the BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 LSIV pressure boundary components are acceptable in accordance with the ASME Code for the

-EPU Project.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for the loop stop isolation valves
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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5 SAFETYANALYSIS C)
The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final SafetyAnalysis Report
(UFSAR) transients and accidents at EPU conditions. This section includes the evaluation of initial
condition uncertainties at EPU conditions which are provided as input to the safety (accident) analyses
and the development of any changes to reactor trip system (RTS)/engineered safety feature actuation
system (ESFAS) setpoints as a result of the safety (accident) analyses.

In addition to initial condition uncertainties and RTS/ESFAS setpoint changes, the following safety
(accident) analyses at EPU conditions are also addressed in this section:

* LOCA transients
* Non-LOCA transients
* Steam Generator Tube Rupture
* LOCA Mass and Energy Releases
* MSLB Mass and Energy Releases
* LOCA Hydraulic Forces
* Anticipated Transients Without Scram
* Natural Circulation and Cooldown
* Radiological Dose Consequences
* Fire Protection (Appendix R) Safe Shutdown

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with the C3
original steam generators. The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation
at the current power level, which supports the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

For BVPS-1, the safety (accident) analyses at EPU conditions support elimination of the boric acid
concentration requirement for the boron injection tank.

5.1 INITIAL CONDITION UNCERTAINTIES

5.1.1 Introduction

Initial condition uncertainties are conservative steady state instrumentation measurement uncertainties
that are applied to nominal parameter values in order to obtain conservative initial conditions for use in
safety (accident) analyses. The initial condition uncertainties were recalculated at EPU conditions for use
in the EPU Project analyses and/or evaluations to assess the acceptability of the safety analyses at EPU
conditions. The initial condition uncertainties for EPU conditions were provided as input to the loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA) analysis (Section 5.2), non-LOCA analysis (Section 53), steam generator tube
rupture (SGTR) analysis (Section 5.4), LOCA mass and energy release analysis (Section 5.5), main
steamline break mass and energy release analysis (Section 5.6), LOCA hydraulic forces analysis
(Section 5.7), and fuel thermal-hydraulic design analysis (Section 6.1).

.' '4X)
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5.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The uncertainty calculations for the Beaver Valley Power Station were performed based on the plant-
specific instrumentation and plant calibration and calorimetric procedures.

5.13 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The uncertainty analysis uses the Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) technique to combine the:
uncertainty components of an instrument channel in an appropriate combination of those components, or
groups of components, which are statistically independent.: Those uncertainties that are not independent
are arithmetically summed to produce groups that are independent of each other, which can then be
statistically combined. The methodology used for the EPU conditions is defined in Reference 1 and
Reference 2 for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively, and is the same as was used for the NRC approved
1.4% measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate.

Initial condition uncertainties were calculated for the following six parameters that are explicitly modeled
in the Beaver Valley Power Station safety analyses:

* Pressurizer Pressure Control - Automatic pressurizer pressure control system

RCS T.n Control - Automatic reactor control system

* Reactor Power - Daily calorimetric power measurement [Rated Thermal Power (RIP)] used to
normalize power range instruments

* RCS Total Flow - Loop RCS flow measurements based on RCS loop flow channels normalized to
a once per fuel cycle calorimetric RCS flow measurement to verify Thermal Design Flow (TDF)

* Steam Generator Water Level Control -Automatic steam generator water level control system

* Pressurizer Water Level Control -Automatic pressurizer water level control system

In order to support the start of analyses'and/or evaluations for safety analyses early in the EPU Project,
preliminary initial condition uncertainties for EPU were provided as input to safety analyses and/or
evaluations. The initial condition uncertainties for EPU were then calculated and finalized at the end of
the project at which time it was confirmed that the final values were bounded by the preliminary values,
except for BVPS-2 steam generator water level control where the initial condition uncertainty increased
due to the resolution of generic level control uncertainty issues (References 3 and 4) unrelated to EPU.
The safety analyses for EPU include the resolution of the generic steam generator water level control
uncertainty issues (References 3 and 4). -Although various safety analyses and/or evaluations for EPU
might incorporate the preliminary initial condition uncertainties that differ from the calculated final
values, the preliminary initial condition uncertainties include margin relative to the calculated final
values.
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5.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

There are no explicit acceptance criteria for the initial condition uncertainties; however, the associated
safety (accident) analyses must satisfy their applicable acceptance criteria. The initial condition
uncertainties for safety analyses are documented in the UFSAR (Chapter 14 for BVPS-I and Chapter 15
for BVPS-2). Once defined and incorporated into the safety analyses, the calculated final initial condition
uncertainties must be less than or equal to the initial condition uncertainty values used in the safety
analyses.

The results of the initial condition uncertainty analysis for EPU are summarized in Table 5.1-IA and
Table 5.1-lB for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively. The results for pressurizer pressure control, RCS
T., control, reactor power and RCS total flow are documented in Reference I and Reference 2 for
BVPS-l and BVPS-2, respectively.

5.1.5 Conclusions

Preliminary initial condition uncertainties were determined for EPU conditions and were provided as
input to the EPU Project safety analyses and/or evaluations. Final initial condition uncertainties were
calculated at the end of the project at which time it was confirmed that the final values were bounded by
the preliminary initial condition uncertainties, except for BVPS-2 steam generator water level control
where the initial condition uncertainty increased due to the resolution of generic level control uncertainty
issues (References 3 and 4) unrelated to EPU. The safety analyses for EPU include the resolution of the
generic steam generator water level control uncertainty issues (References 3 and 4). (1)
The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for initial condition uncertainties
for the reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWtNSSS power) bound and support operation at the current
reactor power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of
EPU at BVPS-l and BVPS-2.

5.1.6 References

1. WCAP-15264, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Revised Thermal Design Procedure Instrumnent
Uncertainty Methodology Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 1," October 2002.

2. WCAP-15265, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Revised Thermal Design Procedure Instrument
Uncertainty Methodology Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 2," October 2002.

3. NSAL-03-9, "Steam Generator Water Level Uncertainties," September 22, 2003.

4. TB-04-12, "Steam Generator Level Process Pressure Evaluation," June 23, 2004.
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Table 5.1-LA
BVPS-1 Summary of Initial Condition Uncertainties

Preliminary Inltial Condition Calculated Final Iniftil
. Parameter Uncertainties° Condition Uncertainties)

Pressurizer Pressure Control

RCS T., Control

Reactor Power

RCS Total Flow

Steam Generator Water Level
Control (@ 65% NRS).

Pressurizer Water Level Control

(1) Anegativebis means the mnel indicates lower tha ctual and a positive bias meas the c el indicates highra

(2) The calculated Snal initial conditon uncer t for Rteam generator water level control is calcuated consistent with the
recoommndations in Nuclear Safety Advisoy Letter NSAL-03-9 (Reference 3) and Tecnical Bulledn T 4-12
(Reference 4).
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Table 5.1-lB
BVPS-2 Summary of Initial Condition Uncertainties

Preliminary Initial Condition Calculated Final Initial
Parameter UncertalntiesO) Condition Uncertalnftlesf

a,c
Pressurizer Pressure Control

RCS T,, Control

Reactor Power

RCS Total Flow

Steam Generator Water Level
Control (@ 44% NRS)P

Pressurizer Water Level Control

(5

(i
(1) Anegative bias means the chmel indicates lower than actual and a positive bias means the chael indicates higheran

actuaL
(2) The calculated final initial condition unceutaty for steam generator water level control is calculated consstent with the

recommedations in Nuclear SafetAdvisory Letter NSAL.03-9 (Reference 3) and Tedmical Bulletin TB-04-12
(Reference 4)

K:'( )
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,.- 5.2 LOCA TRANSIENTS

The EPU Project included safety. (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) transients. The following LOCA transients-related analyses
at EPU conditions are addressed in this section:

. - Large Break L-CA
* Small Break LOCA
* Hot Leg Switchover
* Post-LOCA Subcriticality and Long-Term Core Cooling

- - * -Rod EjectionAccident Steam Releases

5.2.1 Large BreakLOCA

The Large Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) analysis for the EPU Project was performed using
the NRC approved Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA methodology documented in WCAP-12945-P-A,

. Volume 1 (Revision 2), and Volumes 2 through 5 (Revision 1), "Westinghouse Code Qualification
Document for Best-Estimate Loss-of-Coolant Accident Analysis," March 1998 (Westinghouse
Proprietary).

The Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA analysis for the EPU Project is being submitted to the NRC for
review and approval under separateLicense Amendment Request (LAR) Nos. 318 (BVPS-1) and 191
(BVPS-2).

The Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA analysis key input parameters are identified in Table 5.2.1-1A and
Table 5.2.1-lB.

The results and conclusions of the Large Break Best-Estimate LOCA analysis for the reactor power of
2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power of
2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS- and
BVPS-2.
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Table 5.2.1-1A
BVPS-1 Major Plant Parameters

Used in the Best-Eustimate Large Break LOCA Analysis

Parameter Value Intended Location

Plant Physical Description
Steam Generator Tube Plugging < 22 % UFSAR Section 14.3

Plant Initial Operating Conditions
Reactor Power S 100.6% of 2900 MWt including 0.6% UFSAR Section 14.3

Calorimetric Uncertainty
Peaking Factor FQ=252, Fma1.75 COLR

Fluids Conditions
RCS Average Temperature (T,,,) 566.2 ± 4.1 0F < T,, < 580.0 ± 4.10F UFSAR Section 14.3
Pressurizer Pressure 2200-2300 psia UFSAR Section 14.3
Reactor Coolant Flow > 87,200 gpm/loop UFSAR Section 14.3
Accumulator Temperature 70-l1050F UFSAR Section 14.3
Accumulator Pressure 575-716 psia UFSAR Section 14.3
Accumulator Water Volume 893-1022 fe3 UFSAR Section 14.3

Accident Boundary Conditions
Single Failure Assumptions 1 Train of ECCS Pumps UFSAR Section 14.3
Safety Injection Flow Table 5.2.1-2A UFSAR Section 14.3
Safety Injection Temperature 45-105l F UFSAR Section 14.3
Safety Injectioa Initiation Delay Time < 17 sec Off-Site Power Available UFSAR Section 14.3

< 27 sec Loss of Off-Site Power (LOOP)

Table 5.21-lB
BVPS-2 MaJor Plant Parameters

Used In the Best-Estimate Large Break LOCA Analysis

Parameter Value Intended Location

Plant Physical Description
Steam Generator Tube Plugging < 22 % UFSAR Section 15.6

Plant Initial Operating Conditions
Reactor Power < 100.6% of 2900 MWt including 0.6% UFSAR Section 15.6

Calorimetric Uncertainty
Peaking Factor FQ=2.52, Fm=1.75 COLR

Fluids Conditions
RCS Average Temperature (Tr,) 566.2 ± 4°F < T < S580.0i 4F UFSAR Section 15.6
Pressurizer Pressure 2200-2300 psia UFSAR Section 15.6
Reactor Coolant Flow > 87,200 gpm/loop UFSAR Section 15.6
Accumulator Temperature 70-105l F UFSAR Section 15.6
Accumulator Pressure 575-716 psia UFSAR Section 15.6
Accumulator Water Volume 922-1072 ft3  UFSAR Section 15.6

Accident Boundary Conditions
Single Failure Assumptions 1 Train of ECCS Pumps UFSAR Section 15.6
Safety Injection Flow Table 52.1-2B UFSAR Section 15.6
Safety Injection Temperature 45-105l F UFSAR Section 15.6
Safety Injection Initiation Delay iune S 17 sec Off-Site Power Available UFSAR Section 15.6

< 27 sec Loss of Off-Site Power (LOOP)

C)

C)

0

fII
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Table 52.1-2A
BVPS-I1 Best-Estimate Large Break LOCA Total Minimum Injected SI Flow

(IHSI and LUSI from 2 Intact Loops)

; RCS Pressure (psig) Fowv Rate (gpm)

0 2433.0

1 2272.1

20 2106.2

50 1569.1-

100 338.1

105 278.4

150 270.4

200 261.4

400 219.2

600 173.4

Table 5.2.1-2B
BVPS-2 Best-Estimate Large Break LOCA Total Minimum Injected SI Flow

. - (ESI and LHSI from 2 Intact Loops)

RCS Pressure (psig) F FlowRate (gpm)

0 2719.5

10 2556.5

20 2385.5

50 1807.6

90 4413

100 251.5

-150 245.2

200 239.1

400 . - 215.0

600 189.1

61..NPdc020 .5.8
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5.2.2 Small Break LOCA

5.2.2.1 Introduction

This section contains information regarding the Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accident (SBLOCA)
analyses performed in support of the EPU for BVPS-1 (with Model 54F replacement steam generators)
and for BVPS-2 at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt (2900 MWt reactor power). The purpose of --
analyzing the Small Break LOCA is to demonstrate conformance with the 10 CFR 50.46 (Reference 1)
requirements for the conditions associated with the EPU. Important input assumptions, as well as
analytical models and analysis methodology for the Small Break LOCA are contained in subsequent
sections. Analysis results are provided in the form of tables and figures, as well as a more detailed
description of the limiting transient. The analysis has shown that no design or regulatory limit related to
the Small Break LOCA would be exceeded due to the EPU power and associated plant parameters.

5.2.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The important plant conditions and features for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 are listed in Table 5.2.2-1A and
Table 5.2.2-lB, respectively. Several additional considerations that are not identified in Table 5.2.2-lA or
Table 5.2.2-lB are discussed below.

Figure 5.2.2-1 depicts the hot rod axial power shape modeled in the Small Break LOCA analyses. This
shape was chosen because it represents a distribution with power concentrated in the upper regions of the
core (the axial offset is +13°%). Such a distribution is limiting for Small Break LOCA since it minimizes
coolant swell while maximizing vapor superheating and fuel rod heat generation at the uncovered
elevations. The chosen power shape has been conservatively scaled to a standard 2-line segment K(Z)
envelope for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 based on the peaking factors shown in Table 5.2.2-lA or 5.2.2-lB.

Figure 5.22-2 provides the SI flow versus pressure curves modeled in the Small Break LOCA analyses.
The flow from one High Head Safety Injection (HHSI) pump was used in the analyses.

5.2.2.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

Analytical Model

The requirements for an acceptable ECCS evaluation model are presented in Appendix K of 10 CFR 50.
For LOCAs due to Small Breaks, less than 1 square foot in area, the Westinghouse NOTRUMP Small
Break LOCA Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) Evaluation Model (References 2,3, and 4) is -

used. The Westinghouse NOTRUMP Small Break LOCA ECCS Evaluation Model was developed to.
determine the RCS response to design basis Small Break LOCAs, and to address NRC concerns
expressed inNUREG-0611 (Reference 5).

The Westinghouse Small Break LOCA ECCS Evaluation Model consists of the NOTRUMP and
LOCTA-lV computer codes. The NOTRUW code is employed to calculate the transient
depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), as well as to describe the mass and energy release
of the fluid flow through the break. Among the features of the NOTRUMP code are: calculation of
thermal non-equilibrium in all fluid volumes, flow regime-dependent drift flux calculations with
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counter-current flooding limitations, mixture level tracking logic in multiple-stacked fluid nodes,
regime-dependent drift flux calculations in multiple-stacked fluid nodes and regime-dependent heat
transfer correlations. These features provide NOTRUMP with the capability to accurately calculate the
mass and energy distribution throughout the RCS during the course of a Small Break LOCA.

The RCS model is nodalized into volumes interconnected by flow paths. The broken loop is modeled
explicitly, while the intact loops are lumped together into a second loop. Transient behavior of the system
is determined from the governing conservation equations of mass, energy, and momentum. The
multi-node capability of the program enables explicit, detailed spatial representation of various system
components which, among other capabilities, enables a calculation of the behavior of the loop seal during
a Small Break LOCA. The reactor core is represented as heated control volumes with associated phase
separation models to permit transient mixture height calculations.

Fuel cladding thermal analyses are performed with a version of the LOCTA-IV code (Reference 2) using
the NOTRUMP calculated core pressure, fuel rod power history, uncovered core steam flow and mixture
heights as boundary conditions. The LOCTA-AV code models the hot rod and the average hot assembly
rod, assuming a conservative power distribution that is skewed to the top of the core. Figure 5.2.2-3
illustrates the code interface for the Small Break Model.

Analysis

The EPU Small Break LOCA analyses considered three different break cases for BVPS-1 as indicated by
the results in Table 5.2.2-3A and three different break cases for BVPS-2 as indicated by the results in
Table 5.2.2-3B. For BVPS-l, a break spectm of 2-, 3-, and 4-inch breaks was considered and the 3-inch
break was found to be limiting. For BVPS-2, a break spectrum of 1.5-, 2-, and 3-inch breaks was
considered and the 2-inch break was found to be limiting. The 1.5-inch case was found to be non-limiting
in NOTRUMP and therefore PCT information was not calculated.

The most limiting single active failure used for a Small Break LOCA is that of an emergency power train
failure which results in the loss of one complete train of ECCS components. In addition, a Loss-of-
Offsite Power (LOOP) is postulated to occur coincident with reactor trip. This means that credit may be
taken for at most one high head safety injection (HHSI) pump. In the analyses for BVPS-l and BVPS-2,
one HHSI pump is modeled. The Small Break LOCA analysis performed for both units models the ECCS
flow as being delivered to both the intact and broken loops at the RCS backpressure for breaks smaller
than the cold leg HHSI nozzle (2-, 3-, and 4-inch breaks for BVPS-1 and 1.5-, 2-, and 3-inch breaks for
BVPS-2). These broken and intact loop SI flows are illustrated in Figure 5.2.2-2. The LOOP and the
failure of a diesel generator to start as the limiting single failure for Small Break LOCA is part of the
NRC approved methodology and does not change as a result of the EPU conditions. The single failure
assumption is extremely limiting due to the fact that one train of SI, one motor driven auxiliary feedwater
(AFW) pump, and power to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) are all modeled to be lost. Any other
active single failure would not result in a more limiting scenario since increased SI flow-would improve
the overall transient results.

Prior to break initiation, the plant is in a full power (100.6%) equilibrium condition, i.e., the heat
generated in the core is being removed via the secondary system. Other initial plant conditions used in
the analysis are given in Table 5.2.2-1A or Table 5.2.2-lB. Subsequent to the break opening, a period of
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reactor coolant system blowdown ensues in which the heat from fission product decay, the hot reactor
internals, and the reactor vessel continues to be transferred to the RCS fluid. The heat transfer between
the RCS and the secondary system may be in either direction and is a function of the relative temperatures
of the primary and secondary conditions. In the case of continuous heat addition to the secondary during
a period of quasi-equilibrium, an increase in the secondary system pressure results in steam relief via the
steam generator safety valves.

When a Small Break LOCA occurs, depressurization of the RCS causes fluid to flow into the loops from
the pressurizer resulting in a pressure and level decrease in the pressurizer. The reactor trip signal
subsequently occurs when the pressurizer low-pressure reactor trip setpoint, conservatively modeled as
1935 psia, is reached. LOOP is postulated to occur coincident with reactor trip. A safety injection signal
is generated when the pressurizer low-pressure safety injection setpoint, conservatively modeled as
1745 psia for BVPS-1 and 1760 psia for BVPS-2, is reached. Safety injection flow is delayed 27 seconds
after the occurrence of the low-pressure condition. This delay accounts for signal processing, diesel
generator start up and emergency power bus loading consistent with the loss-of-offaite power coincident
with reactor trip, as well as the pump acceleration and valve delays.

The following countermeasures limit the consequences of the accident in two ways:

I. Reactor trip and borated water injection supplement void formation in causing a rapid reduction
of nuclear power to a residual level corresponding to the delayed fission and fission product
decay. No credit is taken in the Small Break LOCA analysis for the boron content of the injection
water. In addition, credit is taken in the Small Break LOCA analysis for the insertion of Rod
Cluster Control Assemblies (RCCAs) subsequent to the reactor trip signal, considering the most )
reactive RCCA is stuck in the full out position. A rod drop time of 2.7 seconds was used while
also considering an additional 2 seconds for the signal processing delay time. Therefore, a total
delay time of 4.7 seconds from the time of reactor trip signal to full rod insertion was used in the
Small Break LOCA analysis.

2. Injection of borated water provides sufficient flooding of the core to prevent excessive cladding,
temperatures.

During the earlier part of the Small Break transient (prior to the postulated loss-of-offsite power
coincident with reactor trip), the loss of flow through the break is not sufficient to overcome the positive
core flow maintained by the reactor coolant pumps. During this period, upward flow through the core is
maintained. However, following the reactor coolant pump trip (due to a LOOP) and subsequent pump
coastdown, a period of core uncovery occurs. Ultimately, the Small Break transient analysis is terminated
when the top of the core is recovered and ECCS flow provided to the RCS exceeds the break flow rate,
preventing additional core uncovery arid subsequent rod heatup.

The core heat transfer mechanisms associated with the Small Break transient include the break itsel, the
injected ECCS water, and the heat transferred from the RCS to the steam generator secondary side. Main
Feedwater (MNW) is conservatively isolated in 10 seconds for BVPS-1 (consisting of a 3 second signal
delay time and a 7 second main feedwater isolation valve stroke time) and 7 seconds for BVPS-2
(consisting of a 2 second signal delay time and a 5 second main feedwater isolation valve stroke time)
following the generation of the pressurizer low-pressure SI signal. Additional makeup water is also
provided to the secondary using the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system. An AFW actuation signal is
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derived from the pressurizer low-pressure SI signal, resulting in the delivery of AFW system flow
60 seconds after the generation of the SI signal. The heat transferred to the secondary side of the steam
generator aids in the reduction of the RCS pressure.

Should the RCS depressurize to approximately 575 psia (accumulator minimum pressure), the cold leg
accumulators begin to inject borated water into the reactor coolant loops.

5.2.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria for the LOCA are described in 10 CFR 50.46 (Reference 1) as follows:

1. -The calculated maximum fuel element cladding temperature shall not exceed 22000F.

2. The calculated total oxidation of the cladding shall nowhere exceed 0.17 times the total cladding
thickness before oxidation.

3. The calculated total amount of hydrogen generated from the chemical reaction of the cladding
with water or steam shall not exceed 0.01 times the hypothetical amount that would be generated
if all of the metal in the cladding cylinders surrounding the fuel, excluding the cladding
surrounding the plenum volume, were to react.

4. Calculated changes in core geometry shall be such that the core remains amenable to cooling.

5. After any calculated successful initial operation of the ECCS, the calculated core temperature
shall be maintained at an acceptably low value and decay heat shall be removed for the extended
period of time required by the long-lived radioactivity remaining in the core.

Criteria 1 through 3 are explicitly covered by the Small Break LOCA analysis at EPU conditions.

For criterion 4, the appropriate core geometry was modeled in the analysis. The results based on this
geometry satisfy the Peak Clad Temperature (PCI) criterion of 10 CFR 50.46 and consequently,
demonstrate that the core remains amenable to cooling.

For criterion 5, Long-Term Core Cooling (LTCC) considerations are not directly applicable to the Small
Break LOCAtransient analysis addressed in this section, but are assessed by Sections 5.23 and 52A as
part of the evaluation of ECCS performance.

The acceptance criteria were established to provide a significant margin in ECCS performance following
a LOCA.

In order to determine the conditions that produced the'most limiting Small Break LOCA case (as
determined by the highest calculated peak cladding tempraure), three break cases were examined for
BVPS-I and three break cases were examined for BVPS-2. These cases were investigated to capture the
most severe postulated Small Break LOCA event. The following discussions provide insight into the
analyzed conditions.
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Limiting Temperature Conditions

The RCS temperature analyzed was based on a nominal vessel average temperature of 580.00F. However,
the analysis is applicable over the range of 566.2 - 580.00F. The analysis supports a ±40F Tn
uncertainty. The analysis showed that the 3-inch break case is limiting for BVPS-l and the 2-inch break
case is limiting for BVPS-2. The limiting case transients are discussed below.

Limiting Break Case

The results of Reference 6 demonstrate that the cold leg break location is limiting with respect to
postulated cold leg, hot leg and pump suction leg break locations. The PCT results are shown in
Table 5.2.2-3A or Table 522-3B. Inherent in the Small Break analysis are several input parameters (see
Section 5.2.2.2 and Table 5.2.2-lA or Table 5.2.2-1B), while Table 5.2.2-4A or Table 5.2.2-4B provide the
key transient event times.

For the EPU Small Break LOCA analysis, the limiting case for BVPS-I was the 3-inch break case and the
limiting case for BVPS-2 was the 2-inch break case. A summary of the transient response for the limiting
case is shown in Figures 5.2.2-4A or Figure 5.2.2-4B through Figure 5.2.2-14A or Figure 5.2.2-14B.
These figures present the response of the following parameters.

* RCS Pressure
* Core Mixture Level
* Core Exit Vapor Temperature
* Broken Loop and Intact Loop Secondary Pressure
* Break Vapor Flow Rate
* Break Liquid Flow Rate
* Broken Loop and Intact Loop Accumulator Flow Rate
* Broken Loop and Intact Loop Pumped Safety Injection Flow Rate
* Peak Clad Temperature
* Hot Spot Fluid Temperature
* Rod Film Heat Transfer Coefficient

Upon initiation of the limiting 3-inch break for BVPS-1 and the limiting 2-inch break for BVPS-2, there
is an initial rapid depressurization of the RCS followed by an intermediate equilibrium at approximately
1150 psia (see Figure 5.2.24A or Figure 5.2.24B). The limiting 3-inch break depressurizes to the
accumulator injection setpoint of 575 psia at approximately 1355 seconds for BVPS-1 (see
Figure 5.2.2-10A). The limiting 2-inch break depressurizes to the accumulator injection setpoint of
575 psia at approximately 3990 seconds for BVPS-2 (see Figure 5.2.2-1OB). During the initial period of
the Small Break transient, the effect of the break flow rate is not sufficient to overcome the flow rate
maintained by the reactor coolant pumps as they coast down. As such, normal upward flow is maintained
through the core and core heat is adequately removed. Following reactor trip, the removal of the heat
generated as a result of fission products decay is accomplished via a two-phase mixture level covering the
core. The core mixture level and peak clad temperature transient plots for the limiting break calculations
are illustrated in Figures 5.2.2-SA or 5.2.2-5B and 5.2.2-12A or 5.2.2-12B, respectively. These figures
show that the peak clad temperature occurs near the time when the core is most deeply uncovered and the
top of the core is being cooled by steam. This time is characterized by the highest vapor superheating 0
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above the mixture level (refer to Figure 5.2.2-6A or 5.2.2-6B). For BVPS-1 the limiting time-in-life was
determined to be 8500 MWD/MTU. For BVPS-2 the limiting time-in-life was determined to be
0 MWD/MU (BOL).

A comparison of the flow provided by the safety injection system to the intact and broken loops can be
found in Figure 5.2.2-llAor 5.2.2-l1B. The cold leg breakvapor and liquid mass flowrates are provided
in Figures 5.2.2-8A or 5.22-8B and 5.22-9A or 5.22-9B, respectively. Figures 5.2.2-13A or 5.2.2-13B
and 5.2.2-14A or 5.2.2-14B provide additional information on the fluid temperature at the hot spot and
hot rod surface heat transfer coefficient at the hot spot, respectively. Figure 5.2.2-7A or 5.2.2-7B depicts
the secondary side pressure for both the intact and broken loops for the limiting break case.

Additional Break Cases

Studies documented in Reference 6 have determined that the limiting Small Break transient occurs for
breaks of less than 10-inches in diameter in the cold leg. To demonstrate that the 3-inch diameter break
for BVPS-1 and the 2-inch diameter break for BVPS-2 were the most limiting, calculations were also
performed with break equivalent diameters of 2-'and 4-inches for BVPS-1 and 1.5- and 3-inches for
BVPS-2. For BVPS-l, the limiting PCT is captured by the 2-, 3-, and 4-inch break spectum. For
BVPS-2, the limiting PCI is captured by the 1.5-, 2-, and 3-inch break spectrum. The results of these
break spectrum cases are given in Table 5.2.2-3A or Table 5.2.2-3B. Figures 5.2.2-1 5A through 5.2.2-1 7A
and Figures 5.2.2-18 through 5.2.2-20 address the non-limiting cases (2- and 4-inch) analyzed for
BVPS-1. Figures 5.2.2-15B through 5.2.2-17B address the non-limiting case (3-inch) analyzed for
BVPS-2. The 1.5-inch case for BVPS-2 produced only minimal core uncovery and therefore PCT
information was not calculated. The plots for each of the additional non-limiting break cases include:

1. RCS Pressure
2. Core Mixture Level
3. Peak Clad Temperature

For BVPS-1, the PCTs for each of the additional breaks considered are shown in Table 52.2-3A, these
PCIs are less than the limiting 3-inch break case. For BVPS-2, the PCTs for the 3-inch break is shown in
Table 5.22-3B, this PCr is less than the limiting 2-inch break case. The PCT was not calculated for the
1.5-inch case due to the minimal core uncovery.

Transient Termination

The 10 CFR 50.46 criteria continue to be satisfied beyond the end of the calculated transient due to the
following conditions:

1. The RCS pressure is gradually decreasing.
2. The net mass inventory is increasing.
3. -The core mixture level is recovered, or recovering due to increasing mass inventory.
4. As the RCS inventory continues to gradually increase, the core miituie level Will continue to

increase and the fuel cladding temperatures will continue to decline indicating that the
temperature excursion is terminated.

6S17.5-NP.doc.092304 
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ZIRLO/Zirc4 Cladding - / )
At the time at which this analysis is implemented, no new Zirc4 fuel is expected to be inserted into the
core. All of the Zirc-4 fuel will be burned for at least one cycle, and ZIRLO1m fuel win be implemented
at non-EPU conditions at least one reload cycle before the EPU is implemented. Therefore, the ZIRLOTh
fuel is considered limiting with a PCT of 17391F at 8500 MWD/NMU burnup for BVPS-l and with a
PCT of 17590F at BOL (0 MWD/MTU) for BVPS-2. The fuel temperatuies/pressures used in these
calculations were based on NRC approved fuel performance code PAD 4.0 (Reference 7) which addresses
all the helium release related issues. This analysis has been performed using the most limiting
temperature/pressure as calculated for 17x17 non-IFBARFAfuel. The non-IFBAffuel bounds IFBAffuel
for Small Break LOCA analyses.

5.2.2.5 Conclusions

The Small Break LOCA analyses considered a break spectrum of 2-, 3-, and 4-inch diameters for BVPS-1
and 1.5-, 2-, and 3-inch diameters for BVPS-2. For BVPS-1, a peak cladding temperature of 17390F was
calculated at the limiting time-in-life of 8500 MWD/MTU. The BVPS-I limiting PCT occurred for the
3-inch break case. For BVPS-2, a peak cladding temperature of 17590F was calculated at the limiting
time-in-life of 0 MWD/MTU (BOL). The BVPS-2 limiting PCT occurred for the 2-inch break case.

The analyses presented in this section show that the accumulator and safety injection subsystems of the
Emergency Core Cooling System, together with the heat removal capability of the steam generator,
provide sufficient core heat removal capability to maintain the calculated peak cladding temperatures for
Small Break LOCA below the required limit of 10 CFR 50.46. Furthermore, the analyses show that the 0 O
local cladding oxidation and core wide average oxidation are less than the 10 CFR 50.46 (Reference 1)
limits.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for Small Break LOCA for the reactor power of
2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power of
2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2.

5.2.2.6 References

1. "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Reactors," 10 CFR 50.46 andAppendix K of 10 CFR 50, Federal Register, Volume 39,
Number 3, January 1974, as amended in Federal Register, Volume 53, September 1988.

2. Meyer, P. E., "NOTRUMP - ANodal Transient Small Break and General Network Code,"
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3. Lee, N. et al., 'Westinghouse Small Break ECCS Evaluation Model Using the NOTRUMP
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Table 5.2.-A
BVPS-1 Input Parameters Used in the Small Break LOCA Analysis

Input Parameter Value

Core Rated Thermal Power-1W/o0 2900

Calorimetric Uncertainty, % 0.6

Fuel Type 17 X 17 Robust Fuel Assembly (RFA)

Total Core Peaking Factor, FQ 2.40

Hot Channel Enthalpy Rise Factor, Fmn 1.62

Hot Assembly Average Power Factor, P}LA 1.42

Maximum Axial Offset, % +13

Initial RCS Loop Flow, gpm/loop 82,840

Initial Vessel T.,, OF Max: 580.0
MNii: 566.2

Initial Pressuriz Pressure (plus uncertainties), psia 2300

Reactor Coolant Pump Type Model 93A with Weir

Pressurizer Low-Pressure Reactor Trip Setpoint, psia 1935

Reactor Trip Signal Delay Time, seconds 2.0

Rod Drop Delay rme, seconds 2.7

Auxiliary Feedwater Temperature (Maximum), F 120

Number of AFW Pumps Available Following a LOOP 1 Motor Driven

AFW Flow (Minimum) to all 3 Steam Generators, gpm 294 (98 gpm/SG * 3) at 1107 psig

AFW Flow Delay Time (Maximum), seconds 60

AFW Actuation Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection

Steam Generator Type Model 54F

Maximum AFW Piping Purge Volume, f 3  168

Steam Generator Tube Plugging (Maximum), % 10

Maximum MFW Isolation Signal Delay nine, seconds 3

MFW Control Valve Isolation Ramp Time, seconds 7

MFW Isolation Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection

Isolation of Steam Line Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Reactor Trip/LOOP

Steam Generator Secondaiy Water Mass, lbm/SG 99,930

Containment Spray Flowrate for 2 Pumps, gpm 4983 (plus 981 gpm to account for flow to the
sump)

RWST Deliverable Volume (Minimum), gallons 317,000

C3

.!1

Jg
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Table 5.22-1A (continued)
BVPS-1 Input Parameters Used In the Small Break LOCA Analysis

Input Parameter Value

SI Temp at Cold Leg Recircilition Tine (Maximum), IF 190 .

ECCS Configuration 1 HISI pump, faulted line injects to
RCS pressure

ECCS Water Temperature (Maxmum), °F -- 65

Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection Setpoint, psia. - 1745-

SI Flow Delay Time, seconds . - 27

ECCS Flow vs. Pressure . See Table 5.2.2-2

Initial Accumulator Water/Gas T emur °F . - 105

Initial Nominal Accumulator Water Volume, ft . - - 957

Minimum Accumulator Pressure, psia 575

651-5-P~dc-O3* .5--8
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Table 5.2.2-IB
BVPS-2 Input Parameters Used In the Small Break LOCA Analysis

Input Parameter Value

Core Rated Thermal Power-lOO . 2900

Calorimetric Uncertainty, % 0.6

Fuel Type 17 X 17 Robusit Fuel Assembly (RFA)

Total Core Peaking Factor, FQ 2.40

Hot Channel Enthalpy Rise Factor, FmR 1.62

Hot Assembly Average Power Factor, PRA 1.42

Maxmum Axial Offset, % +13

Initial RCS Loop Flow, gpm/loop 82,840

Initial Vessel Tqp OF Max: 580.0
Mim: 566.2

Initial Pressurizer Pressure (plus uncertainties), psia 2300

Reactor Coolant Pump Tyrpe Model 93A with Weir

Pressurizer Low-Pressure Reactor Trip Setpoint, psia 1935

Reactor Trip Signal Delay Ifne, seconds 2.0

Rod Drop Delay Time, seconds 2.7

Auxiliary Feedwater Temperature (Maxmum), OF 120

Number of AFW Pumps Available Following a LOOP 1 Motor Driven

AFW Flow (Minimum) to all 3 Steam Generators, gpm 294 (98 gpm/SG *3) at 1107 psig

AFW Flow Delay Time (Maximum), seconds 60

AFW Actuation Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection

Steam Generator Type Model S1M

Maxmum AFW Pipmg Purge Volume, ft3 125.7

Steam Generator Tube Plugging (Maximum), % 22

Maximum MFW Isolation Signal Delay Time, seconds 2

MFW Control Valve Isolation Ramp Time, seconds 5

MFW Isolation Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection

Isolation of Steam Line Signal Pressurizer Low-Pressure Reactor Trip/LOOP

Steam Generator Secondary Water Mass, IbmlSG 99,500

Containment Spray Flowrate for 2 Pumps, gpm 4450

RWST Deliverable Volume (Minimum), gallons 403,000

()

()

''
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Table 5.22-1B (continued)
BVPS-2 Input Parameters Used In the Small Break LOCA Analysis

Input Parameter Value'

SI Temp at Cold Leg Recirculation Time . 212
(M axmum), OF _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ . _ . _.

ECCS Configuration .I SI pump, faulted line ijects to RCS pressure

ECCS Water Temperature (Maximum), 0F :. . 65 -

Pressurizer Low-Pressure Safety Injection 1760
Setpoint, psia .

SI Fllow Delay rTme, seconds 27

ECCS Flow vs. Pressure See Table 5.2.2-2

Initial Accumulator Water/Gas Temperatur, °F . 105

Initial Nominal Accumulator Water Volume, fl3  997

Minimuin Accnmiator Pressure, psia . 575

651 ... . . .. . 5-2
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Table 52-2
Safety Injection Flows Used in the Small Break LOCA Analysis.

(1 HTSI pump, faulted loop injects to RCS pressure - 2-,3-, and 4-incha breaks for BVPS-1 and
1;., 2-, and 3-inch breaks for BVPS-2) - -

RCS Pressure (psia) Intact Loop (lbmlsec) Broken Loop Qbm/sec)

314.7 37.59 20.28

414.7 36.63 19.79

514.7 35.56 19.17

614.7 34.45 18.61

714.7 33.42 18.06

814.7 32.34 17.50

914.7 31.25 16.88

1014.7 30.14 16.25

1114.7 29.03 15.70

1214.7 27.92 15.07

1314.7 26.67 14.45

1414.7 25.28 13.61

1514.7 23.85 12.92

1614.7 22.43 12.08

1714.7 20.97 11.39

1814.7 19.50 10.56

C)

C)

0 IA
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0 Table 5.2.2-3A
BVPS-1 SBLOCrA Results

3-Inch Annular
3-inch Pellet

2-nch 8,500 4-Inch 8,500
BOL ' A DMTU BOL - ---- M DIMTU

PCT (FF) 1703 '1737 1203 .1739

PCTTime(s) - 3158 1734 917' 1724

PCIllevation(ft) : 12.00 12.00 11.25, 12.00

Burst ine (s) N/A 1732 N/A 1722.

Burst Elevation (ft) N/A . 12.00 N/A 12.00

Max Local ZrO.() 3.04 6.32 0.08 6.37

Max.Local Mr 2 Elev. (ft) 11.75 12.00 - 11.25 12.00

Core-Wide Avg. Zz02 (Ye) 0.40 0.63 , 0.01 0.63

6575- Pdo-9 0 5-2
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Table 5.22-3B
BVPS-2 SBLOCTA Results

2-inch
Annular

1.5-Inch 2-inch 3-nch Pellet
BOLP BOL BOL BOL

PCT(F) 178 1679 1759

PCT tine (s) 3119 1881 3119'

PCTElevation(ft) 12.00 12.00 12.00

Burst rime (s) N/A N/A N/A

Burst Elevation (fl) N/A N/A N/A

Max Local ZrQ2 (%) 4.07 2.98 4.09

Max. Local ZrO2 Elev (fi) 12.00 11.75 12.00

Core-Wide Avg. ZrO2 (Yo) 0.51 0.40 0.51

Note:

(1) In the 1.5-inch case, minimal cm uncovery took plaeo, therefore PCrs were not calvuated.

C)

f (

-IC
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Table 52.224A
BVPS-1 NOTRUMIP Results

Event Time (sec) 24nch 34nch 44nch

Break Initiation 0 0 0

Reactor Trip Signal 28.9 12.3 7.3

S-Signal 42.3 20.8 14.4

SI Flow Delivered 69.9 47.8 41A.

Loop Seal Clearing(l) 925 420 236

Core Uncovery 1020 862 632

Accurulator Injection N/A 1355 766

RWST Volume Delivered 3025 3003 2992

PCTrTime 3158 1734 1724

Core Recover() >TMAX >TMAX >TTMAX

Notes:
(1) Loop seal clearing is defined as break vapor flow 1 lb/sI
(2) For the cases wAee cmre recovery is > TMAX basis for transient termination can be concluded based on the

following: (I) The RCS system pressure is decreasing which will increase SI flow, (2) Total RCS system mass is
increasing due to SI flow exceeding break flow, and (3) Core mixture level has begun to increase and is expected to
continue for The remainder of the accident

-6517-5NP.docM092304 S-24
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Table 5.2.24B
BVPS-2 NOTRUlP Results

Event Time (sec) 1.5-inch 2-inch 3-Inch

Break Initiation 0 0 0

Reactor Trip Signal 57.7 30.6 12.6

S-Signal 74.7 42.1 21.0

SI Flow Delivered 101.7 69.1 48.0

Loop Seal Cleariing) 1650 915 380

Core Uncovery 7710() 1175 825

Accumulator Injection N/A 3990 1305

RWST Volume Delivered 5077 5039 4999

PCT Time - 3119 1881

Core Recovei() 5790 > T

(-3

Notes

(1) Loop seal clearing is defined as break vapor flow> I lbs.

(2) For the cases where core recoveiy is > TMAX basis for transient termination can be conchlded based an the
following (I) The RCS system pressure is decreasing which will increase SI flow, (2) Total RCS ytm mass is
increasing due to SI flow exceeding break flow, and (3) Core mixture level has begtm to increase and is expected
to continue for tie remainder of the accidet.

(3) Minimal core uncovay took place, therefore this break size is not limiting wih respect to PCT

0
6517-S-NP.doc-092304 
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Figure 5.2.2-2
Small Break LOCA Safety Injection Flows

(1 TMSI pump, faulted loop injects to RCS pressure - 2-, 3-, and 4-inch breaks for BVPS-1 and
1.5-, 2-, and 3-inch breaks for BVPS-2) (3:)
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52.3 Hot Leg Switchover

5.23.1 Introduction

Apost-LOCA Hot Leg Switchover (HLSO) time is calculated to support emergency operating procedures
(EOPs) that require a realignment of the recirculation safety injection (SI) flowpath from the cold legs to
the hot legs. This realignment to the hot legs precludes boron precipitation in the reactor vessel following
a large-break LOCA. At issue are cold leg breaks where injected SI water boils off due to decay heat,
leaving behind boric acid. The concern is the possibility that eventually the boric acid solution in the
vessel may reach the boron precipitation point. The Westinghouse ECCS evaluation model relies on the
preclusion of boron precipitation as one criterion for maintaining core coolable geometry.

5.23.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions -

The HLSO calculation model is based on the following assumptions:

* A boric acid concentration level is computed over time for a core-region mixing volume. Other
than the steam exiting through the hot legs and the corresponding makeup SI entering through the
lower plenum, there are no other assumed flow paths in or out of the mixing volume. All boric
acid entering this mixing volume remains in this mixing volume prior to initiation of hot leg
recirculation. The water/boric acid solution is well mixed in the mixing volume region. The
water/boric acid solution in the vessel is assumed to be at atmospheric conditions, at a
temperature of 2120F. The collapsed mixture level of the core/upper plenum region is at the
bottom of the hot leg flow area at the reactor vessel. This level is the top of the mixing volume.
The bottom of the mixing volume is at the level of the top of the lower core support plate. The
lower plenum volume, and barrel baffle region volume are not included in the mixing volume.

* The boric acid concentration limit is the experimentally determined boric acid saturation
concentration with a four weight-percent uncertainty factor. There is no allowance for increase in
boric acid solubility due to other solutes such as sodium hydroxide. The calculation neglects any
elevation of boiling temperature due to concentration of boric acid in the core or due to
backpressure from containment.

* The decay heat generation rate is based on the 1971 ANS Standard for a finite operating time.
The decay heat generation includes a core power multiplier to address instrumentation uncertainty
as identified by Section IA of Appendix K of 10 CFR 50.

* The boron concentration of the make-up SI water during recirculation is a calculated sump mixed
mean boron concentration. The calculation of the sump mixed mean boron concentration
assumes maximum mass and maximum boron concentrations for significant boron sources and
minimum mass and maximum boron concentrations for significant dilution sources.

* Once realigned to hot leg recirculation, boron precipitation is precluded by established minimum
recirculation flow criteria for the hot legs, cold legs, or simultaneous hot and cold leg
recirculation.
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The methodology described above is consistent with, or otherwise conservative with respect to, the
methodology described in Reference 1.

5.233 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The pre-EPU HLSO time for BVPS-1 (8 hours) and BVPS-2 (7 hours) is based on a core power level of
2689 MWt with a 1.006 calorimetric uncertainty multiplier to address instrumentation uncertainty.

The major inputs to the HLSO time calculation include the core power assumptions and boron
concentrations and water volume/masses for significant contributors to the containment sump. Although
boron concentrations of the RCS and ECCS are not changing due to EPU, the increase in core power to
2900 MWt affects decay heat and thus requires recalculation of the BLSO time and hot leg recirculation
minimum required flows. An increase in core power with no change to boron concentrations or vessel
volume/mass would reduce the HLSO time and increase the hot leg recirculation minimum required
flows.

For the EPU, a new BLSO time was calculated using the input parameters and assumptions described in
the previous section. All inputs to the calculation were reviewed and confired to be appropriate for
plant operation at the EPU conditions. There were only two significant changes in the EPU calculation
inputs as compared to those used in the pre-EPU calculations. The EPU calculations used the EPU core
power of 2900 MWt with a 1.006 calorimetric uncertainty multiplier to address instrumentation
uncertainty. Also, the EPU calculations conservatively ignored the sump dilution effect of the
containment Chemical Additive Tanks (CATs). ()
A revised set of hot leg recirculation minimum required flows were calculated at the EPU conditions and
the new BLSO time.

5.23.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

There are no specific acceptance criteria for the new hot leg switchover time for EPU conditions so long
as the UFSAR and EOPs are revised appropriately. The available flows at hot leg switchover time are
acceptable if they meet or exceed the calculated minimum flow requirements or were otherwise shown to
be sufficient to provide core cooling.

At the EPU conditions, the new HLSO times were calculated to be 6.78 hours for BVPS-I and 6.25 hours
for BVPS-2. These times were rounded down for added conservatism to 6.5 hours for BVPS-1 and 6
hours for BVPS-2. The minimum hot leg recirculation flow requirements were calculated at these HLSO
times and a core power level of 2900 MWt. Table 5.2.3-lA and Table 5.23-lB show that for all
conditions, the available flows at hot leg switchover are sufficient to provide core cooling for BVPS-1
and BVPS-2, respectively.

BVPS-1 currently uses the simultaneous hot leg and cold leg recirculation method and BVPS-2 currently
uses the alternating hot leg and cold leg recirculation method. The simultaneous method establishes flow
to both the hot legs and cold legs concurrently whereas the alternating method establishes flow to either
the hot legs or the cold legs and requires cycling between the hot leg and cold leg alignments. To support
the alternating method, the BVPS-2 EOPs include a requirement to cycle between hot leg recirculation 0
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and cold leg recirculation. For BVPS-2, the cycling time at EPU conditions was calculated to be
9.5 hours. The BVPS-2 HLSO calculation for EPU showed that ECCS flows were sufficient to support
either the simultaneous or the alternating method of recirculation. For BVPS-1, the EOPs do not include
a requirement to cycle and, therefore, a cycle time was not calculated.'

5.23.5 Conclusions

A HLSO time of 6.5 hours for BVPS-I and 6 hours for BVPS-2 will preclude boron precipitation for
post-LOCA scenarios for the EPU conditions. The available ECCS flows at hot leg switchover were
shown to be sufficient to provide core cooling.' For BVPS-2, the cycling time at EPU conditions is.
9.5 hours, however, the HLSO calculation showed that ECCS flows were sufficient to support either the
simultaneous or the alternating method of recirculation. For BVPS-1, a cycling time is not required and
was not calculated at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for hot leg switchover for the reactor power of
2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power of
2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2.

5.23.6 References

1. Letter from C. L. Caso to T. M. Novak, Chief; Reactor Systems Branch, NRC, from Manager,
Safeguards Engineeing, Westinghouse Electric Corporation Power Systems, CLC-NS-309,
April 1, 1975.
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Table 5.23-IA
BVPS-1 ECCS Hot Leg Recirculatlon

Minimum Required Flow Rates for EPU

Break Location Source of Flow ECCS Flow Spilling Flow Criteria at 6.5 hr Available Flow
and Size to Meet Criteria Assumption HLSO Time (Ibm/sec) (Ibm/sec)

Cold Leg Large Hot Leg Cold Leg SI Line Spills 38.4 57.7
Break to Containment Pressure (1.3 x boiloff)

Hot Leg Large Cold Leg Hot Leg S Line Spills to 35.4. 358.4
Break Containment Pressure (1.2 x boilofl)

C)

()

a
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Table 523-IB
BVPS-2 ECCS Hot Leg Recirculatlon

Minimum Required Flow Rates for EPU

Break MOV8889 Source of ECCS Flow Criteria at Available
Location and Failure Flow to Meet -Flow Spilling 6 hr E[SO Flow

Size (Yes/No)°) Criteria Assumption Time (Ibm/sec) (Ibm/sec)

Cold Leg Iarge No Hot Leg No SI Spill . 39.3 397.4
Break (1.3 x boilof)

Hot Leg Iarge No Hot Leg Hot Leg SI Line Spills 99.7 200.4
Break to Containment (3.3 x boilofi)

Pressue

Cold Leg Lage Yes Hot Leg No SI Spill 39.3 53.3
Break (13 x boiloff)

Hot Leg Large Yes Cold Leg No SI Spill 362 447.9
Break (12 x boiloff)

Note:
(1) MOV889 Is the single isolation valve in the rerclation pry pump disdarge pipg that delivers sump redrculatin
; - flow to the hot legs. If this valve canmot be opned, (ie, fails dosed) the BVPS-2 EOPs specify that the recirculation spray

pumps continue to deliver to the cold legs while the charginglSI pumps ae aligned to deliver to the hot legs.
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5.2.4 Post-LOCA Suberiticality and Long-Term Core Cooling j
5.2.4.1 Introduction

The post-LOCA subcriticality calculations support evaluations that demonstrate that the core will remain
subcritical upon entering the sump recirculation phase of ECCS injection. During the sump recirculation
phase, safety injection (SI) flow is drawn from the containment sump following switchover from the
Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST). In order to show that the sump water has sufficient boron
concentration, the sump mixed mean boron concentration is calculated. The mixed mean boron
concentration of the sump water is a function of the various water and boron contributors to the sump
prior to start of sump recirculation. The boron concentration of the sump water must be sufficient to keep
the core subcritical. The sump mixed mean boron concentration calculations are used to develop a
post-LOCA subcriticality boron limit curve that is confirmed on a cycle-specific basis as part of the
Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology (Reference 1). Long-term core cooling also
requires adequate ECCS flow to provide core cooling during the cold leg recirculation period.

5.2.4.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The sump mixed mean boron concentration calculational model is based on the following assumptions:

* Boron is mixed uniformly in the sump. The post-LOCA sump inventory is made up of
constituents that are equally likely to return to the containment sump; i.e., selective holdup in
containment is neglected.

* The calculation of the sump mixed mean boron concentration assumes minimum mass and
minimum boron concentrations for significant boron sources and maximum mass and minimum
boron concentration for significant dilution sources.

* The sump mixed mean boron concentration is calculated as a function of the pre-trip RCS
conditions.

The post-LOCA subcriticality calculations for EPU conditions conservatively assume an RWST volume
that does not credit the additional RWST volume drained by the containment sprays after ECCS
switchover to the sump. The pre-EPU post-LOCA subcriticality calculations did include the additional
RWST volume drained by the containment sprays after ECCS switchover to the sump.

The Westinghouse licensing position for satisfying the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 Paragraph (b)
Item (5), 'Long-Term Cooling" is documented in Reference 2. The Westinghouse position is that the
core will remain subcritical post-LOCA by borated water from various injected ECCS water sources. In
order to provide subcriticality when entering sump recirculation, the borated ECCS water provided by the
accumulators and RWST must have a sufficiently high boron concentration that, when mixed with other
sources of borated and non-borated water, the core will remain subcritical. Consistent with the position in
Reference 2, control rods are assumed to be withdrawn from the core.

at
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Long-term core cooling also requires adequate ECCS flow to provide core cooling. For BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2, the confirmation of adequate ECCS flow during the cold leg (CL) recirculation period is based
on the following assumptions.

The current SBLOCA analysis methodology explicitly models ECCS flow enthalpy changes during the
switchover from CL injection to CL recirculation.

The long-term core cooling analysis methodology assumes that LBLOCA ECCS flows are not adversely
affected by the switchover from CL injection to CL recirculation.

5.2.43 Description of Analyses'and Evaluations

Although core power level is not a direct input in the sump mixed mean boron concentration calculation,
the Tg range associated with EPU conditions will have a minor effect on the RCS fluid masses used in
the calculation. Furthermore, all of the inputs used in the calculation were reviewed to confirm
consistency with the Tech Specs and consistency with the assumptions used in the other LOCA analyses
being performed for the EPU.

A post-LOCA subcriticality boron limit curve was developed for the EPU conditions using the input
parameters and assumptions described in the previous section. There was only one significant change in
the EPU calculation inputs as compared to those used in the pre-EPU calculations; the RWST volume for
the EPU calculations conservatively ignored the additional RWST volume drained by the containment
sprays after ECCS switchover to the sump.

5.2.4.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

There are no specific acceptance criteria in generating the post-LOCA sump boron concentration curve.
However, the resulting curve, which is calculated as a function of the initial RCS peak xenon boron
concentration, is included in the Reload Safety Evaluation and is verified for each reload cycle to confirm
that adequate boron exists to maintain subcriticality in the long-term post-LOCA.

The post-LOCA sump boron concentration was calculated for RCS boron concentrations of 0 and
1500 ppm assuming the pre-trip RCS boron concentration for peak xenon concentrations to be 100 ppm
lower than the equilibrium case. Figures 5.2.4-IA and 5.2.4-lB show the Post-LOCA Sump Boron
Concentration Curve for BVPS-I and BVPS-2, respectively.

With respect to long-term core cooling, the SBLOCA analysis discussed in Section 5.2.2 modeled the
ECCS flow enthalpy change during the switchover from CL injection to CL recirculation. For BVPS-1
and BVPS-2, LBLOCAECCS flows are not adversely affected by the switchoverto CLrecirculation.
Plants adversely affected in this respect are those plants who use low head safety injection pumps to
supply both ECCS recirculation and containment spray flow thus requiring the low head flow to the RCS
to be isolated. Since BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have dedicated recirculation spray pumps for containment
spray during CL recirculation, LBLOCA ECCS flows during CL recirculation are not adversely affected.
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5.2.45 Conclusions

A post-LOCA subcriticality boron limit curve was developed for the EPU conditions. This curve will be
used to evaluate the fuel loading arrangement on a cycle-by-cycle basis during the fuel reload process.
Provided that the maximum critical boron concentration remains below the post-LOCA sump boron
concentration limit curve (for all rods out, no Xenon, 68° - 2120F), the core will remain subcritical
post-LOCA, and decay heat can be removed for the extended period required by the remaining long-lived
radioactivity. ECCS flow during the cold leg recirculation period is adequate to provide long-term core
cooling.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for post-LOCA subcriticality and long-term core
cooling for the reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the
current reactor power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation
of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

5.2.4.6 References

1. WCAP-9272-P-A, "Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology," July 1985.

2. WCAP-8339, "Westinghouse ECCS System Evaluation Model - Summary," June 1974.

C)
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Beaver Valley Power Station Unit i
POST-LOCA SUMP BORON CONCENTRATION
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Figure 5.2.44A
BVPS-1 Post-LOCA Sump Boron Concentration
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Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 2
POST-LOCA SUMP BORON CONCENTRATION
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Figure 5.2.4-1B
BVPS-2 Post-LOCA Sump Boron Concentration
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5;.25 Control Rod Ejection Accident Steam Releases

An evaluation was performed for the Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA) at EPU conditions in order
to determine the resulting environmental steam releases. The results of the CREA steam releases
evaluation were used as input to the radiological dose analysis at EPU conditions. This analysis was
completed in support of the containment analysis and was previously submitted to the NRC for review
and approval as part of the Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment
Request (LAR) Nos. 300 (BVPS-1) and 172 (BVPS-2) (FENOC Letter L-02-069, June 5, 2002). The
radiological dose analysis submitted as part of License Amendment Request Nos. 300 and 172 was
approved as License Amendments 257 (BVPS-1) and 139 (BVPS-2) on September 10, 2003. License
Amendment Request Nos. 300 and 172 also contained an application for containment conversion that was
withdrawn (FENOC letter L-03-135, September 5, 2003). A revised application for containment
conversion was submitted to the NRC for review and approval as License Amendment Request Nos. 317
(BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2).

The CREA steam releases provided as input to the radiological dose analysis support operation of
BVPS-1 at EPU conditions with the Model 54F replacement steam generators and BVPS-2 at EPU
conditions with the original steam generators.

The results and conclusions of the evaluation performed for CREA steam releases for the reactor power of
2900 MWt (2910 MWt NSSS power) bound and support operation at the current reactor power of
2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and
BVPS-2.

..
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53 NON-LOSSOFCOOLANTACCIDENT(NON-LOCA)TRANSIENTS

53.1 Introduction

The UFSAR non-LOCA analyses applicable to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 were reviewed to determine their
continued acceptability for operation at the EPU conditions associated with the NSSS power of
2910 MWt (reactor power of 2900 MWt). For BVPS-1, the analyses discussed in this section were
performed to support the replacement Model 54F steam generators.

The non-LOCA events analyzed for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt are listed in
Table 53.1-1.

Two non-LOCA events are not analyzed specifically for the EPU Project because current methodology
does not require an analysis. The first event is:

* BVPS-1 UFSAR 14.1.13 -Accidental Depressurization of the Main Steam System

* BVPS-2 UFSAR 15.1.4 - Inadvertent Opening of a Steam Generator Relief or Safety Valve
Causing a Depressurization of the Main Steam System

This event is commonly referred to as a Credible Steamline Break. It is always bounded by the analysis
of the large steamline break (referred to as the Hypothetical Steamline Break) presented in BVPS-1
UFSAR Section 14.2.5.1 and BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 15.1.5. It is presented in this report in
Section 53.12. The Hypothetical Steamline Break is a Condition IV event which is analyzed to X}

Condition II acceptance criteria. The Credible Steamline Break is a Condition II event Since the more
severe Condition IV event is shown to meet the more restrictive Condition II acceptance criteria, it can be
concluded that the Credible Steamline Break event also meets the Condition II acceptance criteria. As
such, the analyses presented in BVPS-1 UFSAR Section 14.1.13 and BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 15.1.4 do
not represent BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 with a NSSS power of 2910 MWt but have been retained in the
UFSAR for historical purposes.

The other non-LOCA event that is no longer analyzed is:

* BVPS-1 UFSAR 14.1.6 - Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop
* BVPS-2 UFSAR 15.4.4 - Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop

The Technical Specifications prohibit power operation with less than all three Reactor Coolant Pumps in
operation. Thus, this event is not credible and the Startup of an Inactive Reactor Coolant Loop event is no
longer analyzed. As such, the analyses presented in BVPS-1 UFSAR Section 14.1.6 and BVPS-2 UFSAR
Section 15.4.4 do not represent BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 with a NSSS power of 2910 MWt but have been
retained in the UFSAR for historical purposes.

One additional non-LOCA event that is not currently presented in the UFSAR has been analyzed for the
EPU to 2910 MWt. This is the Steamline Break initiated from Hot Full Power conditions. Prior to this
EPU, it was assumed that the limiting steamline break is a break initiated from Hot Zero Power as
presented in BVPS-1 UFSAR Section 14.2.5.1 and BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 15.1.5. This assumption is
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based on the conclusions of WCAP-9226 (Reference 1). Specifically, based on the presence of an
Overpower AT (OPAT) trip fimction and specific dynamic compensation, that the OPAT trip will provide
protection for any case initiated at power prior to exceeding the DNB design basis. Coincident with the
EPU to 2910 MWt, filters are being added and/or modified on the AT and T,, signals that are input to the
OPAT protective fuiction. With these filters, the dynamic compensation is no longer consistent with that
assumed in WCAP-9226. As such, a steamline break event initiated at Hot Full Power conditions is now
explicitly analyzed for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. This analysis is discussed in detail in Section 5.3.19 of this
report.

RTDP Methodology

Where applicable, the non-LOCA analyses utilize the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (RIDP)
methodology (Reference 2). The RTDP methodology statistically convolutes the uncertainties of the plant
operating parameters (power, temperature, pressure and flow) into the design limit Departure from
Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) value. These design limit DNBR values are then utilized to determine
the safety analysis limit DNBR values that are assumed as an acceptance criterion in the DNBR-related
non-LOCA analyses.

OTAT and OPAT Trips

Revised Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT (OTAT/OPAT) setpoints and time constants were
applied in the analyses supporting the EPU to 2910 MWt. The safety analysis OTAT/OPAT setpoint
values applied are shown in Table 5.3.1-2A and Table 5.3.1-2B for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively.

Reactor Trips

There are various instrumentation delays associated with each reactor trip function which are modeled
directly and considered in the non-LOCA safety analyses. The total delay time is defined as the time
delay from the time that trip conditions are reached to the time the rods are free to fall. The safety
analysis trip setpoint and maximum time delay assumed for each reactor trip function are shown in
Table 5.3.1-3A and Table 5.3.1-3B for BVPS- and BVPS-2, respectively.

Key Analysis Assumptions

Key analysis assumptions that are used as input to non-LOCA safety analyses are shown in
Table 5.3.1-4A and Table 5.3.1-4B for BVPS-I and BVPS-2, respectively.

Categorization of Events

The non-LOCA accidents are considered either American Nuclear Society (ANS) Condition II, m,
or IV events. The ANS categorizes events based upon expected frequency of occurrence and severity as
follows:

Condition I: Normal Operation and Operational Transients

Condition II: Faults of Moderate Frequency
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Condition III: IaftequentFaults

Condition IV. Limiting Faults C )
Condition I events are normal operation incidents which are expected to occur frequently or regularly.
These occurrences are accommodated with the margin between any plant parameter and the value of that
parameter that would require either automatic or manual protective action.

Condition II events (which are the majority of the non-LOCA events) are incidents of moderate frequency
that may reasonably occur during a calendar year of operation. These faults, at worst, result in a reactor
trip with the plant capable of returning to power operations after corrective actions. Condition II
incidents shall not generate a more serious accident (Condition III or IV) without other incidents
occurring independently.

Condition HI events are infrequent faults that may reasonably occur during the lifetime of a plant. These
faults shall not cause more than a small fraction of fuel elements to be damaged. No consequential loss of
function of the RCS or containment as fission product barriers can occur. The release of radioactive
materials to unrestricted areas may exceed normal operating limits; however, they shall not be sufficient
to interrupt or restrict public use of those areas beyond the exclusion radius. Condition m incidents shall
not generate a more serious accident (Condition IV) without other incidents occurring independently.

Condition IV events are limiting faults that are not expected to occur but are postulated because their'
consequences would include the potential for significant radioactive releases. The release of radioactive
material shall not result in an undue risk to public health and safety exceeding the guidelines of C3
10 CFR 50.67. No consequential loss of fimction of systems required to mitigate the event may occur.

References

1. WCAP-9226-P-A, Rev. 1, "Reactor Core Response to Excessive Secondary Steam Releases,"
S. D. Hollingsworth and D. C. Wood, February 1998 (Proprietary).

2. WCAP-1 1397-P-A (Proprietary), WCAP-1 1397-A (Non Proprietary), "Revised Thermal Design
Procedure," Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., April 1989.
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Table 53.1-1
_--__ Summary of Non-LOCA Events

Report BVPS UFSAR
Section Unit -Section UFSAR Non-LOCA Event()- ;

53.2 BVPS-1 14.1.1 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal from a Subcritical Condition

BVPS-2 15.4.1 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal from a Subcritical or Low Power
__ ._. Startup Condition

533 BVPS-1 14.1.2 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power

BVPS-2 15.4.2 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power

5.3A BVPS-1 14.1.3 RCCA Misalignment

BVPS-2 15A.3 RCCA Misoperation

5.3.5 BVPS-1 14.1A Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

BVPS-2 15.4.6 CVCS Malfimction that Results in a Decrease in the Boron Concentration in
the Reactor Coolant

5.3.6 BVPS-1 14.1.7 Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

BVPS-2 15.2.2 & Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip
15.2.3

5.3.7 BVPS-1 14.1.8 Loss of Normal Feedwater

BVPS-2 15.2.7 Loss of Normal Feedwater Flow

5.3.8 BVPS-1 14.1.11 Loss of Offsite Power to the Station Auxiliaries (Station Blackout)

BVPS-2 15.2.6 Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power to the Plant Auxiliaries (Loss of Offsite
Power)

5.3.9 BVPS-1 14.1.9 Excessive Heat Removal Due to Feedwater System Malfunctions

BVPS-2 15.1.1 & Feedwater System Malfunctions Causing a Reduction in Feedwater
15.1.2 Tenperature and/or an Jncrease in FeedwaterFlow

5.3.10 BVPS-1 14.1.10 Excessive Load Increase Incident

BVPS-2 15.1.3 Excessive Increase in Secondary Steam Flow

5.3.11 BVPS-1 14.1.15 Accidental Depressurization of the Reactor Coolant System

BVPS-2 15.6.1 Inadvertent Opening of a Pressuizer Relief Valve

5.3.12 BVPS-1 14.2.5.1 Major Rupture of a Main Steam Pipe

BVPS-2 15.1.5 Spectrum of Steam System Piping Failure Inside and Outside Containment

5.3.13 BVPS-1 14.1.5 Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

BVPS-2 15.3.1 Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

5.3.14 BVPS-1 14.2.9 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

BVPS-2 15.32 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow
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Table 5.3.1-1 (continued)
Summary of Non-LOCA Events

Report BVPS UFSAR .
Section Unit Section UFSAR Non-LOCA Event()

5.3.15 BVPS-1- 14A7 Single Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor

BVPS-2 15.3.3 Reactor Coolant Pump Shaft Seizure (Locked Rotor)

5.3.16 BVPS-1 14.2.6 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing RCCA Ejection

BVPS-2 15.4.8 Spectrum of RCCA Ejection Accidents

5.3.17 BVPS-1 14.2.5.2 Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

BVPS-2 15.2.8 Feedwater System Pipe Break

5.3.18 BVPS-1 14.1.16 Spurious Operation of the Safety Injection System at Power

BVPS-2 15.5.1 Inadvertent Operation of Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) During
Power Operation

5.3.19 BVPS-1 NIA (2) Steam System Piping Failure at Full Power

BVPS-2 N/A (2) Steam System Piping Failue at Full Power

�_,p

Notes:
(1) Ihe BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 UFSAR Non.LOCA event names differ in some cases for essentially the sanme event The

infoination in the report section applies to the Non-LOCA events in the orresponding UFSAR sections even though the
UFSAR event name might be different from that used in the report section.

(2) The BVPS-l and BVPS-2 UFSARs do not include this event for current power conditions. - )

0
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Table 53.1-2A
BVPS-1 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT Setpoints

OTAT OPAT

KIAu,, = 1.330(') MAW.e 1.146(1) .....

K2 = 0.0183 K5 = 0.02

K3 0.o01 K6 0.0021

fRA+wng + O/6,'YoAI 1.47% f(AI)0
- wwmg e -48%, %/oM 4.67%

Note:

(1) Where applicable, KI 1.34157 and/or K4 - 1.15597 were tised to account for RCS temperatue asymmetry.

Table 53.1-2B
BVPS-2 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT Setpoints

OTAT OPAT

K1 y 1.330(1) - - K4,. = 1.146(1)

K2 0.0183 K5 = 0.02

K3 =0.001 K6 0.0021

f(a) + wing 10%, O/o%1AI =A7%Y AAP 0

-wing _-48%, %AI - 4.67% -_-_:_.

Note:

(1) Where applicable, KI- 1.34157 and/or K4 1.15597 were used to account for RCS tempert astmmery.
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Table 5.3.1-3A
BVPS-1 Non-LOCA Reactor Trip Safety Analysis Limit Setpoints and Time Delays

. Time Delay Trip Setpoint Assumed
Reactor Trip Function (seconds) In the Analysis (SAL)

Power Range Flux (high setting) 0.5 116%

Power Range Flux (low setting) 0.5 35%

Overtemperature AT() Variable (see Table 53.1-2A)

Overpower AT (1) Variable (see Table 53.1-2A)

High Pressurizer Pressure 2.0 2435 psia

Low Pressurizer Pressure 2.0 1935 psia

Low Reactor Coolant Flow 1.0 87% of loop flow

Low Steam Pressure SI (compensated) 3.0 460 psiaP

Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level

(LONF/LOOP events) 2.0 5% NRS

(Feedline Break event) 2.0 0% NRS

High-Hgh Steam Generator Water Level

(Feedwater Isolation) 10.0 (at full power) 100% NRS

(Turbine Trip) . 2.5 100%NRS

Reactor Trip (following Turbine Trip)O 2.0 N/A

(2 ')

(-

Notes:
(I) Response time modeled in non-LOCA UFSAR Clapter 14 safdty analyses as a 6 second lag fimction followed by a

2 second electronics (pure) delay. Also, included in the analysis are a 2 second filter on the vessel T., signal and a
6 second filter an the AT signaL

(2) A 50/5 lead/lag is applied to this setpoint
(3) This tip is crdited only as an anticipatony trip in the FeedwaterMalfunction evant No credit is taken for a direct reactor

trip following a tubine trip in te Loss of Load anabyis.

:(5
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Table 53.1-3B
BVPS-2 Non-LOCA Reactor Trip Safety Analysis Umit Setpoints and Time Delays

Time Delay Trip Setpoint Assumed
Reactor Trip Function (seconds) In the Analysis (SAL)

Power Range Flux (high setting) 0.5 116%

Power Range Flux (low setting) 0.5 35%

OveremperatureAT (1) Variable (see Table S.3.1-2B)

Overpower AT (1) Variable (see Table 5.3.1-2B)

High Pressurizer Pressure 2.0 2420 psia.

Low Pressurizer Pressure 2.0 1935 psia.

Low Reactor Coolant Flow 1.0 87% of loop flow

Low Steam Pressure SI (compensated) .3.0 338 psia) -

Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level

(LONF/LOOP events) 2.0 0% NRS

(Feedline Break event) 2.0 O% NRS

High-High Steam Generator Water Level

(Feedwater Isolation) 7.0 100%Y* NRS

- (Turbine Trip) 2.5 1 00% NRS

Reactor Trip (following Turbine Trip)I) 2.0 N/A

Notes:
(1) Response time modeled in non-LOCA UFSAR Chapter 15 safety analyses as a 6 second lag function followed by a

2 second electronics (pure) delay. Also, included in the analysis awe a 2 second filter on the vessel T, signal and a
6 second filter an the AT signaL

(2) A 50/5 lead/lag is applied to this setpoint
(3) This trip is credited only as sn anticipatory trip in the Feedwater Malfunction event No credit is taken for a direct

reactor trip following a turbine trip in the Loss of Load analysis.

'II
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- Table 53.1-4A
BVPS-1 Non-LOCA Key Accident Analysis Assumptions

NSSS Thermal Design Flow (per Loop) 87,200 gpm

Minimum Measured Flow (per Loop) 88,933 gpm

Programmed Full Power Vessel Average Temperature 580.0° to S66.2F

Maximum Steam Generator Tube Plugging Level 22e/

Max FM 1.56 (RTDP)
1.62 (STDP)

DNB Methodology (where applicable) RTDP:

Max EOL MDC 0.43 Aklgfcc

Max BOL MTC +5 pcmPF <70%e RTP ramping to
Oat 100% RTP

Initial Condition Uncertainties:

Power +/- 0.6% RTP
Temperature +/- 4.00F(')
Pressure +/- 40 psi
Steam Generator Water Level +1- 10%/ NRS
Pressurizer Water Level +/- 7% span

D)

0
Notes:
(1) The nalys also include +3.50F for loop-to-loop arnety, -20F to allow for intentional operation below the design

avage tempatue and a +10F bias.

01
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Table 53.1-4B
BVPS-2 Non-LOCAKey Accident Analysis Assumptions

NSSS Thermal Design Flow (per Loop) 87,200 gpm

Minimum Measured Flow (per Loop) 88,933 gpm

Programmed Full Power Vessel Average Temperature 580.0° to 566.20F

Maximum Steam Generator Tube Plugging Level 22%

Max F~a 1.56 (RTDP)

1.62 (STDP)

DNB Methodology (where applicable) RITDP

Max EOL MDC .OA3 Ak/g/cc

Max BOL MTC +5 pcmanF _70% RTP ramping to
Oat lOO% RTP

Initial Condition Uncertainties:

Power +/- 0.6% RTP
Temperature' +1- 4.0OF(')
Pressure +/- 45 psi
Steam Generator Water Level +/- 7% NRS(2
Pressurizer Water Level +/- 7% span

Notes:
(I) The analyses also include ±3.5°F for loopto-loop asymmety, -2°F to allow for intentionil operation below the design

average temperature and a +1°F bias.
(2) The calculatedfinal Stean Generaor Water Lvel untmtinties as +3.5%Y-103% for BVPS-2. For non-LOCA

analyses, a negative bias means that the diannel indicates higer than actual and a positive bias means the cdarmel
indicates lower than actual. The Feodwater System Pipe Break analysis (see Section 53.17) assumed imertainties of
+7YJ-103% NRS. For all other events, only the positive uncertainty is applicable and a +7Y NRS was assumed.
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5.32 Uncontrolled RCCABank Withdrawal From a Suberitical Condition C.
53.2.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal incident is defined as an uncontrolled
addition of reactivity to the reactor core by withdrawal of rod cluster control assemblies resulting in a
power excursion. While the probability of a transient of this type is extremely low, such a transient could
be caused by operator action or a malfinction of the reactor control rod drive system. This could occur
with the reactor either subcritical or at power. The "at power" occurrence is discussed in Section 5.3.3.

Reactivity is added at a prescribed and controlled rate in bringing the reactor from a shutdown condition
to a low power level during startup by RCCA withdrawal or by reducing the core boron concentration.
RCCA motion can cause much faster changes in reactivity than can result from changing boron
concentration.

The rods are physically prevented from withdrawing in other than their respective banks. Power supplied
to the rod banks is controlled such that no more than two banks can be withdrawn at any time. The rod
drive mechanism is of the magnetic latch type and the coil actuation is sequenced to provide variable
speed rod travel. The maximum reactivity insertion rate is analyzed in the detailed plant analysis
assuming the simultaneous withdrawal of the combination of the two rod banks with the maximum
combined worth at maximum speed, which is well within the capability of the protection system to
prevent core damage.

Should a continuous RCCA withdrawal be initiated and assuming the source and intermediate range (
indication and annunciators are ignored, the transient will be terminated by one of the following
automatic protective functions:

a. Source range neutron flux reactor trip - actuated when either of two independent source range
channels indicates a flux level above a preselected, manually adjustable value. This trip function
may be manually bypassed when either intermediate range flux channel indicates a flux level
above a specified level. It is automatically reinstated when both intermediate channels indicate a
flux level below a specified leveL

b. Intermediate range neutron flux reactor trip - actuated when either of two independent
intermediate range channels indicates a flux level above a preselected, manually adjustable value.
This trip function may be manually bypassed when two of the four power range channels are
reading above approximately 10% of the full-power flux and is automatically reinstated when
three of the four channels indicate a flux level below this value.

c. Power range neutron flux reactor trip (low setting) - actuated when two out of the four power
range channels indicate a flux level above approximately 25% of the full-power flux. This trip
fiuction may be manually bypassed when two of the four power range channels indicate a flux
level above approximately 10% of the full-power flux and is automatically reinstated when three
of the four channels indicate a flux level below this value.
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d. Power range neutron flux reactor trip (high setting) - actuated when two out of the four power
Q range channels indicate a power level above a preset setpoint (•109% of the full-power flux).

Tbis trip finction is always active when the control rods are capable of being withdrawn.

e. High positive neutron flux rate reactor trip - actuated when the positive rate of change of neutron
flux on two out of four power range channels' indicates a rate above the preset setpoint. This trip
finction is always active when in Modes 1 and 2.

The neutron flux response to a continuous reactivity insertion is characterized bya very fast flux increase
terminated by the reactivity feedback effect of the negative Doppler coefficient. This self-limitation of
the initial power increase results from a fast negative fuel temperature feedback (Doppler effect) and is of
prime importance during a startup transient since it limits the power to an acceptable level prior to
protection system action. After the initial power increase, the nuclear power is momentarily reduced and
then, if the incident is not terminated by a reactor trip, the nuclear power increases again, but at a much
slower rate.

Termination of the startup transient by the above protection channels prevents core damage. In addition,
the reactor trip from high pressurizer pressure (a trip function which is always active when in Modes 1
and 2) serves as backup to terminate the event before an overpressure condition could occur.

53.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The accident analysis employs the'Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) methodology since the
conditions resulting from the transient are outside the range of applicability of the RTDP methodology. In
order to obtain conservative results for the analysis of the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from
subcritical event, the following assumptions are made concerning the initial reactor conditions:

a. Since the magnitude of the nuclear power peak reached during the initial part of the transient, for
any given rate of reactivity insertion, is strongly dependent on the Doppler-only power defect, a
conservatively low absolute value of 962 pcm is used.

b. Ile contribution of the moderator reactivity coefficient is negligible during the initial part of the
transient because the heat transfer time constant between the fuel and moderator is much longer
than the nuclear flux response time constant. However, after the initial neutron flux peak, the
succeeding rate of power increase is affected by the moderator reactivity coefficient
Accordingly, a most-positive moderator temperature coefficient (+5 pcm/0F) is used since this
yields the maximum rate of power increase.

c. -'The analysis assumes the reactor to be at hot zero power conditions with a nominal tempeatue
of 547TF. This assumption is more conservative than that of a lower initial system temperature
(i.e., shutdown conditions). 'The higher initial system temperature yields a larger
fuel-to-moderator heat transfer coefficient, a larger specific heat of the moderator and fuel, and a
less-negative (smaller absolute magnitude) Doppler defect. The less-negative Doppler defect
reduces the Doppler feedback effect, thereby increasing the neutron flux peak The high neutronQ flux peak combined with a high fuel specific heat and larger heat transfer coefficient yields a
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larger peak heat flux. The analysis assumes the initial effective multiplication factor (Kff) to be
1.0 sine this results in the maximum neutron flux peak.

d. Reactor trip is assumed on power range high neutron flux (low setting). The most adverse
combination of instrumentation error, setpoint error, delay for trip signal actuation, and delay for
control rod assembly release is taken into account. The analysis assumes a 10% uncertainty in
the power range flux trip setpoint (low setting), raising it from the nominal value of 25% to a
value of 35%; no credit is taken for the source and intermediate range protection. During the
transient, the rise in nuclear power is so rapid that the effect of error in the trip setpoint on the
actual time at which the rods release is negligible. In addition, the total reactor trip reactivity is
based on the assumption that the highest worth rod cluster control assembly is stuck in its fully
withdrawn position.

e. The maximum positive reactivity insertion rate assumed is greater than that for the simultaneous
withdrawal of the two sequential control banks having the greatest combined worth at the
maximum speed (48.125 in/min, which corresponds to 77 steps/min).

f. The DNB analysis assumes the most-limiting axial and radial power shapes possible during the
fuel cycle associated with having the two highest combined worth banks in their highest worth
position.

g. The analysis assumes the initial power level to be below the power level expected for any
shutdown condition (1079 fraction of nominal power). The combination of highest reactivity
insertion rate and low initial power produces the highest peak heat flux.

h. The analysis assumes two RCPs to be in operation (Mode 3 Technical Specification allowed
operation). Ihis is conservative with respect to the DNB transient.

i. This accident analysis employs the Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) methodology.
The use of STDP stipulates that the RCS flow rates will be based on a fraction of the thermal
design flow for two RCPs operating. Since the event is analyzed from hot zero power, the
steady-state non-RTDP uncertainties are not considered in defining the initial conditions.

5.3.2.3 Description of Analysis

The analysis of the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from subcriticality is performed in three stages.
First, a spatial neutron kinetics computer code, TWINKLE (Reference 1), is used to calculate the core
average nuclear power transient, including the various core feedback effects, ie., Doppler and moderator
reactivity. Next, the FACTRAN computer code (Reference 2) uses the average nuclear power calculated
by TWINKLE and performs a fuel rod transient heat transfer calculation to determine the core average
heat flux and hot spot fuel temperature transients. Finally, the core average heat flux calculated by
FACTRAN is used in the VIPRE. computer code (Reference 3) for transient DNBR calculations.

_)
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532.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The Uncontrolled Rod Cluster Control Assembly Bank Withdrawal from Subcritical event is considered
an ANS Condition II event, a fault of moderate frequency, and is analyzed to show that the core and
reactor coolant system are not adversely affected. This is demonstrated by showing that the DNB design
basis is not violated and subsequently there is little likelihood of core damage. It must also be shown that
the peak hot spot fuel and clad temperatures'remainwithin acceptable limits, although for this event, the
heat up is relatively small.

The analysis shows that all applicable acceptance criteria are met. The minimum DNBR never goes
below the limit value and the peak fuel centerline temperature is 23630 F which is well below the
minimum temperature where fuel melting would be expected (48000 F). Figure 5.3.2-1 shows the nuclear
power and core average heat flux transients and Figure 5.3.2-2 shows the inner clad and fuel average
temperature transient at the hot spot.

53.2.5 Conclusions

In the event of an RCCA withdrawal event from subcritical conditions, the core and the RCS are not
adversely affected since the combination of thermal power and coolant temperature results in a minimwum
DNBR greater than the safety analysis limit value. Furthermore, since the maximum fuel temperatures
predicted to occur during this event are much less than those required for fuel melting to occur, no fuel
damage is predicted as a result of this transient. Clad damage is also precluded.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal from a
subcritical condition for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

53.2.6 References

1. Barry, R. F., Jr. and Risher, D. HI., "TWINKLE, a Multi-dimensional Neutron Kinetics Computer
Code," WCAP-7979-P-A, January 1975 (Proprietary) and WCAP-8028-A, January 1975
(Non-Proprietary).

2. Hargrove, H. G, "FACTRAN -A FORTRAN-lV Code for Thermal Transients in a UO2 Fuel
Rod," WCAP-7908, December 1989.

3. Sung, Y. X et al., "VIPRE- 0 Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCA Thermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
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Table 53.2-1
Time Sequence of Events - Uncontrolled RCCA

Vithdrawal from a Subcritical Condition

Event Time (sec)

Initiation of uncontrolled rod withdrawal from iCY9 of nominal power 0.0

Power Range high neutron flux low setpoint reached 10.4

Peak nuclear power occurs 10.6

Rods begin to fall into core 10.9

Minimum DNBR occus 12.6

Peak heat flux occurs 12.6

Peak average clad temperature occurs 13.1

Peak average fuel temperature occurs 13.3

Q)y

()

.1(70
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5.33 Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power

533.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An uncontrolled rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) withdrawal at power which causes an increase in
core heat flux may result from faulty operator action or a malfimction in the rod control system.
Immediately following the initiation of the accident, the steam generator heat removal rate lags behind the
core power generation rate until the steam generator pressure reaches the setpoint of the steam generator
relief or safety valves. This imbalance between heat removal and heat generation rate causes the reactor
coolant temperature to rise. Unless terminated, the power mismatch and resultant coolant temperature
rise could eventually result in a violation of the DNBR limit and/or fuel centerline melt. Therefore, to
avoid damage to the core, the reactor protection system is designed to automatically terminate any such
transient before the DNBR falls below the safety analysis limit value or the fuel rod linear heat generation
rate (kw/ft) limit is exceeded.

The automatic features of the reactor protection system which prevent core damage in a RCCA bank
withdrawal incident at power include the following:

a. Power range high neutron flux instrumentation actuates a reactor trip on neutron flux if
two-out-of-four channels exceed an overpower setpoint.

b. Reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three AT channels exceed an overtemperature AT setpoint
in two-out-of-three loops. This setpoint is automatically varied with axial power distribution,
coolant average temperature, and coolant average pressure to protect against violating the DNBR
limit.

c. Reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three AT channels exceed an overpower AT setpoint in
two-out-of-three loops. This setpoint is automatically varied with coolant average temperature so
that the allowable heat generation rate (kw/ft) is not exceeded.

d. A high pressurizer pressure reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three pressure channels exceed
a fixed setpoint. This reactor trip on high pressurier pressure is less than the set pressure for the
pressurizer safety valves.

e. A high pressurizer water level reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-three level channels exceed a
fixed setpoint.

f. A positive neutron flux reactor trip actuates if any two-out-of-four channels exceed a fixed
setpoint.

Besides the above listed reactor trips, several RCCAwithdrawal blocks which are not credited in the
accident analyses but would serve to limit the severity of this event are listed below

a. High neutron flux (one-out-of-four power range)
b. Overpower AT (two-out-of-three channels)
c. Overtemperature AT (two-out-of-three channels)
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5332 Input Parameters and Assumptions --

A number of cases were analyzed assuming a range of reactivity insertion rates for both minimum and
maximum reactivity feedback conditions at various power levels. The cases presented in Section 53.3.4
are representative for this event.

For an uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at power accident; the analysis assumes the following
conservative assumptions:

a. This accident is analyzed with the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 2). Initial
reactor power, RCS pressure, and RCS temperature are assumed to be at their nominal values,
adjusted to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with steady-state full
power operation. Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial conditions are
included in the DNBR limit as described in Reference 2.

b. For reactivity coefficients, two cases are analyzed.

1. Minimum Reactivity Feedback: A+S pcmPF moderator temperature coefficient and a
least-negative Doppler-only power coefficient form the basis for the beginning-of-life
(BOL) minimum reactivity feedback assumption.

2. Maximum Reactivity Feedback: A conservatively large positive moderator density
coefficient of 0.43 Ak/Wgcm 3 (corresponding to a large negative moderator temperature
coefficient) and a most-negative Doppler-only power coefficient form the basis for the 0
end-of-life (EOL) maximum reactivity feedback assumption.

c. The reactor trip on high neutron flux is assumed to be actuated at a conservative value of 116% of
nominal full power. The AT trips include all adverse instrumentation and setpoint errors, while
the delays for the trip signal actuation are assumed at their maximum values.

d. The RCCA trip insertion characteristic is based on the assumption that the highest-worth rod
cluster control assembly is stuck in its fully withdrawn position.

e. A range of reactivity insertion rates are examined. The maximum positive reactivity insertion
rate is greater than that which would be obtained from the simultaneous withdrawal of the two
control rod banks having the maximum combined worth at a conservative speed
(48.125 inches/minute, which corresponds to 77 steps/minute).

f. Power levels of 10, 60 and 100% of the NSSS power of 2910 MWt are considered.

533.3 Description of Analysis

The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the manner in which the protection functions described
above actuate for various combinations of reactivity insertion rates and initial conditions. Insertion rate
and initial conditions determine which trip function actuates first.
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The uncontrolled rod withdrawal at power event is analyzed with the LOFTRAN computer code
(Reference 1). The program simulates the neutron kinetics, RCS, pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety
valves, pressurizer spray, steam generators, and main steam safety valves. The program computes
pertinent plant variables including temperatures, pressures, power level, and departure from nucleate
boiling ratio.

533.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at power accident is
considered a Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items
summarize the main acceptance criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures. With respect to peak pressure, the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power accident is bounded by the loss of load/turbine trip analysis. The loss of load/turbine trip
analysis is described in Section 5.3.6.

The protection features presented in Section 53.3.1 provide mitigation of the uncontrolled RCCA bank
withdrawal at power transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

Figures 5.3.3-1A or 5.3.3-1B through 5.3.3-3A or 5.3.3-3B show the transient response for a rapid
uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal incident (80 pcm/sec) starting from 100% power with minimum
feedback. Reactor trip on high neutron flux occurs shortly after the start of the accident. Because of the
rapid reactor trip, small changes in T. and pressure result in the margin to the DNBR limit being
maintained.

The transient response for a slow uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal (0.4 pcm/sec for BVPS-l and
2 pcm/sec for BVPS-2) from 100% power with minimum feedback is shown in Figures 5.3.34A or
5.3.34B through 5.3.3-6A or 5.3.3-6B. Reactor trip on overtemperature AT occurs after a longer period
of time, and the rise in temperature is consequently larger than for a rapid RCCA bank withdrawal.
Again, the minimum DNBR is greater than the safety anflysis limit value.

Figure 5.3.3-7A or 5.3.3-7B shows the minimum DNBR as a function of reactivity insertion rate from
100% power for both minimum and maximum reactivity feedback conditions. It can be seen that the high
neutron flux and overtemperature AT reactor trip functions provide DNB protection over the range of
reactivity insertion rates. The minimum DNBR is never less than the safety analysis limit value. The
RCS and main steam systems are maintained below 110% of the design pressures.

Figures 533-8A or 5.3.3-8B and 5.3.3-9A or 5.3.3-9B show the minimum DNBR as a function of
reactivity insertion rate for RCCA bank withdrawal incidents starting at 60 and 10% power, respectively.
The results are similar to the 100% power case; however, as the initial power level decreases, the range
over which the overtemperature AT trip is effective is increased. In all of these cases the DNBR remains
above the safety analysis limit value (1.55).
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A calculated sequence of events for two cases is shown in Table 5.3.3-A or 5.3.3-lB. With the reactor
tripped, the plant eventually returns to a stable condition. The plant may subsequently be cooled down C )
further by following normal plant shutdown procedures.

53.3.5 Conclusions

The high neutron flux and overtemperature AT reactor trip fimctions provide adequate protection over the
entire range of possible reactivity insertion rates, ie., the minimum value of DNBR is always larger than
the safety analysis limit value. The RCS and main steam systems are maintained below 110% of the
design pressures. Therefore, the results of the analysis show that an uncontrolled RCCA withdrawal at
power does not adversely affect the core, the RCS, or the main steam system and all applicable criteria are
met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.
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Table 533-1A
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Uncontroled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power . . .

Case Event Time (sec)

100% Power, Minimum Feedback, Initiation of Uncontrolled RCCA Withdrrwal 0.0
Rapid RCCA Withdmawal.
(80 pcmisec) Power Range High Neutron Flux - High Setpoint 1.4

Rods Begin to Fall 1.9

Minimum DNBR Occurs 2.9

100% Power, Minimum Feedback, Initiation of Uncontrolled RCCA Withdrawal 0.0
Slow RCCA Withdrawal
(0.4 pan/sec) Ovtemperature Delta-T Trip Point Reached 104.1

Rods Begin to Fall 106.1

Minimum DNBR Occurs 107.1.

I
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Table 533.3-B
BVPS-2 Time Sequence of Events -Uncontrolled RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power

Case Event Time (sec)

0OO0Y Power, Minimum Feedback, Initiation of Uncontroled RCCA Withdrawal 0.0
Rapid RCCA Withdrawal (80
pcm/sec) Power Range High Neutron Flux - High Setpoint 1.4

Reached

Rods Begin to Fall 1.9

Minimum DNBR Occurs 2.9

100% Power, Minimum Feedback, Initiation of Uncontrolled RCCA Withdrawal 0.0
Slow RCCA Withdrawal.
(2 pcm/sec) Overtemperature Delta-T Trip Point Reached 66A

Rods Begin to Fall 68.4

Minimum DNBR Occurs 69.1

a_

01
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Figure 5.33-1A
BVPS-1 Rod Withdrawal at Power

Minimum Reactivity Feedback - 100% Power - 80 pcm/sec
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BVPS-2 Rod Withdrawal at Power
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Figure 53-36A
BVPS-1 Rod Withdrawal at Power

Minimum Reactivity Feedback- 100% Power - 0.4 pcm/sec
Core Average Temperature and DNBR versus Time
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5.3A RCCAMisalignment

53A.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The Rod Cluster Control Assembly (RCCA) Misalign nent events include the following:

* ' One or more dropped RCCAs within the same group
* A dropped RCCA bank
* A statically misaligned RCCA

Each RCCA has a position indicator channel that displays the position of the assembly in a display
grouping that is convenient to the operator. Fully inserted RCCAs are also indicated by a rod at bottom
signal which actuates a control room annunciator. Group demand position is also indicated.

RCCAs move in preselected banks and the banks always move in'the same preselected sequence. Each
bank of RCCAs consists of two groups. The rods comprising a group operate in parallel through
multiplexing thyristors. The two groups in a bank move sequentially such that the first group is always
within one step of the second group in the bank. A definite schedule of actuation (or deactuation) of the
stationary gripper, movable gripper, and lift coils of the control rod drive mechanism withdraws the
RCCA held by the mechanism.' Mechanical failures are in the direction of insertion or immobility.

A dropped RCCA, or RCCA bank is detected by one or more of the following:

* Sudden drop in the core power level as seen by the nuclear instrumentation system

* Asymmetric power distribution as seen on out-of-core neutron detectors or core exit
thermocouples

* Rod at bottom signal-

* Rod deviation alarm

* Rod position indication

Dropping of a full-length RCCA is assumed to be initiated by a single electrical or mechanical failure
which causes any number and combination of rods from the same group of a given control bank to drop to
the bottom of the core. The resulting negative reactivity insertion'causes nuclear power to rapidly
decrease. An increase in the hot channel factor may occur due to the skewed power distribution
representative of a dropped rod configuration. For this event, it must be shown that the DNB design basis
is met for the combination of power, hot channel factor, and other system conditions which exist
following a dropped rod.

Misaligned assemblies are detected by:

* Asymmetric power distribution as seen on out of core neutron detectors or core exit
thermocouples
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* Rod deviation alarm

* Rod position indicators

For BVPS-1, the resolution of the rod position indicator channel is ±5% of span (±7.2 inches). Deviation.
of any assembly from its group by twice this distance (10% of span, or 14.4 inches) will not cause power
distributions worse than the design limits. The deviation alarm alerts the operator to rod deviation with
respect to group demand position in excess of 5% of span. If the rod deviation alarm is not operable, the
operator is required to log the rod cluster control assembly positions in a prescribed time sequence to
confirm alignment.

For BVPS-2 the resolution of the rod position indicator channel is less than ±7.5 inches. Deviation of any
RCCA from its group by twice this distance (15 inches) will not cause power distributions worse than
design limits. The deviation alarm alerts the operator to rod deviation with respect to the group position
in excess of 12 steps. If the rod deviation alarm is not operable, the operator is required to take action as
required by the Technical Specifications.

For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, if one or more rod position indicator channels should be out of service, detailed
operating instructions shall be followed to assure the alignment of the non-indicated RCCAs. The
operator is also required to take action as required by the Technical Specifications.

53.4.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The RCCA Misalignment events are analyzed generically. The purpose of the generic analysis is to K
generate transient statepoints that are evaluated on a plant-specific cycle-specific basis during the reload
process. The latest generic evaluation applicable is the evaluation that supported the control rod
optimization program.

The statepoints are in the form of changes in key parameters from the initial values. These changes are
applied to the actual plant specific conditions and evaluates the statepoints during each reload evaluation.
The effect of a power increase on these generic statepoints has been previously addressed for other
Westinghouse designed PWRs.

53.43 Description of the Analysis

The generic statepoints were evaluated and found to be applicable to the EPU. Those statepoints were
evaluated using the VIPRE computer code (Reference 2) to support the DNB criteria and the fuel
centerline melt criteria. A detailed discussion of the Westinghouse Dropped Rod Methodology is
contained in Reference 3.

53.4.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on the frequency of occurrence, the RCCA Misalignment events are considered Condition HI events
as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The primary acceptance criterion for these events is that the
critical heat flux should not be exceeded and that fuel centerline melt is precluded. This is demonstrated
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by showing that the Departure from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) design basis is met and that the peak kw/ft is
below that which would cause fuel centerline melt.

The results of the evaluation for the RCCA Misalignment events show that the DNBR does not fall below
the safety analysis limit value and that the peak kw/ft criteria is below that which causes fuel centerline
melt.

- 53A.5 Conclusions

Following a RCCA Misalignment event the plant will return to a stabilized condition. Results of the
analysis show that a RCCA Misalignment event, with or without a reactor trip, does not adversely affect
the core since the DNBR remains above the limit value for a range of dropped RCCA worths.

The DNBR limit is not violated; thus, there is no reduction in the ability of the primary coolant to remove
heat from the fuel rod. The results also show that fuel centerline melting is precluded. After identifying a
RCCA Misalignment condition, the operator must take action as required by the plant Technical
Specifications and operating instructions.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the RCCA misalignment for the NSSS power of
2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the
staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Furthermore, the results and conclusions of this
analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as part of the normal reload process.

53A.6 References
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53.5 Uncontrolled Boron Dilution

5.3.5.1 Identification of Canes and Accident Descrption

Reactivity can be added to the core by feeding primary grade water into the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS) via the reactor makeup portion of the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS). Boron
dilution is a manual operation under strict administrative controls with procedures calling for a limit on
the rate and duration of dilution. A boric acid blend system is provided to permit the operator to match
the boron concentration of reactor coolant makeup water during normal charging to the RCS boron
concentration. As discussed below, the CVCS is designed to limit, even under various postulated failure
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modes, the potential rate of dilution to a value which, after indication through alarms and instrumentation, *
provides the operator sufficient time to correct the situation in a safe and orderly manner. -

53.5.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The opening of the primary water makeup control valves provides makeup to the CVCS and subsequently
to the RCS which can dilute the reactor coolant. Inadvertent dilution from this source can be readily
terminated by closing the control valve. In order for makeup water to be added to the RCS at pressure, at
least one charging pump must be running in addition to a primary makeup water pump.

There is only a single line connecting the primary grade water header to the CVCS and inadvertent
dilution can be readily terminated by isolating this line. The primary grade water header can be supplied
by either the primary grade water pumps or from a cross connection to the turbine plant demineralized
water system. The maximum dilution flow is 231 gpm, based on operation of a primary grade water
pump in addition to a charging pump if the RCS is at pressure.

The boric acid from the boric acid tank is blended with primary grade water in the blender and the
composition is determined by the preset flow rates of boric acid and primary grade water on the control
board. In order to dilute, two separate operations are required. The operator must switch from the
automatic makeup mode to the dilute or alternate dilute mode, and the start switch must be placed in the
start position. Omitting either step would prevent dilution.

Information on the status of the reactor coolant makeup is continuously available to the operator. Lights
are provided on the control board to indicate the operating condition of the pumps in the CVCS. Alarms
are actuated to warn the operator if boric acid or makeup water flow rates deviate from preset values as a
result of system malfimction.

53.53 Description of Analysis

53.53.1 Dilution During Modes 4, 5, and 6

An uncontrolled boron dilution transient cannot occur during these modes of operation. The primary
means for a significant boron dilution is through the injection of unborated water into the Reactor Coolant
System. Inadvertent boron dilution is prevented by administrative controls which isolate the primary
grade water system isolation valves from the Chemical and Volume Control System, except during
planned boron dilution or makeup activities. Thus unborated water cannot be injected into the Reactor
Coolant System inadvertently, making an unplanned boron dilution at these conditions highly improbable,
because the source of unborated water to the charging pumps is isolated and the low head safety injection
pumps cannot be aligned to the primary grade water supply. This precludes the primary means for an
inadvertent boron dilution event in these modes of operation.

53.532 Dilution During Mode 3

The analysis of the boron dilution event during Mode 3 assumes a maximum dilution flow rate of
231 gpm. An active RCS volume of 6964 ft3 is assumed for BVPS-1 and an active RCS volume of ()
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6893 ft3 is assumed for BVPS-2. From the initiation of the event, there is greater than 15 minutes
available for operator action prior to return to criticality.

5.3.5.3.3 Dilution During Mode 2

In this mode, the plant is being taken from one long-term mode of operation (Mode 3) to another
(Mode 1). Typically, the plant is maintained in the startup mode only for the purpose of startup testing at
the beginning of each cycle. All normal actions required to change power level, either up or down,
require operator initiation.

*The analysis of the boron dilution event in Mode 2 assumes a maximum dilution flow rate of 231 gpm.
An active RCS volume of 7593 ft3 is assumed for BVPS-I and an active RCS volume of 7520 ft3 is
assumed for BVPS-2.

Mode 2 is a transitory operational mode in which the operator intentionally dilutes and withdraws control
rods to achieve criticality. During this mode, the rods are in manual control with the operator required to
maintain a high awareness of the plant status. For a normal approach to criticality, the operatormust
manually initiate a limited dilution and subsequently manually withdraw the control rods. The operator
determines the estimated critical position of the control rods prior to approaching criticality, thus ensuring
that the reactor does not go critical with the control rods below the insertion limits. Once critical, the
power escalation must be sufficiently slow to allow the operator to manually block the source range
reactor trip (nominally at 105 cps) after receiving P-6 from the intermediate range. Too fast of a power
escalation (due to an unknown dilution) would result in reaching P-6 unexpectedly, leaving insufficient
time to manually block the source range reactor trip, and the reactor would immediately shut down.

However, in the event of an unplanned approach to criticality or dilution during power escalation while in
Mode 2, the plant status is such that minimal impact will result. The plant will slowly escalate in power
until the power range high neutron flux trip setpoint is reached and a reactor trip occurs. From the
initiation of the event, there is greater than 15 minutes available for operator action prior to return to
criticality.

5.3.5.3.4 Dilution During Mode 1

In this mode, the plant may be operated in either automatic or manual rod control. The analysis assumes
a maximum dilution flow rate of 231 gpm. An active RCS volume of 7593 fte is assumed for BVPS-1
and an active RCS volume of 7520 ft3 is assumed for BVPS-2.

With the reactor in automatic rod control the power and temperature increase from the boron dilution
results in insertion of the control rods and a decrease in available shutdown margin. The rod insertion
limit alarms (Low and Low-Low settings) alert the operator at least 15 minutes prior to criticality. This is
sufficient time to determine the cause of dilution and isolate the reactor makeup water source before the
available shutdown margin is lost.

With the reactor in manual control and no operator action taken to terminate the transient, the power and
temperature rise will cause the reactor to reach the power range high neutron flux trip setpoint for
BVPS-1 and the overtemperature AT trip setpoint for BVPS-2, resulting in a reactor trip. The boron
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dilution transient in this case is essentially equivalent to an uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at
power. The maximum reactivity insertion rate for a boron dilution is conservatively estimated to be C )
2.8 pcm/sec, which is within the range of insertion rates analyzed. Thus, the effects of dilution prior to
reactor trip are bounded by the uncontrolled RCCA bank withdrawal at power analysis (Section 53.3 of
this report). Following reactor trip, there is greater than 15 minutes prior to criticality. This is sufficient
time for the operator to determine the cause of dilution and isolate the reactor makeup water source before
the available shutdown margin is lost

5.3.5.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A CVCS malfunction is classified as anANS Condition II event, a fault of moderate frequency. Criteria
established for Condition II events are as follows:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the mininum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

* Fuel temperature and fuel clad strain limits should not be exceeded. The peak linear heat
generation rate should not exceed a value that would cause fuel centerline melt.

This event is analyzed to show that there is sufficient time for mitigation of an inadvertent boron'dilution
prior to the complete loss of shutdown margin. A complete loss of plant shutdown margin results in a
return of the core to the critical condition causing an increase in the RCS temperature and heat flux. This
could violate the safety analysis limit DNBR value and challenge the fuel and fuel cladding integrity. A
complete loss of plant shutdown margin could also result in a return of the core to the critical condition
causing an increase in RCS pressure. This could challenge the pressure design limit for the reactor
coolant system.

If the minimum allowable shutdown margin is shown not to be lost, the condition of the plant at any point in
the transient is within the bounds of those calculated for other Condition I transients. By showing that the
above criteria are met for those Condition II events, it can be concluded that they are also met for the boron:
dilution event. Operator action is relied upon to preclude a complete loss of plant shutdown margin.

The Boron Dilution analysis demonstrates that all applicable acceptance criteria are met. This means that
operator action to terminate the dilution flow within 15 minutes from event initiation from Mode 1,
Mode 2 or Mode 3 will preclude a complete loss of shutdown margin. The results of the Boron Dilution
analysis are as follows.

Boron Dilution BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Mode 1-Manual Rod Control 30.4 minutes 29.4 minutes

Mode 1 -Automatic Rod Control 31.7 minutes 31.4 minutes

Mode 2 33.3 minutes 33.0 minutes

Mode 3 15.3 minutes 15.0 minutes

'0
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53.5.5 Conclusions

If an unintentional dilution of boron in the reactor coolant system does occur, numerous alarms and
indications are available to alert the operator to the condition. The maximum reactivity addition due to
the dilution is slow enough to allow the operator sufficient time to determine the cause of the addition and
take corrective action before shutdown margin is lost.: The acceptance criteria as specified in
Section 53.5.4 are met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the uncontrolled boron dilution for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation -of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

53.6 Loss of External Electrical Load andlor Turbine Trip

53.6.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A major load loss on the plant can result from either a loss of external electrical load or from a turbine
trip. A loss of external electrical load may result from an abnormal variation in network frequency or
other adverse network operating condition. For either case, offsite power is available for the continued
operation of plant components such as the reactor coolant pumps. The case of loss of all non-emergency
AC power is evaluated in Section 53.8.

For a loss of external electrical load without subsequent turbine trip, no direct reactor trip signal would be
generated. The station is designed to accept a significant loss of load without actuating a reactor trip with
all NSSS control systems in automatic (reactor control system, pressurizer pressure and level, steam
generator water level control, and steam dumps). The automatic steam dump system together with the rod
control system is able to accommodate the load rejection. Reactor poweriis reduced to a new equilibrium
value consistent with the capability of the rod control system.

For a turbine trip event, the reactor would be tripped directly (unless below P-9) by a signal derived from
the turbine auto-stop oil pressure and turbine stop valves. The turbine stop valves close rapidly on loss of
trip-fluid pressure actuated by one of a number of turbine trip signals. Reactor 'coolant temperatures and
pressure do not significantly increase if the steam dump and pressurizer pressure control systems are
functioning properly.

In the event the steam dump valves fail to open following a large loss of load, the steam generator safety
valves may lift and the reactor may be tripped by the high pressurizer pressure signal, the high pressurizer
water level signal or the overtemperature AT signal. In the event of feedwater flow'also being lost, the
reactor may also be tripped by a steam generator low-low water level signal. The steam generator
shell-side pressure and reactor coolant temperatures will increase rapidly. The pressurizer safety valves
and steam generator safety valves are sized to protect the RCS and steam generator against overpressure
for all load losses without assuming the operation of the steam dump system, pressurizer spray,
pressurizer power-operated relief valves, automatic rod control, or the direct reactor trip on turbine trip.

The pressurizer safety valve capacity is sized based on a complete loss of heat sink with the plant initially
operating at the maximum calculated turbine load along with operation of the steam generator safety
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valves. The pressurizer and steam generator safety valves are then able to maintain the RCS and Main:
Steam System pressures within 110% of the corresponding design pressure without a direct reactor trip on
turbine trip.

The Reactor Trip System n conjunction with the primary and secondary system designs preclude
overpressurization without requiring the automatic rod control, pressurizer pressure control and/or turbine
bypass control system (i e., steam dumps).

5.3.6.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Two cases are analyzed for a total loss of load from full power conditions: a) minimum reactivity
feedback with pressure control; and b) minimum reactivity feedback without pressure control. The
primary concern for the case analyzed with pressure control is the minimum departure from nucleate
boiling ratio (DNBR); the primary concern for the case analyzed without pressure control is maintaining
reactor coolant system pressure below 1100% of the design pressure.

The major assumptions used in the analyses are summarized in the following.

Initial Operating Conditions

The case with pressure control is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1).
Initial core power, RCS temperature and RCS pressure are assumed to be at their nominal values, adjusted
to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with steady-state full power operation.'
Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the DNBR limit C )
as described in Reference 1.

The case without pressure control is analyzed using the Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP).
Initial uncertainties on core power, reactor coolant temperature, and pressure are applied in the
conservative direction to obtain the initial plant conditions for the transient. The analysis models Thermal
Design Flow.

The nominal NSSS full poweris 2910 MWt. Thus, as is discussed above, the RTDP case is initialized at
2910 MWt and the STDP case is initialized at 2927.5 MWt (2910*1.006).

Reactivity Coefficients

The total loss of load transient is conservatively analyzed with minimum reactivity feedback (BOL).
Both cases for BVPS-1 assume the least-negative Doppler coefficient and a 0 pcm/0 F moderator
temperature coefficient, which bounds part power conditions assuming a positive moderator temperature
coefficient. Both cases for BVPS-2 assume the least-negative Doppler coefficient and a +5 pcmr/F
moderator temperature coefficient. The use of a +5 pcmPF MTC conservatively bounds the maximum
licensed full power limit.

.. a
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Reactor Control

From the standpoint of the maximum pressures attained, it is conservative to assume that the reactor is in
manual rod control. If the reactor were in automatic rod control, the control rod banks would move prior
to trip and reduce the severity of the transient.

Pressurizer Spray, Power-Operated Relief Valves and Safety Valves

The loss of load event is analyzed both with and without pressurizer pressure control. The pressurizer
PORVs and sprays are assumed operable for the case with pressure control. The case with pressure
control minimizes the increase in primary pressure, which is conservative for the DNBR criterion. The
case without pressure control maximizes the pressure increase, which is conservative for the RCS
overpressurization criterion. In all cases, the steam generator and pressurizer safety valves are operable.

The pressurizer safety valves are modeled including the effects of the pressurizer safety valve loop seals
using the WOG methodology described in Reference 3. A total pressurizer safety valve setpoint tolerance
of L3% for BVPS-I and +1.6%/-3.0% for BVPS-2 is supported in the analysis. For the case which is
analyzed for DNBR (pressurizer pressure control case), the negative tolerance is applied to conservatively
reduce the setpoint. (The pressurizer safety valves do not actuate for the case being reported.) For the-
case analyzed for peak RCS pressure, the positive tolerance is applied to conservatively increase the
setpoint pressure. An additional +1% uncertainty to account for the setpoint shift as described in
Reference 3 is included for BVPS-2 but is not applicable for BVPS-1. In the peak RCS pressure case,
opening of the pressurizer safety valves is delayed by a time assumed to cover the time to purge the loop
seals and the valve stroke time for BVPS-I (1.05 seconds) and to cover the time to purge the loop seals
for BVPS-2 (1.2 seconds).

Feedwater Flow

Main feedwater flow to the steam generators is assumed to be lost at the time of turbine trip. No credit is
taken for auxdliary feedwater flow-, however, eventually auxiliary feedwater flow would be initiated and a
stabilized plant condition would be reached. -

Reactor Tip

Only the overtemperature AT, high pressurizer pressure, and low-low steam generator water level reactor
trips are assumed operable for the purposes of this analysis. No credit is taken for a reactor trip on high
pressurizer level or the direct reactor trip on turbine trip. ;

Steam Release

No credit is taken for the operation of the steam dump system or steam generator atmospheric relief
valves. This assumption maximizes secondary pressure. The main steam safety valve model includes an
allowance of ±3% for safety valve setpoint tolerance and an accumulation model that assumes that the
safety valves are wide open once the pressure exceeds the setpoint (plus tolerance) by 5 psi.
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53.63 Description of Analyses C-
For the Loss of External Electrical Load/urbine Trip Event, the behavior of the unit is analyzed for a
complete loss of steam load from full power without a direct reactor trip. This assumption is made to
show the adequacy of the pressure-relieving devices and to demonstrate core protection margins, by
delaying reactor trip until conditions in the RCS result in a trip due to other signals. Thus, the analysis
assumes a worst-case transient. This analysis demonstrates that at-power overpressure protection is
provided for both the primary and secondary systems.

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 2) computer code is performed to determine the plant
transient conditions following a total loss of load. The code models the core neutron kinetics, RCS
including natural circulation, pressurizer, pressurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators, main steam
safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system; and computes pertinent variables, including the
pressurizer pressure, steam generator pressure, steam generator mass, and reactor coolant average
temperature.

53.6.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the Loss of External Electrical LoadTurbine Trip accident is
considered a Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The specific criteria for this
accident, as stated in the Standard Review Plan, are as follows:

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design values (an RCS pressure limit of 2748.5 psia and secondary side pressure limit of
1208.5 psia).

* Fuel cladding integrity shall be maintained by demonstrating that the minimum DNBR remains
above the 95/95 DNBR limit for PWRs (the applicable safety analysis DNBR limit is 1.55).

* An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant condition without
other faults occurring independently.

This criterion is satisfied by verfying that the pressurizer does not fill.

* An incident of moderate frequency in combination with any single active component failure, or
single operator error, shall be considered an event for which an estimate of the number of
potential fuel failures shall be provided for radiological dose calculations. For such accidents,
fuel failure must be assumed for all rods for which the DNBR falls below those values cited
above for cladding integrity unless it can be shown, based on an acceptable fuel damage model,
that fewer failures occur. There shall be no loss of function of any fission product barrier other
than the fuel cladding.

This criterion is satisfied by verifying that DNBR remains above the 95/95 DNBR limit.

The calculated sequence of events for the two Loss of External Electrical Load/Turbine Trip cases are
presented in Tables 5.3.6-A or 5.3.6-lB.

-I
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Case 1: With Pressure Control

The transient response for the total loss of load event under BOL conditions with pressure control is
shown in Figures 5.3.6-lAthrough 5.3.6-4A for BVPS-1 and Figures 5.3.6-lB through 5.3.6-4B for
BVPS-2.

For BVPS-1, the reactor is tripped via an overtemperature AT signal. The neutron flux decreases slowly
until the reactor is tripped, and although the DNBR value decreases below the initial value, it remains
well above the safety analysis limit throughout the entire transient. The pressurizer power-operated relief
valves and sprays maintain primary pressure below 110% of the design value. The main steam safety
valves are also actuated and maintain secondary pressure below 110%/o of the design value. The peak
pressurizer water volume remains below the total volume of the pressurizer, demonstrating that this event
does not generate a more serious plant condition.

For BVPS-2 the reactor is tripped on high pressurizer pressure. The neutron flux increases until the
reactor is tripped, and although the DNBR value decreases below the initial value, it remains well above
the safety analysis limit throughout the entire transient The pressurizer power-operated relief valves and
sprays, as well as pressurizer safety valves, maintain primary pressure below 110% of the design value.
The main steam safety valves are also actuated and maintain secondary pressure below 110% of the
design value. The peak pressurizer water volume remains below the total volume of the pressurizer,
demonstrating that this event does not generate a more serious plant condition.

Case 2: Without Pressure Control

The transient response for the total loss of load event under BOL conditions without pressure control is
shown in Figures 5.3.6-5A through 5.3.6-8A for BVPS-1 and Figures 5.3.6-5B through 5.3.6-8B for
BVPS-2.

For BVPS-I and BVPS-2, the reactor is tripped on high pressurizer pressure. The neutron flux remains
essentially constant at full power until the reactor is tripped. The pressurizer safety valves are actuated
and maintain primary pressure below 110% of the design value. The main steam safety valves are also
actuated and maintain secondary pressure below 110% of the design value. The peak pressurizer water
volume remains below the total volume of the pressurizer, demonstrating that this event does not generate
a more serious plant condition.

5.3.6.5 Conclusions

The results of this analysis show that the plant design is such that a total loss of external electrical load
without a direct reactor trip presents no hazard to the integrity of the RCS or the main steam system. All
of the applicable acceptance criteria are met. The minimum DNBR for each case is greater than the
applicable safety analysis limit value. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below
110% of design at all times. The protection features presented in Section 5.3.6.2 provide mitigation of the
Loss of External Electrical Loadfrurbine Trip transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the loss of external load and/or turbine trip for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.
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Table 53.6-LA
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

Case Event Time (Sec)

With pressurizer pressure control Loss of Electrical LoadTubine Trip 0.0
(minimum reactivity feedback-
DNB Case) Overtemperature AT Reactor Trip Setpoint reached 12.3

Rods begin to drop 14.3

Minimum DNBR occurs 15.6

Without pressurizer pressure Loss of Electrical Loadtflrbine Trip 0.0
control (minimum reactivity H
feedback-Pressure Case) High Prmsurizr Pr== Reactor Trp Setpoit reached 5.5

Rods begin to drop 7.5

Peak pressurizer pressure occurs 8.2
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Table 5.3.6-1B
BVPS-2 Time Sequence of Events - Loss of External Electrical Load and/or Turbine Trip

Case Event Time (Sec)

With pressurizr pressure control Loss of Electrical LoadfIurbine Trip 0.0
(minimum reactivity feedback- High Pess Pressure Reacto Trip Setpoint reached 11.2
DNB Case)

Rods begin to drop 13.2

Minimum DNBR occurs 14.6

Without pressurizer pressure Loss of Electrical Loadtrurbine Trip 0.0
control (minimum reactivity
feedback-Pressure Case) High Presser Pressure Racor Trp Setpoint reached 5.4

Rodsbeginto drop 7.4

Peak pressurizer pressure occurs 8A

(2?

-C)
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5.3.7 Loss of Normal Feedwater

53.7.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A loss of normal feedwater (from pump failures, valve malfimctions, or loss of offsite AC power) results
in a reduction in capability of the secondary system to remove the heat generated in the reactor core. If
the reactor is not tripped during this accident, core damage would possibly occur as a result of the loss of
heat sink while at power. If an alternative supply of feedwater is not supplied to the plant, residual heat
following a reactor trip may heat the primary system water to the point where water relief from the
pressurizer could occur. A significant loss of water from the RCS could lead to core uncovery'and
subsequent core damage. However, since a reactor trip occurs well before the steam generator heat
transfer capability is reduced, the primary system conditions never approach those that would result in a
violation of the limit DNBR.

The loss of normal feedwater that occurs as a result of the loss of AC power is discussed in Section 53.8.

The following events occur following the reactor trip for the loss of normal feedwater as a result of main
feedwater pump failures or valve malfunctions:

a. As the steam system pressure rises following the trip, the steam system atmospheric relief valves
are automatically opened to the atmosphere. Steam dump to the condenser is assumed not to be
available. If the atmospheric relief valves are not available, the self-actuated main steam safety
valves will lift to dissipate the sensible heat of the fuel and coolant plus the residual heat
produced in the reactor.

b. As the no-load temperature is approached, the steam system atmospheric relief valves (or the
self-actuated safety valves, if the atmospheric relief valves are not available) are used to dissipate
the residual heat and to maintain the plant at the hot standby condition.

The following provide the necessary protection against core damage in the event of a loss of normal
feedwater.

a. Reactor trip on low-low water level in any steam generator.

b. Turbine trip-Reactor trip on loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC).

c. Two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps that are started on:

1. Either no bus loss of power, or diesel generator loading sequence signal coincident with
any ofthe'following: '

(a) Low-low water level in two-out of three steam generators

(b) Both main feedwater pumps stopped and either control switch for either main feed
pump in close and after close position
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(c) Safety injection signal ( t

2. Manual actuation

3. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

d. One turbine-driven AFW pump that is started on

1. Low-low water level in any steam generator

2. Undervoltage on any two of three reactor coolant pump buses

3. Manual actuation

4. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

5. Safety injection signal

The analysis shows that following a loss of normal feedwater, the AFW system is capable of removing the
stored and residual heat thus preventing overpressurization of the RCS, overpressurization of the
secondary side, water relief from the pressurizer, and uncovery of the reactor core. C11

S.3.7.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the analysis:

a. The plant is initially operating at 100.6% of the NSSS power (100.6% of 2910 MWt). A
maximum reactor coolant pump heat of 15.0 MWt is included in the analysis. The RCPs are
assumed to continuously operate throughout the transient providing a constant reactor coolant
volumetric flow equal to the Thermal Design Flow value. Although not assumed in the analysis,
the reactor coolant pumps could be manually tripped at some later time in the transient to reduce
the heat addition to the RCS caused by the operation of the pumps.

b. The direction of conservatism for both initial reactor vessel average coolant temperature and
pressurizer pressure is not consistent from analysis to analysis. As such, cases are considered
with the initial temperature and pressure uncertainties applied in each direction. The initial
average temperature uncertainty is assumed to be +8.50 and -9.50 F which includes 3.50 F for
loop-to-loop average temperature variations. The initial pressurizer pressure uncertainty is
conservatively assumed to be ± 40 psi for BVPS-1 and +45 psi for BVPS-2. For both BVPS-1
and BVPS-2, the worst loss of normal feedwater case is with the temperature uncertainty added to
the nominal value and the pressure uncertainty subtracted from the nominal value (i.e., 588.51F
and 2210 psia for BVPS-1 and 588.50F and 2205 psia for BVPS-2).

* 0
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c. Reactor trip occurs on steam generator low-low water level at 5% of the narrow range span for
BVPS-1 and 0% of the narrow range span for BVPS-2.

d. It is assumed that two motor-driven AFW pumps are available to supply a minimum flow of
489 gpm for BVPS-1 and 400 gpm for BVPS-2, split equally to all three steam generators,
60 seconds following a low-low steam generator water level signal. (The worst single failure,
which is modeled in the analysis, is the loss of the turbine-driven AFW pump.) The AFW line
purge volume is conservatively assumed to be 168 fl3/loop for BVPS-1 and 125.7 ft3/loop for
BVPS-2, and the initial AFW enthalpy is assumed to be 90.77 Btu/Ibm.

e. The pressurizer sprays and PORVs are assumed operable. This maximzs the pressurizer water
volume. If these control systems did not operate, the pressurizer safety valves would prevent the
RCS pressure from exceeding the RCS design pressure limit during this transient. The
pressurizer heaters are modeled to exacerbate the heatup and volumetric expansion of the water in
the pressurizer.

f. Secondary system steam relief is achieved through the self-actuated main steam safety valves.
Note that steam relief will, in fact, be through the steam generator atmospheric relief valves or
condenser dump valves for most cases of loss of normal feedwater. However, the condenser
dump valves and the atmospheric relief valves are assumed to be unavailable.

g. The main steam safety valves are modeled assuming a 3% tolerance and an accumulation model
that assumes that the valves are wide open once the pressure exceeds the setpoint (plus tolerance)
by 5 psi (accumulation).

h. Core residual heat generation is based on the 1979 version ofANS 5.1 (Reference 2).
ANSIIANS-5.1-1979 is a conservative representation of the decay energy release rates.
Long-term operation at the initial power level preceding the trip is assumed.

i. Steam generator tube plugging levels of both 0 and 22% are analyzed.

5.3.73 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 1) computer code is performed in order to determine
the plant transient conditions following a loss of normal feedwater. The code models the core neutron
kinetics, RCS including natural circulation, pressurizepr, essurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators,
main steam safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system; and computes pertinent variables, including
the pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water level, steam generator mass, and reactor coolant average
temperature.
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53.7.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results *-

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the loss of normal feedwater accident is considered a Condition II
event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the acceptance
criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. This is demonstrated by showing that the DNBR
limit is not violated.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

With respect to DNB, the loss of normal feedwater accident is bounded by the loss of load accident
reported in Section 5.3.6.

For ease in interpreting the transient results following a loss of normal feedwater, the following restrictive
acceptance criterion is used: the pressurizer shall not become water solid.

The calculated sequence of events for this accident is listed in Table 53.7-1. Figures 5.3.7-lA or
5.3.7-lB through 5.3.7-5A or 5.3.7-5B present transient plots of the significant plant parameters following
a loss of normal feedwater with the assumptions listed in Section 5.3.7.2.

Following the reactor and turbine trip from full load, the water level in the steam generators will fall due
to reduction of the steam generator void fraction and because steam flow through the safety valves
continues to dissipate the stored and generated heat. One minute following the initiation of the low-low
level trip, the motor-driven AFW pumps automatically start, consequently reducing the rate at which the
steam generator water level is decreasing.

The capacity of the motor-drivenAFW pumps enables sufficient heat transfer from the three steam
generators receiving auxiliary feedwater to dissipate the core residual heat without the pressurizer
reaching a water solid condition (as shown in Figure 5.3.7-3A or 5.3.7-3B). This precludes any water
relief through the RCS pressurizer relief or safety valves.

5.3.7.5 Conclusions

With respect to DNB, the loss of normal feedwater accident is bounded by the loss of load accident
(Section 5.3.6) which demonstrates that the minimum DNBR is greater than the safety analysis limit
value.

The results of the analysis show that pressurizer does not reach a water solid condition. Therefore, the
loss of normal feedwater event does not adversely affect the core, the RCS, or the main steam system.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the loss of normal feedwater for the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2. Q
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Table 53.7-1
Time Sequence of Events - Loss of Normal Feedwater

C3
BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Time Time
Event (seconds) (seconds)

MEin feedwater flow stops 10 10

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip setpoint reached 63.3 44.7

Rods begin to drop 65.3 46.7

Peak water level in pressurizer occurs 1274.0 50.0

Flow from two motor-driven AFW pumps is initiated 123.3 104.7

Core decay and RCP heat decreases to AFW heat removal capacity -1100 - 2800

Co

'C)
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53.8 Loss ofNon-EmergencyAC Power to the PlantAuxiliaries

53.8.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A complete loss of non-emergency AC power will result in a loss of power to the plant auxiliaries, i.e., the
reactor coolant pumps, condensate pumps, etc. The loss of power may be caused by a complete loss of
the offsite grid accompanied by a turbine generator trip or by a loss of the onsite AC distribution system.
The events following a loss ofAC power with turbine and reactor trip are described in the sequence listed
below:

a. The emergency diesel generators will start on a loss of voltage on the plant emergency buses and
begin to supply plant vital loads.

b. Plant vital instruments are supplied by emergency power sources.

c. As the steam system pressure rises following the trip, the steam system power-operated relief
valves are automatically opened to the atmosphere. Steam dump to the condenser is assumed not
to be available. If the steam generator power-operated relief valves are not available, the
self-actuated main steam safety valves will lift to dissipate the sensible heat of the fuel and
coolant plus the residual heat produced in the reactor.

d. As the no-load temperature is approached, the steam system power-operated relief valves (or the
self-actuated safety valves, if the power-operated relief valves are not available) are used to
dissipate the residual heat and to maintain the plant at the hot standby condition.

The following provide the necessary protection against a loss of all AC power

a. Reactor trip on low-low water level in any steam generator.

b. Turbine trip-Reactor trip on loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC).

c. Two motor-driven auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pumps that are started on:

1. Either no bus loss of power, or diesel generator loading sequence signal coincident with
any of the following:

(a) Low-low water level in two out of three steam generators

(b) Both main feedwater pumps stopped and control switch for either main feed pump in
close and after close position

(c) Safety injection signal

2. Manual actuation 1
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3. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

d. One turbine-driven AFW pump that is started on:

1. Low-low water level in any steam generator

2. Undervoltage on any two of three reactor coolant pump buses

3. Manual actuation

4. Loss of feedwater in any two-out-of-three feedwater loops via the Anticipated Transient
Without Scram (ATWS) Mitigating System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC)

5. Safety injection signal

The auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system is initiated as discussed in the loss of normal feedwater analysis
(Section 5.3.7). The Reactor Trip System and AFW system design provide reactor trip and AFW flow
following any loss of normal feedwater.

Following the loss of power to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs), coolant flow is necessary for core
cooling and the removal of residual and decay heat.

Heat removal is maintained by natural circulation in the RCS loops. Following the RCP coastdown, the
natural circulation capability of the RCS will remove decay heat from the core, aided by the AFW flow in
the secondary system. Demonstrating that acceptable results can be obtained for this event proves that the
resultant natural circulation flow in the RCS is adequate to remove decay heat from the core.

The first few seconds after a loss ofAC power to the RCPs closely resembles the analysis of the complete
loss of flow event (Section 5.3.14) in that the RCS would experience a rapid flow reduction transient
This aspect of the loss ofAC power event is bounded by the analysis performed for the complete loss of
flow event that demonstrates that the DNB design basis is met. The analysis of the loss ofAC power
event demonstrates that RCS natural circulation and the AFW system are capable of removing the stored
and residual heat, and consequently will prevent RCS or main steam system overpressurization and core
uncovery. The plant would therefore be able to return to a safe condition.

5.3.8.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The major assumptions used in this analysis are identical to those used in the loss of normal feedwater
analysis (Section 5.3.7) with the following exceptions:

a. Loss ofAC power is assumed to occur soon after the time of reactor trip on low-low SG water
level. No credit is taken for the immediate insertion of the control rods as a result of the loss of
AC power to the station auxiliaries.

0'
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b. Power is assumed to be lost to the RCPs. To maximize the amount of stored energy in the RCS,
the power to the RCPs is not assumed to be lost until after the start of rod motion.

c. A heat transfer coefficient in the steam generators associated with RCS natural circulation is
assumed following the RCP coastdown.

d. The RCS flow coastdown is based on a momentum balance around each reactor coolant loop and
across the reactor core. This momentum balance is combined with the continuity equation, a
pump momentum balance, the as-built pump characteristics and conservative estimates of system
pressure losses.

e. For BVPS-1, the worst loss of non-emergency AC power case is with the temperature and the
pressure uncertainties subtracted from the nominal value (i.e., 570.50F and 2210 psia). For
BVPS-2, the worst loss of non-emergency AC power case is with the temperature uncertainty
added to the nominal value and the pressure uncertainty subtracted from the nominal value (i.e.,
588.50F and 2205 psia).

53.83 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 1) computer code is performed in order to determine
the plant transient following a loss of all AC power. The code describes the core neutron kinetics, RCS
including natural circulation, pressurizer, pressurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators, main steam
safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system, and computes pertinent variables, including the
pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water level, and reactor coolant average temperature.

53.8.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the loss of non-emergency AC power accident is considered a
Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the
acceptance criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. This is demonstrated by showing that the DNBR
limit is not violated.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 110%/e of the
design pressures.

With respect to DNB, the loss of non-emergency AC power accident is bounded by the loss of flow
accident reported in Section 53.14.

For ease in interpreting the transient results following a loss of non-emergency AC power, the following
restrictive acceptance criterion has been used: the pressurizer shall not become water solid.

Figures 5.3.8-lA or 5.3.8-lB through 5.3.8-SA or 5.3.8-SB present transient plots of plant parameters
following a loss of non-emergency AC power with the assumptions listed in Section 53.8.2. The
calculated sequence of events for this accident is listed in Table 53.8-1.
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The first few seconds after the loss of non-emergency AC power to the RCPs, the flow transient for a loss
of non-emergency AC power event closely resembles the complete loss of flow incident, where core
damage due to rapidly increasing core temperatures is prevented by the reactor trip, which, for a loss of
non-emergency AC power event, is on a low-low steam generator water level signal. After the reactor
trip, stored and residual heat must be removed to prevent damage to the core and the reactor coolant and
main steam systems. The LOFTRAN code results show that the natural circulation and AFW flow
available is sufficient to provide adequate core decay heat removal following reactor trip and RCP
coastdown.

Figures 5.3.8-3A or 5.3.8-3B illustrates that the pressurizer never reaches a water solid condition. Hence,
no water relief from the pressurizer occurs.

5.3.8.5 Conclusions

With respect to DNB, the loss of non-emergency AC power event is bounded by the complete loss of flow
event (Section 5.3.14) which demonstrated that the minimum DNBR is greater than the safety analysis
limit value.

The results of the analysis show that the pressurizer does not reach a water solid condition. Therefore, the
loss of offsite power event does not adversely affect the core, the RCS, or the main steam system.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the loss of non-emergency AC power to the
plant auxiliaries for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

53.8.6 References

1. Burnett, T.W.T., et aL, "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.
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Table 53.-1
Time Sequence of Events - Loss of Non-Emergency

AC Power to the Plant Auxiliaries

BVPS-1 Time BVPS-2 Time
Event (seconds) (seconds)

Main feedwater flow stops 10 10

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip setpoint reached 63.6 - 44.7

Rods begin to drop 65.6.. 46.7

Reactor coolant pumps begin to coastdown 67.6 48.7

Peak water level in pressurizer occurs as a result of decay heat 844.0 50.0

Flow from two motor-driven AFW pumps is initiated 123.6 104.7

Core decay heat decreases to AFW heat removal cpacity -750 -1200
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53.9 Excessive Heat Removal Due To Feedwater System Malfunctions , )
53.9.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Reductions in feedwater temperature or excessive feedwater additions are means of increasing core power
above full power. Such transients are attenuated by the thermal capacity of the RCS and the secondary
side of the plant. The overpower/overtemperature protection functions (neutron high flux,
overtemperature AT, and overpower AT trips) prevent any power increase that could lead to a DNBR that
is less than the limit value.

An example of excessive feedwater flow would be a full opening of one feedwater control valve due to a
feedwater control system malfunction or an operator error. At power, this excess flow causes a greater
load demand on the RCS due to increased subcooling in the steam generator. With the plant at no-load
conditions, the addition of cold feedwater may cause a decrease in RCS temperature and thus a reactivity
insertion due to the effects of the negative moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity. Continuous
excessive feedwater addition is prevented by the steam generator high-high water level trip.

A second example of excess heat removal is the transient associated with failure of the low-pressure
heaters' bypass valve resulting in an immediate reduction in feedwater temperature. At power, this
increased subcooling will create a greater load demand on the RCS.

53.9.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The reactivity insertion rate following a feedwater system malfunction, attributed to the cooldown of the (9
RCS, is calculated with the following assumptions:

a. This accident is analyzed with the Revised Thermal Design Procedure as described in
Reference 1. Initial reactor power, RCS pressure, and RCS temperature are assumed to be at their
nominal values, adjusted to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with
steady-state full power operation. Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial
conditions are included in the DNBR limit as described in Reference 1.

b. The analyses are done at the NSSS power level of 2910 MWt.

c. For the feedwater control valve accident at full-power conditions that result in an increase in
feedwater flow to one steam generator, one feedwater control valve is assumed to malfunction
resulting in a step increase to 162% for BVPS-1 and 156% for BVPS-2 of nominal full power
feedwater flow to one steam generator.

d. The increase in feedwater flow rate results in a decrease in the feedwater temperature due to the
reduced efficiency of the feedwater heaters. For the hot full power cases, a 51.40F for BVPS-1
and 500 F for BVPS-2 decrease in the feedwater temperature is assumed to occur coincident with
the feedwater flow increase.

e. For the feedwater control valve accident at zero-load conditions that result in an increase in
feedwater flow to one steam generator, one feedwater control valve is assumed to malfunction K )
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resulting in a step increase to 187% for BVPS-I and 175% for BVPS-2 of the nominal full-load
value for one steam generator.

f. For cases at zero-load conditions,'a feedwater temperature is at a conservatively low 320F.

g. The initial water level in all the steam generators is a conservatively low level.

h. No credit is taken for the heat capacity of the RCS and steam generator metal mass in attenuating
the resulting plant cooldown.

i. The feedwater flow resulting from a fully open control valve is terminated by the steam generator
high-high water level signal that closes all feedwater main control and feedwater control-bypass
valves, indirectly closes all feedwater pump discharge valves, and trips the main feedwater pumps
and turbine generator.

The reactor protection system features, including Power-Range High Neutron Flux, Overpower AT, and
Turbine Trip on High-High Steam Generator Water Level, are available to provide mitigation of the
feedwater system malfunction transient.

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., SI) are not assumed to function. The
reactor protection system may actuate to trip the reactor due to an overpower condition.'No single active
failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely affect the consequences of this
event.

53.93 Description of Analysis

The excessive heat removal due to a feedwater system malfunction transient is analyzed with the
LOFTRAN (Reference 2) computer code. This code simulates a multiloop system, neutron kinetics, the
pressuize=, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, steam generator, and main steam safety
valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

The excessive feedwater flow event assumes an accidental opening of one feedwater control valve with
the reactor at both full and zero power conditions with both automatic and manual rod controL Both the
automatic and manual rod control cases assume a conservatively large moderator density coefficient
characteristic of EOL conditions.

The feedwatertemperature reduction event assumes the accidental opening ofthe low-pressure heaters'
bypass valve, resulting in a decrease in feedwater temnerature to all three steam generators. The analysis
assumes a conservatively large moderator density coefficient characteristic of EOL conditions. This event
is similar to the excessive feedwater flow event in that it creates an increased thermal load on the RCS.

53.9.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the feedwater system malfimction event is considered a
Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society (ANS). ' Even though DNB is the primary
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concern in the analysis of the Feedwater Malfunction event, the following three items summarize the
criteria associated with this transient: a
* The critical heat flux shall not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum

DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems shall be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

* The peak linear heat generation rate should not exceed a value that would cause fuel centerline
melt.

The excessive feedwater flow full-power case (EOL maximum reactivity feedback with automatic rod
control) gives the largest reactivity feedback and results in the greatest power increase. A turbine trip,
which results in a reactor trip, is actuated when the steam generator water level in the affected steam
generator reaches the high-high water level setpoint. However, the trips are not required to meet the
DNBR criterion. Assuming the reactor to be in manual rod control results in a slightly less severe
transient. The rod control system is not required to function for this event; however, assuming that the
rod control system is operable yields a slightly more limiting transient.

The case initiated at hot zero power conditions with manual rod control, is less limiting than the full
power case. Therefore, the results for this case are not presented.

For all cases of excessive feedwater flow, continuous addition of cold feedwater is prevented by 0
automatic closure of all feedwater control and isolation valves, closure of all feedwater bypass valves, a
trip of the feedwater pumps, and a turbine trip on high-high steam generator water leveL In addition, the
feedwater pump discharge isolation valves will automatically close upon receipt of the feedwater pump
trip signaL

Following turbine trip, the reactor will automatically be tripped, either directly due to the turbine trip or
due to one of the reactor trip signals discussed in Section 53.6 (Loss of External Electrical Load and/or
Turbine Trip). If the reactor was in automatic rod control, the control rods would be inserted at the
maximum rate following the turbine trip, and the resulting transient would not be limiting in terms of
peak RCS pressure.

The effects of the RTDP methodology, including rod control system response characteristics were
incorporated into the analysis. Table 53.9-1 shows the time sequence of events for the hot full power
feedwater malfunction transient Figures 5.3.9-1A or 5.3.9-1B and 5.3.9-2A or 5.3.9-2B show transient
responses for various system parameters during a feedwater system malfunction initiated from, hot full
power conditions with automatic rod controL

The accidental opening ofthe low-pressure heaters' bypass valve causes a reduction in the feedwater
temperature which increases the thermal load on the primary system. The increased thermal load would
result in a transient very similar to the feedwater flow increase discussed above with exception of reactor
trip, which is provided by the Overpower AT fimction. An evaluation has been performed that shows that
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all applicable Condition II acceptance criteria are met for a feedwater system malfimction event which
results in a decrease in the feedwater enthalpy.

53.9.5 - Condusions -

For the excessive feedwater addition at power transient, the results show that the DNBRs encountered are
above the limit value; hence, no fuel damage is predicted. -

The decrease in feedwater temperature transient due to the failure of one or more low-pressure heaters is
similar to the feedwater flow increase event discussed in detail in this section.

-The protection features presented in Section 5.3.9.2 provide mitigation of the feedwater system
malfunction transient such that the above criteria are satisfied. .

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the excessive heat removal due to feedwater
system malfunction for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

5.3.9.6 References

1. FriedlandA. J., and Ray, S., Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-11397-P-A
(Proprietary), WCAP-11397-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1989.

2. Burnett, T.W.T. et al., "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary),"April 1984.
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Table 53.9-1
Time Sequence of Events - Excessive Heat Removal Due

to Feedwater System Malfunctions

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Event Time (seconds) Time (seconds)

One main feedwater control valve fails full open 0 0

Minimum DNBR occurs 111.0 72.5

HI-Hi steam generator water level trip setpoint is reached 108.9 114.9

Turbine trip occurs due to hi-hi steam generator level 111.4 117.4

Rod motion begins 113.4 119.4

Feedwater isolation valves begin to close 118.9 121.9

0

0
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53.10 Excessive Load Increase Incident

53.10.1 Identification of Cause and Accident Descrption

An excessive load increase incident is defined as a rapid increase in the steam flow that causes a power
mismatch between the reactor core power and the steam generator load demand. The reactor control
system is designed to accommodate a 10% step-load increase or a 5% per minute ramp-load increase in
the range of 15 to 100% of full power. Any loading rate in excess of these values may cause a reactor trip
actuated by the reactor protection system. If the load increase exceeds the capability of the reactor. control
system, the transient would be terminated in sufficient time to prevent the DNB design basis from being
violated.

This accident could result from either an administrative violation such as excessive loading by the
operator or an equipment malfimction in the steam bypass control system or turbine speed control.

During power operation, steam dump to the condenser is controlled by comparing the RCS temperature to
a reference temperature based on turbine power, where a high temperature difference in conjunction with
a loss of load or turbine trip indicates a need for steam dump. A single controller malfunction does not
cause steam dump valves to open. Interlocks are provided to block the opening of the valves unless a
large turbine load decrease or a turbine trip has occurired In addition, the reference temperature and loss-
of load signals are developed by independent sensors.

Regardless of the rate of load increase, the reactor protection system will trip the reactor in time to
prevent the DNBR from going below the limit value. Increases in steam load to more than design flow
are analyzed as the steam line rupture event in Section 53.12.

Protection against an excessive load increase accident if necessary, is provided by the following reactor
protection system signals:

* Overtemperature AT
* Overpower AT -

* Power range high neutron flux -

* Low pressurizer pressure

53.10.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The analysis includes the following conservative assumptions:

* This accident is analyzed with the Revised Thermal Design Procedure as described in
Reference 1. Initial reactor power, RCS pressure and RCS temperature are assumed to be at their
nominal values, adjusted to account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with
steady-state full power operation. Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial
conditions are included in the DNBR limit as described in Reference 1.

* The evaluation is performed for a step load increase of 10% steam flow from 100% of NSSS
thermal power.
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* This event is analyzed in both automatic and manual rod control. (j
* The excessive load increase event is analyzed for both the beginning-of-life (minimum reactivity

feedback) and end-of-life (maximum reactivity feedback) conditions. A small (zero) moderator
density coefficient at beginning of life and a large value at end of life are used. A positive
moderator temperature coefficient is not assumed since this would provide a transient benefit
For all cases, a small (absolute value) Doppler coefficient of reactivity is assumed.

53.10.3 Description of Analysis

Historically, four cases are analyzed, and presented in the UFSAR, to demonstrate the plant behavior
following a 10% step-load increase from 100% load. These cases are as follows:

* Reactor in manual rod control with BOL (minimum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in manual rod control with EOL (maximum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in automatic rod control with BOL (minimum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in automatic rod control with EOL (maximum moderator) reactivity feedback

At BOL, minmum moderator feedback cases, the core has the least-negative moderator temperature
coefficient of reactivity and the least-negative Doppler only power coefficient curve; therefore, the
least-inherent transient response capability. Since a positive moderator temperature coefficient would
provide a transient benefit, a zero moderator temperature coefficient is assumed in the minimum feedback
cases. For the EOL maximum moderator feedback cases, the moderator temperature coefficient of
reactivity has its most-negative value and the most-negative Doppler only power coefficient curve. This C )
results in the largest amount of reactivity feedback due to changes in coolant temperature. Normal reactor
control systems and engineered safety systems are not required to fimction. A 10% step increase in steam
demand is assumed and the analysis does not take credit for the operation of the pressurizer heaters. The
cases which assume automatic rod control are analyzed to ensure that the worst case is presented. The
automatic function is not required. The reactor protection system is assumed to be operable; however,
reactor trip is not encountered for the cases analyzed. No single active failure in any system or
component required for mitigation will adversely affect the consequences of this accident. Given the
non-limiting nature of this event with respect to the DNBR safety analysis criterion, an explicit
LOFTRAN analysis was not performed as part of the EPU. Instead, an evaluation of this event was
performed. The evaluation model consists of the generation of statepoints based on generic conservative
data. Te statepoints are then compared to the core thermal limits to ensure that the DNBR limit is not
violated. A total of three cases are included in the evaluation. These are:

Reactor in manual rod control with BOL (minimum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in manual rod control with EOL (maximum moderator) reactivity feedback
* Reactor in automatic rod control (both minimum/maximum moderator)
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53.10.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the excessive load increase accident is considered a Condition II
event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the acceptance
criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

The peak linear heat generation rate (expressed in kw/ft) should not exceed a value which would
cause fuel centerline melt.

The evaluation confirms that for an excessive load increase, the minimum DNBR during the transient will
not go below the safety analysis limit value and the peak linear heat generation does not exceed the limit
value; thus demonstrating that the applicable acceptance criteria for critical heat flux and fuel centerline
melt are met. Following the initial load increase, the plant reaches a stabilized condition. With respect to
peak pressure, the excessive load increase accident is bounded by the loss of electrical load/turbine trip
analysis. The loss of electrical load/turbine trip analysis is described in Section 53.6.

53.105 Conclusions

The evaluation performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for an excessive load increase incident, the
DNBR does not decrease below the safety analysis limit value at any time during the transient; thus, no
fuel or clad damage is predicted. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below their
respective limits at all times. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met.

The protection features presented in Section 53.10.1 provide mitigation for the excessive load increase
incident such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the excessive load increase incident for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

53.10.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J., and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-11397-P-A,
(Proprietary), WCAP-11397-A (Non-proprietary), April 1989.
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5.3.11 Accidental Depressurization of the RCS (
53.11.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

An accidental depressurization of the reactor coolant system (RCS) could occur as a result of an
inadvertent opening of a pressuzer relief valve. To conservatively bound this scenario, the
Westinghouse methodology models the failure of a pressurizer safety valve since a safety valve is sized to
relieve approximately twice the steam flowrate of a relief valve and will allow a much more rapid
depressurization upon opening. This yields the most-severe core conditions resulting from an accidental
depressurization of the RCS. Initially, the event results in a rapidly decreasing RCS pressure, which
could reach hot leg saturation conditions without reactor protection system intervention. If saturated
conditions are reached, the rate of depressurization is slowed considerably. However, the pressure
continues to decrease throughout the event The effect of the pressure decrease is to increase power via
the moderator density feedback (note that a positive moderator temperature coefficient is assumed).
However, if the plant is in the automatic mode, the rod control system fuictions to maintain the power
essentially constant throughout the initial stages of the transient. The average coolant temperature
remains approximately the same, but the pressuriz level increases until reactor trip because of the
decreased reactor coolant density.

The reactor may be tripped by the following reactor protection system signals:

a. Low pressuizer pressure
b. Overtemperature AT Q
5.3.11.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

In order to produce conservative results in calculating the DNBR during the transient, the following
assumptions are made:

a. The accident is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core
power, RCS pressure and RCS temperature are assumed to be at their nominal values, adjusted to
account for any applicable measurement biases, consistent with steady-state full power operation.
Minimum Measured Flow is modeled. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the
DNBR limit as described in Reference 1. The initial power level assumed is 2910 MWt
consistent with the EPU.

b. A +5 pcm/0 F moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity is assumed in order to provide a
conservatively high amount of positive reactivity feedback due to changes in the moderator
temperature.

c. A small (absolute value) Doppler coefficient of reactivity is assumed, such that the resultant
amount of negative feedback is conservatively low in order to maximize any power increase due
to moderator feedback.

d. The spatial effect of voids resulting from local or subcooled boiling is not considered in the
analysis with respect to reactivity feedback or core power shape. In fact, it should be noted, the
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power peaking factors are kept constant at their design values, while the void formation and
resulting core feedback effects would result in considerable flattening of the power distribution.
Although this would significantly increase the calculated DNBR, no credit is taken for this effect.

53.113 Description of Analysis

The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the manner in which the protection functions described
above actuate to mitigate the consequences of the RCS depressurization event.

The accident is analyzed by using the detailed digital computer code LOFIRAN (Reference 2). This
code simulates the neutron kinetics, RCS, pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer
spray, steam generator, and steam generator safety valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables
including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

53.11.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the accidental depressurization for the RCS accident is considered a
Condition II event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The following items summarize the
acceptance criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that theminimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

The system response to an inadvertent opening of a pressurizer safety valve is shown in Figures 53.11-lA
or 53.11-lB through 53.11-3A or 53.11-3B. Figure 53.11-lA or Figure 53.11-lB illustrates the nuclear
power transient following the depressurization. Nuclear power increases slowly until the reactor trip
occurs on low pressurizer pressure. Tle pressurizer pressure transient is illustrated in Figures 53.11-2A
or 53.11-2B. Pressure decreases continuously throughout the transient, however, pressure decreases
more rapidly after core heat generation is reduced via the reactor trip. If the saturation temperature is
reached in the hot leg the pressure decrease slows. Also illustrated in Figures 53.11-2A or 53.11-2B is
the core average temperature transient. Core average temperature is maintained at approximately the
initial value until the reactor trip occurs on low pressurizer pressure. The DNBR decreases initially, but
increases rapidly following the reactor trip as demonstrated in Figures 53.11-3A or 5.3.11-3B. The
DNBR remains above the limit value throughout the transient.

The calculated sequence of events is shown in Table 53.11-1.

53.11.5 Conclusions

The results of the analysis show that the pressurizer low pressure and OTAT reactor protection system
signals provide adequate protection against the RCS depressurization event since the minimum DNBR
remains above the safety analysis limit throughout the transient. Thus no cladding damage or release of
fission products to the RCS is predicted for this event.
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The protection features described in Section 5.3.11.1 provide mitigation of the effects of the accidental
depressurization of the RCS transient such that the above criteria are satisfied. a
The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the accidental depressurization of the RCS for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

53.11.6 References

1. A. 3. Friedland and S. Ray, "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP-1 1397-P-A, April 1989.

2. T.W.T. Burnett, et aL, "LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-7907-A (Non-proprietary), April 1984.

a J

Q.
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Table 53.11-1
Time Sequence of Events - Accidental Depressurization of the RCS

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Event Time (sec) Time (sec)

Inadvertent opening of one RCS relief valve * 0.0 0.0

Low Pressurzer Pressure reactor trip setpoint reached 16.9 20A

Rods begin to drop 18.9 22.4

Minimum DNBR occurs 19.8 23.2

* Relief capacity of a pressurzer safety valve is conservatively assumed.
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Figure 53.11-1A
BVPS-1 RCS Depressurization
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Figure 53.11-1B
BVPS-2 RCS Depressurization
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53.12 Major Rupture of a Main Steam Pipe

53.12.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The steam release arising from a major rupture of a main steam pipe will result in an initial increase in
steam flow that decreases during the accident as the steam pressure falls. The energy removal from the
RCS causes a reduction of reactor coolant temperature and pressure. In the presence of a negative
moderator temperature coefficient, the cooldown results in a positive reactivity insertion and subsequent
reduction in core shutdown margin. If the most-reactive RCCA is assumed stuck in its fully withdrawn
position after reactor trip, there isan increased possibility that the core will become critical and return to
power. A return to power following a steam pipe rupture is a concern primarily because of the high power
peaking factors that would exist assuming the most-reactive RCCA to be stuck in its fully withdrawn
position. The core is ultimately shut down by boric acid injection delivered by the ECCS.

The major rupture of a main steam pipe is the most-limiting cooldown transient. It is analyzed at hot zero
power conditions with no decay heat (decay heat would retard the cooldown, thus reducing the return to
power). A detailed discussion of this transient with the most limiting break size (a double-ended rupture)
is presented below.

The following functions provide the necessary protection to mitigate a steam pipe rupture:

a. Actuation of the safety injection system (SIS)

b. The overpower reactor trips (neutron flux and AT), low pressurizer pressure reactor trip, and the )
reactor trip occurring in conjunction with receipt of the Safety Injection (SI) signal.

c. Redundant isolation of the main feedwater lines to prevent sustained high feedwater flow that
would cause additional cooldown. In addition to the normal control action which will close the
main feedwater control valves, a safety injection signal will rapidly close all feedwater control
valves, trip the main feedwater pumps, and indirectly close the feedwater isolation valves that
backup the control valves. A trip of the main feedwater pumps results in automatic closure of the
respective pump discharge isolation valve.

d. Trip of the fast-acting Main Steamline Isolation Valves (MSIVs), assumed to occur in less than
8 seconds for BVPS-l and 7 seconds for BVPS-2 following initiation of any of the following
signals:

* Low steamline pressure
* High negative steam pressure rate in any loop
* High-2 containment pressure

For any break (in any location), no more than one steam generator would experience an uncontrolled
blowdown even if one of the MSIVs fails to close. For breaks downstream of the MSIVs, closure of all
MS1Vs will completely terminate the blowdown of all steam generators. The MSIVs are signal-actuated
valves that close to prevent flow in the normal (forward) flow direction. The valves on all three steam
lines are closed to isolate the other steam generators. Thus, only one steam generator can blow down, 0*
6S17-5-NP.doc-092304 
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minimizing the potential steam release and resultant RCS cooldown. The remaining two steam generators
would still be available for dissipation of decay heat after the initial transient is over. In the case
assuming a loss of offsite power, the decay heat is removed to the atmosphere via the atmospheric relief
valves that have been sized to handle this accident scenario.

Following blowdown of the faulted steam generator, the unit can be brought to a stabilized hot standby
condition through control of the auxiliary feedwater flow and SI flow as described by plant operating
procedures. The operating procedures would call for operator action to limit RCS pressure and
pressurizer level by terminating SI flow and to control steam generator level and RCS coolant
temperature using the AFWS.

53.12.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following summarizes the major input parameters andlor assumptions used in the main steam line
rupture event:

a. Hot zero power conditions were modeled with and without offsite power available.

b. For BVPS-1, a 1.4 ftO break was analyzed for the Model 54F RSGs since they are designed with a
flow restrictor built into the steam exit nozzle. The assumed steam generator tube plugging level
is 0%/e.

: :ForBVPS-2, a 1.069 It2 break was analyzed forthe Model 51M OSGs since they are designed
with a flow restrictor built into the steam exit nozzle. The assumed steam generator tube
plugging level is 0%.

c. For BVPS-1, separate cases were analyzed assuming unisolatable steam paths that could
potentially occur after receiving a steam line isolation signal and achieving full closure of the
-MSIVs. The piping for the atmospheric steam dumps, the residual heat release valve supply line,
and the supply line for the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump branch off of the main steam
line upstream of the MSIVs. These lines may not be isolated as a result of the steam line isolation
signal.

d. All control rods are inserted except the most reactive RCCA, which is assumed to be stuck out of
the core.

e. The shutdown margin is 1.77% uk-k-

53.123 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 1) computer code is performed in order to determine
the plant transient conditions following a main steam line break. The code models the core neutron
kinetics, RCS, pressurizer, steam generators, safety injection system and the auxiliary feedwater system;
and computes pertinent variables, including the core heat flux, RCS temperature and pressure. A
conservative selection of those conditions are then used to develop core models which provide input to
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the detailed thermal and hydraulic digital computer code, VIPRE (Reference 2), to determine if the DNB
design basis is met. -)

5.3.12.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A major break in a steam system pipe is classified as an ANS Condition IV event. Minor secondary
system pipe breaks are classified as ANS Condition ImI events. All of these events are analyzed to meet
Condition II criteria.

The only criterion that may be challenged during this event is the one that states that the critical heat flux
should not be exceeded. The analysis demonstrates that this criterion is met by showing that the
minimum DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

For BVPS-I and BVPS-2, the most limiting main steamline rupture case is the case in which offsite
power is assumed to be available.

The calculated sequence of events forthe most limiting case is shown inTable 53.12-lAforBVPS-1 and
Table 5.3.12-1B for BVPS-2.

Figures 53.12-1A through 5.3.12-5A show the transient results for the most limiting case for BVPS-l.
Figures 5.3.12-1B through 5.3.12-5B show the transient results for the most limiting case for BVPS-2.
These figures show transient results following a main steamline rupture (complete severance of a pipe) at
initial no-load conditions with offsite power available. Since offsite power is assumed available, full
reactor coolant flow exists.

Should the core be critical at near zero power when the rupture occurs, the initiation of SI via a low steam
line pressure signal will trip the reactor. Steam release from more than one steam generator will be
prevented by automatic trip of the fast acting isolation valves in the steam lines by high containment
pressure signals or by low steam line pressure signals. The steamline isolation valves are assumed to
fully close in less than 8 seconds for BVPS-1 and 7 seconds for BVPS-2 from initiation of an isolation
signal

As shown in Figure 5.3.12-4A for BVPS-1 and Figure 5.3.12-4B for BVPS-2, the core attains criticality
with the RCCAs inserted (ie., with the plant shutdown assuming one stuck RCCA) before boron solution
from the ECCS enters the RCS.

A DNB analysis was performed for the limiting point in the transient which determined that the DNB
design basis is met.

5.3.12.5 Conclusions

The results of the major rupture of a main steam pipe event indicate that the DNB design basis is met.:
Therefore, this event does not adversely affect the core or the RCS, and all applicable acceptance criteria
are met.
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The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the major rupture of a main steam pipe for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

53.12.6 References

1. Burnett, T.W.T., et aL, '1LOFTRAN Code Description," WCAP-7907-P-A (Proprietary),
WCAP-7907-A (Non-Proprietary), April 1984.

2. Sung, Y. X. et al., "VIPRE-Ol Modeling and Qualification for Pressurized Water Reactor
Non-LOCA lhermal-Hydraulic Safety Analysis," WCAP-14565-P-A (Proprietary) and
WCAP-1 5306-NP-A (Non-Proprietary), October 1999.
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Table 53.1lA
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Rupture of a Main Steam Pipe

Case Event Time (sec)

Reactor at hot zero power with Double-ended guillotine break occurs 0.0
offsite power available
(Unisolatable steam release paths Low Steam Pressure SIS actuation setpoint reached 0.7
case) MSIVs closed 8 seconds after SIS actuation signal 8.7

High-head SI pump at rated speed 27 seconds after SIS 27.7
actuation signal

Main Feedwater flow isolated 30 seconds after SIS 30.7
actuation signal

Reactor becomes critical 32.4

Time of minimum DNBR 352.4

Power reaches maximum level 359.4

Reactor returns subcritical 396.0

a

0

0
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Table 53.12-1B
BVPS-2 Time Seanuence of Events - Runture of a Main Steam Pine

Accident Event TLme(sec)

Reactor at hot zero power with offsite Double-ended guillotine break occurs 0.0
power available

Low Steam I'ressure SIS acbsation selpoint 1.0
reached

Main Feedwater flow isolated 7 seconds after 8.0
SIS actuation signal

MSIVs closed 8 seconds after SIS actuation 9.0
signal _

High-head SI pump at rated speed 27 seconds 28.0
after SIS actuation signal

Reactor becomes critical 30.8

Time of minimum DNBR . 232.8

Power reaches maximum level 203.2

Reactor goes subcritical 269.6
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Figure 53.12-3B
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1.069 ft2 Steamline Rupture at Hot Zero Power
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1.069 ft2 Steamline Rupture at Hot Zero Power
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5.3.13 Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow )
* C}

53.13.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A partial loss of forced coolant flow accident may result from a mechanical or electrical failure in a
reactor coolant pump (RCP), or from a fault in the power supply to these pumps. If the reactor is at
power at the time of the event, the immediate effect from the loss of forced coolant flow is a rapid
increase in the coolant temperature. This increase in coolant temperature could result in a violation of the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit, with subsequent fuel damage, if the reactor is not
promptly tripped.

The following signals provide protection against a partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident:

* Low reactor coolant loop flow
* Undervoltage or underfrequency on reactor coolant pump power supply buses
* Pump circuit breaker opening

The reactor trip on low primary coolant loop flow provides protection against loss of flow conditions.
This fimction is generated by two-out-of-three low flow signals per reactor coolant loop. Above
Permissive P-8, low flow in any loop will actuate a reactor trip. Between approximately 10% power
(Permissive P-7) and the power level corresponding to Permissive P-8, low flow in any two loops will
actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on low flow is blocked below Permissive P-7.

The reactor trip on reactor coolant pump undervoltage is provided to protect against conditions which can (I
cause a loss of voltage to all reactor coolant pumps, ie., loss of offsite power. An RCP undervoltage
reactor trip serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow trip. The undervoltage
trip function is blocked below approximately 10% power (Permissive P-7).

The reactor coolant pump underfrequency trip is provided to trip the reactor for an underfirquency
condition resulting from frequency disturbances on the power grid. The RCP underfrequency reactor trip
fimction is blocked below P-7. In addition, the uaderfrequency function will open all RCP breakers
whenever an underfiequency condition occurs (no P-7 or P-8 interlock) to provide adequate RCP
coastdown. This trip function also serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow
trip.

Areactor trip from pump breaker position is provided as a backup to the low flow signal. Above P-7, a
breaker open signal from any two pumps will actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on reactor coolant pump
breakers open is blocked below Permissive P-7.

53.L3.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

This accident is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core power
is assumed to be at its nominal value consistent with steady-state, full-power operation. RCS pressure is
at its nominal value for BVPS-1 and at its nominal value minus a 7.5 psi bias for BVPS-2. RCS vessel
average temperature is at its nominal value plus a 4.51F bias for both units. Uncertainties in initial (D'
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conditions are included in the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit value as described in
Reference 1.

A conservatively large absolute value of the Doppler only power coefficient is used. A moderator
temperature coefficient of 0 pcm/nF is assumed since this results in the maximum core power and hot spot
heat flux during the initial part of the transient when the minimum DNBR is reached.

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., Safety Injection) are not required to
function. No single active failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely
affect the consequences of this event.

The effects of asymmetric RCS flow (maximum loop-to-loop flow asymmetry of 5%) on the Partial Loss
of Flow transient was also evaluated.

53.13.3 Description of Analysis

A partial loss of flow involving the loss of one reactor coolant pump with three loops in operation was
analyzed.

The transient was analyzed using three digital computer codes. First, the LOFTRAN code (Reference 2)
was used to calculate the loop and core flow transients, the nuclear power transient, and the primary
system pressure and temperature transients. This code simulates a multiloop system, neutron kinetics, the
pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, the steam generators, and main steam
safety valves. The flow coastdown analysis performed by LOFTRAN is based on a momentum balance
around each reactor coolant loop and across the reactor core. This momentum balance is combined with
the continuity equation, a pump momentum balance, and the as-built pump characteristics, and is based
on conservative system pressure loss estimates.

The FACTRAN code (Reference 3) was then used to calculate the heat flux transient based on the nuclear
power and flow from LOFTRAN. Finally, the VIPRE code (Reference 4) was used to calculate the
DNBR during the transient based on the heat flux from FACTRAN and the flow from LOFTRAN. The
DNBR results are based on the minimum of the typical and thimble cells.

53.13.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident is classified by the American Nuclear Society (ANS)
as a Condition II event. The immediate effect from a partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow is a rapid
increase in the reactor coolant temperature and subsequent increase in reactor coolant system (RCS)
pressure. The following three items summarize the criteria associated with this event

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of their
respective design pressures.

65175-NP.doc-092304 5-212
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The peak linear heat generation rate should not exceed a value which would cause fuel centerline
melt. a v

The partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow event is the least DNB-limiting transient among all of the
loss of flow cases. Reactor trip for the partial loss of flow case occurs on a loop low flow signaL The
VIPRE (Reference 4) analysis for this scenario confirmed that the minimum DNBR acceptance criterion
is met Fuel clad damage criteria are not challenged in the partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow case
since the DNB criterion is met.

The analysis of the partial loss of flow event also demonstrates that the peak Reactor Coolant System and
Main Steam System pressures are well below their respective limits.

The transient results for this case are presented in Figures 53.13-lA through 5.3.134A for BVPS-1 and
Figures 5.3.13-lB through 5.3.134B for BVPS-2. The sequence of events for this case is presented in
Table 5.3.13-1.

53.13.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for the partial loss of flow incident, the DNBR
does not decrease below the safety analysis limit value at any time during the transient; thus, no fuel or
clad damage is predicted. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain below their
respective limits at all times. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met.

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.13.1 provide mitigation for the partial loss of forced )
reactor coolant flow transient such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the partial loss of forced reactor coolant flow
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Furthermore, the results and
conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as part of the normal reload
process.
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Table 53.13-1
Time Sequence of Events - Partial Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

Unit 1 Unlt 2
Case Event Time (sec) Time (sec)

Three loops operating, one Coastdown begins 0.0. 0.0
pump coasting down 1

Low flow reactortrip 1.6 . -1.8

Rods begin to drop 2.6 2.8

Minimum DNBR occurs 3.7 3.8

IN
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53.14 Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

53.14.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A complete loss of forced coolant flow accident may result from a simultaneous loss of electrical power
supply or a reduction in power supply frequency to all of the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs). If the reactor
is at power at the time of the event, the immediate effect from the loss of forced coolant flow is a rapid
increase in the coolant temperature. This increase in coolant temperature could result in a violation of the
departue from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit, with subsequent fuel damage, if the reactor is not
promptly tripped.

The following signals provide protection against a complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident

* Low reactor coolant loop flow
* Undervoltage or underfiequency on reactor coolant pump power supply buses
* Pump circuit breaker opening

The reactor trip on low primary coolant loop flow provides protection against loss of flow conditions.
This fimction is generated by two-out-of-three low flow signals per reactor coolant loop. Above
Permissive P-S, low flow in any loop will actuate a reactor trip. Between approximately 10% power
(Permissive P-7) and the power level corresponding to Permissive P-8, low flow in any two loops will
actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on low flow is blocked below Permissive P-7.

The reactor trip on reactor coolant pump undervoltage is provided to protect against conditions which can C9
cause a loss of voltage to all reactor coolant pumps, i.e., loss of offsite power. An undervoltage reactor
trip serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow trip. The undervoltage trip
function is blocked below approximately 10% power (Permissive P-7).

The reactor coolant pump underfrequecy reactor trip is provided to trip the reactor for an underfrequecy
condition resulting from frequency disturbances on the power grid. The RCP underfrequency reactor trip
function is blocked below P-7. In addition, the underfrequency function will open all RCP breakers
whenever an underfrequency condition occurs (no P-7 or P-8 interlock) to provide adequate RCP
coastdown. This trip finction also serves as an anticipatory backup to the low reactor coolant loop flow
trip.

A reactor trip from pump breaker position is provided as a backup to the low flow signaL Above P-7, a
breaker open signal from any two pumps will actuate a reactor trip. Reactor trip on reactor coolant pump
breakers open is blocked below Permissive P-7.

53.14.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

This accident is analyzed using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core power
is assumed to be at its nominal value consistent with steady-state, full-power operation. RCS pressure is
at its nominal value for BVPS-1 and at its nominal value imnus a 7.5 psi bias for BVPS-2. RCS vessel
average temperature is at its nominal value plus a 4.50F bias for both units. Uncertainties in initial 0
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conditions are included in the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit value as described in
Reference 1.

A conservatively large absolute value of the Doppler only power coefficient is used. The analysis also
assumes a conservatively large moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) of zero pcmI0 F at hot full power
conditions. This results in the maximum core power and hot spot heat flux during the initial part of the
transient when the minimum DNBR is reached.

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., Safety Injection) are not required to
finction. No single active failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely
affect the consequences of this event.

53.143 Description of Analysis

The following complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow cases were analyzed.

1. Complete loss of all three reactor coolant pumps with three loops in operation
2. Frequency decay event resulting in a complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow

These transients were analyzed by three digital computer codes. First, the LOFTRAN code (Reference 2)
was used to calculate the loop and core flow transients, the nuclear power transient, and the primary
system pressure and temperature transients. This code simulates a multiloop system, neutron kinetics, the
pressurizer, pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, the steam generators, and main steam
safety valves. The flow coastdown analysis performed by LOFTRAN is based on a momentum balance
around each reactor coolant loop and across the reactor core. This momentum balance is combined with
the continuity equation, a pump momentum balance, and the as-built pump characteristics and is based on
conservative system pressure loss estimates.

The FACTRAN code (Reference 3) was then used to calculate the heat flux transient based on the nuclear
power and flow from LOFTRAN. Finally, the VIPRE code (Reference 4) was used to calculate the
DNBR during the transient based on the heat flux from FACTRAN and the flow from LOFTRAN. The
DNBR results are based on the minimum of the typical and thimble cells.

5.3.14.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

A complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow incident is classified by the American Nuclear Society
(ANS) as a Condition III event; however, for conservatism, the incident is analyzed to Condition II
criteria. The immediate effect from a complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow is a rapid increase in
the reactor coolant temperature and subsequent increase in reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. The
following three items summarize the criteria associated with this event:

* The critical heat flux should not be exceeded. This is met by demonstrating that the minimum
DNBR does not go below the limit value at any time during the transient.

* Pressure inthe reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of their
respective design pressures.
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* The peak linear heat generation rate should not exceed a value that would cause fuel centerline (--
melt. j

Both the Complete Loss of Flow and Frequency Decay cases are assumed to trip on a low reactor coolant
loop flow signal. The VIPRE (Reference 4) analysis for these scenarios confirmed that the minimum
DNBR acceptance criterion is met. Fuel clad damage criteria are not challenged in either of the complete
loss of forced reactor coolant flow cases since the DNB criterion is met.

The analysis of the complete loss of flow event also demonstrates that the peak Reactor Coolant System
and Main Steam System pressures are well below their respective limits.

The more limiting of these two cases in terms of the minimum calculated DNBR is the Frequency Decay
case. The transient results for this case are presented in Figures 53.14-lAthrough 53.14-4Afor BVPS-I
and Figures 5.3.14-lB through 5.3.14-4B for BVPS-2. The sequence of events for both cases are
presented in Table 5.3.14-1.

5.3.14.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for the aforementioned complete loss of flow
cases, the DNBR does not decrease below the safety analysis limit value at any time during the transients;
thus, no fuel or clad damage is predicted. The peak primary and secondary system pressures remain
below their respective limits at all times. All applicable acceptance criteria are therefore met

The protection features presented in Section 5.3.14.1 provide mitigation for the complete loss of forced (9
reactor coolant flow transients such that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the complete loss of forced reactor coolant flow
for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Furthermore, the results and
conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as part of the normal reload
process.

53.14.6 References
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Table 53.14-1
Time Sequence of Events - Complete Loss of Forced Reactor Coolant Flow

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Case Event Time (see) Time (sec)

Frequency Decay Frequency decay begins 0.0 0.0

Low reactor coolant flow trip setpoint 1.7 1.7
reached

Rods begin to drop 2.7 2.7

Minimum DNBR occurs 4.6 4.7

Maxdmum primay pressure occurs 5.9 5.9

Complete Loss of Flow coastdown begins 0.0 0.0
Forced Reactor ..
Coolant Flow Low reactor coolant flow trip setpoint 1.6 1.7

reached

Rodsbeginto drop 2.6 2.7

Minimum DNBR occurs 43 4.4

M mum priiry pressu occurs 5.5 5.6
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53.15 Single Reactor Coolant Pump Locked Rotor

53.15.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The event postulated is an instantaneous seizure of a reactor coolant pump (RCP) rotor or the sudden
break of the shaft of the RCP. Flow through the affected reactor coolant loop is rapidly reduced, leading
to initiation of a reactor trip on a low reactor coolant loop flow signal.

Following initiation of the reactor trip, heat stored in the fuel rods continues to be transferred to the
coolant causing the coolant to expand. At the same time, heat transfer to the shell side of the steam
generators is reduced, first because the reduced flow results in a decreased tube-side film coefficient, and
then because the reactor coolant in the tubes cools down while the shell-side temperature increases
(turbine steam flow is reduced to zero upon plant trip due to turbine trip on reactor trip). The rapid
expansion of the coolant in the reactor core, combined with reduced heat transfer in the steam generators,
causes an insurge into the pressurizer and a pressure increase throughout the Reactor Coolant System
(RCS). The insurge into the pressurizer compresses the steam volume, actuates the automatic spray
system, opens the power-operated relief valves, and opens the pressurizer safety valves, in that sequence.
The three power-operated relief valves are designed for reliable operation and would be expected to
fiuction properly during the event However, for conservatism, their pressure-reducing effect, as well as
the pressure-reducing effect of the spray, is not included in the analysis.

The consequences of a locked rotor (i.e., an instantaneous seizure of a pump shaft) are very similar to
those of apump shaft break. The initial rate of the reduction in coolant flow is slightly greater for the
locked rotor event However, with a broken shaft, the impeller could conceivably be free to spin in the cl
reverse direction. The effect of reverse spinning is to decrease the steady-state core flow when compared
to the locked rotor scenarios. The analysis considers only one scenario; it represents the most-limiting
combination of conditions for the locked rotor and pump shaft break events.

53.15.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Two cases are evaluated in the analysis. Both assume one locked rotor / shaft break with a total of three
loops in operation. The first case maximizes the RCS pressure transient This is done using the Standard
Thermal Design Procedure. Initial core power, reactor coolant temperature, and pressure are assumed to
be at their maximum values consistent with full-power conditions including allowances for calibration
and instnzment errors. This assumption results in a conservative calculation of the coolant insurge into
the pressurizer, which in turn results in a maximum calculated peak RCS pressure.

The second case is an evaluation of DNB in the core during the transient. This case is analyzed using the
Revised Thermal Design Procedure (Reference 1). Initial core power is assumed to be at its nominal
value consistent with steady-state, full-power operation. RCS pressure is at its nominal value for BVPS-1
and at its nominal value minus a 7.5 psi bias for BVPS-2. RCS vessel average temperature is at its
nominal value plus a 4.51F bias for both units. Uncertainties in initial conditions are included in the
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit value as described in Reference 1.
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Both the RCS pressure case and the DNB case assume a zero moderator temperature coefficient (MTC)
and a conservatively large (absolute value) Doppler-only power coefficient. The negative reactivity from
control rod insertion/scram for both cases is based on 4.0% Ak/k trip reactivity from HFP.

Normal reactor control systems and engineered safety systems (e.g., Safety Injection) are not required to
function. No single active failure in any system or component required for mitigation will adversely
affect the consequences of this event.

The effects of asymmetric RCS flow (maximum loop-to-loop flow asymmetry of 5°%) on the Locked
Rotor transients were also evaluated. -

53.153 Description of Analysis

The following locked rotor / shaft break cases were analyzed:

1. Peak RCS pressure resulting from a locked rotor / shaft break in one-of-three loops
2. Number of rods-in-DNB resulting from a locked rotor/ shaft break in one-of-three loops

The pressure case is analyzed using two digital computer codes. The LOFTRAN code (Reference 2) is
used to calculate the resulting loop and core flow transients following the pump seizure, the time of
reactor trip based on the loop flow transients, the nuclear power following reactor trip, and the peak RCS
pressure. The reactor coolant flow coastdown analysis performed by LOFTIRAN is based on a
momentum balance around each reactor coolant loop and across the reactor core. This momentum
balance is combined with the continuity equation, a pump momentum balance, the as-built pump
characteristics, and is based on conservative system pressure loss estimates. The thermal behavior of the
fuel located at the core hot spot is investigated using the FACTRAN code (Reference 3) which uses the
core flow and the nuclear power values calculated by LOFTRAN. The FACTRAN code includes a film
boiling heat transfer coefficient.

The case analyzed to evaluate core DNB uses LOFTRAN, FACTRAN and the VIPRE code
(Reference 4). The LOFTRAN and FACTRAN codes are used in the same manmner as in the pressure
case. The VIPRE code is used to calculate the DNBR during the transient based on the heat flux from
FACTRAN and the flow from LOFTRAN.

For the peak RCS pressure evaluation, the initial pressure is conservatively estimated to be 40 psi for
BVPS-1 and 50 psi for BVPS-2 above the nominal pressure of 2250 psia to allow for initial condition
uncertainties in the pressuriz pressure measurement and control channels. This is done to obtain the
highest possible rise in the coolant pressure during the transient. To obtain the maximum pressure in the
primary side, conservatively high loop pressure drops are added to the calculated pressurizer pressure.
The pressure response reported in Table 5.3.15-1 is at the point in the RCS having the maximum pressure,
i.e., at the outlet of the RCP in the faulted loop.

For a conservative analysis of fuel rod behavior, the hot spot evaluation assumes that DNB occurs at the
initiation of the transient and continues throughout the event This assumption reduces heat transfer to the
coolant and results in conservatively high hot spot temperatures.
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Evaluation of the Pressure Transient

No credit is taken for the pressure-reducing effect of the pressurizer power-operated relief valves,
pressurizer spray, steam dump or controlled feedwater flow after plant trip. Although these systems are
expected to function and would result in a lower peak pressure, an additional degree of conservatism is
provided by not including their effect.

The pressurizer safety valve model includes a +3% valve tolerance plus 5 psi accumulation above the
nominal setpoint of 2500 psia. The BVPS-2 valve model includes an additional 1% setpoint shift as
described in Reference 5 that does not apply to BVPS-1. An additional delay (0.33 seconds for BVPS-1
and 1.2 seconds for BVPS-2) is included to account for the time to purge the loop seals as discussed in
Reference 5.

Evaluation of DNB in the Core During the Event

For this event, DNB is assumed to occur in the core; therefore, an evaluation of the consequences with
respect to fuel rod thermal transients is performed. Results obtained from analysis of this "hot spot"
condition represent the upper limit with respect to clad temperature and zirconium-water reaction. In the
evaluation, the rod power at the hot spot conservatively considers an FQ of 2.52. The number of rods-in-
DNB are conservatively calculated for use in dose consequence evaluations.

FIm Boiling Coefficient

The film boiling coefficient is calculated in the FACTRAN code (Reference 3) using the (J
Bishop-Sandberg-Tong film boiling correlation. The fluid properties are evaluated at the film temperature
(average between the wall and bulk temperatures). The program calculates the film coefficient at every
time step based upon the actual heat transfer conditions at the time. The neutron flux, system pressure,
bulk density, and mass flow rate as a function of time are used as program input.

For this analysis, the initial values of the pressure and the bulk density are used throughout the
transient since they are the most conservative with respect to the clad temperature response. As
indicated earlier, DNB was assumed to occur from the beginning of the transient.

Fuel Clad Gap Coefflicient

The magnitude and time dependence of the heat transfer coefficient between the fuel and clad (gap
coefficient) has a pronounced influence on the thermal results. The larger the value of the gap -
coefficient, the more heat is transferred between the pellet and clad. For the initial portion of the
transient, a high gap coefficient produces higher clad temperatures since the heat stored and
generated in the fuel redistributes itself in the cooler cladding. Based on investigations on the effect
of the gap coefficient upon the maximum clad temperature during the transient, the gap coefficient'
was assumed to increase from a steady-state value consistent with initial fuel temperatures to
10,000 Btu/hr-ftZ-°F at the initiation of the transient. Thus, the large amount of energy stored in the
fuel is released to the clad at the initiation of the transient. 0
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Zirconium-Steam 'Reaction

The zirconium-steam reaction can become significant above 18000F (clad temperature). The Baker-Just
parabolic rate equation (Reference 3) is used to define the rate of the zirconium-steam reaction.

The reaction heat is 1510 callg. The effect of zirconium-steam reaction is included in the calculation of
the "hot spot" clad temperature'transient.

53.15.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The RCP locked rotor accident is classified by the American Nuclear Society (ANS) as a Condition IV
event. A RCP locked rotor results in a rapid reduction in forced reactor coolant loop flow that increases
the reactor coolant temperature and subsequently causes the fuel cladding temperature and RCS pressure
to increase. The following items summarize the criteria associated with this event:

Fuel cladding damage, including melting, due to increased reactor coolant temperatures must be
prevented. This is precluded by demonstrating that the maximum clad temperature at the core hot
spot remains below 27000F, and the zirconium-water reaction at the core hot spot is less than
16 weight percent.

* 'Pressure in the reactor coolant system should be maintained below that which would cause
stresses to exceed the faulted condition stress limits (i.e., Service Level D). Note'that since
Service Level D requirements do not translate directly to a percentage of the design pressure,
Service Level C requirements have been conservatively applied. This corresponds to 120% of the
design pressure of 2500 psia or 2997 psia.

* Rods-in DNB (dose calculation) should be less than or equal to 20%h.

With respect to the peak RCS pressure, peak clad temperature, zirconium-steam reaction, and maximum
predicted rods-in-DNB, the analysis demonstrated that all applicable acceptance criteria are met. The
calculated sequence of events is presented in Table 5.3.15-1 for the Locked Rotor event. The results of
the calculations (peak pressure, peak clad temperature, and zirconium-steam reaction) are summarized in
Table 53.15-2. The rods-in-DNB criterion of less than or equal to 20% has also been met. The transient
results for the peak pressure/hot spot case are provided in Figures 53.15-lA through 5.3.15-4A for
BVPS-1 and Figures 5.3.15-lB through 5.3.15-4B for BVPS-2.

5.3.15.5 Conclusions

The analysis performed for the EPU demonstrates that, for the Locked Rotor event, the peak clad surface
temperature calculated for the hot spot during the worst transient remains considerably less than 27000F
and the amount of zirconium-water reaction is small. Under such conditions, the core will remain in
place and intact with no loss of core cooling capability.

The analysis also confirms that the peak RCS pressure reached during the transient is less than that which
would cause stresses to exceed the faulted condition stress limits, and thereby, the integrity of the primary
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coolant system is demonstrated. The rods-in-DNB design criterion is also met. Therefore, the Ad
conclusions presented in the UFSAR remain valid.

The protection features described in Section 5.3.15.1 provide mitigation for a locked rotor transient such
that the above criteria are satisfied.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the single reactor coolant pump locked rotor for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Furthermore, the results and
conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as part of the normal reload
process.
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Table 53.15-1
Time Sequence of Events - Single RCP Locked Rotor

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Event Time (sec) Time (see)

Rotor on one pump locked or the shaft breaks 0.0 1 0.0

Low flow reactor trip setpoint reached 0.04 0.04

Rods begin to drop 1.04 1.04

Remaining pumps lose power and begin to coastdown 1.04 1.04

Maximum RCS pressure occurs 3.0 3.6

Maximum clad average temperature occurs 3.8 3.9

Time of maximum clad oxidation 10.0 10.0

Table 53.15-2
Summary of Results for Single RCP Locked Rotor

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
3 Loops Initlal 3 Loops Initially

Operating, One Locked Operating, One Locked
Criteria Rotor Rotor limit

Maximum Clad Temperature at 1868 1824 2700
Core Hot Spot, IF_ _

Maximum Zr-H2O Reaction at 0.41 0.35 16.0
Core Hot Spot, wt %Y

Maximum RCS Pressure, psia 2716 2825 2997

A
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53.16 Rupture of a Control Rod Drive Mechanism Housing Rod Cluster Control
Assembly Ejection (ii

53.16.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

This accident is defined as a mechanical failure of a control rod drive mechanism pressure housing
resulting in the ejection of the rod cluster control assembly (RCCA) and drive shaft. The consequence of
this mechanical failure is a rapid positive reactivity insertion together with an adverse core power
distribution, possibly leading to localized fuel rod damage. The resultant core thermal power excursion is
limited by the Doppler reactivity effect of the increased fuel temperature and terminated by reactor trip
actuated by high nuclear power signals.

A failure of a control rod mechanism housing sufficient to allow a control rod to be rapidly ejected from
the core is not considered credible for the following reasons:

a. Each full-length control rod drive mechanism housing is completely assembled and shop tested at
4100 psig.

b. The mechanism housings are individually hydrotested after they are attached to the head adapters
in the reactor vessel head and checked during the hydrotest of the completed Reactor Coolant
System.

c. Stress levels in the mechanism are not affected by anticipated system transients at power or by the
thermal movement of the coolant loops. Moments induced by the design earthquake can be
accepted within the allowable primary working stress ranges specified in the ASME Code,
Section m, for Class 1 components.

d. The latch mechanism housing and rod travel housing are each a single length of forged type-304
stainless steel. This material exhibits excellent notch toughness at all temperatures that will be
encountered.

A significant margin of strength in the elastic range, together with the large energy absorption capability
in the plastic range, gives additional assurance that the gross failure of the housing will not occur. The
joints between the latch mechanism housing and rod travel housing are threadedjoints and reinforced by
canopy-type rod welds.

In general, the reactor is operated with the rod cluster control assemblies inserted only far enough to
control design neutron flux shape. Reactivity changes caused by the core depletion are compensated by
boron changes. Further, the location and grouping of control rod banks are selected during the nuclear
design to lessen the severity of a rod cluster control assembly ejection accident Therefore, should a rod
cluster control assembly be ejected from its normal position during full-power operation, only a minor
reactivity excursion, at worst, could be expected to occur. The position of all rod cluster control
assemblies is continuously indicated in the control room. An alarm will occur if a bank of rod cluster
control assemblies approaches its insertion limit or if one control rod assembly deviated from its bank.
There are low and low-low level insertion alarm circuits for each bank. The control rod position
monitoring and alarm systems are described in Reference 1.
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53.16.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Input parameters for the analysis are conservatively selected on the basis of values calculated for this type
of core. The most important parameters are discussed below. Table 5.3.16-1 presents the parameters used
in this analysis.

Ejected Rod Worths and Hot Channel Factors

The values for ejected rod worths and hot channel factors are calculated using either three-dimensional
static methods or a synthesis of one-dimensional and two-dimensional calculations. Standard nuclear
design codes are used in the analysis. No credit is taken for the flux-flattening effects of reactivity
feedback. The calculation is performed for the maximum allowed bank insertion at a given power level,
as determined by the rod insertion limits. The analysis assumes adverse xenon distributions to provide
worst-case results.

Appropriate margins are added to the ejected rod worth and hot channel factors to account for any
calculational uncertainties, including an allowance for nuclear power peaking due to fuel densification.

Power distributions before and after ejection for a "worst case" can be found in Reference l. During
plant startup physics testing, ejected rod worths and power distributions have been measured in the zero
and full power configurations and compared to values used in the analysis. Experience has shown that the
ejected rod worth and power peaking factors are consistently over predicted in the analysis.

Delayed Neutron Fraction, 1

Calculations of the effective delayed neutron fraction (3ff) typically yield values of approximately 0.65%
at beginning of life and 0.48% at end of life. The ejected rod accident is sensitive to P if the ejected rod
worth is equal to or greater than Pff as in the zero-power transients. In order to allow for future fuel
cycle flexibility, conservative estimates of P of 0.55% at beginning of cycle and 0.47% at end of cycle are
used in the analysis.

Reactivity Weighting Factor

The largest temperature rises, and hence the largest reactivity feedbacks, occur in channels where the
power is higher than average. Since the weight of a region is dependent on flux, these regions have high
weights. This means that the reactivity feedback is larger than that indicated by a simple single-channel
analysis. Physics calculations have been performed for temperature changes with a flat temperature
distribution and with a large number of axial and radial temperature distributions. Reactivity changes
were compared and effective weighting factors determined. These weighting factors take the form of
multipliers which, when applied to single-channel feedbacks, correct them to effective whole-core
feedbacks for the appropriate flux shape. In this analysis, a one-dimensional (axial) spatial kinetics
method is employed, thus axial weighting is not necessary if the initial condition is made to match the
ejected rod configuration. In addition, no weighting is applied to the moderator feedback. A conservative
radial weighting factor is applied to the transient fuel temperature to obtain an effective fuel temperature
as a function of time accounting for the missing spatial dimension. These weighting factors have also
been shown to be conservative compared to three-dimensional analysis.
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Moderator and Doppler Coefficient

The critical boron concentrations at the beginning of life and end of life are adjusted in the nuclear code
in order to obtain moderator density coefficient curves which are conservative when compared to the
actual design conditions for the plant. As discussed above, no weighting factor is applied to these results.
The resulting moderator temperature coefficient is at least +5 pcm/0F at the appropriate zero-power
nominal average temperature for the beginning-of-life cases.

The Doppler reactivity defect is determined as a function of power level using a one-dimensional
steady-state computer code with a Doppler weighting factor of 1.0. The Doppler weighting factor will
increase under accident conditions, as discussed above.

Heat Transfer Data

The FACTRAN (Reference 2) code used to determine the hot spot transient contains standard curves of
thermal conductivity versus fuel temperature. During a transient, the peak centerline fuel temperature is
independent of the gap conductances during the transient. The cladding temperature is, however, strongly
dependent on the gap conductance and is highest for high gap conductances. For conservatism a high gap
heat transfer coefficient value of 10,000 Btu/hr-ft2 -OF has been used during transients. This value
corresponds to a negligible gap resistance and a further increase would have essentially no effect on the
rate of heat transfer.

Coolant Mass Flow Rates (I)
When the core is operating at full power, all three coolant pumps will always be operating. For zero
power conditions, the system is conservatively assumed to be operating with two pumps. The principal
effect of operating at reduced flow is to reduce the film boiling heat transfer coefficient This results in
higher peak cladding temperatures, but does not affect the peak centerline fuel temperature. Reduced
flow also lowers the critical heat flux. However, since DNB is always assumed at the hot spot, and since
the heat flux rises very rapidly during the transient, this produces only second order changes in the
cladding and centerline fuel temperatures. All zero power analyses for both average core and the hot spot
have been conducted assuming two pumps in operation.

Trip Reactivity Insertion

The trip reactivity insertion is assumed to be 4.0% Ak from hot ful power and 2.0% Ak from hot zero
power, including the effect of one stuck RCCA. These values are also reduced by the ejected rod. The
shutdown reactivity is simulated by dropping a rod of the required worth into the core. The start of rod
motion occurs 0.5 seconds after reaching the power range high neutron flux trip setpoint. It is assumed
that insertion to dashpot does not occur until 2.7 seconds after the rods begin to fall. The time delay to
full insertion, combined with the 0.5 second trip delay, conservatively delays insertion of shutdown
reactivity into the core.

The minimum design shutdown margin available for this plant at hot zero power (HZP) may only occur at
end of life in the equilibrium cycle. This value includes an allowance for the worst stuck rod, an adverse
xenon distribution, conservative Doppler and moderator defects, and an allowance for calculational ()
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uncertainties. Physics calculations have shown that two stuck RCCAs (one of which is the worst ejected
rod) reduce the shutdown margin by about an additional 1% Ak. Therefore, following a reactor trip
resulting from an RCCA ejection accident, the reactor will be subcritical when the core returns to HZP.

53.163 Description of Analysis

This section describes the models used in the analysis of the rod ejection accident. Only the initial few
seconds of the power transient are discussed, since the long term considerations are the same' as for a
small loss of coolant accident.

The calculation of the RCCA ejection transient is performed in two stages, first an average core channel
calculation and then a hot region calculation. The average core calculation uses spatial neutron-kinetics
methods to determine the average power generation with time including the various total core feedback
effects; ie., Doppler reactivity and moderator reactivity. Enthalpy and temperature transients at the hot
spot are then determined by multiplying the average core energy generation by the hot channel factor and
performing a fuel rod transient heat transfer calculation. The power distribution calculated without
feedback is conservatively assumed to persist throughout the transient A detailed discussion of the
method of analysis can be found in Reference 1.

Average Core

The spatial-kinetics computer code, TWINKLE (Reference 3) is used for the average core transient
analysis. This code solves the two-group neutron diffusion theory kinetic equation in one, two or three
spatial dimensions (rectangular coordinates) for six delayed neutron groups and up to 2000 spatial points.
The computer code includes a detailed multi-region, transient fuel-clad-coolant heat transfer model for
calculation of pointwise Doppler and moderator feedback effects. This analysis uses the code as a
one-dimensional axial kinetics code since-it allows a more-realistic representation of the spatial effects of
axial moderator feedback and RCCA movement However, since the radial dimension is missing, it is still
necessary to employ very conservative methods (described below) of calculating the ejected rod worth
and hot channel factor.

Hot Spot Analysis

In the hot spot analysis, the initial heat flux is equal to'the nominal times the design hot channel factor.
During the transient, the heat flux'hot channel factor is linearly increased to the transient value in
0.1 second, the time for full ejection of the rod. Therefore, the assumption is made that the hot spot
before and after ejection are coincident. This is very conservative since the peak after ejection will occur
in or adjacent to the assembly with the ejected rod, and prior to ejection the power in this region will
necessarily be depressed.

The average core energy addition, calculated as'described above, is multiplied by the appropriate hot
channel factors. The hot spot analysis uses the detailed fuel and clad transient heat transfer computer
code, FACTRAN (Reference 2). This computer code calculates the transient temperature distribution in a
cross section of a metal clad UO2 fuel rod, and the heat flux at the surface of the rod, using as input the
nuclear power versus time and local coolant conditions. The zirconium-water reaction is explicitly
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represented, and all material properties are represented as fimctions of temperature. A parabolic radial
power distribution is assumed within the fuel rod.

FACTRAN uses the Dittus-Boelter or Jens-Lottes correlation to determine the film heat transfer before
DNB, and the Bishop-Sandberg-Tong correlation (Reference 4) to determine the film boiling coefficient
after DNB. The Bishop-Sandberg-Tong correlation is conservatively used assuming zero bulk fluid
quality. The DNB heat flux is not calculated, instead the code is forced into DNB by specifying a
conservative DNB heat flux. The gap heat transfer coefficient can be calculated by the code; however, it
is adjusted to force the full-power, steady-state temperature distribution to agree with fuel heat transfer
design codes.

Reactor Protection

The protection for this accident, as explicitly modeled in the analysis, is provided by the power range high
neutron flux trip (high and low settings). The power range high neutron flux positive rate trip
complements the high and low flux trip fumctions to ensure that the criteria are met for rod ejection from
partial power.

53.16.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Due to the extremely low probability of a rod cluster control assembly ejection accident, this event is
classified as an ANS Condition IV event. As such, some fuel damage could be considered an acceptable
consequence. ( )
Comprehensive studies of the threshold of fuel failure and of the threshold of significant conversion of the
fuel thermal energy to mechanical energy have been carried out as part of the SPERT project by the Idaho
Nuclear Corporation (Reference 5). Extensive tests of U02 zirconium-clad fuel rods representative of
those present in pressurized water reactor-type cores have demonstrated failure thresholds in the range of
240 to 257 cal/gm. However, other rods of a slightly different design exhibited failure as low as
225 calgm. These results differ significantly from the TREAT (Reference 6) results that indicated a
failure threshold of 280 cal/gm. Limited results have indicated that this threshold decreased 10% with
fuel burnup. The clad failure mechanism appears to be melting for unirradiated (zero burnup) rods and
brittle fracture for irradiated rods. The conversion ratio of thermal to mechanical energy is also
important. This ratio becomes marginally detectable above 300 cal/gm for unirradiated rods and
200 calgm for irradiated rods; catastrophic failure (large fuel dispersal, large pressure rise), even for
irradiated rods, did not occur below 300 cal/gm.

The real physical limits of this accident are that the rod ejection event and any consequential damage to
either the core or the Reactor Coolant System must not prevent long-term core cooling and any offsite
dose consequences must be within the guidelines of 1O CFR 50.67. More-specific and restrictive criteria
are applied to ensure fuel dispersal in the coolant, gross lattice distortion or severe shock waves will not
occur. In view of the above experimental results, and the conclusions of WCAP-7588, Rev. I-A
(Reference 1) and Reference 7, the limiting criteria are:

* Average fuel pellet enthalpy at the hot spot must be maintained below 225 cal/gm for unirradiated
and 200 cal/gm (360 Btuwlbm) for irradiated fuel (the 360 Btu/lbm limit is applied).
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* Peak reactor coolant pressure must be less than that which could cause RCS stresses to exceed the
faulted-condition stress limits (note: the peak pressure aspects of the Rod Ejection transient are

-addressed generically in Reference 1).

* Fuel melting is limited to less than 10% of the pellet volume at the hot spot even if the average
fuel pellet enthalpy is below the 360 Btu/lbm fuel enthalpy limit.

The results of the analyses performed for the Rod Ejection event, which cover beginning and end-of-life
conditions at hot full power and hot zero power, are discussed below.

Beginning of Cycle, Zero Power

The worst ejected rod worth and hot channel factor are conservatively calculated to be 0.70% AK and
10.0, respectively. The peak hot spot average fuel pellet enthalpy is 186.1 Btu/lbm (103.4 cal/gm). The
peak fuel centerline temperature never reaches the BOL melt temperature of 49000F so no fuel melting is
predicted.

Beginning of Cycle, Fall Power

Control bank D is assumed to be inserted to its insertion limit. The worst ejected rod worth and hot
channel factor are conservatively calculated to be 0.20% AK and 7.11, respectively. The peak hot spot
average fuel pellet enthalpy is 326.8 Btu/lbm (181.6 cal/gm). The peak fuel centerline temperature
reached the BOL melt temperature of 49000F; however, fuel melting remains well below the limiting
criterion of 10% of total pellet volume at the hot spot.

End of Cycle, Zero Power

The worst ejected rod worth and hot channel factor are conservatively calculated to be 0.98% AK and
25.0, respectively. The peak hot spot average fuel pellet enfialpy is 305.7 Btu/Ibm (169.8 cal/gm). The
peak fuel centerline temperature never reaches the EOL melt temperature of 48000F so no fuel melting is
predicted.

End of Cycle, Fall Power

Control bank D is assumed to be inserted to its insertion limit The ejected rod worth and hot channel
factors are conservatively calculated to be 0.21% OK and 7.6 respectively. The peak hot spot average fuel
pellet enthalpy is 314.5 Btu/Ibm (174.7 cal/gm). The peak fuel centerline temperature reached melting,
conservatively assumed at 48000F; however, fuel melting remains well belowthe limiting criterion of
10% of the pellet volume at the hot spot.

A summary of the parameters used in the Rod Ejection analyses, and the analyses results, are presented in
Table 53.16-1. The sequence of events for the BOLIHFP and EOLHZP cases are presented in
Table 5.3.16-2. Figures 5.3.16-1 and Figure 5.3.16-2 show the transient curves for the BOL/HFP case and
Figure 53.16-3 and Figure 5.3.16-4 show the transient curves for the EOIHlZP case.
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A detailed calculation of the pressure surge for an ejected rod worth of one dollar at beginning of life, hot
full power, indicates that the peak pressure does not exceed that which would cause reactor pressure
vessel stress to exceed the faulted condition stress limits (Reference 1). Since the severity of the present
analysis does not exceed the "worst-case" analysis, the accident for this plant will not result in an
excessive pressure rise or further adverse effects to the RCS.

53.16.5 Conclusions

Despite the conservative assumptions, the analyses indicate that the described fuel and clad limits are not
exceeded. It is concluded that there is no danger of sudden fuel dispersal into the coolant. Since the peak
pressure does not exceed that which would cause stresses to exceed the faulted condition stress limits, it is
concluded that there is no danger of further consequential damage to the RCS. The analyses demonstrate
that the fission product release as a result of fuel rods entering DNB is limited to less than 10% of the fuel
rods in the core.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for the rupture of a control rod drive mechanism
housing rod cluster control assemble ejection for the current NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and
support operation at the NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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'''0' Table 53.16-1
Parameters and Results of the RCCA Ejection Analysis

Beginning of Begnning of End of End of
Cycle Cycle Cycle Cycle

Power level, % 100.6 0 100.6 0

Ejected rod worth, % AK 0.270 0.21 0.98

Delayed neutron f Qactio, % 0.55 0.55 OA7 OA7

Feedback reactivity weighting 1.500 1.866. 1.567 3.620

Trip reactivity, % AK 4.0 2.0 4.0 2.0

FQ before rod ejection 2.52 2- .52 -

FQ after rod ejection 7.11 10.0.. 7.6 25.0

Number of operational pumps 3 2 3 2

Max fuel pellet average tenp=ature, OF 4136 2568 4008 3914

Max fuel centirline tmperatre, °F >4900 3037 - >4800 4441

Max fuel stored energy, cal/g 181.6 103A - 174.7 169.8

Fuel melt Ut the hot spot;% 6.63 0 5.98 0
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Table 53.16-2
Time Sequence of Events - RCCA Ejection

Case Event Time (sec)

BOL, full power Initiation of Rod Ejection 0.0

Power Range High Neutron Flux Setpoint Reached 0.06

Peak Nuclear Power Occurs 0.13

Rods Begin to Fall . 0.56

Peak Fuel Average Temperature Occurs 2.39

Peak Clad Temperature Occurs 2.46.

Peak Heat Flux Occurs 2.47

EOL, zero power Initiation of Rod Ejection 0.0.

Power Range High Neutron Flux Setpoint Reached 0.17

Peak Nuclear Power Occurs 0.20

Rods Begin to Fall 0.67

Peak Clad Temperature Occurs 1.39

Peak Heat Flux Occurs 1.39

Peak Fuel Average Temperature Occurs 1.82

~,y

.0

0O
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53.17 Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

53.17.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

A major feedwater line rupture is defined as a break in a feedwater pipe large enough to prevent the
addition of sufficient feedwater to the steam generators to maintain shell-side fluid inventory in the steam
generators. If the break is postulated in a feedline between the check valve and the steam generator, fluid
from the steam generator may also be discharged through the break. Further, a break in this location
could preclude the subsequent addition of auxiliary feedwater to the affected steam generator. A break
upstream of the feedline check valve would affect the NSSS only as a loss of feedwater. This case is
covered by the loss of normal feedwater analysis presented in Section 53.7.

Depending upon the size of the break and the plant operating conditions at the time of the rupture, the
break could either cause an RCS heatup or cooldown. The potential RCS cooldown resulting from a
secondary pipe rupture is evaluated in the Steamline Break analysis presented in BVPS-1 UFSAR
Section 1425.1 and in BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 15.1.5. Only the RCS heatup effects of a feedline
rupture are presented in this section.

A feedline rupture reduces the ability to remove heat generated by the core from the RCS. The Auxiliary
Feedwater System is provided to ensure that adequate feedwater will be available to provide decay heat
removal.

53.17.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

In support of the EPU, feedline rupture analyses were performed to demonstrate that the feedline rupture
acceptance criteria are met (see Section 53.17.4).

Several key assumptions are made in the analysis. These are:

* EPUNSSS power of 2910 MWt is assumed.

* The plant is initially operating at 100.6% of nominal NSSS power (1.006 x 2910 MWt).

* The Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) are analyzed for BVPS-l and the original
steam generators (OSGs) are analyzed for BVPS-2.

* The initial RCS average temperature is 8.50F above the nominal value to account for initial
condition uncertainties and loop-to-loop temperature asymmetry.

* Loop-to-loop RCS flow asymmetry is addressed for BVPS-2.

* The initial RCS pressure is 40 psi for BVPS-1 and 45 psi for BVPS-2 below its nominal value to
account for initial condition uncertainties.

* Initial pressurizer level is at the nominal full power programmed value plus 7% to account for
initial condition uncertainties.
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* Initial steam generator water level is at the nominal value plus 10% for BVPS-1 and plus 7% for
BVPS-2 in the faulted steam generator and at the nominal value minus 10% for BVPS-l and K )
minus 10.3% for BVPS-2 in the intact steam generators to account for initial condition
uncertainties.

* Main feedwater flow to all steam generators is assumed to be lost at the time the break occurs
(all main feedwater spills out through the break).

* The full double-ended main feedwater pipe break is assumed. A break size of 0.922 f 2 was
analyzed for BVPS-1 with Model 54F RSGs. Break sizes of 0.717 ft2 and 1.36 ft2were analyzed
for BVPS-2 with OSGs.

* The single failure assumption is conservatively set as highest capacity auxiliary feedwater pump
(i.e. turbine driven) and one train of SL SI does not significantly influence the analysis results.

* PORVs are assumed to be available.

* Reactor trip is assumed to be actuated when the steam generator low-low level trip setpoint is
reached in the ruptured steam generator. A conservative setpoint of 0% NRS is modeled.

* The following auxiliary feedwater flow assumption is made: 250 gpm of AFW is split equally to
two intact SGs prior to isolation of the faulted generator, after manual isolation of the faulted SCi;
400 gpm of AFW is split equally to two intact SGs. (I

* An operator action time of 15 minutes to isolate the faulted SG is assuied.

* No credit is taken for heat energy deposited in the RCS metal during the RCS heatup.

* No credit is taken for charging or letdown.

* Steam generator heat transfer area is assumed to decrease as the shell-side liquid inventory
decreases.

* Conservative feedwater line break discharge quality is assumed. This minimizes the heat transfer
capability of the faulted steam generator.

* Conservative core residual heat generation is assumed based upon long-term operation at the
initial power level preceding the trip.

* No credit is taken for the following potential protection logic signals to mitigate the consequences
of the accident:

a. High pressurizer pressure
b. High pressurizer level
c. High containment pressure
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53.173 Description of Analysis

The transient response following a Feedwater Pipe Rupture event is calculated by a detailed digital
simulation of the plant. The analysis models a simultaneous loss of main feedwater to all steam
generators and subsequent reverse blowdown of the faulted steam generator. The analysis is performed
using the LOFTRAN code (Reference 1), which simulates the neutron kinetics, RCS, pressurizer,
pressurizer relief and safety valves, pressurizer spray, steam generators, and steam generator safety
valves. The code computes pertinent plant variables including temperatures, pressures, and power level.

The following four cases are analyzed for BVPS-l:

1 . Case 1: RSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, with offsite power, 0.922 ftbreak
2. Case 2: RSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, without offsite power, 0.922 ft2 break
3. Case 3: RSGs, Minimum reactivity feedback, with offlite power, 0.922 ft 2 break
4. Case 4: RSGs, Minimum reactivity feedback, without offsite power, 0.922 ft2break

The following four cases are analyzed for BVPS-2:

1. Case 1: OSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, with offsite power, 0.717 break
2. Case 2: OSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, without offsite power, 0.717 ft break
3. Case 3: OSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, with offsite power, 1.36 ft2 break
4. Case 4: OSGs, Maximum reactivity feedback, without offsite power, 1.36 ft2 break

53.17.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The feedline rupture accident is anANS Condition IV occurrence. Condition IV events are faults that are
not expected to occur, but are postulated because their consequences would include the potential for
release of significant amounts of radioactive material.

The specific criteria used in evaluating the consequences of the feedline rupture shall be:

Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design pressures.

* Any fuel damage that may occur during the transient should be of a sufficiently limited extent so
that the core will remain in place and geometrically intact with no loss of core cooling capability.

* Any activity release must be such that the calculated doses at the site boundary are within
10 CFR 50.67.

To conservatively meet these basic criteria, the internal criterion established within Westinghouse is that
no bulk boiling occurs in the primary coolant system following a feedline rupture prior to the time that the
heat removal capability of the steam generators, being fed auxiliary feedwater, exceeds NSSS residual
heat generation.
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The results of the feedline rupture cases analyzed show that all acceptance criteria noted above have been
met as follows: -IJ

* No bulk boiling occurs in the primary coolant system following a feedline rupture prior to the
time that the heat removal capability of the steam generators, being fed auxiliary feedwater,
exceeds NSSS residual heat generation.

* The RCS and MSS pressures remain below 110% of their respective design pressures.

For BVPS-1, the limiting case is feedline rupture with offsite power available, minimum reactivity
feedback and a break size of 0.922 ft2. The transient results for this case are presented in
Figures 53.17-lAthrough 5.3.17-SA. The transient results for the corresponding BVPS-1 case without
offsite power available are presented in Figures 5.3.17-6A through 5.3.17-1OA. The time sequence of
events for both cases are presented in Table 5.3.17-lA.

For BVPS-2, the limiting case is feedline rupture with offsite power available, maximum feedback and a
break size of 0.717 ft2. The transient results for this case are presented in Figures 5.3.17-1B through
5.3.17-6B. The transient results for the limiting BVPS-2 case without offsite power available, maximum
feedback and a break size of 1.36 ft2 are presented in Figures 5.3.17-7B through 53.17-1OB, Figure
5.3.17-11 and Figure 5.3.17-12. The sequence of events for both cases are presented in Table 5.3.17-lB.

53.17.5 Conclusions

The results of the analyses performed for the EPU show that for the postulated feedwater line rupture, at
auxiliary feedwater system capacity is adequate to remove decay heat, to prevent overpressurizing the
RCS, and to prevent uncovering the reactor core.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for the major rupture of a main feedwater pipe for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

53.17.6 References
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Table 53.17-1A
BVPS-1 Time Sequence of Events - Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

Case Event . Time (see)

Feedline Rupture with offsite power Main feedline rupture occurs 10.0
available, Minimum reactivity
feedback, Break size of 0.922 ft2  Low steainline pressure setpoint reached in ruptured 19.0

steam generator

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip 22.0
setpoint reached in ruptured steam generator

Rods begin to dioj 24.0

All main steamnline isolation valves close 27.0

First steam generator safety valve setpoint reached in 35.6
an intact steam generator

Auxiliary feedwater is started 79.0

Feedwater lines are purged and "cold" iiy804.0
feedwater is delivered to intact steam generators

Hot and Cold Leg t e t begin to decrease -2900

Feedline Rupture without offsite power Main feedline rupture occurs 10.0
available, Minimum reactivity
feedback, Break size of 0.922 ft2Low inline pressure setpont reached in rutured 19.0

. .- . steam generator ._._._.

Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip 22.0
setpoint reached in ruptured steam generator

Rods beginto drop 24.0

Reactor coolant pumps begin to coast down 26.0

AU main steamline isolation valves close 27.0

First steam generator safety valve setpoint reached in 36.0
. an intact steam generator - -_.

Auxiliary feedwater is started 79.0

Feedwater lines are purged and "cold" auxiliary 804.0
.feedwater is delivered to intact steam generators

.Hot and Cold Leg temperatures begin to decrease -1500
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Table 53.17-IB
BVPS-2 Time Sequence of Events - Major Rupture of a Main Feedwater Pipe

Case Event Time (sec)

Feedline Rupture with offsite Main feedline rupture occurs 10.0
power available, Lt remuow e
reactivity feedback, Break size Low-low sten generator water level reactor trip stpoint15.8
of 0.717 ft2  reached in ruptured steam generator

Rods begin to drop 17.8

Auiliary feedwater is started. 75.8

Low steamline pressure setpoint reached in nrptured steam 185.6
generator -_. -

AUl main steamline isolation valves close 193.6

Feedwater lines are purged and "cold" auxiliary feedwater is 620.0
delivered to intact steam generators

Steam generator safety valve setpoint reached in one of the 649.3
intact steam generators

Core decay heat plus pump heat decreases to audliary -2736
feedwater heat removal capacity.

Feedline Rupture without offsite Main feedline rupture occurs 10.0
power available, Maximum
reactivity feedback, Break size Low-low steam generator water level reactor trip setpoint 13.4
of 1.36 f 2  reached in ruptured steam generator

Rods begin to drop 15.4

Low steamline pressure setpoint reached in ruptured steam 15.5
generator

All main steamline isolation valves close 23.5

Steam generator safety valve setpoint reached in one of the 48.4
intact steam generators

Auxiliary feedwater is started 73.4

Feedwater lines are purged and "cold" auxiliary feedwater is 616.0
delivered to intact steam generators

Core decay heat decreases to auxiliary feedwater heat removal -718
.. _ . capacity.
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53.18 Spurious Operation of the Safety Injection System at Power

53.18.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

Spurious Operation of the Safety Injection (SI) System at Power could be caused by operator error, test
sequence error, or a false electrical actuation signal. An inadvertent manual actuation would start both
SI trains. A spurious signal initiated in one solid-state protection system train for any of the following
Engineered Safety Feature (ESF) functions could cause this incident by actuating the ESF equipment
associated with the affected train:

a. High containment pressure
b. Low pressurizer pressure
c. Low steamline pressure

Following the actuation signal, the suction of the charging/high head SI pumps is diverted from the
volume control tank to the refueling water storage tank (RWST). The charging pumps then force the
concentrated (2,600 ppm) boric acid solution from the RWST through the safety injection line and into
the cold leg of each loop. The low head safety injection (LHSI) pumps also start automatically but
provide no injection flow when the reactor coolant system (RCS) is at normal pressure.

A safety injection (SI) signal normally results in a direct reactor trip and a turbine trip. If an SI signal
generates a reactor trip, the operator should determine if the signal is spurious. If the SI signal is
determined to be spurious, the operator should terminate SI after satisfying the required criteria to do so
and maintain the plant in the hot shutdown condition as determined by appropriate recovery procedures.
If repair of the SI actuation system instrumentation is necessary, future plant operation will be in
accordance with the Technical Specifications.

If the Reactor Trip System (RTS) does not produce an immediate trip as a result of the spurious SI signal,
the reactor experiences a negative reactivity excursion due to the injected boron, which causes a decrease
in reactor power. The power mismatch causes a drop in T., and consequent coolant shrinkage. The
pressurizer pressure and water level decrease. Turbine load decreases due to the effect of reduced steam
pressure after the turbine throttle valve is fully open. If automatic rod control is used, these effects will be
lessened until the rods have moved out of the core. The transient is eventually terminated by the RTS low
pressurizer pressure trip or by manual trip.

The time to trip is affected by initial operating conditions. These initial conditions include the core
burnup history, which affects initial boron concentration, rate of change of boron concentration, and
Doppler and moderator coefficients.

At lower loads, the coolant contraction will be slower, resulting in a longer time to reactor trip. Recovery
from this case is the same as described above for the case where the SI signal directly produces a reactor
trip. The difference is the lower Tg and pressure associated with the power mismatch during the
transient. The time of reactor trip is of no concern for this case.

The most serious consequence of a Spurious SI at Power event is the potential to fill the pressurizer.
Filling the pressurizer can result in the potential for water relief through the pressurizer safety valves
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(assuming that the PORVM are not available, which is permitted by the Technical Specifications). The
pressurizer safety valves (PSVs) are not intended for water relief. Therefore, it is necessary to assess the
effect of the event on pressurizer safety valve (PSV) operability. Should the transient result in pressurizer
overfill prior to the passing of an acceptable amount of time that allows the operator to diagnose and
terminate the spurious SI flow, water could be relieved through the pressurizer safety valves. If the
number of water relief events is excessive and/or the fluid temperature during the relief is too low, the
potential for damage to the PSVs exists. Such damage, potentially leading to a failure of a PSV to reseat
properly, must be avoided to preclude the possibility of the Condition 11 Spurious SI at Power event to
progress to a Condition III Small Break LOCA. Separate cases are considered for an assessment of PSV
operability. These cases are discussed in the following sections.

53.18.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Typically, two cases are analyzed for a Spurious SI at Power event. The first case is performed to
demonstrate that the DNB design basis is met, which would assume the Revised Thermal Design
Procedure (Reference 1). However, this case was evaluated rather than explicitly analyzed for the EPU.
The evaluation is based on both historical precedence and the transient conditions of a Spurious SI at-
Power event. Although RCS pressure always decreases throughout the event (which is a DNBR penalty),
cold borated water is being added to the RCS via the spurious SI flow. As a iesult, core power and core
average temperature decrease, which is a benefit to the calculated transient DNBR. The transient DNBR
is impacted more by decreasing core power and core average temperature such that the DNBR benefit
outweighs the DNBR penalty associated with decreasing RCS pressure. The result is that calculated
DNBR increases from event initiation, making the nominal steady-state DNBR the limiting value. ()
The second case is considered to show that the PSVs remain operable upon pressurizer overfill and
subsequent water relief through the PSVs. The PSV operability/pressurizer overfill case was explicitly
analyzed.

The assumptions for the PSV operability case are as follows:

1. Initial operating conditions

Initial reactor power and pressurizer water level are assumed to be at their maximum values
(100.6% and nominal level +7% to account for initial condition uncertainties, respectively)
consistent with the steady state full power operation including allowances for calibration and
instrument errors. The initial RCS pressure and RCS temperatures are assumed to be at their
minimum values (nominal pressure -40 psi for BVPS-l (2210 psia) and -45 psi for BVPS-2
(2205 psia) and nominal temperature -9.50F for both units to account for initial condition
uncertainties) consistent with steady state full power operation including allowances for
calibration and instrument errors. Cases with three loops in operation are considered.

2. Reactor control

The reactor is assumed to be in manual control.
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3. Pressurizer heaters

Pressurizer heaters cause coolant expansion in the pressurizer causing the pressurizer to fill more
rapidly, which could lead to water relief through the PSVs earlier in the transient. This may result
in more PSV water cycles by the time operator action can be taken to preclude further water
relief, however, the fluid temperature of the discharged water is greater due to the heat added by
the heaters. Cooler water relief temperatures are limiting relative to PSV operability. Thus,
two PSV operability cases were analyzed with and without pressurizer heaters assumed operable.

4. Boron injection

It is assumed that starting at time zero, two charging/high head SI pumps inject 2,600 ppm
borated water at 450 F into the cold leg of each loop.

5. Turbine load

Initial turbine load consistent with full power operation is assumed, however, the turbine trips as a
result of the reactor trip caused by the spurious SI signal at the start of the transient. Imme'diate
reactor / turbine trip exacerbates the pressurizer overfill transient.

6. Reactor trip

Reactor trip is assumed to be initiated by the spurious SI signal at the start of the transient, which
is conservative relative to the pressurizer overfill transient.

7. An operator action time of 10 minutes to prevent or terminate PSV water relief is assumed.

53.18.3 Description of Analysis

A detailed analysis using the LOFTRAN (Reference 2) computer code is performed to determine the plant
transient conditions following a Spurious SI at Power event.- The code models the core neutron kinetics,
RCS including natural circulation, pressurizer, pressurizer PORVs and sprays, steam generators, main
steam safety valves, and the auxiliary feedwater system; and computes pertinent variables, including the
pressurizer pressure, pressurizer water volume, reactor coolant average temperature, DNBR, and steam
flow.

53.18.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Based on its frequency of occurrence, the Spurious SI at Power accident is considered a Condition IH
event as defined by the American Nuclear Society. The criteria are as follows:

* Pressure in the reactor coolant and main steam systems should be maintained below 110% of the
design values.

* Fuel cladding integrity shall be maintained by demonstrating that the minimum DNBR remains
above the safety analysis limit value.
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* An incident of moderate frequency should not generate a more serious plant condition without
other faults occurring independently. Q )

The first criterion is met since this event does not pose a challenge to either the RCS or MSS maximum
allowable pressures. The second criterion, as described in Section 5.3.18.2, is also met since the
minimum DNBR typically occurs at the start of the transient and increases throughout the event.

The third criterion is met if it can be demonstrated that the pressurizer does not become water-solid in the
minimum allowable operator action time. However, if SI flow is not terminated before the pressurizer
becomes water solid, it must be demonstrated that this Condition II event does not lead to a more serious
plant condition. In this situation, a PSV operability analysis must be performed to demonstrate that the
pressurizer safety valves would continue to fimction under water relief conditions for the period of time
required for the operators to take action to prevent or terminate water relief through the safety valves.
The required operator action is to either terminate SI flow to avert a water-solid condition or to confirm
that at least one PORV is unblocked and available for relief. Should water relief through the pressurizer
PORVs occur, the PORV block valves would be available to isolate the RCS if.a PORV fails to close.

The analysis demonstrates that the acceptance criteria listed above have been met for both the DNBR case
(via evaluation) and the PSV operability case (via explicit analysis). As mentioned, the DNBR case is not
the primary concern since DNBR increases throughout the transient.

The PSV operability case shows that the pressurizer fills and water is potentially discharged through the
pressurizer safety valves. As such, there is the potential that the PSVs could fail, thus'causing this event
to escalate to a more severe accident, such as that comparable to a small break LOCA. A PSV operability
assessment performed as part of the analysis determined that the PSVs would remain operable for the
time period required for operator action to prevent or terminate water relief.

53.18.5 Conclusions

The analysis has shown that the acceptance criteria will be met should a Spurious SI at Power event
occur, thus supporting operation at the EPU power leveL

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the spurious operation of the safety injection
system at power for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS
power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

53.18.6 References

1. Friedland, A. J. and Ray, S., "Revised Thermal Design Procedure," WCAP- 1397-P-A
(Proprietary), April 1989.
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53.19 Steam System Piping Failure at Full Power

53.19.1 Identification of Causes and Accident Description

The steam system piping failure accident analysis described in Section 5.3.12 is performed assuming a
hot zero power initial condition with the control rods inserted in the core with the exception of the most
reactive rod. Such a condition could occur while the reactor is at hot shutdown at the minimum required
shutdown margin or after the plant has been tripped automatically by the reactor protection system or
manually by the operator. For an at-power steamline break, the analysis of Section 5.3.12 represents the
limiting condition with respect to core protection for the time period following'reactor trip. The purpose
of this section is to describe the analysis of a steam system piping failure occurring from at-power initial
conditions to demonstrate that core protection is maintained prior to and immediately following reactor
trip.

53.19.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Limiting transient condition statepoints were generated using the Revised Thermal Design Procedure as
described in Reference 3. For RTDP applications, uncertainties on RCS initial conditions (temperature,'
pressure, and power) are included in the development of the DNBR limit value. When RTDP is not
applicable, uncertainties are included in the initial conditions or are conservatively applied to the limiting
transient condition in the calculation of the minimum DNBR.

a. Initial conditions - The initial core power, RCS temperature, and RCS pressure are assumed to be
at their nominal steady-state full power values when generating the transient statepoints.
Uncertainties are explicitly included in'the DNBR calculations.

b. RCS Flow - Minimum Measured RCS flow is assumed when generating the transient statepoints.
The Thermal Design Flow (IDF) is assumed in the DNBR calculations. The initial loop flows are
assumed to be symmetric.

c. RCS Average Temperature - The full power RCS average temperature range is from 56620 to
580.00F. Since the full power steamline rupture - core response event is a DNB event, assuming
a maximum RCS average temperature of 580.00F is limiting.

d. Feedwater Temperature - The Main Feedwater analytical temperature range is from 4000 to
4550F. A nominal feedwater temperature of 4000F is more limiting with respect to DNB for this
event. Thus, a feedwater temperature of 4000F is assumed.

e. SG Model - The Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) are analyzed for BVPS-1 and
the original steam generators (OSGs) are analyzed for BVPS-2.

f. Break size -A spectrum of break sizes (14 break sizes) with break sizes 'ranging from small
breaks starting at 0.1 A12, increasing in increments of 0.1 fi2 up to a break size of 1.A42 are
considered. Once the limiting case, with respect to peak heat flux and minimum DNBR is
determined, the limiting break is further defined by using an incremental break area of 0.01 fe2.
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g. Reactivity coefficients - The analysis assumed maximum moderator reactivity feedback and
minimum Doppler power feedback to maximize the power increase following the break. (CI

h. Protection system - The protection system features that mitigate the effects of a steamline break
are described in Section 5.3.12. This analysis only considers the initial phase of the transient
from at-power conditions. Protection in this phase of the transient is provided by reactor trip, if
necessary. Section 5.3.12 presents the analysis of the bounding transient following reactor trip,
where other protection system features are actuated to mitigate the effects of the steamline break.

i. Control systems -The only control that is assumed to function during a full power steamline
rupture - core response event is the main feedwater system. For this event, the feedwater flow is
set to match the steam flow.

53.193 Description of Analysis

The analysis of the steamline break at power for the EPU was performed as follows:

a. The LOFTRAN code (Reference 1) was used to calculate the nuclear power, core heat flux, and
reactor coolant system temperature and pressure transients resulting from the cooldown following
the steamline break.

b. The core radial and axial peaking factors were determined using the thermal-hydraulic conditions
from LOFTRAN as input to the nuclear core models. A detailed thermal-hydraulic code, VIPRE
(Reference 2), was used to calculate the DNBR for the limiting time during the transient. The 0
DNBR calculations were performed using the W-3 correlation. Since the initial conditions
uncertainties are not statistically included in the W-3 DNBR limit (of 1.30), uncertainties on
power, temperature, pressure, etc. were applied to the limiting statepoints and the Thermal Design
Flow was assumed in the calculation of the minimum DNBR.

53.19.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Depending on the size of the break, this event is classified as either a Condition HI (infrequent fault) or
Condition IV (limiting fault) event, however, the analysis is done to the more conservative Condition II
acceptance criteria. The acceptance criteria for this event are consistent with those stated in
Subsection 5.3.12.4

For BVPS-1, the limiting break size from the spectrum of break sizes analyzed is 0.6 ft2, with a minimum
DNBR of 1.53 and a peak heat flux of 1.24. The sequence of events for the limiting case with a 0.6 ft2

break is shown in Table 53.19-1. Plots for this limiting case are provided in Figures 5.3.19-lA
through 5.3.19-4A.

For BVPS-2, the limiting break size from the spectrum of break sizes analyzed is 0.8 ft2, with a minimum
DNBR of 1.44 and a peak heat flux of 1.28. The sequence of events for this limiting case is shown in
Table 5.3.19-1. Plots for this limiting case are provided in Figures 5.3.19-lB through 5.3.19-4B.
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53.19.5 Conclusions

For BVPS-1, the 0.6 ft break size isthe most limiting break size with respect to peak heat flux and
minimum DNBR for the full power steamline rupture - core response event.

For BVPS-2, the 0.8 f2 break size is the most limiting break size with respect to peak heat flux and
minimum DNBR for the full power steamline rupture - core response event.

The DNB design basis'is met. Therefore, this event does not adversely affect the core or RCS, and all
applicable criteria are met.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for the steam system piping failure at full power for
the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2. Furthermore, the results and
conclusions of this analysis will be confirmed on a cycle specific basis as part of the normal reload
process.
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Table 53.19-1
Time Sequence of Events - Steam System Piping Failure at Full Power (Core Response)

BVPS-1 BVPS-2
Event Time (see) Time (see)

Steam line ruptures 0.0 0.0

Overpower AT reactor trip setpoint reached 30.4 26.5

Rods begin to drop 32.4 28.5

Mininum DNBR occurs 32.9 29.1

Peak core heat flux occurs 33.0 29.1

C,,)

C)

Io
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53.20 Summary

The UFSAR non-LOCA analyses applicable to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 were reanalyzed to support
operation at EPU conditions. The preceding Sections 53.2 through 53.19 discuss the analyses in detail.
In each case, it was demonstrated that the applicable acceptance criteria are met with a nominal NSSS
power of 2910 MWt. For BVPS-1, the analyses were performed to support the replacement Model 54F
steam generators. The protection system setpoints and the corresponding time responses are given in
Tables 53.1-2A, 5.3.1-2B, 5.3.1-3A and 5.3.1-3B. Important initial conditions are given in
Tables 5.3.1-4A and 5.3.1-4B.

The following tables summarize the results of the analyses performed to support the EPU of BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 to the NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

The results of the UFSAR non-LOCA analyses performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and
support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt4 thus supporting the staged implementation of
EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

-- -- . :

.'
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Table 53.20-1A
BVPS-1 Condition I DNB Event Results

Peak Peak
UFSAR Report Minum Primary Secondary

Event Name Section Section DNBR Pressure (psia) Pressure (psha)

RCCA Bank Withdrawal from 14.1.1 5.3.2 Limit meth) N/A NIA
Subcritical.

RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power 14.1.2 53.3 1.57 N/A(1) 1170.1

RCCA Misalignment 14.13 53.4 Limit med) N/A N/A

Loss of Load 14.1.7 5.3.6 2.23 2744.4(4) 1187.7

Feedwater System Malfinctions
a. FeedwaterFlowlncrease 14.1.9 S3.9 l. 7S(7) 2357.0 1124.0
b. Feedwater Enthalpy Decrease 14.1.9 5.3.9 1.67 2300.0 914.0

Excessive Load Inease2) 14.1.10 5.3.10 Limit met Limit met Limit met

RCS Depressurization 14.1.15 5.3.11 1.62 N/A N/A

Min Steam Pipe Rupture (HZP) 14.2.5.1 5.3.12 Limit metO-6 N/A N/A

Partial Loss of Flow 14.1.5 5.3.13 225() 2373.8 989.0

Complete Loss of Flowv) 1429 5.3.14 1.64M 2504.1 966.5

Limits - 1.55 2748.5 1208.5

(2I

K )Notes:
(1) A generic Westinghouse evaluation addresses peak pressures for Rod Withdrawal at Power analyses
(2) Current methodology for evaluating this event involves a comparison of conservative generic statepoints to the plant

specific core thermal limits. In all cases, the generic statepoints are bounded by the core thermal limits.
(3) These events are not Condition 1I events but are analyzed to the more restrictive Condition H acceptance critdia.
(4) The analysis supports a pressuizer safety valve setpoint tolerance of +/-3.0%
(5) DNB statepoints are evaluated and the conclusion is that the limits are met.
(6) Tho 1.55 DNBR limit listed above is not applicable for these events. See Table 6.1-3 for the applicable DNB correlations

and limits

(7) The results reported are for the HFP case. An additional case was analyzed at HZP conditions. It was concluded that this
case is bounded by the ZP SLB analysis (UFSAR 14.2.5.1).

(8) These values are applicable for the RFA fueL For the V5H fue, the Partial Loss of Flow minimum DNBR is 1.90
compared to a limit of 132 (thimble cell) and the Complete Loss of Flow minimum DNBR is 139 compared to a limit of
133 (typical cell).

(11
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Table 5320-1B
BVPS-2 Condition TT DNB Event Results

Peak Peak
.UFSAR Report Minimum Primary Secondary

EventName Section Section DNBR Pressure (psia) Pressure (psia)

RCCA Bank Withdrawal from 15.4.1 5.3.2 Timit metdA) N/A N/A
Subcritical -

RCCA Bank Withdrawal at Power 15.4.2 533 1.58 N/A(P1  1174.2

RCCA Misalignment 15.4.3 5.3.4 iimit met 5 ) N/A NIA

Loss of Load 1522 & 5.3.6 1.83 2746.2(4) 1191.0
15.23

Feedwater System Malfunctions
a. Feedwater Flow Increase 15.1.2 5.3.9 1.96(7) 2353.3 1141.2
b. FeedwaterEnthalpy Decrease 15.1.1 5.3.9 1.72 2287.3 928.0

Excessive Load Tncease(2) 15.1.3 5.3.10 Limuitmet Limit met Limitmet

RCS Depressurization 15.6.1 5.3.11 1.64 N/A N/A

Main Steam Pipe Rpture 15.1.5 5.3.12 Limit med6) N/A N/A

Partial Loss of Flow 153.1 .5.3.13 2.25() - 2361.0 995.0

Complete Loss of FoW(3). 153.2 5-3.14 1.64) 25033 977.4

Limits _ - 1.55 2748.5 1208.5

Notes:
(1) A generic Westinghouse evaluation addresses peak pressures for Rod Wridawal at Power analyses.

(2) Current methodology for evaluating this event involves a comparison of conservative generic statepoints to the plant
specific core thermal limits. In all cases, the generic statepoints are bounded by the core thermal limits

(3) These events are not Condition H events but are analyzed to the more restrictive Condition U acceptance criteria.

(4) This analysis supports a pressuri safety valve sexpoint tolerance of +1.6Y/-3.0%.

(5) DNB statpoints are evaluated and the conclusion is that the limits are met.

(6) The 1.55 DNBR limit listed above is not applicable for these events. See Table 6.1-3 for the applicable DNB correlations
and limits

(7) The results reported are for the HFP case. An additional case was analyzed at HZP conditions. It was conchlded that this
case is bounded by the HZP SLB anabsis (UFSAR 15.1.5).

(8) These values are applicable for the RFA fuel. For the V5H fuel, the Partial Loss of Flow minimum DNBR is 1.90
compared to a limit of 132 (thimble cell) and the Complete Loss of Flow rnim DNBR is 138 compared to a limit of
133 (typical cell).
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Table 53.20-2A
BVPS-1 Locked Rotor Analysis Results

UFSAR Percentage of Rods-in- Peak Primary Pressure
Event Name Section Report Section DNB (%) , (psia)

LockedRotor 14.2.7 53.15 <20 2716(')

Limits - - 20 2997

Note:

(I) The peak Reactor Coolmat System pressue reached during the timsint is less tha that which woiuld cause stesses to
exceed the fiauted condition sess limit.

Table 5.320-2B
BVPS-2 Locked Rotor Analysis Results

UFSAR Percentage of RodsIn- Peak Primary Pressure
Event Name Section Report Section DNB(%) (psia)

Locked Rotor 15.3,3 5.3.15 <20 2825

Linits- 20 2997

Notw

(1) he peak Reator Coolant System pr re aed duing theo tnsient is less fth hat vidch would cams stresses to
exceed the faulted condition stress limits.

K,
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Table 53.20-3A
BVPS-1 Pressurizer Flling Event Results

.UFSAR Report Peak Pressurizer Volume
Event Name Section Section (ft ..

Lossof Normal Feedwater 14.1.8 5.3.7 1384.0

Loss of Non-EmergencyAC Power 14.1.11 5.3.8 - 1224.0

Spurious Safety Ijection at Power 14.1.16 .5.3.18 Pressurizer flls)

Limits - _ 1458.1

Note:
(1) This analysis predicts that the pressurizer will fill. A separate evaluation was performed which demonstrate that the

integrity of the pressurizer safdy valves is d for the period of time required for operator action to prevent or
terminate water relief through the pressurizer safety valves.

Table 53.20-3B
BVPS-2 Pressurizer FiMng Event Results

UFSAR Report Peak Pressurizer Volume
Event Name Section Section (ft)

Loss ofNormal Feedwater 15.2.7 5.3.7 1192.9

Loss of Non-EmergencyAC Power 15.2.6 5.3.8 1193.4

Spurious Safety Injection at Power 15.5.1 5.3.18 Pressuriz fills (& )

Limits - - 1457.9

Note:
(1) Ihis analysis predicts that the pressurizer will filL A separate evaluation was performed which demonstrates that the

integ*r of the pressurizer safety valves is maintained for the period of time required for operator action to prevent or
terminate water relief through the pressurizer safedy valves.
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Table 5.320-4A
BVPS-1 Feedline Break Analysis Results

Report Margin to Hot Leg
Case UFSAR Section Section Boiling (OF)

With offsite power 14.2.5.2 53.17 14.35

Without offifte power 24.33

Limits 0.0

Table 53.20-4B
BVPS-2 Feedline Break Analysis Results

Margin to Hot Leg
Case UFSAR Section Report Section Boiling (OF)

With offsite power 15.2.8 5.3.17 35.98

Without offsite power __ _ 40.56

Limits 0.0

6517--NP~oo-023045-31
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Table 53.20-5A
BVPS-1 Rod Ejection Analysis Results'

Max. Fuel Stored
Case UFSAR Section Report Section Energy (Btu/lbm)

BOL-HZP 14.2.6 5-3.16 186.1

BOL-IHFP _ - -326.8.

EOL-HZP 305.7

EOL-IHFP. 314.5

Limits.. 360 .

- Table 53.20-5B
BVPS-2 Rod Ejection Analysis Results

Max. Fuel Stored
Case UFSAR Section Report Section Energy (BtulIbm)

BOL-HIZP 15.4.8 5.3.16 186.1

BOI-.FP - . 326.8

EOL-HZP 305.7

EOL-HFP 314.5:

Limits- 360

6575N..o-92 5.31
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Table 5320-6A
BVPS-1 Uncontrolled Boron Dilution Analysis Results

Time From Start of Transient to
.UFSAR Report Loss of Shutdown Margin

Case Section Section (minutes)

Mode 1 - Manual Rod Control 14.1.4 5.3.5 30.4

Mode 1 -Automatic Rod Control . - 31.7

Mode 2 _ 33.3

Mode 3 - 15.3

Limits - 15.0

Table 5.3.20-6B
BVPS-2 Uncontrolled Boron Dilution Analysis Results

Time From Start of Transient to
UFSAR Report Loss of Shutdown Margin

Case Section Section (minutes)

Mode 1 - Manual Rod Control 15.4.6 5.3.5 29.4

Mode I-AutomaticRodControl - - - 31.4

Mode 2 . - 33.0

Mode 3 15.0

Limits 15.0

'C)

a(7)
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5.4 STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 include analyses for a design basis steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) event to
demonstrate that the potential radiological consequences are acceptable. The analysis methodologies for
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 differ as presented in their Updated Final Safety Analysis Reports (UFSARs). The
SGTR analysis methodology for BVPS-1 consists of a thermal-hydraulic analysis to provide tube rupture
data (e.g., break flow and steam releases) as input to the BVPS-1 radiological consequences analysis. The
SGTR analysis methodology for BVPS-2 consists of a two step thermal-hydraulic analysis, i.e., analysis
to first demonstrate margin to steam generator overfill followed by analysis to provide tube rupture data
(e.g., break flow and steam releases) as input to the BVPS-2 radiological consequences analysis. The
SGTR analysis for BVPS-1 is described in Section 5.4.1 and the SGTR analysis for BVPS-2 is described
in Sections 5A.2 and 5.43.

Additionally, an operational response analysis of SGTR was performed for BVPS-1 with the same
conservative methods described for BVPS-2, with the exception that no single failure was modeled. This
operational response analysis was performed to develop information for operator training. The analysis
demonstrated margin to steam generator overfill and confirmed that the BVPS-1 licensing basis analysis
methodology provides conservative tube rupture data (e.g., break flow and steam releases) as input to
radiological consequences analysis.

The BVPS-1 licensing basis analysis for a SGTR event assumes that release from the ruptured steam
generator is terminated in 30 minutes but the analysis methodology does not explicitly address the single
failure criterion of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A. The EPU evaluations reflect the existing BVPS-1 licensing
basis, i.e., no single failure is modeled. However, the need to address the single failure criterion his been
identified and entered into the BVPS Corrective Action Program. FENOC will resolve this issue by either
conducting further analyses or by plant modification, such that the single failure criterion is met for a
BVPS-1 SGTR event The necessary actions will be completed prior to, or concurrent with,
implementation of the BVPS-1 EPU amendment.

5.4.1 BVPS-1 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis for Offsite Radiological Consequences

5.4.1.1 Introduction

In support of the EPU Project for BVPS-1, a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) thermal-hydraulic
analysis for use in the calculation of radiological consequences has been performed. The SGTR analysis
supports a T. window range of 566.2° up to 5800F, secondary-side conditions (e.g., steam pressure,
flow, temperature) based on high and low steam generator tube plugging (SGTP) (0% up to 22%). The
SGTR analysis also supports the Model 54F replacement steam generators. In order to bound all possible
conditions, four separate cases have been analyzed as follows:

1. Tn = 56620 F and SGTP = 0%
2. Tn = 566.20F and SGTh= 22%
3. Tn = 580.0"F and SGTP = 0%
4. Tn = 580.00F and SGTP = 22%

The major hazard associated with an SGTR event is the radiological consequences resulting from the
transfer of radioactive reactor coolant to the secondary side of the ruptured steam generator and
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subsequent release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. The primary thermal-hydraulic parameters which
affect the calculation of offsite doses for an SGTR include the amount of reactor coolant transferred to the
secondary side of the ruptured steam generator, the amount of primary-to-secondary break flow that
flashes to steam and the amount of steam released from the ruptured steam generator to the atmosphere.

The accident analyzed is the double-ended rupture of a single steam generator tube. It is assumed that the
primary-to-secondary break flow following an SGTR results in depressurization of the reactor coolant
system (RCS), and that reactor trip and safety injection (SI) are automatically initiated on low pressurzer
pressure. Loss of offsite power (LOOP) is assumed to occur at reactor trip resulting in the release of
steam to the atmosphere via the steam generator atmospheric steam dump valves (ASDVs) and/or safety
valves. Following SI actuation, it is assumed that the RCS pressure stabilizes at the value where the SI
and break flow rates are equal. In the analysis, the equilibrium primary-to-secondary break flow is
assumed to persist until 30 minutes after the initiation of the SGTRT Break flow and the steam releases
from the ruptured steam generator are calculated for the initial 30 minute period.

After 30 minutes, it is assumed in the analysis that steam is released only from the intact steam generators
in order to dissipate the core decay heat and to subsequently cool the plant down to the residual heat
removal (RHR) system operating conditions. It is assumed that plant cooldown to RHR operating
conditions is accomplished within 8 hours after initiation of the SGTR and that steam releases are
terminated at that time. A primary-side and secondary-side mass and energy balance is used to calculate
the steam release and feedwater flow for the intact steam generators from 0 to 2 hours and from 2 to
8 hours.

5.4.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions (j)

The primary-side and secondary-side operating conditions for EPU are documented in Section 2.1.1.
A summary of key input assumptions for the SGTR event follows.

High-Head Safety Injection (EIHSI) Flow Rates

A larger SI flowrate results in a greater RCS equilibrium pressure and, consequently, higher break flow.
Maximum BHSI flowrates were, therefore, assumed for this analysis.

REIR Cut-in Time

The RHR cut-in time based on the RCS heat load and RHR heat removal capacity is conservatively
calculated and modeled in the SGTR analysis. This cut-in time affects the duration of long-term steam
releases from the intact steam generators to the atmosphere following termination of the break flow. The
effect of RHR cut-in time on long-term doses, however, is not significant since the radiation released from
the intact steam generators is small relative to that released by the ruptured steam generator. An RHR cut-
in time of 8 hours has been assumed.

Break Flow Flashing Fraction

A portion of the break flow will flash directly to steam upon entering the secondary side of the ruptured
steam generator. Since a transient break flow calculation is not performed for BVPS-1, a detailed a
6517-S-NP.doc-092304 
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time-dependent flashing fraction that incorporates the expected changes in primary-side temperatures
cannot be calculated. Instead, a conservative calculation of the flashing fraction is performed using the
limiting conditions from the break flow calculation cases. Two time intervals are considered, as in the
breakiflow calculations; pre-reactor trip and post-reactor trip (SI initiation occurs concurrently with
reactor trip). Since the RCS and steam generator conditions are different before and after the trip,
different flashing fractions would be expected.

The flashing fraction is based on the difference between the primary-side fluid enthalpy'and the saturation
enthalpy on the secondary side. Therefore, the highest flashing will be predicted for the case with the
highest primary-side temperatures. For the flashing fraction calculations, it is conservatively assumed
that all ofthe break flow is at the hot leg temperature (the break is assumed to be on the hot leg side of the
steam generator). Similarly, a lower secondary-side pressure maximizes the difference in the primary and
secondary cnthalpies, resulting in more flashing. The highest pre-trip flashing fraction based on the-range
of operating conditions covered by this analysis is for the case with a hot leg temperature of 603.9 0F, an
initial RCS pressure of 2250 psia, and an initial secondary pressure of 623 psia. The case with a hot leg
temperature of 6170F would have a lowerflashing fraction because the corresponding conservatively high
secondary pressure is 831 psia and the flashing is more dependent on secondary pressure than hot leg
temperature. All cases consider the same post-trip RCS pressure of 1884.4 psia and post-trip steam
generator pressure of 932.75 psia. The highest post-trip flashing fraction, based on the range of operating
temperatures covered by this analysis, is for a case with a hot leg temperature of 6170F. It is
conservatively assumed that the hot leg temperature is not reduced for the 30 minutes in which break flow
is calculated.

Miscellaneous Parameter Assumptions

* Low pressurizer pressure SI actuation setpoint = 1860 psia

* Lowest steam generator safety valve reseat pressure = 932.75 psia, and includes 11.6% main
steam safety valve (MSSV) blowdown and 3% safety valve setpoint tolerance.

5.4.13 Description of Analyses Performed

A T., window of 566.2° up to 580.00F is considered. Section 2.1.1 documents four Performance
Capability Working Group (PCWG) cases that have been used for the BVPS-1 SGTR analysis.

Cases are analyzed at a T,, of 566.2° and 580.00 F, with 0% and 22% SGTP. All the cases support a
power of 2910 MWt (NSSS power) and thermal design flow (TDF) of 87200 gpm/loop.

Break Flow, Steam Releases, and Feedwater Flows

In total, four cases were considered in the SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis to bound the EPU operating
conditions. Note that these four cases are individually analyzed in order to determine the limiting steam
release and limiting break flow between 0 and 30 minutes for the radiological consequences calculation. A
single calculation is performed to determine long-term steam releases from, and feedwater flow to, the
intact steam generators for the time interval from the start of the event (O hours) to 2 hours and from
2 hours to RHR cut-in at 8 hours.- The 0 to 2 hour calculations use the 0 to 30 minute intact steam
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generator steam release and feedwater flow results from the case that resulted in the highest intact steam
generator steam and feedwater flow rates. (
A mass and energy balance is assumed in the calculation of the break flow and steam releases. The
energy balance is based on the following assumed conditions at 30 minutes: (1) the RCS fluid is at the
equilibrium pressure and no-load temperature, (2) the pressurizer fluid and steam generator secondary
fluid for both the ruptured and intact steam generators is saturated at no-load temperature, and (3) the core
and clad, primary system metal, pressurizer metal and steam generator secondary metal are at no-load
temperature. Since the RCS fluid is not at a consistent energy state with the ruptured steam generator and
the remainder of the primary and secondary systems, energy must be dissipated to reduce the RCS fluid
from equilibrium pressure and no-load temperature to saturation at no-load temperature. It is assumed
that the plant is then maintained stable at no-load temperature until 2 hours, and that steam will be
released from only the intact steam generators to dissipate the energy from the reduction in the RCS fluid
energy state and the core decay heat from 30 minutes to 2 hours.

After 2 hours, it is assumed that plant cooldown to RHR cut-in conditions is initiated by releasing steam
from only the intact steam generators. It is assumed that cooldown to RHR cut-in conditions is completed
within 8 hours after the SGTR. 'After the RHR cut-in conditions are reached, it is assumed that further
cooldown is performed using the RHR system and that the steam release from the intact steam generators
is terminated.

The energy to be dissipated from 2 to 8 hours is calculated from an energy balance for the primary and
secondary systems between no-load conditions at 2 hours and the RHR entry conditions at 8 hours, plus
the core decay heat load from 2 to 8 hours. The amount of steam released from the intact steam ,l
generators is calculated from a mass and energy balance for the intact steam generators.

5.4.1.4 Results and Acceptance Criteria

The analysis is performed to calculate the mass transfer data for input to the radiological consequences
analysis. As such no acceptance criteria are defined. The results of the analysis are used as input to the
radiological consequences analysis.

The tube rupture break flow and ruptured steam generator atmospheric steam releases (post-trip)
from O to 30 minutes for the different SGTR cases are summarized in Table 5.4.1-1. Based on the results
of these SGTR cases, bounding values for break flow and steam releases are provided in Table 5.4.1-2
along with flashing fiactions, long-term steam releases, and feedwater flows for use in radiological
consequences analysis. The maximum break flow and steam releases represent bounding values which are
conservative for an offsite dose evaluation. The values in Table 5.4.1-3 include an approximate I010o increase
in mass transfer rates for use in a conservative radiological analysis. Increasing the mass transfer data
prior to performing the radiological consequences analysis allows future plant changes that result in small
increases in the mass transfer rates to be evaluated, without requiring the radiological analysis to be redone.

5A.1.5 Conclusions

The BVPS-I SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis for use in the radiological consequences calculation has
been completed in support of the EPU Project. Based on a primary-side and secondary-side mass and
energy balance, the break flow and atmospheric steam releases from the ruptured and intact steam
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generators were calculated for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes, it was assumed that steam is released only
from the intact steam generators in order to dissipate the core decay heat and to subsequently cool the
plant down to the RHR system operating conditions. For BVPS-1,- it was assumed that plant cooldown to
RHR operating conditions can be accomplished within 8 hours after initiation of the SGTR event and that
steam releases are terminated at this time. A primary-side and secondary-side mass and energy balance
was used to calculate the steam release and feedwater flow for the intact steam generators from 0 to
2 hours and from 2 to 8 hours.

The results and conclusions of the SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis for offsite radiological consequences
performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1.
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Table 54.1-1
BVPS- limiting SGTR Thermal-Hydraulic Results *

Tube Rupture Break Flow for 0 to 30 Minutes

T., = 566.2°F, 0% SGTP 135,900 Ibm

T,,,= 566.2°F, 22% SGTP 136,300 Ibm

T.= 5S80.0°F, 0% SGTP 134,700 ibm

T. = 580.0°F, 22% SGTP 135,500 Ibm

Steam Release from Ruptured SG (Post-Trip) for 0 to 30 Mlnutes

T, - 566.2°F, 0% SGTP 55,700 Ibm

T., = 566.2°F, 22% SGTP 53,000 Ibm

T.g = 580.0°F, 0O% SGIP 62,600 Ibm

T,, = 580.0°F, 22% SGTP 58,600 Ibm

* Values roundedup to the nearest 100

C9
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Table 5.4.1-2
BVPS-1 SGTR Thermal-Hydraulic Results

for Radiological Dose Analysis

Reactor Trip, SI Actuation, and Loss Of Offsite Power 224.72 seconds

Pre-Trip (less than 224.72 seconds)

Tube Ruptre Break Flow* 19,900 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow WhichPlashes 22.27 %

Steam Release Rate to Condenser 1207.4 mm/sec for eaich SG

Post-Trip (after 224.72 seconds)

. ube Rupture Break Flow for post-trip to 30 mnutes* - 116,400 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow Which Flashes - 16A5 %

Steam Release from Ruptured SG for post-trip to 30 minutes* 62,600 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* 379,200 Ibm

Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* 364,200 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours* 890,500 Ibm

Feedwater flow to ntact SGs for 2 to 8 hours* 966,300 Ibm-

*V resounded up to 1he nearest 100
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Table 5.4.1-3
BVPS-1 SGTR Thermal-Hydraulic Results

for Radiological Dose Analysis
-With AddItional 10%

Reactor Trip, SI Actuation, and Loss Of MO te Power 224.72 seconds

Pre-Trip (less than 224.72 seconds)

Tube Rupture Break Flow* 21,900 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow Which Flashes 22.27 %

Steam Release Rate to Condenser 1207.4 Ibm/sec for each SG

Post-Trip (after 224.72 seconds)

Tube Rupture Break Flow for post-trip to 30 minutes 128,000 Ibm

Percentage of Break Flow Which Flashes - 16A5 %

Steam Release from Ruptured SG for post-trip to 30 minutes* 68,900 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours* 417,100 Ibm

Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for post-trip to 2 hours 400,600 Ibm

Steam Release from Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours 979,500 Ibm

Feedwater flow to Intact SGs for 2 to 8 hours* 1,062,900 Ibm

Values roundod up to the nearest 100

\._0
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5.42 BVPS-2 Margin to Steam Generator Overfill Analysis

In support of the EPU Project for BVPS-2, an analysis for a design basis steam generator tube rupture
(SGTR) event has been performed to demonstrate that the potential consequences are acceptable. The
analysis supports a full power average temperature (T,,;) operating window of 566.20 to 580.00F as well
as a main feedwater temperature window of 4000 to 4550F. The analysis discussed herein assumes that up
to 22% of the steam generator tubes are plugged and the unit is operating at a NSSS power level of
2910 MWt.

The major hazard associated with a SGTR event is the radiological consequences resulting from the
transfer of radioactive reactor coolant to the secondary side of the ruptured steam generator and
subsequent release of radioactivity to the atmosphere. Therefore, an analysis must be performed to assure
that the offsite radiation doses resulting from a SGTR are within the allowable guidelines. One of the
major concerns for a SGTR is the possibility of steam generator water relief since this could potentially
result in a significant increase in the offsite radiation doses. Therefore, an analysis was performed to
demonstrate margin to steam generator overfill, assuming the limiting single failure relative to overfill.
The analysis confirmed that the ruptured steam generator does not overfill and water relief through the
MSSVs does not occur. A thermal and hydraulic analysis is also performed to determine the input for use
in calculating the offsite radiation doses, assuming the limiting single failureirelative to offsite doses
without water relief (See Section 5A.3).

Plant response to the SGTR event is modeled using the LOFTMR2 computer code with conservative
assumptions of break size and location, condenser availability and initial secondary water mass in the
ruptured steam generator. The analysis methodology includes the simulation of the operator actions for
recovery from a SGTR based on the BVPS-2 Emergency Operating Procedures, which are based on the
Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response Guidelines.

The LOFTfR2 analyses are performed for the time period from the SGTR until the primary and
secondary pressures are equalized (break flow terminsion). In the margin to overfill analysis presented
in this section, the water volume in the secondary side of the ruptured steam generator is calculated as a
fumction of time to demonstrate that overfill does not occur. The thermal and hydraulic analysis to
develop input for the radiological consequences is presented in Section 5A.3.

5.4.2.1 Introduction

The SGTR analyses are performed for BVPS-2 using the analysis methodology developed in
WCAP-1 0698 (Reference 1) and Supplement 1 to WCAP-10698 (Reference 2). The methodology was
developed by the SGTR Subgroup of the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG) and was approved by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in Safety Evaluation Reports (SERs) dated December 17, 1985
and March 30, 1987. The methodology was developed for use with the LOFTTR2 program, an updated
version of the LOFJTR1 program. The LOFTIRI program was developed as part of the revised SGTR
analysis methodology and was used for the SGTR evaluations in References 1 and 2. This is the same
methodology employed in the most recent analyses performed by Westinghouse for BVPS-2, documented
in WCAP-12737.
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The analysis outlined herein was performed to determine the margin to steam generator overfill for a
design basis SGTR event for BVPS-2. The analysis was performed using the LOFTR2 program and the (
methodology developed in Reference 1, and using the plant specific parameters for BVPS-2. This section
includes the methods and assumptions used to analyze the SGTR event, as well as the sequence of events
for the recovery and the calculated results.

5.4.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The margin to overfill analyses model the plant operating at the lower end of the T. window since a
lower operating temperature results in a higher mass flow rate through the broken tube and less steam
released from the ruptured steam generator. The analysis assumes that the plant is operating with the
feedwater temperature at the low end of the temperature window, since this results in a higher mass of
water in the steam generator at the start of the event, which limits the amount of break flow and auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) that can accumulate in the ruptured steam generator. Maximum (22%) tube plugging is
assumed in the limiting thermal-hydraulic analysis to determine the margin to overfill since this reduces
the heat transfer to the ruptured steam generator, minimizing the amount of mass released from the steam
generator due to steaming. The reduced heat transfer also prolongs the cooldown period, leading to
delayed break flow termination. Although maximum tube plugging results in a lower initial water mass in
the ruptured steam generator, which increases the available margin to overfill at the start of the event, this
is not more limiting than the lower heat transfer effects described above. This has been confirmed via
sensitivities performed for the BVPS-2 EPU Project

Design Basis Accident ()

The accident modeled is a double-ended break of one steam generator tube located at the top of the tube
sheet on the outlet (cold leg) side of the steam generator. The location of the break on the cold side of the
steam generator results in higher primary-to-secondary leakage than a break on the hot side of the steam
generator as determined by Reference 1. It was also assumed that a loss-of-offsite power occurs at the
time of reactor trip, and the highest worth control assembly was assumed to be stuck in its fully
withdrawn position at reactor trip.

The potentially limiting single failures with respect to margin to steam generator overfill for a SGTR are
outlined below.

I. Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) Flow Control Valve Failure

The AFW control valves are normally open and are used to control inventory in the intact steam
generators and terminate feedwater flow to the ruptured steam generator. A failure of the ruptured
steam generator control valve would require the operator to perform additional actions to stop the
associated AFW pump in order to terminate AFW flow to the ruptured steam generator. For the
AFW control valve failure evaluation, it was assumed that 120 seconds (2 minutes) of operator
action time would be required to terminate AFW flow to the ruptured steam generator by stopping
the associatedAFW pump. The additional 2 minutes were added to the assumed time forAFW
isolation without this failure. The additional AFW provided to the ruptured steam generator
during the additional 2 minutes reduced the margins to overfill by way of additional mass added
and by a reduction in steaming from the ruptured steam generator. For BVPS-2 the single failure
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of the AFW control valve was found to be less limiting than a single failure of the atmospheric
relief valves, in previous sensitivity studies.

2. Residual Heat Release Valve (RHRV) or Intact Steam Generators Atmospheric Steam Dump
Valve (ASDV) Power Supply Failures

Since offsite power is assumed to be lost at reactor trip for the SGTR analysis, the atmospheric
steam dump valves (ASDVs) and/or residual heat release valve (RHRV) are relied upon to cool
the reactor coolant system. A failure that affects the availability of these valves for the cooldown
can reduce the available steam release capability increasing the time required for the cooldown
and/or delaying the start of the cooldown. This in turn results in increased break flow and a
reduction in the margin to overfill. Two failures that impact the cooldown are postulated:

a. A single failure of the orange power supply can result in the loss of control room operation
of the ASDVs. For the orange bus failure, the RHRV can be operated from the main
control room (MCR) after the gate valve upstream of the RHRV, connected to the ruptured
SG is closed manually, while one ASDV can be operated locally with a hand pump
allowing the cooldown to be completed with the combined capacity of the two valves (one
ASDV and the RHRV). In this case initiation of the cooldown is delayed to allow for the
local actions required for initiation of the cooldown.

b. A single failure of the purple bus power supply results in a loss of power to the plant
residual heat release valve (RHRV). For a purple bus failure (failure of the RHRV), two
ASDVs can be operated from the MCR without delay since local access to valves is not
required.

The single failures described above bound a single mechanical failure of an ASDV or RHRV.

The analyses performed for the BVPS-2 EPU Project specifically evaluated these cooldown capability
failures. However, since the difference in the margin between the two scenarios is small, neither scenario
can be identified as clearly limiting. The analyses presented in this report consider the failure of the
RHRV since it resulted in the smallest margin to overfill.

Conservative Assumptions

Plant responses until break flow termination are calculated using the LOFITR2 computer code. The
conservative conditions and assumptions which are found in Reference 1 are also used in the LOFITR2
analysis to determine margin to steam generator overfill for BVPS-2 with the exception of the following
differences.

1. Reactor Coolant System Flow Asymmetry

The margin to overfill analysis considered a primary flow asymmetry based on operation at the
EPU power with the lowest Tavg, the highest steam generator tube plugging, and the lowest -
feedwater temperature. The steam generator tube plugging is modeled considering loop-to-loop
flow asymmetry. The loop asymmetry evaluation assumes that the loop with the ruptured steam
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generator is at the maximum steam generator plugging level and has the lowest loop flow. These
assumptions contribute to the ruptured steam generator operating at a lower temperature and l Y
producing less power, which in turn provides a conservatively higher initial secondary water
mass.

2. Reactor Trip and Turbine Runback

A turbine runback can either be initiated automatically or the operator can manually reduce the
turbine load to attempt to prevent a reactor trip on overtemperature-AT. This turbine runback
would result in an increase in secondary water mass compared to the mass at full power.
Although turbine runback is simulated in this analysis, credit is not taken for delaying reactor trip.
Until reactor trip and the assumed loss of offsite power, the main feedwater control system is
assumed to maintain a constant steam generator water level. Therefore, until reactor trip, the
break flow does not reduce the margin to overfill. An earlier reactor trip will result in a higher
RCS pressure at the time of reactor trip, and a higher post-trip break flow rate. For this analysis,
the times of automatic turbine runback initiation and reactor trip on overtemperature-AT were
determined by modeling the BVPS-2 control and protection system. The effect of turbine
runback was conservatively simulated by increasing the secondary mass by the differential in the
mass corresponding to operation at 100% power and at the power at reactor trip (modeling the
plants turbine runback program), and performing the analysis at 100% power.

3. Steam Generator Secondary Mass

A higher initial secondary water mass in the ruptured steam generator was determined by
Reference 1 to be conservative for overfill. As noted above, the flow asymmetry is skewed to the
ruptured loop to provide the highest initial steam generator water mass in the ruptured generator.
Also, turbine runback was assumed to be initiated and was simulated by artificially increasing the
initial steam generator water mass. The initial steam generator total fluid mass that is assumed in
the analysis is 10% above the nominal full power fluid mass attributable to the flow asymmetry,
plus mass to simulate the effect of turbine runback.

4. AFW System Operation

For this analysis, the maximum AFW flow rate of 310 gpm to the ruptured steam generator is
assumed to be initiated immediately after reactor trip with a 15-second startup delay credited.

Operator Action Times

In the event of a SGTR, the operator is required to take actions to stabilize the plant and terminate the
primary-to-secondary leakage. The operator actions for SGTR recovery are provided in the BVPS-2
EOP E-3, and major actions are explicitly modeled in this analysis. The operator actions modeled include
identification and isolation of the ruptured steam generator, cooldown and depressurization of the RCS to
restore inventory and termination of SI to stop primary-to-secondary leakage. These operator actions are
described below.
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1. IsolateAFW if necessary and identify the ruptured steam generator.

High secondary side activity, as indicated by the air ejector discharge radiation monitor, steam
generator blowdown sample radiation monitor, or main steamline radiation monitor, typically will
provide the first indication of a SGTR event. The ruptured steam generator can be identified by
an unexpected increase in steam generator narrow range level, high radiation from a steam
generator water sample, or a high radiation indication. For a SGTR that results in a reactor trip at
high power as assumed in this analysis, the steam generator water level as indicated on the
narrow range will decrease significantly for all of the steam generators. The AFW flow will
begin to refill the steam generators, distributing approximately equal flow to each of the steam
generators. Since primary-to-secondary leakage adds additional inventory to the ruptured steam
generator, the water level will increase more rapidly in that steam generator. This response, as
displayed by the steam generator water level instrumentation, provides confirmation of a SGTR
event and also identifies the ruptured steam generator. In the BVPS-2 EOP for steam generator
tube rupture, the operator is directed to maintain the level in the ruptured steam generator
between 12 and 50% on the narrow range instrument In the conservative scenario analyzed to
minimize the margin to steam generator overfill, isolation ofAFW flow to the affected SG can
occur even before it is identified as a ruptured SGQ based on the high SG level Based on plant
simulator studies modeling this scenario, it is assumed that AFW flow to the ruptured steam
generator would be isolated when level in the steam generator reached 27.5% narrow range level
(i.e., mid-point between just in range (5%) and 50%) or at 5.5 minutes from reactor trip,
whichever is longer.

2. Isolate the ruptured steam generator from the intact steam generators and isolate feedwater to the
ruptured steam generator.

Once the steam generator with a tube rupture has been identified, recovery actions begin by
isolating steam flow from and stopping feedwater flow to the ruptured steam generator. In

'addition to minimizing radiological releases, this also-reduces the possibility of filling the
ruptured steam generator by (1) minimizing the accumulation of feedwater flow and (2) enabling
the operator to establish a pressure differential between the ruptured and intact steam generators
as a necessary step toward terminating primary to secondary leakage. As noted above it is
assumed that AFW flow to the ruptured steam generator would be isolated when level in the
steam generator reached 27.5% narroiwiange level or at 5.5 minutes from reactor trip, whichever
is longer. Complete isolation of steam flow from the ruptured steam generator (MSIV and ASDV
closure) is verified when the narrow range level reaches 27.5% in the ruptured steam generator or
at 15 minutes after reactor trip, whichever is longer.

3. Cooldown the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) using the intact steam generators.

After isolation of the ruptured steam generator, the RCS is cooled as rapidly as possible to less
than the saturation temperature corresponding to the ruptured steam generator pressure by
dumping steam from only the intact steam generators. This establishes adequate subcooling in
the RCS after depressurization to the ruptured steam generator pressure in subsequent actions. If
offsite power is available, the normal steam dump system to the condenser can be used to perform
this cooldown. If offsite power is lost, the'RCS would be cooled using the ASDVs on the intact
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steam generators, and residual heat relief valve (RHRV) after the gate valve upstream of the.
RHRV connected to the ruptured SG is closed. However, in the analysis performed for BVPS-2,
the plant is cooled using the two intact steam generator ASDVs due to failure of the RHRV power
supply (purple bus power supply), or through the RHRV and a single ASDV, in the event of a
failure of the orange bus power supply.

4. Depressurize the RCS to restore reactor coolant inventory.

When the cooldown is completed, SI flow will tend to increase RCS pressure until break flow
matches SI flow. Consequently, SI flow must be terminated to stop primary-to-secondary
leakage. However, adequate reactor coolant inventory must first be established. This includes
both sufficient reactor coolant subcooling and pressurizer inventory to maintain a reliable
pressurizer level indication after SI flow is stopped. Since leakage from the primary side will
continue after SI flow is stopped until the RCS and the ruptured steam generator pressures
equalize, an "excess" amount of inventory is needed so that the pressurizer level remains on span.
The "excess" amount required depends on the RCS pressure and reduces to zero when the RCS
pressure equals the pressure in the ruptured steam generator.

The RCS depressurization is performed using normal pressurizer spray if the reactor coolant
pumps (RCPs) are running. Since offsite power is assumed to be lost at the time of reactor trip,
the RCPs are not running and thus normal pressurizer spray is not available. Therefore, the
depressurization is modeled using a pressurizer power operated relief valve (PORV).

5. Terminate SI to stop primary-to-secondary leakage. -IJ

The previous actions will have established adequate RCS subcooling& a secondary side heat sink,
and sufficient reactor coolant inventory so that the SI flow is no longer needed. When these
actions have been completed, the SI flow must be stopped to terminate primary-to-secondary
leakage. Primary-to-secondary leakage will continue after the SI flow is stopped until the RCS
and ruptured steam generator pressures equalize. Charging flow, letdown flow, and pressurizer
heaters will then be controlled to prevent re-pressurization of the RCS and re-initiation of leakage
into the ruptured steam generator.

Since these major recovery actions are modeled in the SGTR analysis, it is necessary to establish the time
required to perform these actions. Although the intermediate steps between the major actions are not
explicitly modeled, it is necessary to account for the time required to perform the steps. Note that the
total time required to complete the recovery operations consists of both operator action time and system,
or plant, response time. For instance, the time for each of the major recovery operations (ie., RCS
cooldown) is primarily due to the time required for the system response, whereas the operator action time
is reflected by the time required for the operator to perform the intermediate action steps.

The operator action times to identify and isolate the ruptured steam generator, to initiate RCS cooldown,
to initiate RCS depressurization, and to perform safety injection termination are developed for the design
basis analysis consistent with the methodology in Reference 1. BVPS-2 has determined the
corresonding operator action times to perform these operations. The operator actions and the
corresponding operator action times used for the BVPS-2 analysis are listed in Table 5A.2-1.
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5.423 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The LOFITR2 analysis results for the BVPS-2 margin to overfill analysis with operation at the NSSS
power of 2910 MWt are described below. The sequence of events for this transient is presented in
Table 5.4.2-2.

Following the tube rupture, reactor coolant flows from the primary into the secondary side of the ruptured
steam generator since the primary pressure is greater than the steam generator pressure. In response to
this loss of reactor coolant, pressurizer level decreases as shown in Figure 5.A2-1. The RCS pressure also
decreases as shown in Figure'5.4.2-2 as the steam bubble in the pressurizer expands. As the RCS pressure
decreases due to the continued primary-to-secondary leakage, automatic reactor trip occurs on an
overtemperature delta-T reactor trip signal at approximately 112 seconds.

After reactor trip,' core power rapidly decreases to decay heat levels. The turbine stop valves close and
steam flow to the turbine is terminated. The steam dump system is designed to actuate following reactor
trip to limit the increase in secondary pressure, but the steam dump valves remain closed due to the loss of
condenser vacuum resulting from the assumed loss-of-offsite power at the time of reactor trip. Thus, the
energy transfer from the primary system causes the secondary side pressure to increase rapidly after
reactor trip until the steam generator ASDVs (and safety valves if their setpoints are reached) lift to
dissipate the energy, as shown in Figure 5.42-3.' As a result of the assumed loss-of-offsite power, main
feedwater flow is assumed to be terminated and AFW flow is assumed to be automatically initiated
following reactor trip.

The RCS pressure and pressurizer level continue to decrease after reactor trip as energy transfer to the
secondary shrinks the reactor coolant and the tube rupture break flow continues to deplete primary
inventory. The decrease in RCS inventory results in a low pressurizer pressure SI signal at approximately
122 seconds. The SI flow increases the reactor coolant inventory and the RCS pressure trends toward the
equilibrium value where the SI flow rate equals'the break flow rate.

Since offsite power is assumed lost at reactor trip, the RCPs trip and a gradual transition to natural
circulation flow occurs. Immediately following reactor trip the temperature differential across the core
decreases as core power decays (see Figure 5.4.2-4); however, the temperature differential subsequently
increases as the reactor coolant pumps coast down and natural circulation flow develops. The cold leg
temperature trends toward the steam generator temperature as the fluid residence time in the tube region
increases. The RCS temperatures continue to slowly decrease due to the continued addition of the
auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators until operator actions are initiated to cool down the RCS.

Major OperatorActions

1. iIdentify and Isolate the ruptured steam generator.

Recovery actions begin by throttling the auxiliary feedwater flow to the ruptured steam generator
and isolating steam flow from the ruptured steam generator. As indicated previously, auxiliary
feedwater flow to the ruptured steam generator is assumed to be identified and isolated when the
narrow range level reaches 27.5% on the ruptured steam generator or at 5.5 minutes after reactor
trip, whichever is longer. For the BVPS-2 analysis, the time to reach 27.5% is less than
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5.5 minutes, and thus AFW flow to the ruptured steam generator is assumed to be isolated at
5.5 minutes. Also, as indicated previously, complete isolation of steam flow from the ruptured (i
steam generator is verified when the narrow range level reaches 27.5% on the ruptured steam
generator or at 15 minutes after reactor trip, whichever is longer. For the BVPS-2 analysis, the
time to reach 27.5% is less than 15 minutes, and thus the ruptured steam generator is assumed to
be isolated at 15 minutes after reactor trip.

2. Cooldown the RCS to establish subcooling margin.

After isolation of the ruptured steam generator, a 2-minute operator action time is imposed prior
to initiating the cooldown. After this time, actions are taken to cool the RCS as rapidly as
possible by dumping steam from the intact steam generators. Since offsite power is lost, the RCS
is cooled by dumping steam to the atmosphere using the ASDVs on both intact steam generators.
This assumes a failure that results in the RHRV not being available for the cooldown. It is
assumed that the ASDVs are opened at approximately 1132 seconds for the RCS cooldown. The
cooldown is continued until RCS subcooling at the ruptured steam generator pressure is 200F plus
an allowance of 211F for subcooling uncertainty. When these conditions are satisfied at
2020 seconds, it is assumed that the operator closes the ASDVs to terminate the cooldown. This
cooldown is performed so that there will be adequate subcooling in the RCS after the subsequent
depressurization of the RCS to the ruptured steam generator pressure. The reduction in the intact
steam generator pressure required to accomplish the cooldown is shown in Figure 5.4.2-3, and the
effect of the cooldown on the RCS temperature is also shown in Figure 5.4.2-4. The pressurizer
level and RCS pressure also decreases during this cooldown process due to shrinkage of the
reactor coolant as shown in Figures 5.4.2-1 and 5.4.2-2.

This case was determined to result in slightly less margin compared to the case with the failure of
the power supply to the intact steam generator ASDVs. In that case, a 7-minute operator action
time is imposed prior to initiation of the cooldown to allow for manual opening of a single ASDV
to supplement the RHRV. The delay is compensated by the higher steam release capacity of the
RHRV and single ASDV compared to the two ASDVs credited in the case discussed above. In
the case with the cooldown initiation delayed by 7 minutes, the cooldown with the higher steam
dump capacity was completed only a little over a minute later, at 2094 seconds.

3. Depressurize the RCS to restore inventory.

The RCS depressurization is performed to establish adequate coolant inventory prior to
terminating SI flow. A 4-minute operator action time is included prior to the RCS
depressurization. With the RCPs stopped, normal pressurizer spray is not available and thus the
RCS is depressurized by opening a pressurizer PORV. The RCS depressurizztion is initiated at
2262 seconds and continues until any of the following conditions are satisfied. RCS pressure is
less than the ruptured steam generator pressure and pressurizer level is greater than the allowance
of 4% for pressurizer level uncertainty, or pressurizer level is greater than 75%, or RCS
subcooling is less than the 21IF allowance for subcooling uncertainty. For this case, the RCS
depressurization is terminated at 2334 seconds because the RCS pressure is reduced to less than
the ruptured steam generator pressure and the pressurizer level is above 4%. The RCS
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depressurization (Figure 5.4.2-2) reduces the break flow as shown in Figure 5.4.2-5 and increases
SI flow to refill the pressurizer, as shown in Figure 5.4.2-1.

4. Terminate SI to stop primary-to-secondary leakage.'

The previous actions establish adequate RCS subcooling, a secondary side heat sink, and
sufficient reactor coolant inventory so that SI flow is no longer needed. When these actions have
been completed, the SI flow must be stopped to prevent re-pressurization of the RCS and to
terminate primary-to-secondary leakage. 'The SI flow is terminated at this time if ROS
subcooling is greater than the 210F allowance'for subcooling uncertainty, minimum AFW flow is
available, or at least one intact steam generator level is in the narrow range, the RCS pressure is
stable or increasing, and the pressurizer level is greater than the 4% allowance for uncertainty.'

'After depressurization is completed, an operator action time of 3-minutes is assumed prior to SI
termination. Since the above requirements are satisfied, SI termination actions are performed at
2514 seconds by closing off the SI flow path. After SI termination the RCS pressure begins to
decrease as shown in Figure 5.4.2-2.

The intact SG ASDVs, which were used for the cooldown, also automatically open (at about
2618 seconds) to dump steam to maintain the prescribed RCS temperature so that subcooling is
maintained. When the ASDVs are opened, the increased energy transfer from
primary-to-secondary also aids in the depressurization of the RCS to the ruptured steam generator
pressure. The primary-to-secondary leakage continues after the SI flow is terminated until the
RCS and ruptured steam generator pressures equalize.

5.4.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The analysis is performed to demonstrate that the secondary side of the ruptured steam generator and
steam piping up to the MSSVs does not completely fill with water. The available secondary side volume
of a single BVPS-2 steam generator is 5730 ft3. Margin to overfill is demonstrated provided the transient
calculated steam generator secondary side water volume is less than 5730 ft3 . Additional margin is
demonstrated considering the smallest water volume in the piping up to the MSSV being 314 ft3. Margin
to MSSV flooding is demonstrated provided the transient calculated secondary side water volume is less
than 6044 ft?.

The primary-to-secondary break flow rate throughout the recovery operations is presented in
Figure 5.4.2-5. The water volume in the ruptured steam generator is presented as a fumction of time in
Figure 5.4.2-6. The secondary side volume of a single BVPS-2 steam generator, up to the outlet nozzle,
is 5730 ft3. The peak ruptured steam generator water volume of 5656 ft3 is indicated in Figure 5A.2-6
showing that there is 74 ft' of margin to overfill and 388 ft3 of additional margin to MSSV flooding. (The
orange bus power supply failure case resulted in an additional 5 ft3 of margin, compared to the purple bus
power supply failure.) Therefore, it is concluded that steam generator overfill will not occur for a design
basis SGTR for BVPS-2 at the NSSS power of 2910 MWt, and additional margin exists considering the
water volume available prior to MSSV flooding.
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5.42.5 Conclusions

It is concluded that steam generator overfill will not occur for a design basis SGTR for BVPS-2 at the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt when operator actions are performed consistent with the times in
Table 5.4.2-1. Additional margin also exists considering the available water volume prior to MSSV
flooding.

The results and conclusions of the analysis performed for SGTR margin to steam generator overfill for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt,- thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.

5.4.2.6 References

1. WCAP-10698-P-A, "SGTR Analysis Methodology to Determine the Margin to Steam Generator
Overfill,"August 1987.

2. Supplement 1 to WCAP-10698-P-A, "Evaluation of Offsite Radiation Doses for a Steam
Generator Tube Rupture Accidentl" March 1986.

3. WCAP-12737, "LOF=I7R2 Analysis for a Steam Generator Tube Rupture for Beaver Valley
Power Station Unit 2," October 1990.
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Table 5.42-1
BVPS-2 Operator Action Times For Design Basis SGTR Analysis -

Action. Time

Isolate auxiliary feedwater flow to ruptured 5.5 minutes from reactor trip
SG

Isolate steam flow from ruptured SG 15 minutes from reactor trip

Operator action time to initiate cooldown 2 minutes from time of steamline isolation"1 )

Cooldown Calculated by LOFITR2

Operator action time to initiate 4 minutes from end of cooldown
depressurization

Depressurization Calculated by LOFTR2

Operator action time to terminate SI 3 minutes from end of depressurization or time
following depressurization to satisfy termination criteria

Pressure equalization Calculated by LOFITR2

Note:

(1) For the case with thefilureofthe power supply to the intastem genatorASDVs a 7-minute
operator action time is imposed prior to initistion of the cooldown to allow for manl opening of a
single ASDV to supplement the RHRV.
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Table 5.4.2-2
BVPS-2 Sequence of Events for Margin to Overfill Analysis

Event Time

Tube Rupture (sec) 0

Reactor Trip (Oveetempatu Delta-i) - (sec) 112

SI Actuation (Low Pressuri Pressure) - (sec) 122

AFW Initiated - (sec) 127

Isolate AFW - (sec) 442

Isolate RupWred SG- (sec) 1012

iiate Cooldown with Intact SGs - (sec) 1132

Tenninate Cooldown - (sec) 2020

Initiate Depreuization with Pzr PORV - (sec) 2262

Terminate Depressuization -(scc) 2334

Stop SI Flow - (sec) 2514

Steam Relief to Maintain Subcooling 2618

Break Flow < 0 - (sec) 2934

Ruptured SG Fills - (sec) NA

Approximate margin to Overfill (f3) 74

Approximae margin to MSSV flooding (fl:3) 388

I)

()

0
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5.43 BVPS-2 Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis for Offsite Radiological Consequences

5.43.1 Introduction

The Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) analyses are performed for BVPS-2 using the analysis
methodology developed in WCAP-10698 (Reference 1) and Supplement I to WCAP-1 0698
(Reference 2). The methodology was developed by the SGTR Subgroup of the Westinghouse Owners'
Group (WOG) and was approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in Safety Evaluation
Reports (SERs) dated December 17, 1985 and March 30, 1987. The methodology was developed for use
with the LOFTIR2 program, an updated version of the LOFITRI program. The LOFTTR1 program was
developed as part of the revised SGTR analysis methodology and was used for the SGTR evaluations in
References 1 and 2. This is the same methodology employed in the most recent analyses performed by
Westinghouse for BVPS-2, documented in WCAP-12737 (Reference 3).

In Section 5.42, it was determined that the SGTR would not result in water relief Since this has been
confirmed, a SGTR thermal and hydraulic analysis is performed to provide input to the radiological
consequences analysis for BVPS-2. The thermal and hydraulic analysis will consider the limiting single
failure which maximizes the primary-to-secondary break flow, flashed break flow, and steam releases to
the environment.

The mass releases are calculated with the LOF1TR2 program from the initiation of the event until
termination of the break flow. For the time period following break flow termination, steam releases from
and feedwater flows to the intact and ruptured steam generators are determined from a mass and energy
balance using the calculated reactor coolant system (RCS) and steam generator conditions at the time of
leakage termination. The mass release information is used to calculate the radiation doses at the site
boundary and low population zone and to the operators in the control room. The thermal and hydraulic
analysis is performed using the LOFTTR2 program and the methodology developed in References 1 and
2, and using the plant specific parameters for BVPS-2. This section includes the methods and
assumptions used to analyze the SGTR event, as well as the sequence of events for the recovery and the
calculated results.

5.4.3.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The thermal-hydraulic analysis, which determines the offsite dose mass-releases, models the plant
operating at the higher end of the T., window, since a higher operating temperature results in increased
steaming from the ruptured steam generator and a higher fraction of the break flow flashing to; steam
inside the ruptured steam generator. The analysis assumes that the plant is operating with the feedwater
temperature at the higher end of the temperature window, since'this is determined to result in slightly
lower secondary mass. No tube plugging is assumed in the analysis as this maximizes heat transfer to the
ruptured steam generator. A high heat transfer rate during the transient maximizes the amount of mass
released from the steam generator due to steaming. '

Design Basis Accident

The design basis accident modeled is a double-ended break of one steam generator tube'located at the top
of the tube sheet on the outlet (cold leg) side of the steam generator. The location of the break on the cold
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side of the steam generator results in higher primary-to-secondary leakage than a break on the hot side of r a

the steam generator, as determined by Reference 1. However, as indicated subsequently, the break flow
flashing fraction is conservatively calculated assuming that all of the break flow comes from the hot leg
side of the steam generator. The combination of these conservative assumptions regarding the break
location results in a very conservative calculation of the offsite radiation doses. It is also assumed that
loss-of-offsite power occurs at the time of reactor trip, and the highest worth control assembly is assumed
to be stuck in its fully withdrawn position at reactor trip. Due to the assumed loss-of-offsite power, the
condenser is not available for steam releases once the reactor is tripped. Consequently, after reactor trip,
steam is released to the atmosphere through the steam generator atmospheric steam dump valves
(ASDVs). After reactor trip and loss-of-offsite power, the RCPs begin to coast down.

Based on the information in Reference 2, the most limiting single failure with respect to offsite doses is a
failed open ASDV on the steam generator with the ruptured tube. Failure of this ASDV will cause an
uncontrolled depressurization of the steam generator, which will increase primary-to-secondary leakage
and the mass release to the atmosphere. Pressure in the ruptured steam generator will remain below that
in the primary system until the failed ASDV can be isolated, and recovery actions completed.

Conservative Assumptions

The integrated primary-to-secondary break flow and the mass releases from the ruptured and intact steam
generators to the condenser and to the atmosphere until break flow termination were calculated with the
LOFTMR2 program. This information is used in calculating the offlite radiation doses. This section
includes a discussion of the methods and assumptions used to analyze the SGTR event and to calculate
the mass releases, the sequence of events during the recovery operations, and the calculated results.

Most of the conservative conditions and assumptions used for the margin to overfill analysis are also
conservative for the offsite dose analysis, and thus most of the same assumptions are used for both
analyses. The major differences in the assumptions that are used for the LOFITR2 analysis for offsite
doses are discussed below.

1. Reactor Trip and Turbine Runback

An earlier reactor trip is conservative for the offsite dose analysis. Due to the assumed
loss-of-offsite power, the condenser is not available for steam releases once the reactor is tripped.
Consequently, after reactor trip, steam is released to the atmosphere through the steam generator
ASDVs. Thus an earlier trip time leads to more steam released to the atmosphere from the
ruptured and intact steam generators. The time of reactor trip is calculated by modeling the
BVPS-2 protection system and this time was used in the analysis. Turbine runback is not
modeled since a high power and low secondary mass results in high steam releases.

2. Steam Generator Secondary Mass

A lower initial mass in the ruptured steam generator results in a conservative prediction of offsite
doses. The initial steam generator total fluid mass is assumed to be 10% below the nominal full-
power fluid mass. 0
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3. Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) System Operation

For this analysis, the minimum AFW flow rate of 305 gpm to the ruptured steam generator is
assumed to be initiated 60 seconds after reactor trip. A rminimum AFW flow rate maximizes
steam releases to the atmosphere.

4. Flashing Fraction

When calculating the fraction of break flow that flashes to steam, 100% of the break flow is
assumed to come from the hot leg side of the break. Since the tube rupture flow actually consists
of flow from the hot leg and cold leg sides of the steam generator, the temperature of the
combined flow will be less than the hot leg temperature and the flashing fraction will be
correspondingly lower. Thus the assumption is conservative for a SGTR analysis.

OperatorAction Times

The major operator actions required for the recovery from a SGTR are discussed in Section 5.422, and
the operator action times used for the margin to overfill analysis are presented in Table 5A2-1. The
operator action times assumed for the margin to overfill analysis are also used for the offsite dose
analysis. However, for the offsite doses analysis, the ASDV on the ruptured steam generator is assumed
to fail open at the time the ruptured steam generator is isolated. Before proceeding with the recovery
operations, it is assumed that the failed-open ASDV on the ruptured steam generator is isolated by locally
closing the associated block valve. -BVPS-2 has determined that an operator can locally close the block
valve for the ASDV on the ruptured steam generator within 6.5 minutes after the failure. Thus, it is
assumed that the ruptured steam generatorASDV is isolated at 6.5 minutes after the valve is assumed to
fail open. The operator action time to close the block valve for the ASDV on the ruptured steam generator
is the same as that modeled in the Reference 3 analysis. After the ruptured steam generatorASDV is
isolated, the additional delay time of 2 minutes (Table 5A.2-1) is assumed for the operator action time to
initiate the RCS cooldown.

Mass Releases

The mass releases are determined for use in evaluating the offsite and control room radiological
consequences of the SGTR using the methodology of Reference 2. The steam releases from the ruptured
and intact steam generators, the feedwater flow to the ruptured and intact steam generators, and
primary-to-secondary break flow into the ruptured steam generator are determined for the period from
accident initiation until 2 hours after the accident and from 2 to 8 hours after the accident. The releases
for 0 to 2 hours are used to calculate the radiation doses at the site boundary for a 2 hour exposure, and
the releases for 0 to 8 hours are used to calculate the radiation doses at the low population zone and to the
operators in the control room for the duration of the accident. -

In the LOFTMR2 analyses, the SGTR recovery actions in the E-3 guideline are simulated until the
termination of primary-to-secondary leakage. After the primary-to-secondary leakage is terminated, the
operators will continue the SGTR recovery actions to prepare the plant for cooldown to cold shutdown
conditions. When these recovery actions are completed, the plant should be cooled and depressurized to
cold shutdown conditions. In accordance with the methodology in Reference 2 it is assumed that the
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cooldown is performed using the BVPS-2 Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) ES-3.3, Post-SGTR , v

Cooldown Using Steam Dump, since this method results in a conservative evaluation of the long-term
releases for the offsite dose analysis compared to the other cooldown methods in the EOPs. This
procedure for depressurizing the ruptured steam generator is assumed even though the LOF1TR2 analysis
performed to calculate releases up until break flow termination has assumed ASDV isolation.

The high level actions for the post-SGTR cooldown method using steam dump in the BVPS-2
EOP ES-3.3 are discussed below.

1. Prepare for Cooldown to Cold Shutdown.

The initial steps to prepare for cooldown to cold shutdown will be continued if they have not
already been completed. A few additional steps are also performed prior to initiating cooldown.
These include isolating the cold leg SI accumulators to prevent unnecessary injection, energizing
pressurizer heaters as necessary to saturate the pressurizer water and to provide for better pressure
control, and assuring shutdown margin in the event of a potential boron dilution due to in-leakage
from the ruptured steam generator.

2. Cooldown RCS to Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System Temperature.

The RCS is cooled by steaming and feeding the intact steam generators similar to a normal
cooldown. Since all immediate safety concerns have been resolved, the cooldown rate should be
maintained less than the maximum allowable rate of I00°F/h The preferred means for cooling
the RCS is steam dump to the condenser, since this minimizes the radiological releases and V

conserves feedwater supply. The ASDVs on the intact steam generators can also be used if steam
dump to the condenser is unavailable. When the RHR system operating temperature is reached,
the cooldown is stopped until RCS pressure can also be decreased. This prevents the
pressure/temperature limits from being exceeded.

3. Depressurize RCS to RHR System Pressure.

When the cooldown to RHR system temperature is completed, the pressure in the ruptured steam
generator is decreased by releasing steam from the ruptured steam generator. Steam release to the
condenser is preferred, since this minimizes radiological releases, but steam can be released to the
atmosphere using the ASDV on the ruptured steam generator if the condenser is not available. As
the ruptured steam generator pressure is reduced, the RCS pressure is maintained equal to the
pressure in the ruptured steam generator in order to prevent in-leakage of secondary side water or
additional primary-to-secondary leakage. Although normal pressurizer spray is the preferred
means of RCS pressure control, auxiliary spray or pressurizer PORV can be used to control RCS
pressure if pressurir spray is not available.

4. Cooldown to Cold Shutdown.

When RCS temperature and pressure have been reduced to the RHR system in-service values,
RHR system cooling is initiated to complete the cooldown to cold shutdown. When cold
shutdown conditions are achieved, the pressurizer can be cooled to terminate the event.
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5.433 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The LOFTTR2 thermal and hydraulic analysis results for the BVPS-2 offsite dose evaluation are
described below, considering operation at the NSSS power of 2910 MWt. The sequence of events for the
analysis is presented in Table 5.43-1. The transient results for this case are similar to the transient results
from the margin to overfill analysis until the ruptured steam generator is isolated. The transient behavior
is different after this time, as it is assumed that the ruptured steam generator ASDV fails open after
isolation.

Following the tube rupture, the RCS pressure decreases as shown in Figure 5A3-1 due to the
primary-to-secondary leakage. In response to this depressurization, the reactor trips on Overtemperature
Delta-T at about 116 seconds. After reactor trip, core power rapidly decreases to decay heat levels and the
RCS depressurization becomes more rapid. The steam dump system is inoperable due to the assumed
loss-of-offsite power, which results in the secondaiy pressure rising to the steam generatorASDV setpoint
as shown in Figure 5.43-2. The RCS pressure and pressurizer level also decrease more rapidly following
reactor trip as shown in Figures 5.43-1 and 5.4.3-3. The decreasing pressurizer pressure leads to an
automatic SI signal on low pressurizer pressure at approximately 146 seconds.

Major OperatorActions

1. Identify and Isolate the Ruptured Steam Generator.

Recovery actions begin by throttling the auxiliary feedwater flow to the ruptured steam generator
and isolating steam flow from the ruptured steam generator. As indicated previously in
Section 5.4.2, isolation of the AFW flow to the ruptured steam generator is assumed to be
completed when the narrow range level reaches 27.5% on the ruptured steam generator or at
5.5 minutes after reactor trip of the SGTR, whichever is longer. Complete isolation of steam flow
from the ruptured steam generator is verified when the narrow range level reaches 27.5% on the
ruptured steam generator or at 15 minutes after reactor trip, whichever is longer. For the BVPS-2
analysis, the time to reach 27.5% is approximately 11.25 minutes after reactor trip. AFW
isolation is assumed at that time, and the ruptured steam generator is assumed to be isolated at
approximately 15 minutes after reactor trip.

The ruptured steam generator ASDV is also assumed to fail open at this time. The failure causes
the steam generator to rapidly depressurize, which results in an increase in primary-to-secondary
leakage. The depressurization of the ruptured steam generator increases the break flow and
energy transfer from primary-to-secondary, which results in RCS pressure and temperature
decreasing more rapidly than in the margin to overfill analysis. The ruptured steam generator
depressurization causes a cooldown in the intact steam generators loops. It is assumed that the
time required for the operator to identify that the ruptured steam generator ASDV is open and to
locally close the associated block valve is 6.5 minutes. At 1410 seconds the depressurization of
the ruptured steam generator is terminated and the ruptured steam generator pressure begins to
increase as shown in Figure 5.43-2.
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2. Cooldown the RCS to Establish Subcooling Margin. 4( )
After the block valve for the ruptured steam generator ASDV is closed, there is a 2-minute
operator action time imposed prior to initiation of cooldown. If offsite power is available, the
normal steam dump system to the condenser can be used to perform this cooldown. However, if
offsite power is lost, the RCS is cooled using the ASDVs on the intact steam generators. Since
offsite power is assumed to be lost at reactor trip for this analysis, the cooldown is performed by
dumping steam via the ASDVs on the intact steam generators. The cooldown begins at
1530 seconds and is complete at 2192 seconds.

The reduction in the intact steam generators' pressure required to accomplish the cooldown is
shown in Figure 5.4.3-2 and the effect of the cooldown on the RCS temperatures is shown in
Figures 5.4.3-4 and 5.4.3-5. The RCS pressure and pressurizer level also decrease during this
cooldown process due to shrinkage of the reactor coolant as shown in Figures 5.4.3-1 and 5.4.3-3.
The break flow flashing fraction is calculated throughout the transient based on the difference
between the enthalpy of the break flow and the saturation enthalpy at the ruptured steam
generator pressure. Break flow is calculated to stop flashing at approximately 1742 seconds as
shown in Figure 5.4.3-7.

3. Depressurize to Restore Inventory.

After the RCS cooldown is completed, a 4-minute operator action time is included prior to the
RCS depressuization. The RCS depressurization is performed to assure adequate coolant
inventory prior to terminating SI flow. With the RCPs stopped, normal pressurizer spray is not i,
available and thus the RCS is depressurized by opening a pressuriPORV. The RCS
depressurization is initiated at 2434 seconds and continues until any of the following conditions
are satisfied: RCS pressure is less than the ruptured steam generator pressure and pressurizer level
is greater than the allowance of 4% for pressurizer level uncertainty, or pressurizer level is greater
than 75%, or RCS subcooling is less than the 210F allowance for subcooling uncertainty. For this
case, the RCS depressurization is terminated at 2520 seconds because the RCS pressure is
reduced to less than the ruptured steam generator pressure and the pressurizer level is above 4%.
The RCS depressurization reduces the break flow as shown in Figure 5.4.3-6 and increases SI
flow to refill the pressurizer, as shown in Figure 5.4.3-3.

4. Terminate SI to Stop Primary-to-Secondary Leakage.

The previous actions establish adequate RCS subcooling, a secondary side heat sink, and
sufficient reactor coolant inventory so that SI flow is no longer needed. When these actions have
been completed, the SI flow must be stopped to prevent re-pressurization of the RCS and to
terminate primary-to-secondary leakage. The SI flow is terminated at this time if RCS
subcooling is greater than the 21'F allowance for subcooling uncertainty, minimum AFW flow is
available or at least one intact steam generator level is in the narrow range, the RCS pressure is
stable or mcreasig, and the pressurizer level is greater than the 4% allowance for uncertainty.

After depressurization is completed, an operator action time of 3 minutes is assumed prior to SI
termination. Since the above requirements are satisfied, SI termination actions are performed at
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2700 seconds by closing off the SI flow path. After SI termination the RCS pressure begins to
decrease as shown in Figure 5.43-1.

The intact steam generator ASDVs are automatically opened to dump steam to maintain the
prescribed RCS temperature to ensure that subcooling is maintained. When the ASDVs are
opened, the increased energy transfer from primary-to-secondary also aids in the depressurization
of the RCS to the ruptured steam generator pressure. The ruptured steam generator pressure
increases to the ASDV setpoint and steam release is reinitiated. Steam generator pressure is
maintained at the steam generator ASDV setpoint rather than the safety valve setpoint for
modeling efficiency. This modeling is conservative since it delays break flow termination by-
requiring the RCS pressure to drop further, maximizes the break flow rate by maintaining a larger
primary-to-secondary pressure differential, and results in more steam release from the ruptured
steam generator. The primary-to-secondary leakage continues after the SI flow is terminated until
the RCS and ruptured steam generator pressures equalize.

Calculation of Mass Releases

The operator actions for the SGTR recovery up to the termination of primary-to-secondary leakage are
simulated in the LOFTTR2 analyses. Thus, the steam releases from the ruptured and intact steam
generators, the feedwater flows to the ruptured and intact steam generators, and the primary-to-secondary-
leakage into the ruptured steam generator are determined from the LOFTR2 results for the period from
the initiation of the accident until the leakage is terminated.

Following the termination of leakage, it is assumed that the RCS and intact steam generators conditions
are maintained stable for a 20 minute period until the cooldown to cold shutdown is initiated. Ihe
ASDVs are assumed to be used to cool down the RCS to the RHR system operating temperature of 3500F,
at the maximum allowable cooldown rate of 1000F/hr. The RCS and the intact steam generators
temperatures at 2 hours are then determined using the RCS and intact steam generators parameters at the
time of leakage termination and the RCS cooldown rate. The steam releases and the feedwater flows for
the intact steam generators for the period from leakage termination until 2 hours are determined from a
mass and energy balance using the calculated RCS and intact steam generators conditions at the time of
leakage termination and at 2 hours. Since the ruptured steam generator is isolated, no change in the
ruptured steam generator conditions is assumed to occur until subsequent depressurization.

The RCS cooldown is assumed to continue after 2 hours until the RHR system in-service temperature of
350"F is reached. Depressurization of the ruptured steam generator is assumed to be performed
immediately following the completion of the RCS cooldown. The ruptured steam generator is assumed to
be depressurized to the RHR in-service pressure of 375 psia via steam release from the ruptured steam
generator ASDV, since this maximizes the steam release from ruptured steam generator to the atmosphere,
which is conservative for the evaluation of the offsite radiation doses. The RCS pressure is assumed to be
reduced concurrently with the ruptured steam generator pressure. It is assumed that the continuation of
the RCS cooldown and depressurization to RHR operating conditions is completed within 8 hours after
the accident since there is ample time to complete the operations during this time period. The steam
releases and feedwater flows from 2 to 8 hours are determined for the intact steam generators from a mass
and energy balance using the RCS and steam generator conditions at 2 hours and at the RHR system
in-service conditions. The steam released from the ruptured steam generator from 2 to 8 hours is
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determined based on a mass and energy balance for the ruptured steam generator using the conditions at
the time of leakage termination and saturated conditions at the RHR in-service pressure. C )
After 8 hours, it is assumed that further plant cooldown to cold shutdown as well as long-term cooling is
provided by the RHR system. Therefore, the steam releases to the atmosphere are terminated after RBR
in-service conditions are assumed to be reached at 8 hours.

Limiting Case

The limiting case with respect to the thermal and hydraulic input to the radiological consequences
analysis considers operation at the highest allowable operating temperature (580.0F), with the highest
allowable main feedwater temperature (4550F), the lowest allowable tube plugging level (0%), and the
failure of anASDV on the ruptured steam generator in the full open position.

5.43.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The analysis is performed to calculate the mass transfer data for input to the radiological consequences
analysis. As such no acceptance criteria are defined. The results of the analysis are used as input to the
radiological consequences analysis for the SGTR event.

LOFT`R2 Analysis Results

The primary-to-secondary break flow rate throughout the recovery operations is presented in (
Figure 5.43-6. The calculated break flow flashing fraction and integrated flashed break flow are
presented in Figures 5.43-7 and 5.43-8, respectively. The ruptured steam generator ASDV steam release
rate is presented in Figure 5.4.3-9. The total intact steam generatorASDV steamrelease rate is presented
in Figure 5.4.3-10. The ruptured steam water volume is shown in Figure 5.4.3-11. For this case, the
water volume in the ruptured steam generator when the break flow is terminated is less than the volume
for the margin to overfill case and significantly less than the total steam generator volume of 5730 f 3.
The ruptured steam water mass is shown in Figure 5.43-12.

Mass Release Results

The mass release calculations were performed using the methodology discussed above. For the time
period from initiation of the accident until leakage termination, the releases are determined from the
LOFTR2 results for the time prior to reactor trip and following reactor trip. Since the condenser is in
service until reactor trip, any radioactivity released to the atmosphere prior to reactor trip will be through
the condenser vacuum exhaust. After reactor trip, the releases to the atmosphere are assumed to be via the
steam generator ASDVs.

The mass releases for the SGTR event assuming failure and isolation of the ruptured steam generator
ASDV are presented in Table 5.43-2, at the NSSS power of 2910 MWt. The results indicate that.
approximately 60,600 Ibm of steam is released to the atmosphere from the ruptured steam generator
within the first 2 hours. After 2 hours, 39,800 Ibm of steam is released to the atmosphere from the
ruptured steam generator; A total of 160,100 Ibm of primary water is transferred to the secondary side of (I
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the ruptured steam generator before break flow is terminated. A total of 8031.5 Ibm of this break flow is
assumed to flash to steam upon entering the steam generator.

5.435 Conclusions

The analysis performed to calculate the mass transfer data for input to the radiological consequences
analysis is complete. Data for the limiting case is tabulated in Tables 5.43-1 and Table 5A.3-2. The
transient is outlined in Figures 5.4.3-1 through 5.4.3-12.

The results and conclusions of the SGTR thermal-hydraulic analysis for offsite radiological consequences
performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.
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Table 5.4.3-1.
BVPS-2 Sequence of Events for O ite Radiation Dose Analysis

Event Time (seconds)

SG Tube Rupture O
Reactor Ti -p Overtemperature Delta-T 116

SI Initiated 146

Isolate AFW to Ruptured SG 790

Ruptured SG Isolated 1018

SG ASDV Fails Open 1020

SG ASDV Block Valve Closed 1410

RCS Cooldown Initiated 1530

RCS Cooldown Terminated 2192

RCS Depressurization Initiated 2434

RCS Depressurization Terminated 2520

SI Terminated 2700

Steam Relief to Maintain Subcooling 2848

Break Flow Terminated 3160

\1

. C1

'OT

07)
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Table 5.4.3-2
BVPS-2 Operation at 2910 MWt Mass Releases Total Mass Flow (Pounds)

Time Period

Time .t .2 Hours to Time at
Time of Reactor Time at Which Which RCS
Trip to Time at Break Flow is ' . Reaches RER

Time Zero to Time Which Break Flow Terminated to In-Service
of Reactor Tripl) is Terminated) 2 Hours ConditionSf)

Ruptured SG

- condenser 142,300 0.0 0.0 0.0

- atmosphere 0.0 60,600 0.0 39,800

- feedwater 133,200 36,200 0.0 0.0

Intact SGs

- condenser 281,900 0.0 0.0 0.0

- atmosphere 0.0 142,300 302,500 778,200

- feedwater 281,900 273,700 341,300 788,500

Break Flow 9,200 150,900 0.0 0.0

Flashed Break flow 1730.2 6301.3 0.0 0.0

Note:
(1) Reactortrip time 116 seconds

(2) Tune when primazy to seconday break flow ternates - 3160 seconds

(3) Thme vwien RCS readhes RHR la-Service Conditions 8 hours
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5.5 LOCA MASS AND ENERGY RELEASES Q)
The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) mass and energy releases. The following LOCA mass and
energy releases-related analyses were performed at EPU conditions:

* Long-Term LOCA Mass and Energy Releases
* Short-Term LOCA Mass and Energy Releases

The results of these analyses and evaluations were used as input to the containment analysis at EPU
conditions. These mass and energy releases-related analyses were completed in support of the
containment analysis and were previously submitted to the NRC for review and approval as part of the
Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment Request (LAR) Nos. 317
(BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2).

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for LOCA mass and energy
releases for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

5.6 MSLB MASS AND ENERGY RELEASES

The EPU Project included safety (accident) analyses for the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR) Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) mass and energy releases. The following MSLB mass and
energy releases-related analyses were performed at EPU conditions: s
* MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Inside Containment
* MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Outside Containment
* Steam Releases for Radiological Dose Analysis

5.6.1 MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Inside Containment

The results of the long-term MSLB mass and energy releases inside containment were used as input to the
containment analysis at EPU conditions. This analysis was completed in support of the containment
analysis and was previously iubmitted to the NRC for review and approval as part of the Beaver Valley
Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment Request (LAR) Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and
190 (BVPS-2).

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for MSLB mass and energy releases inside
containment for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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5.6.2 MSLB Mass and Energy Releases Outside Containment

5.6.2.1 Introduction

Steamline ruptures occurring outside the reactor containment structure may result in significant releases
of high-energy fluid to the structures surrounding the steam systems. Superheated steam blowdowns
following the steamline break have the potential to raise compartment temperatures outside containment.
Early uncovery of the steam generator tube bundle maximizes the enthalpy of the superheated steam
releases out the break. The impact of the steam releases depends on the plant configuration at the time of
the break, the plant response to the break, as well as the size and location of the break. Because of the
interrelationship among many of the factors that influence steamline break mass and energy releases, an
appropriate determination of a single limiting case with respect to mass and energy releases cannot be
made. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the steamline break event outside containment for a range of
conditions.

5.6.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The analysis inputs, assumptions, and methods pertaining to the main steamline break (MSLB) mass and
energy (M&E) releases outside containment are presented in this section.

To determine the effects of plant power leve and break area on the mass and energy releases from a
ruptured steamline, spectra of both variables have been evaluated as part of the methodology development
program documented in Reference 4. BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have been included as part of the Category4
plants in the analysis presented in Reference 4. At plant power levels of 102 and 70%/, various break sizes
have been defined ranging from 0.1 f 2 to the equivalent of a full single-ended rupture of a main
steamline. The assumed break locations presented in Reference 4 are both upstream and downstream of the
main steamline check valve for BVPS-l and upstream and downstream at the main steamline isolation valve
forBVPS-2.

The scope of the steamline break analysis prested in this report includes differing assumptions related
to the effect of steam generator tube uncoveryIin the faulted-loop steam generator. Consistent with the
current licensing-basis analysis, assumptions are made that mnimi ze the time to achieve steam generator
tube uicovery, which maximizes the superheated release duration. The emphasis on maximizing the
value of the superheated steam enthalpy due to early steam generator tube uncovery is consistent with the
methodology development program documented in Reference 4. Also addressed in this report are altered
assumptions to increase the time to superheat steam conditions, i.e., increase the "soak time" duration.
Maximizing the value of the steam enthalpy and the analysis assumptions that create the high enthalpy
tend to lower the break flowrate, which may have the net result of lowering the energy release rate. Thus,
maximizing steam enthalpy does not necessarily maximize the total energy release out the break. The
analysis performed for the EPU Project includes assumptions related to maximizing the superheated
steam releases as well as maximizing the "soak time" prior to superheated steam releases.

Based on the current licensing-basis analysis for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, a limited break spectrum at both
power levels (100.6 and 70%) has been analyzed at the EPU conditions associated with the Model 54F
replacement steam generators (RSGs) for BVPS-1 and the original steam generators (OSGs) for BVPS-2.
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Other assumptions regarding important plant conditions and features are discussed in the following
paragraphs. (2)
5.6.2.2.1 Initial Power Level

The initial power that is assumed for steamline break analyses outside containment affects the mass and
energy releases and steam generator tube bundle uncovery in two ways. First, the steam generator water
mass inventory increases with decreasing power levels; this will tend to delay uncovery of the steam
generator tube bundle, although the increased steam pressure associated with lower power levels will
cause a faster blowdown at the beginning of the transient. Second, the amount of stored energy and decay
heat, as well as feedwater temperature, are less for lower power levels; this will result in lower primary
temperatures and less primary-to-secondary heat transfer during the steamline break event.

Overall, steamline breaks initiated from lower power levels result in lower levels of steam superheating
than breaks analyzed at full-power conditions. For this reason, steamline break outside containment mass
and energy release calculations are limited to breaks initiated from a full-power or a representative near
full-power condition, as presented in Reference 4; specifically:

* Full power - maximum allowable NSSS power plus uncertainty, ie., 100.6% of rated power, and

* Near full power - 70% of maximum allowable NSSS power.

For this EPU analysis, the power levels and steamline break sizes are noted in Section 5.6.2.3 of this
report.

In general, the plant initial conditions are assumed to be at the nominal value corresponding to the initial
power for that case, with appropriate uncertainties included. Tables 5.6.2-1 and 5.6.2-2 identify the
values assumed for RCS pressure, RCS vessel average temperature, RCS flow, pressurizer water volume,
steam generator water level, steam generator pressure, and feedwater enthalpy corresponding to each
power level analyzed. Steamline break mass releases and superheated steam enthalpies assuming an RCS
average temperature at the high end of the T.. window are conservative with respect to similar releases at
the low end of the T. window. At the high end, there is a larger value for the superheated steam
enthalpy available for release outside containment. The thermal design flowrate has been used for the'
RCS flow input consistent with the assumptions documented in Reference 1. The thermal design flowrate
is also consistent with other MSLB analysis assumptions related to nonstatistical treatment of
uncertainties, as well as RCS thermal-hydraulic inputs related to pressure drops and rod drop time.

Uncertainties on the initial conditions assumed in the analysis for the EPU Project have been applied only
to the RCS average temperature (8.51F), the steam generator mass (10% narrow-range span for BVPS-l
and 11% narrow-range span for BVPS-2) and the power fraction (0.6%) at full power. Nominal values
are adequate for the initial conditions associated with pressurizer pressure and pressurizer water level.
Uncertainty conditions are only applied to those parameters that could increase the enthalpy of
superheated steam discharged out of the break.
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5.6.2.2.2 Single-Failure Assumption

The single-failure assumption is dependent on whether the analysis is designed to maximize the
superheated release duration or intended to increase the "soak time" duration prior to superheated steam
release as discussed in Section 5.6.2.2. The limiting single failure for the scenario in which the
superheated steam release is maximized is the failure of the largest capacity auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
pump, the turbine-driven pump, resulting in minimum AFW flow. Variations in AFW flow can affect
steamline break mass and energy releases in a number of ways including break mass flowrate, RCS
temperature, tube bundle uncovery time and steam superheating. The failure in the AFW system results
in a minimum AFW flow to the steam generators; the mTinimum AFW flow used in the analysis is
conservatively based on two motor-driven AFW pumps.

However, for the scenario in which the total energy released over the duration of the event is maximized,
the AFW system will not actuate for the steamline break areas included in the analysis. Thus, the single
failure cannot be the typical one assumed for this event. The selection of the limiting single failure is
difficult since operator action is assumed for actuation of the protection functions for all break sizes for
BVPS-1 and for the smaller break sizes for BVPS-2. For BVPS-2, for any steamline break cases that
receive an automatic signal to trip the reactor and isolate the steamlines, the limiting single failure is the
loss of a protection actuation train. Protection is provided by the other train. For the BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 steamline break cases that rely on operator action, there is no limiting single failure identified.

5.6.223 Main Feedwater System

The rapid depressurzation that typically occurs following a stearmline rupture results in large amounts of
water being added to the steam generators through the main feedwater system. The main feedwater flow
assumptions are dependent on whether the analysis is designed to maximize the superheated release
duration or intended to increase the "soak time" duration prior to superheated steam release as discussed
in Section 5.6.2.2. To maximize the superheated steam releases, main feedwater flow is conservatively
modeled by assuming no increase in feedwater flow in response to the increases in steam flow following
the steamline break event. This minimizes the total mass addition and associated cooling effects in the
steam generators and causes the earliest onset of superheated steam released out of the break.

To increase the soak time until steam generator tube uncovery in the faulted-loop steam generator, the
feedwater control system is modeled to allow for the increase in the main feedwater flow to match the
increase in the steam flow. The steam flow is dependent on the power level and the break size, which
determine the increase in the main feedwater flow. -

Isolation of the main feedwater flow is assumed to be initiated following either a safety injection signal or
a low RCS T., signal following (coincident with) a reactor trip. If neither a safety injection signal nor a
low RCS T. signal is received, a manual isolation of the main feedwater system is assumed at
1800 seconds. The feedwater isolation response time is assumed to be 2 seconds accounting only for the
delay associated with signal processing. Closing of the feedwater valves in the main feedwater lines is
conservatively assumed to be instantaneous with respect to valve stroke time.
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Steamline break mass and energy releases assuming a main feedwater temperature at the high end of the " s
feedwater temperature window are conservative with respect to similar releases at the low end of the
feedwater temperature window. At the high end, there is more energy available for release outside
containment.

5.6.2.2.4 Auxiliary Feedwater System

Generally, within the first few minutes following a steamline break the AFW system is initiated on any
one of several protection system signals. Addition of auxiliary feedwater to the steam generators will
increase the secondary mass available to cover the tube bundle and reduces the amount of superheated
steam produced. For this reason, AFW flow is minimized while actuation delays are maximized to
accentuate the depletion of the initial secondazy-side inventory. The volume of the AFW piping is
maximized. A purging of the AFW piping is assumed, since maximum volume delays the injection of
colder AFW into the steam generator, following any hotter feedwater resident in the piping up to the
isolation valve closest to the steam generator. The less dense resident auxiliary feedwater exhibits a
decreased mass addition to the faulted-loop steam generator than if the AFW is introduced directly into
the steam generator. The large volume also delays the introduction of colder AFW into any steam
generator, which reduces the amount of the cooldown effect on the primary side of the RCS. Auxiliary
feedwater system assumptions that have been used in the analysis are presented in Table 5.6.2-3.

However, for the steamline break cases in which main feedwater flow increases to match the increase in
the steam flow, a signal to actuate AFW flow is not received since main feedwater flow maintains the
inventory in the steam generators. (
5.6.2.2.5 Steam Generator Fluid Mass

A minimum initial steam generator mass in all the steam generators has been used in the steamline break
cases designed to maximize the superheated release duration. The use of a reduced initial steam generator
mass minimizes the availability of the heat sink afforded by the steam generators and leads to earlier tube
bundle uncovery, The initial mass has been calculated as the value corresponding to the programmed
level minus 10% narrow-range span for BVPS-1 and minus 11% narrow-range span for BVPS-2. All
steam generator fluid masses are calculated assuming 0% tube plugging. This assumption is conservative
with respect to the RCS cooldown through the steam generators resulting from the steamline break.

A nominal initial steam generator mass in the steam generators has been used in the steamline break cases
intended to increase the "soak time" duration prior to superheated steam release. The use of alarger
initial steam generator mass increases both the inventory availability for release out the break and the
energy release into the compartment.

5.6.22.6 Steam Generator Reverse Heat Transfer

Once the steamline isolation is complete, the steam generators in the intact loops become sources of
energy that can be transferred to the steam generator with the broken steamline. This energy transfer
occurs via the primary coolant. As the primary plant cools, the temperature of the coolant flowing in the
steam generator tubes could drop below the temperature of the secondary fluid in the intact steam
generators, resulting in energy being returned to the primary coolant. This energy is then available to be 0
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transferred to the steam generator with the broken steamline. When applicable, the effects of reverse
steam generator heat transfer are included in the results.

5.6.2.2.7 Break Flow Model

Piping discharge resistances are not included in the calculation of the releases resulting from the
steamline ruptures (Moody Curve for an f (E / D) = 0 is used). This maximizes the break flowrate and
increases the energy release into the compartment, resulting in a maximum temperature for the assumed
break area.

5.62.2.8 Steamline Volume Blowdown

There is no contribution to the mass and energy releases from the steam in the secondary plant main
steam loop piping and header because the initial volume is saturated steam. With the focus of the MSLB
analysis outside containment on maximizing the superheated steam enthalpy, it is presumed that the
saturated steam in the loop piping and the header has no adverse effects on the results. The blowdown of
the steam in this volume serves to delay the time of tube uncovery in the steam generators and is
conservatively ignored.

5.6.2.2.9 Main Steamline Isolation

Steamline isolation is assumed for all steamline break cases since the break location is upstream of the
main steamline check valves for BVPS-1 and main steamline isolation valves for BVPS-2. For BVPS-1,
the check valve in the faulted steamline is assumed to close instantaneously due to the reverse steam flow
created by the depressurization of the steamline in the vicinity of the break. For BVPS-2, a conservative
delay time of 8 seconds, accounting for delays associated with signal processing plus MSIV stroke time,
with unrestricted steam flow through the valve during the valve stroke, has been assumed.

5.6.2.2.10 Protection System Actuations

The protection systems available to mitigate the effects of a MSLB outside containment include reactor
trip, safety injection, and auxiliary feedwater. The protection system actuation signals and associated
setpoints that have been modeled in the analysis are identified in Table 5.624. The setpoints used are
conservative values with respect to the plant-specific values delineated in the Technical Specifications for
EPU conditions.

5.622.10.1 BVPS-1 Actuation Signals

For both analyzed break sizes at 100.6 and 70% power with the intent of maximizing the superheated
steam release duration, reactor trip is actuated following the Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level
signal. Main feedwater flow is assumed to be isolated following reactor trip upon receipt of a low RCS
T., signal. Safety injection is started as a result of a Low Pressurizer Pressure signal. Auxiliary
feedwater flow from two motor-driven pumps is initiated following a safety injection signal.

. . ,. - - . ................................................. ..
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For the analysis for which the "soak time" is extended, main feedwater flow increases to match the
increase in the steam flow and no automatic actuation of reactor trip is received from any signal. Y>J
Operator action at 30 minutes following event initiation is assumed to trip the reactor and isolate the main
feedwater system. The change in the transient response for each of the four analyzed steamline break
cases is that the mass and energy releases from the faulted-loop steam generator continue until beyond
1800 seconds after event initiation. Tube uncovery and production of superheated steam in the faulted-
loop steam generator occur after 1800 seconds and continues until this steam generator dries out.

The turbine stop valve is assumed to close instantly following the reactor trip signal; the delay time used
in the steamline break mass and energy releases outside containment is 0.0 seconds.

5.6.2.2.10.2 BVPS-2 Actuation Signals

Maximum Superheated Steam Releases

This section outlines the actuation signals for the calculations for the cases that maximized superheated
steam releases.

For maximum superheated steam releases at 100.6 and 70% power levels for break sizes of 3.21 ft2 and
1.0 ft2, reactor trip is actuated following the safety injection signal produced by the Low Steam Pressure
setpoint (2-of-3 channels). Main feedwater flow is isolated and steamline isolation both occur due to the
safety injection signal caused by Low Steam Pressure. AFW initiation also occurs as a result of the Low
Steam Pressure safety injection signal.

For maximum superheated steam releases at 100.6% power and break sizes of 0.9 ft2 to 0.4 ft2, reactor trip
is actuated following the Overpower AT (2-of-3 channels) signal. Safety injection is started as a result of
a Low Pressurizer Pressure signal; steamline isolation occurs later due to receipt of the Low Steam
Pressure signal. Main feedwater flow is assumed to be isolated following reactor trip upon receipt of a
low RCS T. signal. AFW initiation occurs as a result of the safety injection signaL

For maximum superheated steam releases at 100.6% power and break sizes smaller than 0.4 ft2, the first
protection signal received is the Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level (2-of-3 channels per loop)
signal, which actuates reactor trip and the AFW system. Main feedwater flow is assumed to be isolated
following reactor trip upon receipt of a low RCS T." signaL Safety injection occurs following a Low
Pressurizer Pressure signal. Steamline isolation occurs due to receipt of the Low Stearnline Pressure
signal, except for the two smallest breaks, which do not depressurize to this setpoint within 1800 seconds.
Operator action at 30 minutes following event initiation is assumed to isolate the main steamlines for each
of these two small break sizes.

For maximum superheated steam releases at 70% power and break sizes smaller than 1.0 ft2, the first
protection signal received is the Low-Low Steam Generator Water Level signal, which actuates reactor
trip and the AFW system. Main feedwater flow is assumed to be isolated following reactor trip upon
receipt of a low RCS T. signal. Safety injection occurs following a Low Pressurizer Pressure signaL
Steamline isolation occurs due to receipt of the Low Steamline Pressure signal, except for the two
smallest breaks, which do not depressurize to this setpoint within 1800 seconds. Operator action at ( .
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30 minutes following event initiation is assumed to isolate the main steamlines for each of these two
small break sizes.

Increased Soak Time

This section outlines the actuation signals for the MSLB cases that have an increased soak time.
Modeling an increased soak time increases the total energy released over time but the maximum
calculated value for the supeiheated steam enthalpy is reduced.

For increased soak time MSLB cases at 100.6 and 70% power levels for break sizes of 3.21 ft2 and 1.0 ft2,
reactor trip is actuated following the safety injection signal produced by the Low Steam Pressure setpoint.
Main feedwater flow is isolated and steamline isolation both occur due to the safety injection signal
caused by Low Steam Pressure. AFW initiation also occurs as a result of the Low Steam Pressure safety
injection signal.

For increased soak time MSLB cases at 100.6% power and break sizes of 0.9 ft2 to 0.4 ft2, reactor trip is
actuated following the Overpower AT signal. Safety injection is started as a result of a Low Pressurizer
Pressure signal; steamline isolation occurs later due to receipt of the Low Steam Pressure signal. Main
feedwater flow is assumed to be isolated following reactor trip upon receipt of a Low RCS T,,, signal.
AFW initiation occurs as a result of safety injection signal.

For increased soak time MSLB cases at 100.6% power and break sizes smaller than OA ft2, no automatic
actuation of reactortrip is received from any signal. Operator action at 30 minutes following event
initiation is assumed to trip the reactor, isolate main feedwater flow, and isolate the main steamlines.
Steam generator tube uncovery and production of superheated steam in the faulted-loop steam generator
occur after 1800 seconds and continues until the steam generator dries out.

For increased soak time MSLB cases at 70% power and break sizes smaller than 1.0 ft2, no automatic
actuation of reactor trip is received from any signal. Operator action at 30 minutes following event
initiation is assumed to trip the reactor, isolate main feedwater flow, and isolate the main steamlines.
Steam generator tube uncovery and production of superheated steam in the faulted-loop steam generator
occur after 1800 seconds and continues until the steam generator dries out.

Faulted-Loop MSIV Operational

This section outlines the actuation signals for the MSLB cases assumed in the Service Building. In this
location, there is no assumed single failure of the faulted-loop MSIV.

The faulted-loop MSIV is operational for both the 100.6 and 70%/O power levels with a break size of
3.21 ft2. Reactor trip is actuated following the'safety injection signal produced by the Low Steam
Pressure setpoint Main feedwater flow is isolated and steamline isolation both occur due to the safety
injection signal. AFW initiation also occurs as a result of the Low Steam Piessure safety injection signal.
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5.622.11 Safety Injection System ()
Minimum safety ijection system (SIS) flowrates corresponding to the failure of one SIS train have been
assumed in this analysis. A minimum SI flow is conservative since the reduced boron addition maximizes
a return to power resulting from the RCS cooldown. The higher power generation increases heat transfer
to the secondary side, maximizing steam flow out of the break. The delay time to achieve full SI flow is
assumed to be 27 seconds for this analysis with offsite power available. A coincident loss of offsite power
is not assumed for the analysis of the steamline break outside containment since the mass and energy
releases would be reduced due to the loss of forced reactor coolant flow, resulting in less
primary-to-secondary heat transfer.

5.6.2.2.12 Reactor Coolant System Metal Heat Capacity

As the primary side of the plant cools, the temperature of the reactor coolant drops below the temperature
of the reactor coolant piping, the reactor vessel, the reactor coolant pumps, and the steam generator
thick-metal mass and tubing. As this occurs, the heat stored in the metal is available to be transferred to
the steam generator with the broken line. The effects of this RCS metal heat are included in the results
using conservative thick-metal masses and heat transfer coefficients.

5.6.2.2.13 Core Decay Heat

Core decay heat generation assumed in calculating the steamline break mass and energy releases is based
on the 1979 ANS Decay Heat + 2a model (Reference 2). The existing analysis assumed the use of the
1971 standard (+20% uncertainty) for the decay heat. The use of the 1979 version represents a deviation
from the current licensing-basis MSLB M&E releases outside containment analysis for BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2. This decay heat model has been previously used by Westinghouse in other analyses for the
Beaver Valley Power Station including the MSLB M&E releases inside containment analysis previously
submitted to the NRC for review and approval as part of the Beaver Valley Power Station Containment
Conversion License Amendment Request (LAR) Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2). It has been
approved by the NRC for similar applications on other plants.

5.6.2.2.14 Rod Control

The rod control system is conservatively assumed to be in manual operation for all steamline break
analyses.

5.6.22.15 Core Reactivity Coefficients

Conservative core reactivity coefficients corresponding to end-of-cycle conditions are used to maximize
the reactivity feedback effects resulting from the steamline break. Use of maximum reactivity feedback
results in higher power generation if the reactor returns to criticality, thus maximizing heat transfer to the
secondary side of the steam generators.
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5.623 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The system transient that provides the break flows and enthalpies of the steam release through the
steamline break outside containment has been analyzed with the LOFTRAN (Reference 3) computer
code. Blowdown mass and energy releases determined using LOFTRAN include the effects of core
power generation, main and auxiliary feedwater additions, engineered safeguards systems, reactor coolant
system thick-metal heat storage including steam generator thick-metal mass and tubing, and reverse steam
generator heat transfer. The use of the LOFIRAN code for the analysis of the MSLB with superheated
steam M&E releases is documented in Supplement 1 of WCAP-8822 (Reference 1), which has been
reviewed and approved by the NRC for use in analyzing main steamline breaks, and in Reference 4 for
MSLBs outside containment The LOFTRAN code has been utilized previously for the BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 licensing-basis safety analyses.

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 NSSS have been analyzed to determine the transient mass releases and
associated superheated steam enthalpy values outside containment following a steamline break event.
The tables of mass flowrates and steam enthalpies are used as input conditions to the environmental
evaluation of safety-related electrical equipment in the main steam valve room.

The following licensing-basis cases of the MSLB outside containment have been analyzed at the noted
conditions for the EPU Project.

BVPS-1

For BVPS-1, the following cases have been analyzed.

At 0.6% power break sizesof .2 and0.1Iupsamofthesteamlinecheckvalve

* ' 'At 70% power, break sizes of 02 and 0.1 ft2 upstream of the steamline check valve

Each MSLB outside containment is represented as a nonmechanistic split rupture (crack area). Since the
break location is assumed to be upstream of the main steamline check valve, steam releases from only the
steam generator in the faulted loop are postulated since reverse steam flow from the other two steam
generators is precluded by the closure of the check valve.

BVPS-2

For BVPS-2, the following cases have been analyzed.

* At 100.6% power, break sizes of 0.1 to 1.0 ft2 (with 0.1 ft2 increments) and 3.21 f2 maiimize
superheated steam release.

* At 70/ power, break sizes of 0.1 to 1.0 ft2 (with 0.1 ft2 increments) and 3.21 ft2 maximized '
superheated steam release.

* At 100.6% power, break sizes of 0.1 to 1.0 f 2 (with 0.1 ft2 increments) and 3.21 ft2 increased soak
time.
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* At 70% power, break sizes of 0.1 to 1.0 ft2(with 0.1 ff2 increments) and3.21 fe2increasedsoak
time. K)

Each MSLB outside containment is represented as a nonmechanistic split rupture (crack area). The
largest break is postulated as a crack area equivalent to a single-ended pipe rupture. The actual cross-
sectional flow area of the steamline outside containment is 4.91 ft2. However, since the break flowrate is
limited by the total cross-sectional flow area of the three integral flow restrictors, the maximum break size
is limited to 3.21 f12 rather than the actual pipe break area.

For BVPS-2, the EPU Project requires qualification of the feedwater-regulating valve for steamline
breaks in the Service Building, and qualification for other safety-related equipment in areas that receive
vented steam from the Service Building. For the peak temperature analysis, calculations have been
performed assuming the faulted-loop MSIV is operational for the 100.6 and 70% power levels
(3.21 fte break).

5.6.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The main steamline break is classified as anAANS Condition IV event, an infrequent fault. The acceptance
criteria associated with the steamline break event resulting ina mass and energy release outside
containment is based on an analysis that provides sufficient conservatism that the equipment qualification
temperature envelope is maintained. The specific criteria applicable to this analysis are related to the
assumptions regarding power level, stored energy, the break flow model, steamline and feedwater
isolation, and main and auxiliary feedwater flow such that superheated steam resulting from tube bundle
uncovery in the steam generators is accounted for and maximized. These analysis assumptions have been .
included in this steamline break mass and energy release analysis as discussed in Section 5.6.2.2 of this
report. The tables of mass flowrates and steam enthalpy values for each of the steamline break cases
noted in the previous section are used as input to the environmental evaluation of safety-related electrical
equipment in the main steam valve room.

Using the MSLB analysis methodology documented in Reference 4 as a basis, including parameter
changes associated with the EPU Project, the mass and energy release rates for each of the steamline
break cases noted in Section 5.6.23 have been developed for use in the environmental evaluation of
safety-related electrical equipment in the main steam valve room for BVPS-l and BVPS-2, and for the
Service Building for BVPS-2. For BVPS-1, Table 5.6.2-5 provides the sequence of events for the various
steamline break sizes at 100.6 and 70% power. For BVPS-2, Tables 5.6.2-6, 5.6.2-7 and 5.6.2-8 provide
the sequence of events for the various steamline break sizes at 100.6 and 70% power.

5.6.2.5 Conclusions

The mass releases and associated steam enthalpy values from the spectrum of steamline break cases
outside containment have been analyzed at the conditions defined by the EPU Project. The assumptions
delineated in Section 5.6.2.2 have been included in the steamline break analysis such that conservative
mass and energy releases are calculated. The mass releases and associated steam enthalpy values
discussed in this section have been provided for use in the environmental evaluation of safety-related
electrical equipment in the main steam valve room for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, and in the Service Building
for BVPS-2, in support of the EPU Project. 0
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The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for MSLB mass and energy releases outside
containment for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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Table 5.6.2-1
Nominal Plant Parameters for EPU0 )

MSLB M&E Releases Outslde Containment

Nominal Conditions BVPS-1 BVPS-2

NSSS Power, MWt 2910 2910

Core Power, MWt 2900 2900

Reactor Coolant Pump Heat, MWt 10 10

Reactor Coolant Flow (total), gpm (hermal Design Flow) 261,600 261,600

Pressurizer Pressure, psia 2250 - 2250

Core Bypass, % 6.5 6.5

Reactor Coolant Vessel Average Temperature, IF 580.0 580.0

Steam Generator2)

Steam Temperature, °F 522.6 521.9

Steam Pressumre, psia 831 826

Steam Flow, 10V Ibm/hr (Plant Total) 13.04 13.05

Feedwater Temperature, °F 455 455

Zero-Load Tempeture, °F 547 547

(,

Notes:

(1) Noted values correspond to plant conditions defined by 0% steam generator tube plugging and the high end of the RCS
To window.

(2) Steam generator perfornance data used in the analysis ame conservatively high for steam temperature and pressure.

3~
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Table 5.6.2-2
Initial Condition Assumptions for EPUJ)

MSLB M&E Releases Outside Containment

-Initial Conditions BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Power Level (%) 100.6 70 100.6 70

RCS Average Temperature ('F) 588.5 578.6 588.5 578.6

RCS Flowrate (gpm) 261,600 261,600 261,600 261,600
(Thernal Design Flow) . . ._.._._.

RCS Pressure (psia) 2250 .2250. 2250 - 2250

Pressuizer Water Volume (0) 834.3 693.3 834.3 693.3

Feedwater Enthalpy (Bt/bm) 436.0 385A 436.0 385A

SG Pressure (psia) - 893 948 890 938

SG Water Level, Maximum Superheat
(% NRS)

(minimum) 55 55 33 33
(nominal) 65 65 44 44

SG Water Level, Increased Soak Time
(% NRS)

(minimum) NA NA NA NA
: (nominal) 44° 443) 44 51

Notes:
(1) Noted values corespond to plant conditions defined by 0% stem generator tube plugging and the high end ofthe RCS

T., window-, tenperatures include applicable unmertainties.
(2) The noted SG pressures are determined at the steady-state conditions defined by the RCS average temperatures, including

applicable uncertaiaties.
(3) The noted SG wate level is for the BVPS-1 OSGs. The resulting MSLB M&E releases outside containnit bound and

support the BVPS-1 RSGs.
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Table 5.62-3
Main and Auxiliary Feedwater System Assumptions for EPU

MSLB M&E Releases Outside Containment

Parameter BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Main Feedwater System.

Flowrate - both power levels (maximizing superheat) nominal flow to all loops nominal flow to all loops

Flowrate - both power levels (extended soak time) increased flow to match increased flow to match

Unisolable volume fiom SG nozzle to FIV ste flow
none assumed none assumed

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Flowrate to all steam generators Minimum flow to each Minimnum flow to each
SG. The actual data used SG. The actual data used
is a fimction of SG - is a fimction of SG
pressure. press.

Temperature (maximnum value), °F 120 120

Piping purge volume (faulted loop), fP 168. 125.7

Actuation delay time (maximizing superheat), 60 60
seconds

Actuation delay time (extended soak time), seconds 0 0

2I

0

C1

30 ~
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Table 5.6.2.4
Protection System Actuation Signals and Safety System Setpolnts for EPU

MSLB M&E Releases Outside Containment

Actuation Signal BVPS-1 . BVPS-2

Reactor Trip

2/3 Low-Low Steau Generator Water Level in any loop, % narrow-range. 0 0
span

2/3 Low Pressurizer Pressure, psia. 1935 1935

2/4 Power-Range High Neutron Flux, % rated thermal power 8. 118

2/3 Overtemperature .T
K1 - 1.330(1) 1.330(1)
K2 .0.0183 - 0.0183
K3 0.001 0.001

Dynamic compensation lead, seconds 30 30

'Dynamic compensation lag, seconds 4 4

2/3 Overpower AT
K4 . 1.146(1) 1.146(')
KS 0.0° o.o(2)
K6 0.0021 0.0021

Dynamic compensation rate lag, seconds 10 10

Safety Injection Yes Yes

Safety Injection

2/3 Low Pressurizer Pressure, psia 1745 1760

2/3 Low Steamline Pressure in any loop, psia 460 344

Dynamic compensation lead, seconds 50 50

Dynamic compensation lag, seconds 5 5

Steamline Isolation

2/3 Low Steamline Pressure in any loop, psia 460 344

Dynamic compensation lead, seconds 50 50

Dynamic compensation lag, seconds 5 5

Feedwater Isolation

Low RCS Average Temperature following a Reactor Trip, IF 557 557

Safety Injection Yes Yes

Auxiliary Feedwater Initiation (motor-driven AFW pumps)

Safety Injection Yes Yes

Notes:
(1) Where applicable, K1 134157 and/orK4 = 1.15597 were sed to account for RCS temperare asymmetry.
(2) KS - 0.0 for deaeasing temperature is applicable to MSLB ME releases outside containmeat analysis.
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- Table .6.2-5
BVPS-1 Transient Summary for the Spectrum of Breaks Outside Containment

Power Break Reactor - Rod I Safety Safety Feedwater SteamlIno Auxiliary SGTube
Level Size Trip Motion Injection Injection Isolation Isolation Feedwater Uneovegr

(% nom) (fle) Sifgnal '(see). Sigieal __ _ - _(ec) (se) (S) (see)

Mass and Energy Releases Calculated to Maximize the Steam Enthalpy (Maximum Superheat)

100.6 0.2 LSGWL 210.2 LPP 344.5 282.7(1) NA 404.5 619.0

100.6 0.1 LSGWL 408.8 LPP 881.1 497.0(1) NA 941.1 1159.

70 0.2 LSGWL 188.2 LPP 368.5 2285(1) NA 428.5 428.8

70 0.1 LSGWL 364. U [PP 880.3 413.9(') NA 940.4 860.2

Mass and Energy Releases Calculated to Increase the Soak Time and Maximize the Total Energy

100.6 0.2 Manual 1800. NA . 1800. NA NA 2055.

100.6 0.1 Manual 1 800. NA ----- 1800. NA NA 2209.

70 0.2 Manual 1800. NA 1800. NA NA 2136.

70 0.1 Manual 1800. NA _ _ 1800. NA NA 2333.

Note:
(1) Main feedwater isolation fumctdon generatel by an RCS low T., signal following reacor trip

Key LPP- low presizer pressmio
LSGWL - low-low steam generator water level
NA-not applicable

8/ , 4
O

-0
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Table 5.6.2-6
BVPS-2 Transient Summary for the Spectrum of Breaks Outside Containment

Maximum Superheat

Power Break Reactor Rod Safety Safety Feedwater Steamline Auxiliary SG Tube
Level Size Trip Motion Injection Injection Isolation Isolation Feedwater Uncovery

(% nom) (ft2) Signal (sec) Signal (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec), (sec)

321 LSP 4.6 LSP 28.7 3.6 9.6 61.6 64.8

1.0 ISP 8.7 LSP 32.8 7.7 13.7 65.7 72.6

0.9 OPAT 26.6 LPP 79.3 44.5(1) 298.5 112.2 236.6

0.8 OPAT 283 LPP 85.0 47.1(1) '339.1 117.9 264.2

0.7 OPAT 30.7 LPP 92.7 50.5(1) 396.3 125.7 281.0

100.6 0.6 OPAT 34.2 LPP 103.8 55.5(1) 479.9 -,136.8 303.8

0.5 OPAT 40.5 LPP 121.9 64.0(1) 613A 154.9 337.8

OA OPAT 80.3 LPP 179.6 107.2') 833.2 212.5 406.8

0.3 LSGWL 107A LPP 222.4 144.7(1) 1555.,' 165.4 722.2

0.2 LSGWL 156.4 LPP 324.7 204.1(1) 1800. 214A 2109.

0.1 LSGWL 303.1 LPP 783.0 369.8(1) - 1800. 813.9. 2715.

3.21 LSP 4.2 LSP - 28.3 3.2 9.2 .61.2 80.8

1.0 LSP 10.1 LSP 34.3 9.1 15.1 67.1 912

0.9 LSGWL 38A LPP 90.8 52.5(1) 301.0 96A. 223.2

0.8 LSGWL 42.5 LPP 99.3 57.4(1) 342.7 100.5 247.8

0.7 LSGWL 47.7 LPP 110.2 63.&0 398.8 , 105.7 262.6

70 0.6 iSGWL 54.6 LPP 124.5 71.6(1) 480.7 ,112.6 282.8

0.5 LSGWL 64.2 LPP 145.1 82.9(1) 609.8 122.2 311.4

0.4 LSGWL 78.3 LPP 175.8 99.1(1) 839.0, 136.3 354.0

0.3 LSGWL 101.7 LPP 227.1 125.4(1) 1358. 159.7. 538.6

02 -SGWL :148.1 LPP 334.3 176.4(1) 1800. ,206.1 1377.

0.1 ISGWL 286.1 LPP 774.3 323.9(1) 1800. 805.1 2381.

Note:
(I) Main feedwater Isolation fimctiosn generated by an RCS low T,, signad following reactor trip

Key LPP - low pressurizer pressure
LSP - low steam pressure
LSGWL - low-low stem geerator water level
OPAT- over power AT
NA- not applicable
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Table 5.62-7
BVPS-2 Transient Summary for the Spectrum of Breaks Outside Containment

Increased Soak Time -Reduced Superheat

Power Reactor Rod Safety Safety Feedwater Steamllne Auxiliary SG Tube
Level Break Trip. Motion Injection Injection Isolation Isolation Feedwater Uncovery

(% nom) Size (ft2) Signal (sec) Signal (sec) (sec) (sec) (see) (sec)

3.21 LSP 4.8 LSP 28.9 8.8 9.8 1.8 125.4

1.0 LSP 10.3 LSP 34.4 14.3 15.3 7.3 134.8

0.9 OPAT 27.4 LUP 76.7 49.2(') 497.4 49.6 348.8

0.8 OPART 29.1 LUP 81.6 51.6(') 565.8 54.5 389.6

0.7 OPAT 31.5 LUP 88.7 54.9(1) 657.2 61.6 443.0

100.6 0.6 OPAT 35.0 LUP 99.0 59.4(0) 790.4 71.9 521.4

0.5 OPAT 41.1 LIP 116.3 66.9(') 1002. 89.2 647.0

0.4 OPA'T 58.6 LIP 151.9 86.5(1) 1405. 124.8 889.2

0.3 Manual 1800. NA ---- 1800. 1800. NA 2016.

0.2 Manual 1800. NA ---- 1800. 1800. NA 2077.

0.1 Manual 1800. NA ---- .1800. 1800. NA 2241.

3.21 LSP 43 LSP 28.4 8.3 9.3 1.3 152.4

1.0 LSP 10.7 LSP 34.8 14.7 15.7 7.7 159.8

0.9 Manual 1800. NA - --- 1800. 1800. NA 1949.

0.8 Manual 1800. NA .... 1800. 1800. NA 1960.

0.7 Manual 1800. NA - --- 1800. 1800.- NA 1973.

70 0.6 Manual 1800. NA . .. 1800. 1800. NA 1991.

0.5 Manual 1800. NA 1800.- 1800. NA 2014.

0.4 Manual 1800. NA ---- 1800. 1800. NA 2048.

0.3 Manual 1800. NA - --- 1800. 1800. NA 2098.

0.2 Manual 1800. NA . 1800. 1800. NA 2186.

0.1 Manual 1800. NA ---- 1800. 1800. NA 2408.

(1) Main feedwater isolation function generated by an RCS low T,, signal following reactor trip

LPP - low presmz res
LSP-low stem pressure
LSGWL - low-low steam genuator water level
OROPAT-over power AT
NA - not applicable

'C)
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Table 5.6.248
BVPS-2 Mass and Energy Releses Calculated to Maximize the Steam Enthalpy

with Faulted-Loop MSIV Operational ______ __

Power Reactor Rod Safety Safety Feedwater Steamline Auxiliary SG Tube
Level Break Trip Motion Injection Injection Isolation Isolation Feedwater Uncovery

(% nom) Size (ft) Signal (see) Signal (see) (sec) (see) (sec) (sec)

100.6 321 LSP 4.6 LSP 28.7 3.6 9.6 61.6 NA

'70 3.21 LSP 4.2 LSP 28.3 3.2 9.2 61.2 NA

Key ISP- low steam pressure
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5.6.3 Steam Releases for Radiological Dose Analysis C)

5.6.3.1 Introduction

In support of radiological dose analyses, steam and radioactivity releases to the environment are
postulated to occur via the following scenarios.

* An activity level exists in the reactor coolant system (RCS): The activity level in the RCS may
be low, resulting from activated corrosion products or from the potential minute release of fission
material from defective fuel assemblies. The activity level may also be moderate to high,
resulting from potential fuel cladding failures and the subsequent fission product release.

* A primary-to-secondary leak occurs: The most common primary-to-secondary leak would be a
leak through the wall of one or more steam generator tubes. A maximum allowable leak rate is
specified in the Technical Specifications based on tube integrity requirements. The Technical
Specifications leakage limit is used to determine radioactivity releases to the environment.

* Secondary-side activity is released into the atmosphere: Given that a primary-to-secondary leak
exists and the condenser is not available for steam dump following an accident that produces a
reactor trip, steam and radioactivity will be released through the atmospheric dump valves while
the plant is being brought to a cold shutdown condition. The Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power
event, and other events that result in a loss-of-offsite power, are situations that result in the
unavailability of the condenser. (I)

Vented steam releases have been calculated for the Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power, Locked Rotor,
and Steamline Break events to support the EPU Project.

5.63.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following general assumptions associated with EPU have been used in the calculation of the steam
releases and feedwater flows.

* NSSS power (2910 MWt) plus 0.6% uncertainty

* RCS average temperature (580.00 F)

* Nominal RCS pressure (2250 psia)

* Steam generator tube plugging is chosen to maximize secondary-side mass inventory. The
operating conditions used in this analysis reflect the high end of the T., RCS temperature range,
high secondary-side (steam) temperature, the low end of the main feedwater temperature range,
and no steam generator tube plugging.

* Nominal steam temperature (522.70 F) for BVPS-1 with the Model 54F replacement steam
generators (RSGs) and nominal steam temperature (521.91F) for BVPS-2 with the original steam
generators (OSGs).

6517-S-W.doo092304 5-383
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* An 11.6% blowdown of the lowest setpoint of the main steam safety valves. This reduces the
saturation temperature in the steam generators and lowers the RCS temperature to the
corresponding saturation temperature.

* RCS volumes and thick-metal masses associated with the Model 54F RSGs for BVPS-1 and the
OSGs for BVPS-2.

* Residual heat removal cut-in conditions of 3500F and 375 psia.

* Steam releases are determined for the intervals O to 2 hours and 2 to 8 hours.

Steam dump will be required until the reactor can be placed on the residual heat removal (RHR) system.
It has been confirmed that eight hours of steam release could occur prior to placing the plant in the RHR
mode of operation. After the first 2 hours, it is assumed the plant will have cooled down and stabilized at
no-load conditions. The additional 6 hours are required to cool down and depressurize the plant from
no-load conditions to the RHR operating conditions.

An assumption in this analysis is that the entire inventory of the steam generators is released to the,
environment and no loss of inventory through the blowdown line is accounted for. This provides a
conservative calculation of the quantity of steam vented during the noted time periods.

5.633 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The amount of steam released to the atmosphere depends on the sensible heat and decay heat generated
while reducing the temperature from the full-power value to the shutdown conditions. No computer
program is used for this calculation. A hand calculation is performed to determine the amount of steam
that is dissipated through the atmospheric steam release.

The total RCS energy at the end of the first 2 hour interval is subtracted from the sum of the initial RCS
energy and the decay heat generated during this interval. For the Steamline Break event, it is conservative
to assume that the contents of the faulted-loop steam generator blow down within the first 2 hours with no
energy extraction from the RCS (i.e., no temperature decrease) due to the blowdown. Likewise, the total
RCS energy at the end of the 2 to 8 hour intrvd is subtracted from the sum of the RCS energy and the
decay heat generated during this 6 hour interval.i

An energy balance during both of these intervals is used to calculate the mass of auxiliary feedwater
injected during the cooldown interval. The mass of feedwater injected is used to calculate the steam mass
vented to the environment through the intact-loop steam generators. For the Loss of Non-Emergency
AC Power and Locked Rotor events, three intact loops have been used in the steam release calculations;
for the Steamline Break event, two intact loops have been used for this calculation. An additional
calculation is performed for the Steamline Break event in which the contents of the faulted-loop steam
generator blow down during the first 2 hour interval.
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5.63.4 Acceptance Criteria ; I)

There are no specific acceptance criteria associated with the calculation of the steam releases and
feedwater flows used as input to the radiological dose analysis. Tables of steam releases and feedwater
flows for each of the cooldown intervals for each of these three transients are used as input to the
radiological dose analysis in support of the EPU Project.

5.63.5 Results

Tables 5.6.3-1 and 5.6.3-2 summarize for BVPS-I and BVPS-2, respectively, the vented steam releases
from the intact-loop steam generators as well as feedwater flows for the 0 to 2 hour time period and the
2 to 8 hour time period for the Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power, Locked Rotor, and Steamline Break
events. These two time periods are documented to support the EPU Project.

For the Steamline Break event, additional steam is released through the faulted-loop steam generator from
the initiation of the transient up through the time at which the faulted loop is isolated from main and
auxiliary feedwater flows. The steam mass from the faulted-loop steam generator is 163,150 Ibm for the
BVPS-1 Model 54F RSGs and 162,800 Ibm for the BVPS-2 OSGs. This steam mass is not included in
the data presented in Tables 5.63-1 and 5.6.3-2.

The steam releases discussed in this section are used as input to the radiological dose analysis in support
of the EPU Project.

5.63.6 Conclusions

The steam releases and feedwater flows have been calculated at the conditions defined for EPU for the
Loss of Non-Emergency AC Power, Locked Rotor, and Steamline Break events. The assumptions
delineated in Section 5.6.3.2 have been included in the steam release calculations for each transient such
that the results are consistent with and continue to comply with the current licensing-basis and acceptance
requirements. The steam releases and feedwater flows discussed in this section have been provided for
use in the radiological dose analysis to support the EPU Project.

The results and conclusions of the analyses performed for steam releases for radiological doses for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

,,IK
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Table 5.6-3-1
BVPS-1 Steam Releases and Auxiliary Feedwater Flows with Model 54F RSGs

Steam Release (Ibm) Feedwater Flow (ibm)

Event 0 to 2 hours 2 to 8 hours ' to 2 hoars 2 to 8 hours

Loss of Non-Emergency AC 340,000 778,000 511 ,000 .789,000
Power and Locked Rotor

Steamline Break :345,000 734,000 458,000 742,000

Table 5.6.3-2
BVPS-2 Steam Releases and Auxiliary Feedwater Flows with OSGs

Steam Release (Ibm) Feedwater Flow (Ibm)

Event O to 2 hours 2 to 8 hours O to 2 hours. .2 to 8 hours

Loss of Non-Emergency AC 348,000 773,000 506,000 786,000
Power and Locked Rotor

Steamline Break 350,000 730,000 455,000 739,000

651.-.-. . . ..204. .8
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5.7 LOCAHYDRAULIC FORCES

5.7.1 Introduction

Loss of coolant accident (LOCA) hydraulic forces are generated for use in demonstrating that reactor
coolant system (RCS) structures and components meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 General
Design Criteria 4 (Reference 1):

"Structures, systems and components important to safety shall be designed to accommodate the effects of
and to be compatible with the environmental conditions associated with normal operation, maintenance,
testing and postulated accidents, including loss-of-coolant accidents. These structures, systems, and
components shall be appropriately protected against dynamic effects, including the effects of missiles,
pipe whipping, and discharging fluids that may result from events and conditions outside the nuclear
power unit. However, dynamic effects associated with postulated pipe ruptures in nuclear power units
may be excluded from the design basis when analyses reviewed and approved by the Commission
demonstrate that the probability of fluid system piping rupture is extremely low under conditions
consistent with the design basis for the piping."

LOCA forces increase with increases in fluid pressure or with decreases in fluid temperature. Because
increases in core power lead to reductions in RCS cold leg temperature (at constant average temperature),
the effect of these temperature changes must be addressed. LOCA forces may be reanalyzed to
accommodate the new lower temperatures, or evaluated relative to conservatism in the existing analysis.

5.7.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The key inputs relative to LOCA forces are the temperature and pressure assumptions. A full power
minimum cold leg temperature of 523.51F was assumed. This allows for a full power operating cold leg
temperature of 528.51F at thermal design flow (TDF), with a 51F temperature uncertainty. The
pressurizer pressure assumed was 2291.5 psia. This allows for the normal full power operating
pressurizer pressure of 2250 psia, with a 41.5 psia pressure uncertainty. For all analyses other than those
performed to support reduced baffle barrel bolting configurations in accordance the methodology of
References 2 and 3, a conservative 1 millisecond break opening time was assumed, consistent with
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approved methodology of Reference 4.

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have analyses in place, reviewed and approved by the Commission, to exclude the
main coolant loop piping and the pressurizer surge line piping from the design basis relative to dynamic
effects associated with postulated pipe rupture. In addition, BVPS-2 has analyses in place, reviewed and
approved by the Commission, to exclude RCS branch line piping of 6 inches and larger, including the
accumulator lines, residual heat removal lines, loop bypass lines and safety injection lines. This exclusion
is commonly referred to as leak-before-break (LBB). Therefore, the analyses and evaluations performed
to support the EPU conditions considered the next most limiting breaks. For BVPS-1, these were breaks
of the 12 inch schedule 140 accumulator line piping and the 14 inch schedule 160 residual heat removal
(RHR) line piping. For BVPS-2, these were breaks of the 4 inch schedule 160 pressurizer spray line
attached to the RCS cold leg and a 3 inch schedule 160 line attached to the RCS hot leg. Consistent with
the NRC approved methodology for postulating pipe breaks, Reference 5, breaks are postulated to occur
at the safe end of the nozzle at the branch line connection.
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5.7.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

LOCA forces are generated with a focus on the component of interest (loop, vessel, or steam generator).
Minor differences in one component generally have no significant effect on forces generated for the other
components. For example, small differences in steam generator design, while significant to steam
generator LOCA hydraulic forces, have been found to have no significant effect on loop or vessel forces.
Similarly, differences in fuel type, while significant to vessel LOCA forces, have been found to have no
significant effect on loop or steam generator forces. As a result, the applicable analyses have been
performed at different times for different components (loop, vessel, and steam generator).

The LOCA system thermal-hydraulics transient data used for the loops, steam generators, and the original
qualification of the reactor vessel and internals for BVPS-l were all originally performed using the NRC
approved MULTILEX (1.0) computer code and analysis model, Reference 4. The qualification of the
reactor vessel and internals for BVPS-2 was originally performed using the NRC accepted MULTILEX
(3.0) computer code and analysis model, Reference 6, as discussed in References 10 and 11. The most
recent qualification of the vessel internals and fuel for both BVPS-I and BVPS-2 were performed for
1.4% uprate conditions and transition from 17x17 V5H fuel without intermediate flowmixers (IFM's) to
17x17 RFA fuel with IFM's. Those fuel analyses were performed using an advanced beam model version
of MULTILEX (3.0), Reference 6, in accordance with methodology approved by the NRC in
Reference 2. Both MULTILEX models (1.0 and 3.0) share a common hydraulic modeling scheme, with
the 3.0 model having a more realistic downcomer hydraulic network and a more realistic core barrel
structural model that accounts for non-linear boundary conditions and vessel motion. Generally, this
improved modeling results in lower, more realistic, but still conservative hydraulic forces on the core
barrel. The description of the MULTIFEX code below is applicable to both models, as are the
descriptions of the post-processing codes, LATFORC, FORCE2, and THRUST.

MULTIFLEX (References 4 and 6)

The MULTIFLEX computer code calculates the thermal-hydraulic transient within the RCS and considers
sub-cooled, transition, and early two-phase (saturated) blowdown regimes. The code employs the method
of characteristics to solve the conservation laws, assuming one-dimensional flow and a homogeneous
liquid-vapor mixture. The RCS is divided into sub-regions in which each sub-region is regarded as an
equivalent one-dimensional pipe. A complex network of these equivalent pipes is used to represent the
entire primary RCS.

A coupled, fluid-structure interaction is incorporated into the MULTIFE code by accounting for the
deflection of the constraining boundaries, which are represented by separate spring-mass oscillator
systems. For the reactor vessellinternals analysis, the reactor core barrel is modeled as an equivalent
beam with the structural properties of the core barrel in a plane parallel to the broken inlet nozzle.
Horizontally, the barrel is divided into ten segments. Mass and stiffness matrices that are obtained from
an independent modal analysis of the reactor core barrel are applied in the equations of structural
vibration at each of the ten mass point locations. Horizontal forces are then calculated by applying
spatial pressure variations to the wall area at each of the elevations representative of the ten mass points
of the beam model. The resultant core barrel motion is then translated into an equivalent change in flow
area in each downcomer annulus flow channel. At every time increment, the code iterates between the
hydraulic and structural subroutines of the program at each location confined by a flexible wall. For the
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reactor pressure vessel and specific vessel internal components, the MULTIFLEX code generates the
LOCA pressure transient that is input to the LATFORC and FORCE2 post-processing codes
(Reference 4). These codes, in turn, are used to calculate the actual forces on the various components.

LATFORC (Reference 4, Appendix A)

The LATFORC computer code (Reference 4, Appendix A) employs the field pressures generated by
MULTIFLEX code, together with geometric vessel information (component radial and axial lengths), to
determine the horizontal hydraulic forces on the vessel wall, core barrel, and thermal shield. The
LATFORC code represents the downcomer region with a model that is consistent with the model used in
the MULTIFLEX blowdown calculations. The downcomer annulus is subdivided into cylindrical
segments, formed by dividing this region into circumferential and axial zones. The results of the
MULTIFLEX/LATFORC analysis of the horizontal forces are calculated for the initial 500 msec of the
blowdown transient and are stored in a computer file. These forcing functions, combined with vertical
LOCA hydraulic forces, seismic, thermal, and system shaking loads, are used by the cognizant structural
groups to determine the resultant mechanical loads on the reactor pressure vessel and vessel internals.

FORCE2 (Reference 4, Appendix B)

The FORCE2 computer code (Reference 4, Appendix B) calculates the hydraulic forces that the RCS
coolant exerts on the vessel internals in the vertical direction. The FORCE2 code uses a detailed
geometric description of the vessel components and the transient pressures, mass velocities, aid densities
computed by the MULTIFLEX code. The analytical basis for the derivation of the mathematical*
equations employed in the FORCE2 code is the one-dimensional conservation of linear momentum. Note
that the computed vertical forces do not include body forces on the vessel interinls, such as deadweight or
buoyancy. When the vertical forces on the RPV internals are calculated, pressure differential forces, flow
stagnation forces, unrecoverable orifice losses, and friction losses on the individual components are
considered. These force components are then summed together, depending upon the significance of each,
to yield the total vertical force acting on a given component The results of the MULTIFLEX/FORCE2
analysis of the vertical forces are calculated for the initial 500 msec of the blowdown transient and are
stored in a computer file. These forcing functions, combined with horizontal LOCA hydraulic forces,
seismic, thermal, and system shaking loads, are used in the structural evaluations previously discussed to
determine the resultant mechanical loads on the vessel and vessel internals.

THRUST (Reference 7)

Loop forces analyses were completed using the THRUST post-processing code in conjunction with
MULTIFLEX hydraulic output. The THRUST code is used to generate the X, Y, and Z directional
component forces during a LOCA blowdown from the RCS pressure, density, and mass flux. The
THRUST code (previously named STHRUST) is described and documented in Reference 7.

Steam generator hydraulic transient time history data is extracted directly from the MULTIFLEX output.
Similarly, hydraulic transient time history data used in the qualification of some reactor vessel internal
components, such as baffle bolts, is also extracted directly from MULTIFLEX output. _
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Loop LOCA Forces

Loop LOCA forces are calculated using the MULTFLEX code (Reference 4 and 6) in conjunction with
the THRUST code (Reference 7). THRUST is used with MULTIFLEX providing the blowdown
hydraulic input data.

For BVPS-1, the loop LOCA forces have been reanalyzed at the EPU conditions postulated above for the
12 inch schedule 140 accumulator line break and the 14 inch schedule 160 RHR line break.

For BVPS-2, the loop LOCA forces have been reanalyzed at the EPU conditions postulated above for the
4 inch schedule 160 pressurizer spray line on the cold leg and for a 3 inch schedule 160 break attached to
the RCS hot leg.

Steam Generator LOCA Forces

For BVPS-1, steam generator (SG) forces have been reanalyzed for the Model 54F replacement steam
generators at the EPU conditions postulated above for the 12 inch schedule 140 accumulator line break
and 14 inch schedule 160 RHR line break.

For BVPS-2, steam generator (SG) forces were most recently evaluated relative to 1.4% uprate conditions-
of temperature and pressure. In the 1A% uprate project evaluation, the SG forces, originally generated
for a 144 square inch SG inlet and SG outlet nozzle break were evaluated relative to the 4 inch schedule
160 pressurizer spray line cold leg break, and a 3 inch schedule 160 hot leg branch line break. In the
1.4% uprate project, the existing SG LOCA forces were found to be bounding with a remaining margin of
14.5%. Evaluating the additional decrease in RCS temperature associated with the EPU, the existing SG
LOCA forces remain bounding by an estimated 53% margin, relative to those that would be calculated
for the small 4 inch and 3 inch branch line breaks at the EPU conditions.

Vessel LOCAForces

The most recent qualification of the vessel internals and fuel were performed for transition from
17x17 V5H fuel without intermediate flow mixing vane grids (IFM's) to 17x17 RFA fuel with IFM's.
Those fuel analyses were performed using an advanced beam model version of MULTI (3.0),
Reference 6, in accordance with methodology approved by the NRC in Reference 2. The analyses
performed for the 17x17 RFA fuel were performed at conditions consistent with the EPU conditions,
therefore they continue to apply for the EPU.

Since MULTIFLEX (3.0) has been found acceptable for BVPS-2 (References IO and 11), and there are no
significant differences between BVPS-I and BVPS-2, MULTIFLEX (3.0) is considered acceptable and
has been used for BVPS-1. The fuel transition analysis, as with the control rod insertion work of
Reference 8 which was found acceptable in Reference 9 made use of a 1 millisecond break opening time,
retaining some additional conservatism, rather than the longer break opening times approved in
Reference 2 and 3 for use in baffle bolting analyses.
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5.7.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results (i
LOCA forces do not have independent success criteria, but are rather used as input to structural
qualification analyses that consider other loads, such as seismic, in determining the acceptability of the
structures in regards to dynamic effects associated with pipe ruptures. For acceptability, see the results of
Section 4.0, NSSS Components.

5.7.5 Conclusions

LOCA forces for the BVPS-I loops, vessel, and Model 54F RSGs and for the BVPS-2 loops and vessel
have been generated at EPU conditions using MULTIFLEX (3.0) and appropriate postulated branch line
breaks. For BVPS-2, the existing LOCA forces for the steam generators generated at original power
conditions using MULTIFLEX (1.0) and large main coolant loop piping breaks have been evaluated as
remaining conservative relative to the appropriate required branch line breaks. This information has been
transmitted to the appropriate structural analysis groups for use in determining the structural qualification
of the NSSS components. For conclusions on acceptability, see the results of Section 4.0, NSSS
Components.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for LOCA hydraulic forces for the
NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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5.8 ANTICIPATED TRANSIENTS WITHOUT SCRAM (

5.8.1 Introduction

The final Anticipated Transients Without a Reactor Scram (ATWS) rule, IOCFR50.62(c)(1), requires the
incorporation of a diverse (from the reactor trip system) actuation of the auxiliary feedwater system and
turbine trip for Westinghouse designed plants. The installation: of the NRC approved ATWS Mitigating
System Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) satisfies this final ATWS rule. The basis for this rule and the
AMSAC design are supported by Westinghouse generic analyses documented in NS-TMA-2182
(Reference 1). These analyses were performed based on guidelines published in NUREG-0460 (1978)
(Reference 2).

Reference 1 also references WCAP-8330 (Reference 3) and subsequent related documents, which formed
the initial Westinghouse submittal to the NRC for ATWS, and which were based on the guidelines set
forth in WASH-1270 (Reference 4). The operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 is currently licensed on the
basis of these calculations and analyses. For operation at EPU conditions, the Westinghouse generic
ATWS analyses (Reference 1) were evaluated for their continued applicability.

Reference 1 describes the methods used in the analysis and provides reference analyses for 2-loop,
3-loop, and 4-loop plant designs with several different steam generator models available in plants at that
time. The reference analysis results for the 4-loop plant design are more limiting than those for the 3-loop
plant design and demonstrated that the Westinghouse plant designs would satisfy the proposed criteria in
NUREG-0460.

The failure of the reactor scram is presumed to be a common mode failure of the control rods to insert
into the core. The assumption of this common mode failure is beyond the requirement to address a single
failure in the typical UFSAR transient analyses. In addition, the methodology of Reference 1 uses control
grade equipment to mitigate consequences of the event and uses nominal system performance
characteristics in the evaluation of the event.

5.8.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The primary input to the ATWS evaluation for EPU is the reference 3-loop ATWS model and the
reference ATWS analyses that were performed for an NSSS power level of 2785 MWt (Reference 1). The
ATWS evaluation for EPU also uses the NSSS design (PCWG) parameters for 2910 MWt as shown in
Section 2.1.1 of this report

5.8.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

An evaluation was performed to assess the effect of the EPU on the reference AEWS analyses
documented in Reference 1. The evaluation included revision of the reference 3-loop ATWS model at a
power level of 2875 MWt (Reference 1) to reflect the plant conditions at an NSSS power level of
2910 MWt. The Loss of Normal Feedwater andthe Loss of LoadATWS events, which are thetwo most
limiting RCS overpressure transients documented in Reference 1, were both reanalyzed using the revised
reference 3-loop ATWS model at the EPU conditions.
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5.8.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The Final ATWS rule, 1 OCFR50.62(cX 1), requires the incorporation of a diverse (from the reactor trip
system) actuation of the auxiliary feedwater system and turbine trip for Westinghouse designed plants.
The installation of the NRC approved AMSAC design satisfies this final ATWS rule. The bases for this
rule and the AMSAC design are supported by Westinghouse analyses documented in Reference 1. To
remain consistent with the basis of the Final ATWS Rule, the peak RCS pressures reached in the ATWS
evaluation must be similar to, or less than, the peak RCS pressures reached in the Reference 1
Westinghouse generic ATWS analyses for the limiting 4-10op plant model.

For the reference 3-loop ATWS plant model at an NSSS power of 2910 MWt with two pressuri PORVs
and Model 51 steam generators, the peak RCS pressures reached during the limiting Loss of Load and
Loss of Normal FeedwaterAl'WS events are 2910 psia and 2802 psia, respectively. These compare to
peak RCS pressures of 2861 psia and 2783 psia, respectively, for the same 3-loop plant model at a power
of 2785 MWt. The 3-loop plant peak RCS pressures at both 2910 MWtfand 2785 MWt are lower than
those corresponding to the generic 4-loop plant configuration. As reported in Reference 1, the peak RCS
pressure for the 4-loop plant configuration with Model 51 steam generators are 2974 psia for the Loss of
Load ATWS event and 2848 psia for the Loss of Normal FeedwaterATWS event. Hence, the transient
results at an NSSS power of 2910 MWt demonstrate that the resulting peak RCS pressures are lower than
the peak RCS pressures for the Reference 1 generic 4-loop Westinghouse plant model with Model 51
steam generators. Therefore, the analytical basis for the final ATWS rule continues to be met for
operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at an NSSS power of 2910 MWt with Model 51 steam generators.

For completeness, it should be noted in the ATWS evaluation described above, a moderator temperature
coefficient (MTC) at hot full power of -8 pcm/PF was modeled consistent with that assumed in the
Reference 1 Westinghouse ATWS analyses. To support licensing of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 with a part-
power positive MT`C of + 2 pcmPF, a commitment has been made to maintain a MTC of < -5.5 pcznl0F at
hot full power (HFP) conditions for 100% of the cycle. This commitment is documented in Reference 5
and Reference 6 for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively. As documented in References 5 and 6, a HFP
MTC of-5.5 pcm/0 F corresponds to conditions in the Reference I generic Westinghouse ATWS analyses
that equate to a peak RCS pressure of 3200 psig. Hence, by conservatively meeting this HFP MTC
requirement, the ATWS evaluation essentially supports a 0% UET (Unfavorable Exposure Timne).

The plant configuration and conditions associated with the generic Westinghouse ATWS analysis used to
establish the -5.5 pcm/0F HFP MTC value corresponding to 3200 psig are those for a 4-loop
Westinghouse plant at 3423 MWtNSSS power. As documented above, the 4-loop, 3423 MWt plant
configuration is conservative relative to a 3-loop plant configuration at an NSSS power of 2910 MWt.
Hence, the application of the generic 4-loopATWS analysis in establishing the -5.5 pcm/0 F limit remains
conservative relative to operation at an NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

An additional evaluation was performed to confirm that the analytical basis for the final ATWS rule will
continue to be met at the NSSS power of 2910 MWt with Model 54F replacement steam generators
(RSGs). In support of a previous steam generator replacement project using the Model 54F RSGs, an
evaluation of the performance characteristics of the Model 54F RSG versus the Model 51 steam generator
was performed to address the effect of the change in stem generators on the'generic ATWS analyses
(Reference 1). This previous evaluation included an update of the generic ATWS model to incorporate
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the Model 54F RSG heat transfer characteristics, along with other RSG-related modeling differences.
The results of the ATWS analysis with the Model 54F RSGs were compared to the generic ATWS CI
analysis with the Model 51 steam generators. This comparison demonstrated that the ATWS results with
the Model 54F RSGs are less limiting than those which occur for the Model 51 steam generators. Hence,
this previous evaluation concluded that the existing generic ATWS analyses (Reference 1) for the
Model 51 steam generators remain appropriate for representing operation of Westinghouse PWRs with
Model 54F RSGs. Consequently, the evaluation performed and described above at the NSSS power of
2910 MWt with Model 51 steam generators remains appropriate for BVPS-1 at the NSSS power of
2910 MWt with Model 54F RSGs. As such, the analytical basis for the final ATWS rule also remains
applicable to BVPS-1 at the NSSS power of 2910 MWt with Model 54F RSGs.

5.8.5 Conclusions

The results of the ATWS evaluation using the revised reference 3-loop ATWS model at an NSSS power of
2910 MWt demonstrate that the resulting peak RCS pressures are lower than the peak RCS pressures for
the Reference 1 generic 4-loop Westinghouse plant model with Model 51 steam generators. In addition, a
previous evaluation also demonstrates that the Reference 1 generic analyses for the Model 51 steam
generators remain appropriate for representing operation of Westinghouse PWRs with Model 54F RSGs.
These results are consistent with the basis of the Final ATWS Rule, which is based on the Reference 1
Westinghouse generic ATWS analyses for the limiting 4-loop plant model Therefore, the analytical basis
for the final AI7WS rule continues to be met for operation of BVPS-1 with Model 54F RSGs and BVPS-2
with Model 51 steam generators at an NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

The results and conclusions of the ATWS evaluations performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound
and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged
implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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Plants," December 1979.

2. NRC Staff Report NUREG-0460, "Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Light Water
Reactors,"April 1978.
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4. NRC Report WASH-1270, "Technical Report on Anticipated Transients Without Scram for Water
Cooled Power Reactors," September 1973.

5. FENOC Letter L-02-065, "Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No. 1, Docket No. 50-334,
License No. DPR466, LicensenAmendmentRequestNo. 301, Positive Moderator Temperat
Coefficient," May 31, 2002.

6. FENOC Letter L-01-089, "Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No.2, Docket No. 50-412,
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5.9 NATURALCIRCULAIIONANDCOOLDOWN

The current licensing basis for BVPS-I is that of a hot shutdown plant. As such, there are no
requirements for safety grade equipment to achieve cold shutdown with a loss of offsite power. BVPS-2
is licensed as an approach to a cold shutdown plant. Safety grade equipment is available to achieve cold
shutdown with a loss of offsite power except during conditions that create an adverse environment in
containment, since the RHR system is not fully qualified to operate in a post-accident environment.

A general comparison of the plant systems and equipment that affect natural circulation flow and boron
mixing has been made between the Beaver Valley Power Station and the Diablo Canyon Power Plant.
This comparison has demonstrated that the Beaver Valley Power Station natural circulation flowrates and
boron mixing system capabilities are comparable to those of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant Unit 1.
Available industry natural circulation tests results for several Westinghouse designed plants, which are
similar to the Beaver Valley Power Station design, have been reviewed. These tests included tests where
all RCS loops were available for natural circulation flow conditions as well as cases where one or more
steam generators were inactive or isolated. Also, two Beaver Valley Power Station specific natural
circulation flow calculations were performed. The first case assumed all steam generators were available
for heat removal, while the second case was based on one inactive steam generator. Based upon the*
industry natural circulation test results reviewed and the natural circulation calculations performed, it is
concluded that natural circulation flows will be established for the Beaver Valley Power Station for both
symmetric and asymmetric conditions. Furthermore, the natural circulation flow calculation results show
that the Beaver Valley Power Station response is nearly identical to that predicted for the Diablo Canyon
Power Plant Unit 1. Finally, based upon comparing tests results from several small scale mixing tests
with the expected natural circulation flow responses for the Beaver Valley Power Station, it is expected
that borated fluid injected into the RCS will thoroughly mix throughout the system under either
symmetric or asymmetric conditions. Due to the design of the SG atmospheric steam dump valves
(ASDVs) and residual heat release valve (RHRV) at the Beaver Valley Power Station, it would be
unlikely one or more SGs would be inactive since this would require multiple failures in these steam
relief systems.

Since natural circulation cooling is expected to be relatively symmetric and since high decay heat rates
(exceeding 4%) are not anticipated, the RCS loop temperatures and temperature differentials associated
with natural circulation cooling will be reasonable. They should be less than those at full power,
including consideration of the EPU to 2910 MWt NSSS power. Therefore, the EPU will not adversely
affect cooling capability via natural circulation for BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

In addition to the natural circulation flow and temperature differential calculations, a simulation of a
natural circulation cooldown scenario was performed for BVPS-2 to demonstrate the capability to -
cooldown and depressurize the plant to cold shutdown conditions in accordance with BTP RSB 5-1 as
addressed in BVPS-2 UFSAR Appendix 5A. This simulation was based on use of safety grade equipment
and existing plant procedures, including EOPs and AOPs,.appropriately modified to reflect the EPU to a
core power level of 2900 MWt. This simulation further confirms the capability for natural circulation
cooldown and boron mixing at BVPS-2 in accordance with BTP RSB 5-1 as addressed in BVPS-2
UFSARAppendix 5A.
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The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for natural circulation and
cooldown for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of P
2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

5.10 REACTOR TRIP SYSTEM/ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION
SYSTEM SETPOINTS

5.10.1 Introduction

The Technical Specification and Core Operating Limits Report (COLR) Reactor Trip System
(RTS)/Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) setpoints have been reviewed for operation
at EPU conditions. As part of the review, Technical Specification and/or COLR changes have been
identified consistent with the Westinghouse setpoint methodology.

5.10.2 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The setpoint analysis uses the Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) technique to combine the
uncertainty components of an instrument channel in an appropriate combination of those components, or
groups of components, which are statistically independent Those uncertainties that are not independent
are arithmetically summed to produce groups that are independent of each other, which can then be
statistically combined. The methodology used for the EPU conditions is defined in Reference 1 and
Reference 2 for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively, and is the same as was used for the NRC approved
1.4% measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate. (i
5.103 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Margin is defined as the difference between the Total Allowance (TA) and the Channel Statistical
Allowance (CSA). Total Allowance is the difference between the limiting UFSAR safety analysis limit
and the Technical Specification/COLR Trip Setpoint (in percent of instrument span). Channel Statistical
Allowance is the statistical combination of the instrument channel uncertainty components (in percent of
instrument span). The acceptance criterion for the RTS/ESFAS setpoints is that margin is greater than or
equal to zero.

The only RTS/ESFAS functions and setpoints impacted by EPU are those for Overtemperature AT and
Overpower AT reactor trip. The equations, setpoints, and time constants for these RTS finctions were
revised to optimize operating margins at EPU conditions as described in Section 3.2.1 of this report
Table 5.101 shows the current and EPU values for Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT setpoints and
time constants, including the Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT equations for EPU.

For BVPS-1, the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) impact the RTS/ESFAS functions and
setpoints for the steam generator low-low water level reactor trip and auxiliary feedwater actuation and
the steam generator high-high water level turbine trip and feedwater isolation actuation. The setpoints for
these RTS/ESFAS functions were revised to address the design of the Model 54F RSGs, and to optimize
operating margins at EPU conditions with the Model 54F RSGs. Table 5.10-2 shows the RTS/ESFAS
steam generator level setpoints for the BVPS-l Model 54F RSGs at EPU conditions. The RTS/ESFAS
steam generator low-low and high-high water level setpoints are calculated consistent with the
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recommendations in Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) NSAL-03-9 (Reference 3) and Technical
Bulletin (TB) TB-04-12 (Reference 4). Consistent with the recommendations in References 3 and 4, the
steam generator water level uncertainties for small/intermediate feedline breaks reflect inside containment
environmental conditions corresponding to a limiting Tg equivalent to the containment pressure high trip
setpoint plus instrument uncertainties. Thus, steam generator water level low-low trip is credited as the
actuation function for small/intermediate feedline breaks that result in containment pressures less than the
containment pressure high trip setpoint (plus uncertainties) and containment pressure high will actuate
reactor trip and safety injection, and thus start auxiliary feedwater, for small/intermediate feedline breaks
that result in containment pressures greater than the containment pressure high trip setpoint. This limits
the elevated temperature conditions the steam generator water level low-low trip function instrumentation
experiences while mitigating inside containment small/intermediate feedline breaks.

Incorporating these Technical Specification/COLR changes will support operation at EPU conditions in a
manner consistent with the UFSAR assumptions. Functions not listed do not change as a result of the
EPU conditions. The results of the RTSAESFAS setpoint analysis are provided in Reference 1 and
Reference' 2 for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively.

5.10.4 Conclusions

Withthe setpoint changes as shown on Table 5.10-1 and Table 5.10-2, all of the RISIESFAS fimctions
have acceptable margins and therefore are acceptable for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for RTSJESFAS setpoints for the
reactor power of 2900 MWt (2910 MWtNSSS power) bound and support operation at the' current reactor
power of 2689 MWt (2697 MWt NSSS power), thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

5.10.5 References

1. WCAP-1 1419, Rev. 4, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for Protection Systems Beaver
Valley Power Station Unit 1," March 2004.

2. WCAP-1 1366, Rev. 6, "Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology for Protection Systems Beaver
Valley Power Station Unit 2," March 2004.

3. NSAL-03-9, "Steam Generator Water Level Uncertainties," September 22, 2003.

4. TB-04-12, "Steam Generator Level Process Pressure Evaluation," June 23, 2004.
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Table 5.10-1

Summary of the Technical Speclfcation/COLR RTS/ESFAS Setpolnt Changes for OTAT and OPAT

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Trip Setpohnt Allowable Value Trip Setpolnt Allowable Value

Current Current

Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value

Parameter Overtemperature AT Reactor Tripp) _ Overtemperature AT Reactor Trlpo

Kx 1.259 1.242 0.5%AT span 0.S% AT span 1311 1.239 50.5% AT span <0.5% AT span for
(nominal) for AT, for AT, for AT, AT,

S0.5% AT span. 50.5% AT span 90.5% ATspan -0.5% AT span for
forT., forTe,. for Trvmj TiP

<0.5% AT span 50.5% AT spa 50.5% AT span <O.5%ATspanfor
for Pes , for Pressure, for Pressme, Pressmur,

<0.5% AT span 0.5% AT span 50.5% AT span 50.5% AT span for
for Ai for Ai for Al Al

K2  0.01655P1F 0.0183PF N/A N/A 0.0183P*F 0.0183/PF N/A N/A

K3  0.000801/psi 0.001/psi NIA N/A 0.000821psd 0.001/psi N/A N/A

r Refree T.5 Refce Tj N/A N/A Refernce Ts Reference T. NIA N/A
S576.2°F 5580.0°F S5576.2 0F S580.0°F

+Al Gain 1.59 1.47 N/A N/A 1.56 1.47 N/A N/A

-Al Gain 2.08 4.67 N/A N/A 1.46 4.67 N/A N/A

f(Al) Penaly -36Y -48% N/A N/A -32% -48% N/A N/A
Dead-band to +15% to +10OY%. to +11% to +10%

. 30 seconds 30 sexods N/A N/A seconds. O seconds NIA N/A

12 4 seconds 4 seconds NIA N/A 3 seconds 0 seconds N/A NIA

N/A N/A N/A N/A O seconds 6 seconds N/A N/A

T4 N/A 6 seconds NIA N/A 30 seconds 30 seconds N/A N/A

N/A 2 seconds N/A NIA 4 seconds 4 seconds N/A NIA

NIA N/A NIA N/A O seconds 2 seconds N/A N/A

;( .)O0 V
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Table 5.10-1 (continued)
Summary of the Technical Spectllcatlon/COLR RTS/ESFAS Setpolnt Changes for OTAT and OPAT

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Trip Setpoint Allowable Value Trip Setpoint Allowable Value

Current Current
Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value Value EPU Value Current Value EPU Value

Parameter Overpower AT Reactor Tripp, Overpower AT Reactor Trip __ _

K4 1.0916 1.085 50.5%AT span for 50.5% AT span for 1.094 1.094 <0.5% AT span 50.5% AT span
(nominal) AT, AT, for AT, for AT,

<0.5% AT span for 50.5% AT span for <0.5% AT span 50.5% AT span
Tavg Tavg for Tavg for Tavg

K5 0.02/PF for 0.02/PF for N/A N/A 0.00/1F for 0.02/PF for N/A N/A
increasing increasing Increasing Tavg, Increasing Tavg,

Tavg, Tavg, 0 for 0 for
o for O for decreasing Tavg decreasing Tavg

decreasing decreasing
Tavg Tavg . . ._._._-

K6 0.00128t°F 0.0021/F for N/A N/A 0.0012/°F for 0.0021/SF for N/A N/A
for T>r, T">, .T>", T>T",

OforTgr O forTWI O forTSI O forff"

Reference Reference N/A N/A Reference Tavg Reference Tavg N/A N/A
Tavg Tavg <576.20 1 <580.0°F

.5576.2PF . 580.00F.

. N/A N/A N/A N/A 8 seconds 0 seconds N/A N/A
r2 N/A N/A N/A N/A 3 seconds 0 seconds N/A N/A
r3.. Oseconds llOseconds N/A N/A Oseconds 6seconds N/A N/A

.NA 6 seconds N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
T4 N/A 2 seconds N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Td N/A N/A N/A N/A Oseconds 2 seconds N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A N/A 0 seconds 10 seconds N/A N/A

6575N.dc034 .-.00
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Table 5.10-1 (continued)
Summary of the Technical Specification/COLR RTS/ESFAS Setpoint Changes for OTAT and OPAT

Notes:
(1) BVPS-1 OTATEquation forEPU:

I aAT s ATO (K1-K2 ((l -' + K3 (P-P')-f(1))
(1+'r4 s) (l+r 2 s) (l+ TS )

(2) BVPS-2 OTAT Equation for EPU:

-(1+:2s) (l?) -(1-*.4 ) IlraATtt) l ) s &TO(K,-K2 (( )T-I+, )-'] + K3 (P-P)-f (4)

(3) BVPS-1 OPATEquationforEPU:

AT &TO (K4 -KS 5 -6[-,+ TI
(1+r4 s) Q+?3 s) (1+T5 S) (+r, a)

(4) BVPS-2 OPATEquadion for EPU:

AT (1+T S) I (s &TO (K4 -KS Q+7 s) [T (1+I 6 )] (I+ 6)

.. .doe- 04
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Table 5.10-2
BVPS-1 Summary of the Technical Specification/COLR

RTSIESFAS Setpoint Changes for Steam Generator Water Level

Parameter Trip Setpoint. Allowable Value

Steam GeneratorLow-Low WaterLeveL .19.6) -> 19.1(1)
%NRS

Steam Generator High-High Water Level, 89.7(1) 90.2(1)
%NRS

Note:

(1) he stem genertor lo-low and lhigh-igh wter lvd se i and allowable values are callated conistet with
the recommendations in Nuclear SafetyAdvisoyLettrNSAL-03-9 (Reference 3) and Tedmical Bulletin TB-04-12
(Rtference 4).

. . .
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.5.11 RADIOLOGICALASSESSMENTS T)

5.11.1 Introduction

This section addresses the radiological impact of EPU at Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS-I and
BVPS-2). The current licensing basis core power level is 2689 MWt. The EPU core power level is.
2900 MWt. The EPU NSSS power level is 2910 MWt which includes an additional 10 MWt of net heat
input from operation of the reactor coolant pumps.

Additionally, as holder of operating licenses issued prior to January 10, 1997, and in accordance with
I0CFR50.67 (Reference 1) and Standard Review Plan 15.0.1 (Reference 2), the accident source terms
used in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EPU design basis site boundary and control room dose analyses have
been revised to reflect the full implementation of Altemative Source Terms (AST) as detailed in
Regulatory Guide 1.183 (Reference 3).

The first use of the AST for BVPS was a selective application to revise the Fuel Handling Accident
(FHA) in order to justify certain changes in plant operation and configuration during fuel movements.
The analysis was reviewed and approved by the NRC in its SER for OLAmendments No. 241 and 121
(Reference 4). In June 2002, the selective application of AST at BVPS was expanded by Reference 5 to
include those accidents (i.e., the Loss of Coolant Accident and the Control Rod Ejection Accident) that
were impacted by the change in BVPS containment operating conditions from sub-atmospheric to
atmospheric pressure (ie., containment conversion). The expansion of the selective application of AST at
BVPS, submitted by Reference 5, was approved by the NRC in its SER for OLAmendment Nos. 257
and 139 (Reference 38). Reference 5 also contained an application for containment conversion that was (3
withdrawn by FENOC letter L-03-135, dated September 5, 2003 (Reference 39). A revised application
for containment conversion has been submitted to the NRC for review and approval as License
Amendment Request Nos. 317 (Unit 1) and 190 (Unit 2).

The radiological impact of EPU is evaluated for the following:

* Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding
* Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases
* Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification (EQ)
* Post-LOCA Access to Vital Areas
* Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

In accordance with regulatory guidance, radiological evaluations for accident related issues are assessed
at a core power level of 2918 MWt to include an uncertainty of 0.6%. Installation of improved feedwater
measurement instrumentation used for calorimetric power calculation allows for instrument error to be
reduced from the traditional 2% as recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.49 (Reference 6). The reduction
of the uncertainty allowance for calorimetric thermal power measurement to 0.6% was approved by the
NRC in its SER for the License Amendments No. 243/122 for BVPS-l/BVPS-2, respectively
(Reference 7).

Except as noted, radiological evaluations for normal operation related issues are assessed for EPU at a
core power level of 2900 MWt. The impact on the normal operation "design basis" dose rates/shielding
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and the normal operation component of equipment qualification doses, is assessed based on a core power
level of 2918 MWt. In addition, in accordance with regulatory guidance, the radwaste effluent
assessment assumes a core power level of 2918 MWt, but utilizes flow rates and coolant masses at the
NSSS power level of 2910 MWt.

With the exception of the site boundary and control room dose assessments, the EPU evaluations
discussed in this section (i.e., those associated with normal operation dose rate/shielding adequacy,
normal operation radwaste effluents, environmental levels for equipment qualification and vital access)
are based on scaling techniques. The scaled increase in radiation levels also includes the impact'ofthe
change in fuel cycle length, and the use of current computer codes, methodology and nuclear data in
developing the EPU core and reactor coolant inventory, vs. the methodology, computer tools and nuclear
data used in the development of the original licensing basis core/reactor coolant inventory. Note that for
the most part, the percentage of the estimated increase that can be attributed directly to the EPU is
approximately the percentage of the core uprate.

The impact of EPU on the site boundary and control room doses 'are discussed for the following accidents
applicable to BVPS licensing basis:

1. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
2. Control RodEjectionAccident (CREA)
3. Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) outside Containment
4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
5. Locked Rotor Accident (LRA)
6. Loss of AC Power (LACP)
7. Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) in the Fuel Pool or in Containment
8. Small Line Break (SLB) Outside Containment
9. Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR)

Note that the LOCA and the CREA are addressed in this application by reference only, since these
accident analyses, which were performed in support of containment conversion, are based on EPU
conditions. The application for containment conversion submitted by Reference 5, was withdrawn by
FENOC letter L-03-135, dated September 5,2003. A revised application for containment conversion is
being submitted to the NRC for review and approval as License Amendment Request Nos. 317 (Unit 1)
and 190 (Unit 2)..

At BVPS, the SLB Outside Containment, LACP, MSLB, SGTR and WGSR are not directly impacted by
the implementation of the AST as there is no'accident initiated fuel damage associated with these events.
However, with this application and the full implementation ofAST at BVPS, the dose acceptance criteria
of I0CFR50.67 become applicable to all of the accidents listed in Regulatory Guide 1.183 which include
the MSLB, and the SGTR. It is noted that the SLB Outside Containment, the LACP and the WGSR are
not addressed in Regulatory Guide 1 .1 83. The dose criteria to which they are evaluated are discussed in
Section 5.11.2.

The updated site boundary and control room dose analyses reflect EPU conditions, AST (as applicable),
and except as noted, bounding parameter values to encompass an event at either unit. In addition the
parameter values assigned to the BVPS-I steam generators reflect the Replacement Steam Generators.
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The MSLB, the SGTR and the FHA dose analyses are unit specific. In accordance with current licensing
basis, the BVPS-2 EPU MSLB dose analysis reflects the use of Alternative Repair Criteria (ARC) and
addresses an accident induced Steam Generator tube leakage. Note that ARC is not utilized in the
BVPS-1 EPU MSLB dose analysis because it is not applicable to the Model 54F Replacement Steam
Generators. The SGTR dose analyses for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reflect environmental releases based on
the unit specific licensing basis mass and energy release calculation methodology.

It is noted that the control room dose analyses reflect a control room design consistent with that approved
by the NRC in its SERfor OLAmendmentNos. 257 and 139. Specifically, the approved design changes
include:

* Conservative estimates of control room unfiltered inleakage that envelope the results of recent
tracer gas testing performed in the year 2001, and provide margin for surveillance tests.

* Revised Technical Specification acceptance criteria for the BVPS-1 control room HEPA and
charcoal filters which will make the BVPS-1 acceptance criteria similar to the more limiting
criteria currently listed for the BVPS-2 control room filters.

* Elimination of credit for the automatic initiation feature of the safety related control room area
radiation monitors to initiate the control room emergency pressurization system.

* For those events that take credit for the control room emergency ventilation system (CREVS),
manual initiation of CREVS pressurization occurs such that the control room is pressurized by
T'-30 mins.

* Updated control room atmospheric dispersion factors using ARCON96 methodology.

In addition, the BVPS-1 FHA, and the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 MSLB and SGTR take credit for a 30 minute
control room purge after the accident sequence is complete and the environmental release has been
tenninated.

The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation at the current power level,
which supports the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

5.11.2 RegulatoryApproach

Summarized below are the regulatory acceptance criteria being utilized for the EPU assessments.

5.11.2.1 Normal Operation Assessments

The regulatory commitments currently associated with normal operation assessments are not impacted by
this application and remain applicable for the EPU assessment:

* Normal operation on-site dose rates/available shielding will meet the requirements of 1OCFR20
(Reference 16) as it relates to allowable operator exposure and access control (1)
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* Normal operation off-site releases and doses will meet the requirements of 1OCFR20 and
1 OCFR5O, Appendix I (Reference 17). Performance and operation of installed equipment, and
reporting of offsite releases and doses will continue to be controlled by the requirements of the
Technical Specifications and the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual.

5.11.2.2 Accident Assessments

The regulatory commitments associated with accident assessments are revised as noted by this application
and are summarized below:

* -'Site Boundary and Control Room Doses: As part of the EPU application, BVPS proposes a "ifull"
implementation oftheAST as defined in RG 1.183, Section 1.2.1.

The acceptance criteria for the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) and Low Population Zone (LPZ)
-doses are based on 1OCFR Part 50 § 50.67 and Section 4.4 Table 6 of Regulatory Guide 1.183
(also noted in Table 1 of SRP 15.0.1):

- An individual located at any point on the boundary of the exclusion area for any 2-hour
period following the onset of the postulated fission product release, should not receive a
radiation dose in excess of the accident specific total effective dose equivalent (IEDE)
value noted in Reference 3, Table 6.

- -An individual located at any point on the outer boundary of the low population zone, who
- is exposed to the radioactive cloud resulting from the postulated fission product release

(during the entire period of its passage), should not receive a radiation dose in excess of the
accident specific TEDE value noted in Reference 3, Table 6.

Notes: Since the following events are not specifically addressed in RG 1.183:

a. The acceptance criterion utilized for the WGSR is 500 mrem per BTP ETSB 11-5
(Reference 8). The criterion is applied as 500 mnrem TEDE to be consistent with an
AST application.

b. The acceptance criterion utilized for the SLB outside containment and the LACP
represent the most limiting dose criterion in Table 6 of RG 1.183.

The acceptance criteria for the Control Room Dose are based on 1 0CFR Part 50 § 50.67:

- Adequate radiation protection is provided to permit occupancy of the control room
under accident conditions without personnel receiving radiation exposures in excess of
0.05 Sv (5 rem) total effective dose equivalent (I-EDE) for the duration of the
accident.

* Equipment Qualification: The EPU EQ assessment takes into consideration the impact of EPU
using scaling techniques and T)ID 14844 source terms (Reference 9). This approach is 'acceptable
based on Section 1.3.5 of Regulatory Guide 1.183, which indicates that no plant modification is
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required to address the impact of the difference in source term characteristics (i e., AST vs. * 4h
TID 14844) on EQ doses. f

Vital Access Doses: The vital access dose assessment for EPU takes into consideration the
impact of EPU using scaling techniques and TID 14844 source terms. This approach is
acceptable based on the AST bench marking study reported in SECY-98-154 (Reference 10)
which concluded that results of analyses based on TID 14844 would be more limiting earlier on
in the event, after which time the AST results would be more limiting. The NRC SER for Fort
Calhoun Station's implementation ofAST (Reference 11), referenced the SECY-98-154 study as
the source for the conclusion that results of analyses based on TID 14844 would be more limiting
for periods up to one to four months after which time the AST results would be more limiting.
Post-LOCA access to vital areas, usually occur, within the first one or two weeks when the
original TED 14844 source term is more limiting

The EPU assessment takes into consideration the BVPS-1 and the BVPS-2 specific regulatory
commitments associated with post-LOCA vital access.

BVPS-l: As documented in the NRC SER issued to BVPS-I relative to compliance with
NUREG-0737 ILB.2, (References 12 & 13), the BVPS-I licensing basis does not include
estimated doses per operator mission; rather it is a documented evaluation of the worst case
post-accident dose rates in plant areas that may need access following a LOCA.

BVPS-2: As documented in UFSAR Section 12.3.2.10 and the associated NRC SERP
(Reference 14), the BVPS-2 compliance with NUREG 0737 ILB.2 is based on ensuring
that the vital access dose estimates for identified post-accident missions remain within
5 Rem whole body.

Note that habitability of the BVPS Emergency Response Facility (ERF)frechnical Support Center
(TSC) following a LOCA is addressed in this application by reference only, since the LOCA
analysis approved by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment No. 257 and 139 addressed
ERF/TSC habitability, and was performed at EPU conditions.

5.113 Computer Codes

The QA Category 1 computer codes utilized in EPU analyses specifically developed to support this
application, are listed below. The referenced computer codes have been used extensively to support
nuclear power plant design and are a part of BVPS current licensing basis.

1. S&W Proprietary Computer Program RADIOISOTOPE, NU-007, VOl, L03.

2. Industry Computer Code ARCON96, "Atmospheric Relative Concentrations in Building Wakes"
developed by PNL (S&W Program EN-292, VOO, LOO).

3. S&W Proprietary Computer Code, PERC2, "Passive Evolutionary Regulatory Consequence
Code," NU-226, VOO, LO.
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4. S&W Computer Code, SW-QADCGGP, "A Combinatorial Geometry Version of QAD-5A,"
NU-222, VOO, L02.

5.11.4 Radiation Source Terms

5.11.4.1 Core Inventory

The equilibrium core inventory utilized to support the EPU assessment is based on a core power level of
2918 MWt, and current licensed values of fuel enrichment and burnup. The methodology used to develop
the core inventory, and the associated isotopic listing, is presented in Section 53.3.1 and Table 5.3.3-1 of
Reference 5.

5.11.4.2 Coolant Inventory

The design basis primary coolant concentrations and the Technical Specification primary and secondary
coolant concentrations utilized to support the EPU assessment reflect an equilibrium core inventory based
on a core power level of 2918 MWt, and current licensed values of fuel enrichment and burnup. The
methodology to develop the design basis and Technical Specification coolant concentrations is discussed
Section 5.3.3.2 of Reference 5.

In accordance with the proposed Technical Specification changes accompanying this amendment request,
the primary and secondary coolant concentrations for BVPS-1 are made similar to BVPS-2. The noble
gas and halogen primary and secondary coolant Technical Specification activity concentrations for BVPS
are presented herein in Table 5.11.4-1

5.11.43 Primary Coolant Iodine Concentrations based on Pre-AccidentlAccident Initiated
Iodine Spike:.

In accordance with the current BVPS-2 Technical Specifications and the proposed BVPS-1 Technical
Specifications, the pre-accident iodine spike concentrations in the reactor coolant is 21 Ci/gm DE I-131
(transient Technical Specification limit for full power operation) or 60 times (based on Reference 3) the
reactor coolant iodine Technical Specification concentrations.

The accident generated iodine spike activities in the reactor coolant are based on an accident dependent
multiplier, times the equilibrium iodine appearance rate. The equilibrium appearance rates are
conservatively calculated based on the Technical Specification reactor coolant activities, along with the
maximum design letdown rate, maximum Technical Specification allowed leakage, and an ion-exchanger
iodine removal efficiency of 100%. Maximizing the reactor coolant cleanup results in maximizing the
equilibrium iodine appearance rates.

The pre-accident iodine spike concentrations and the equilibrium iodine appearance rates (utilized to
develop accident initiated iodine spike values), for both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 are presented herein in
Table 5.11.4-2.
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5.11.4.4 Gap Fractions for Non-LOCA Events . c)

Table 3 in Regulatory Guide 1.183, specifies the fraction of fission product inventory in the fuel rod gap
to be used for non-LOCA accidents. The footnote identifies that the applicability of Table 3 is limited to
LWR fuel with peak burnups of 62 GWD/MTU "provided that the maximum linear heat generation rate
does not exceed 6.3 kW/ft peak rod average power for bumups exceeding 54 GWDMTU." The gap
fractions utilized for the non-LOCA events at BVPS which could result in fuel failure, are consistent with
the requirements for RG 1.183 and are listed below.

. I Regulatory Guide 1.183
Nuclide Group Gap Fraction for Non-LOCA Events

I-131 0.08

Kr-85 0.10

Other Noble Gases 0.05

Other Halogens 0.05 .

Alkali Metals 0.12

The core inventory of noble gases, halogens and alkali metals are presented herein in Table 5.11.4-3.
These values are consistent with the values presented for these isotopes in Table 53.3-1 of Reference 5.

5.11.5 Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding )
5.11.5.1 Introduction

Cubicle wall thickness is specified for structural and separation requirements, and to provide radiation
shielding to protect radiological Equipment Qualification (EQ), and reduce operator exposure during all
modes of plant operation, including maintenance and accidents.

Conservative estimates of the radiation sources in plant systems and components form the bases of
normal operation plant shielding and radiation zoning. These radiation source terms are primarily derived
from conservative estimates of the reactor core and reactor coolant system (RCS) isotopic inventory and
are referred to as "design basis" source terms. EPU will impact the isotopic inventory in the core. In
addition, since the "design basis" RCS source term is based on 1% fuel defects, EPU will result in an
increase in the "design basis" RCS concentration.

The "expected" radiation source terms in the coolant will also be impacted by EPU. "Expected" source
terms are less than that allowable by the plant Technical Specifications and are significantly less than the
"design basis" source terms.

The impact of EPU on the plant radiation zones/shielding requirements, and on the calculated "design
basis" normal operation dose rates, is assessed using scaling techniques. This section also discusses the
impact of EPU on the estinated normal operation component of the total integrated dose used for
radiological environmental qualification.
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5.11.5.2 EPU Assessment

The original shielding design and calculated dose rates for BVPS were based on a core power of
2766 MWt. The original design RCS source terms were based on 1% defective fuel.

The EPU evaluation is based on a core power of 2918 MWt to include an'allowance of 0.6% for
instrument uncertainty. The above represents an increase of approximately 5.5% of nuclear fission rate
and neutron flux level over the original design value.

The assessment presented below takes into consideration that following EPU, the operation and
layout/arrangement of plant radioactive systems will remain consistent with the original design.

The assessment takes into account that following EPU, normal operation dose rates/available shielding
must continue to meet the requirements of 1 CFR20 related to allowable operator exposure and access
control. In addition, the impact of EPU on the normal operation radiological environment imust be
factored into the EQ Program.

Impact of EPU on Normal Operation Shielding/Radiation Zones: Personnel Exposure'

EPU will impact the radiation source terms in the reactor core, irradiated fuels/objects, RCS and
downstream radioactive systems. These source terms are expected to increase by approximately 7.9%
after a core power uprate from 2689 MWt to 2900 MWt. The radiation exposure received by plant
personnel is expected to increase by approximately the same percentage.

The above increase in radiation levels will not affect the radiation zoning or shielding requirements in the
various areas of the plant because the increase due to EPU will be offset by the:

* conservatism in the pre-EPU "design basis" source terms used to establish the radiation zones,

* plant Technical Specifications that limit the RCS concentrations to levels well below the design
basis source terms, and

* conservative analytical techniques used to establish shielding requirements.

Regardless, individual worker exposures will be maintained within acceptable limits by the site
Radiation Protection Program which controls access to radiation areas. In addition, procedural controls
and ALARA techniques are used to limit doses in areas having increased radiation levels.

Impact of EPU on Normal Operation Equipment Qualification Doses

The impact of EPU on the existing normal operation EQ dose estimates is summarized below:

1. Areas Near Reactor Vesself4rimary Shield Wall: During normal operation, the radiation source in
the reactor core is made up of neutron and gamma fluxes, which are approximately proportional
to the core power level.
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The radiation sources during shutdown are the decayed gamma source in the core and the
activation activities in the reactor internals, pressure vessel/head, neutron shield tank inner wall,
and primary system piping walls, which also vary approximately in proportion to the reactor
power.

Area dose rates during normal plant operation at 1000/6 power bound that expected during all
other modes of operation including shutdown and is therefore the basis of the dose estimates used
for equipment qualification and shielding. Since the dose rates near the reactor vessel at
I 00%/ power are dominated by the neutron and gamma fluxes, the impact of the use of extended
bum fuel is insignificant. With the EPU core power of 2918 MWt (including 0.6% uncertainty),
and since the existing analyses were all performed at 2766 MWt, the normal operation EQ dose
rate/dose scaling factor in areas near the reactor vessel is estimated to be 2918/2766, or
approximately 1.06.

2. In-Containment Areas Adjacent to RCS/Secondary Shielding- During normal operation, the
major radiation source in the reactor coolant system components located within containment is
the high energy gamma emitterNitrogen-16 (N-16). N-16 is produced as the oxygen (ofthe
water moderator) is exposed to the neutron flux present in the reactor core. The amount of
activation is defined by the flux (or power) density of the core and the amount of time the
moderator is resident in the core. After the moderator exits the core (and neutron field), decay of
the N-16 will occur. The amount of decay at any given point in the coolant loop is defined by the
time subsequent to exiting the core.

During shutdown, the major radiation sources in the reactor coolant system components located
within containment are the deposited corrosion products on the internal surfaces and the primary
coolant activity without N-16.

Area dose rates during normal plant operation at 100% power bound that expected during all
other modes of operation including shutdown and is therefore the basis of the dose estimates used
for equipment qualification and shielding. With the EPU core power of 2918 MWt, the neutron
flux is expected to increase by the percentage of the EPU. The coolant residence time in the core
and the transit time are not expected to change significantly due to EPU. In addition, due to its
short half-life, the N-16 activity level is not impacted by the use of extended burn fuel
Therefore, since the existing analyses were all performed at 2766 MWt, the EPU EQ dose
rate/dose scaling factor for the areas subjected to the N-16 source is estimated be 2918/2766, or
approximately 1.06.

3. Areas near Irradiated Fuels and Other Irradiated Objects: These areas include the refueling canal,
spent fuel pool, incore instrumentation drive assembly area, and other areas housing neutron
irradiated materials. The relevant radiation source is the gamma.radiation resulting from decay of
the fission and activation products, which is determined by the fission rate, neutron flux level and
the irradiation time. Use of extended bum fuel has insignificant impact since the dose rate near
spent fuel is dominated by short-lived isotopes in freshly discharged fuel Consequently, for dose
rate assessment purposes, the radiation source increases approximately in proportion to the core
power. Since the analyses were all performed at 2766 MWt, the EPU EQ dose rate/dose scaling
factor is 1.06.
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4. Areas Outside Containment where the Radiation Source Is Derived from the Primary Coolant
Activity: In most areas outside the Reactor Containment the radiation sources are either the
primary coolant itself or down-stream sources originating from the primary coolant activity. The
radiation source terms are based on a conservative assumption that 1% of the reactor fuels are
defective and the fission products are migrating from the defective fuels to the primary coolant
and subsequently to the secondary coolant via steam generator leakage. The defective fuel
percentage of the earlier operating PWRs (earlier 1970s) was approximately 0.12%
(Reference 15). With the improvement of new fuel design and advance of metallurgy, the actual
defective fuel percentage of current PWRs is considerably less than the design value of l%.
Moreover, the primary coolant activity is limited by the plant Technical Specifications, which will
typically limit the defective fuel percentage by approximately a factor of 3 to 4 below the design
value.

The impact of EPU on the normal operation design basis dose rate and shielding is evaluated by
comparison of the original design basis source terms to the EPU design basis source terms.' Three
source terms were considered: a) total primary coolant source, b) degassed primary coolant
source, and c) the noble gas source in the primary coolant. Due to the change in isotopic
compositions and gamma energy sper the comparison is based on the'dose rate shielded by
0,-1, 2, and 3 ft of concrete for representative source geometry. The EPU evaluation reflects the
difference of computer codes used in generating the source ternis and shielding analyses,
difference in nuclear libraries, and takes into consideration the conservative simplified modeling
typically employed in shielding design. In addition, the evaluation considers the operation limits
imposed by the plant Technical Specification on the primary coolant activity.

The dose rate ratios resulting from the EPU source to the pre-EPU source for the various design
basis source term/shielding configurations discussed above ranged from 0.82 to 1.97. However,
' since, the design basis primary coolant activity is a very conservative source term (1% defective'
fuel, maximum core inventory, minimum letdown flow, minimum RCS volume in calculating
concentration, etc),'credit is taken for a more realistic but limiting upper bound primary coolant
activity based on the plant Technical Specification.

In accordance with the BVPS current licensing basis, the estimated isotopic Technical
Specification concentration of fission products in the reactor coolant is based on the -design
basis" fission product mix, adjusted to reflect the more limiting of the failed fuel percentages
associated with the two limits identified in Technical Specification LCO 3A.8, which for BVPS,
is the Technical Specification limit on the iodines. This approach is reasonable as the mix of
isotopes in the reactor coolant is determined by the leakage of core activity from the defective
fuels and the escape coefficients of the isotopes and its precursors, and this is already factored
into the design basis coolant isotopic mix.

The iodine concentration in the EPU 1% failed fuel design basis RCS corresponds to 3.69 pCi/g
I-131 Dose Equivalent. This represents a factor of 3.69 higher than the activity level allowed by
a nominal Technical Specification limit of 1 pCi/g I-131 DE in the reactor coolant. Compared to
the proposed BVPS-1 and current BVPS-2 RCS Technical Specification limit of 0.35 pCi/g 1-131
-DE, the EPU design basis source term is a factor of 10.5 higher than that allowed by the BVPS
Technical Sjxecifcations. Therefore, taking into consideration the limits on RCS concentrations
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imposed by the plant Technical Specifications, it is concluded that the calculated dose based on
the original design basis primary coolant activity remain bounding at the EPU conditions.

5.11.53 Conclusions

Normal Operation Radiation Zones and Personnel Exposure

The normal operation radiation levels in most areas of the plant are expected to increase by approximately
7.9%, ie., the percentage of EPU.

The above increase in expected radiation levels will not affect radiation zoning or shielding requirements
in the various areas of the plant because it is offset by the conservatism in the original "design basis"
source terms which were used to establish shielding, the plant Technical Specifications which limit the
concentrations in primary coolant (and thus all plant process fluids) to well below "design" levels, and
conservative analytical techniques typically used during original plant design to establish shielding
requirements.

Regardless, individual worker exposures will be maintained within acceptable limits by the site ALARA
program which controls access to radiation areas. In addition, procedural controls may be used to
compensate for increased radiation levels

Normal Operation Dose for Equipment Qualification

The estimated normal operation EQ dose EPU scaling factors listed below reflect the fact that the existing C O
values are based on a power level of 2766 MWt, and 1% defective fuels (design basis source terms) in the
RCS. Note that for the primary coolant and down stream sources, the EPU scaling factor takes into
consideration a limiting upper bound primary coolant activity based on the Plant Technical Specifications.

Radiation Source Scaling Factor

Reactor core 1.06
Irradiated fuels/objects 1.06
N-16sourceinRCSloops 1.06
Primary coolant activity and down stream sources 1.0

5.11.6 Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases

5.11.6.1 Introduction

Liquid and gaseous effluents released to the environment during normal plant operations contain small
quantities of radioactive materials.

Liquid Radioactive Waste: Liquids from reactor process systems, or liquids that have become
contaminated with these process system liquids, are considered liquid radioactive waste. These
wastes are then processed according to their purity level (boron concentration, conductivity,
insoluble solids content, organic content, and activity) before being recycled within the plant, 0
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discharged to the environment, or reprocessed through the radioactive waste system for further
purification until the dose guidelines of 10 CFR 50 Appendix I are met (Reference 17).

Gaseous Radioactive Waste: Airborne particulates and gases vented from process equipment, and
-the building ventilation exhaust air is considered gaseous radioactive waste. The major source of
gaseous radioactive waste (processing-the reactor coolant by the gas stripper and the cover gas
system) are decayed using charcoal adsorbers, continuously decayed using separate pressurized
decay tanks, filtered and monitored prior to release to ensure that the dose guidelines of
10 CFR 50 Appendix I are not exceeded.

Regulatory guidance relative to methodology to-be utilized to establish whether the radwaste effluent
releases from a PWR meet the requirements of 1 OCFR20/1 OCFR5O Appendix I is provided in
NUREG-001 7 (Reference 15). It is noted that the NUREG 0017 methodology is independent of the
length of the fuel cycle.

The liquid and gaseous radwaste systems' design must be such that the plant is capable of maintaining
normal operation offsite releases and doses within the requirements'of 40CFRI90, 1OCFR2O, and
IOCFR5O, Appendix I. (Note that actual performance and operation of installed equipment, and reporting
of actual offsite releases and doses continues to be controlled by the requirements of the Offsite Dose
Calculation Manual)

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports for 1997 through 2001
(References 27 through 31), demonstrate that the current gaseous and liquid radwaste releases from the
site are well within the release/dose limits set by 40CFR1 90, 1 OCFR2O, and 1 OCFR5O, Appendix I
(References 16,17, and 32). The impact of the EPU on these releases is evaluated to ensure continued
operation within regulatory limits.

5.11.6.2 EPU Assessment

EPU will increase the activity level of radioactive isotopes in the reactor coolant, and, by primary-to-
secondary leakage, in the secondary coolant/steam. Due to leakage or process operations,'fractions of
these fluids are transported to the liquid and gaseous radwaste systems where they are processed prior to
discharge.

Liquid Radioactive Waste: As the activity levels in the reactor coolant or secondary fluids
increase, the activity level of liquid radwaste inputs /effluents are proportionately increased.
Although some wastes such as from the RCS feed and bleed operations may increase due to an
EPU, most, if not all, of the water generated by these operations would be recycled within the
plant thereby minimizing the impact of additional waste generation on plant effluent analyses.

Gaseous Radioactive Waste: For the gaseous releases, the analysis is more complex as gaseous
effluents are composed of two components''

a. leakages from the RCS or secondary-plant steam and the normal operation gaseous waste
effluents, which are coolant concentration-based and
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b. effluents from the gaseous waste system during shutdown sequences and coolant leakages
into containment which are coolant inventory based.

Using the methodology outlined in NUREG-0017 Rev. 0, the change in coolant and steam activity due to
EPU is estimated using scaling techniques. To bound the estimated impact of EPU on the annual offsite
releases the highest percentage change in activity levels of short lived (t s < 8 days) and long lived
isotopes in each chemical grouping found in primary and secondary fluids that characterize each station
are applied to applicable pathways for noble gases (short half-life), iodines and particulates (long half-
life) and liquids (long half-life). The percentage change is applied to the off-sie doses reported in the
annual and semi-annual effluent reports for 1997-2001 (adjusted to reflect a 100% capacity factor) to
determine whether the estimated off-site doses following EPU, although increased, continue to remain
below the regulatory limits and the guidelines of IOCFR20/lOCFR50 Appendix L

Additionally, if the projected increase in offifte doses due to effluents either approaches or exceeds
1 OCFR50, Appendix I guidelines and/or the direct radiation doses are expected to significantly increase,
then the Radiological Effluent Technical Specifications will be examined in order to determine
compliance and to determine whether 40CFRI90 (Reference 32) is met.

In the EPU assessment summarized below, the baseline pre-EPU operating doses (obtained from BVPS
Annual Effluent Reports, References 27 to 31 and adjusted to reflect a 100% capacity factor) reflect a
core power level of 2652 MWt (note that for a portion of the year 2001, BVPS operated at a core power
level of 2689 MWt, but the assessment conservatively assumes a core power level of 2652 MWt for the
entire year of 2001). The plant operating parameters utilized for pre-EPU conditions are consistent with
values currently noted in the plant operations manuals and/or the ODCM

Included in the list of parameters utilized for the assessment are the following pre-EPU parameter values:

/(24

Pre-EPU Conditions (1997 to 2001)

Licensed core thermal power during 1997 to 2001 2652 MWt

Mass of coolant in primary system, (excluding BVPS-1: 374,000 Ibm at 0% SG tube plugging
pressurizer and primary coolant purification system), BVPS-2: 374,700 Ibm at 0%Y SG tube plugging
at fuli power

(0%Y9 tube plugging is used to maximize the EPU
scaling factor)

Average primary system letdown rate to primary Evaluated at 60 gpm and 120 gpm for m
coolant purification impact

Average flow rate thrugh the primary coolant 6 gpm
purification system cation demineralizer

Average shim bleed flow Derived from minimum shim bleed for boron control
between 1600 ppm to 10 ppm, and a cycle length of

._._._ S18 days

SG carryover factor used for evaluation of iodine and 1% Iodine
nonvolatiles 0.1% Nonvolatiles

Total steam flow in secondary system 11.8E6 Ibm/hr

/a
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PreEPU Conditions (1997 to 2001)

Mass of liquid in each stean generator at full power BVPS-1: 100, 140 Ibm
BVPS-2: 99,860 Ibm

Average steam generator blowdown rate used in BVPS-1: 100 gpm
evaluation (total) BVPS-2: 97 gpm

Fraction of steam generator feedwater processed BVPS-1: No Ci.
through the condensate demineralizers BVPS-2: 0.70

DF's used in evaluation of the condensate BVPS-2: DF=l
demineralizer system

The remaining parameter values utilized in the baseline evaluation are assumed to be unaffected by the
EPU. The values for the above listed parameters at EPU conditions are as follows:

EPU Conditions

Power Level including power level uncertainty 2918 MWt

Mass of coolant in primary system, (excluding BVPS-1: 353,100 Ibm (RSG) at 22% SG tube plugging
pressurizer and primary coolant purification BVPS-2: 349, 900 Ibm at 22% SG tube plugging
systen), at full power

) at f p (22% tube plugging is used to maximize the EPU scaling
factor)

Average primary system letdown rate to primary Same as pre-EPU
coolant purification ._.

Average flow rate through the primary coolant Same as pro-EPU
purification system cation demineralizer

Average shim bleed flow Derived from minimum shim bleed for boron control
between 1879 ppm to 10 ppm, and a cycle length of
518 days

SG Canyover factor used for evaluation of iodine Same as pre-EPU
and nonvolatile

Total stemn flow in secondary system 0 to 22% SG tube plugging
MFW.Temp 4000 F 12.08 to 12.06 x 106 lb/hr
MFW Temp 4550F 13.04 to 13.01 x 106 lb/hr

interpolated to 4300F 0Y% steam generator tube plugging: 12.60 x 106 Ib/hr
22% steam generator tube plugging: 12.58 x 10 Ib/hr

Mass of liquid in each steam generator at full BVPS-1 (RSG): 101, 799 Ibm
power BVPS-2 (OSG): 105,076 Ibm

Average steam generator blowdown rate used in Same as pre-EPU
evaluation total

Fraction of steam generator feedwater process BVPS-1: No C.D.
through the condensate demineralizers BVPS-2: 0.73

DF's used in evaluation of the condensate Same as pre-EPU
demineralizer system
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Summarized below is the estimated impact of EPU on normal operation annual effluent releases and
Appendix I doses. -)

Expected Reactor Coolant Source Terms

Based on a comparison of pre-EPU vs. EPU input parameters, and the methodology outlined in NUREG
0017, the maximum expected increase in the reactor coolant source is approximately 18%/e.

Gaseous and Liquid Effluent Releases

EPU will increase the liquid effluent release concentrations by approximately 14%, as this activity is
based on the long-term RCS and secondary side activity and on waste volumes, the latter being essentially
independent of power level within the applicability range of NUREG 0017. Tritium releases in liquid
effluents will increase in proportion to their increased production, which is directly related to core power
and is allocated between the gaseous and liquid releases in this analysis in the same proportion as pre-
EPU releases.

Gaseous releases of Kr-85 will increase by approximately the percentage of power increase. Isotopes
with shorter half-lives will have varying EPU increase percentages up to a maximum of 18%. This
increase percentage is primarily due to the small EPU RCS mass used in the analysis to accommodate
future operations with maximum SG tube plugging. The impact of the EPU on iodine releases is slightly
greater than the percentage increase in power leveL The other components of the gaseous release
(ie., particulates via the building ventilation systems and water activation gases) are not impacted by EPU
using the methodology outlined in NUREG-00 17. Tritium releases in the gaseous effluents increase in
proportion to their increased production, which is directly related to core power and is allocated in this
analysis in the same ratio as pre-EPU releases.

Appendix I Doses

The Appendix I doses following EPU are estimated by scaling up the 1997-2001 average annual doses
with the following maximum increase in isotopic concentration / inventory due to EPU in either the
reactor coolant or the secondary coolant: a 14% increase for doses due to releases via the liquid effluent
pathway, an 18% increase for doses due to releases via the gaseous effluent pathway, and a 14% increase
for doses due to releases of iodines and particulates to the atmosphere. The average plant capacity factors
during the 5 years utilized for this assessment (683% for BVPS-1, 73.6% for BVPS-2) are factored in the
estimate.

. C)
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Percentage of
5 yrs (1997-2001) Appendix I

Appendix I Annual Average Dose Design
Design 'Normalized to 100% Objectives for

Type of Dose Objectives Capacity Factor EPU Scaled Dose EPU Case

.____ _ _Liquid Emuents

Dose to total body 3 mremryr 1 BVPS-1: 0.102 mrem/5yr BVPS-I: 0.12 miem/yr BVPS-1: 4%
from all pathways J per unit . BVPS-2: 0.095 iremlyr BVPS-2: 0.11 Inrem/yr BVPS-2: 3.7%-

Dose to any organ 10 mrem/yr BVPS-l: <0.138 mnremyr BVPS-I: 0.16mremnyr BVPS-1: 1.6%
from all pathways perunit BVPS-2: <0.128 mrem/yr BVPS-2: 0.15 mremryr BVPS-2: 1.5%

Gaseous Effluents

Gamma Dosein m 0 mrad/yr BVPS-I: 0.141 mrem/yr BVPS-I: 0.17mrem/yr BVPS-I: 1.7%
Air per unit BVPS-2: 0.116 mrem/yr BVPS-2: 0.14 mrem/yr BVPS-2: 1.4%

Beta Dose in Ai 20mad/yr BVPS-l: 0.149 mrem/yr BVPS-1: 0.18 mrem/yr BVPS-l: 0.9%
perunit BVPS-2: 0.111 mte/yr BVPS-2: 0.13 nrem/yr BVPS-2: 0.7%

Dose to total body 5 mremlyr BVPS-1: 1.048 mrem/yr BVPS-1: 1.24 mrem/yr BVPS-I: 25%
of an individual per unit BVPS-2: 0.S 10 nremlyr BVPS-2: 0.60 mrem/yr BVPS-2: 12%

Dose to skin of an 15 mrem/yr NotReported in Annual 18% increase It is expected
individual per unit Radioactive Release that, like the

Report others, the dose
to the skin is a
small faction of
the Appendix I
Limits

Radiolodines and Particulates Released to the Atmosphere

Dose to any organ 15 mrem/yr BVPS-1: 1.063 irem/Yr BVPS-1: 1.21mrem/yr BVPS-1: 8.1%
from all pathways per unit BVPS-2: 0.512 ntern/yr BVPS-2: 0.58 nerenyr BVPS-2: 3.9%

Solid Radwaste

Though solid radwaste is not addressed in 10 CFR 50, Appendix I, for completeness relative to radwaste
assessments, the impact of EPU on solid radwaste generation is summarized belowv.

For a ''new" facility, the estimated volume and activity of solid waste is linearly related to the core power
level. However, for an existing facility that is undergoing EPU, the volume of solid waste would not be
expected to increase proportionally, since the EPU neither appreciably impacts installed equipment
performance, nor does it require drastic changes in system operation or maintenance. Only minor, if any,
changes in waste generation volume are expected. This would include the small increase in volume of
condensate polishing resins in BVPS-2. However, it is expected that the activity levels for most of the
solid waste would increase proportionately to the increase in long half-life coolant activity.

Thus while the total long lived activity contained in the waste is expected to be bounded by the
percentage of the EPU, the increase in the overall volume of waste generation resulting from EPU is
expected to be minor.

I@
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5.11.63 Conclusions .)

As discussed earlier in Section 5.11.6.1, the commitment is to both 10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50
Appendix I, however, 10 CFR 50 Appendix I is more limiting; 10 CFR 20 does have a release rate
criteria that does not exist in 10 CFR 50 Appendix I, but as noted earlier, the plant Technical
Specifications and the ODCM control actual performance and operation of installed equipment and
releases thus maintaining compliance with that aspect of 10 CFR 20. The projected increase in offsite
doses due to effluents following EPU is well below the IOCFR50, Appendix I guidelines, and the direct
radiation doses are not expected to increase significantly. In accordance with the evaluation requirements
of the ODCM, no further effort is needed to confirm continued compliance with the 4OCFR190 annual
dose limits (25 mrem for the whole body, 75 mrem to the thyroid and 25 mrem to any other organ for the
site) following EPU.

The EPU has no significant impact on the expected annual radwaste effluent releases/doses (i.e., all doses
remain a small percentage of allowable Appendix I doses}. It is therefore concluded that following EPU,
the liquid and gaseous radwaste effluent treatment system will remain capable of maintaining normal
operation offsite doses within the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix I and 40CFR190.

5.11.7 Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification

5.11.7.1 Introduction

In accordance with 1 OCFR50.49 safety-related electrical equipment must be qualified to survive the
radiation environment at their specific location during normal operation and during an accident 3
(Reference 18).

For the purposes of equipment qualification (EQ), BVPS is divided into various environmental zones.
The radiological environmental conditions noted for these zones are the maximum conditions expected to
occur and are representative of the whole zone. Normal operation values represent 40 years of operation.
Except as noted, the post-accident radiation levels at BVPS-1 and 2 are based on the LOCA and
TI) 14844 source terms with an accident duration of six months. The accident contribution to the
environmental doses in most of the areas in the BVPS-2 Fuel Building is based on the FH.A Also, based
on existing analyses, the bounding radiation levels in the top floor-of the BVPS-2 Service Building occur;
following a MSLB. However, as part of the EPU assessment performed in support of the EQ Program, it
has been determined that there are no safety related equipment located on this elevation of the service
building that are required to be functional following a MSLB. Consequently, the environmental zone in
this area is based on the LOCA.

The impact of EPU on the normal operation component of the total integrated dose used for radiological
equipment qualification is.discussed in Section 5.11.5 and its results are summarized in the conclusions of
this section.

The methodology used to estimate the impact of EPU on the post-accident component of the total
integrated dose is discussed in this section. It is noted that post-accident environmental doses based on
the LOCA and the FHA are developed based on an equilibrium core inventory assuming full power
operation plus margin, source term guidance available from regulatory documents relative to post-
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accident core/damaged fuel assembly releases, and plant specific mitigation system design
features/layout EPU impacts the equilibrium core inventory and therefore the post-accident radiological
source terms. Additional factors that can impact the equilibrium core inventory are fuel enrichment and
burnup.

At BVPS, the current normal operation as well as accident dose estimates for equipment qualification are
based on plant operation at 2766 MWt. As noted in Section 5.11.5, the current normal operation EQ dose
estimates also utilize "design basis" primary coolant source terms and reflect 1% fuel defects.

The impact of EPU, with an 18-month fuel cycle, on the normal operation as well as accident component
of the total integrated environmental dose estimates at BVPS,' is assessed using scaling techniques. Per
Section 5.11.5, the impact of EPU on the normal operation component of the total integrated
environmental dose in the various plant areas range from 1.0 to 1.06. Theoretically, with all things being
equal, the accident component of the total integrated dose estimate should increase by approximately 6%
(Le., 2918/2766). However, because the EPU core reflects: (a) extended burnup; and (b) the more
advanced fuel burnup modeling/libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as compared to the
computer code used in the original analyses, the calculated EPU scaling factor values will deviate from
the core power ratio.

5.11.7.2 EPU Assessment

Following EPU, the operation and layoutlarrangement of plant radioactive systems will remain consistent
with original design. The impact of EPU on the normal operation contribution to the EQ dose is
discussed in Section 5.11.5. The assessment presented below, focuses on the impact of EPU on the post-
accident contribution to the total EQ dose.

Radiological Environmental Zones Based on the LOCA

The impact of EPU on the post-LOCAEQ gamma radiation doses is evaluated based on a comparison of
the gamma source terms developed based on the original core inventory used to develop the EQ doses, to
the EPU gamma source terms. The approach utilizes scaling techniques based on a source term
comparison, rather than developing actual integrated dose estimates at the various zones/component-
specific locations, using the new core inventory.

Post-LOCA Gamma Dose Scaling Factor. Review of the post-LOCA EQ dose calculations supporting
both BVPS-l and BVPS-2, indicate, that four sets of core inventories (all based on a core power level of
2766 MWt), developed during different phases of plant design, form the basis of the EQ dose estimates.
Comparison of these core inventories, indicate, that for the most part, the isotopic inventory is the same.
To maximize the EPU scaling factor, a composite pre-EPU core inventory was developed that utilized the
lowest value of activity, per nuclide, from all four of the core inventory sets. This approach allows the
development of bounding scaling factors that are applicable to both units.

Computer code PERC2 is used to develop the post-LOCA gamina energy integrated releases (Mev-hr/sec)
per energy group vs. time for the EPU as well as the composite pre-EPU core inventory for the following
post-accident radiation sources:
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* Pressurized recirculating fluid (i.e., the radiation source contains 100% core noble gases, 50% of
the core halogens and 1% of the remainder fission products/actinides; this type of source could be k
present in the post-accident sampling system).

* Containment atmosphere in containment (i.e., the radiation source contains 100% core noble
gases, 50% of the core halogens)

* Containment atmosphere in lines outside containment (ie., the radiation source contains 100%
core noble gases, 25% of the core halogens)

* Sump water (i.e., the radiation source contains 50% of the core halogens and 1% of the remainder
fission products/actinides; this is the source expected in recirculating fluids following a large
break LOCA)

* Plateout surfaces resulting in accumulated halogens (iLe., the radiation source are the core
halogens)

For the "unshielded" case, the factor impact on post-accident gamma doses is estimated by ratioing the
gamma energy integrated releases weighted by the flux to dose rate conversion factor, as a function of
time, for the EPU power level, to the corresponding weighted source terms based on the pre-EPU power
leveL Note that the unshielded case for sump water includes a thin shield of several inches of water to
eliminate the weak photons that will not escape the self-absorption of sump water.

To evaluate the factor impact of the EPU on post-LOCA gamma doses (vs. time) in areas that are )
"shielded", the pre-EPU and EPU source terms discussed above are weighted by the concrete shielding
factors for each energy group. The concrete shielding factors, for 2 feet of concrete (representative of
moderate shielding), and 4 feet of concrete (representative of heavy shielding), provide a basis for
comparison of the post-LOCA spectrum hardness of source terms with respect to time for both original
design and EPU cases.

Since the EPU gamma dose scaling factors will vary with source, time as well as shielding, to cover all
types of analysis models/assessments, the maximum dose scaling factor developed from all of the above
assessments is used, for the most part, for all source/receptor combinations, with or without shields, and
at all time periods after LOCA. Exceptions include a few cases where analysis refinement was needed to
support component qualification at EPU conditions.

The gamma dose scaling factor, taking into consideration EPU, extended burn fuel, and the more
advanced fuel burnup modeling/libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as compared to the
computer code used in the original analyses, is determined to be 1.19.

Post-LOCA Beta Dose Scaling Factor. Computer code PERC2 is utilized to develop a beta dose vs. time
per source type used in the BVPS beta dose EQ assessments (ie., pressurized recirculating fluid,
containment atmosphere in containment, sump water and plateout surfaces), for both the EPU as well as
pre-EPU condition. The EPU beta dose scaling factors are developed by ratioing the EPU vs. pre-EPU
beta doses per source type analyzed.
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The beta dose scaling factor, taking into consideration EPU, extended burn fuel, and the more advanced
fuel burnup modeling/libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as compared to the computer
code used in the original analyses, is determined to be 1.17.

Radiological Environmental Zones Based on the FRA

The impact of EPU on the post-accident EQ gamma radiation doses based on the FHA is evaluated based
on a comparison of the original source terms used to develop the EQ doses in the Fuel Building to that
applicable following EPU. The approach utilizes scaling techniques based on a source term comparison.

The original analysis addressed both a water source and an airborne source. The source terms for releases
from the damaged fuel assembly including the airborne source in the fuel building were based on Safety
Guide 25 (Reference 19) and reflect a 100-hr decay afler shutdown and a radial peaking factor of 1.65.
The water source was intended to reflect the impact of iodines retained in the fuel pool.

Post-FHA Gamma Dose Scaling Factor. Computer code PERC2 is used to develop the post-FHA
airborne and pool water integrated gamma doses vs. time for the EPU as well as the composite pre-EPU
core inventory for a source term based on a gap release mix from Safety Guide 25 (i.e., 10% noble gases,
30/ Krypton, and 10% halogens for the airborne source, and 10% halogens for the pool water source). A
decontamination factor, (DF) of 100 is applied to the airborne halogen source.

The impact of EPU on the post-FHA airborne gamma dose contribution is estimated by ratioing the
integrated gamma dose, for the gap release source from a worst case assembly (i.e., with a radial peaking
factor of 1.75) that has decayed for 100 hours, as a function of time, at the EPU power level, to the
coesponding integrated gamma dose based on the pre-EPU power level and associated peaking factor.
The resulting scaling factor of 1.14 is applicable to the airborne gamma dose in the Fuel Building.
Shielded cases are not considered, as the original analyses did not take credit for shielding.

Similarly, the factor impact on the post-FHA pool water gamma dose contribution is calculated using the
PERC2 calculated integrated gamma energy release vs. time for a source that comprises only of core
halogens. The scaling factor is determined to be 1.26.

Post-FHA Beta Dose Scaling Factor. Computer code PERC2 is utilized to develop a beta dose vs. time
following a FHA in the Fuel Building, for an airborne source term that reflects a gap mix resulting from a
FHA, for both the EPU as well as pre-EPU condition. The EPU beta dose scaling factor of 1.14 is
developed by ratioing the EPU vs. pre-EPU beta doses. Due to the short range of beta radiation and the,
shielding provided by the pool water, there is no beta dose contribution from the fuel pool to equipment
located in the Fuel Building.

5.11.73 Conclusions

The impact of EPU on the estimated normal operation and post-accident total integrated environmental
doses in the various areas of the plant is summarized below. Note that the estimated scaling factors
reflect EPU, extended burn fuel and the more advanced fuel burnup modeling/libraries utilized in
development of the EPU core, as compared to the computer code used in the original analyses.
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Normal Operation j
The estimated EPU normal operation environmental dose scaling factors are discussed in Section 5.11.5
and are summarized below. Note that for primary coolant and down stream sources, the EPU scaling
factor takes into consideration a limiting upper bound primary coolant activity based on the Plant
Technical Specifications.

Radiation Source Scaling Factor

Reactor core 1.06
Irradiated fuels/objects 1.06
N-16 source in RCS loops 1.06
Primary coolant activity and down stream sources 1.0 -

Accident Dose

The estimated EPU accident environmental dose scaling factors are summarized below

* Doses based on the LOCA: The bounding EPU gamma and beta dose scaling factors are 1.19 and
1.17, respectively

* Doses based on the FHA: The bounding EPU gamma and beta dose scaling factor is 1.26 and
1.14, respectively. (.I

The scaling factors discussed above are applied to the existing environmental conditions, to establish the
new radiation environmental levels in the EQ Zones or at component specific locations. Note that in
some cases, analysis refinement will be needed to support component specific equipment qualification at
EPU conditions. The impact of the EPU radiological environmental conditions on equipment
qualification is discussed in Section 10.10.

5.11.8 Post-LOCAAccess to Vital Areas

5.11.8.1 Introduction

In accordance with NUREG 0737, IU.B.2, vital areas are those areas within the station that will or may
require access/occupancy to support accident mitigation or recovery following a Loss of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) (Reference 13).

The post-LOCA environmental gamma dose rates are developed based on an equilibrium core inventory
assuming full power operation plus uncertainty, source term guidance available from regulatory
documents relative to post-accident core releases, and plant specific mitigation system design
features/layout. EPU impacts the equilibrium core inventory and therefore the post-LOCA radiological
source terms.

At BVPS, the current post-LOCA gamma dose rate estimates used for vital access assessments are based
on plant operation at 2766 MWt. The impact of EPU, and with an 18-month fuel cycle, on the estimated a
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post-LOCA environmental gamma dose rates at BVPS, is assessed, using scaling techniques.
Theoretically, with all things being equal, the post-LOCA environmental gamma dose rates, and the
operator dose per identified mission, should increase by approximately 6% (i.e., 2918/2766). However,
because the EPU core reflects: (a) extended burnup; and (b) the more advanced fuel burnup
modeling/libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as compared to the computer code used in the
original analyses, the calculated EPU scaling factor values will deviate from the core power ratio.

The EPU assessment takes into consideration the BVPS-I and the BVPS-2 specific regulatory
commitments associated with vital access.

BVPS-1: As documented in the NRC SER issued to BVPS-I relative to compliance with
NUREG-0737 IIB.2, (References 12 & 13), the BVPS-1 licensing basis does not include
estimated doses per operator mission; rather it is a documented evaluation of the worst case post-
accident dose rates in plant areas that may need access following a LOCA.

BVPS-2: As documented in UFSAR Section 123.2.10 and the associated NRC SER
(Reference 14), the BVPS-2 compliance with NUREG 0737 IIB.2 is based on ensuring that the
vital access dose estimates for identified post-accident missions remain within 5 Rem whole
body. Consistent with Licensing Amendment Request No. 189 (Unit 2) requesting removal of the
Hydrogen Recombiners, Access Route Nos. 7-I and 7-II (operation of the Hydrogen Control
System) will not be addressed as the BVPS licensing basis no longer includes the hydrogen
control system location as a vital area that needs access following an accident. (Reference 40)

Note that habitability of the BVPS Emergency Response Facility (ERFrechnical Support Center (lSC)
following a LOCA is addressed in Section 5.11.83 by reference only, since, the LOCA analysis approved
by the NRC in its SER for OLAmendment No. 257 and 139 addressed ERF/rSC habitability, and was
performed at EPU conditions.

5.11.8.2 EPU Assessment

The original calculations supporting vital access assessments at BVPS were based on a core power of
2766 MWt, and a one-year fuel cycle.

The EPU evaluation is based on a core power of 2918 MWt to include a value of 0.6% for instrument
uncertainty, with an 1 8-month fuel cycle which will 'increase the fuel activity inventory of isotopes with
long half-lives'. The equilibrium core inventory associated with the EPU core, applicable to both units, is
discussed in Section 5.11.4.1.

The EPU assessment assumes that following EPU, the operation and layout/ arrangement of plant
radioactive systems will remain consistent with the original design.

Review of the post-LOCA vital access gamma dose rate/dose calculations supporting BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2, determined that, though the core inventory utilized for BVPS-2 vital access assessments is
available in the supporting analyses, the core inventory/source terms utilized by QUADREX CoIp. to
develop the vital access dose rates at BVPS-1 was not retrievable. However, it is reasonable to assume
that since the NSSS of Units 1 and 2 are identical the pre-EPU core inventories utilized for the original
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assessments were essentially similar, with minor differences resulting from library differences between. L

the two different (but of the same vintage) computer codes utilized to develop the cores (i.e., the BVPS- I,
core inventory had been developed by QUADREX Corp using industry computer code ORIGEN, whereas
the BVPS-2 core inventory was developed via the S&W QA I Computer Code ACTIVITY2 which uses
fission yields taken from an ORIGEN library)

The impact of EPU on the post-LOCA gamma radiation dose rates at BVPS-I and BVPS-2 is therefore
evaluated based on a comparison of the gamma source terms developed based on the original core
inventory used to develop the post-LOCA dose rates at BVPS-2, to the EPU gamma source terms
applicable to both units. The approach utilizes scaling techniques based on a source term comparison,
rather than developing new dose rate estimates at the various locations, using the new core inventory.

Computer code PERC2 is used to develop the post-LOCA gamma energy release rates (Mev/sec) per
energy group vs. time for the EPU as well as the composite pre-EPU core inventory for the following
post-accident radiation sources:

Pressurized recirculating fluid (ie., the radiation source contains 100% core noble gases, 50% of
the core halogens and 1% of the remainder fission products/actinides; this type of source could be
present in the post-accident sampling system).

* Containment atmosphere in containment (i.e., the radiation source contains 100% core noble
gases, 50% of the core halogens).

* Containment atmosphere in lines outside containment (i.e., the radiation source contains 100%
core noble gases, 25% of the core halogens).

* Sump water (ie., the radiation source contains 50% of the core halogens and 1% of the remainder
fission products/actinides; this is the source expected in recirculating fluids following a large
break LOCA).

* Plateout surfaces resulting in accumulated halogens (ie., the radiation source are the core
halogens).

For the "unshielded" case, the factor impact on post-accident gamma dose rates is estimated by ratioing
the gamma energy release rates weighted by the flux to dose rate conversion factor, as a flmction of time,
for the EPU power level, to the corresponding weighted source terms based on the pre-EPU power leveL
Note that the unshielded case for sump water includes a thin shield of several inches of water to eliminate
the weak photons that will not escape the self-absorption of sump water.

To evaluate the factor impact of the EPU on post-LOCA gamma dose rates (vs. time) in areas that are
"shielded," the pre-EPU and EPU source terms discussed above are weighted by the concrete shielding
factors for each energy group. The concrete shielding factors, for 2 feet of concrete (representative of
moderate shielding), and 4 feet of concrete (representative of heavy shielding), provide a basis for
comparison of the post-LOCA spectrum hardness of source terms with respect to time for both original
design and EPU cases.'
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Since the EPU gamma dose rate scaling factors will vary with source, time as well as shielding, to cover
all types of analysis models/assessments, the maximum dose rate scaling factor developed from all of the
above assessments is used, for the most part, for all source/receptor combinations, with or without shields,
and at all time periods after LOCA. Exceptions include a few cases where analysis refinement was
performed to support operator exposure compliance within regulatory limits at EPU conditions.

5.11.83 Conclusions

The impact of EPU on the estimated post-LOCA environmental dose rates in the various areas of BVPS-1
and BVPS-2, and the associated operator dose per licensing basis mission at BVPS-2 has been assessed.

The worst case post-LOCA dose rate scaling factor at BVPS-I and BVPS-2 is estimated to be 1.26, and
reflects EPU as well as the impact of (a) extended burn fuel and (b) the more advanced fuel burnup
modeling/libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as compared to the computer code used in the
original analyses.

The impact of the above assessment on the unit specific vital access licensing commitments are as
follows:

BVPS-1: In support of operations at EPU conditions, the estimated post-LOCA dose rates in
areas identified in BVPS-1 Health Physics Procedure as requiring access, will increase by a factor
of 1.26

BVPS-2: Except as noted, the operator dose estimates while performing vital functions following
a LOCA will increase by a maximum factor of 1.26. The EPU assessment for the following
access route included additional refinement to ensure that the operator dose remained within
5 Rem.

The operator dose for Access Route No. 13 (Obtaining and Analyzing a Post-Accident
Effluent Sample) is updated by utilizing the "source specific" (i.e., the analysis takes into
consideration that the only source the operator is exposed to is containment atmosphere
with 100% noble gases, 50% halogens) "time specific" maximum (iLe., most limiting of
the estimated scaling factors, at the time of access and subsequent sample and analysis
period, for containment atmosphere sources that are unshielded, have moderate shielding
or have heavy shielding) dose rate scaling factor which is estimated to be 1.0. It is
therefore concluded that EPU will not impact the operator dose estimates associated with
this access route.

The post-LOCA BVPS-2 vital access mission doses summarized in Table 5.11.8-1 demonstrates
continued compliance with the NUREG 0737 IIB 2 "5 Rem" operator exposure limit per mission
following EPU.
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5.11.9 Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses.

5.11.9.1 Introduction

As discussed in Sections 5.11.1 and 5.11.2, as holder of operating licenses issued prior to
January 10, 1997, and in accordance with 1OCFRS0.67 and Standard Review Plan 15.0.1, BVPS proposes
to revise the accident source terms used in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EPU design basis site boundary and
control room dose analyses to reflect the full implementation of Alternative Source Terms (AST) as
detailed in Regulatory Guide 1.183.

The impact of EPU on the site boundary and control room doses are discussed for the following accidents
applicable to BVPS licensing basis:

1. Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)
2. Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)
3. Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) outside Containment
4. Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR)
5. Locked Rotor Accident (LRA)
6. Loss of AC Power (LACP)
7. Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) in the Fuel Pool or in Containment
8. Small Line Break (SLB) Outside Containment
9. Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR)

Note that the LOCA and the CREA are addressed in this application by reference only, since the (
referenced accident analyses, approved by the NRC in its SER for OLAmendment Nos. 257 and 139,
were performed at EPU conditions.

At BVPS, the SLB Outside Containment, LACP, MSLB, SGTR and WGSR are not directly impacted by
the implementation of the AST as there is no accident initiated fuel damage associated with these events.
However, with this application and the full implementation ofAST at BVPS, the dose acceptance criteria
of IOCFR50.67 become applicable to all of the accidents listed in Regulatory Guide 1.183 which include
the MSLB, and the SGTR. It is noted that the SLB Outside Containment, the LACP and the WGSR are
not addressed in Regulatory Guide 1.183. The dose criteria to which they are evaluated are discussed in
Section 5.11.2.

The worst 2-hour period dose at the EAB, and the dose at the LPZ for the duration of the release are
calculated for each of the design basis accidents based on postulated airborne radioactivity releases. This
represents the post-accident dose to the public due to inhalation and submersion for each of these events.
In accordance with Reference 3, offisite breathing rates used are as follows: 0-8 hr (3.5E-04 m3lsec),
8-24 hr (1.8F-04 m3/sec), 1-30 days (2.3E-04 m3lsec). Due to distance/plant shielding, the dose
contribution at the EAB/LPZ due to direct shine from contained sources is considered negligible for all
the accidents.

The 0 to 30-day dose to an operator in the control room due to airborne radioactivity releases is developed
for each of the design basis accidents. This represents the post-accident dose to the operator due to
inhalation and submersion. The CR shielding design is based on the LOCA, which represents the worst
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case DBA relative to radioactivity releases. The direct shine dose due to contained sources/external cloud
is included in the CR doses reported for the LOCA.

The updated site boundary and control room dose analyses reflect EPU conditions, AST (as applicable),
and except as noted,'bounding parameter values to encompass an event at either unit. In addition the
parameter values assigned to the BVPS-1 steam generators reflect the Replacement Steam Generators.
The analysis for both units reflect a SG tube leakage rate of 150 gpdISG The MSLB, the SGTR and the
FHA dose analyses are unit specific. In accordance with the current licensing basis, the BVPS-2 EPU
MSLB dose analysis reflects the use of Alternative Repair Criteria (ARC) and addresses an accident
induced Steam Generator tube leakage. Note that ARC is not utilized in the BVPS-1 MSLB dose analysis
because it is not applicable to the Model 54F Replacement Steam Generators. The SGTR dose analyses
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reflect environmental releases based on the unit-specific licensing basis mass
and energy release calculation methodology.

It is noted that the control room dose analyses reflect a control room design consistent with that approved
by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment Nos. 257 and 139. Specifically, the approved design changes
include:

* Conservative estimates of control room unfiltered inleakage that envelope the results of recent
tracer gas testing performed in the year 2001, and provide margin for potential surveillance tests.

* Revised Technical Specification acceptance criteria for the BVPS-1 control room HEPA and
charcoal filters which will make the BVPS-1 acceptance criteria similar to the more limiting
criteria currently listed for the BVPS-2 control room filters.

* Elimination of taking credit forlthe automatic initiation feature of the safety related control room
monitors to initiate the control room emergency pressurization system.

* Manual initiation of CREVS at 1-30 minutes for those events that take credit for the control
room emergency ventilation system.

* Updated control room atmospheric dispersion factors using ARCON96 methodology.

In addition, the BVPS-1 FHA and the BVPS-l and BVPS-2 MSLB and SGTR take credit for a 30 minute
control room purge after the accident sequence is complete and the environmental release has been
terminated.

Except as noted, the accident analyses considers a Loss of Offsite Power (LOOP) at T=0 hours or
immediately subsequent to the accident if determined by the accident progression (e.g., the SGTR). The
impact of a LOOP "significantly later' on in the accident, (such as during the fuel release phase of a
LOCA), is not addressed per NRC Information Notice 93-17 (Reference 25). IN 93-17 concludes that
plant design should reflect all credible sequences of the LOCA/LOOP, but states that a'sequence of a
LOCA and an unrelated LOOP is of very low probability and is not a concern. Likewise, a LOOP is not
taken into consideration when evaluating the dose consequences of accidents such as the EHA and the
WGSR, as these events, in themselves, cannot cause a reactor trip.
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5.11.9.2 Accident Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (A)

Site Boundary Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

The Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB) and Low Population Zone (LPZ) atmospheric dispersion factors
(X/Q) for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 remain unchanged by this application and are consistent with current
licensing basis. These values are also the same as utilized for the LOCA and the CREA in Reference 5
and are presented in Table 5.1 1.9-l1. As discussed earlier, with the exception of the MSLB, the SGTR and
the FHA which have unit specific analysis, for the purposes of performing bounding analyses
representative for both units, the BVPS-2 EAB x/Q's will be utilized in assessing the impact of EPU on
all of the remaining design basis accidents listed in Section 5.11.9.1. As noted in Table 5.11.9-1, the LPZ
X/Q's are the same for both units.

On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors

The control room XIQ values for the environmental release paths associated with the design basis
accidents listed for each unit in Section 5.11.9.1, are calculated using the latest version of the
"Atmospheric Relative Concentrations in Building Wakes" (ARCON96) methodology (Ramsdell, 1997,
Reference 20).

The methodology utilized to develop these atmospheric dispersion factors is discussed in detail in
Section 53.4.2 of Reference 5. All releases are conservatively treated as ground-level as there are no
releases at this site that are high enough to escape the aerodynamic effects of the plant buildings
(ie., 2.5 times Containment Building height, U.S. NRC, 1982).

As noted in Reference 5, the control room air intake X/Q values are representative of the worst case X/Q
values for control room unfiltered in-leakage since the distances and directions from the release points to
these receptors are very similar.

* Control room tracer gas tests have indicated that potential sources of unfiltered inleakage into the
control room during the post-accident pressurization mode are the normal operation dampers
associated with the control room ventilation system. The same X/Q as that of the Control Room
air intake are assigned to this location.

* The other source of inleakage is potentially that associated with ingress /egress and leakage via
door seals. This inleakage is assigned to the door leading into the control room that is considered
the point of primary access. This door is located in-between the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 control
room air intakes and is located close enough to the air intakes to allow the X/Q associated with the
air intakes to be assigned to this source of inleakage.

The BVPS-1 and 2 xIQ values for all release-receptor combinations utilized for the design basis accidents
discussed in Section 5.11.9.1 are summarized in Tables 5.11.9-2a and 5.11.9-2b, respectively.

01
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5.11.9.3 Dose Calculation Methodology

The dose calculation methodology is similar to that outlined in Section 53.5 of Reference 5. As noted in
Reference 5, computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
(CEDE) from inhalation and the Deep Dose Equivalent (DDE) from submersion due to halogens, noble
gases and other nuclides at the offsite locations and in the control room. The CEDE is calculated using
the Federal Guidance Report No.11, Sept. 1988 (Reference 21) dose conversion factors. The committed
doses to other organs due to inhalation of halogens, noble gas, other nuclides and their daughters are also
calculated. PERC2 is a multiple compartment activity transport code with the dose model consistent with
the regulatory guidance. The decay and daughter build-up during the activity transport among
compartments and the various cleanup mechanisms are included.

The PERC2 activity transport model, first calculates the integrated activity (using a closed form
integration solution) at the offsite locations and in the control room air region, and then calculates the
cumulative doses as described below:

Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) Inhalation Dose - The dose conversion factors by internal
organ type are applied to the activity in the air space of the control room, or at the EABILPZ. The
exposure is adjusted by the appropriate respiration rate and occupancy factors for the CR dose at each
integration interval as follows:

Dh(j) =A) x h(j) x C2 x C3 x CB x CO

Where:

Dha) Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (rem) from isotope j

A) = Integrated Activity (Ci-sm3)

hO) Isotope j Committed Effective Dose Equivalent (CEDE) dose conversion factor
(mrem/pCi) based on Federal Guidance Report No. 11, Sept 1988

C2 Unit conversion of Wx1012 pCi/Ci

C3 = Unit conversion of lxlO-3 rem/mrem

CB = Breathing rate (m3/s)

CO Occupancy factor

Deep Dose Equivalent (DDE) from External Exposure -According to the guidance provided in
Section 4.1.4 and Section 4.2.7 of RG 1.183, the Effective Dose Equivalent (EDE) may be used in lieu of
DDE in determining the contribution of exteinal dose to the TEDE if the whole body is irradiated
uniformly. The EDE in the control room is based on a finite cloud model that addresses buildup and
attenuation in air. The dose equation is based on the assumption that the dose point is at the center of a
hemisphere of the same volume as the control room. The dose rate at that point is calculated as the sum
of typical differential shell elements at a radius R The equation utilizes, the integrated activity in the
control room air space, the photon energy release rates per energy group from activity airborne inithe
control room, and the ANSI/ANS 6.1.1-1991 "neutron and gamma-ray fluence-to-dose factors"
(Reference 22).
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The Deep Dose Equivalent at the EAB and LPZ locations is very conservatively calculated using the
semi-infinite cloud model outlined in TID-24190, Section 7-5.2, Equation 7.36, (Reference 23) Where (1)

1 rad is assumed to be equivalent to 1 rem.

yD(xyO) rad = 0.25 EyA XV(xy,0)

PIM = average gamma released per disintegration (Mev/dis)
y(x,y,O) concentration time integral (Ci-sec/m3)
0.25 = 1.11 x 1.6xlO x 3.7x0l' ]I[1293 x 100 x 2

where:

1.11 ratio of electron densities per gm of tissue to per gm of air
1.6xlO (eergMev) number of ergs per Mev
3.7x10 1 (dis/sec-Ci) disintegration rate per curie
1293 (g/m3) = densityofairatS.TP.
100 = ergs per gram perrad
2 - factor for converting an infinite to a semi-infinite cloud

5.11.9.4 Control Room Design/OperationiTransport Model

BVPS is served by a single control room that supports both units. The joint control room is serviced by
two ventilation intakes, one assigned to BVPS-1 and the other to BVPS-2. These air intakes serve both
units and are utilized for both the normal as well as the accident mode.

The BVPS-2 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) system is safety-related, fully
automated, and fully compliant with relevant regulatory requirements. In the unlikely event that neither
of the BVPS-2 trains can be put in service, operator action may be utilized to initiate the BVPS-1 control
room filtered emergency pressurization system. To ensure bounding values, the atmospheric dispersion
factors utilized for the identified release paths per accident reflect the limiting control room intake for
each time period.

During normal plant operation, both ventilation intakes are operable providing a total supply of 500 cfm
of unfiltered outside air makeup which includes all potential inleakage and uncertainties.

For purposes of dose assessment, no credit is taken for automatic initiation of the control room emergency
ventilation system following any design basis accident. For events that take credit for operation of the
CREVS, the analyses assume manual initiation, and that a pressurized control room is available at
T-130 minutes after the accident. For selected accidents, credit is taken for control room clean-up via a
half-hour control room purge, at a purge flow rate of 16,200 cfl, after the environmental release due to
the accident is terminated.

As discussed in Section 5.11.9.3, and Reference 5, and in accordance with the current licensing basis, the
atmospheric dispersion factors associated with control room inleakage are considered to be the same as
those utilized for the control room intake. The estimated inleakage envelopes the results of recent tracer
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gas testing performed in the year 2001, include 10 cfm for ingress/egress, and provide margin for
potential deterioration between surveillance tests.

As noted in Reference-5, the control room emergency filtered ventilation intake flow varies between
600 to 1030 cfin, which includes allowance for measurement uncertainties. For reasons outlined below,
the dose model uses the minimum intake flow rate of 600 cfin in the pressurized mode as it is more
limiting. Although the filtered intake of radioisotopes is higher at the larger intake rate of 1030 cfin, it is
small compared to the radioactivity entering the control room, in both cases, due to unfiltered inleakage.
Consequently, the depletion of airborne activity in the control room via the higher outleakage rate of
1030 cfm make the lower intake rate of 600 cfm more limiting from a dose consequence perspective.
This argument holds true because the CEDE from inhalation is far more limiting than the DDE from
immersion which is principally from noble gases.

Table 5.11.9-3 lists key assumptions and input parameters associated with BVPS control room design
utilized in Reference 5 and applicable to the EPU analyses.

5.11.9.5 Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA)

The dose consequences at the site boundary and in the control room following a LOCA is addressed in
this application by reference only, since, the LOCA analysis, approved by NRC in its SER for OL
Amendment Nos' 257 and 139, was performed at EPU conditions and utilized Alternative Source Terms.
The methodology utilized to analyze the LOCA is discussed in Section 5.3.6.3 of Reference 5.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room doses following a LOCA at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.6 Control Rod Ejection Accident (CREA)

The dose consequences at the site boundary and in the control room following a CREA is addressed in
this application by reference only, since, the CREA analysis, approved by NRC in its SER for OL
Amendment Nos' 257 and 139, was performed at EPU conditions and utilized Alternative Source Terms.
The methodology utilized to analyze the CREA is discussed in Section 5.3.6.4 of Reference 5.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a CREA at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.7 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) Outside Containment

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a MSLI at BVPS-1 and at BVPS-2, at EPU conditions.

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 MSLB dose assessments follow the guidance provided in RG 1.183. In
addition, the BVPS-2 assessment supports the implementation of Alternate Repair Criteia' (ARC) as
defined in USNRC GL 95-05 (Reference 24) and previously approved in BVPS-2 License Amendment
Number 101. In accordance with GL 95-05, the BVPS-2 MSLB dose assessment determines the
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maximum accident induced leakage that results in dose consequences that are just within the most
limiting of the regulatory limits associated with the EAB, LPZ and the control room. -)

Tables 5.1 1.9-4a and 5.11.9-4b list the key parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences
following the MSLB at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively.

BVPS-1

The radiological model used for the MSLB assessment conservatively assumes immediate dry-out of the
faulted SG following a MSLB resulting in the instantaneous release of all of the SG contents, which are
assumed at maximum Technical Specification concentrations. Based on an assumption of a simultaneous
Loss of Offsite Power, the condenser is unavailable, and environmental steam releases via the
MSSVs/ADVs from the intact steam generators are used to cool down the reactor until the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) system starts shutdown cooling. The elevated iodine activity in the RCS due to a
postulated pre-accident or concurrent iodine spike, as well as the noble gas (at Technical Specification
concentrations), leak into the faulted and intact steam generators, and are released to the environment
from the break point, and from the MSSVs/ADVs, respectively.

The steam releases from the intact SGs continue until shutdown cooling is initiated via operation of the
RHR system at T= 8 hrs, resulting in the termination of environmental releases via this pathway. The
releases from the faulted SG due to primary to secondary leakage continues until T=19 hrs (ie., estimated
time for the RHR System to bring the primary coolant temperature down to 2120F). It is noted that credit
is taken for a 56% reduction in the primary to secondary tube leakage in the faulted SG after 8 hrs to
reflect the reduced RCS pressure at RHR cut-in vs. RCS pressure at accident initiation (ie., 425 psid vs. (C)
225 psid).

Since there is no postulated fuel damage associated with this accident, the primary radiation source is the
activity in the reactor coolant system. Two iodine spiking cases are addressed: a pre-accident iodine
spike and a concurrent iodine spike. The analysis uses the proposed BVPS-1 Technical Specification
limits for the primary and secondary coolant activity.

a. Pre-accident spike.- initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be at 21 1iCi/gm of
DE -13 1, (proposed Technical Specification transient limit for full power operation). Initial
primary coolant noble gas activity is assumed to be at the proposed Technical Specification
levels.

b. Concurrent spike - the initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be at 0.35 gCigm
DE 1-131 (proposed equilibrium Technical Specification limit for full power operation).
Immediately following the accident the iodine appearance rate from the fuel to the primary
coolant is assumed to increase to 500 times the equilibrium appearance rate corresponding to the
0.35 pCi/gm DE 1-131 coolant concentration. In accordance with the current design basis, the
duration ofthe assumed spike is fourhours. The initialprmary coolant noble gas activity is
assumed to be at the proposed Technical Specification levels.

The initial secondary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be at the proposed Technical Specification
limit of 0.1 pCilgm. DE I-131.
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Following a MSLB, the primary and secondary reactor coolant activity is released to the environment via
two pathways; i.e., the MSLB location and the MSSVs/ADVs. The most limiting atmospheric dispersion
factors for each of the release points relative to the two CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment
as the BVPS-1 MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-I CR intake, and the BVPS-l MSLB location to the BVPS-l
Intake) are selected to determine a bounding control room dose.

Faulted Steam Generator

The release from the faulted Steam Generator occurs via the postulated break point of the main steam
line. The faulted steam generator is conservatively assumed to dry-out instantaneously following the
MSLB, releasing all of the iodines in the secondary coolant that was initially contained in the steam
generator. The secondary steam initially contained in the faulted steam generator is also released;
however, this contribution is not included in this analysis since the associated radioactivity is insignificant
compared to the other contributions. The primary to secondary leakage reflects 150 gpd at STP. All
iodine and noble gas activities in the referenced tube leakage are released directly to the environment
without hold-up or decontamination.

Intact Steam Generator

The release from the two remaining intact steam generators (used to cool the reactor and the primary
system) occur via the plant MSSVs/ADVs. 'The iodine activity in the intact SG liquid is released to the
environment in proportion to the steaming rate and the partition factor. The steam releases from the
MSSVs/ADVs terminate at 8 hours after the event when shutdown cooling is initiated via the
RHR System.

BVPS-2

Except as noted, the BVPS-2 dose assessment utilizes the same methodology that is discussed above for
BVPS-1.

In accordance with the guidance provided in GL95-05, an accident-induced primary-to-secondary leakage
is postulated to occur (via pre-existing tube defects) as a result of the rapid depressurization of the
secondary side due to the MSLB and the consequent high differential pressure across the faulted steam
generator. The MSLB dose analysis is performed to establish a maximum allowable accident-induced
leakage, against which the cycle leakage projections'can be compared. The accident induced leakage rate
is the maximum primary-to-secondary SG tube leakage that could occur with the offsite or control room
operator doses remaining within applicable limits. For analysis purposes, this tube leakage is
conservatively assigned to the faulted SG Consequently, the primary-to-secondary leakage in the faulted
steam generator reflects 150 god at STP, plus the maximum allowable accident induced tube leakage that
results in dose consequences that are just within the most limiting of the regulatory limits associated with
the EAB/LPZ and the control room.

BVPS-2 specific parameters as noted inTable 5.11.9-4b are utilized. The most limiting atmospheric
dispersion factors for each of the release points relative to the two CR intakes (identified for purposes of
assessment as the BVPS-2 MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-2 CR intake, and the BVPS-2 MSL break location
to the BVPS-2 Intake) are selected to determine a bounding control room dose.
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EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose:

* The Source/Release for the Pre-incident Spike Case is at its maximum levels between
0 and 2 hours.

* The Source/Release for the Concurrent Spike Case is at its maximum levels between 4 (end of the
spiking period) and 6 hours.

Regardless of the startng point of the "Worst 2-hr Window," the 0-2 hrs; X/Q is utilized.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room emergency ventilation system is manually initiated and a pressurized control room is
available at T-30 mins after the accident Following termination of the environmental release, the control
room is purged, at T-24 hrs, at a rate of 16,200 cfm, for a period of 30 mins. The remaining CR
parameters utilized in this model are discussed in Section 5.11.9A.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a MSLB at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.8 Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) (J)
Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a SGTR at BVPS-1 and at BVPS-2 at EPU conditions.

The dose assessments follow the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.183. Tables 5.11.9-5a and
5.11.9-Sb list the key parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a SGTR at
BVPS I and BVPS-2, respectively.

BVPS-1

The SGTR results in a reactor trip and a simultaneous loss of offsite power at 225 seconds after the event.
Due to the tube rupture the primary coolant with elevated iodine concentrations (pre accident or
concurrent iodine spike) flows into the faulted steam generator and the associated activities are released to
the environment via secondary side steam releases. Before the reactor trip, the activities are released from
the air ejector. After the reactor trip the steam release is via the MSSVs/ADVs. The spiking primary
coolant activities leaked into the intact steam generator at the maximum allowable primary-to-secondary
leakage value are also released to the environment via secondary steam releases. The most limiting
atmospheric dispersion factors for each of the release points relative to the two CR intakes (identified for
purposes of assessment as the BVPS-1 MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-1 CR intake, and the BVPS-1 Air
Ejector to the BVPS-1 Intake) are selected to determine a bounding control room dose. _
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Since there is no postulated fuel damage associated with this accident, the main radiation source is the
activity in the primary coolant system. Two'spiling cases are addressed: a pre-accident iodine spike and
a concurrent iodine spike. The analysis uses the proposed BVPS-1 Technical Specification limits for the
RCS and secondary coolant

a. Pre-accident spike - the initial primary coolant iodine activity is' assumed to be 21 pCi/gm of
DE 1-131 (proposed BVPS-1 transient Technical Specification limit for full power operation).
The initial primary coolant noble gas activity is assumed to be at the proposed BVPS-1 Technical
Specification levels.

b. Concurrent spike - the initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 0.35 pCi/grn
DE 1-131 (proposed BVPS-1 equilibrium Technical Specification limit for full power operation).
Immediately following the accident, the iodine appearance rate from the fuel to the primary '
coolant is assumed to increase to 335 times the equilibrium appearance rate corresponding to the
0.35 pCi/gm DE 1-131 coolant concentration. In accordance with the current design basis, the.
duration of the assumed spike is 4 hours. The initial primary coolant noble gas activity is
assumed to be at the proposed BVPS-1 Technical Specification levels.

The initial secondary side liquid and steam activity is relatively small and its contribution to the total dose
is small compared to that contributed by the rupture flow. However, the release of the secondary side
liquid activity and the resultant doses are also included in this analysis.' The initial secondary side iodine
activity is assumed to be at the proposed BVPS-1 Technical Specification limit of 0.1 pCi/gm DE 1-131.

Faulted SG Release

A postulated SGTR will result in a large amount of primary coolant being released into the faulted steam
generator via the break location with a significant portion of it flashed to the'steam space. The noble
gases in the break flow and the iodine in the flashed flow are assumed immediately available for release
from the steam generator without retention. The iodine in the non-flashed portion of the break flow mixes
uniformly with the steam generator liquid mass and is released into the steam space in proportion to the
steaming rate and partition factor. Before the reactor trip at 225 seconds, the activities in the steam are
released to the environment from the main condenser air ejector. All steam noble gases and organic
iodine are released directly to the environment. Only a portion of the'elemental iodine carried with the
steam is partitioned to the air ejector and released to the environment. The rest is partitioned to the
condensate, returned to all three steam generators and assumed to be available for future steaming release.
After the reactor trip, the break flow continues until the primary system is fully depressurized.' No credit
is taken for the condenser, since, a LOOP is assumed to occur simultaneously with the reactor trip. The
steam is released from the MSSVs/ADVs.' All activity releases from the'faulted steam generator cease'
when it is isolated at 30 minutes after the accident.

Intact SG release

The activity release from the intact steam generator is due to normal primary-to-secondary leakage and
steam release from the secondary side. The Primary-to-Secondary leak rate is assumed to be 150 gpd per
SG All of the iodine activity in the referenced leakage is assumed to mix uniformly with the steam
generator liquid and released in proportion to the steaming rate and the partition factor. Before the reactor
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trip at 225 seconds, the steam is released from the main condenser air ejector. After the reactor trip, the (
steam is released from the MSSVs/ADVs. The reactor coolant noble gases that enter the intact steam
generator are released directly to the environment without holdup. The steam release from the intact
steam generator continues until initiation of shutdown cooling 8 hours after the accident.

Release of Initial SG Liquid Activity

The initial iodine inventory in the steam generator liquid is assumed to be at Technical Specification
levels and is released to the environment, due to steam releases, via the condenser/air ejector before
reactor trip, and via the MSSVs/ADVs after reactor trip. The release from the faulted SG stops at
T-30 mins. The release from the intact SGs continue until 8 hrs after the accident.

BVPS-2

Except as noted, the BVPS-2 dose assessment utilizes the same methodology discussed above for
BVPS-1. The analysis utilizes BVPS-2 specific parameters as noted in Table 5.11.9-5b. It is noted that
the steam release from the faulted SG includes a short period release between 2 and 8 hrs when the
faulted SG is manually depressurized in preparation for RHR operation. The most limiting atmospheric
dispersion factors for each of the release points relative to the two CR intakes (identified for purposes of
assessment as the BVPS-2 MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-2 CR intake, and the BVPS-2 air ejector to the
BVPS-2 Intake) are selected to determine a bounding control room dose.

EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window ( 1
AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. The
major source for the SGTR is the flashed portion of the RCS break flow which is terminated when the
faulted SG is isolated. Therefore the worst 2-hr window dose for both the pre-accident and accident
initiated spike case occurs during T10 hr to T=2 hrs after the accident.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

No credit is taken for initiation of the control room emergency ventilation system following a SGTR.
Following termination of the environmental release, the control room is purged, at T-8 hrs, at a rate of
16,200 cfin, for a period of 30 mins. The remaining CR parameters utilized in this model are discussed in
Section 5.11.9.4.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a SGTR at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.9 Locked Rotor (LR) and Loss of AC Power (LACP)

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a LR accident at BVPS-I or BVPS-2 at EPU conditions. As noted in
Section 5.11.1, bounding parameter values are used to encompass an event at either unit.
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The dose assessment follows the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.183. Table 5.11.9-6 lists the
key assumptions and parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a BVPS
LR accident. Table 5.11.9-7 lists the key parameters associated with a BVPS LACP. The transport
models associated with the two events are simila with the exception that the LR event results in fuel
damage and associated release of gap activity, whereas the LACP has no fuel damage, and the maximum
release is associated with Technical Specification concentrations. Since the RCS Technical Specification
activity is significantly smaller than the gap activity associated with failed fuel, it is concluded that the
dose consequences of the LR bound that of the LACP.

A BVPS LR accident results in less than 20%/e failed fuel and a release of the associated gap activity. The
gap activity (consisting of noble gases, halogens and alkali metals) are instantaneously and
homogeneously mixed in the reactor coolant system and transmitted to the secondary side via primary to
secondary steam generator tube leakage assumed to be at the value of 450 gpd @STP.

A radial peaking factor of 1.75 is applied to the activity release. The chemical form of the iodines in the
gap are assumed to be 95% CsL, 4.85% elemental and 0.15% organic. At BVPS, the SG tubes remain'
submerged for the duration of the event; therefore, the gap iodines are assumed to have a partition
coefficient of 100 in the SG The iodine releases from the SG are assumed to be 97% elemental and
3% organic. The gap noble gases are assumed to be released freely to the environment without retention
in the SG whereas the particulates are carried over in accordance with the design basis SG moisture
carryover fraction.

The condenser is assumed unavailable due to a coincident loss of offsite power. Consequently, the
radioactivity release resulting from a LR is discharged to the environment from the steam generators via
the MSSVs and the ADVs. The SG releases continue for 8 hours, at which time shutdown cooling is
initiated via operation of the RHR system, and environmental releases are terminated.

The activity associated withthe release-of secondary steam-and liquid, and priry to seodary leakage
of normal operation RCS, (both at Technical Specification activity limits) via the MSSVs/ADVs is
insignificant compared to the failed fuel release, and are therefore not included in this assessment.

The most limiting atmospheric dispersion factors between the MSSVs/ADVs at each unit relative to the
two CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment as the BVPS-1 MSSVs/ADVs to the BVPS-1
CR intake) is selected to determine a bounding control room dose.

EAB 2-Hour Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. For the
LR event, the worst two hour period can occur either during the 0-2 hr period when the noble gas release
rate is the highest, or during the 6-8 hr period when the iodine and particulate level in the SG liquid peaks
(SG releases are terminated at T-8 brs). -Regardless of the starting point of the worst 2 hr window, the
0-2 hr EAB X/Q is utilized.
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Accident Specifc Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room is conservatively assumed to remain in the normal operation mode. The remaining
CR parameters utilized in this model are discussed in Section 5.11.9.4.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a LR event at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.10 Fuel Handling Accident (}UA) in the Fuel Pool or in the Containment

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a FHA at BVPS-1 or BVPS-2 at EPU conditions.

The dose assessment follows the guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 1.183. Table 5.11.9-8 lists some
of the key assumptions and parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a
BVPS FHA.

BVPS-1

At BVPS, plant Technical Specifications prohibit initiation of fuel handling activities in the Fuel Pool or
in the Containment until 100 hours after reactor shut down. Analyses of the deflections and resulting
stresses on the dropped fuel results in the damage of 137 of the 264 rods in a fuel assembly. All ofthe
fuel gap activity associated with the damaged rods is assumed to be released. A radial peaking factor of
1.75 is applied to the core average gap activity. The activity (consisting of noble gases, halogens, and
alkali metals) is released in a "puff to the fuel pool or reactor cavity.

The radioiodine released from the fuel gap is assumed to be 95% CsI, 4.85% elemental, and
0.15% organic. Due to the acidic nature ofthe water in the reactor cavity (pH less than 7), the CsI will
immediately disassociate, thus changing the chemical form of iodine in the water to 99.85% elemental
and 0.15% organic. The minimum depth of water in the fuel pool and reactor cavity is 23 ft over the top
of the damaged fuel assembly. Therefore, per RG 1.183, the pool provides an overall effective
decontamination factor for elemental and organic iodines of 200. Per RG 1.183, the chemical form of the
iodines above the reactor cavity is 57% elemental and 43% organic.

Noble gas and unscrubbed iodines rise to the water surface whereas all of the alkali metals released from
gap are retained in the reactor cavity water. Since the fuel pool area and containment are assumed to be
open, and there is no means of isolating the accident release, all of the airborne activity resulting from the
FHA is exhausted out of the building in a period of 2 hours. The analysis assumes that during refueling,
the ventilation is operational above the spent fuel pool area.

The exhaust flows from the containment and Fuel Pool Area may be directed out of the SLCRS release
point. However, since the containment and fuel buildings are "open", releases could also occur from
anywhere along the containment wall (e.g., via the equipment or personnel hatch) or via the fuel building
normal operation release point, i.e., the ventilation vent. Because the location of the release is unknown,
the worst case dispersion factor (identified for purposes of assessment as that associated with the BVPS-1
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ventilation vent to the BVPS-1 CR intake) is used without taking any credit for SLCRS flows or filtration
in this analysis.

BVPS-2

Except as noted, the BVPS-2 dose assessment utilizes the same methodology and input parameters
discussed above for BVPS-I.

The site boundary atmospheric dispersion factors reflect unit specific values. The most limiting
atmospheric dispersion factor associated with the potential BVPS-2 release points relative to the two
CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment as the BVPS-2 ventilation vent to the BVPS-2
CR intake) is selected to determine the bounding control room dose.

In addition, as discussed below and in Table 5.11.9-8, the analyses reflect the differing control room
ventilation system operational requirements during fuel handling at each unit.

EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. Since
the event is based on a 2-hour release, the worst 2-hour period for the EAB is the 0 to 2-hour period.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

No credit is taken for initiation of the control room emergency ventilation system followig a FHA.
Subsequent to a BVPS-1 FHA, following termination of the environmental release, the control room is
purged, at T-2 hrs, at a rate of 16,200 cfn for a period of 30 mins. For the BVPS-2 FHA, the control
room is assumed to remain in the normal operation mode. The remaining CR parameters utilized in these
models are discussed in Section 5.11.9A.4

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a FHA at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions are
presented inTables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.11 Small Line Break (SLB) Outside Containment

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room and site boundary doses due to airborne
radioactivity releases following a SLB outside Containment at BVPS-l or BVPS-2 at EPU conditions. As
noted in Section 5.11.1, bounding parameter values are used to encompass an event at either unit.

Regulatory Guide 1.183 does not address a SLB outside Containment. The dose assessment herein
follows the current BVPS licensing basis model, but for purposes of consistency, uses the most limiting
dose limits set by Regulatory Guide 1.183 for accident evaluations. Table 5.11.9-9 lists the key
assumptions and parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a SLB outside
Containment at BVPS.
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The SLB outside containent postulates the break of the 2 inch RCS letdown line in the Auxiliarya
Building resulting in a maximum break flow of 16.79 ibm/sec. Thirty seven percent of the break flow is
calculated to flash. The iodine activity in the break flow is assumed to become airborne in proportion to
the flash fraction, whereas the noble gases are assumed to be airborne and discharged to the environment
without decontamination or holdup.

Since there is no postulated fuel damage associated with this accident, the main radiation source is the
activity in the primary coolant system. In accordance with current licensing basis and SRP 15.6.2
(Reference 37), a concurrent iodine spike is included in the source term.

The initial primary coolant iodine activity is assumed to be 0.35 Ci/ggm DE 1-131 (current equilibrium
BVPS-2 and proposed equilibrium BVPS-1 Technical Specification limit for full power operation).
Immediately following the accident, the iodine appearance rate from the fuel to the primary coolant is
assumed to increase to 500 times the equilibrium appearance rate corresponding to the 0.35 pCi/gm
DE 1-131 coolant concentration. In accordance with the current design basis, the duration of the assumed
spike is 4 hours. The iodine released from the RCS is assumed to be 97% elemental and 3% organic.

The activity in the Auxiliary Building is released to the environment via the Ventilation Vent. The most
limiting atmospheric dispersion factors between the ventilation vent release point at each unit relative to
the two CR intakes (identified for purposes of assessment as the BVPS-1 Ventilation Vent to the BVPS-1
CR intake) is selected to determine a bounding control room dose. No credit is taken for Auxiliary
building holdup or filtration. The break flow is isolated by manual operator action after a period of
15 minutes. (1)
EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. Since
the event is based on a 15 minute release, the worst 2-hourperiod fortheEAB is the 0 to 2-hourperiod.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room is assumed to remain in the normal operation mode. The remaining CR parameters
utilized in this model are discussed in Section 5.11.9.4.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a SLB outside Containment at EPU conditions are
presented in Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.9.12 Waste Gas System Rupture (WGSR)

Computer program PERC2 is used to calculate the control room doses due to airborne radioactivity
releases following a WGSR at BVPS-1 or BVPS-2 at EPU conditions. The site boundary doses are
calculated by utilizing the air submersion effective dose factors provided in Federal Guidance Report
No. 12 (Reference 36). As noted in Section 5.11.1, bounding parameter values are used to encompass an
event at either unit.
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Since Regulatory Guide 1.183 does not address a WGSR, the dose assessment herein follows the
guidance provided in Safety Guide 24 (Reference 26). Table 5.11.9-10 lists the key assumptions and
parameters utilized to develop the radiological consequences following a WGSR at BVPS.

The pre-EPU licensing basis assessments for WGSR considered two scenarios:

Scenario 1: A piping rupture between the degassifier and the charcoal delay beds which results
in the release of design basis RCS noble gases at the maximum letdown flow rate (120 gpm for
BVPS-1, 135 gpm for BVPS-2) for one hour and a "puff' release of a fraction of noble gases that
have accumulated on the charcoal delay beds.'

Scenario 2: A gaseous waste storage tank rupture (at BVPS-2, the seven storage tanks are
interconnected and are treated as one vessel.) resulting in the release of the design basis RCS
noble gas inventory in the storage tanks after shutdown degassing. The radioactive decay due to
holdup in the charcoal delay beds is credited.

With this EPU application, the WGSR, is simplified and follows the guidance provided in Safety
Guide 24.

The reactor is conservatively assumed to have operated at full power (including instrument error) with
1% defective fuel, and a cold shutdown is assumed to have been conducted at the end of an equilibrium
fuel cycle. Immediately following shutdown, all noble gases are assumed to have been removed from the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and transferred to the Waste Gas System (WGS). The maximum activity
in the WGS is calculated and postulated to be released to the environment in two hours.

The RCS specific activity concentrations are based on an equilibrium reactor core at 2918 MWt, an
18-month fuel cycle, 1% defective fuel, nominal minimum letdown flow of 60 gpm, no Volume Control
Tank (VCM) purging, and no degassing or leakage of RCS. The noble gas inventory associated with the
above represents the design basis maximum noble gas inventory, and represents nearly the entire noble
gas inventory in the plant with the exception of the noble gases in the fuels and the decay daughters of
halogens accumulated in the Radioactive Waste Systems.

It is conservatively assumed that toward the end of the fuei cycle, the RCS noble gas inventory is
transferred to the WGS at the maximum letdown flow of 135 gpm and with 100% degassing efficiency.
The maximum accumulated activity of each of the Kr and Xe isotopes in the WGS is calculated taking
into consideration the transfer rate and the radioactive decay of that isotope during its buildup in the
system. No credit is taken for decay during'transpor The maximum inventory of each isotope in the
WGS, is conservatively assumed to be released simultaneously to the environment.

Two break locations are considered for the WGSR. a line rupture in the WGS resulting in an activity
release into the auxiliary building, or a tank failure resulting in the release of activity into the gaseous
waste tank storage vault. The activity in the auxiliary building is released to the environment via the
auxiliary building ventilation vent. The activity in the waste gas tank storage vault is assumed to be
released via the vault door closest to the control room. All activity is assumed to be released to the
environment within two hours after the accident in accordance with Safety Guide 24. The most limiting
atmospheric dispersion factors between the two release points at each unit relative to the two CR intakes
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(identified for purposes of assessment as the BVPS-1 Ventilation Vent to the BVPS-1 CR intake) are
selected to determine a bounding control room dose. K )
EAB 2 hr Worst Case Window

AST methodology requires that the worst case dose to an individual located at any point on the boundary
at the EAB, for any 2-hr period following the onset of the accident be reported as the EAB dose. Since
the event is based on a 2-hour release, the worst 2-hour period for the EAB is the 0 to 2-hour period.

Accident Specific Control Room Model Assumptions

The control room is assumed to remain in the normal operation mode. The CR parameters utilized in this
model are discussed in Section 5.11.9.4.

The EAB, LPZ and Control Room dose following a WGSR at EPU conditions are presented in
Tables 5.11.9-11 and 5.11.9-12.

5.11.10 Conclusions

The radiological analyses and evaluations documented in this section demonstrate that EPU to 2900 MWt
will not impact compliance with applicable regulatory radiological dose limits for normal operation and
for accidents.

The radiological impact of EPU was been evaluated for the following: -1)

* Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding
* Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases
* Radiologicai Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification (EQ)
* Post-LOCA Access to Vital Areas
* Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

The regulatory acceptance criteria being utilized in the EPU assessments are discussed in Section 5.11.2.
It is noted that as part of the EPU application, the accident source term used in the BVPS-I and BVPS-2
are design basis site boundary and control room dose analyses reflect the 'fWi" implementation of
Alternative Source Terms (AST) as provided in I0CFR50.67 and Regulatory Guide 1.183.

The conclusions of the EPU evaluation are summarized below.

5.11.10.1 Normal Operation Dose Rates and Shielding

The normal operation radiation levels in most areas of the plant are expected to increase by the percentage
of the EPU; i.e., approximately 7.9%. The increase in expected radiation levels will not affect radiation
zoning or shielding requirements in the various areas of the plant.
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Individual worker exposure is maintained to within acceptable limits by the site Radiological Control
program which controls access to radiation areas. In addition, procedural controls and ALARA
considerations can be used to control exposure in situations that involve increased radiation levels.

5.11.102 Normal Operation Annual Radwaste Effluent Releases

EPU will have negligible impact on the annual radwaste effluent releases/doses (i.e., all doses are
expected to remain within a small percentage of the allowable Appendix I doses). It is therefore
concluded that following EPU, the liquid and gaseous radwaste effluent treatment system will not require
modification in order to keep offsite doses within the requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix I.

5.11.103 Radiological Environmental Doses for Equipment Qualification (EQ)

The impact of EPU on the estimated normal operation and post-accident total integrated environmental
doses in the various areas of the plant is estimated using scaling techniques and is sunmarized below.
Note that the scaling factors reflect EPU as well as the impact of (a) the use of extended bum fuel; and
(b) the more advanced fuel burnup modeling/libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as
compared to the computer code used in the original analyses.

Normal Operation Dose

The estimated maximum normal operation EQ dose EPU scaling factor of 1.06 reflects the fact that the
existing calculated values are based on a power level of 2766 MWt, and 1% defective fuels (design basis
source terms) in the RCS. The EQ dose EPU scaling factor of 1.0 at locations outside containment but
near primary coolant and down stream sources takes into consideration a limiting upper bound primary
coolant activity based on the Plant Technical Specifications.'

Accident Dose

The estimated accident environmental dose EPU scaling factors are based on TID 14844 source terms and
are summarized below.

* Doses based on the LOCA: bounding'EPU gamma and beta dose scaling factor is 1.19 and 1.17,
respectively. -

* Doses based on the FHA: bounding EPU gamma and beta dose scaling factors is 1.26 and 1.14,
respectively.

The scaling factors discussed above are applied to the existing environmental conditions, to establish the
new radiation environmental levels in the EQ zones or at component specific locations. The impact of the
EPU radiological environmental conditions on equipment qualification is discussed in Section 10.10.

5.11.10A Post-LOCA Access to Vital Areas

The vital access dose assessment for EPU takes into consideration the impact of EPU using scaling
techniques and TID 14844 source terms.
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The worst case post-LOCA dose rate scaling factor at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 is estimated to be 1.26, and
reflects EPU as well as the impact of (a) the use of extended bum fuel; and (b) the more advanced fuel
burnup modeling and radionuclide libraries utilized in development of the EPU core, as compared to the
computer code used in the original analyses.

The impact of the above assessment on the unit-specific post-LOCA vital access tasks considering the
impacts of EPU concluded that all required EOP steps can be accomplished without exceeding the
guidance limits in NUREG-0737 ILB.2.

BVPS-1: As documented in the NRC SER issued to BVPS-l relative to compliance with
NUREG-0737 II.B.2, (References 12 and 13), the BVPS-1 licensing basis does not include
estimated doses per operator mission; rather it is a documented evaluation of the worst case post-
accident dose rates in plant areas that may need access following a LOCA. The EPU assessment
indicates that the estimated post-LOCA dose rates in areas identified in BVPS-I Health Physics
Procedure REOP 2.1 as requiring access, will increase by a maximum of 26% following EPU.

BVPS-2: As documented in UFSAR Section 123.2.10 and the associated NRC SER
(Reference 14), the BVPS 2 compliance with NUREG 0737 IH.B.2 is based on ensuring that the
vital access dose estimates for identified post-accident missions remain within 5 Rem whole body.
The EPU assessment indicates that the operator doses while performing vital functions following
a LOCA will remain within the 5 Rem limit imposed by NUREG 0737 11.B.2 following EPU.

Emergency Response Facility (ENRF)Technical Support Center C(SC) Habitability: Post-LOCA
habitability of the ERF/TSC is addressed in this application by reference only, since, the LOCA analysis,
approved by the NRC in SER for OLAmendment Nos. 257 and 139, addressed ERFITSC habitability and
was performed at EPU conditions. As noted in Section 5.3.73.2 of Reference 5, the maximum 30 day
dose to the operator in the ERF following a LOCA at either unit, based on containment conversion, AST
methodology and EPU conditions will remain within the requirements of lOCFR 50.67 without the need
to credit ventilation or filtration systems.

5.11.10.5 Post-Accident Site Boundary and Control Room Doses

In support of EPU, the dose consequences at the site boundary and the control room, for the design
accidents applicable to the BVPS licensing basis have been re-analyzed to reflect the full implementation
of Alternative Source Terms (AS1) as detailed in Regulatory Guide 1.183. Note that the LOCA and the
CREA are addressed in this application by reference only, since, the referenced accident analyses,
approved by the NRC in SER for OL Amendment Nos. 257 and 139, were performed at EPU conditions.

It is noted that the control room dose analyses reflect a control room design consistent with that approved
by the NRC in its SER for OL Amendment Nos. 257 and 139.

In addition, the BVPS-1 FHA and the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 MSLB and SGTR take credit for a 30 minute
control room purge after the accident sequence is complete and the environmental release has been
terminated
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It is concluded that following EPU the dose consequences at the site boundary and control room
following all design basis accidents will remain within the regulatory requirements of I OCFR50.67.
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16. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation."

17. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, Appendix I, "Numerical Guides for Design
Objectives and Limiting Conditions for Operation to Meet the Criterion "As Low As Reasonably
Achievable" for Radioactive Material in Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor Effluents."

18. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50.49, "Environmental Qualification of Electric
Equipment Important to Safety for Nuclear Power Plants."

19. Safety Guide 25, "Assumptions used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a
Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurizer
Water Reactors," March 23, 1972.

20. Ramsdeli, 3. V. Jr. and C. A. Simonen, "Atmospheric Relative Concentrations in Building
Wakes." Prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratory for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
PNL-10521, NUREG/CR-6331, Rev. 1, May 1997.

21. EPA-520/1-88-020, September 1988, Federal Guidance Report No.11, "Limiting Values of
Radionuclide Intake and Air Concentration and Dose Conversion Factors for Inhalation,
Submersion and Ingestion." 0

22. ANSIIANS 6.1.1-1991, "Neutron and Gamma-ray Fluence-to-Dose Factors."

23. TID-24190, Air Resources Laboratories, "Meteorology andAtomic Energy," July 1968.

24. NRC Generic Letter 95-05, August 3, 1995, "Voltage Based Repair Criteria for Westinghouse
Steam Generator Tubes Affected by Outside Diameter Stress Corrosion Cracking."

25. NRC Information Notice 93-17, Revision 1, "Safety Systems Response to Loss of Coolant and
Loss of Offsite Power," March 25, 1994 (original issue March 8, 1993).

26. NRC Safety Guide 24, "Assumptions Used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological
Consequences of a Pressurized Water Reactor Radioactive Gas Storage Tank Failure,"
March, 1972.

27. Beaver Valley Power Station I & 2 "Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report - 1997."

28. Beaver Valley Power Station 1 & 2 "A ual Radioactive Effluent Release Report- 1998."

29. Beaver Valley Power Station 1 & 2 "Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report - 1999."

30. Beaver Valley Power Station 1 & 2 "Annual Radioactive Effluent Release Report - 2000."
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31. Beaver Valley Power Station I & 2 "Armual Radioactive Effluent Release Report - 2001."

32. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 40,'Part 190, "Environmental Radiation Protection Standards
for Nuclear Power Operations." .' '

33. Not used.

34. -Not used.

35. Not used.

36. EPA 402-R-93-081, Federal Guidance Report No. 12, "External Exposure to Radio-nuclides'in
Air, Water and Soil, September, 1993.

37. NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan 15.6.2, Revision 2, "Radiological Consequences of the
Failure of Small Lines Carrying Primary Coolant Outside Containment."

38. NRC Safety Evaluation Report EnclosingAmendment No.257 (BVPS-1) and No. 139 (BVPS-2),
"BeaverValley Power Station Units 1 & 2- Issuance of Amendmnits Re: Selective
Implementation of Alternate Source Terms and Control Room Habitability Technical
Specification Changes," September 10, 2003.

39. FENOC Letter L-03-135 to NRC dated September 5, 2003, "Withdrawal of the Containment
Conversion Portion (Phase 2) of License Amendment Request Nos.300 and 172."

40. Beaver Valley Power Station Units 1 & 2 Licensing Amendment Request (LAR) Nos. 316 and
189, L-04-012, January 28,2004, "Application for Technical Specification Change to Eliminate
the Requirements for Hydrogen Recombiners and Hydrogen Analyzers Using the Consolidated
Line Item Improvement Process," approved by the NRC on May 19,2004 inAmnendments 259
and 142.
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Table S11.4-1
Proposed BVPS-1 and Current BVPS-2 Primary and Secondary Coolant
Technical Specification Iodine and Noble Gas Activity Concentrations

Nuclide Primary Coolant (pCilgm) Secondary Coolant (pCi/gm)

1-131 2.74E-01 833E-02

1-132 1.08E-01 1.40E-02

1-133 4.10E-01 9.39E-02

1-134 6.00E-02 1.95E-03

1-135 2.36E-01 3.39E-02

Kr-83m. 3.89E-02

Kr-85m 1.35E-01

Kr-85 1.18E+01

Kr-87 9.OOE-02 _

Kr-88 2.52E-01

Xe-131m 4.g4E-01

Xo-133m 3.99E-01

Xe-133 2.95E+01

Xo-135m 9.09E-02

Xo-135 9.16E-01

(jv

A)

at1'iJ
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Table 5.11.4-2
Proposed BVPS-1 and Current BVPS-2 Primary Coolant Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity Concentrations

and Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates

Pre-Acident Iodine Spike Activity Activity Appearance
Concen. Rates

Nuclide (,Ci/gm) -(iCf/sec)

I-131 16.4 2.53E+03

1-132 6.5 2.66E+03

1-133 - .24.6 . . 4.42E+03

1-134 3.6 . -- 3.00E+03

I-135 .14.1 - 3.41E+03

4
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Table 5.11.4-3
BVPS Core Inventory of Dose Significant Isotopes In the Gap (2918 MWt) C)

Noble Gases Halogens Alkall Metals & BA137M

Core Activity Core Activity Core Activity
Nuclide (Ci) Nuclide (CI) Nuclide (CO)

Kr-83M 9.46E+06 Br-82 3.02E+O5 Rb-86 1.69E+O5

Kr-85 8.27E+O5 Br-83 9.37E+06 Rb-88 5.57E.+07

Kr-8SM 1.95E+07- Br-85 1.95E+07 Rb-89 7.26E+07

Kr-87 3.91E+07 _ Rb-90 6.69E+07

Kr488 5.43E+07 _ _ Rb-90M 2.11E+07

Kr-89 6.75E+07 _ _

Kr-90 7.24E+07 1-129 2.86E+O0 Cs-134 1.57E+07

1-130 2.07E+06 Cs-134M 3.69E+06

Xe-131M 1.08E+06 1-131 7.78E+07 Cs-135M 4.39E+06

Xe-133 1.60E+08 1-132 1.14E+08 Cs-136 4.97E+06

X-133M 5.05E+06 1-133 1.60E+08 Cs-137 9.81E+-06

Xe-135 4.84E+07 1-134 1.77E+08 Cs-138 1.48E+08

Xe-135M 3.36E+07 1-135 1.52E+08 Cs-139 1.37E+08

Xe-137 1.46E+08 1-136 6.99E+07 Cs-140 1.23E+08

Xo-13S 1.36E+08 Ba.137M 9.35E+06

C)

O.0J
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Table 5.11.8-1
BVPS-2 Post-Accident Vital Access Doses (2918 MWt)

Area or Time after Occupancy Time of Calculated Whole Body
No. Description Route DBA Vital Area Dose (Rem) Primary Alternate

1 Control room (CR) Area 0 Continuous to 30 days Table 5.11.9-12 NA

2 Emergency Response Facility (ERF) Area 0 Continuous to 30 days See Section 5.11.8 NA

4 Operation of post-accident H2 analyzer Route 30 min 15 min 1.26 2.77

6 Lubrication oil for the diesel generator Route 96 hrs 3 hr 0.01

Personnel movement 3 min (walking)
8 (ERF to CR or CR to ERF) Route Variable 1 min (riding) <1

9 Manual operations of valves in safeguards building Route 24 hrs 15 min 3.15 3.40

10 Residual beat removal (RHR) suction valve transfer Route 24 hrs 15 min 2.90 3.53

Electrical connection of permanently installed spare
11 equipment Route 24brs lSmin 0.01 0.18

12 Ventilation fan for service water system Route 24 hrs 30 min 0.01

10 nin (ERM) 4.4*** NA
13 Obtaining and Analyzing a Post- Accident Effluent Sample Route 1 hr and 1 hr (lab) 4.3**** NA

14 Re-energizing ECCS Valve Circuits Route 25 min 5 min 0.40 . 0.59
* Doses are calculated assming the sample will be analyzed at the primary chemistry laboratoty.

Doses ar calculated aming thes smple will be analyzed at the emergcy respons facility.
***** Altemate route not consideredbecause significant dose contibuon I due to travel outside the buildings.
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Table 5.1L9-1
BVPS Site Boundary Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (secant)

Exclusion Area Boundary
Averaging Period

Release Point 0-2 hr - - -

BVPS-1 Release Points 1.04E-3 _ . -

BVPS-2 Release Points 1.25E-3

Low Population Zone
Averaging Period

Release Point 0-8 hr 8-24 hr - 1-4 day 4-30 day

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Release Points 6.04E-5 4.33E-5 2.1OE-5 7.44E-6

Q)1

(3
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Table 5.11.9-2A
BVPS-1 On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sec/m)

Release Receptor 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d. 4-0 d

U I Containment Edge BVPS-1 CR Intake' 7.48E-04 5.77E-04 2.53E-04 2.OOE-04 1.78E-04

U 1 Containment Top BVPS-1 CRIntake 8.16E-04 5.78E-04 2.27E-04 1.71E-04 lA7E-04

U 1 Ventilation Vent BVPS-1 CRIntake 4.75E-03 3.66E-03 1.43E-03 1.02E-03 8.84E-04

U 1 RWST Vent BVPS-1 CRIntake 7.34E-04 6.17E-04 2.54E-04 1.96E-04 1.57E-04

U 1 MS Relief Valves BVPS-1 CR Intake 1.24E-03 9.94E-04 4.08E-04 3.03E-04 2.51E-04

U 1 MSL (break)/AEJ BVPS-1 CR Intake 1.05E-02 7.72E-03 3.01E-03 2.14E-03 2.00E-03

U 1 Gaseous Waste BVPS-1 CR Intake 1.40E-03 8.78E-04 3.16E-04 2.93E-04 2.62E-04
Storage Vault .

U 1 Containment BVPS-1 CR Intake 6.25-04 4.23E-04 1.76E-04 1.27E-04 1.11E04
Equipment Hatch

U 1 Cooling Tower BVPS-1 CR Intake 1.19E-04 8.79E-05 3A.E-05. 2.76E-05 2.09E-05

U 1 ContainmentEdge BVPS-2 CR Intake 4.88E-04 4.07E-04 1.79E-04 IAIE-04 122E-04

U 1 Containment Top BVPS-2 CR Intake 5.93E-04 4.63E-04 1.84E-04 1.34E-04 1.16E-04

U 1 Ventilation Vent BVPS-2 CR Intake 2.00E-03 1.62E-03 6.76E-04 5.05E-04 4.06E-04

U 1 RWST Vent BVPS-2 CRlntake 4.76E-04 4.10E-04 1.70E-04 1.33E-04 1.07E-04

U 1 MS Relief Valves BVPS-2 CR Intake 7.46E-04 6.31E-04 2.62E-04 1.98E-04 1.62E-04

U 1 MSL (breakyAEJ BVPS-2 CRlntake 4.24E-03 3.87E-03 1.69E-03 1.18E-03 1.06E-03

U 1 Gaseous Waste BVPS-2 CR Intake 1.42E-03 8.19E-04 3.38E-04 2.78E-04 2.49E-04
Storage Vault

U 1 Containment BVPS-2 CR Intake 4.48E-04 3.33E-04 1.36E-04 1.02E-04 8.70E-05
Equipment Hatch ._._

U 1 Cooling Tower BVPS-2 CR Intake 1.33E-04 9.49E-05 3.61E-OS 2.87E-05 2.25E-05

U 1 Containment Edge BVPS-2 A Bldg. NW 3.34E-04 2.85E-04 1.23E-04 9.62E-05 8.37E-05
Comner

U 1 Containment Top BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW 4.37E-04 3.4AE-04 1.39E-04 1.02E-04 8.79E-05
Corner

U 1 RWST Vent BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW 3.23E-04 2.83E-04 1.1SE-04 9.32E-05 7.52E-05
Corner

U 1 Cooling Tower BVPS-2 Au Bldg. NW 1.57E-04 1.12E-04 4.13E-05 3.35E-05 2.60E-05
Comer

U 1 Containment Edge BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 1.90E-03 1.57E-03 4.54E-04 5.08E-04 4.SSE-04
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Table 5.11.9-2A (continued)
BVPS-1 On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (sedm3)

Release Receptor 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d 4-30 d

U 1 Containmaent Top BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 1.64E-03 8.59E-04 3.35E-04 2.71E-04 2.29E-04,

U 1 RWST Vent BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 2.37E03 1.88E&03 7.58E-04 5.711E-04 4.48B-04.

U 1 Cooling Tower BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 1.09E-04 8.10E-05 3.28E-05 2.65E-05 1.92E-05

U 1 Containment Edge ERF Inake- 4.53E-0S 2.97E-05 1.41E-05 1.23E-0S 1.09E-05

U 1 Containment Top ERF Intake 4.57E-0S 3.7413-05 1.50E-05 1.44E-05 1.23E-05

U 1 RWST Vent ERF Intake 4.53E-05 2.871-05 1.39E-05 1.21E-05. 1.05-05

U 1 Cooling Tower ERF Intake 5.75E-05 4.97E-05 2.31E-05 1.80E-05 1.66E-05

U I Containment Edge ERF Edge Closest to 4.70E-05 3.161-05 1.54E-05 132E-05 1.14E-05
Cont.

U 1 Containment Top ERF Edge Closest to 5.00E-05 3.948-05 1.628-05. 1.52E-OS 1.30E-05
Cont.

U 1 RWST Vent ERF Edge Closest to 4.54E-05 3.14E-05 1.50-05 1.298-05 1.13E-05
UCono

U 1 Cooling Tower ERF Edge Closest to 7.67E-05 6.28E-05 3.10OE-05 2.3613-OS 2.178-05
Cont. a7
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-Table 5.11S-2B
BVPS-2 On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (seemn)

Release Receptor 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 1-4 d 4-30 d

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-1 CRILntake 3.19E-04 2.38E-04 1.06E-04 8.08E-05 6.19E-05.

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-1 CR Intake 3.83E44 3.10E4-4 1.34E44 9.83E-05 6.65E-05

U 2 Ventilation Vent BVPS-1 CR Intake 5.32E-04 3.89E-04 1.75E-04 1.30E-04 9.02E-05

U 2 RWST Vent BVPS-1 CRILntake 1.70E-04 130E-04 5.56E-OS 4.40E-45 331E-05

U 2 MS Relief Valves BVPS-1 CR Intake 3.33E-04 2.38E-04 1.09E-04 7.88E-05 S.66E4-5

U 2 MSL (breakyAEJ BVPS-1 CR Intake 6.21E-O4 4.87E-04 2.30E-04 1.65E-04 1.1OE-04

U 2 Gaseous Waste BVPS-1 CR Intake 7.71E-04 4.90E-04 2.26E-04 1.76E-04 1.31E-04
Storage Vault

U 2 Containment BVPS-1 CR Intake 2A7E-04 1.69E-04 7.94E-OS 6.05E4-S 4.56E-OS
Equipment Hatch

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-2 CR Intake 4.82E-04 3.59E-04 1.55E-04 1.21E-04 9.18E-4S

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-2 CR Intake S5-6E-44 4.4E4-04 1.91E-04 1.39E-04 9.3SE-OS

U 2 Ventilation Vent BVPS-2 CR Intake 9.39E-04 6.69E-04 3.08E-04 2.23E-04 1-54-04

U2RWSTVent BVPS-2 CRintake 2.18E-04 1.58E-04 7.31E4-S 5.53E4-S 4.12E4S3-

U 2 MS ReliefValves BVPS-2 CRlntake S.01E44 3.S8E-04 1.61E-04 1.19E-04 8.32E-4S

U 2 MSL (breaklAEJ BVPS-2 CR Intake 1.03E-03 7.84E-04 3.57E-04 2.64E-04 1.86E-04

U 2 Gaseous Waste BVPS-2 CR Intake 1.55E-03 9.04E-04 4.08E-04 3.30E-04 2.45E-04
Storage Vault

U 2 Containment BVPS-2 CR Intake 3A5E-04 2.23E-04 1.06E-04 8.29E-4S 6.14E-4S
Equipment Hatch

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-2 Aux. Bldg. NW 9.12E-04 7.13E-04 3.05E-04 2.3SE-04 1.79E-04
Corner

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-2 Aux Bldg. NW 1.14E-03 8.87E-04 3.83E-04 2.74E-04 1.83E-04
Corner

U2RWST Vent BVPS-2 Aw Bldg. NW 3.19E-04 2.25E-04 1.06E-04 7.95E40S S.84E4OS
Corner

U 2 Contain. Edge BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 1.96E-04 1.54E-04 6.37E-4S 5.0SE-4S 3.89E-4S

U 2 Containment Top BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 2.46E-04 2.07E-04 8.84E4-S 6.56E-OS 4.49E-4S

U 2 RWST Vent BVPS-1 Service Bldg. 1.24E-04 9.81E-4S 4.10E-OS 3.24E-4S 2.51E-45

U 2 Contain. Edge ERF Intake 6.02E-45 4.67E45 2.22E-5 1.78E45 1.59E4OS

U2Containment Top ERF Intake 6.16-O5 S5.36E4-S 2.42E4OS 2.08E-05 1.81E4-S

6575N.dc020 5-.56
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Table 5.11.9-2B (continued)
BVPS-2 On-Site Atmospheric Dispersion Factors (seclm3)

Release Receptor 0-2 hr 2-8 hr 8-24 hr 14 d 4-30 d

U2RWST Vent ERF Intake 7.28-05 6.58E1-05 3.01E-05 2.31E-05 2.M0E-

U 2 Contain. Edge ERF Edge Closest to 6.72E-05 5.69E-05 2.65E-S5 2.13E-0S 1.89E-O5
Containment

U 2 Containment Top ERF Edge Closest to 7.22E-05 6.43E-05 2.96E-05 2.48E-05 2.15E-05
Containment

U2RWST Vcat ERF Edge Closest to 9.42E-05 8.37E-05 3.810ES 2.97E-05 2.58E-05
Containment

I0

C,
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;0 Table 511.9-3
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values BVPS Common Control Room

Control Room Parameters

Free Volume 173,000 ft

Normal Operation Unfiltered Intake 500 cfm

Isolation Mode Unfiltered Inleakage (includes 10 cfm for egress/ingress) 300 cfm

Emergency Mode Intake Rate 600 to 1030 cEfn

Emergency Mode Recirculation Rate N/A

Emergency Mode Intake Filter Efficiency .98% 99Y (aerosols)
._ . .98% (elemental/organic iodine)

Emergency Mode Recirculation Filter Efficiency -NA

Emergency Mode Unfiltered Inleakage (includes 10 cErn for egress/ingress) 30 cErn

Occupancy Factors (0-24 br) 1.0
.(1-4 days) 0.6

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ . .(4-30 days) 0.4

Operator Breathing Rate (0-30 days) 3.5E-04 m3/sec

Delay in Initiation of Control Room Emergency Ventilation due toALOOP

Auto-Start on receipt of CIB (not credited in analysis) ._ - _-_.

CR isolated (includes diesel start up/sequencing) T --77 seconds

CR in emergency pressurization mode - T137 seconds

Manual

CR in emergency pressurization mode T=30 minutes

6517--NP~oc-023045-4.
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Table5.11.94A
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Main Steam iUne Breakc') - BVPS-1

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Reactor Coolant Mass (min) 340,711 Ibm
Leakrate into Faulted Steam Generator 150 gpd @ STP
Amount of Accident Induced Leakage (AIL) into Faulted SG. N/A
Maximum time to cool RCS to 212F 19 hrs
SG tube leakage reduction fracdon after RH cut-in at T= 8 hrs 0.44
Leakrate into Intact Steam Generators 300 gpd total from 2 SGs @ STP
Failed/Melted Fuel Percentage 0-/%
RCS Tech Spec Iodine and NG Concentration Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 ,uCi/gmDE-I131)
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-I13 1)
Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity Table 5.11.4-2 (21 pCi/gm DE-1131)
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate 500 times equilibrium appearance rates
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike 4 hours

Secondary System Release Parameters
Iodine Species released to Environment 97% elemental; 3% organic
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid Table 5.11.4-l(0.lpCilgm DE-1131)
Iodine Partition Coefficient in Intact SO 100 (all tubes submerged)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from Intact SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Fraction of Iodine Released form Faulted SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from faulted SG 1.0 (Released without holdup)
Minimum Post-Accident Intact SG Liquid Mass 101,799 Ibm per SG
Maximum Initial Liquid in each SG 101,799 Ibm
Steam Releases from Intact SG 0-2 hr (345,000 Ibm)

2-8 hr (734,000 Ibm)
Dryout of Faulted SG Instantaneous
Trmination of release from Faulted SG 19 hours
Termination of release from Intact SG 8 hours
Release Point Faulted SG Break Point
Release Point: Intact SG MSSV/ADVs

CR emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
Manual
CR pressurized and in Emergency Mode T-30 minutes
Control Room Purge (T'ime/Rate) 24 hours after DBA

_16,200 cfin (min) for 30 min

Notes:
(1) steam ge t parmeter valuies reflect the Replacement Steam Gncrators

C)

a'I
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Table 5.11.94B
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Main Steam Line Break - BVPS-2

Core Power Level
Reactor Coolant Mass (min)
Leakrate into Faulted Steam Generator
Amount of Accident Induced Leakage (AIL) into Faulted SG.
Maximum time to cool RCS to 212F
SG tube leakage reduction fraction after RHR cut-in at T= 8 hrs
Leakrate to Intact Steam Generators
Failed/Melted Fuel Percentage
RCS Tech Spec Iodine & NG Concentration
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates
Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike

Secondary System Release Parameters
Iodine Species released to Environment
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid
Iodine Partition Coefficient in Intact SG
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from Intact SG
Fraction of Iodine Released form Faulted SG
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from faulted SG
Minimum Post-Accident Intact SG Liquid Mass
Maximum Initial Liquid in each SG
Steam Releases from Intact SG

Dryout of Faulted SG
Termination of release from Faulted SG
Termination of release from Intact SG
Release Poit: Faulted SG
Release Poit: Intact SG

CR emergency Ventilation: Initiation SignaliTiming
Manual
CR pressurized and in Emergency Mode
Control Room Purge (Tmne/Rate)

2918 MWt
341,332 Ibm
150 gpd. STP
2.1 gpm @ SIP
21 hrs
0.44
300 gpd total from 2 SGs @ STP
0%
Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-113 1)
Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-1131)
Table5.11.4-2(21 pCi/gmDE-I131) -
500 times equilibrium appearance rates
4 hours

97% elemental; 3% organic
Table 5.11.4-1 (0.1 pCi/gm DE-1131)
100 (all tubes submerged)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
105,076 Ibm per SG
105,076 Ibm
0-2 hr (350,000 Ibm) :
2-8 hr (730,000 Ibm)
Instantaneous
21 hours
8 hours
Break Point
MSSV/ADVs

T= 30 minutes
24 hours after DBA
@16,200 cfm (min) for 30 min

*
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Table 5.11.9-5A
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter.Values

Steam Generator Tube RuptureO)- BVPS-1

Core Power Level
Reactor Coolant Mass
Break Flow to Faulted Steam Generator

Time of Reactor Trip
Termination of Release from Faulted SG
Fraction of Break Flow that Flashes

Leakage Rate to Intact Steam Generators
Failed/Melted Fuel Percentage
RCS Tech Spec Iodine & NG Concentration
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates
Pro-Accident Iodine Spike Activity
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike

Secondary System Release Parameters
Intact SG Liquid Mmss (min)
Faulted SG Liquid Mass (min)
Initial SG Liquid Mas per Steam Generators
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid
Form of All Iodine Released to the Environment via Steam
Generators
Iodine Partition Coefficient (unflashed portion)
Fraction of Iodine Released (flashed portion)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from any SG
Partition Factor in Condenser

Steam Flowrate to Condenser
Faulted SG Steam Releases via MSSV/ADVs
Intact SG Steam Releases via MSSV/ADVs

Termination of Release from SGs
Environmental Release Points

CR Emergency Ventilation: Intiation Signsl/Timing
Control room is maintained in normal ventilation mode
CR Purge Initiation (Maual)Titne and Rate

2918 MWt
373,100 Ibm
0-225 sec (21,900 ibm)
225-1800 sec (128,000 Ibm)
225 sec
1800 seconds
0-225 sec (0.2227)
225-1800 sec (0.1645)
150 gpd @ STP for each SG
0%.
Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 pCigm DE-1131)
Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-I131)
Table 5.11.4-2 (21 piCi/gm DE-1131)
335 times equilibrium
4 hours

91,000 Ibm
91,000 Ibm
96,000 Ibm
Table 5.11.4-1 (0.1 pCilgm DE-I131)
97Ye elemental; 3% organic

100 (all tubes submerged)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
100 elemental iodine
1 organic iodine / Noble Gases
0-225 sec (1207.407 Ibm/sec per SG)
225 sec - 1800 sec (68,900 Ibm)
225 sec - 7200 sec (417,100 Ibm)
2 hr - 8 hr (979,S00 lbm)
8 hours
0-225 sec (Condenser Air Ejector)
225 sec -8 hr (MSSVs/ADVs)

8 hours after DBA
@16,200 cfin (min) for 30 min

C)

C)

Note=
(1) Steam genator pmaute values reflet ie Replacement Stem Generators.

I 0o
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Table 5.11.9-5B
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Steam Generator Tube Rupture - BVPS-2

Core Power Level
Reactor Coolant Mass
Break Flow to Faulted Steam Generator

Time of Reactor Trip
Termination of Break Flow to Faulted SG
Amount of Break Flow that Flashes

Leakage Rate to Intact Steam Generators
Failed/Melted Fuel Percentage
RCS Tech Spec Iodine & NG Concentration
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates
Pre-Accident Iodine Spike Activity
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike

Secondary System Release Parameters
Intact SG Liquid Mass (min)
Faulted SG Liquid Mass (min)
Initial Mass in Steam Generators
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid
Form of All Iodine Released to the
Environment via Steam Generators
Iodine Partition Coefficient (unflashed portion)
Fraction of Iodine Released (flashed portion))
Fraction of Noble Gas Released fiom any SG
Partition Factor in Condenser

Steam Flow to Condenser before Reactor Trip

Faulted SG Steam Releases via MSSV/ADVs

Intact SG Steam Releases via MSSV/ADVs

Termination of Release from SGs
Environmental Release Points

CR Emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
CR is maintained in normal ventilation mode
CR Purge Initiation (Manual)Time and Rate

2918 MWt
368,000 ibm
(0-116.4 sec) 9,200 Ibm
(116.4-3160 sec) 150,900 Ibm
116.4 sec
3160 sec
(0-1 16.4 sec) 1,730.2 Ibm
(116.4-3160 sec) 6301.3 Ibm
150 gpd @ STP for each steam generator
0%/0
Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-I131)
Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-I131)
Table 5.11.4-2 (21 piCilgm DE-1131)
335 times equilibrium
4 hours

95,150 Ibm
95,150 Ibm
95,150 Ibm
Table 5.11.4-1 (0.1 pCi/gm DE-1131)
97% elemental; 3% organic

100 (all tubes submerged)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
1.0 (Released without holdup)
100 elemental iodine
1 organic iodine / Noble Gases
142,300 Ibm (Faulted SG)
281,900 Ibm (Intact SGs)
(116.4-3160 sec) 60,600 Ibm
(3160-7200 sec) 0 Ibm
(7200-28,800 sec) 39,800 Ibm
(116.4-3160 sec) 142,300 Ibm
(3160-7200 sec) 302,500 Ibm
(7200-28,800 sec) 778,200 Ibm
8 hours
(0-1 16A sec) Main CondenserAirEjector
(116A sec>-8 hr) MSSVs/ADVs

8 hours after DBA
@16,200 cfm (min) for 30 min

i
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Table 5.11.9-6
Analysis Assumptions & Key Parameter Values
Locked Rotor Accident - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

(I) lq
Core Power Level
Minimum Reactor Coolant Mass
Primary to Secondary SG tube leakage
Melted Fuel Percentage
Failed Fuel Percentage
Core Activity of Isotopes in Gap
Radial Peaking Factor
Fraction of Core Inventory in Fuel gap

Iodine Chemical Form in Gap

Secondary Side Parameters
Minimum Post-Accident SG Liquid Mass
Iodine Species released to Environment.
Iodine Partition Coefficient in SGs
Particulate Carry-Over Fraction in SGs
Steams Releases fiom SGs

Termination of releases from SGs
Fraction of Noble Gas Released
Environmental Release Point.

CR emergeny Ventilation: Intiation SgnaliTimlng
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilion

2918 MWt
340,711 Ibm
450 gpd @ STP
0%
20%
Table 5.11.4-3
1.75
1-131 (8%Y)
Kr-85 (10%)
Other Noble Gases (5Y%)
Alkbai Metals (12%e)
4.85% elemental
95% CsI
0.15% Organic

101,799 Ibm per SG
97% elemental; 3% organic
100 (a1l tubes submerged)
0.0025
0-2 hr (348,000 Ibm)
2-8 hr (778,000 Ibm)
8 hours
1.0 (Released to Enviromnent without holdup)
MSSVs/ADVs

Note:
(1) Bounig paroeter vaues am used to encompas an evt at eidher unit.

6517S-NPdoo023045-46
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Table 5.11.9-7
Analysis Assumptions & Key Parameter Values

Loss of AC Power() - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Minimum Reactor Coolant Mass 340,711 lbm
Primmy to Secondary SG tube leakage 450 gpd @ STP
Melted Fuel Percentage 0%O
Failed Fuel Percentage 0%
RCS Tech Spec Iodine & NG Concentration Table 5.11.4-1(0.35 pCi/gm DE-I131).

Secondary Side Parameters
Minimum Post-Accident SG Liquid Mass 101,799 Ibm per SG
Iodine Species released to Environment 97% elemental; 3% organic
Tech Spec Activity in SG liquid Table 5.11.4-1 (0.1 pCilgm DE-J131)
Iodine Partition Coefficient in SGs 100 (all tubes submerged)
Fraction of Noble Gas Released from SGs 1.0 (Released without holdup)

Steam Releases from SGs 0-2 hr (348,000 Ibm)
2-8 hr (778,000 Ibm)

Termination of releases from SGs 8 hours
Environmental Release Point MSSVs/ADVs

CR emergency Ventilation: Initiation SignalriTming
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilation

Notec
(1) Bounding paraner values are used to encompasso event at either uniL

6517--NP~oc.023045-46
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Table 5.11.9
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Fuel Handling Accident in Fuel Pool Area or Containment - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Number of Rods in Fuel Assemblies 264
Total Number of Fuel Assemblies 157
Number of Damaged Rods 137
Decay rime Pnor to Fuel Movement 100 hours
Radial Peaking Factor 1.75
Fraction of Core Inventory in gap 1.131 (8%/o)

Kr-85 (10%)
Other Noble Gases (5%)
Other Halides (5%/1)
Alkali Metals (12%)

Core Activity of Isotopes in Gap Table 5.11.4-3
Iodine Form of gap release before scrubbing 99.85% elemental

0.15% Organic
Mn depth of water in Fuel Pool or Reactor Cavity 23 ft
Scrubbing Decontamination Factors Iodine (200)

Noble Gas (1)
Particulates (w)

Rate of Release from Fuel PUFF
Environmental Release Rate All airborne activity
(unfiltered) within a 2-hour period
Environmental Release Points
Accident in Fuel Pool Area More Restrictive of Ventilation

Vent or SLCRS
Accident in Containment More Restrictive of Equipment

Hatch or SLCRS

CR Emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/timing
BVPS-1 and 2
Control room is maintained in normal ventilation mode.
BVPS-1
Control room purge initiation (Manual) Time and Rate 2 hours after DBA @16,200 cfm for 30 min

I)

0

01
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Table 5.11.9-9
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

Small line Break Outside Containment - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Core Power Level 2918 MWt
Minimum Reactor Coolant Mass 340,711 Ibm
CVCS letdown line break - mass flow rate 16.79 Ibm/s
Break Flow Flash Fraction 37%
Trne to isolate break- 15 minutes
Melted Fuel Percentage 0%
Failed Fuel Percentage 0%Yo
RCS Tech Spec NG & Iodine Concentration Table 5.11.4-1 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-I131)
RCS Equilibrium Iodine Appearance Rates Table 5.11.4-2 (0.35 pCi/gm DE-I13 1)
Accident Initiated Spike Appearance Rate 500 times equilibrium
Duration of Accident Initiated Spike 4 hours
Iodine Species released to Environment 97% elemental; 3% organic
SLCRS Filter Efficiency 0%Y
Environmental Release Point Ventilation Vent

CR Emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signal/Timing
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilation

4
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Table 5.11.9-10
Analysis Assumptions and Key Parameter Values

I Waste Gas System Rupture - BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Maximum Design Basis RCS Activity Basis

Maximum shutdown degassing letdown flow

Maximum WGS Noble Gas Inventory (Ci)
Kr-83m
Kr-85m
Kr-85
Kr-87
Kr-88
Kr-89
Xe-131m
Xe-133m
Xe-133
Xe-135m
Xo13S
Xe-137
Xe-138

2918 MWt core power
18 month fuel cycle
1% defective fuel
60 gpm normal minimum letdown flow
0 scfin Vcr purging, No RCS leakage
135 gpm

9.81E+00
6.53E+01
1.98E+04
1.68E+01
8.89E+01
6.52E-02
7.56E+02
5.17E+02
4.33E+04
3.83E+00
6.66E+02
2.03E-01
2.49Ef+0

Auxiliaiy building ventilation vent
Gaseous waste tank storage vault

Released to environment in 2 hours

Release Point Line Rupture
Tank Rupture

Environmental Release

CR Emergency Ventilation: Initiation Signalfilming
CR is maintained under Normal Operation ventilation

a

(j7

0~
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Table 5.11.9-11
Beaver Valley Power Station BVPS-1 and BVPS-2

Exclusion Area Boundary and Low Population Doses (CEDE)

.AB Dose LPZ Dose Regtlatory Lmit
Accident (rem)") (rem)(f" (rem)

Loss of Coolant Accident. 14 2.5 25

Control Rod Ejection Accidentd4) 3.1 -- 1. 63

Main Steam Line Break (U1n. 0.08 0.01 25(PIS)
0.11 0.03 - 2.5(CIS)

Main Steam Line Break (U2)5X7) 0.4 0.1 25(PIS)
.2.5 0.5 2.5(CIS)

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (U1)M 2.27 0.14 25(PIS)
0.93 0.06 2.5(CIS)

Steam Generator Tube Rupture (U2)) 1.02 0.06 25(PIS)
0.67 _ 0.04' .*25(CIS)

Locked Rotor Accident 2 0.33 -. 2.5

Loss ofAC Power (Note 6) (Note 6) 2.5

Fuel Handling Accident -- 63
BVPS-I 2.02 0.12
BVPS-2 2.43 0.12

Small Line Break Outside Containment 0.23 0.012 25

Waste Gas System Rnpture .OA1 0.02 0.5

Notes:

(1) EAB Doses are based on the worst 2-hour period following the onset of the event.

(2) LPZ Doses are based on the duration of the release.

(3) Except as noted, the mxiumm 2 hr dose for the EAD is based on the 0-2 hr period-

* LOCA: 0.5 to 2.S hr

* MSLB (CIS): 4 to 6hr(Unit2 only)

* LR 6 to 8 hr
(4) Dose values are based on the containment release scenario. The dose consequences based on the secondary side release

scenario are I Ren (EAB) and 0.1 Rem (LPZ).

(5) Doses are based on the maximum allowable Accident Induced Leakage (2.1 gpm) into the affected SG

(6) Dose fiom a poslasted Loss ofAC Power is boumded by the Locked RotorAccidenL

(7) PIS: Pre-accident iodine spike; CIS: Concurrent iodine spike.

C11 ;
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Table 5.11.9-12
30 Day Integrated Control Room Doses (lEDE)

Control Room Operator

Accident Dose (rem) Reg. Limit (rem)

Loss of Coolant Accidenl') (LOCA) 2(0.6) 5

Control Rod Ejection AccidenP(CREA) 1.3 5

Main Steam Line Break (U 5l') (MSLB) 0.62 5

Main Steam Line Break (U2)(3X, I 0.5 5

Steam Generator Tube Rnpture (Ul) 5 )(SGTR) 1.95 5

Steam Generator Tube Rnpture (U2j)( 0.25 5

Fuel Handling Accidet(6)
BVPS-1(') 2.36
BVPS-2 1.4

Locked Rotor Accidej6) LA) 2.2 5

Loss of AC PowezP (LACP) (Note 4) 5

Small Line Break Outside ContainmnentO (SLB) 0.7 - 5

Waste Gas System Rurei 6 (WGSR) 0.091 5

Notes:

(I) Portion shown in parenthesis for the LOCArepresents tht portion of the total dose of 2 rem that is the contribution of
direct shine from contained sourcestexternal cloud.

(2) Dose values are based on the containment release scenario. The dose consequences based on the secondasy side release
scenario is 0.06 Rnm.

(3) Dose is based on the maxim allowsble Accidaet Inded Leakage (2.1 gm) into the affected SQ

(4) Dose from a potulated Loss ofAC Power is bounded by the Locked RotorAccident

(5) Ihe CR is purged for 30 minutes at 16,200 cfin following termination of the ernvronental releases and by.

* MMLB: Purge within 24 hrs

* SGTR Purge within 8 hrs

* FHA(BVPS-I): Pureat2hrs

(6) The following accidents do not take credit for CREVS operations: SGIR, LRA, LACP, SLB outside Containent, WGSR
and FHA.
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5.12 FIRE PROTE ION SAFE SHUTDOWN (APPENDIX R)

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have been designed and evaluated to show that any single fire will not cause an
unacceptable risk to public health and safety. A fire will not prevent the performance of necessary safe
shutdown functions, and will not significantly increase the risk of radioactive release to the environment.
The station is designed on the basis of minimiing the use of combustible materials and of the use of fire-
resistant materials to the greatest extent possible. 10 CFR 50, Appendix R requires that the plant be
capable of performing a safe shutdown in the event of a fire.

As required by 10 CFR 50A8 and Appendix R to 10 CFR 50, nuclear plants are required to demonstrate
capability to safely shutdown the plant following a fire at various locations postulated within the plant.
This includes demonstration of alternate safe shutdown outside the control room using a minimum set of
protected equipment.

The EPU involves a corresponding increase in shutdown decay heat. The ability to achieve cold
shutdown in 127 hours for BVPS-1 and 72 hours for BVPS-2 will continue to be met with EPU decay
heat levels.

BVPS-1 Safe Shutdown

For BVPS-1, new rapid closure feedwater isolation valves will be installed to support containment
conversion and EPU. These valves will be required to be able to open for fires that disable the Auxiliary
Feedwater (AFW) System, such that the Appendix R dedicated auxiliary feedwater pump can supply
makeup to the steam generators (SGs).

For BVPS-1, the alternate safe shutdown equipment includes the following:

* One charging pump

* One river water pump

* One auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump

* The backup indicating panel

* One diesel generator (to power above items)

* Steam relief to the atmosphere with the MSIVs failed closed, using local control of the residual
heat release valve (RHRV) and SG atmospheric steam dump valves (ASDVs).

The preferred AFW pump is the steam-driven AFW pump, followed by the two motor-driven pumps.
However, for a postulated loss of offsite power with fire in the AFW pump area, the operators at BVPS-1
would align the dedicated AFW pump to provide water to the three SGs. This pump is designed to
provide water to the SGs at a rate of approximately 400 gpm within 10 minutes after the loss ofMFW and
the existing AFW pumps. This is discussed in Section 10.3.5.2.3 of the BVPS-1 UFSAR.
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To confirm capability to safety shutdown BVPS-l, a simulation has been made for a scenario that (la
includes a limiting 'worst case" fire that envelopes the AFW pump room fire and credits only the IF
minimum set of equipment expected to be available for recovery. Conservative operator action times are
also assumed. For the scenario, reasonable values are maintained for important parameters. These
include pressurizer level on span, RCS subcooling greater than uncertainties, and RCS / SG temperatures
and pressures are reasonable and close to no-load values during hot standby, gradually decreasing to
appropriate values at cold shutdown (hot leg temperatures < 200TF). If RHR cooling is not considered
available, it is feasible to fill the SGs and operate them as once through water to water heat exchangers.
At the - 700 gpm flowrate capability expected near the end of the cooldown transient, it can be
demonstrated that the RCS can reach cold shutdown in 127 hours for the EPU conditions (2900 MWt core
power) and decay heat rates (from ORIGEN). This time to cold shutdown is within the design intent of
reaching cold shutdown as given in Section 10.3.5.2.3 of the BVPS-1 UFSAR. For more realistic AFW
makeup water temperatures, it is feasible that this time can be reduced to approximately 72 hours, the
usual objective for Appendix R scenarios. Therefore, based on the simulation of the fire/safe shutdown
scenario and use of ORIGEN decay heat rates, the impact of the EPU on Fire Protection (Appendix R)
safe shutdown is acceptable.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for fire protection safe shutdown
(Appendix R) for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I.

BVPS-2 Safe Shutdown

The BVPS-2 Fire Protection Safe Shutdown Report has been reviewed with respect to the EPU. There (3
are no plant modifications proposed, which will impact the shutdown scenarios nor the respective plant
response. Auxiliary feedwater volume requirements in the report (Addendum 19) reflect a thermal power
level in excess of the EPU power level of 2900 MWt core power.

The time to achieve cold shutdown during post-fire scenarios is within the cooldown requirements as
identified in SRP Section 9.5-1.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for fire protection safe shutdown
(Appendix R) for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power
of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-2.
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6 FUELANALYSIS

This section describes the analyses and evaluations performed in the nuclear fuel and fuel-related areas to
support the EPU Project. The section addresses analyses and evaluations performed for fuel thermal-
hydraulic design fuel nuclear core design, fuel rod design and performance, heat generation rates, and
neutron fluence.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with the
original steam generators. The analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions bound and support operation
at the current power level, which supports the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

'The analyses and evaluations for the nuclear fuel and fuel-related areas at EPU conditions use a total core
peaking factor (FQ) of 2.4 or 2.52 and a nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor (Fm) of 1.62 or 1.75. In
all cases, the nuclear fuel and fuel-related analyses and evaluations for EPU conditions support a
minimum FQ of 2A and a minimum Fm of 1.62. The use of larger peaking factors in select analyses and
evaluations supports the potential for a future increase in peaking factors at EPU conditions.

Fuel Assembly Design

To support EPU, the fuel assembly design for BVPS was changed from the 17x17 VANTAGE
5H1PERFORMANCE+ (w/o Intermediate Flow Mixing (IEW) grids) design to the 17x1 7 Robust Fuel
Assembly (RFA) design (wI IFMs), including the RFA-2 design. The RFA-2 design is essentially
identical to the RFA design except that it includes an enhanced mid grid design that results in increased
mid grid contact area with the fuel rod. The enhanced mid grid design has no impact on the fuel assembly
thermal hydraulic, neutronics, or structural models.- The RFA design contains a mid grid allowable:
structural limitation that is conservative with respect to the RFA-2 design. The analyses and evaluations
performed for RFA fuel also apply to RFA-2 fuel, and the term RFA fuel as used in this report includes
applicability to RFA-2 fuel.

The transition to RFA fuel was initiated at the current core power level (2689 MWt). It is anticipated that
the fuel transition will be complete and the entire core will consist of RFA fuel when EPU is .
implemented. Although the core will be fully transitioned to RFA fuel when EPU is implemented,
previously burned VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies may be reinserted into the core as part of a cycle
specific reload. The VANTAGE MH fuel design is mechanically and hydraulically compatible with the
RFA fuel design. The acceptability of reinserting VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies into the core will be
confirmed during the normal reload design process for the specific loading pattern chosen for that reload
design.

A description of the RFA and V5H fuel assembly mechanical design features is provided in this section.

Fuel Mechanical Design Features

This section describes the mechanical design and the compatibility ofthe 17x17 RFAfuel assembly-
design (w/ IFMs) and the VANTAGE 5H/PERFORMANCE+ (w/o IFMs) fuel assembly design. The RFA
fuel assembly is designed to be compatible with the VANTAGE 5H fuel assembly, reactor internals
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interfaces, the fuel handling equipment and refueling equipment The RFA design dimensions are
essentially equivalent to the VANTAGE 5H assembly design from an exterior assembly envelope and
reactor internals interface standpoint

The significant mechanical features of the RFA design that differ from the VANTAGE 5H design are the
addition of three IFM grids, modification to the mixing vane mid grids, and increased thimble and
instrument tube outer diameters. Details of the RFA fuel assembly design are presented in the following
sections.

Design Description of the 17x17 Robust Fuel Assembly

The 17x17 RFA design is a 17x17 array with the standard fuel rod design 0.374 in. rod outside diameter.
The design incorporates and adapts many of the current Westinghouse advanced fuel features, including:

* ZIRLO"' thick thimble and instrument tubes
* Removable Top Nozzle (RTN)
* Reduced Rod Bow (RRB) Inconel Top Grid
* ZIRLOTm Modified Low Pressure Drop (LPD) Structural Mid Grids
* ZIRLO"' Modified Intermediate Flow Mixing Grids
* High Burnup Inconel Bottom Grid
* Debris Filter Bottom Nozzle
* Inconel Protective Bottom Grid
* Zirconium oxide coating on the bottom section of the fuel rod

Debris mitigating long fuel rod bottom end plugs (0
* ZIRLO"' Clad Fuel Rods

The 17x17 RFA design is a VANTAGE 5H/PERFORMANCE+ design (ST fuel rod size of 0.374 in.
outer rod diameter) using LPD structural and IFM grids of a modified design.

The RFA design incorporates three ZIRLO"' IFM grids. The RFA design is mechanically and
hydraulically compatible with the VANTAGE 5H (wlo IFS), and the same functional requirements and
design criteria apply to the Westinghouse RFA fuel assemblies and VANTAGE 5H (w/o IFMs) fuel
assemblies.

Fuel Rods

The RFA fuel rod has the same clad wall thickness, fuel rod pellet stack active length, fuel rod diameter,
bottom end plug and cladding material (ZIRLO"') as the VANTAGE 5H fuel rod.

Grid Assemblies

The RFA fuel includes IFM grids. The LFM's primary function is to promote flow mixing. Additionally,
they limit rod bow in the hottest fuel assembly spans. They must accomplish this without inducing clad
wear beyond established limits. The IFs must avoid interactive damage with grids from neighboring
fuel assemblies during core loading or unloading operations.
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The IFM grids are located in the three uppermost spans between the ZIRLOTh mixing vane structural
grids and incorporate a similar mixing vane array. Their prime function is mid-span flow mixing in the
hottest fuel assembly spans. Each IFM grid cell contains four dimples which are designed to prevent
mid-span channel closure in the spans containing IFMs and fuel rod contact with the mixing vanes. This
simplified cell arrangement allows short grid cells so that the IFM can accomplish its flow mixing
objective with minimal pressure drop.

The IFM grids and mixing vane grids are fabricated from ZIRLO'm. This material was selected to take
advantage of the material's inherent low neutron capture cross section.

The RFA mid grid has a mixing vane pattern. Differences between the RFA mid grids and IFM grids, and
the VANTAGE 5H fuel include:

* Mixing vane pattern
* Vane geometry
* Spring and dimple geometry
* Intersect slot length

To allow for the larger thimble and instrument tubes, the RFA mid grids and IFM grids are embossed
(radiused) at the thimble cell locations to accept the larger diameter thimble tube.

The Inconel bottom and protective bottom grids are the same for RFA and VANTAGE 5H except for the
larger insert inner diameter.

Guide Thimble and Instrument Tubes

The RFA design incorporates thicker walled thimble and instrumentation tubes relative to the
VANTAGE 5H fuel design. The guide thimble and instrumentation tube wall thickness is increased to
improve stiffness and address incomplete rod insertion (flU) considerations. The major outer diameter
(above the dashpot) is increased to 0.482 in. from 0.474 in. for the RFA design, relative to the
VANTAGE 5H and the minor OD is increased to 0.439 in. from 0.430 in. There is no difference in major
or minor (dashpot) inner diameters.

The new thimble dashpot OD (0.439 in.) requires new bottom/protective bottom grid insert tubing. The
insert tube ID was increased to interface with the larger thimble tube and the guide thimble end plug was
modified to a slip fit interface with the thimble tube. This results in a minimal diameter increase locally
at the weld and additional margin for fit up in the insert assembly. Since the thimble tube major OD is the
same as the 17x17 STD product, the RTN insert interface with the thimble tube is acceptable without a
design change to the insert or lock tube. Additionally, the instrument tube socket counter bore in the
debris filter bottom nozzle (DFBN) required modification to accommodate the larger instrument tube.

Mechanical Performance

Design changes associated with the addition of the three IFM grids do not significantly influence the
RFA fuel assembly structural characteristics that were determined by prior mechanical testing. Therefore,
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the RFA fuel assembly structural behavior and projected performance remain consistent with the
VANTAGE 5H fuel assembly design. C.)
Core Components

The core components for BVPS are designed to be compatible with the RFA and VANTAGE 5H fuel
assembly designs.

(-j1
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Table 6.0-1
17s17 Robust Fuel Assembly and 17x17 VANTAGE 51I

Fuel Assembly Design
. Westinghouse 17x17 Westinghouse 17x17

.-'VANTAGESH RFA and RFA-2°
Design Feature . (w/o IFMs) (w/ IFMs)

FUEL ASSEMBLY
Rod Array in Assembly 17x17 17x17
Rods per Assembly 264 264
Assembly Pitch, in. 8.466 8.466
Overall Assembly Envelope, in. 8.426 8.426
Overl Assembly HeighLt, in. 159.775 - 159.975
Fuel Assembly Weight, lb. (6" Annulr Blnkes) -1436 -1456
Fuel Assembly Weight (Solid Blankets) -1469 -1478
BOTTOM/PROTECFTVE GRID .

Insert Tubing, OD x ID, in. 0.4835 x 0.4455 | 0.4840 x 0.4500
BOTTOMNOZZLE - ._._.

Inshrment Coumter Bore Diameter, in. [0.477 [0.484
MD GRED
Mid Grid Material 23RLOT' ZIRLO'u
Mid Grid Envelop in. 8.418 8.418
Vane Pa5ttcm) r____r_
Vane Length (Unbent), mn.() rr
Spring Window, in. - v r f
Dimple Slot, in.P .
Spring/Dimple Forms')- Standard Design
Intersect Slot Length, in.
Inner Strap Heigrht, in. 1.500 1.500
Inner Strap Thicness, in. 0.018 0.018
Outer Strap Design Standard Design Anti-Snag

Outer Strap Height, in. 1.875 . 1.878
Outer Strap Thiciness, in. 0.026 0.026
Sleeve Diameters, OD x ID, in. 0.514 x 0.480 0.528 x 0.494

IFM GRID
IFM Grid Material N/A -* Z2LO"'
Envelope, in. N/A 8386
Vane Pattern N/A r
Vane Length (Unbent), in. NIA r C
Dimple Slot, in.. NIA rc
Dimple Forms N/A - .C

Imer Strap Height, in. N - NIA 04A75
inner Strap Thickness, in. - - -' NIA 0.018
Outer Strap Design . NIA Anti-Snag
Outer Strap Height, Wn.. N/A 1363
Outer Stap Thickness, in. N/A 0.026
Sleeve Diameters, OD x ID, in. N/A 0.528 x 094

Note - -- : - . . - . - -
(1) RFA and RFA-2 fuel assemblies have mid grids that differ sligBtly. The RFA and RFA-2 mid grid data in the table applies

to both fuel assemblies, but RFA-2 mid grids have slight differences in the spring slots, width and contact face with a
localized increase in dimple width at the contact fice.
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6.1 FUEL'THERMAL-HYDRAUIC DESIGN

6.1.1 Introduction

The fuel assemblies to be used in the BVPS cores at EPU conditions consist of Robust Fuel Assemblies
(with Intermediate Flow Mixers) (RFA), however, previously burned VANTAGE 5H fuel assemblies may
be reinserted in BVPS cores at EPU conditions. The DNB methodology used is the Revised Thermal.
Design Procedure (RTDP) (Reference 1) with the VIPRE code.

This section describes the calciulational methods and analyses performed to support the EPU to a
maximum core power of 2900 MWt.

6.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Table 6.1-1 summarizes the thermal-hydraulic design parameters analyzed in support of the BVPS
operation at an EPU core power of 2900 MWt.

6.13 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

6.13.1 DNBR Calculational Methods

The RTDP (Reference 1) will continue to be used where applicable. The DNBR analysis is performed
with the VIPRE code as generically approved by the NRC (Reference 2).- This is a first time application
of the VIPRE code to BVPS. The WRB-2M DNB correlation (Reference 3) is used for the RFA with the (3
WRB-2 (References 4, 9 and 10), WRB-1 (Reference 7), or W-3 correlations (References 5 and 6) used
where WRB-2M is not applicable. The WRB-1 DNB correlation will continue to be used for any
reinserted V5H fuel assemblies with the W-3 correlation used where WRB-1 is not applicable. The DNB
correlation limit is that value of DNBR, based on statistical analysis of the DNB test data, for which there
is a 95% probability that DNB will not occur at a 95% confidence leveL The limits are 1.14 for
WRB-2M, 1.17 for WRB-1 and WRB-2, and 1.30 for W-3 (1.45 for low pressures).

With RTDP methodology, uncertainties in plant operating parameters, nuclear and thermal parameters,
fuel fabrication parameters, computer codes and DNB correlation uncertainties are combined statistically
to obtain the overall DNB uncertainty factor which is used to calculate the DNBR Design Limits (DL)
that satisfy the DNB design criterion. The criterion is that the probability that DNB will not occur on the
most limiting rod is at least 95% at a 95% confidence level for any Condition I or I event Since the
parameter uncertainties are considered in determining the RTDP design limit, the plant safety analyses are
performed using input parameters at their nominal values. The DNBR Safety Analysis Limits (SAL) are
defined as SAL DNBR = DL DNBR/(l-M) where M is the plant specific margin that is maintained for the
purpose of offsetting DNBR penalties such as rod bow and transition core penalties and increasing the
flexibility in design and operation of the plant.

The RtTDP uncertainties included are the nuclear enthalpy rise hot channel factor (FA), the enthalpy rise
engineering hot channel factor (FT, ), uncertainties in the VIPRE and transient codes and uncertainties

based on surveillance data associated with vessel coolant flow, core power, coolant temperature, system
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pressure and effective core flow fraction (i.e., bypass flow). The increase in DNB margin is realized
when nominal values of the preceding factors are used in the DNB safety analyses. The following
bounding instrumentation uncertainties were used to determine the DNBR Design Limits:

Power 0.6%
RCS Flow 2.2%
Pressure 37.6 psi
Inlet Temperature 4.00F

The RIDP DNBR Design Limit values calculated corresponding to the 2900 MWt core power parameters
were 1.22/1. (typical cell/thimble cell) for RFA. DNB margin was obtained by performing the safety
analyses to the Safety Analyses DNBR limits which are higher than the Design Limits. The DNBR
margin/penalty summary for transients using RTDP is given in Table 6.1-2. The unused DNBR margin is
available for operating and design flexibility.

The Standard Thermal Design Procedure (STDP) is used for those analyses where RTDP is not
applicable. With this procedure, the nominal values with uncertainties are used to calculate DNBRs.I The
DNBR limits for STDP are the appropriate correlation limits increased by sufficient margin to offset the
applicable DNBR penalties. The DNBR Margin/Penalty Summary for transients using STDP is given in
Table 6.1-3.

6.13.2 DNB Performance

The following calculations were performed, using RIDP methodology, to support the EPU to 2900 MWt
core power. Revised Core and Axial Offset Limits were calculated. These were used as input to
determine the revised Overtemperature Delta T and Overpower Delta T trip setpoints. Calculations were
made for Loss of Flow (including Complete Loss of Flow, Frequency Decay and Partial Loss of Flow),
Locked Rotor, Dynamic Dropped Rod and Static Rod Misalignment. All DNBR Safety Analysis Limits
were met.

The analyses of Hot Full Power and Hot Zero Power Steam Line Break, Feedwater Malfumction and Rod
Withdrawal From Subcritical were done using STDP methodology. As stated above, the DNBR limits for
STDP are the appropriate DNB correlation limits increased by sufficient margin to offset applicable
DNBR penalties. All DNBR limits were met.

The Hot Full Power Steam Line Break transient was analyzed with the W-3 DNB correlation. The
applicable correlation limit (CL) was 1.30. The minimum DNBRs were greater than the DNBR limit of
1.50. The only applicable penalty was that due to rod bow, equal to 5.5% in the lower grid spans. The
DNBR margin ((1 - (CL/DNBR limit)) x 100) is more than sufficient to cover this penalty.

The Hot Zero Power Steam Line Break transient was analyzed with the W-3 DNB correlation. The
applicable correlation limit was 1.45, since the core pressure was below 1000 psia. The minimum
DNBRs were greater than the DNBR limit of 1.61. The Feedwater Malfimction transient was bounded by
the Hot Zero Power Steam Line Break transient.
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The Rod Withdrawal From Subcritical transient was analyzed with the W-3 DNB correlation with a
correlation limit of 1.30 below the first mixing vane grid. The analysis above the first mixing vane grid (
used the WRB-1 DNB correlation with a correlation limit of 1.17. The DNBR limit used below the first
mixing vane grid was 1.65. Use of this limit covers all applicable DNB penalties with margin. The
DNBR limit used above the first mixing vane grid was 1.45. In all cases, the minimum DNBRs were
higher than the limit.

6.133 Effects of Rod Bow on DNBR

The phenomenon of fuel rod bowing is accounted for in the DNBR safety analysis of Condition I and II
events. The maximum rod bow penalty applicable to the RFA in the 20-inch grid spans is 13% DNBR at
an assembly average burnup of 24000 MWD/MTU. For burnups greater than 24000 MWD/MTU, credit
is taken for the effect of FAH burndown, due to the decrease in fissionable isotopes and the buildup of
fission product inventory. Therefore, no additional rod bow penalty is required at burnups greater than
24000 MWD/MTU. No rod bow penalty is applicable to the RFA in the 10-inch grid spans.

For this application, the rod bow penalty is offset with the DNB margin retained between the DNBR
Design and Safety Analysis Limits, Table 6.1-2.

6.13.4 Fuel Temperature Analysis

The PAD 4.0 code as generically approved by the NRC (Reference 8) was used to calculate the fuel
temperature data that is used as initial conditions for the LOCA and non-LOCA safety analyses. 3
6.1.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria and results for the fuel thermal-hydraulic design analyses and evaluations are
included in Section 6.1.3.

6.1.5 Conclusions

The thermal hydraulic evaluation of the EPU to 2900 MWt core power for BVPS has shown that
sufficient DNB margin is available to cover the applicable penalties and satisfy acceptance criteria.

The results and conclusions of the fuel thermal-hydraulic design analyses and evaluations performed for
the core power of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current core power of 2689 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.
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Table 6.1-1
Thermal and Hydraulie Design Parameters

Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters (using RTDP) Design Parameters

Reactor Core Heat Output, MWt 2900

Reactor Core Heat Output, 106 BTU/hr 9895

Heat Generated in Fuel, % 97.4

Core Pressure, Nominal, psia
high flow 2270
low flow 2260

Pressurizer Pressure, Nominal, psia 2250

Radial Power Distribution(1) 1.62(1+0.3(1-P)) (2
where P = Fraction of Full Power

HFP Nominal Coolant Conditions Design Parameters

Vessel Thermal Design Flow (TDF)
Rate (inchling Bypass), 100 Ibm/hr 99.3
GPM 261,600

Core Flow Rate (excluding Bypass, Based on TDF)
10' Ibm/br 92.8
GPM 244,600

Core Flow Area, ft2  41.55

Core Inlet Mass Velocity, 10' ibm/hr-ft2 (Based on IDF) 2.10

Thermal and Hydraulic Design Parameters (based on TDF) Design Parameters

Vessel/Core Inlet Temperature, °F 543.1
Vessel Average Temperature, °F 580.0
Core Average Temperature, IF 584.6
Core Outlet Temperature, °F 621.4
Vessel Outlet Temperature, °F 617.0
Average Temperature Rise in Vessel, °F 73.9
Average Temperature Rise in Core, °F 78.3

Heat Transfer

Active Heat Transfer Surface Area, ft2  48,600
Average Heat Flux, BTU/hr-ft2  198,300
Average Linear Power, kw/ft 5.69
Peak Linear Power for Normal Operation, kw/ft3) 14.3
Peak Linear Power for Prevention of Centerline Melt, kw/ft 22.4

Pressure Drop Across Core, psi(4) 22.48 (BVPS-1)
22.34 (BVPS-2)

0

0

Notes:
(1) RDP analysis excludes the 4% measurement Uncertainty that is included in theses vauae.
(2) A reduced peaking factor (IA56) would be used fur the analsis of any reinserted VSH fuel assemblies in order to meet the

DNBR limits at the EPU conditions. Ihe reduced peaking factor is achievable due to the significant bumup of the
VSH fuel assemblies.

(3) Based on maximum FQ of 2.52, which supports the miniunum FQ of 2.4.
(4) Based on best estimate flow rate of 293,400 gpm (BVPS-I) and 292,500 gpm (BVPS-2).
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Table 6.1-2
DNBR Margbn/Penalty Summary (RTDP)m

DNB Correlation WRB-2M.

DNBR Correlation Limit .1.14

DNBR Design Limit (Typical cell) 1.22
. Thimble cell) .1.22

DNBR Safety Analysis Limit (Typical cell) 1.55
._ - (Thimble cell) 1.55

DNBR Margin, % (Typical cell) 21.2(w)
. (Thimble cell) 21.2°')

Rod Bow DNBR Penalty, % . .3 (20" span)
.__ ._ 0(10" span)(2)

Available Unused DNBR Margin, % (Typical cell) 21.2C).
(himble cell) 21.2°

Notes:

(1) DNBR margin Mbetween SafetyAnabs Limit (SAL) and Design Limit (DL) DNBRs: M 1-DLISAL-

(2) Minimum DNBRs occur in IFM spans for RTDP.

(3) Burned V5H fuel assemblies have also been evaluated in BVPS cores at EPU conditions. The reinsertion of burned VSH fuel
assemblies at EPU conditions would be further evaluatd as part of the normal reload process.

...... ' '. '1

.j
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Table 6.1-3
DNBR Margin/Penalty Summary (STDP)P)

Hot Zero Power Steamline Break

DNB Correlation W-3

DNBR Correlation Limit (ypical cell) 1.45
(TIhimble cell) 1.45

DNBR Limite') (Typical cell) 1.61
(Thimble cell) 1.61

Hot Full Power Steamline Break

DNB Correlation W-3

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical cell) 1.30
(Thimble cell) 1.30

DNBR Limite) (Typical cell) 1.50
. _. (Thimble cell) 1.50

Rod Withdrawal from Subcritical

Below first mixing vane grid

DNB Correlation W-3

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical cell) 130
(Thimble cell) 130

DNBR Limitfl) (Typical cell) 1.65
(Thimble cell) 1.65

Remaining grid spans _

DNB Correlation WRB-I

DNBR Correlation Limit (Typical ceU) 1.17
(Thimble cell) 1.17

DNBRLimit'l) (Typical cell) 1.45
(Thimble ceU) 1.45

Notes
(1) The STDP DNBR Limits are nalogous to the RTDP SafetyAnalysis Limits and include magin to cover applicable

penalties.

(2) Burned V5H fuel assemblies have also been evalaed in BVPS cores at EPU conditions. The reinseition of burned
V5H fuel assemblies at EPU conditions vould be further evaluated as part of the normal reload process.

,C).C

.0-
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62 FUEL NUCLEAR CORE DESIGN

6.2.1: Introduction

The nuclear core design analysis has two primary objectives. First, the effect of the EPU on the key
safety parameters must be determined. These safety parameters are used as input to the UFSAR accident
analyses. Second, the plant Technical Specifications/COLR that apply to nuclear design must be
reviewed to determine if they remain appropriate or must be altered.

6.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The nuclear design analyses demonstrate the acceptability of operation at a core power level of
2900 MWt consistent with the design parameters in Section 2.1.1.

6.23 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

To satisfy these objectives, conceptual models were developed that followed the EPU power transition to
an approximate equilibrium fuel cycle. A preferred fuel management strategy provided by FENOC
through this power transition was assumed in developing the models. The modeling for this evaluation
assumed that the first power transition cycle would operate at the core power level of 2689 MWt
consistent with the 1.4% power uprate previously implemented followed by three cycles of operation at
the EPU core power of 2900 MWt. The results of this evaluation would not be significantly impacted
should BVPS-1 or BVPS-2 operate for more than one cycle at the current core power level of 2689 MWt.

Three cycles at 2900 MWt should be sufficiently close to the equilibrium condition for the preferred fuel
management that it could be used for assessing the long-term behavior of the core at the EPU condition.
Key safety parameters were then evaluated such that the expected ranges of variation in the parameters
were determined. The key safety parameters referred to here are those described in the standard reload
design methodology (Reference 1). Some of these parameters, such as shutdown margin, are sensitive to
the fuel management and loading pattern characteristics.

The observed variation in these loading pattern (LP) dependent parameters during the power transition to
an equilibrium cycle with EPU conditions are typical of the normal cycle-to-cycle variations for non-
transition fuel reloads. Many of the key safety parameters fall into this LP-dependent category.

The combination of the higher power levels at the EPU condition along with the generally higher plant
operating factors expected in the coming cycles implies a reliance on a Positive Moderator Temperature
(PMTC) Technical Specification. The PMTC fuel management strategy reduces burnable absorber
requirements, improves fuel economy, and increases nuclear design flexibility. The reduction in burnable
absorbers is limited, however, by the reactivity holddown required for long fuel cycles to satisfy the
post-LOCA subcriticality concern associated with a positive MTC at HZP design, the maximum HFP
boron concentration and similar design concerns. In anticipation of plant operation at the EPU
conditions, a change to a PMTC Technical Specification was implemented at the current core power level
of 2689 MWt'
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The increase in rated thermal power for BVPS, combined with an aggressive program to improve plant 7
availability by reducing the time spent in refueling outages, implies a significantly increased fuel duty, as
measured in burnup in GWD/MTU, for the fuel assemblies fed into the core. Because the maximum
licensed fuel rod burnup is currently 62 GWD/MTU for Westinghouse fuel, the fuel management and
loading patterns were developed so that the design requirements would be met without exceeding this
maximum rod burnup.

6.23.1 Methodology

The methods and core models used in the EPU analyses are described in References I and 2. These
licensed methods and models have been used for BVPS and other similar Westinghouse reload design fuel
with and without uprating. No changes to the nuclear design philosophy, methods, or models, were
necessary due to the EPU.

The reload design philosophy used by Westinghouse includes evaluation of the reload core key safety
parameters which comprise the nuclear design dependent input to the UFSAR safety evaluation for each
reload cycle. This philosophy is described in References 1 and 2. These key safety parameters will be
evaluated for each BVPS reload cycle as part of the normal reload design process. At that time, if one or
more of the key parameters fall outside the bounds assumed in the safety analyses, the affected transients
will be reevaluated and the results documented in the Reload Safety Evaluation report (RSE) for that
cycle. The main objective of the EPU core analyses is to determine, prior to the cycle specific reload
design, if the previously used bounds for the key safety parameters remain applicable and to evaluate
whether any changes to the plant Technical Specifications/COLR are required to implement the EPU.
The results of these analyses are described below.

6.23.2 Physics Characteristics and Key Safety Parameters

Conceptual core loading patterns were constructed to be representative of future BVPS cores. Table 6.2-1
compares the safety parameter ranges considered for the BVPS design before and after the EPU.

The comparison in Table 6.2-1 shows that the EPU core does not have any marked deviations from the
core design at 2689 MWt. In part, this is due to the fact that the plant is expected to continue to operate at
about the same vessel and core average temperatures after the EPU, which means that the fuel will have
about the same general reactivity at the EPU conditions.

Two safety parameters of particular interest in the EPU evaluation are the shutdown margin and the
maximum boron concentration.

The main impact of the EPU on the shutdown margin will be an increase in the power defect
proportionate to the overall increase in rated thermal power. Because BVPS has generally shown
shutdown margin well above the minimum requirement of 1770 pcm, this increase in power defect can be
readily accommodated. Because the core and vessel average temperatures are being maintained
approximately at the current levels, the other components that contribute to the calculation of the
shutdown margin, like the moderator temperature defect and the rod worths, should not be affected by the
EPU in any systematic way.
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As described in Section 6.23 above, the EPU is being implemented at the same time that an aggressive
program of improved plant availability is being'pursued. These two factors combine to require a
significant increase in core reactivity at BOC that is manifested in higher maximum boron concentrations
compared to current levels. In anticipation of these higher maximum boron concentrations, changes to
required system boron concentrations, like those in the RWST, were already implemented at the current
power level to accommodate these changes.

6.233 Power Distributions and Peaking Factors

Loading patterns were developed and modeled based on the projected energy requirements for the EPU.
These models were not intended to represent limiting loading patterns but were generated to demonstrate
that enough margin exists between typical safety parameter values and the corresponding limits to allow
flexibility in designing actual reload cores. The only new design constraint revealed for the loading
patterns developed for the conceptual models was the need to keep the maximum fuel rod burnup below
the 62 GWD/MTU licensed limit during the third cycle of core residence of the fuel assemblies. This
may preclude the use of third-burn fuel assemblies from the center core location. Beyond this, the
modeling did not reveal any other new design constraints that would have to be applied to cores at the
EPU conditions and generally these loading patterns required no additional effort compared to current
loading patterns.

6.23.4 Radial Power Distribution Impacts

Assembly average powers at BOL, MOL and EOL were calculated using the EPU core models for the
power transition and equilibrium cycles. The impact on the radial power distribution of the EPU
conditions is small when compared to loading patterns of similar fuel management style at nominal power
conditions. The impacts of the above radial power distribution differences on rod worths, and on off-
nominal condition peaking factors are small and are well within normal cycle-to-cycle variation in these
parameters.

6.23.5 Axial Power Distribution and FQ Impacts

The axial power distribution impact of the core at EPU power conditions shows only a small axial
sensitivity to the EPU. This is largely due to the expectation thatfthe current vessel and core average
temperatures will be maintained approximately the same after the EPU. The inlet temperature must be
decreased and the outlet temperature must be increased to produce the additional enthalpy increase for the
EPU condition, but maintaining the vessel and core average temperatures approximately the same as the
current values keeps the typical axial offset close to values at the current conditions and the axial response
to changes in plant conditions like rod insertion or power changes also remains basically unaffected by
the EPU. Operation at vessel and core average temperatures different from the current operating
temperatures, but within the temperature range for EPU, is expected to produce acceptable axial power
distributions and acceptable values for FQ. This will be confirmed during the normal reload design
process for each cycle based upon the specific temperatures chosen for that reload design.s

As part of the normal reload design process, the cycle specific Final Acceptance Criteria analysis based
on the current Constant Axial Offset Control (CAOC) operation with a +/- 7% delta-I band is performed
which implicitly includes the axial impacts of the EPU. Load follow simulations are performed through
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the power range to generate axial power shapes that are typical of Condition I operation. A Final
Acceptance Criteria analysis was performed for the equilibrium cycle as part of the EPU evaluation. The
results of this Final Acceptance Criteria analysis demonstrate that the total peaking factor (FQ) shows
significant margin to the limiting curve versus height. Therefore, it can be expected that all reload cores
at EPU conditions will also be acceptable.

A change in axial control strategy from the current CAOC to Relaxed Axial Offset Control (RAOC) is
also acceptable at EPU core conditions. This change could be accomplished by adjusting the RAOC
operating space to meet the same FQ and kW/ft limits as the current CAOC bands.

6.23.6 Fuel Storage Area Impacts

In anticipation of higher enrichments, the impact on fuel storage areas both for fresh fuel and for
discharged fuel has been evaluated. The Technical Specifications enrichment limit for fresh fuel has
already been established at 5 weight percent which supports EPU. Thus, the implementation of EPU will
not impact the plant Technical Specification/COLR requirements related to the fuel storage areas.

6.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria and results for the fuel nuclear core design analyses and evaluations are included
in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.5 Conclusions (
In summary, implementation of the EPU will not cause changes to the current nuclear design bases given
in the UFSAR. The impact of the reduced temperatures on peaking factors, rod worths, reactivity
coefficients, shutdown margin and kinetics parameters is well within normal cycle-to-cycle variation of
these values or is controlled by the core design, and will be addressed on a cycle specific basis consistent
with Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology. The ranges of key safety parameters as reported in Table
6.2-1 remain valid and bounding for the EPU condition.

The fuel management and loading patterns developed for the EPU evaluation were able to meet the
current maximum fuel rod burnup licensing limit of 62 GWDIMTU while accommodating the higher
rated thermal power and higher plant availabilities.

The results and conclusions of the fuel nuclear core design analyses and evaluations performed for the
core power of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current core power of 2689 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

6.2.6 References

1. Davidson, S. L. (Ed.), et al., "Westinghouse Reload Safety Evaluation Methodology,"
WCAP-9272-P-A, July 1985.

2. Nguyen, T. Q., et aL, "Qualification of the PHOENIX-P/ANC Nuclear Design System for
Pressurized Water Reactor Cores," WCAP-11596-P-A, June 1988. 0
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Table 62-1
Key Safety Parameters

Safety Parameters Current Values EPU Values

Reactor Core Power (MWt) 2689 2900

Vessel T. IIFP (OF) 576.2 576.2(1)

RCS Pressure (psia) 2250 2250

Core Average Linear Heat Rate (Kw/ft) 5.28 5.69

Most Positive MTC (JcM/ +2 +2

Most Positive MDC (delta-l/g/cc) 0.43 0.43

Doppler Tempcrature Coefficient pOcn/ 0 F) -1.4 to -2.9 -1.4 to -2.9

Doppler Only Power Coefficients -10.18 to -5.98 -10.18 to -5.98
(pcmM% Power) Least Negative

(0%/ RTP to 120%Y RTP)

Doppler Only Power Coefficients -19.4 to -11.24 -19A to -11.24
(pcmr/o Power) Most Negative

(0%/. RTP to 120%e RTP)

Beta-Effective . .0047 to .0075 .0047 to .0075

Shutdown Margn (PCM) - 1770 1770

Nuclear Design FAR 1.500/1.62). - 1"500/1.622) -
Notes:
(1) The EPU vessel average temperature is expt to be about the same as curent vessel avere tempature even thugh

the EPU design parameters in Section 2.1.1 include a vessel average temperatu range of 56620 to 5WF.
(2) The core design limit including uncertainties is 1.500 and the Techmical Specifications/COLR limit not including

uxcertainties is 1.62.
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63 FUEL ROD DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

63.1 Introduction

The purpose of this evaluation was to review the fuel rod design criteria to determine the acceptability of
operating the BVPS fuel at the EPU core power level of 2900 MWt.

63.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The parameters used in the fuel rod design criteria evaluation for the EPU Project are summarized in
Table 63-1.

63.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

An evaluation was performed under the EPU Project of the impact of NSSS performance parameters in
Table 63-1 on the ability to satisfy fuel rod design criteria for BVPS.

The analyses modeled Robust Fuel Assemblies (RFA). Up to three cycles at EPU conditions were
analyzed with representative rod power histories and axial power shapes generated by the NRC-approved
Westinghouse advanced nodal code (ANC).

The following sections summarize the impact of the EPU core power on key fuel rod design criteria
relative to their corresponding acceptance limits, and provide an assessment of the resulting impact on
meeting fuel rod design criteria. The key criteria considered include rod internal pressure, clad corrosion,
and clad stress and strain. Other fuel rod design criteria are not considered to be significantly impacted
by the EPU core power.

633.1 Rod Internal Pressure

Design Basis - The fuel system (ie., fuel assemblies) will not be damaged due to excessive fuel rod
internal pressure.

Acceptance Limit - The internal pressure of the lead rod in the reactor will be limited to a value below
that which could cause the diametral gap to increase due to outward clad creep during steady state
operation or for extensive DNB propagation to occur.

Design Evaluation - Margin to the rod internal pressure limit is impacted by changes in the core power
rating because higher power levels result in higher fuel operating temperatures and the resulting increase
in fission gas release rates. The NRC-approved Westinghouse PAD 3.4 fuel performance models,
Reference 1, were used to evaluate rod internal pressure as a function of bumnup. The results of this
evaluation showed that rod internal pressure limits regarding gap reopening and DNB propagation can be
satisfied under the assumed core duty (corresponding to a Fm of 1.62) at the EPU conditions.
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633.2 Clad Corrosion

Design Basis - The fuel system will not be damaged due to excessive'fuel clad oxidation. The fuel
system will be operated to prevent significant degradation of mechanical properties ofthe clad at low
temperatures, as a result of hydrogen embrittlement caused by the formation of zirconium hydride
platelets.

Acceptance Limit - The calculated clad temperature (metal oxide interface temperature) will be less than
[ - ]U.°F for ZIRLOim clad fuel ([ ].C°F for Zircaloy-4 clad fuel) during steady state operation. For
Condition II events, the calculated clad temperature will not exceed [ ]C 0F for ZIRLO1m clad fuel

]SC IF for Zircaloy-4 clad fuel). The hydrogen pickup level in the clad will be less than or equal to
[ ]C ppm at the end of fuel operation.

Design Evaluation - The EPU conditions result in increased operating temperatures for the clad due to the
increased rod average power rating. Since the corrosion process is a strong function of clad temperature,
the EPU will impact these criteria. Using NRC-approved models, Reference 1, the impact of the EPU
core power on corrosion and hydrogen pickup has been analyzed at the EPU conditions. The results of
the corrosion analysis demonstrate that the corrosion limits are satisfied with the current licensed
methodology.

ZIRLO"m clad fuel was analyzed and was found to meet the acceptance limits. The most likely
Zircaloy-4 clad fuel (VANTAGE SH) to be reinserted into EPU cores was similarly analyzed and was
found to meet the acceptance limits. However, Zircaloy4 clad fuel is more limiting and is therefore
dependent on the specific loading pattern utilized. Cycle-specific analyses using the standard reload
process will be used to demonstrate the acceptability of reinserted Zircaloy-4 clad fuel in EPU core
cycles.

6333 Clad Stress and Strain

Design Basis - Ihe fuel system will not be damaged due to excessive fuel clad stress and strain.

Acceptance Limit -The volume average effective stress calculated with the Von Mises equation
considering interference due to uniform cylindrical pellet-clad contact, caused by pellet thermal
expansion, pellet swelling and uniform clad creep, and pressure differences, is less than the 0.2% offset
yield stress with due consideration to temperature and irradiation effects under Condition II events. Ihe
acceptance limit for fuel rod clad strain during Condition II events is that the total tensile strain change
due to uniform cylindrical pellet thermal expansion during a transient is less than 1% from the
pre-transient value.

Design Evaluation - Ihe Westinghouse PAD 3A fuel performance models, Reference 1, are used to
evaluate clad stress and strain limits. The local power duty during Condition II events is a key factor in
evaluating margin to clad stress and strain limits. The fuel duty at the EPU conditions is more limiting,
resulting in some reduction in margin to the clad stress and strain limits. The results show that the EPU
core will not impact the fuel's capability to meet clad stress and strain limits for the EPU conditions.
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63.4 Acceptance Criteria and ResultseCi

The acceptance criteria and results for the fuel rod design and performance analyses and evaluations are
included in Section 633.

63.5 Conclusions

The fuel rod design criteria most impacted by a change in core power rating have been reviewed with
respect to the available margin to support the EPU. Although some design criteria are impacted, as stated
above, the EPU conditions listed in Table 63-1 are supported. Finally, as in the past, cycle-specific fuel
performance analysis will continue to be performed for each fuel region to confirm all fuel rod design
criteria are satisfied for the operating conditions specified for each cycle of operation. These evaluations
support the Reload Safety Evaluation (RSE) which is performed for each cycle of operation.

The results and conclusions of the fuel rod design and performance analyses and evaluations performed
for the core power of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current core power of 2689 MWt,
thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-I and BVPS-2.

63.6 References

1. Weiner, R. A., et aL, "Improved Fuel Performance Models for Westinghouse Fuel Rod Design and
Safety Evaluations," WCAP-1085 1-P-A (Proprietary) and WCAP-1 1873-A (Non-Proprietary),
August 1988. (1

Qi
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Table 63-1
Summary of EPU Parameters

Analyzed In Fuel Rod Design EvaluationO°

Parameter | Current Condition EPU Condition

Core Power (MWt) 2689 -2900

Core Inlet Temperature (0F) .542.2) T543.7(2)
Mass Flow Rate (x 106, lb/hr-f 2) 2.27 2.27(2)

System PressUre (psia) 2250 2250

Cycle Lengts (MWDM ) 17,000 20,500

Fa Limit 1.62 1.62

Fuel Design Considered RFA RFA

7.66 inch plenum 7.66 inch plenum

ZIRLOTW cladding 'ZlLO'm cladding

1.5 x IFEBA (100 psia backfill) 1.5 x IFBA (100 psia backfill)

Notes:
(1) The reinsertion of burned V5H fuel assemblies at EPU conditions would be evaluated on a cycle specific basis as part of the

normal reload prcess.

(2) Based on mimimn measured flow rate of 266,800 am.

A
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6.4 REACTORINTERNALSHEATGENERATIONRATES

6.4.1 Introduction

The presence of radiation-induced heat generation in reactor internals components, in conjunction with
the various reactor coolant fluid temperatures, results in thermal gradients within and between the
components. These thermal gradients cause thermal stress and thermal growth that must be considered in
the design and analysis of the various components. The primary design considerations are: (1) to show
that thermal growth is consistent with the functional requirements of the components, and (2) to show that
the applicableASME Code requirements are satisfied. In order to satisfy these requirements, the reactor
internals components must be analyzed with respect to fatigue and maximum allowable stress
considerations.

The reactor internals components potentially subject to significant-radiation induced heat generation are
the upper and lower core plates, the lower core support, the core baffle plates, the former plates, the core
barrel, the thermal shield for BVPS-l and neutron pad for BVPS-2, the baffle-former bolts, and the
barrel-former bolts. However, due to relatively low heat generation rates (generally less than
50 BTU/hr-lbm), the lower core support and the thermal shield for BVPS-1 and neutron pad for BVPS-2
experience little, if any, temperature rise relative to the surrounding reactor coolant Also, the
baffle-former bolt thermal loads are induced by differences in the average metal temperature between the
core barrel and the baffle plates. The baffle-former bolts are the most significant (highly stressed)
component in the baffle-barrel region. As such, the qualification of the baffle-former bolts demonstrates
the acceptability of all baffle-barrel region components, including the barrel-former bolts and the former
plates. Consequently, specific radiation-induced heat generation rates are not provided for the S
baffle-former bolts, barrel-former bolts and the former plates.

This section provides a description of the methodology used to determine the radiation-induced heat
generation rates for the upper core plate, lower core plate, core baffle plates, and core barrel that are
significantly impacted.

The results of the heat generation rates analysis are provided as input to the Reactor Pressure Vessel
System analysis described in Section 4.2 of this report

6.4.2 Upper Core Plate and Lower Core Plate Heat Generation Rates

6.4.2.1 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Radiation-induced heat generation rates were determined for both long and short-term conditions.
Long-term heat generation rates are intended to represent time average behavior that can be used for
fatigue analysis whereas the short-term results are intended to provide conservative values for use in the
calculation of maximum temperatures and thermal stresses. For the long-term heat generation rate
evaluation, radial and axial core power distributions applicable to the EPU power level were employed to
show that resulting heat generation rates are lower than those resulting from conservative generic power
distributions. For the short-term heat generation rate evaluations, the applicable BVPS radial power
distributions were confirmed to be less limiting than the generic radial power distribution; the generic
radial power distribution was coupled with conservative design basis top-peaked and bottom-peaked axial
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power distributions taken from Reference 1. Both the long and short-term heatingirate evaluations were
completed at the EPU power level.

6.4.2.2 'Descniption of Analysis and Evaluations

The upper core plate and lower core plate heat generation analyses were carried out with the DORT
Version 3.1 (Reference 2) two-dimensional discrete ordinates transport code. The calculations were
performed in rz geometry using the equivalent volume cylindrical core concept. The varying amounts of
structure located axially above and below the core were approximated as a number of homogenized
geometric regions, each with the appropriate volume fraction of stainless steel, water, and other structural
materials. In the axial direction, the lower core plate rz model covers from the inlet plenum region at the
bottom of the reactor vessel through the first 36 inches of fuel. In the axial direction, the upper core plate
r,z model covers the top 36 inches of fuel into the vessel outlet plenum. Radially, the models extended
from the center of the reactor core to the reactor vessel cladding.

6.4.2.3 Acceptance Criteria and Results

There are no specific acceptance criteria since this is an input to the reactor internals evaluation. The
results of the'radiation-induced heat generation rate calculations were provided as inputs for the reactor
internals evaluations. The volume averaged heat generation rates for the upper core plate and lower core
plate are summarized as follows:

Heating Rate (BTU/hr4-bm)

Location EPU Condition Reference 1

Long-Term
Upper Core Plate A 138.9 34.2
Upper Core Plate B 19.8 6.49
Short-Term
Upper Core Plate A 250.4 81
Upper Core Plate B 37.7 17.2
Long-Term
Lower Core Plate A 524.5 266
Lower Core Plate B 63.8 54.6
Short-Term
Lower Core Plate A 1393 860
LowerCorePlat B 182 199

In the above tabulation, Region A refers to the cylindrical portion of the upper core plate and lower core
plate located directly above and below the active fuel, respectively. Region B refers to the annular
portion of the plates located radially outboard of the active fueL -

6.43 Core Barrel and Baffle Plates Heat Generation Rates

6.43.1 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Design basis heat generation rates applicable to the BVPS radial internals (ie., core barrel and baffle
plates) are contained in Appendix H and I of Reference 1. The core power distributions upon which those
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calculations were based were derived from statistical studies of 25 independent fuel cycles from
11 three-loop reactors. These power distributions represented an upper tolerance limit for beginning-of-.
cycle (BOC) and end-of-cycle (EOC) power in the peripheral fuel assemblies, based on a 95% probability
with a 95% confidence level. Most of the evaluated fuel cycles were based on an out-in fuel loading
strategy (fresh fuel on the periphery) which, when combined with the statistical processing of the data,
resulted in a design basis core power distribution that tended to be biased high on the periphery. This
high bias on the periphery was desired by the reactor internals analysts to promote conservative, but not
unrealistic, design calculations for the critical baffle-barrel region of the reactor internals.

The evaluation of radiation-induced heat generation rates for the BVPS radial internals was based on a
comparison of the results calculated for the fuel cycle design provided for the EPU conditions with results
based on the use of the design basis power distribution.

6.43.2 Description of Analysis

The evaluation of radiation-induced heat generation rates applicable to EPU conditions for the BVPS-I
and BVPS-2 radial internals was based on a comparison of results based on the defined fuel cycle with the
results of the original design basis values. Due to the industry trend toward implementation of low
leakage cores that significantly reduce power on the core periphery, actual heat generation rates in the
radial internals generally fall well below the design basis values. In the current analysis, calculations are
used to demonstrate that the design basis radial heat generation rates remain bounding for the fuel cycles
defined for the EPU Project.

6.433 Acceptance Criteria and Results ()
There are no specific acceptance criteria since this is an input to the reactor internals evaluations.

The heat generation rates for the radial components were provided as input for the reactor internals
analysis. The volume averaged heat generation rates for the radial internals components are summarized
as follows:

Region Average Long Term Heaift Rate
(BTU/hr-lbm)

Location EPU Condition Reference 1

Baffle Plate 4 591 862
Baffle Plate 5 507 781
Baffle Plate 6 512 824
Baffle Plate 7 565 914
Baffle Plate 8 569 901
BafflePlate 9 383 729
Core Barrel 113 200

0'
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6.4.4 Conclusions

Long-term and short-term heating rates for the reactor internal components subjected to significant
radiation-induced heat generation were determined at EPU conditions. The results are provided for input
to fatigue analysis and for use in the calculation of maximum temperatures and thermal stresses.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for reactor internals heat
generation rates for the core power of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current core power
of 2689 MWt, thus supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-l and BVPS-2.

6.4.5 References

1. WCAP-9620, Revision 1, "Reactor Internals Heat Generation Rates and Neutron Fluences,"
A. H. Fero, December 1983.

2. RSICC Computer Code Collection CCC-650, "DOORS 3.1 One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional
Discrete Ordinates Neutron/Photon Transport Code System," Radiation Shielding Information
Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, August 1996.
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6.5 NEUTRON FLUENCE

6.5.1 Introduction

This section describes a discrete ordinates S. transport analysis performed for the BVPS-I and BVPS-2
reactor to determine the neutron radiation environment within the reactor pressure vessel at the EPU core
power of 2900 MW. The analysis was performed on a plant specific basis for the first thirteen operating
fuel cycles for BVPS-1 and the first eight operating fuel cycles for BVPS-2. The results of these
calculations were then used to provide projections of the neutron exposure of the reactor pressure vessel
for operating periods extending through a 20-year license extension period. These projections accounted
for a core power increase from 2652 MWt to 2689 MWt (assumed to occur in June 2001) followed by a
second core power increase to 2900 MWt (assumed to occur in June 2003).

The results of the neutron fluence analysis are provided as an input to the reactor vessel integrity analysis
described in Section 4.1.2 of this report.

6.5.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The following significant analysis assumptions were applicable to the neutron fluence evaluations
performed for BVPS-l and BVPS-2.

1. The fluence evaluations for the first thirteen operating fuel cycles for BVPS-I and the first eight
fuel cycles for BVPS-2 were based on the individual plant specific fuel cycle designs that were
used.

2. For BVPS-l, the spatial (radial and axial) core power distributions burnup averaged over the fuel
cycles 11 through 13 was used for cycle 14. The cycle 8 core power distribution including
removal of the hafnium power suppression rods from the core periphery was used for all fuel
cycles beyond cycle 14.

For BVPS-2, the spatial (radial and axial) core power distributions burnup averaged over the first
eight operating cycles was used for cycles 9 and beyond. Since BVPS-2 is currently operating
with low leakage loading patterns and this loading pattern strategy is planned to continue for the
foreseeable future, this should result in conservative projections of vessel fluence.

3. The analysis for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 incorporated the core power increase from 2652 MWt to
2689 MWt followed by the second core power increase to 2900 MWt.

6.5.3 Description ofAnalysis

Discrete ordinates transport calculations were performed on a fuel cycle specific basis to determine the
neutron and gamma ray environment within the reactor geometry of BVPS-l and BVPS-2. In the
application of this methodology to the fast neutron exposure evaluations for the reactor vessel, plant
specific forward transport calculations were carried out using the following three-dimensional flux
synthesis technique:

i(rOz) = [(r,)] * [4(rZ)]/W1(r)J
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where )(rOz) is the synthesized three-dimensional neutron flux distribution, (r,0) is the transport
solution in r,0 geometry, 4(rz) is the two-dimensional solution for a cylindrical reactor model using the
actual axial core power distribution, and 4ir) is the one-dimensional solution for a cylindrical reactor
model using the same source per unit height as that used in the rO two-dimensional calculation.

For this analysis, all of the transport calculations were carried out using the DORT discrete ordinates code
Version 3.1 (Reference 1) and the BUGLE-96 cross-section library (Reference 2). The BUGLE-96
library provides a 67 group coupled neutron-gamma ray cross-section data set produced specifically for
light water reactor application. In these analyses, anisotropic scattering was treated with a Ps legendre
expansion and the angular discretization was modeled with an S16 order of angular quadrature. Energy'
and space dependent core power distributions as well as system operating temperatures were treated on a
fuel cycle specific basis.

In developing the r,8 analytical models of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reactor geometry, nominal design
dimensions were employed for the various structural components. Likewise, water temperatures and,
hence, coolant density in the reactor core and downcomer regions of the reactor were taken to be
representative of full power operating conditions. 'These coolant temperatures were varied on a cycle
specific basis. The reactor core itself was treated as a homogeneous mixture of fuel, cladding, water, and
miscellaneous core structures such as fuel assembly grids, guide tubes, etc. The rO geometric mesh
description of the reactor model consisted of 156 radial by 83 azimuthal intervals for BVPS-l and
149 radial by 89 axial intervals for BVPS-2. Mesh sizes were chosen to assure that proper convergence
of the inner iterations was achieved on a pointwise basis. The pointwise inner iteration flux convergence
criterion utilized in the rO calculations was set at a value of 0.001.

The rz models of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reactor extended radially from the centerline of the reactor
core out to a location interior t the primary biological shield and over an axial span from an elevation
1 foot belowthe active fuel to i foot above the active fuel. As inthelcase ofthe rO model, nominal
design dimensions and full power coolant densities were employed in the calculations. In this case, the
homogenous core region was treated as an equivalent cylinder with a volume equal to that of the active
core zone. The stainless steel former plates located between the core baffle and core barrel regions were
also explicitly included in the model. The rz geometric mesh description of the reactor models consisted
of 148 radial by 90 axial intervals for BVPS-1 and 149 radial by 89 axial intervals for BVPS-2. Mesh
sizes were chosen to assure that proper convergence of the inner iterations was achieved on a pointwise
basis. The pointwise inner iteration flux convergence criterion utilized in the rz calculations was also set
at a value of 0.001.

The one-dimensional radial model used in the synthesis procedure consisted of the same radial mesh
intervals (i.e., 148 for BVPS-1 and 149 for BVPS-2) included in the rz model. Thus, radial synthesis
factors could easily be determined on a meshwise basis throughout the entire geometry.

6.5.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

Since the calculated values of neutron fluence experienced by the reactor pressure vessel are used as input
to subsequent reactor vessel integrity evaluations, there are no specific acceptance criteria for the results
of these calculations.
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The calculated fast neutron fluence (E > 1.0 MeV) exposure values for the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 pressure
vessels are provided in Table 6.5-lA and Table 6.5-1B, respectively.

As presented, these data represent the maximum exposure of the pressure vessel clad/base metal interface
at an azimuthal angle of 0 degrees for BVPS-1 and 0, 15, 30, and 45 degrees for BVPS-2 relative to the
core major axes.

6.5.5 Conclusions

Neutron transport calculations of the fast neutron exposure of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 reactor pressure
vessels have been completed using a methodology in compliance with the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.190, "Calculational and Dosimetry Methods for Determining Pressure Vessel Neutron Fluence,"
March 2001 (Reference 3). The results of these calculations are suitable for subsequent use in reactor
vessel integrity evaluations.

The results and conclusions of the analyses and evaluations performed for neuron fluence for the core
power of 2900 MWt bound and support operation at the current core power of 2689 MWt, thus
supporting the staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

6.5.6 References

1. RSICC Computer Code Collection CCC-650, "DOORS 3.1 One-, Two-, and Three-Dimensional
Discrete Ordinates Neutron/Photon Transport Code System," Radiation Shielding Information
Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, August 1996.

2. RSICC Data Library Collection DLC-1 85, "BUGLE-96 Coupled 47 Neutron, 20 Gamma-Ray
Group Cross-Section Library Derived from ENDF/B-VI for LWR Shielding and Pressure Vessel
Dosimetry Applications," Radiation Shielding Information Center, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, March 1996.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.190, "Calculational and Dosimetry Methods for Determining Pressure Vessel
Neutron Fluence," March 2001.
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Table 6.5-A
BVPS-1 Maximum Fast Neutron (E > 1.0 MeV)

Fluence Projections at the Pressure Vessel Clad/Bise Metal Interface

Cumulative -- Neutron Fluence (n/cm2 )
Operating

Time
(EFPY) 0.0 Degrees 15.0 Degrees 30.0 Degrees 45.0 Degrees

1430 (EOC 13) 1.76E+19 9.22E+18 5.44E+18 3.67E+18

27.44(1) 3.52E+19 1.85E+19 1.06E+19 7.02E+18

31.84 4.14E+19 2.18E+19 1.24E+19 8.16E+18

44.18(') 5.87E+19 3.12E+19 1.74E+19 1.14E+19

48.15 6.43E+19 3.43E+19 1.90E+19 124E+19

Note:

(1) Projected effective full power yeas for reactor vessl itegrity valufion (Secti 4.12).
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Table 65-1BBVPS-2 Maximum Fast Neutron (E > 1.0 MeV)
Fluence Projections at the Pressure Vessel Clad/Base Metal Interface

Cumulative Neutron Fluence (ncm2)
Operating

Time
(EFPY) 0.0 Degrees 15.0 Degrees 30.0 Degrees 45.0 Degrees

9.77 (EOC 8) 1.103E+19 6.875E+18 5.270E+18 3.668E+18

25.00 2.976E+19 1.854E+19 1.420E+19 9.884E+18

32.00(') 3.847E+19 2.396E+19 1.835E+19 1.277E+19

48.00(') S.837E+19 3.635E+19 2.783E+19 1.938E+19

54.00 6.584E+19 4.100E+19 3.139E+19 2.186E+19

Note
(1) Projected effective full power years for reactor vessel inegty evaluation (Section 4.14

a 1

.0 i
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7 CONTAINMENT ANALYSIS

The EPU Project included containment analysis for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at the EPU conditions
associated with the NSSS power of 2910 MWt. The analysis also included initial conditions and
assumptions necessary to support conversion of the containment design basis from sub-atmospheric to
atmospheric consistent with a large dry atmospheric containment design. For BVPS-l, the analysis was
performed to support the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs). Unit specific analyses were
performed for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. This containment analysis was previously submitted to the NRC for
review and approval as part of the Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion License
Amendment Request LAR Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2).-

The results and conclusions of the containment analysis performed for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt
bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged
implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.
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8 BOP ANALYSIS -)-

8.1 MAIN TURBINE

The main turbines at BVPS are Siemens-Westinghouse nuclear turbine generators of similar design Each
turbine is composed of three elements - one double flow high pressure (HP) turbine and two double flow
low pressure (LP) turbines. The BVPS-1 LP rotors are heavy disc key plate design. The BVPS-2
LP rotors are partial integral design.

An evaluation of the existing turbine-generator units at different thermal power levels including the full
EPU condition of 2910 MWt was performed. It was determined that the existing HP turbines would
require blading modifications to pass the required steam flow. An alternative option presented was to
replace the HP turbine rotor with a new optimized all-reaction design rotor. The existing LP turbine
rotors, turbine valves, and turbine auxiliary systems were found to be acceptable for the fUll EPU
pressure, temperature, and flow conditions.

The HP turbine will be replaced by an all reaction turbine at BVPS-2 prior to operations at EPU power
levels. The BVPS-I HP turbine has been replaced with an all reaction turbine. This all-reaction turbine is
designed to provide 2% nominal flow margin at the full EPU throttle valve steam conditions. This design
also provides improved full load performance by eliminating the partial admission control stage and
applying current blade path technology.

The major changes associated with the new HP turbine are: (
* Elmination of the inlet nozzle blocks which will be replaced with flow guides
* Optimized all reaction blading
* Improved materials for blade rings (stainless steel)
* Monoblock HP rotor with no through-bore
* Improved outer cylinder horizontal joint bolting
* Full arc steam admission at all loads

The existing turbine bearings, gland seals, main lube oil system, electro-hydraulic control system, and
gland sealing steam system will be re-used without modification. The HP turbine first stage
instrumentation will be recalibrated and/or rescaled to address the new pressure conditions for the
reaction turbine. No protection or control setpoints, as measured by turbine power, will be changed.

For EPU operation, the steam pressures entering the low-pressure turbines are slightly higher than at
current power levels. The turbine missile analyses for both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 utilize probabilistic
methodology. These analyses demonstrate that the total turbine missile generation probabilities for
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 meet applicable acceptance criteria based on the inspection and test interval
programs for the turbines. The current analyses are, therefore, bounding for EPU operation.

Based upon the above, it is concluded that the new all-reaction HP turbines and the LP turbines are
acceptable for operation at full EPU conditions.

;Ci
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8.2 HEAT BALANCES

Heat balances are used to identify the parameters and design inputs to evaluate BOP systems, structures,
and components for EPU conditions. Detailed heat balance models were developed and tuned to match
plant operational data. In addition to the full power heat balances, heat balances were also developed for
a steam flow rate which is equivalent to turbine valves wide open. These heat balances were used to
identify the operating parameter values, based on design and performance conditions, expected for the
EPU power leveL The BVPS-l EPU (2910 MWt) heat balance diagram is provided in Figure 8.2-1. The
BVPS-2 EPU (2910 MWt) heat balance diagram is provided in Figure 8.2-2.

65174.doc-092304 
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Figure 8.2-1
Heat Balance Diagram 2910 MWt Reactor Case

Beaver Valley Power Station-I Nuclear Power Plant
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FIgure 8.2-2 -

Heat Balance Diagram 2910 MWt Reactor Case
Beaver Valley Power Station-2 Nuclear Power Plant
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83 PIPING AND SUPPORTS SYSTEMS

83.1 Introduction

The purpose of the piping and supports systems including associated equipment review is to evaluate the
effects of EPU and to ensure design basis code compliance. Specifically, BVPS-1 piping systems were
evaluated in accordance with ANSI B31.1, 1967 edition, including the 1971 Addenda (Reference 1).
BVPS-2 piping systems were evaluated in accordance with ASME 111, 1971 edition, including Addenda
through the Winter 1972 (Reference 2) for Class 1, 2 and 3 piping, and ANSI B31.1, 1967 edition,
including Addenda through June 30, 1972 (Reference 3) for Class 4 piping. Additional codes for
components and supports are provided in the UFSAR (References 4 and 5).

System operation at EPU conditions may increase piping stress levels, pipe support loads, equipment
nozzle loads, equipment supports, etc. due to slightly higher operating temperatures, pressures, andlor
flow rates.

The piping system evaluations have considered the operating data related to the full EPU in their
respective evaluations. For BVPS-1, the analyses and evaluations presented in this section have been
performed with consideration of the thermal-hydraulic aspects of the Model 54F replacement steam
generators (RSGs).

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 systems evaluated for EPU conditions included the following piping systems
and supports. (
Steam and Power Conversion Systems

* Main Steam
* Extraction Steam
* Condensate
* Feedwater
* Heater Drains
* Steam Generator Blowdown
* Circulating Water

Auxiliary Systems

* River/Service Water
* Reactor Plant Component Cooling Water
* Turbine Plant Component Cooling Water
* Fuel Pool Cooling
* Auxiliary Feedwater

NSSS Related Systems

* Reactor Coolant
* NSSS Equipment Supports
* Quench Spray -

6S17-&doc-092304 
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* Safety Injection
* Recirculation Spray

NSSS equipment supports include the reactor vessel, steam generator upper and lower, reactor coolant
pump, and pressurizer supports.

The spent fuel cooling systems were evaluated with the license amendment to revise the minimum decay
time prior to fuel movement (Reference 7).

Other systems are not impacted by EPU.

8.3.2 Input Parameters

The design input data used in the piping system evaluations were obtained from a variety of source
documents, such as heat balance diagrams, design basis pipe stress and support calculations, EPU
containment analysis, etc.

The recirculation spray and low and high head safety injection'piping systems considered the effects due
to increased sump water temperatures resulting from containment conversion at EPU conditions before
and during the recirculation spray and during cold leg and hot leg recirculation modes. The sump water
temperatures associated with these modes of operation were obtained from the containment analysis at
EPU conditions (Reference 6).

Piping modifications will be performed in conjunction with the addition of new components for
containment conversion for BVPS-l (auxiliary feedwater cavitating venturis and fast acting feedwater
isolation valves). Piping modifications will also be made in conjunction with the physical installation of
the BVPS-1 replacement steam generators. These modifications will be completed under the
1 OCFR5O.59 process.

8.3.3 Description of Methods and Analysis

System operation at EPU conditions geneially results in increased pipe stress levels and pipe support
loads due to slightly higher operating temperatures, pressures and flow rates internal to the piping. The
piping systems affected by the EPU conditions were evaluated as follows:

Pre-EPU and EPU system operating data (operating temperature; pressure, and flow rate) were obtained
from heat balance diagrams, calculations and/or other applicable reference documents.

Change Factors were determined, as required, to evaluate and compare the changes in operating
conditions. The thermal, pressure and flow rate "change factors" were based on the following ratios:

* The thermal "change factor" was based on the ratio of the EPU to pre-EPU operating
temperature. That is, thermal change factor is (ThPU-70F)/(T,.p70O0F).

* The pressure "change factor" was determined by the ratio of (Pd]PpEpu).

* The flow rate "change factor" was determined by the ratio of (FloWvPIFlow.Epu).

6517-8.dooM04 8-6
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These thermal, pressure and flow rate change factors were used in determining the acceptability of piping a
systems for EPU conditions. -,

Based on the thermal, pressure, and flow rate change factors determined as described above, the following
engineering activities were performed and/or conclusions reached.

For thermal, pressure, and flow rate change factors less than or equal to 1.0 (that is, the pre-EPU
condition envelops or equals the EPU condition), the piping system was concluded to be acceptable for
EPU conditions.

For thermal, pressure, and flow rate change factors greater than 1.0 through 1.05 (that is, a greater than
zero and less than or equal to 5% increase in thermal expansion, pressure, and/or flow rate effects), this
minor increase was concluded to be acceptable based on the following rationale. Certain levels of
deviation from design basis conditions can be concluded to be permissible if that level of change would
not alter the piping system results to an appreciable degree. For example, relatively small temperature
changes can be concluded to be acceptable as the increase in pipe stresses, pipe support loads, nozzle
loads, and piping displacements are correspondingly small and generally predictable. These increases are
somewhat offset by conservatism in the analytical methods used to calculate thermal and/or fluid transient
stresses and loads. Conservatism may include the enveloping of multiple thermal operating conditions, as
well as not considering pipe support gaps in thermal analyses. Also, for supports evaluated for seismic
loading effects, a potential 5% increase in a specific thermal loading condition will generally result in a
less than 5% overall pipe support design load increase due to the existence of seismic earthquake loads.

For thermal, pressure, and flow rate (including fluid transients) change factors greater than 1.05, more 3
detailed evaluations were performed to address the specific increase in temperature, pressure and/or flow
rate in order to document design basis compliance.

83.4 Evaluation Results

For piping systems which required specific analysis to document acceptability for EPU conditions, a
summary of the pipe stress results are provided in Table 83-1 and 8.3-2. The results include piping
stresses that were most significantly impacted by EPU, or piping stresses that represent critical stress
levels in the associated piping. The results presented include piping location loading condition, current
stress, EPU stress, allowable stress for the applicable loading condition, and the resulting design margins
for EPU. The design margin provided is based on the ratio of the calculated stress divided by the
allowable stress.

The results of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 piping system (iLe., piping, pipe supports, equipment, equipment
supports, and equipment nozzles) evaluations indicate that the piping systems and supports remain within
code allowables.

i .. ,,IN
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83.5 Conclusions

The piping and pipe support evaluations performed conclude that the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 piping
systems including pipe stress, pipe support and equipment, equipment nozzles, and NSSS and BOP
equipment supports remain within the code allowables. The piping systems will continue to satisfy
design basis requirements when considering the temperature, pressure, and flow rate effects resulting
from EPU conditions and the BVPS-I replacement steam generators.

83.6 References

1. ANSI B3 1.1 Power Piping Code, 1967 Edition including addenda through and including
June30, 1971.

2. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section m, 1971 Edition including addenda through the
Winter 1972.

3. ANSI B31.1 Power Piping Code, 1967 Edition including addenda through June 30, 1972.

4. Beaver Valley BVPS-l UFSAR, Tables 4.1-11 and B.3-5.

5. Beaver Valley BVPS-2 UFSAR, Table 3.2-1.

6. Beaver Valley Power Station, Unit No. 1 and No.2, BV-1 DocketNo.50-334, LicenseNo.
DPR-66,-BV-2 Docket No. 50-412, License No. NPF-73, License Amendment Request Nos. 317
and 190 "Containment Conversion.i

7. Amendment No. 247 (BVPS-1) and No. 126 (BVPS-2), enclosing NRC Safety Evaluation Report
"Beaver Valley Power Station Units 1 and 2- Issuance of Amendment Re: Reduction in
Minimum Decay rime Required Prior to Fuel Movement"
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Table 83-1
BVPS-1 Piping Stressesa

Main Steam

Loading Current EPU Allowable Design
Location Condition Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Margin

Inside Containment Sustained 8,853 8,943 18,750 OA8

Inside Containment Occasional (U) 16,019 17,397 22,500 0.77

Inside Containment Occasional (F) 15,935 17,281 33,750 0.51

Inside Containment Ihermal Expansion 14,859 15,446 28,125 0.55

Outside Containment Sustained 10,493 10,493 18,750 0.56

Outside Containment Occasional (U) 9,981 17,082 18,000 0.95

Outside Containment Occasional (F) 24,908 27,591 33,750 0.82

Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 35,205 35,205 36,028 0.98

Feedwater

Inside Containment Sustained 7,441 7441 15,000 0.50

Inside Containment Occasional (U) 12,572 13,746 18,000 0.76

Inside Containment Occasional (F) 12,955 13,500 27,000 0.50

Inside Containment Thermal Expansion 22,026 28,536 30,059 0.95

Outside Containment Occasional (F) 9,258 24,096 27,000 0.89

Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 21,012 21,416 22,500 0.95

Auxiliary Feedwater

Outside Containment Occasional (U) 7,859 14,119 18,000 0.78

Outside Containment Occasional (F) 12,910 20,484 27,000 10.76
Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 4,006 17,053 30,003 0.57

;(� �(K
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Table 83-1 (continued)
BVPS-1 Piping Stresses

Loading ' Current EPU Allowable Deslgn
Location Condition Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Margin

Heater Drains

Turbine Building Sustained' 6,6S 7,524 15,000 0.50

-Turbine Building Occasional (U) 11,267 12,732 18,000 0.71

TurbineBuilding ThermalExpansion 11,585 12,164 22,500 0.54

Turbine Building T hernal+Sustained 34,538 36,265 37,500 0.97

Component Coollng__)

Outside Containment Sustained 1,511 1,749 15,000 0.12

Outside Containment Occasional (U) 7,516 7,723 18,000 0.43

Outside Containment occasional (F) 15,168 15,375 27,000 0.57

. Outside Containment hermal ExpansIon 2,936 3,999 22,500 0.18

Reactor Coolant

inside Containment Occasional (U) 8,277 8,990 12,679 0.71

, Inside Containment Occasional (F) 8,552 11,336 19,019 0.60

Inside Containment -Thermal Expansion 15,215 21,578 27,375 0.79

Condensate

. Turbine Building Sustained' 8,401 8,401 [ 15,000 0.56

Turbine Building Thermal Expansion ''1,001 1,121 | 29,099 | 0.04

Safety InJectlon

inside Containment Thermal Expanson J 24,738 25,851 [ 27,658 - 0.93

Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 20,558 21,483 | 27,658 | 0.78

6517-S.doo-092304
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Table 83-1 (continued)
BVPS-1 Piping StressesI Loading Current EPU | Allowable Design

Location Condition Stress (psi) Stress (psi) | Stress (psi) Margin

Recirculation Spray

Inside Containment f Themal Expansion 21,99 23,002 27,455 __84

Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 23,198 24,567 27,455 0.89

Steam Generator Blowdown

Inside Containment Sustained 8,279 8,279 15,000 0.55

Inside Containment Occasional (U) 15,863 15,863 18,000 0.88

Inside Containment Occasional (F) 17,025 17,025 27,000 0.63

Inside Containment Thermal Expansion 27,450 27,450 29,938 0.92

River Water

Inside Containment Occasional (U) 4,504 4,511 18,000 0.25

Inside Containment Occasional (F) 7,102 7,637 27,000 0.28

Inside Containment Thermal Expansion 4,262 4,880 22,500 0.22

Outside Containment Sustained 6,887 7,799 13,700 0.57

Outside Containment Occasional (U) 9,995 14,116 16,440 0.86

Outside Containment Occasional (F) 14,792 16,528 27,000 0.67

Outside Containment Thermal + Sustained 31,272 31,272 33,319 0.94
Note:
(1) For the Com ent Cooling System, no infonnation Is provided for locations inside containment because the currat analysis utilized input parameter values that bouaded

EPU conditions.

(2) No information is provided for the Quench Spray System because the current analysis utilized input pumter values that bounded EPU conditions.

63., 0
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Table 8.3-2
BVPS-2 Piping Stresses()

' Loading I Cnrrent AlEPU Alowable Design
Location Condition Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Margin

Main Steam

Inside Containment Sustained 8,771 9,668 17,500 0.55
Inside Containment Occasional (F) 9,593 9,657 42,000 0.23
Inside Containment Thermal Expansion 24,662 25,419 26,250 0.97

Inside Containment Therma-+Sustained - - 32,013 32,939 43,750 0.75

Outside Containment Sustained 6,310 9,754 15,000 0.65

Outside Containment Occasional (U) 11,851 13,290 18,000 0.74
Outside Containment Occasional (F) 18,608 30,841 36,000 0.86
Outside Containment Thenmal Expansion 19,427 20,700 22,500 0.92
Outside Containment Thermal+Sustained 42,326 43,599 43,750 0.997.

Feedwater -

Inside Containment Sustained 8,071 8,072 15,000 0.54

Inside Containment Occasional (U) 10,550 10,725 18,000 0.60

Inside containment T Occasional (F) 8,337 8,450 36,000 0.23

Inside Containment Thermal Expansion 17,419 17,627 18,000 0.98

Inside Containment Therma!+S stained 26,455 26,465 33,000 | 0.80-

Outside Containment Sustained 11,772 11,772 1,000 0.78

Outside Containment Occasiona (U) 13,587 16,163 18,000 0.90

Outside Contaimnent' Occasional (F) '17,712 22,056 36,000 0.61

Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 13,543 . 14,089 18,000 0.78

Outside Containment Thermal+Sustained 31,838 31,908 37,500 0.85

65174.d.. 09. .4.8.12
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Table 83-2 (continued)
BVPS-2 Piping Stresses(_)

Loading I Current | EPU Allowable Design
Location Condition Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Margin

Auxiliary Feedwater°_

Inside Containment Sustained 715,000 0.50

Inside Containment- Occasional (U) 9,014 9,014 18,000 0.50

- _Inside CotainmTent hermalExpansion 10,365 10,365 18,000 0.58S

Inside Containment Thermal+Sustained 26,652 26,652 33,000 0.81

Heater Drains

Turbine Building Sustained 3,528 3,987 15,000 0.27

Turbine Building Occasional (U) 15,823 17,880 18,000 0.99

Turbine Building Thermal Expansion 14,133 14,840. 22,500 0.66

Turbine Building Ihennal+Sustained 15,750 16,538 37,500 0.44

Service Water

Safeguards Area Sustained . 6,173 5,465 15,000 0.36

feguards Area Ocasional (U) [ 7,052 7,004 18,000 0.39

Safeguards Area Thermal Expansion 14,979 18,018 22,500 0.80
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Table 83-2 (continued)
BVPS-2 Piping Stresses)')

J Loading | Current EPU Allowable Design
Location | Condition Stress (ps Stress (psi Stress (pso Margin

Component Cooling

Inside Containment Sustained 7,227 7,227 15,000 0.48

Inside Containment Occasional (U) 10,857 10,857 18,000 ... 0.60

Inside Containment Occasional (F) 12,680 12,952 36,000 0.36

Inside Containment Thermal Expansion 9,803 11,694 22,500 .0.52.

Inside Containment Ihermal+Sustained 15,471 17,827 37,500 0.48

Outside Containment Sustained 7,936 7,936 15,000 0.53

Outside Containment Occasional (U) 15,546 15,546 18,000 0.86

Outside Containment Occasional (F) 20,260 20,260 36,000 ,.. 0.56

Outside Containment Thermal Expansion 16,833 20,374 22,500 0.91

Outside Containment Thermal+Sustained 22,085 25,830 37,500 0.69

Reactor Coolant ._._ :

Inside Containment NB-3650 Eq. 9U '23,712 23,712 24,150 0.98

Inside Containent NB-3650 Eq. 9F 45,710 45,710 48,300 0.95

Inside Containment NB-3650 Eq. 12 36,638 36,638 48,300 0.76

Inside Containment NB-3650 Eq. 13 59,562 59,562 60,000 0.99

Inside Containment Cun. Usage Factor 0.997 0.997 1.0 0.997

Inside Containment NC-3650 Eq. 8 8,484 8,484 15,900 0.53

Inside Containment NC-3650 El.9U 17,759 17,759 19,080 0.93

Inside Containment NC-3650 Eq. 9F 27,917 27,917 28,620 0.98

Inside Containment NC-3650 Eq. 10 - 26,264 26,264 27,475 0.96

..17 ..-92081
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Table 8-2 (continued)
BVPS-2 Piping Stresses1 )

| Loading I Current T EPU | Allowable Design
Location onditlon Stress (psi) j Stress (psi) Stress (psi) Margin

Condensate

Turbine Building Sustained .14,192 14,192 15,000 0.95

Turbine Building Occasional (U) 14,192 14,192 18,000 0.79

Turbine Building Thrmal Expansion 7,808 8,120 22,500 0.36

Turbine Building Thenmal+SustaiWed 33,579 34,922 37,500 0.93

Extraction Steam

Turbine Building Sustained 6,859 6,859 15,000 0.46

Tubine Building Thermal Expansion T 13,694 13,831 22,500 0.61

.Safety Injectlon3) .. - .

Outside Coataimnent ThermalExpansion 24,164 21,251 28,200 0.90

Outside Containment Themal+Sustained, 37,009 38,822 46,138 0.84

Steam Generator Blowdown

Inside Containment Sustained 8,699 8,699 15,000 0.58

Insido Containment Occasional (U) 13,525 13,525 18,000 0.75

Inside Containment Occasional (F) 23,496 23,496 . 36,000. 0.65

Inside Containment Thermal+Sustained 34,933 34,933 37,500 0.93

Notes

(1) No infornation is provided for the Queach Spray or Recirculation Spray System because the current analysis utilized input para values that bounded EPU conditions.

(2) For th Auxiliawy Feedwater System, no information is provided for locations outside containmit because the cuaat analysis utilized input parameter values that bounded
EPU conditions.

(3) For the Safety Injection System, no information is provided for locations inside containment because the cuwant analysis utilized input parameter values that bounded EPU
conditions. '
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8.4 PIPE RUPTURE LOCATIONS AND ASSOCIATED DYNAMIC EFFECTS

The methods used to evaluate pipe rupture locations and associated dynamic effects are addressed in the
BVPS-1 UFSAR Section 5.2 and its Attachments A and B, and the BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 3.6 and the
following methodology.

For postulation of intermediate pipe break locations for BVPS-2, the following change to the criteria
presented in UFSAR Sections 3.6B.2.1.1.2 and 3.6B.2.1.2.1 forASME m Class 2 and 3 Piping and
Seismic Non-Nuclear Piping apply.

* Breaks will be postulated at locations where the stresses associated with normal and upset plant
conditions including an OBE event exceed 0.8 (1.8 Sh + SA), as calculated from the sum of
Equations 9 and 10, Paragraph NC-3652 of the ASME Code, Section m, for Class 2 and 3 piping.

* The 0.8 (1.8 Sh + SA) criterion is a change from the present BVPS-2 criterion of 0.8 (1.2 Sh +
SA). The revised criterion is in accordance with SRP 3.6.2, Revision 1 and the Branch Technical
Position MEB 3-1, Revision 2. The revised criterion used was incorporated in the Branch
Technical Position MEB 3-1, Revision 2 and the applicable ASME El[ SectionNC-3652
Winter 1981 addendum and used in the laterASME m versions. The BVPS-2 calculated stresses
and allowables used in the piping analyses where the revised criterion has been applied is
consistent with that of ASME Section HI 1986, SectionNC-3652.

Section 8.3 provides the piping evaluations for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 for EPU conditions. The piping
evaluations included an assessment of postulated pipe rupture locations and the associated dynamic
effects. The piping evaluations demonstrated that the EPU does not impact the existing design basis for
postulated pipe rupture locations and the associated dynamic effects based on the methods identified and
described above. There are no new pipe rupture locations. There is no increase in pipe whip and jet
impingement forces.

8.5 PROTECTION AGAINST POSTULATED PIPING FAILURES IN FLUID
SYSTEMS OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

The effects of piping failures inside and outside containment are evaluated to ensure:

1. That the minimum requirements of essential safety-related systems and structures are not
compromised,

2. That the plant can be shut down safely, and

3. That offsite doses in excess of applicable guidelines do not occur.

These issues are addressed in the BVPS-1 UFSAR Section 5.2.6.3 and the BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 3.6B.

For BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, it was determined that the temperatures and pressures used in the existing
piping failures and effects analyses were not exceeded due to EPU. Therefore, the existing design basis
for protection against dynamic effects associated with the postulated failure or rupture of piping is not

65174.doc-092304 
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impacted. The existing piping failures and effects analyses bound EPU operation There are no new
piping failures. Therefore, no newjet shields or pipe whip restraints are needed. There is no increase in 3
pipe whip and jet impingement forces. Therefore, the existing jet shields and pipe whip restraints are not
impacted by EPU.
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9 PLANT SYSTEMS

The EPU analyses and evaluations for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 plant systems were performed using the
PCWG parameter sets for 2910 MWt NSSS power as described in Section 2.1.1.

The analyses and evaluations presented in this section support operation of BVPS-1 at EPU conditions
with the Model 54F replacement steam generators (RSGs) and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions with the
original steam generators.

Review Process for NSSS Fluid Systems

The NSSS fluid systems evaluations were performed at the system functional and performance level. The
applicable system functional requirements and performance criteria were reviewed as described to show
that each system remains capable of performing its design basis fiuctions at EPU conditions. The review
of individual NSSS components is described in Section 4 of this report.

The NSSS fluid systems were reviewed to determine which systems and system performance capabilities
are potentially affected by the EPU conditions. Ajustification is provided for systems and system
performance capabilities that are evaluated to be unaffected by the EPU conditions. Table 9.1-1 identifies
the original plant design PCWG conditions along with the EPU PCWG conditions. Tables 9.1-2 and
9.2-3 identify the original design bases calculations for the Reactor Coolant System and Chemical Volume
and Control System. These tables list the design calculations which are potentially affected by the PCWG
design parameters, identify the EPU PCWG parameters, and provide justification for design calculations
to be unaffected.

The review of NSSS fluid systems was based on evaluating the original design calculation assumptions
and assessing if the EPU PCWG parameters were either bounded by or considered an insignificant
difference that would not affect the results of the original design calculations.

The NSSS fluid systems consist of the following:

* Reactor Coolant System (Section 9.1)
* Chemical and Volume Control System (Section 9.2)
* Residual Heat Removal System (Section 93)
* Safety Injection System (Section 9.4)

9.1 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

9.1.1 Introduction

The Reactor Coolant System (RCS) consists of three heat transfer loops connected in parallel to the
reactor vessel. Each loop contains a reactor coolant pump (RCP), which circulates the water through the
loops and reactor vessel, and a steam generator (SG), where heat is transferred to the main steam system
(MSS). Each loop also contains loop stop isolation valves (LSIVs). In addition, the RCS contains a
pressurizer which controls the RCS pressure through electrical heaters, water sprays, power operated
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relief valves (PORVs) and spring-loaded safety/relief valves. The steam discharged from the PORVs and
safety/relief valves flows through interconnecting piping to the pressurizer relief tank (PRT). ()
This section identifies the key functions of the RCS and identifies which functions are potentially
impacted by EPU.

The key RCS functions are as follows:

1. The RCS transfers heat generated in the reactor core to the MSS via the SGs.

2. During the second phase of plant cooldown when the core is subcritical and RCS temperatures
are approximately 3500F and lower, the RCS provides means to transfer decay and sensible heat
to the Residual Heat Removal System (RHS).

3. The RCS fluid acts as a reflector and moderator of neutrons by slowing the neutrons to lower
thermal energy states and increasing the probability of thermal fission.

4. The RCS provides the borated water used for chemical shim control. The system maintains the
homogeneity of the soluble neutron poison concentration and the rate of change of coolant
temperature such that uncontrolled reactivity changes do not occur.

5. The RCS is the second of three "barriers" against fission product release to the environment
(The fuel cladding is the first barrier, and the containment building is the third.) ()

6. The RCS provides means for system steady state and transient pressure control, increasing system
pressure via use of pressurizer heaters and decreasing system pressure via use of pressurizer spray
flow.

7. The RCS layout promotes natural circulation capability following a loss of forced coolant
circulation to permit decay heat removal without overheating the core.

S. The RCS includes instrumentation that monitors parameters and provides input to control, reactor
protection, and engineered safety feature actuation systems that support other RCS functions.

The NSSS design (PCWG) parameters for the EPU are presented in Table 9.1-1. The primary changes in
PCWG parameters that potentially impact the RCS functions include the increase in core power and
establishing temperature ranges for Tod and TV Table 9.1-1 shows that Thermal Design Flow (TDF) is
reduced relative to the original PCWG parameters. However, this reduction was evaluated and
implemented as part of previous projects and is not an EPU Project change.

The potential impact of the PCWG parameter changes due to EPU (Table 9.1-1) on the key RCS functions
and where the impacts are addressed are described below

1. The increase in reactor power and the change to RCS operating temperatures , (Tand T.
affects the total heat trnfenred from the RCS to the MSS via the SGs durig normal operation
including the first'phase of plant cooldown, operational transients, and postulated design basis O
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events. Confirmation that the major MSS components can support the heat removal function
during normal operation including the first phase of plant cooldown is addressed in Section 3.1 of
this report. The acceptability of the RCS with respect to heat removal following normal
operational transients and postulated design basis events is addressed in Sections 3.2 and 5,
respectively, of this report. The acceptability of the increase in net heat input is addressed in this
section.

2. The increase in reactor power affects the total heat transferred from the RCS to the RBRS during
the second phase of plant cooldown. The acceptability of the RCS with respect to this function
(RHRS cooldown) is addressed in Section 9.3 of this report.

3. The increase in reactor power and the change to RCS operating temperatures affects the ability of
the RCS fluid to act as a moderator and reflector of neutrons. The acceptability of this function is
addressed in Section 6.2 of this report.

4. The increase in reactor power affects the ability of the RCS to provide borated water for use in
chemical shim control during normal power operation and shutdown. The acceptability of this
function with respect to providing borated water is addressed in Section 9.2 of this report.

5. The increase in reactorpower and the change to RCS operatingtemperatures potentially affect
the ability of the RCS to act as the second barrier to fission product release. The acceptability of
the RCS with respect to this function during postulated design basis events is addressed in
Section 5 of this report. The acceptability of the increase in reactor power and the change to RCS
operating temperatures with respect to RCS normal operation is addressed in this section. The
impact of these changes on the structural integrity of NSSS components is addressed in Section 4
of this report.

6. The increase in reactor power and the change to RCS operating temperatures potentially affects
the ability of the RCS to provide the means for system pressure control via use of pressurizer
heaters, pressurizer spray, and pressurizer relief valves and safey valves. The'acceptability of the
RCS with respect to the sizing of RCS pressure control components is addressed in Section 3.2 of
this report. The impact of these changes on pressurizer spray flow capability, pressurizer spray
line temperature, and Pressurizer Relief Tank (PRT) sizing to accommodate a pressurizer steam
release is addressed in this section.

7. The increase in reactor power affects the ability of the RCS layout to promote sufficient natural
circulation flow to permit decay heat removal without overheating the core. The acceptability of
the RCS with respect to this function is addressed in Section 5.9 of this report.

8. The increase in reactor power and the change in RCS operating temperatures potentially affects
the ability of the RCS instrumentation tomonitor parameters and provide input to control, reactor
-protection, and engineered safeguards features actuation systems. The acceptability of the RCS
with respect to control systems is addressed in Section 3.2 of this report and with respect to

-reactor protection and engineered safeguards actuation features is addressed in Section 5 of this
report. -'
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To address the impact of PCWG parameter changes due to EPU on the above RCS functions, this section
includes evaluations of pressurizer spray flow, pressurizer spray line temperature, RCS temperatures, PRT
sizing and level alarm setpoints, RCS net heat input, and other related RCS design calculations.

9.1.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The overall acceptability of the changes to RCS operating conditions is justified by acceptable plant
transient and safety analyses results which are discussed in other sections of this report.

For the EPU Project, various RCS performance assessments were performed. The RCS design
calculations were reviewed to identify existing analyses and associated input parameters and assumptions.
Provided below is a listing of key input parameters used in the RCS performance assessments:

1. RCS operating temperatures for EPU conditions were used as a basis to evaluate RCS design
temperatures.

2. RCS best estimate flows for EPU conditions were used to determine heat input from the reactor
coolant pumps. To complete the overall RCS heat balance, heat losses and inputs were calculated
from typical operating parameters (e.g., letdown/charging flows, seal injection flows).

3. RCS best estimate flows for EPU conditions were used to evaluate available driving head for
pressurizer spray. The available driving head and margins were compared to the analysis of
record.

4. Operation at a lower RCS Tgad condition reduces the margin between the pressurizer spray line
low temperature alarm and the temperature of the water in the spray line. The existing pressurizer
spray line alarm setpoint calculation was used as a basis for this evaluation.

5. Operation at a lower RCS T... condition increases the available pressurizer steam space
volume that may have to be condensed in the PRT under limiting RCS transient conditions
(e.g., loss of normal feedwater event). The existing PRT design basis sizing calculation was used
as a basis for this evaluation.

9.1.3 Description ofAnalyses and Evaluations

Analyses and evaluations were performed to assess the performance capabilities of the RCS at EPU
conditions.

9.13.1 Pressurizer Spray Flow

To evaluate pressurizer spray flow capability, the existing calculation, which defined the expected
minimum pressurizer spray flow, was reviewed and design inputs were compared with the corresponding
EPU values. The available AP due to RCS flow between the spray line connections on the cold legs and
the pressurizer water level was compared to the design pressure drop required to provide the required
minimum total pressurizer spray flow of 600 gpm based on system resistances and elevation head. In
addition, a maximum spray flow value is calculated. As a result of the changes for the EPU conditions, a
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new calculation was performed to determine both the maximum and minimum pressurizer spray flow
capabilities.

9.13.2 Pressurizer Spray Line Temperature

In the assessment of system operation, the minimum RCS Tod temperature (provided in Table 9.1-1) for
the EPU conditions was compared to the existing pressurizer spray line low temperature alarm setpoint.
The available temperature difference between RCS To and the low temperature alarm was evaluated to
determine acceptability of the alarm setpoint.

9.133; RCS Temperatures

In the assessment of system operation, the maximum expected RCS Tho temperature (provided in
Table 9.1-1) was compared to RCS design temperatures.

9.13.4 Pressurizer Relief Tank Sizing and Level Alarm Setpoints

In the assessment of the pressurizer level conditions, the maximum steam space volume discharged from
the pressurizer during a loss of normal feedwater event was compared to the volume assumed in the
original PRT design basis calculation to determine acceptability of the PRT sizing and level alarm
setpoints at EPU conditions.

9.13.5 RCS Net Heat Input

The net heat input calculation is a detailed heat balance on the RCS. The purpose is to determine the net
heat input to the RCS considering all heat inputs and losses. The calculation considers the prinmary source
of heat input which is the RCPs, but it also considers other relatively smaller heat inputs and losses such
as letdown and charging flow. The original value used for net heat input is 8 MWt. For the EPU Project,
a value of 10 MWt is used. The net heat input calculation was performed to verify that a minimum net
heat input of 10 MWt is available to support the PCWG parameters for EPU conditions. The calculation
considered an SG tube plugging range of 0% to 22% consistent with the PCWG parameters for EPU..

9.13.6 RCS Design Calculations

The following RCS design calculations were evaluated to determine their applicability at 2910 MWt
NSSS power considering the revised PCWG parameters that are associated with the EPU conditions:

* Pressurizer Spray Flow Capability
* Pressurizer Relief Tank Sizing
* Pressurizer Relief Tank Setpoints
* Pressurizer Surge Line Data
* Pressurizer Surge Line Pressure Drop,
* Pressurizer Relief Line Pressure Drop -

The pressurizer safety valves operate to prevent the RCS from being pressurized above its Safety Limit of
2735 psig. Each safety valve is designed (i.e., rated) to relieve at least 345,000 lb per hour of saturated
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steam at the valve set point of 2485 psig. The safety analysis for EPU presented in Section 53.6 confirms - k
that the installed pressurizer safety valves are adequate for at-power overpressure protection. C O
9.1.4 Acceptance Crteria and Results

9.1.4.1 Pressurizer Spray Flow

The design basis minimum pressurizer spray flow requirement (total) was established at 600 gpm. The
minimum calculated flow (considering RCS process conditions and RCS best estimate flow) should be at
or above this value. Otherwise, RCS control system transient analyses, which inherently considered this
flow, would have to be reanalyzed. The minimum RCS best estimate flow is calculated based on a -
maximum SG tube plugging level of 22% and the maximum RCS best estimate flow is calculated based
on a minimum SG tube plugging level of 0%. The calculated minimum pressurizer spray flow based on
minimum RCS best estimate flow is 713 gpm for BVPS-1 and 787 gpm for BVPS-2. The calculated
maximum pressurizer spray flow based on maximum RCS best estimate flow is 776 gpm for BVPS-I and
854 gpm for BVPS-2. These values exceed the minimum flow requirement of 600 gpm (total); thereby
supporting RCS control systems transient analyses.

9.1.4.2 Pressurizer Spray Line Temperature

la the assessment of system operation, the minimum RCS T>,, must be several degrees higher than the
pressurizer spray line low temperature alarm setpoint The minimum RCS Tad is limited to 5300F, which
corresponds to operation near the bottom of the RCS T., range. Since operation is expected to be in the
middle to upper portion of the T. range, Tad during operation is expected to be at least several degrees a
above the 5300 F minimum value. Thus, the current spray line low temperature alarm setpoints of 5150 F
for BVPS-l and 5300F for BVPS-2 are sufficiently below the expected To during operation to avoid
unnecessary alarms. Thus, changes to the spray line low temperature alarm setpoints are not required.

9.1.4.3 RCS Temperatures

In the assessment of system operation, the maximum expected RCS Tax must be less than or equal io the
maximum RCS design temperature of 6500F. The maximum RCS Tw of 6170 F is still less than the RCS
design temperature.

9.1.4.4 Pressurizer Relief Tank Sizing and Level Alarm Setpoints

In the assessment of the PRT relief capability, the desirable acceptance criteria for the PRT is "successful"
operation following a maximum expected pressurizer discharge condition. The PRT nominal liquid and
gas volumes specified for the tank for full power operation are based on the following Westinghouse PRT
design criteria:

1. The PRT initial water volume was selected to limit the final water temperature (following'a steam
discharge) to 2000F. This is the maximum allowable temperature for discharge to the Liquid
Waste Disposal System without external cooling.
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2. The PRT initial gas volume was selected to limit the maximum internal pressure (following a
steam discharge) to no more than one-half of the tank design pressure. This pressure limit was
selected so that the PRT rupture disks (provided for tank overpressure protection) did not rupture.

The original PRT design basis assumed that the pressurizer water level was initially at 60%, resulting in a
steam space volume of 40% (560 cubic feet). For conservatism, it was assumed that 110% of this steam
space volume (616 cubic feet) was discharged to the PRT. For the EPU conditions, the hot full-power
conditions allow a pressurizer water level between 43% and 60%, depending on the full load T',g.

The largest pressurizer steam space volume change is for the Loss of Normal Feedwater (LONF)
transient. The non-LOCA safety analysis for the LONF transient (Section 5.3.7) was revised for EPU
conditions. The revised analysis assumed an initial pressurizer water level of 67% (nominal water level
of 60% plus 7% uncertainty) and confirmed that the pressurizer does not fill. Thus, the steam space
volume discharged to the PRT was less than 33% (462 cubic feet). Although the LONF transient was
analyzed for a pressurizer nominal water level of 60%, the discharged steam space volume of less than
33% (462 cubic feet) would also apply to LONF transients initiated from a pressurizer nominal water
level of between 43% and 60%. Because the original PRT design basis calculation conservatively
accounted for a steam volume of 560 cubic feet, the EPU conditions are acceptable and the original
design basis continues to be met In addition, the PRT pressure will not exceed 50 psig following a
design basis release of steam from the pressurizer. This pressure provides margin to the rupture disc set
pressure of 85 psig for BVPS-l and 86 psig (minimum) for BVPS-2. The above criteria are not
considered mandatory due to the PRT's non-safety-related function. However, it is desirable to meet the
design basis criteria following such a pressurizer discharge condition.

9.1.4.5 RCS Net Heat Input

The net heat input (NHI) calculation determined that the NM values are acceptable for EPU conditions.
The NHI results support the minimum value of 10 MWt used in the PCWG calculations for the Beaver
Valley Power Station and are less than the maximum value of 15 MWt assumed in select safety analyses.
The net heat input values are based on a "snapshot" of flows, pressures, and temperatures.

9.1A.6 RCS Design Calculations

The following RCS design calculations were determined to remain applicable at 2910 MWt NSSS power.

* Pessurizer Relief Tank Sizing
* Pressurizer Relief Tank Setpoints
* Pressurizer Surge Line Data
* Pressurizer Surge Line Pressure Drop
* Pressurzer Relief Line Pressure Drop

Table 9.1-2 documents the continued adequacy of these original calculations.
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9.1.5 Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn based on the above evaluations:

1. The pressurizer spray flow capacity is still sufficient for EPU conditions.

2. The pressurizer spray line low temperature alarm setpoint is still valid for EPU conditions.
3. The RCS design temperature still bounds those of the EPU conditions.
4. The PRT sizing and level alarm setpoints remain valid for the EPU conditions.
5. The net heat input of IO MWt is valid for the EPU conditions.
6. The RCS design calculations evaluated in Table 9.1-2 are valid for EPU conditions.

Based on the RCS fluid system evaluations performed for EPU, the RCS is capable of performing its key
functions and satisfying system performance requirements at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the RCS for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt
bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt4 thus supporting the staged
implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

aO
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.Table 9.1-1
Comparison of Original vs. EPU PCWG Parameters

Difference Between
Original EPU Original and EPU

- - Parameters PCWG Values PCWG Values PCWG Values

NSSS Power, % .100 109.4 9.4

MWt 2660 2910 250

MBTU/hr 9079 9929 -. 850

Reactor Power, MWt 2652 2900 . 248

MBTUhnr 9051 9895 844

Thermal Design Flow ,

Per Loop, gpm - 88,500 87,200(1) -1300') -

Reactor, MIb/hr 100.8 99.3 to 101.1(1) -1.5 to 0.3(1)

Reactor Coolant Pressure, psia 2250 2250 No Change

Core Bypass, % 4.5< 6.5(1) 2.0(1)

Reactor Coolant Temperature, °F ._._-_._._.

Core Outlet 612.8 608.6 to 621A -4.2 to 8.6

Vessel Outlet (T) . 609.9 603.9 to 617.0 -6.0 to 7.1

Core Average 579.3 570.6 to 584.6 -8.7 to 5.3

Vessel Average (T.,) -- 576.2 566.2 to 580.0 -10 to 3.8

Vessel/Core Inlet (T0) 542.5 528.5 to 543.13) -14 to 0.6(3)

Steam Generator Outlet 542.3 528.2 to 542.8 -14.1 to 0.5.

Stearn Generator Inlet2)- 609.9 603.9 to 617.0 -6.0 to 7.1

Tube Plugging, % 0 0 to 22 0 to 22

Zero Load Temperature, 0F 547 547 No Change

Notes:
(1) Changes to Thermal Design Hlow and Core Bypass were evaluated and inplanmented as part of previous projects and are

not EPU Project dianges.
(2) Same as Vessel Outlet
(3) Vessel Inlet tnperature is limited to a minimmm of 530"F due to reactor vessel embrittlanat considerations.

i-
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Table 9.1-2
RCS Design Calculations

RCS Value Used in Original Revised Value Impact of the
Calculation Design Calculation EPU EPU Value

Pressurizer Relief 2500 psia steam. based on 2500 psia steam based on No impact.
Tank Sizing .60% pressurizer level 43% to 60% pressurizer

level

Pressurizer Relief Steam volume of 560 cubic Steam volume of less than No impacL The PRT level
Tank Setpoints feet based on 60%Y 560 cubic feet based on setpoints provide sufficient

. pressurizer evel the LONF transient

Pressurizer Surge Line TH = 610°F Ta = 603.9° to 617T No significant impact. The
Data Press. - 2600 psia Press. 2250 psia tem and pressure

remain within the design
._ . .parameters.

Pressurizer Surge Line Tc = 539.6°F Tc = 530° to 543. 1°F No Impact HIigher TB and
Pressure Drop TR - 607.3°F TH=603.9° to6170F lower RCS flow result in

Q @ Tc 88,SOO gpm/loop Q @ Tc -87,200 lower surge line AP.
Press. = 2250 psia gpm/loop Therefore, current

Press. = 2250 psia conditions bound EPU.

Pressurizer Relief Line 1.12 Mlb/hr for BVPS-1 and No change in piping No impact.
Pressure Drop 1.035 Mlb/hr for BVPS-2 layout

safety valves flow rate . _.

Pressurizer Spay Tc S42.5SF TC - 530° to 543.1°F Calculation with EPU
Flow Capability RCS thermal design flow @ RCS best estimate flow @ conditions shows
(Min. and Mix) TC = 88,500 gpm/loop Tc = 92,400 to 97,800 acceptable results.

Press. Spray Q 2 600 gpm gpm/loop (BVPS-1) and
91,000 to 96,600
gpm/loop (BVPS-2)
Press. Spray Q 2 600 gpmn

Net Heat Input 8 MWt assuned in original 10 MWt for BVPS-1 with Calculated value supports
PCWG parameters Model 54F RSG and PCWG value This is

10 MWt for BVPS-2 with acceptable.
Model S1M SG
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92 CHEMICAL AND VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM

9.2.1 Introduction

The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) is a key auxiliary support system to the RCS. The
CVCS is physically connected to the RCS and is normally in operation. Its primary design functions are
to maintain RCS water inventory, boron concentration, and water chemistry. Other RCS support
fimctions include purification of reactor coolant, temperature adjustment of charging and letdown flows,
and providing seal injection flow to the reactor coolant pumps (RCPs).

The key CVCS functions are as follows:

1. The CVCS provides the means for adjusting the concentration of chemical neutron absorber in
the reactor coolant for reactivity control independent of control rods. This function is
accomplished via delivery of boric acid solution into the RCS.

2. The CVCS provides the means for maintaining the proper reactor coolant inventory in the RCS
through charging and letdown, including the means for control of charging and letdown
temperature for compatibility with RCS operating conditions.

3. The CVCS provides the means for maintaining the proper concentration of corrosion inhibiting
chemicals in the reactor coolant.

4. The CVCS provides the means for reducing the inventory of corrosion and fission products in the
reactor coolant

5. The CVCS provides the required seal water injection flow for the RCP shaft seals.

6. The CVCS lines that connect to the RCS and penetrate containment are automatically isolated
during all events that require containment isolation.

7. The portions of the CVCS that comprise the reactor coolant pressure boundary are designed for
expected RCS operating conditions.

8. Portions of the CVCS provide high pressure emergency core cooling system (ECCS) flow to the
RCS during a design basis accident.

9. The CVCS provides the means to safely shut down the plant in the event of a fire.

The potential impact of the EPU conditions on these CVCS functions are evaluated as described below:

1. The boration requirements are calculated for the EPU conditions and the results are compared to
the licensing requirements.

2. The design and operating conditions of the heat exchangers (X exposed to RCS conditions are 4
reviewed to show that the EPU conditions are bounded by the HX design and operating conditions.
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3. The charging and letdown flowrates are reviewed to show that they are not adversely impacted by 7~'<
the EPU conditions.

4. The RCP seal injection flow path resistance was reviewed with respect to improving the high
head charging/SI pump flowrates for a postulated small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

9.2.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

Boron concentration requirements were defined by Westinghouse for three points in core life and various
operating conditions (Modes 3, 4, 5, and 6) for the EPU. A Boron Design Requirements (BORDER)
analysis is performed to show that the plant Technical Specifications and UFSAR requirements continue
to be met at EPU conditions.

The regenerative and excess letdown HXs receive fluid from the RCS cold legs and cool it to be
compatible with the CVCS design. The RCS cold leg operating temperatures to which the heat
exchangers are exposed are as follows: original: 542.50 F, EPU: 530 to 543.10F. The operating pressures
for the CVCS heat exchangers remain unchanged since the normal operating pressurizer pressure remains
unchanged at 2250 psia.

9.2.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

913.1 BORDER Analyses

The BORDER analyses model a simple feed-and-bleed operation. The RCS volume is not impacted by 0
EPU. When a boron solution is injected from the boric acid tanks (BATs) or refueling water storage tank
(RWST), an equal volume of letdown is diverted to the boron recovery tanks. BORDER analyses are
performed for the following operations:

Mode 3 Emergency Boratlon

GDC 26 requires that an alternate reactivity control source (other than control rods) must be provided.
For BVPS, the CVCS with the BATs is provided to satisfy GDC 26. The CVCS is able to borate the RCS
from hot full power to 1% shutdown in 90 minutes without rods. The required boric acid volume
calculated for EPU conditions is divided by the available emergency boration flow to determine if the
90-minute licensing commitment remains adequate.

Mode 4 BAT Boration

The Licensing Requirements Manual (LRM) requires that sufficient boric acid be contained in the BAT to
allow boration of the RCS from hot zero power to a cold shutdown condition (Mode 5, 2000F). The
required boric acid volume calculated for EPU conditions at the LRM minimum BAT boron concentration
is compared to the LRM minimum volume available to determine if the LRM requirement remains
adequate. Mode 4 is analyzed as an endpoint because its shutdown margin requirement is higher than that
for Mode 5. Consequently, the BAT volume required for boration to Mode 4 is more limiting (higher)
than for boration to Mode 5.
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Mode 5 BAT Boration

This evaluation is the same as the Mode 4 evaluation, except the RCS final concentration for Mode 5 is
used. The required boric acid volume calculated for EPU conditions at the LRM minimum BAT boron
concentration is compared to the LRM minimuum volume available to determine if the LRM requirement
remains adequate.

Mode 5/6 BAT Boration

The LRM requires that sufficient boric acid be contained in the BAT to account for RCS mass shrinkage
and the effect of the core moderator temperature coefficient, ie., cooldown increases reactivity. The
required boric acid volume calculated for EPU conditions at the LRM minimum BAT boron concentration
is compared to the LRM minimum volume available to determine if the LRM requirement remains
adequate.

Xenon Burnup Flow

GDC 26 requires that a backup reactivity control source must be capable of delivering boron to the RCS
to account for the xenon burnout rate after peak xenon concentration is reached. A boron concentration
change is determined and then a required boric acid volume from the BAT is calculated for EPU
conditions. This volume is then divided by the time change over which xenon burnout occurs and the
resulting flow rate is compared to the Technical Specifications (TS) minimum boration flow rate to verify
that the minimum TS boration flow rate is adequate.

Mode 4,5,6 RWST Boration

These assessments for boration from the RWST are similar to the assessments for boration from the BAT,
except the RWST is used as the boration source. The TS RWST minimum boron concentration is used
instead of the BAT boron concentration (iLe., a blended flow via the BAT system is not available). The
required RWST boric acid volumes calculated for EPU conditions are compared to the TS minimum
RWST volumes available to determine if the TS requirements remains adequate.

9.23.2 Heat Exchangers

The heat exchangers (HX) in the letdown line and the excess letdown line are evaluated to show that
design and performance requirements are acceptable at EPU conditions.

Regenerative HX

The letdown (shell side) design temperature of 6500F bounds the operating conditions for EPU.

The letdown (shell side) performance inlet temperature of 5490F bounds the operating conditions for
EPU. Charging flow and temperatureremain the same at EPU conditions. Since the inlet (letdown)
operating temperature for EPU is lower than the operating temperatures from the HX specification sheets,
the outlet temperature will be less than the specification sheet outlet temperature of 2870F, because
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cooling flow (i.e., charging flow) and temperature do not change. This results in a lower inlet temperatue , A
entering the letdown (HX.

Letdown HIX

The letdown (tube side) design temperature of 4000 F bounds the operating conditions for EPU. The
design temperature exceeds the original operating inlet temperature of 2871F, which also bounds the
operating inlet temperature for EPU.

The letdown (tube side) performance inlet temperature will be less than 2870F. The letdown outlet
temperature is controlled by an instrument, which adjusts CCW flow to the MLC Therefore, if the
operating inlet temperature for EPU is less than the original performance value, the effect is that slightly
less CCW will be called for, since the outlet temperature control setpoint is not changed.

Excess Letdown EIX

The excess letdown (tube side) design temperature of 6500F bounds the operating conditions for EPU.
The design temperature bounds the EPU operating condition of 530 to 543.1PF.

The excess letdown (tube side) performance inlet temperature will be less than the design condition of
543.50 F. Since CCW (shell side) temperature and flow are fixed, an actual inlet temperature (530 to
543.10 F) less than 543.51F will result in a lower excess letdown outlet temperature, ie., <135.50F.

Seal Water iX (
The letdown fluid from the excess letdown HX (tube side) enters the seal water HX where it is cooled by
CCW (shell side). The fluid then enters the charging pump suction and is used primarily for seal
injection, when normal letdown flow is not available. Generally, RCP seals are sensitive to higher
temperatures (>1300F). Therefore, a lower excess letdown HX outlet temperature, which leads to a lower
seal water HX outlet temperature and to a lower seal injection fluid temperature, does not present a
problem if letdown flow is not available at EPU conditions.

9.233 CVCS Design Calculations

The design basis performance calculations for the CVCS were reviewed to show that the design
conditions bound the changes in RCS conditions associated with the EPU Project. The following CVCS
performance calculations have been reviewed as required to incorporate the changes in the RCS
conditions associated with the EPU.

Letdown Flowrates and Decay Times (N-16 Delay lIme)

The reduction in the minimnum RCS design flowrate (ie., Thermal Design Flow) from 88,500 to
87,200 gpm/loop has been evaluated and implemented as part of previous projects. The potential change
in letdown line and excess letdown line inlet pressure due to EPU conditions is not significant relative to
the letdown line and excess letdown line design provisions for flow control and will not have a significant
impact on letdown flowrates and decay times (N-16 delay time). The N-16 dose rate will increase due to 0
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the EPU and the increase will be managed through the plant access restrictions and exposure monitoring.
Therefore, the letdown line and excess letdown line flowrates and decay times (N-16 delay time) are
acceptable for EPU conditions.

9.23.4 CharginglSI Pumps

In addition to supporting the CVCS functions, the clarging/SI pumps also support the Safety Injection
System functions as described in Section 9.4 of this report.

To support EPU, the charging/SI pumps will be modified to improve the high head charging/SI pump
performance and flowrates. The modifications will consist of installing investment cast
impellers/diffusers and extending the pump unout limit.

The normal power operation surveillance requirements for the charging/SI pump discharge pressure and
total seal injection flow rate were revised to improve high head charging/SI pump flowrates during a
postulated small break LOCA. The charging/SI pump discharge pressure surveillance requirements were
increased to 2,451 psig and 2,457 psig for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, respectively. The combination of
increased minimum discharge pressure and maximum allowable seal injection flow function to limit the
flow to the RCP seals when the charging/SI pumps are operating as high head safey injection pumps,
thereby improving high head safedy injection flowrates for a postulated small break LOCA.

The charging/SI pump modifications to improve pump performance to mitigate accidents at the higher
power level do not adversely impact the performance of the pumps with respect to supporting their CVCS
functions. With respect to CVCS functions, the charging/SI pump modifications are acceptable for EPU
conditions.

9.2.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

9.2.4.1 BORDER Analyses

The BORDER analyses results are acceptable for the EPU conditions. All of the boration TS and UFSAR
requirements are met.

The BORDER analyses results are summarized in Tables 9.2-1 and 9.2-2.

9.2.4.2 Heat Exchangers

The design and performance parameters for the CVCS heat exchangers bound those of the EPU. The
RCS letdown inlet temperatures to the regenerative HX and the excess letdown HX at EPU conditions
remain below the design and performance inlet temperatures specified on the original heat exchanger
specification sheets. As a result, the design and performance of the regenerative HX and the excess
letdown EIX bound the EPU operating conditions and are acceptable for EPU. Since the outlet
temperatures from these heat exchangers constitute the inlet temperatures to the letdown HX and seal
water HX, respectively, the design and performance of the letdown ILX and seal water HX (as specified
on the original heat exchanger specification sheets) also bound the EPU operating conditions and are
acceptable for EPU.
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Table 9.2-3 documents the continued adequacy of the original calculations for the CVCS heat exchangers. )
9.2.43 CVCS Design Calculations

The letdown and excess letdown line flowrates and N-16 delay times are not affected by the EPU.

Table 9.2-3 documents the continued adequacy of the original calculations for the CVCS letdown line and
excess letdown line flowrates and resulting N-16 delay time.

9.2.4.4 Charging(SI Pumps

The charging/SI pump modifications to improve pump performance to mitigate accidents at the higher
power level do not adversely impact the performance of the pumps with respect to supporting their CVCS
functions. With respect to CVCS functions, the charging/SI pump modifications are acceptable for EPU
conditions.

9.2.5 Conclusions

The following conclusions are drawn based on the above evaluations:

1. The BORDER analyses results are acceptable for EPU conditions.

2. The CVCS heat exchangers are acceptable for EPU conditions. (
3. The CVCS letdown line and excess letdown line flowrates are acceptable for EPU conditions.

4. With respect to CVCS functions, the charging/SI pump modifications are acceptable for EPU
conditions.

Based on the CVCS fluid system evaluations performed for EPU, the CVCS is capable of performing its
key functions at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the CVCS for the NSSS power of
2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the
staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

;'' ' 0
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Table 92-1
BORDER Cases and Results

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Calculated Requirement Calculated Requirement
Case Description Capability Requirement Met Capability Requirement Met

1 BAT Volume to Borate to Mode 3 Without 5,940 4,281 Yes 5,940 4,225 Yes
Rods in 90 Minutes (gal)

2 BAT Volume to Borate to Mode 4 (gal) 11,336 9,823 Yes 13,390 9,706 Yes

3 BAT Volume to Borate to Mode 5 (gal) 11,336 8,608 Yes 13,390 8,506 Yes

4 BAT Volume to Borate from Mode 5 to 5,000 662 Yes 2,315 654 Yes
Mode 6 (gal)

5 BAT Flow to Match Xe Bumout Rate (gpm) 30(1) 20.4 Yes 30(') 20.2 Yes

6 RWST Volume to Borate to Mode 4 (Divert 380,000 49,645 Yes 115,000 76,176 Yes
to Boron Recovery Tanks) (gal)

7 RWST Volume to Borate to Mode 4 (Dump 439,050 49,645 Yes 859,248 76,176 Yes
to Sump) (gal) .

8 RWST Volume to Borate to Mode 5 (Divert 380,000 40,961 Yes 115,000 52,556 Yes
to Boron Recovery Tanks) (gal) . . ._ .

9 RWST Volume to Borate to Mode S (Dump 439,050 40,961 Yes 859,248 52,556 Yes
to Sump) (gal) . . . ._._.

'10 RWST Volume to Borate from Modo 5 to 175,000 2,641 Yes 217,929 2,608 Yes
,___ Mode 6 (gal) - . .

Note:
(1) Capability Is based on TS 3.1.1.1 mnium boralon flow requirement of 30 gpnL
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Table 92-2
BORDER Results

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

Requirement or Commitment Acceptance Criterion Results Obtained Acceptance Criterion Results Obtained

TS 3.1.1.1 Boration capability 230 gpm Calculated requirement 20.4 gpm Calculated requirement 20.2 gpm
must be 30 gpm or less must be 30 gpm or less

While in Modes 1, 2, 3, and 4, Borate the 56 hours 4.0 hours (BAT) 56 hours 4.0 hours (BAT).
RCS to a SDM equivalent to at least 4.1 hours (R.WST) 4.1 hours (RWST)
1% Ak/k at 200°F

Time Required to Compensate for Xenon _90 minutes 71 minutes <210 minutes with seal 299 minutes(')
Decay, ._ _jcction flow

Note:
(1) RCP seal boratioa time requirement is a design objective, not a safety requlrement

,f,.: , . - . . - I - . .
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Table 92-3
CVCS Desig Calculations

CVCS Value Used in Original Revised Value Impact of the
Calculation Design Calculation EPU EPU Value

Regenerative Heat Letdown (Tfxd inlet temp. Letdown (T,) inlet temp. Original design values
Exchanger. 543.5°F =530° to 543.10 F bound EPU values
Performance

Excess Letdown Heat Excess letdown (Thy inlet Excess letdown (T.0 d) Original design values
Exchanger temp. 543.50 F inlet temp. =530° to bound EPU values
Performance 543.10F

Remaining Auxiliary N/A N/A No impact, EPU PCWG
Heat Exchanger(s) parameter values do not
Performance directly affect the

remaining Auxiliary Heat
._ .Exchanger(s)

Letdown Line Letdown supply pressure RCP suction pressure is The letdown and excess
Flowrates, Delay RCP suction pressure = less; Letdown inlet temp. letdown flow calculations
Time (N-16 Delay 2220 psia; Letdown inlet 5300 to 543.10F (Thd) are not affected, therefore,
Time), temp. 5470F (Tdo. the N-16 delay times will
and Excess Letdown T l l d not change.
Line Delay Time The letdown line delay time
(N-16 Delay un for the piping was calculated

as 47 seconds for BVPS-1
and 55 seconds for BVPS-2.
The excess letdown line
delay time for the piping was
calculated as 155 seconds for
BVPS-l and 167 seconds for
BVPS-2.

657-.dc-920 .9.9
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93 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL SYSTEM -)

9.3.1 Introduction

The Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) design bases are described in Section 9.3 of the BVPS-1
UFSAR and Section 5.4.7 of thie BVPS-2 UFSAR. The RHRS design functions described in these
UFSAR sections are not impacted by EPU conditions. For BVPS-l, the RHRS is designed for normal
cooldown and is not considered essential to attain safe shutdown. For BVPS-2, the RHRS is designed for
normal cooldown but is also designed to operate in conjunction with other systems of the cold shutdown
design in order to address the functional requirements proposed by Regulatory Guide 1.139, Guidance for
Residual Heat Removal to Achieve and Maintain Cold Shutdown, as discussed in Appendix 5A of the
BVPS-2 UFSAR.

During the second phase of plant cooldown and in the plant shutdown mode of operation, the RHRS is
used to remove RCS sensible and core decay heat. The auxiliary feedwater and main steam systems are
used for the RCS heat removal during the first phase of plant cooldown and may supplement operation of
the RHRS during the second phase of plant cooldown.

The RHRS is comprised of two centrifugal pumps, two heat exchangers, interconnecting piping and
instrumentation. With the RBRS in operation, the RHR pumps takes suction from the RCS hot legs and
return the flow to each of the RCS cold legs. System flow passes through the tube side of the RHR heat
exchangers (shell & tube design). Cooling flow to the RHR heat exchangers (shell side) is provided via
the Component Cooling Water System (CCWS), which in turn, is cooled by the Service Water (SW)
System. The CCWS is comprised of tree pumps and three heat exchangers.

The maximum heat removal demand on the RHRS occurs during the plant cooldown mode of operation
when RCS sensible heat (Le., RCS fluid and metal mass), core decay heat and heat input from a Reactor
Coolant Pump (RCP) must all be removed to support RCS cooldown. In addition, existing operating
restrictions that are imposed on the maximum allowable CCWS temperature during cooldown can restrict
RHRS heat removal capability since the CCWS temperature limits potentially require that RHRS
flowrates be limited so that CCW outlet temperature limits are not exceeded during cooldown.

9.3.2 Input Parameters and Assumptions

The RHRS cooldown analyses utilized plant parameters which are impacted by EPU conditions.
Therefore, a new calculation was performed to establish a new baseline cooldown analysis using the latest
operating parameters for EPU conditions. Table 93-1 summarizes the analyses inputs and results.

The ORIGEN computer code is used as the basis for the decay heat level in the cooldown cases presented
in Section 93 and Section 5.4.7 of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 UFSARs, respectively. The Westinghouse
standard decay heat curve is used as the basis for the BVPS-2 cooldown case presented in Appendix 5A of
the BVPS-2 UFSAR. No credit is taken for steaming via the steam generator PORVs below 3501F RCS
temperature during cooldown. This maximizes the RCS heat content and therefore maximizes the
cooldown time. During an actual plant cooldown, steam release via the steam generators is normally used
to supplement operation of the RHRS and to reduce plant cooldown times.
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Calculations for RCP heat input and RCS heat capacity were also performed.

933 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The RHR cooldown analysis models nominal flows and temperatures. The analysis consists of a heat
balance on the RCS and CCWS within the boundaries set by the parameters. For example, to maintain
the CCW temperature at the outlet of the CCWHX to less than or equal to the maximum temperature
limit, RHR flow is automatically throttled to control the heat input to the CCWS. In addition, RHR flow
is throttled to maintain the RCS cooldown rate to less than or equal to the maximum RCS cooldown rate
(e.g., 90'F~hr).

The cases evaluated include the following.

Normal Case

This is the normal cooldown case with 2 CCW pumps, 3 CCW heat exchangers, 2 RHR pumps,
and 2 RHR heat exchangers in service. One RCP is assumed to be running between 3500 and
1600F. RCS cooldown is from 3500 to 1400F (refueling), with a maximum allowable cooldown
rate of 900F/hr. The ORIGEN computer code is used as the basis for decay heat level.

BVPS-2 UFSAR Single-Train Case

The BVPS-2 UFSAR Section 5.4.7 includes an RHR single-train cooldown case. One RHR
pump is assumed to feed 1 RHR heat exchanger. Three CCW heat exchangers are assumed to be
in service, feeding CCW flow to the RHR heat exchanger. One RCP is assumed to be nning
between 3500 and 2000F. RCS cooldown is from. 3500 to 2000F (cold shutdown), with a
maximum allowable cooldown rate of 900F/hr. The ORIGEN computer code is used as the basis
for decay heat level.

BVPS-2 UFSAR Appendix SA Case

The BVPS-2 UFSAR Appendix 5A states that the assumptions in this case allow for cut-in of the
RHRS in 36 hours. This is a gradual natural circulation cooldown and assumes further
degradation of the CCW system. Two CCW heat exchangers are assumed to be in service.
Auxiliary heat loads are consistent with a loss of offsite power. Final RCS temperature is 2000F.
The Westinghouse standard decay heat curve with a 0.6% consenratism added to the core power
rating is used as the basis for decay heat level.

The input parameters used in these cases are presented in Table 9.3-1.

9.3.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

For all cases, RCS temperature must not exceed the initial RHR temperature of 3500F, because this would
constitute a Mode change.
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The acceptance criteria for the cases include the following f

Normal Case

The original RHR design basis cooldown time was to reach 1400F with all pumps and heat
exchangers in service within 20 hours after the start of plant cooldown. The CCW supply
temperature and return temperatures to the RHR heat exchanger are maintained within normal
limits. The 20-hour limit is not a safety limit. It was selected by Westinghouse as a design
objective to achieve an RCS maintenance temperature.

BVPS-2 UFSAR Single-Train Case

This case is presented to show cooldown capability under degraded conditions, and there are no
design objectives or acceptance criteria. Consistent with the normal case, CCW supply and return
temperatures to the RHR heat exchanger are maintained within normal limits.

BVPS-2 UFSAR Appendix SA Case

The RHRS must be aligned within 36 hours after shutdown and capable of full decay heat
removal without steam relief. There are no acceptance criteria on total cooldown time to 2001F.
The CCW supply temperature is limited to 1200F, even though limiting components such as the
reactor coolant pumps are not operable during a design basis loss of offlite power event

The results of the RHR cooldown analyses are presented in Table 9.3-1, including the cases analyzed, the (I
inputs, and the results. The RHR cooldown analyses showed the following cooldown times:

1. The normal cooldown cases show that 1400F is reached in 34 hours for BVPS-l and 51 hours for
BVPS-2.

2. The BVPS-2 UFSAR single-train cooldown case shows that 2000F is reached in 57.9 hours.

3. The BVPS-2 UFSAR Appendix 5A cooldown case shows that 200OF is reached in 43 hours.

The RHR cooldown analyses also showed the following results:

1. The calculated RCP heat input (17.57 MBTU/hr and 16.41 MBTU/hr for BVPS-I and BVPS-2,
respectively) is slightly different than the historical value (17.4 MBTU/hr), and increases slightly
with decreasing temperature (due to increased fluid density). The slight increase with decreasing
temperature is modeled as an increase in auxiliary heat loads. The calculated RCP heat input
provides a small penalty in cooldown time.

2. The calculated RCS heat capacity 1.56 MBTU/0F and 1.54 MBTU/0F for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2,
respectively is slightly lower than the historical value (1.7 MBTU/0F) and provides a small
benefit in cooldown time.

* 'C>t
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93.5 Conclusions

-The following conclusions are drawn based on the above evaluations:

1. The BVPS-l and BVPS-2 normal cooldown cases show acceptable results.

2. The BVPS-2 UFSAR single-train and Appendix 5A cooldown cases show acceptable results.

Based on the RHRS fluid system evaluations performed for EPU, the RMRS is capable of performing its
decay heat removal function at EPU conditions.

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the RMRS for the NSSS power of
2910 MWt bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the
staged implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

*
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Table 93-1
Cooldown Analyses Parameters and Results

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

UFSAR UFSAR
Input Parameter Normal Normal Single-TralnO) App. 5AP)

Reactor Power, MWt 2900 2900 2900 2918

CCW EX Design UA, MBTU/hrOF(2) 1.193 1.427 1A27 1A27

RHR HX Design UA, MBTU/hr-°F 1.59 1.095 1.095 1.095

RCS Design Flow tuu I RHRHX, 2 1.97 1.97 1.97
Mb/hr

RCS Actual Flow thu 1 RHRHX, 2 1.97 1.97 1.97
MNlb/hr

CCW Design Flow thra 1 RHR HX, 5.12 3.232 3.232 3.232
Mb/hr

CCW Actual Flow tluu 1 RHR HX, 2.26 2.625 2.625 3.46
hMlb/br

SW Design Flow thru 1 CCW HX, 2.9 2.49 2.49 2.49
Mlb/hr

SW Actual Flow thru 1 CCW HX, Mlb/hr 2.9 2.49 2.49 2.49

CCW Design Flow thru 1 CCW HX, 2.0 2.49 2.49 2.49
Mlb/hr

CCW Actual Flow thru 1 CCW HX, 1.656 2.82 2.82 1.955
Mlb/hr

Auxiliy Heat Load at Cooldown Start, 19.24 19.24 19.24 .15
MBTUJ/r

AuxiliWy Heat Load at Cooldown End, 3.63 20.54 20.33 .15
MBTU/hr

RCS Heat Capacity, MBTU/PF 1.56 1.54 1.54 1.54

RCP Power, MBTU/hr 17.57 16.41 16.41 0

SW Temp., OF 90 89 89 89

Number of CCW HX 3 3 3 2

Number of RHRHX 2 2 1 1

RCP Stop Temp., °F 160 160 200 NA

RCS Start Temp., °F 350 350 350 350

Max CCW Tamp., °F 124 120 120 120

Mx Cooldown Rate, °F/hr 90 90 90 90

ri=e Cooldown Initiated, hr 4 4 4 36

C)

0

(I
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Table 9.3-1 (continued)
Cooldown Analyses Parameters and Results

BVPS-1 BVPS-2

. , .. , ., 'UFSAR '' ''UFSAR
Input Parameter Normal Normal Single-Train(') App. 5A(1)

Final RCS Temp., °F 140 140 200 200

REIRPumpMiniflow,Mlb/hr .0851 .1586 .1586 .1586

CCW HX Type Counterflow Counterflow Counterflow Counterflow

CCW HX U, MBTU/hr 222.67 253.75 253.75 253.75

RHRX Type Shell and Shell and Shell and Shell and
U-Tube U-Tube U-Tube U-Tube

RHRHX %Plugged Tubes . 0 0 0 .0

CCW HlX % Plugged Tubes 10 10 10 10

Actual M .RHR HX CCW Outlet 151.4 141.2 162.4 146.5
Temp., °F

CooldownTnime to Final RCS Temp.,hr ; I34 51 57.9 43

Notes: '
(1) be IUFSAR s enge-torain ad the UFSARAppendix A cooldown cases are included consistentdth the BVPS-2 UFSAR .
(2) IncudesI 0. tube plugg. -
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9.4 SAFETY INJECTION SYSTEM'

9.4.1 Introduction

The functions of the Safety Injection System (SIS) include injection of borated water by the high head
charging/SI pumps, the low head SI pumps, and the SI accumulators during the post-accident injection
mode. The high head chaiging/SI pumps, the low head SI pumps, and the recirculation spray pumps
provide continued core cooling during the post-accident recirculation mode. Flow rates from these
sources are used as input to various safety analyses.

The performance of the Safety Injection System is determined by system resistances and pump
performance. To support EPU, the charging/SI pumps are being modified to improve the high head
charging/SI pump performance and flowrates. The modifications consist of installing investment cast
impellers/diffusers and extending the pump runout limit. The SI accumulator deliverable water volumes
and pressures are also being adjusted to support EPU. The revised accumulator pressure and water
volume ranges have been used in the applicable safety analyses, including small and large break LOCAs
(Section 5.2) and the mass and energy releases in the Containment Conversion LARNos. 317 (BVPS-1)
and 190 (BVPS-2).

For BVPS-1, the boric acid concentration requirement for the boron injection tank is being eliminated
(similar to BVPS-2) and the boric acid recirculation subsystem for the boron injection tank can be retired.

The adequacy of the SIS performance to mitigate accidents at EPU power levels is determined by the
safety analyses which are described in Section 5 of this report.

9.4.2 Inputs and Assumptions

The SI flowrates and SI accumulator data are provided as inputs to the safety analyses.

9.4.3 Description of Analyses and Evaluations

The analyses and evaluations to support the charging/SI pump modifications and the SI accumulator
pressure and water volume range adjustments are the current analyses and evaluations updated to reflect
the changes. The analysis for safety injection flowrates incorporated the charging/SI pump modifications
as well as adjustments to system flow measurements and alignments, including changes to the normal
operation surveillance requirements for the charging/SI pump discharge pressure and total seal injection
flow rate. These were revised to improve high head charging/SI pump flowrates during a postulated small
break LOCA.

The safety analyses that assess the acceptability of SIS performance are presented in Section 5 of this report.

9.4.4 Acceptance Criteria and Results

The acceptance criteria for the charging/SI pump and SI accumulator modifications are the current
acceptance criteria. These acceptance criteria are not affected by EPU. The impact of the modifications
on system operability and charging/SI pump NPSH requirements have been evaluated. The resulting
performance data has been provided for use in the safety analyses for EPU conditions. D 1
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The safety analyses that assess the acceptability of SIS performance are presented in Section 5 of this
report

9.4.5 Conclusions

The charging/SI pump modifications and the adjustments to SI accumulator water volumes and pressures
have been evaluated from a component design perspective and shown to be acceptable.

The adequacy of the SIS performance to mitigate accidents at the higher power level is determined by the
safety analyses for EPU conditions, which are described in Section 5 of this report

The results and conclusions of the evaluations performed for the SIS for the NSSS power of 2910 MWt
bound and support operation at the current NSSS power of 2697 MWt, thus supporting the staged
implementation of EPU at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

9.5 QUENCH AND RECIRCULAfION SPRAY SYSTEM

The Quench Spray System provides cold water to the containment following a containment isolation
Phase B signal. The Recirculation Spray System provides a means for long-term cooling. The evaluation
of these systems at the EPU conditions were performed in the containment conversion LAR (LAR
Nos. 317 for BVPS-1 and 190 for BVPS-2).

The applicable safety analyses in Section 5 and the boric acid evaluation in Section 9.2 were performed at
a maximum refueling water storage tank temperature of 1050F except containment analysis and SBLOCA
which used 650F. The limiting containment analyses submitted in LARs 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-
2) were performed at a maximum refueling water storage tank temperature of 650F. For the EPU power
level, the maximum refueling water storage tank temperature will be 650F for both units.

9.6 REACTOR/PRIMARY COMPONENT COOLING WATER SYSTEMS

The BVPS-1(BVPS-2 Reactor/Primary Component Cooling Water (CCR/CCP) Systems provide an
intermediate cooling loop for removing heat from reactor plant auxiliary systems and transferring it to the
River Water (BVPS-1) or Service Water (BVPS-2) Systems. The CCR/CCP Systems are not considered
part of the engineered safety features, and are not required to mitigate the consequences of an accident.
However, these systems are required to supply cooling water to the Residual Heat Removal (RHR)
System for plant cool down.

During normal operation at EPU conditions, two primary CCRICCP pumps and two primary CCR/CCP
heat exchangers can transfer the designheat loads from all components served, simultaneously with the
River Water/Service Water temperature at its maximum. During most operating conditions, only one
pump will be required.

The largest primary CCR/CCP heat load occurs during cooldown when the Residual Heat Removal
System (RBRS) is initially placed in operation. The three CCR/CCP heat exchangers and three
CCRICCP pumps must be in operation to achieve the minimum cooldown time. In this mode of
operation, reactor coolant flow through the RHRS heat exchangers is regulated to assure that the
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component cooling water system temperatures are maintained within their design limits, while allowing
the reactor coolant system to cool down as fast as possible. The cooldown rate is discussed in (2)
Section 93.

Refer to Section 5.12 for Fire Protection Safe Shutdown (Appendix R).

The Units CCRICCP Systems capacity can accommodate the increased heat loads resulting from the EPU
without exceeding design parameters. The increases in component heat loads with EPU will not
necessitate increasing CCR/CCP or River/Service Water flow rates.

The BVPS-1IBVPS-2 CCR/CCP systems are acceptable for operation under EPU conditions. No.
modifications are required to the CCRICCP System or to any of the associated components or equipment.

9.7 ESFATMOSPHERIC CLEANUP SYSTEM

The ESF atmospheric cleanup system is designed so that the plant can operate after a design basis
accident (DBA) and can contain radioactive material after a DBA. The system has provisions to prefilter
air, remove moisture, and to meet Regulatory Guide 1.52 requirements for charcoal adsorption.

9.7.1 Main Control Room Ventilation System

The main control rooms for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 are in a shared facility (iLe., the Control Building),
served by separate Control Room Ventilation Systems for normal and emergency operations. Both the
ventilation system and the filtration system are designed in accordance with the guidance provided in 0
Regulatory Guide 1.52, with respect to system design requirements, maximum system flow requirements,
and system functional performance requirements for air filtration and adsorption.

Relative to operation after a DBA, the Main Control Room Emergency Ventilation System was evaluated
for impact due to containment conversion (LARs 317 for BVPS-I and 190 for BVPS-2) and alternative
source term (AST) (approved in Amendments 257 for BVPS-I and 139 for BVPS-2) and EPU
(Section 9.22). As a result of these evaluations, these systems were modified to take advantage of the
AST release timing differences specified in Regulatory Guide 1.183, and to relax system performance
requirements with respect to the allowance for unfiltered inleakage. Refer to Sections 5.11.9.4 and 9.22
for additional information regarding the control room ventilation system.

9.7.2 Supplemental Leak Collection and Release System

BVPS-I and BVPS-2 utilize Supplemental Leak Collection and Release Systems (SLCRS) to ventilate
the compartments outside containment that are contiguous to the containment wall, in order to maintain
temperature and radiation levels in these areas within the EQ design envelope. SLCRS is comprised of
the Normal Exhaust Subsystem and the Filtered Exhaust Subsystem. The filtered subsystems were
originally design to perform accident mitigation functions during a LOCA. The SLCRS systems were
evaluated for impact resulting from (1) operation at EPU conditions, (2) operation with containment
conversion, and (3) operation both with and without carbon charcoal or HEPAfilters (LARs 317 for
BVPS-I and 190 for BVPS-2). Evaluation results determined that operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2
SLCRS is not adversely impacted by EPU, and that no system modifications are required. SLCRS is
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capable of performing its accident mitigation functional requirements during operation at EPU conditions,
without crediting the filtration function performed by its filters.

9.73 Conclusions

The assessment of iodine loading associated with post-accident ventilation charcoal filters, (i.e., SLCRS
filter, Control Room Post Ventilation Air Intake Filter, Emergency Response Facility Post Accident
Ventilation Recirculation filter) demonstrates continued compliance with the acceptance criteria of
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Section 5.0 of LARNos. 317 for BVPS-I and 190 for BVPS-2).

Radiological analyses and evaluations demonstrate that all applicable regulatory radiological dose limits
for accidents are met for all the design basis accidents specified in RG 1.183 (Section 5.11.10).

9.8 LIQUID, GASEOUS, AND SOLID RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL
SYSTEMS

The Liquid and Gaseous Waste Disposal Systems process and dispose of radioactive waste. The solid
waste disposal system provides facilities for the collection and preparation of radioactive waste materials
for shipment to processing and disposal facilities.

The radioactive waste systems will still perform their intended functions at EPU. The EPU does result in
a slight increase in the equilibrium radioactivity in the reactor coolant This change in the radioactivity of
the reactor coolant impacts the concentrations of radioactive nuclides in the radwaste systems. The
impact of the increased activity in the radwaste systemsis primarily in the activity shipped off-site as
solid waste. Liquid and gaseous releases to the environment do not increase beyond the limits of
10 CFR 20 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix I.

Refer to Section 5.11.6 for more discussion of normal operational radwaste effluents.

9.9 FUEL POOL COOLING AND PURIFICATION

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Fuel Pool Cooling Water Systems remove heat generated by the stored spent
fuel assemblies in the fuel pool. As described in NRC SER enclosing Amendment 247 (BVPS-1) and
No. 126 (BVPS-2), dated January 29,2002, the spent fuel cooling systems were evaluated with
consideration of EPU in conjunction with the license amendment to revise the minimum decay time prior
to fuel movement. Under normal and abnormal conditions, the fuel pool water temperature does not
exceed limits associated with the pool structure, liner, cooling system or system components.

9.10 MAIN STEAM SYSTEM

Main Steam System piping components, and equipment including specifically the main steam safety
valves, atmospheric dump valves, main steam isolation valves, condenser steam dump valves and
moisture separator reheaters were evaluated for the EPU conditions.

The BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Main Steam System supplies saturated steam to the main turbine, the Turbine
Steam Bypass System, the Gland Steam Sealing System, the Auxiliary Steam System, the moisture
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separator reheaters, and the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump. The Main Steam System also
provides for reactor decay heat removal and reactor plant cooldown. -1)

For each of the BVPS-1/BVPS-2 units, decay heat removal is accomplished in conjunction with a single
residual heat release valve common to all three steam generators.

An inadvertent opening, with failure to close, of the largest of any single steam dump, relief or safety
valve will not prevent the safe shutdown of the plant. The maximum capacity of any single main steam
safety valve, steam bypass valve, residual heat release valve, or atmospheric dump valve does not exceed
890,000 lb/hr at 1085 psig inlet pressure. This feature limits the potential uncontrolled blowdown flow
rate in the event a valve inadvertently fails or sticks in the open position. This maximum value has not
changed for EPU.

Portions of the Main Steam System vital for the safe shutdown of the plant and for removal of decay and
sensible heat and are designated as safety-related. The remaining portions of the system are essential for
reliable generation of electric power and are designated as not safety-related.

9.10.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

As detailed in Section 3.1.4.1.1, the BVPS-1/BVPS-2 MSSVs are acceptable for overpressure protection
under EPU conditions. The limiting safety analyses that are affected by the MSSV setpoint tolerance
include Small Break LOCA (Section 5.2.2) and non-LOCA accidents (Section 53). The safety analyses
for non-LOCA accidents are based on a setpoint tolerance of 43% and small break LOCA accidents are
based on a setpoint tolerance of b3% except for the MSSV with the lowest set pressure which has a a
setpoint tolerance of+1%Yo/-3%.

9.10.2 Steam Generator Atmospheric Steam Dump

For both BVPS-I and BVPS-2, an atmospheric steam dump valve (ASDV) is installed off each of the
32 inch main steam lines (upstream of the main steam isolation valves).' As detailed in Section 3.1.4.1.2,
BVPS-l/BVPS-2 ASDV capacities are adequate to support required steam dumping during normal
cooldown and a steam generator tube rupture event under EPU conditions.

9.10.3 Main Steam Isolation

The BVPS-lI/BVPS-2 MSNVfIVs and MSIVs are located outside containment (and downstream of the
MSSVs) and function to prevent the uncontrolled blowdown of more than one steam generator. As
detailed in Section 3.1.4.1.3, the BVPS-1/BVPS-2 MSNV/TVs and MSIVs are acceptable for operation
under EPU conditions.

BVPS-l/BVPS-2 main steam bypass valves are used to warm up main steam lines and to equalize
pressure across the BVPS-I/BVPS-2 MSNV/TVs and MSiVs. As detailed in Section 3.1.4.1.3, the main
steam bypass valves are acceptable for operation under EPU conditions.
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9.10.4 Condenser Steam Dump Valves

The NSSS Reactor Control Systems are designed to provide satisfactory operation without reactor trip
when subjected to specific load transients. The condenser steam dump valves create an artificial steam
load by dumping steam from ahead of the turbine trip valves to the main condenser therefore permitting
the NSSS to withstand an external load rejection without a reactor trip (refer to Section 3.1.4 2 for
specifics relative to the Steam Dump System). As detailed in Section 3.1.4.2.1, the condenser steam
dump valves are adequate for operation under EPU conditions.

9.10.5 Moisture Separator Reheaters

For each unit (BVPS-1 and BVPS-2), there are four moisture separator reheater (MSR) units used to
remove moisture from the steam exhausting from the high pressure turbine prior to entering the low
pressure turbines. The shell contains cycle steam and a tube bundle section for superheating the dried
steam. The shell contains cycle steam inlet and outlet nozzles (and other miscellaneous nozzles) and is
baffled to direct steam flow. Condensate collected in the shell of the moisture separator flows to the
associated reheater drain receiver.

Under EPU conditions, MSRs will be subjected to increased flows and changes in pressure and
temperature. Evaluation determined that under conditions of EPU, the MSR bundles can endure the
higher flow velocities without a reduction in performance or efficiency. Also, a vibration analysis was
performed on the tube bundles for the increased flows, with the results that, relative to tube vibration, the
MSRs are acceptable for operation under EPU conditions. Minor modifications are required to the MSR
relief valves to maintain appropriate relief margin above normal EPU operating pressure.

9.10.6 Main Steam Piping

Main steam piping pressure/teerature design bounds EPU pressure/emperature conditions. Piping
pressure/temperature design is therefore acceptable under EPU conditions. Increased Main Steam Piping
flow velocities, as a resilt of EPU, remain well within established design guidelines for steam piping, and
are acceptable.

9.10.7 Summary/Conclusion

BVPS-IABVPS-2 Main Steam Systems have been determined to be capable of performing their design
function under EPU conditions.

9.11 EXTRACTION STEAM/HEATER DRAINS SYSTEMS

9.11.1 Extraction Steam

BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Extraction Steam System was evaluated in conjunction with EPU conditions to
determine the extent to which system design parameters bound EPU conditions.

The BVPS-IABVPS-2 Extraction Steam System is designed to transmit steam from high and low pressure
main turbines to the shell sides of the feedwater heaters for feedwater heating to increase cycle efficiency.
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During normal operation, extraction steam from the high pressure (HP) turbine is used to heat feedwater
flowing through the I st and 2nd point feedwater heaters. Extraction steam from the low pressure (LP)
turbine is used to heat feedwater flowing through the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th point feedwater heaters. The
Extraction Steam System has no safety flmction, and its failure will not affect the safety fictions of other
equipment The system is designated non-safety related.

Non Return Valves

The BVPS-I/BVPS-2 Extraction Steam System includes non return valves (NRVs). The NRVs are
installed in the extraction steam lines and function to close on turbine trip in order to prevent condensate
flashing in the feedwater heaters from flowing back to the turbine and causing the turbine to overspeed.

On a turbine trip, extraction steam NRVs, as designed, are capable of automatic closure therefore
preventing reverse flow to the turbine and potential turbine overspeed conditions.

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 NRV ANSI pressure temperature ratings (and isolation valve pressure temperature
ratings) envelope EPU pressures and temperatures and are therefore acceptable relative to
pressure/temperature design.

Extraction Steam Piping and Components

BVPS-lIBVPS-2 Extraction Steam System pressuetemperature conditions predicted under EPU
operation are bounded by system component and piping design capabilities except the design pressure for
the BVPS-1 extraction piping to the second point heater will be increased to accommodate the higher set
pressure of the MSR relief valves.

Flow velocities, under EPU conditions are within acceptance criteria for transmitting saturated and/or
superheated steam.

BVPS-2 is equipped with motor-operated valves on the extraction lines to isolate and prevent water
induction into the turbine under certain circumstances. Evaluations have demonstrated that this function
is not compromised due to operation at EPU conditions.

Extraction Steam System piping, MSR drain piping and Main Steam drain piping, including traps, have
been evaluated and are adequate for operation at EPU conditions. A minor modification is required in the
BVPS-l extraction piping to the second point heater to increase its pressure capability.

Feedwater Heaters

BVPS-IIBVPS-2 feedwater heater (FWH) shell pressure/temperature design envelopes EPU
pressure/temperature operating conditions. Additionally, the FWH safety valve capacities required for
tube rupture at EPU conditions are bounded by the existing FWH safety valve design parameters. The
FWH shell safety valves are, therefore, adequate for EPU.
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The evaluation of the FWHs demonstrated that the existing FWH vents meet Heat Exchanger Institute
(HEI) guidelines for providing venting capability of the FWHs and that the vents are capable of providing
continuous venting of the FWs under EPU conditions.

Based on calculation results relative to BVPS-l/BVPS-2, extraction steam inlet nozzles to feedwater
heaters are within HEI recommendations for velocity with the exception of the nozzles leading into
BVPS-l heaters 4 and 5 and BVPS-2 heaters 4 and 6, which slightly exceed the recommendations.
Examination of these nozzle areas is included in the FAC scope and will be monitored subsequent to
EPU.

Summary/Conclusion

With the minor modification (tee replacement) to the BVPS-I second point extraction piping, the BVPS-
1IBVPS-2 Extraction Steam System is acceptable for operation under EPU conditions.

9.11.2 Heater Drain System

The Heater Drain System and associated equipment were evaluated to ensure the ability of the system to
function under EPU conditions. The evaluation entailed review and comparison of the Heater Drain
System and component design and operating parameters against EPU conditions to determine if
acceptable design margin exists to meet functional and operational requirements under EPU conditions.

Ihe Heater Drain System is designed to collect feedwater heater 'drains resulting from condensing of the
extraction steam, as well as drains from the main turbine reheater system coils and Mioisture separators.
The high pressure drains and moisture separator drains flow to receiver tanks and are then pumped to the
suction side of the feedwater pumps where they are then pumped forward to the feedwater flow path
leading to the steam generator. The low pressure feedwater heater drams are delivered to the condenser.

The Heater Drain System is located entirely in the turbine building. A heater drain line rupture or failure
of any structure housing portions of the system can not affect or compromise the availability or safety
function of any safety-related system or equipment The Heater Drain System is non-safety related.

Level Control Valves

As a result of EPU, heater drain flow rates increase. Heater drain level control valves aLCVs) associated
with feedwater heaters, receiver tanks, and drain coolers were evaluated to determine their ability to
provide adequate level control under increased flows associated with EPU conditions.

As a result of the evaluation, with some exceptions, LCVs were determined to be acceptable for operation
under EPU conditions. For those isolated BVPS-1 exceptions, minor modifications (ie., trim changes)
will be required for LCVs associated with the 5' point heater in order to achieve required flow capability
relative to their level control function. For those isolated BVPS-2 exceptions, valve replacements will be
required for some LCVs associated with the 4d point heater in order to achieve required flow capability
relative to their level control function.
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Feedwater Heaters (Shell Side) 3
Based on calculation results relative to BVPS-I/BVPS-2 cascading drain inlet nozzles to feedwater heater
shells, the feedwater heaters are within HEI recommendations with the exception of the nozzle leading
into heaters 5 (ie., cascading drain lines from heaters 4). This area is currently included in the Flow
Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program and examinations have been performed on the piping leading to
these nozzles downstream of the level control valves. Based on the above discussed results, examination
of the nozzle area has been added to the FAC scope and will be monitored subsequent to EPU. Feedwater
heater shell pressure/temperature design is discussed in Section 9.11.1, "Extraction Steam System."

Heater Drain Receivers

BVPS-lI/BVPS-2 Heater Drain System drain receivers' pressure/temperature design bounds system
pressure/temperature under EPU conditions. BVPS-I/BVPS-2 drain receivers' pressure/temperature
design is therefore considered acceptable under EPU pressure/emperature conditions.

The evaluation of the BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Heater Drain System receiver tanks relative to capacity
determined that the drain receiver tanks are adequately sized for EPU conditions (see discussion under
"Heater Drain Pumps" in conjunction with modified BVPS-2 drain pump operation).

Heater Drain Pumps

Relative to BVPS-1, it was determined that EPU Heater Drain System flow rates are within heater drain
pump optimum operating points at the EPU conditions. The BVPS-1 heater drain pumps have adequate a
margin to accommodate the EPU condition.

BVPS-2 heater and separator drain pumps have adequate capacity to support the EPU flow requirements.
Slight adjustments will be made to the control systems to ensure optimum operating points are selected
for both pumps at the EPU conditions.

Heater Drain Piping

Heater drain piping pressure/temperature design bounds EPU pressure/temperature conditions and is
therefore acceptable under EPU conditions.

Increased piping velocities as a result of EPU are generally within acceptable limits. The FAC monitoring
programs will continue to ensure erosion/corrosion rates remain within an acceptable range subsequent to
EPU.

Summary/Conclusion

The BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Heater Drain System, in conjunction with minor identified plant modifications, are
acceptable for operation under EPU conditions.
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9.12 CONDENSATE AND FEEDWATER SYSTEM

The Condensate and Feedwater Systems were evaluated in conjunction with EPU conditions to determine
the extent to which system design parameters bound EPU conditions.

The primary function of the Condensate System is to remove condensate from the condenser hotwell and
supply preheated condensate, via the feedwater heater trains to the suction of the steam generator
feedwater pumps. Main turbine exhaust steam is condensed by the main condenser. The condensate is
then withdrawn from the condenser hotwells by two 50°/0 capacity motor-driven condensate pumps
(BVPS-2 has a third standby pump). The pumps discharge into a common header which carries the
condensate through two steam jet air ejector condensers arianged in parallel and through one gland steam
condenser (a flow control valve and a bypass around the gland steam condenser ensure that no more than
maximum design flow passes through the gland steam condenser). Downstream of the gland steam
condenser, the common header branches into two parallel trains. Each train carries condensate through
the tube sides of a heater drain cooler and five low pressure feedwater heaters (Le., heaters 2 through 6).
The effluent from each train combines into a common suction header for the two 50% design capacity
steam generator feed pumps.

The Feedwater System supplies heated feedwater to the steam generators under all normal load conditions
maintaining levels on program. Level is maintained by positioning the feedwater control valve in the
feedwater line to each steam generator. Two 50% design capacity steam generator feed pumps supply
feedwater to the three SGs (BVPS-2 has a startup feed pump and BVPS-1 has a dedicated auxiliary
feedwater pump). The feed pumps discharge through two high pressure feedwaterheaters (i.e., heater 1)
arranged in parallel, then to a common discharge header for distribution to the SGs through individual
flow control valves.

BVPS-2 also has automatic fast acting main feedwater isolation valves (FWIVs). As originally designed,
BVPS-1 does not have automatic FWIVs. Based on evaluations for containment conversion, fast acting
FWIVs (similar to BVPS-2) will be added to the BVPS-1 Feedwater System.

9.12.1 Condenser

The EPU conditions for both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 will result in an increase of both the LP turbine
exhaust flows and the heat duty to the condensers. The higher exhaust flows have been evaluated for both
units. BVPS-1 has previously installed tube stakes to protect the condenser tubes against tube vibration
and is acceptable for the EPU conditions. BVPS-2 will be installing tube stakes in the condenser to
protect against the tube vibration prior to increasing flows to the EPU conditions.

The increased heat duty to the condensers has been evaluated for both units. This increase will result in
slightly higher condenser back pressures. The existing design Circulating Water System flows will
experience a slightly higher temperature rise and will provide sufficient heat removal.

9.12.2 Feedwater Isolation

As discussed in the containment conversion LAR, the BVPS-1 fast acting feedwater isolation valves have'
been evaluated for EPU conditions.
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For BVPS-2 the automatic FWlVs are located outside containment and downstream of the FWRVs. The
FWIVs function in conjunction with the primary isolation signals to the FWRVs and backup trip signals
to the feedwater pumps to provide redundant isolation of feedwater flow to the SGs following a steam
line break or a malfunction in the SG level control system. To accomplish the isolation function, the
FWRVs and the backup FWIVs are required to close to meet an overall delay time (logic plus valve
closure) of 7 seconds. These requirements are not impacted by EPU.

9.12.3 Condensate and Feedwater Pumps, Feedwater Control Valves and Bypass
Feedwater Control Valves

Condensate flow will increase under EPU conditions. Evaluation of BVPS-1/BVPS-2 condensate
systems determined that sufficient flow, TDH, and NPSH exist at steady state conditions, and bound EPU
conditions.

Under the 50%1/ load rejection transient where heater drain flow is assumed to be lost, the BVPS-I
condensate pumps will be able to supply -88% of the required flow at 2910 MWt. Original Westinghouse
design criterion requires a supply of 96% of the total steady-state feedwater flow at a S/G pressure of
100 psi above the steady-state pressure. Since BVPS-1 only has two 50% condensate pumps, the
96% criterion cannot be maintained at EPU conditions. Because of this, a load rejection analysis has been
performed. Results of the analysis show that margin is available to S/G low level trip for a 50% load
rejection at EPU conditions.

BVPS-2 has three 50% condensate pumps. Therefore, sufficient flow can be available for the transient by
auto-start of the third condensate pump.

Results of system model analysis performed on the BVPS-I/BVPS-2 Feedwater System determined that
the current FWRV has insufficient capacity for 2910 MWt steady-state conditions, and that modifications
to FWRV trim will be required to support the staged implementation of EPU. The existing control valves
are adequate for operation at the current power operation.

An NSSS Control System analysis was performed to provide evaluation of the adequacy of the Feedwater
Control System in conjunction with Steam Dump Control System at the EPU conditions. The Control
System was determined to be acceptable for operation under EPU conditions.

9.12.A System Design Pressure and Temperatures

For both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, Condensate System piping and components were reviewed to ensure that
EPU operating conditions are bounded by the current design pressure and temperature. Because there are
no modifications required for the Condensate Pumps, system pressures at low flow (start-up) conditions
will not increase. Furthermore, Condensate pressures will decrease at full power since Condensate flow
demand will increase. The results of the review show that current design pressures and temperatures
continue to bound those at EPU conditions; therefore, no changes to the current design parameters are
required.

BVPS-I feedwater piping was reviewed to ensure the operating conditions at EPU are within design
values. Fast-acting FWIVs will be added upstream of the containment check valves. This portion of
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piping has been evaluated at the EPU pressure and temperature conditions and the design is acceptable for
EPU. The remaining portions of the BVPS-1 Feedwater System are acceptable for EPU as designed.

BVPS-2 feedwater piping was reviewed to ensure that the operating conditions at EPU are within design
values.

9.12.5 Feedwater Heaters

Feedwater flow rate through the heaters increases as a result of the EPU. The EPU temperature and
pressure are bounded by the existing heater design parameters. Tube flow velocities will increase as a
result of the EPU. The Heat Exchanger Institute (HED Standards for Closed Feedwater Heaters has been
reviewed to obtain a maximum allowable velocity criteria. The existing feedwater heaters tube velocities
have been evaluated against the HEI criteria standard and are acceptable for the EPU.

9.12.6 Summary/Conclusion

BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Condensate System pressure/emperature design is acceptable for EPU conditions. The
BVPS-1 main condenser is acceptable for EPU without modification. The BVPS-2 Main Condenser will
require tube staking to ensure its acceptability under EPU operation.

Both units have the capacity to survive a 50°/0 load rejection at EPU condition of 2910 MWt.

Relative to the BVPS-I/BVPS-2 Feedwater System, the existing FWRV will not provide the required
flow rate for the EPU conditions. The FWRVs will be modified to increase the Cv. This modification
coupled with maintaining the existing main feedwater pumps will result in the Feedwater System being
adequate to meet the requirements for EPU conditions. Modified FWRV characteristics are consistent
with the results in Section 53.9.

The BVPS-1/BVPS-2 condensate and feedwater systems, in conjunction with modifications discussed
above, are acceptable for operation under EPU conditions.

9.13 STEAM GENERATOR BLOWDOWN SYSTEM

The Steam Generator Blowdown System is used in conjunction with the chemical addition and sampling
systems to control the chemical composition of the steam generator secondary side (ie., shell side) water
within specified limits. The Blowdown System also controls the buildup of solids in the steam generator
water.

As stated in Section 3.1.4.5, the minimum SG pressures under EPU conditions will be lower than the
initial design, which may require a repositioning ofthe blowdown flow control valves. While reduction
in pressure will reduce the maximum achievable blowdown flow rates, the capacity of the valves at the
expected operating pressures will be adequate for the EPU conditions.

The BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Steam Generator Blowdown System is acceptable for operation under EPU
conditions. No modifications are required to the Steam Generator Blowdown System or to any of the
associated components and equipment.
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9.14 TURBINE/SECONDARY PLANT COMPONENT COOLING SYSTEM

The BVPS-1 Turbine Plant Component Cooling Water System (CCI) and the BVPS-2 Secondary Plant
Component Cooling Water System (CCS) provide an intermediate cooling loop for removing heat from
the turbine plant auxiliary systems. The BVPS-1 CCT System consists of two pumps and three heat
exchangers while the BVPS-2 CCS System consists of two pumps and two heat exchangers. Heat from
BVPS-1 CCT is transferred to BVPS-I Raw Water System and heat from BVPS-2 CCS is transferred to
the Service Water System. The systems are non-safety related.

The BVPS-1/BVPS-2 CCT/CCS systems provide capability for removing heat loads under EPU
conditions without exceeding 950 F cooling water temperature.

The pressure/temperature design of piping and valves for the CCT/CCS systems exceed system
pressure/temperature conditions under EPU conditions.

With minor adjustments as required, the BVPS-1/BVPS-2 CCT/CCS System is acceptable for operation
under EPU conditions.

9.15 RIVERISERVICE WATER SYSTEM

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 River/Service Water Systems provide cooling water to various safety-related
and non-safety-related equipment TMe EPU will slightly increase the heat rejection to the River/Service
Water System. However, the River/Service Water Systems design pressure and temperature will not be
exceeded by the EPU. Increased heat loads from the primary CCW heat exchangers will occur as a result
of the increase in spent fuel pool cooling loads. Flow is regulated through the RHRS to assure that CCW
system temperatures and River/Service Water Systems temperatures limits are maintained. The increase
in heat loads will have an insignificant effect on the River/Service Water Systems.

Although the River/Service Water Systems will experience slightly higher heat loads during normal
operation following the EPU, the existing systems will continue to satisfy their normal and accident
functions with no modifications being required to the systems.

9.15.1 Ultimate Heat Sink

The ultimate heat sink is the source of cooling water provided to dissipate reactor decay heat and essential
cooling system heat loads after a normal reactor shutdown or shutdown following an accident. The Ohio
River is the ultimate heat sink for the Beaver Valley Power Station. TMe Ohio River is the source of water
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 River/Service Water Systems.

The flow available from the Ohio River is large compared to the low amount of flow required for safe
shutdown of both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. The inlet water temperature is unaffected by the plant heat loads,
because the outfall structure is located sufficiently downstream of the intake structures to prevent
recirculation. No changes are required to be made to the ultimate heat sink Technical Specifications due
to the EPU.

P at
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The EPU does not adversely impact the design basis of the ultimate heat sink and will not compromise
the ability of the ultimate heat sink to fulfill its intended functions.

9.16 CIRCULATING WATER SYSTEM

The BVPS-1I/BVPS-2 Circulating Water System (CWS) is non-safety related and provides cooling water
for the main condenser of the turbine generator unit. It is a closed-loop system consisting of cooling
tower pumps, a pumphouse, circulating water piping, main condenser vacuum priming system,
Mechanical Tube Cleaning System (BVPS-2 only), natural draft cooling tower, and associated hydraulic
and electrical equipment. Makeup water is supplied to the closed-loop CWS by discharging the plant
River/Service water into the circulating water condenser discharge lines.

The BVPS-I/BVPS-2 CWS is designed to dissipate waste heat to the atmosphere. T'he total design
circulating water flow rate to each cooling tower includes cooling water from the main condenser and
water discharged from the River/Service Water System.

9.16.1 Evaluation

BVPS-1IBVPS-2 CWS System flow will remain unchanged following EPU. The increased levels of
rejected heat, from an increase in turbine exhaust flow, will increase the CWS outlet temperature by less
than 3IF. The heat load under EPU conditions will result in a backpressure increase in the condenser.
The heat load from the River/Service Water Systems also increases (refer to Section 9.15).

The increase in temperature, as a result of EPU, is bounded by the CWS system design and can be
accommodated by the BVPS-1 cooling tower. The BVPS-2 cooling tower will be modified to improve
heat rejection capacity. The evaporation rate is expected to increase approximately 10%, resulting in
decreased blowdown flow, since makeup flow will remain unchanged. Therefore, the current maximum
CWS concentration factor will increase by -7%.- Performance of the Condenser Vacuum System and
steam jet air ejectors remain unchanged under EPU conditions.

With the exception of the condenser outlet temperature, increased evaporation, and increased
concentration factors, the normal range of CWS operating parameters do not change at EPU.

Since flow and operating pressures do not increase at EPU, CWS support systems and component
pressure design are acceptable under EPU conditions (i.e., piping, valves, circulating water
pumps/motors, screenwash system).

9.16.2 Summary/Conclusion

After modification of the BVPS-2 cooling tower, the Circulating Water System will be acceptable for
operation under EPU conditions.
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9.17 MAIN GENERATOR AND TRANSFORMERS )
9.17.1 Main Turbine Generator and Isolated Phase Bus Duct

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 main generators are turbine driven, hydrogen inner-cooled, four pole machines
presently rated 1026 MVA, 22 kV, 0.90 power factor, at 75 psi Hydrogen. As part of the EPU, each
machine will be re-rated to 1070 MVA, 22 kV, 0.92 power factor, at 75 psi Hydrogen, by taking
advantage of spare capacity inherent in the existing design. Generator operation at leading power factor
is restricted due to the existing generator stator design. At EPU conditions, the real power output of the
BVPS-I and BVPS-2 main generators will be 984 MWe and 977 MWe respectively. Station load flow
analyses confirm the machines are adequate at EPU conditions.

The existing Iso-phase Bus Ducts (1PB) main bus forced air-cooled rating is 28000 Amps, continuous.
Station load flow analyses confirm that the main bus ratings are adequate at EPU conditions for both
units.

The taps from the IPB main bus to the Unit Station Service Transformers (USST) of each unit have a
self-cooled rating of 3000 Amps. The station load flow analysis at EPU conditions for each unit confirms
that the tap buses are adequate because the design ratings exceed the calculated load requirement.

9.17.2 Main Power Transformer

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Main Power Transformers (MPM) are oil filled units. The BVPS-I MPT has a
single primary winding. Its nameplate rating is 945/1,058.4 MVA FOA @ 550C1650C rise, 21.5 kV
primary, 345 kV secondary, three-phase, 60 HZ. The BVPS-2 MPT is similarly rated but was furnished
with a dual primary winding. However, a recent thermal study performed by the BVPS-2 MPT
manufacturer concluded that continuous operation at loads exceeding approximately 930 MVA may result
in transformer internal temperatures that exceed recommended values based upon the performance limits
of the existing air cooled radiators. Consequently, the existing BVPS-2 MPT air coolers have been
replaced resulting in a new maximum transformer load capability of 1020 MVA.

Station electrical load flow analyses prepared for each unit concluded that each MPT is adequately sized
to support unit operation at EPU conditions when the main generator is operated within its rated
capability curve at a lagging power factor and the unit auxiliary power system (APS) is supplied from the
associated USST.

9.173 Unit Station Service Transformer

The APS for each unit is normally supplied power through two Unit Station Service Transformers
(USST), USST IC and ID for BVPS-1 and 2C and 2D for BVPS-2. The nameplate rating for each USST
is 19.2t25.6/32 MVA OA/FOA/FOA i 550C rise and 21.5128.7/35.8 MVA OA/FOAIFOA @ 651C rise,
22 kV primary, dual 4361436 kV secondary windings (X and Y), three-phase, 60 HZ. Each secondary
winding is rated 9.6/12.8/16 MVA OA/FOAIFOA @ 550C rise and 10.8/143/17.9 MVA OA/FOA/FOA @
650C rise.

'C'
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The USSTs are adequately sized to support operation of each unit at EPU conditions. Load flow analyses
for each unit show that the total load supplied by each USST does not exceed the overall 650C rating of
the transformer, although the load flow analysis does show that the BVPS-1, USST 1C transformer is
slightly overloaded on the Y winding. The winding supplies power to 4160 V Buses 1A and IAE. The
system model used to determine USST loading is a bounding case because it models Bus IA supplying
power to two additional 480 V buses'due to a cross-tie between the buses of two downstream double-
ended 480 V load centers. The additional 480 V buses are normally supplied from 4160 V Bus 1C, which
is supplied from USST ID. Station operating data forthe 4160 Vac buses suppliedby the "Y" winding
indicates that the load flow analysis results are conservative and that the actual loading on the "Y"
winding would be lower than the calculated values. Additionally, the USST oil and winding temperatures
(for X and Y windings) are monitored per existing operating procedures. Based on station operating data
and the total calculated transformer loading, the USSTs are adequately sized to support unit operation at
EPU conditions.

9.17.4 System Station Service Transformer

The APS for each unit receives offsite power from the 138 kV grid via the two System Station Service
Transformers (SSST). The nameplate rating for each SSST is 19.2/25.6/32 MVA OA/FOA/FOA @ 550C
rise and 21.5128.7/35.8 MVA OA(FOA/FOA @ 650C rise, 138 kV primary, dual 436/436 kV secondary
windings (X and Y), three-phase, 60 HZ. Each secondary winding is rated 9.6/12.8/16 MVA
OA/FOAIFOA @ 551C rise and 10.8/14.3/17.9 MVA OA/FOA/FOA @ 650C rise. Each SSST secondary
is equipped with an automatic load tap changerthat regulates the voltage to a preset value at the 4160 Vac
normal buses fed from the transformer secondaries.

Offsite power is supplied to each unit via the associated SSST during plant start-up, outage and design
bases accident conditions. Each SSST is capable of assuming load from the safety-related and non-safety
related buses upon loss of power from the normal (USST) source via an automatic transfer scheme.

The SSSTs are adequately sized to support the operation of BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 at EPU conditions. The
load flow analyses for each unit show that the total load supplied by each SSST does not exceed the
overall 650C rating of the transformer, although the load flow analysis does show that the BVPS-1 SSST,
1A transformer is slightly overloaded on the Y winding. The winding supplies power to 4160 V Buses IA
and lAE. The system model used to determine SSST loading is a bounding case because it models
Bus IA supplying power to two additional 480 V buses due to a cross-fie between the buses of two
downstream double-ended 480 V load centers; The additional 480 V buses are normally supplied from
4160 V Bus 1C, which is supplied from SSST lB. Station operating data for the 4160 Vac buses supplied
from the "Y" winding indicates that the load flow analysis results are conservative and that the actual
loading on the transformer "Y" winding would be lower than the calculated values. Additionally, the
SSST oil and winding temperatures (for X and Y windings) are monitored per the existing operating
procedures. Based on station operating data and the total calculated transformer loading, the SSSTs are
adequately sized to support unit operation at EPU conditions.
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9.18 4160 V SYSTEMAND EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATORS(

9.18.1 Switchgear

The continuous current design ratings for the 4160 V switchgear, incoming supply breakers and the
affected motor feeder breakers, exceed the EPU load requirement and are adequate for EPU conditions.
The short circuit ratings for the switchgear and associated breakers are also adequate for EPU conditions.

9.18.2 Motors

The 4160V motors affected by EPU were evaluated and will operate within their nameplate ratings when
the associated systems are operating at EPU conditions except for the motors discussed below.

Operation of the BVPS-1, 3000 HP Condensate Pump motor at 3170 BHP has been evaluated and found
acceptable for operation into its service factor.

The Reactor Coolant Pump motors of both units were evaluated by their manufacturer for operation under
both cold and hot loop conditions and are adequate for operation at EPU conditions.

The 600 HP charging pumps for both units will operate at a higher BBP due to the rotating element
changes and extending runout flow. Motor operation under these conditions has been evaluated and is
acceptable.

The electrical protection schemes for the 4160V motors have adequate margin to permit operation at EPU V
load conditions.

9.183 Cables

The ampacity of the existing 4160 V motor feeder cables affected by EPU is adequate for the motor full
load current required when the associated motors operate at EPU load conditions. The ampacity of the
existing electrical penetrations associated with the RCP motor feeder is also adequate for motor operation
at both hot and cold loop conditions.

Calculated bus and motor terminal voltage levels at EPU load conditions are greater than the minimum
required values. Additionally, the worst-case steady state voltage at the 4160 V emergency buses exceeds
the required degraded voltage relay reset voltage.

9.18.4 Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs)

Four Emergency Diesel Generators (EDas), two per unit, provide onsite power to associated safety-L-
related 4160 V buses in the event of a design basis accident coincident with a loss of offsite power and
other loss of normal power events. In the event of a station blackout (SBO), the EDG system of the
unaffected unit serves as an alternate power source for safe shutdown of the affected unit.

EDG steady state loading calculations have been revised to incorporate load increases experienced by the
4160 V Charging Puxp motors and the 460 V Control Rod Drive Mechanism Shroud fan motors of each
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unit. The revised analyses confirm that the existing EDGs are adequately sized to support unit operation
at EPU conditions. EDG loading is not affected by the load increase experienced by the 460 V
Containment Air Recirculation fan motors of either unit. Although the motors are supplied from 480 V
emergency load center buses downstream of the 4160 V emergency buses, they are not required to be
automatically loaded on the EDGs for any of the postulated loading scenarios.

9.18.5 Emergency Diesel Generators (EDGs) Fuel Oil Storage and Transfer System

Each diesel generator is supported by a fuel oil storage and transfer system. Onsite fuel storage is
adequate for operating an emergency diesel generator at each unit at full load for seven days. The EDG
Fuel Oil and Transfer System is designed to support operation of the EDGs at their design limits.

EDG loading is affected by operation at EPU conditions because the load on several motor drives that are
supplied by the EDGs will increase as a result of the EPU. Evaluation shows that the load increase
experienced by each EDG under EPU load conditions is within the EDG design rating (Section 9.18.4).
Additionally, under SBO conditions, the existing design and analysis envelope the conditions associated
with EPU (Section 10.7).

Since the EDG design rating bounds the loads expected at EPU conditions, operation of the EDG and
therefore operation of systems supporting EDG operation, including the EDG Fuel Oil Storage and
Transfer System, will continue to perform their safety related functions at EPU conditions.

9.19 LOW VOLTAGE SYSTEMS

9.19.1 480 V System

The 480 V System was reviewed and found adequate to support EPU. Adequate voltage is available at
the 480 V loads after accounting for the load changes due to EPU. The impact of EPU on this system
includes an increase in the BVPS-2 MPT cooler load and several increases in motor BBP. The system has
been evaluated for load changes for EPU and found to be acceptable.

Load Centers and Motor Control Centers

The continuous current ratings of the 480 V load center incoming supply breakers and the motor feeder
breakers affected by EPU exceed the EPU load requirements. The short circuit ratings for the load
centers and circuit breakers are also adequate.

The existing tap position for several non-safety related 4160 V/480 V load center transformers at BVPS-I
will be revised to improve voltage levels at the downstream 480 V buses during large motor starts. As a
result, the setpoint of the voltage regulating relay associated with each BVPS-1 SSST automatic load tap
changer circuit will be lowered to preclude overvoltage conditions in the BVPS-1 APS.

The short circuit ratings of the MCCs and associated circuit breakers and motor circuit protectors are
adequate.
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Motors (j
The 480 V system motor load increases due to EPU conditions are as follows. The Containment Air
Recirculation (CAR) fan and the Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRDM) shroud fan motors that are fed
from 480 V emergency load centers each experience a load increase due to operation at a higher
containment pressure. The 300 HP CAR fan motors will each operate at 315 BHP. Operation of the CAR
fan motors at EPU conditions has been reviewed and found acceptable by the fan manufacturer.

The load increase experienced by the BVPS-1 CRDM shroud fans will result in motor operation at less
than nameplate load. Load increases for the BVPS-2 CRDM fan motors will result in operation at
nameplate load.

The existing motor overload protection provided by the 480 V load center circuit breakers associated with
the CAR and CRDM fan motor feeders of each unit is adequate to support EPU.

Cables

The ampacity of the existing 480V motor feeder cables affected by EPU is adequate for the motor full
load current required when the associated motors operate at EPU load conditions. The cables are
acceptable at EPU conditions.

The ampacity of each existing reactor containment electrical penetration associated with the CAR and
CRDM shroud fan motor feeder is adequate for the motor full load current required for the motors to (3)
operate at EPU conditions.

Calculated bus and motor terminal voltage levels at EPU load conditions are greater than the minimum
required values. The worst-case voltage at the 480V emergency buses is equal to or greater than the
required degraded voltage relay reset voltage for all postulated loading scenarios.

9.19.2 120 Vac System

The 120 Vac System was reviewed and found to be adequate to support EPU conditions. No loads were
affected in the 120 Vac System as a result of EPU.

9.193 125 Vdc System

The SOVs associated with the BVPS-1 feedwater isolation valve modification provide a small load
increase to the system. Analysis of the impact of the load changes on the 125 vdc system will be
performed as part of the implementing design change package.

9.20 GRID STABILITY

Studies were performed to evaluate the impact of BVPS-l/BVPS-2 EPU operation on the transmission
system grid stability. The study was performed by General Electric's Power Systems Energy Consulting
group (PSEC) in cooperation with system operator, American Transmission Systems Incorporated (ATSI).
The dynamic system performance (Le., first swing stability and system damping characteristics) in 0
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response to various events was evaluated based upon updated system modeling, with BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 EPUs, under 2003 peak (summer) load and 2004 light (winter) load conditions. Forty-three fault
scenarios (representing eighty-six simulations) were evaluated at EPU operation. The stability simulation
results provide the following conclusions:

The power system is stable for all (345 kV and 138 kV) single-phase faults studied, when cleared
by prinmary protection in accordance with planned relay settings.

* Power system stability was confirmed for all cases of 345 kV three-phase faults which were
cleared by primary protection.

* However, the system is initially unstable for some 345 kVthree-phase to ground fault scenarios
involving simultaneous breaker failure (i.e., with delayed breaker clearing) between the Beaver
Valley Power Station-Mansfield 345 kV line, the Beaver Valley Power Station-Samnmms 345 kV
line, the Beaver Valley Power Station-Crescent 345 kV line or the Beaver Valley Power Station-
Clinton 345 kV line. Power system stability is restored following the tripping of BVPS units and
nearby generating units (as discussed below). These instabilities were identified as a result of
more rigorous modeling, and by examining more severe postulated events.

* The BVPS 138 kV bus stability and continued availability was confirmed. For each case, there is
sufficient capacity available to serve the BVPS station auxiliaries.

For the fault cases that result in system instability (under either light load or peak load conditions),
tripping of the BVPS units and other nearby affected generating units (i.e., Mansfield units and the
AES unit) allows the remainder of the system to stabilize, preventing additional cascading loss of power
on the system. These scenarios of three-phase faults with delayed clearng are considered Category D -
Extreme Event" conditions under NERC Planning Standard IA (Reference 1). This NERC Standard
requires "Category D" Events to be evaluated for consequences. Mitigation of the consequences is at the
discretion of the transmission operators. The mitigation measures necessary to prevent the instability
were not considered necessary byATSI considering the probability of occurrence of these fault
conditions.

The impact of the Category D postulated faults on the BVPS units would be a fast bus transfer to the
138 kV power source. It is expected that voltages would recover sufficiently for the transfer to be
successu. If unsuccessful, transfer would result in a trip of the emergency buses and the sequencing of
emergency loads onto a standby emergency diesel generator, consistent with the existing BVPS design.
Operation of the transfer scheme and the emergency diesel generator loading are unaffected by any
analyzed fault on the 345 kV system.

This instability does not adversely affect the ability to meet GDC 17 criteria to minimize the probability
of losing electric power from any of the remaining supplies as a result of, or coincident with, loss of
power from the transmission network, or loss of power from the onsite electric power supplies. Loss of
power to both units has been previously evaluated due to other initiators such as tornado or earthquake.
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In summary, while not benchmarked using identical inputs/assumptions, the recent transmission system
grid stability study (performed in support of EPU) yields generally comparable results to that obtained ()
from the previou's study.

The instabilities identified in connection with the Category D faults have been evaluated, and it has been
concluded that even in the unlikely event that one of these grid disturbances should occur and result in the
loss of the 345 kV system, the 138 kV bus will remain available. Therefore, the design requirements of
10 CFR 50 Appendix A, GDC-17 are met considering EPU operation.

Reference

1. "Revised Phase I Planning Standards, Measurements, and Compliance Templates," North
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) approved June 12,2001.

9.21 SWITCHYARD

The 345 kV and 138 kV switchyards were evaluated. The evaluation concluded equipment and
components associated with the 345 kV and 138 kV overhead lines between the station and the
switchyards are adequate under EPU conditions. The equipment and components in the 345 kV and
138 kV switchyards are also adequate under EPU conditions.

9.22 AREAVENTELATION (RVAC)

9.22.1 ContaimmentAtmosphereRecirculationSystem )
The BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Containment Atmosphere Recirculation System are designed to maintain the bulk
air temperature in the containment suitable for personnel and equipment operation during normal plant
operation. The system also maintains containment air temperature within technical specification limits.
The system is not credited in accident analysis and consists of three 50% capacity atmosphere
recirculation unit coolers with air distribution ductwork. Each unit cooler consists of a motor driven fan
and cooling coils. Each fan is provided with two speeds, one for normal operation and the other for
operation during containment pressure test conditions.

Two of the three containment atmospheric recirculation unit coolers function during normal operation to
limit containment bulk air temperature to 1057F. The cooling coils in each recirculation unit cooler
assembly are served by a chilled water system during normal plant operation. Upon a loss of the Chilled
Water System, the cooling coils may be supplied by the River/Service Water System.

As described in the Beaver Valley Power Station Containment Conversion License Amendment
RequestNos. 317 (BVPS-) and 190 (BVPS-2) (Enclosure 2, Section 633), the Containment
Atmosphere Recirculation System was evaluated for EPU conditions in conjunction with containment
conversion and found to remain capable of performing its design requirements.
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9.22.2 Main Control Room Ventilation

The Main Control Room for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 is in a shared facility (i.e., the Control Building)
served by separate Control Room Ventilation Systems for normal and emergency operations. The Control
Building Ventilation System is comprised of the Main Control Room Air Conditioning System and the
CR Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) pressurization fans, filters and isolation dampers.

The joint control room is served by two ventilation intakes, one assigned to BVPS-1 and the other to
BVPS-2. These air intakes serve both units and are utilized for both the normal as well as the accident
mode.

The CREVS is safety related. BVPS-2 has two full trains of fully automatic pressurization fans and
filters (powered from BVPS-2 IE 480 busses). BVPS-1 has two manually operated 100%h fans (powered
from BVPS-1 IE busses) and a single filter bank common to both BVPS-1 fans.

The common control room is considered to have three 1 000/s CREVS systems. Each train for BVPS-2 is
considered as a system and the BVPS-1 fans and dampers are considered as the third system. Any one
CREVS system is capable of pressurizing the Main Control Room for both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

The BVPS-2 CREVS fans are started and BVPS-2 CREVS dampers are automatically positioned on CIB,
High CR Radiation, or manual start. All normal CR air conditioning intake isolation dampers of both
BVPS-l and BVPS-2 are closed on receipt of one of those signals from either unit.

The BVPS-1 CREVS fans are started manually and the associated BVPS-1 CREVS dampers are also
positioned manually.

As described in the BVPS LicenseAmendment Request Nos. 300 (BVPS-l) and 172 (BVPS-2) and
associated RAI responses, the Main Control Room Ventilation System was evaluated for both sub-
atmospheric and atmospheric containment and with EPU on both units. That evaluation was based upon
selective application ofAltemative Source Terms (AST) as detailed in Regulatory Guide 1.183 to the
accidents impacted by conversion to atmospheric containment (LOCA and CREA). The NRC approved
those analyses including the current control room ventilation system design as described above in
licensing amendments 257 and 139 on September 10, 2003.

As discussed in more detail in Section 5.11.9, BVPS now proposes to revise the accident source terms
used in the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 site boundary and control room dose analyses to reflect full -
implementation of Alternative Source Terms at EPU conditions. The analyses and evaluations are based
on full implementation ofAST and demonstrate that the current BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 control room
complies with applicable regulatory dose limits for both normal operation and accidents.

9.22.3 Additional Ventilation Systems Reviewed

The following additional Ventilation systems were evaluated.

* Control Rod Drive Mechanism Shroud Coolers
* Turbine Building Ventilation System
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* Emergency Switchgear Ventilation System
* Normal Switchgear Ventilation System
* Fuel Building/Spent Fuel Pool Area Ventilation (BVPS-1/BVPS-2)
* Auxiliary Building/Auxiliary Building and Radwaste Area Ventilation (BVPS-I/BVPS-2)
* ESF Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Emergency Diesel Generator Building Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Intake Structure Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Main Steam and Feedwater Valve Area (BVPS-2)
* Service Building Ventilation (BVPS-1/BVPS-2)
* Cable Vault and Rod Control Area (BVPS-2)
* Safeguards Area Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Decontamination Building Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Cooling Tower Pumphouse Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Gland Seal Steam Exhaust Ventilation (BVPS-2)
* Condensate Polishing Building Ventilation (BVPS-2)

The impact of EPU on the additional systems listed in this section does not adversely affect the
operational ability of these systems. These systems will function as designed under EPU conditions. No
equipment or system modifications are required as a result of EPU.

In addition, the Containment Atmosphere Filtration System and Containment Vacuum System were
evaluated in the LAR for ACC. Those systems remain adequate for EPU.

9.22.4 Summary/Conclusion Q.
Containment Atmosphere Recirculation System and the Main Control Room Ventilation System operation
will not change with EPU, and the system will continue to meet its intended design function. The
Containment Atmosphere Recirculation System is acceptable for operation under EPU conditions. The
additional ventilation systems evaluated (listed above) are acceptable for operation under EPU conditions.

9.23 AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

The Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFWS) provides an emergency source of feedwater to the SGs, as a
backup to the normal feedwater system. The AFWS operates under the following conditions:

* SBO * Reactor Trip
* Loss of offsite power * Safe Shutdown Earthquake
* Feedwater System malfunction * Appendix K Shutdown
* Main steam or feedwater line rupture * Normal plant shutdown and cooldown
* Loss of coolant accidents (LOCA) (SBLOCA) * SGTR
* AMSAC initiation or safety injection signal

The AFWS, along with the SG atmospheric dump valves, also provides an alternate means of achieving
cold shutdown following a plant fire when the Residual Heat Removal System is completely (BVPS-l) or
partially (BVPS-2) unavailable. The AFWS is also capable of providing feedwater to the SGs during
startup, hot standby and cold shutdown. 02
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The system consists of two-motor driven auxiliary feedwater pumps, one turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater pump, the Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank (PPDWSI), and associated piping
and valves.

The BVPS-1 AFWS also contains a dedicated auxiliary feedwater pump (DAFWP) which provides
demineralized water to the three SGs following a loss of main feedwater coincident with a loss ofAFWS
pumps due to fire, loss of control function, or loss of electric power.

For BVPS-2, cavitating venturi flow elements are provided in each auxiliary feedwater supply line to the
steam generators to prevent excessive flow to a depressurized steam generator in the event of a main
steam line or main feedwater line rupture. As mentioned in the Containment Conversion LAR cavitating
venturis are being added to the BVPS-1 AFW System.

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 systems are designed such that for any accident requiring the use of the AFWS,
a single active failure in the AFWS will not preclude the system's ability to perform its function.

9.23.1 Evaluation

The volume of water contained in the BVPS-l/BVPS-2 Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage
Tanks (PPDWST) is adequate to support EPU (see Section 3.1.4.4.1).

As discussed above, relative to BVPS-2, cavitating venturi flow elements are provided in each auxiliary
feedwater supply line to the steam generators. This prevents excessive flow to a depressurized steam
generator in the event of a main steam line or main feedwater line rupture.

As discussed above, cavitating venturis are being installed in the AFWS at BVPS-1 to limit containment
pressure during a MSLB. Because of the added hydraulic resistance of the venturis, coupled with revised
AFWS flow requirements for the postulated rupture of a main feedwater line break (FLB), two auxiliary
AFW pumps will now be required to meet the minimum FLB AFW flow requirements. Currently, the
UFSAR only credits one motor driven pump for FLB and LONF. Installed capacity is available such that
the flows required by LONF and FLB can be met with two AFW pumps with adequate operating margin
and one AFW pump can supply SBLOCA flow.

9.23.2 Summary/Conclusion

As discussed above, BVPS-1 AFWS supply lines to the steam generators will be modified by the
installation of cavitating venturis. Note that current BVPS-2 configuration already includes cavitating
venturis in AFWS supply lines to the SGs. -

The auxiliary feedwater system, in conjunction with modifications discussed above, is acceptable for
operation under EPU conditions.

9.24 ADDMONAL SYSTEMS REVIEWVED

This section lists additional systems that were reviewed and confirmed not be impacted by EPU. These
systems include:
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* Gland Seal Steam
* Instrument Air Systems 0
* Auxiliary Steam
* Boron Recovery and Primary Makeup
* Reactor Plant Drains and Vents
* Plant Sampling
* Water Treatment
* Compressed Air
* Containment Vacuum and Leakage Monitoring
* Solid Waste
* Gaseous Waste
* Chilled Water
* Fire Protection

The EPU does not adversely affect the operability of these systems. These systems will function as
designed under EPU conditions.

The systems are acceptable for the EPU. No equipment or system modifications are required as a result
of EPU.

9.25 INSTRUMENTAION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS

9.25.1 Introduction

The instrumentation and control systems have been evaluated to identify EPU impacts to setpoints, time (
constants, instrument scalings, transmitters, logic modules, and other instrumentation hardware.

9.25.2 Reactor Trip and Engineered Safety FeatureeActuation Systems

As documented in Section 5.10, Reactor Trip System/Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System
Setpoints, the only Reactor Trip System (RTS) or Engineered Safety Feature Actuation System (ESFAS)
setpoints impacted by the EPU are the Overtemperature AT reactor trip and the Overpower AT reactor trip
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 and the steam generator low-low and high-high water level reactor trip and
engineered safety feature actuation setpoints for the BVPS-1 Model 54F replacement steam generators.

The BVPS-l and BVPS-2 Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT setpoint analyses forEPU are
provided in WCAP-11419, Revision 4 and WCAP-11366, Revision 6, respectively. The methodology
used for the EPU conditions as documented in WCAP-11419, Revision 4 and WCAP-11366, Revision 6
is the same as the methodology that was used for the NRC-approved 1.4% uprating for BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 as documented in WCAP-11419, Revision 2 and WCAP-11366, Revision 4. The
Overtemperatre AT and Overpower AT setpoint/scaling changes are within the adjustment capability of
the instrumentation and do not require a change in the hardware.

The Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT time constants also require change. The BVPS-1
Westinghouse Model 7100 instrumentation is being replaced prior to the EPU. The replacement
instrumentation includes lead-lag filters that accommodate the revised time constants for the EPU. The 0
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BVPS-2 Westinghouse Model 7300 instrumentation has the Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT lead-
lag filters to accommodate the revised time constants.

The BVPS-1 Model 54F replacement steam generator water level setpoint analyses for EPU are provided
in WCAP-1 1419, Revision 4. The methodology used for EPU conditions as documented in WCAP-
11419, Revision 4 is the same as the methodology that was used in the NRC-approved 1.4% uprating as
documented in WCAP-11419, Revision 2 except that changes have been incorporated as described in
Section 5.10 to incorporate the recommendations in Nuclear Safety Advisory Letter (NSAL) 03-9, "Steam
Generator Water Level Uncertainties," September 22, 2003 and Technical Bulletin (TB) 04-12, "Steam
Generator Level Process Pressure Evaluation," June 23, 2004.

9.253 Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

The systems required for safe shutdown including the systems available for hot shutdown and cold
shutdown have been reviewed for instrumentation and setpoint impacts.

Auxiliary Feedwater System

Evaluations documented in Section 9.23, Auxiliary Feedwater System, demonstrate that the Auxiliary
FeedvWater System is capable of performing its heat removal function for safe shutdown at EPU
conditions.

The instrumentation and wiring associated with the Auxiliary Feedwater System is not impacted by EPU
conditions. The manual and automatic operations for the Auxiliary Feedwater System are not impacted
by the EPU.

Section 3.1.4.4.1, Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank (PPDWSI) Requirements, report
that a minimum usable inventory of 130,000 gallons is required for'BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. The level
transnitters associated with the PPDWST signal conditioning equipment and final elements and
connected wiring are not required to change due to the EPU. An alarm setpoint change will be performed
so that the usable volume of 130,000 gallons is maintained.

Residual Heat Removal System

Evaluations documented in Section 9.3, Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS), demonstrate that the
RHRS is capable of performing its heat removal fuinction at EPU conditions.

None of the instrumentation or wiring associated with the RHRS is required to change due to the EPU.
The manual and automatic operations of the RHRS are not impacted by the EPU.

Reactor/Primary Component Cooling Water Systems

Evaluations documented in Section 9.6, Reactor/Primary Component Cooling Water (CCR/CCP)
Systems, demonstrate that the CCR/CCP Systems are capable of performing their heat removal finction
at EPU conditions.
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The instrumentation and wiring associated with the CCR/CCP Systems is not impacted by EPU
conditions. The manual and automatic operations of the CCRICCP Systems are not impacted by the EPU. YJ

River/Service Water Systems

Evaluations documented in Section 9.15, River/Service Water Systems, demonstrate that the
River/Service Water Systems are capable of performing their heat removal function at EPU conditions.

The instrumentation and wiring associated with the River/Service Water Systems are not impacted by
EPU conditions. The manual and automatic operations of the River/Service Water Systems are not
impacted by the EPU.

9.25.4 NSSS Control Systems

Evaluations documented in Section 3.2, NSSS Control Systems, demonstrate that the NSSS Control
Systems are capable of performing their control functions at EPU conditions. Changes to the NSSS
control systems due to the EPU are reported in Section 3.2.1.1, NSSS Control Systems
Stability/Setpoints.

* The steam dump control system setpoints and time constants will be revised to support the fill
power T.,,

* The pressurizer level control system level program will be revised to support the full power T.,

* The reactor control system coolant average temperature program will be revised to support the
full power T.

The changes to these control systems to support the full power T., do not require changes to the NSSS
control systems instrumentation or wiring. The minor setpointfscaling and time constant changes
associated with the EPU are within the capability of the instrumentation.

The EPU conditions include the full power T. range of 566.2° to 5800F but the current power level
conditions for staged implementation include only the current T,, of 576.20F. Consequently, changes to
the steam dump control system, pressurizer level control system and reactor control system are not
required for staged implementation operation at the current power level with the current T..

In addition to the above control system changes to support the full power T., the steam generator level
control system level program setpoint will be changed for the BVPS-1 Model 54F replacement steam
generators. The replacement steam generators will require new level transmitters as described in Section
9.25.6, but will not require other changes to instrumentation or wiring.

9.25.5 Diverse Instrumentation and Control Systems

Section 5.8, Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS), reports that the Westinghouse generic ATWS
analysis continues to apply at the EPU conditions. The ATWS rule continues to be met for operation of
BVPS-I with Model 54F replacement steam generators and BVPS-2 with Model 51M steam generators at
the EPU conditions. I
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None of the instrumentation or wiring associated with the ATWS mitigation system is required to change
due to the EPU. No adjustment of the ATWS setpoint is required due to the EPU.

9.25.6 Transmitter Changes

Two sets of transmitters in the main feedwater and main steam systems are required to be replaced due to
the higher flow rates associated with EPU, however, they do not need replaced for staged implementation
operation at the current power level.

* Main Feedwater Flow
* Main Steam Flow

The steam generator water level transmitters are required to be replaced for the BVPS-1 Model 54F
replacement steam generators which have a larger narrow range span than the original steam generators.

None of the associated instrumentation or wiring is required to be replaced due to the EPU. Calibrations
and setpoint/scaling adjustments associated with the transmitter replacements will be performed.

9.25.7 Other Initrumentation Changes

-Section 9., Safety Injection System, and Section 9.5, Quench and Recirculation Spray System, identify-
changes to the accumulator pressure and level alarm setpoints and to the refueling water storage tank
temperature alarm setpoints that will be made for EPU. The current alarm setpoints are conservative and
changes are not required for staged implementation operation at the current power level.

9.25.8 Environmental Qualification

Section 10.10, Equipment Qualification, confirms that the increases in temperature, pressure, radiation,
and humidity associated with the combination'of CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1 only) do not adversely
affect the capability of safety-related equipment to perform their intended safety function.

9.25.9 Seismic Qualification

Section 10.11, Seismic Analysis, confirms that the original seismic analysis remains applicable for EPU
conditions, and that the availability and performance of the necessary mitigation systems for a seismic
event are not impacted by the EPU.

9.25.10 Summary

Table 9.25-1 provides a summary of the instrumentation and control system changes that will be
implemented to support the EPU. This table also identifies the chinges that are not required for staged
implementation operation at the current power level and current T...

The changes to the steam dump control system, pressurizer level control system and reactor control
system to support the full power T., and the replacement of the main feedwater flow and main steam,
flow transmitters are not required for staged implementation operation at the current power level.
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9.25.11 Conclusions

The EPU will require changes to the instrumentation and control systems setpoints, time constants, and
hardware as summarized in Table 9.25-1. However, logic modules, final elements, separation
requirements, cable routing and the system safety functions are not required to change as a result of the
EPU. Environmental and seismic issues have been addressed for the transmitters, including the
transmitters that are to be replaced. Implementation of the identified changes configures the
instrumentation and control systems to support EPU operation. The instrumentation and control system
changes have been evaluated and shown to be acceptable for EPU.

a

Table 9.25-1
Summary of Instrumentation and Control System Changes

Changes Required
for Staged

Implementation
Operation at

Changes Required for Operation at EPU Conditions Current Power

Reactor Trip and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation Systems

Change Overtemperature AT and Overpower AT setpoints and time constants Yes

Add lead-lag filters for BVPS-1 Overtempature AT and Overpower AT trip flmctions Yes

Change BVPS-I steam generator level low-low and high-high trip setpoints Yes

Systems Required for Safe Shutdown

Change PPDWST level alarm setpoint No (Unit l)"1
Yes (Unit 2)

NSSS Control Systems

Change steam dump control system time constants and setpoints (full power Tin) No0

Change pressurizer level control system level program (full power T,,,) No

Change reactor control system coolant average temperature program (full power T.) NO

Change BVPS-I steam generator level control system level program Yes

Transmitter Changes

Replace main stem flow transmitters No

Replace main feedwater flow transmitters No

Replace BVPS-I steam generator level transmitters Yes

Other Iustrumentation Changes

Change safety injection system accumulator level alarm setpointsNo

Change safety injection system accumulator pressure alarm seomints No()

Change reifeling water storage tank temperature alarm setpoint No(')

Note:

(1) The currt aamsediohnsrvateb sportsagedimplementationoperation at the cut power level. .C.I
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9.26 BOP INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

A review was performed to demonstrate the adequacy of the instrumentation and controls on the
following Balance of Plant systems that are potentially impacted by operation at EPU conditions:

* Main Steam
* Extraction Steam
* Condensate and Condenser
* Feedwater
* Heater Drains
* Steam Generator Blowdown
* Circulating Water
* Auxiliary Feedwater
* Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
* .River/Service Water
* Reactor Plant Component Cooling Water
* Turbine Plant Component Cooling Water
* HVAC, Chilled Water
* Containment Vacuum and Leakage Monitoring System
* Recirculation and Quench Spray

As a result of the review, it was concluded that the BOP instrument and control systems will
accommodate the EPU with only minor modifications and changes being required.

The BOP instruments requiring replacement, re-calibration, and/or setpoint changes have been
determined.

Radiation Monitor System Setpoints

The radiation source terms used in establishing the current RMS setpoints are based on plant operations at
the current power leveL Accident monitors intended to support post-LOCA operations, have setpoints
that reflect the use of TID 14844 source terms (Reference 1). Safety Guide 25 (Reference 2) is used to
establish source terms for gap fractions for accident monitors that use gap fractions as a source term basis.

As part of the application for EPU, BVPS will be incorporating a full implementation of Alternative
Source Terms (AST) in accident analyses. Regulatory Guide 1.183 (Reference 3) defines the alternative
release timing and fractions of activity released from fuel for various DBAs based onAST methodology.
Both TID 14844 (as supplemented by SG25 for gap fractions) and Regulatory Guide 1.183 are intended
to support the development of reasonably conservative estimates of dose consequences at on-site and off-
site locations; i.e.; the expected radioactivity releases due to fuel damage is conservatively estimated by
both documents. The actual activity release after an accident is expected to be less than that predicted by :
either methodology. The mix of isotopes released and associated timing may also be some what different
from that predicted by either source term guidance.

At BVPS, no credit is taken for automatic action resulting from a radiation monitor signal following an
accident to mitigate dose consequences at the site boundary or control room. The post accident
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monitoring instrumentation at BVPS is intended to provide early indication of abnormal radiation levels
in plant systems and effluents such that actions can be taken to initiate mitigating systems and to protect
site personnel and the public. This fimction will continue to be served which ever source term is used in
developing the setpoint Consequently, BVPS is not updating the setpoints of the monitors that have a
post accident function to reflect AST.

Review of the RMS setpoints listed in the Plant Technical Specifications has confirmed that the existing
setpoints are either conservative or continue to be applicable following the EPU.

References

1. TID 14844, "Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and Test Reactor Sites," 1962.

2. Safety Guide 25, "Assumptions used for Evaluating the Potential Radiological Consequences of a
Fuel Handling Accident in the Fuel Handling and Storage Facility for Boiling and Pressurized
Water Reactors", March 23, 1972.

3. Regulatory Guide 1.183, Revision 0, "Alternative Radiological Source Terms for Evaluating
Design Basis Accidents at Nuclear Power Reactors," July 2000.

9.27 LIGHT LOAD HANDLING SYSTEMJFUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

The following description of the Light Load Handling System pertains to BVPS-2, as presented in the
UFSAR. The light load handling system (LLHS) provides a safe and effective means of transporting and.
handling fueL The LLHS consists of the equipment needed for the refueling operation on the reactor core
and for handling spent and new fuel in the fuel building. The LLHS is comprised of fuel handling
equipment and a Fuel Transfer System (FTS).

The manipulator crane is a rectilinear bridge and trolley system with a vertical mast extending down into
the refueling cavity. The bridge spans the refueling cavity and runs on rails set into the edge of the
refueling cavity. The design capacity of this crane is 2.25 tons.

The motor-driven platform crane is a gantry type, multiple girder, electric traveling crane with two top-
running trolleys that rmn on parallel sets of bridge rails, and with a lower operating platform extending the
span of the crane. The capacity of the gantry platform is 20 tons, with each trolley and hoist having a
capacity of 10 tons.

The fuel elevator includes an electric winch located at the edge of the fuel pool and a fuel assembly
carriage located in the fuel pool. The carriage runs on tracks, which extend vertically along the wall of
the fuel pooL The design capacity of the elevator is 2,600 pounds. The design capacity of the fuel
assembly carriage is 2,000 pounds (125% of assembly weight).

The FTS includes an underwater, electric motor-driven, transfer car that runs on tracks extending from the
refueling canal through the transfer tube and into the spent fuel pool, and an operator-actuated upender at
each end of the transfer tube.
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The RCC changing fixture is supplied for periodic RCC element inspections and for transfer of RCC
elements from one fuel assembly to another. The major subassemblies that comprise the changing fixture
are the frame and track structure, the carriage, the guide tube, the gripper, and the drive mechanism.

The spent fuel assembly handling tool is used to handle new and spent fuel assemblies in the spent fuel
pool. It is a manually actuated tool, suspended from the motor-driven platform crane, which uses four
cam-actuated latching fingers to grp the underside of the fuel assembly top nozzle.

The new fuel assembly handling tool is used to lift and transfer fuel assemblies from the new fuel
shipping containers to the new fuel storage racks and to transfer fuel assemblies from the new fuel storage
racks to the fuel elevator. It is a manually actuated tool, suspended from the motor-driven platform crane,
which uses four cam-actuated latching fingers to grp the underside of the fuel assembly top nozzle.

The stud tensioners are employed to secure the head closure joint at every refueling. The stud tensioner is
a hydraulically operated device that uses oil as the working fluid. The device permits preloading and
unloading of the reactor vessel closure studs at cold shutdown conditions.

As described in Section 6, the fuel design that will be used for the EPU is currently in service at BVPS-1
and BVPS-2. The LLHS is not specifically described in the BVPS-1 UFSAR. The Fuel Handling System
for BVPS-I contains similar equipment for ansporting and handling fuel. The LLHS for BVPS-2 and
the Fuel Handling System for BVPS-I have been used successfully many times with this fuel at BVPS.
The fuel has been designed to be compatible with the fuel handling equipment and refueling equipment.
The fuel assembly fiuctional requirements and design criteria remain unchanged. None of the design or
performance specifications, or design bases of the LLHS and Fuel Handling System are adversely
affected as a result of the EPU. Additionally, the positive stop position and limit switch settings for the
fuel handling devices have been evaluated to ensure that during all phases of spent fuel transfer, the
gamma dose rate to operating personnel due to a raised fuel assembly does not exceed the current dose
rate limiting criteria during fuel movement of 50 MREM/hr at the reactor cavity or spent fuel pool water
surface, and 15 MREM/hr at the location of an operator.
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10 GENERIC PROGRAMS

Extended power uprate (EPU) has the potential to affect systems, structures, and components (SSCs)
contained within programs that have been developed and implemented by station personnel to
demonstrate that topical areas comply with various design and licensing requirements. The plant
programs and/or issues listed in Table 10-1 were reviewed to determine the impact due to the EPU. For
the programs listed in Table 10-1, the controlling procedures and processes for the programs and key
reference items within the procedures were reviewed. Program sponsors, implementing organization
personnel and other cognizant individuals were interviewed for those issues and programs that would be
impacted by the EPU. Based upon the review of this information, the extent of impact by the
implementation of the EPU was determined for the various issues and programs. The review process
resulted in two groupings; (1) changes required and (2) changes not required. The results of the review
are summarized in Table 10-1 and discussed below.

0~l
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Table 10-1
Generic Programs and Issues

Update
Section Programs/Issues Required

10.1 Motor-Operated Valve Program Yes

10.2 Air-Operated Valve (AOV) Program Yes

10.3 Generic Letter 89-13 RiverlService Water System Control and Monitoring No

10.4 Inservice Inspection (151) Program Yes

10.5 Inservice Test (IST) Program Yes

10.6 Containment Leak Rate Testing No

10.7 Station Blackout (SBO) Yes

10.8 Human Factors Yes

10.9 Plant Simulator Yes

10.10 Equipment Qualification Yes

10.11 Seismic and Dynamic Qualification of Mecbanical and Electrical Equipment No

10.12 Flood Protection No

10.13 Internally Generated Missiles Inside and Outside Containment No

10.14 Protective Coating Systems (Paints) - Organic Materials No

10.15 Operating ProceduresTraking Yes

10.16 Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) Yes
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10.1 MOTOR OPERATED VALVES (MOVS) -- I
The existing Motor Operated Valve (MOV) administrative program controls the design basis,
maintenance, inspection, testing and trending of BVPS-I and BVPS-2 motor operated valves. EPU will
not change any program controls, or existing licensing commitments. The BVPS MOV program
identifies the safety-related valves that are required to perform specific safety fimctions following
postulated accidents. The program ensures that these valves satisfy the requirements of NRC Generic
Letter (GL) 89-10 and GL 96-05.

The MOV torque and thrust requirements are based upon the maximum valve operating differential
pressure (DP). Areview ofthe associated calculations indicates that valve DP is conservatively
determined by applying worst-case scenarios and is acceptable for EPU. Plant modifications to support
the EPU, such as the high head safety injection pump rotating assembly replacement, may impact some
individual valve DPs. Any required revised MOV settings and testing will be performed in accordance
with the established MOV Program.

Evaluations (i.e., calculation reviews) to address GL 89-/itGL 96-05 requirements, regarding the ability
of MOVs to perform their intended fimctions under design basis conditions, were performed to determine
if there would be any adverse effects due to EPU. Based on the evaluation it was determined that EPU
does not impact any previous responses or conclusions relative to GL 89-10/GL 96-05, and that under
EPU conditions MOVs continue to meet GL 89-10/GL 96-05 requirements.

The MOV program includes considerations for the loss of motor starting torque at elevated temperatures.
The GL 89-10/GL 96-05 Program valves have been evaluated for operational temperature effects for EPUKJ
conditions. This evaluation indicates the original analyses remain adequately conservative.

Evaluations to address GL 95-07 regarding pressure locking and thermal binding (PLTB) have been
reviewed to determine if there would be any adverse effects due to EPU. The conditions detailed in the
evaluations remain bounding for EPU and the conclusions are unchanged.

10.2 AIR OPERATED VALVE (AOV) PROGRAM

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 AOV program for testing, inspection, and maintenance of air operated valves
was reviewed for impact by EPU. The reviews evaluated the adequacy of the existing safety-related
AOVs and examined the flow capability of the AOVs to ensure that EPU conditions were within the
control capabilities of the installed valves. These reviews did not identify any safety-related AOV that is
adversely affected by the EPU, other than the feedwater control valves that will be modified to increase
flow capacity (refer to Section 9.123).

10.3 GENERIC LETTER 89-13 RIVER/SERVICE WATER SYSTEM CONTROLAND
MONITORING

The heat exchangers are cooled by raw water systems which are subject to plugged tubes from debris,
silting, and biological fouling, all of which degrade the capability of the heat exchanger to perform its
intended function. Industry experiences with degradation of safety-related heat exchangers led to the
issuance of Generic Letter 89-13, and the requirement to establish a program to ensure that raw water
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cooled, safety-related heat exchangers retain the capability to perform their required safety function. The
GL 89-13 program applies to safety-related heat exchangers cooled by the River Water System (BVPS-1)
and the Service Water System (BVPS-2). The GL 89-13 program includes periodic'flow and heat
exchanger differential pressure monitoring, and periodic inspections and cleaning.

River/Service Water System Control and Monitoring operation will not change due to EPU, and the
system will continue to meet its intended design conditions.

10.4 INSERVICE INSPECTION (ISI) PROGRAM

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 programs for ISI control the periodic nondestructive examinations or visual
inspections to determine the condition of components. It relates to programs required by the Technical
Specifications and Updated Final Safety Analysis Reports for the Beaver Valley Power Station Units such
as the ASME XI Ten Year Plans, the Primary Containment Inspection Program, and the Snubber Inservice
Inspection Program. It also addresses programs such as the Carbon Steel Piping FlowAccelerated
Corrosion Monitoring Program and the Rubber Expansion Joint Program. No programs, other than the
Flow Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program, are affected by the EPU.

The long-term FAC Monitoring Program for BVPS-l and BVPS-2 consists of selected portions of single
and two-phase high energy systems. The purpose of this program is to ensure that high-energy piping is
adequately monitored to prevent failure. The program defines the criteria for selecting piping segments,
selects points at which to make thickness measurements, determines how frequently to make thickness
measurements, selects the methods used to make thickness measurements, and makes replacement/repair
decisions within the scope of the FAC Program. The FAC Program uses'select input data such as plant
operating history data, water chemistry history, piping segment design conditions -and component data.

EPU results in an increase in the operating pressure, temperature, and velocities in several systems. The
FAC program models have been updated to reflect the EPU conditions. The results'of these models have
been factored into future inspection/pipe replacement plans consistent with FAC Program requirements.

10.5 INSERVICE TESTING (1ST) PROGRAM

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 programs for Inservice Testing (IST) follow the guidelines ofASME
Section XI and the positions in Attachment 1 of Generic Letter No. 89-04, "Guidance on Developing
Acceptable Inservice Testing Programs," including Supplement 1, NUREG-1482, "Guidelines for
Inservice Testing at Nuclear Power Plants," to verify operational readiness of safety related pumps and
valves as required by 10CFR50.55a (f). These programs of inservice testing requirements, become part of
the plants' operating license, and are implemented in conjunction with BVPS Technical Specifications.

EPU analyses and plant modifications may change current specific acceptance criterion. Changes to the
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 IST program will be incorporated as a part of the design change process.

10.6 CONTAINMENT LEAK RATE TESTING

Containment leakage rate testing is performed as required by' 10 CFR 50.54(o) and 10 CFR 50,
Appendix J, Option B, as modified by approved exemptions. Overall integrated leak rate testing (Type A)
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and individual penetration testing (1rpe B for components with resilient seals and Type C for containment _
isolation valves) are periodically performed to demonstrate acceptable leakage rates. The minimnum test
pressure for this leakage testing (Pa) is the peak containment pressure resulting from the design basis loss
of coolant accident. As described in the BVPS Containment Conversion License Amendment Request
Nos. 317 (Unit 1) and 190 (Unit 2), Pa was recalculated and submitted to the NRC in support of a
licensing request to convert from a sub-atmospheric to an atmospheric containment design basis. These
analyses have been performed with inputs and assumptions that support the combination of CC, EPU, and
RSG No additional changes are required for EPU.

The recalculated values of Pa exceed the current values of both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Based on a review
of actual test pressures, BVPS-1 Type A tests will be redone, BVPS-1 Tlype B electrical penetration tests
bound the increased Pa, and BVPS-1 other Type B and Type C tests will be redone prior to operation at
atmospheric/EPU conditions.

No retesting is required for BVPS-2.

10.7 STATION BLACKOUT (SBO)

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requires that each nuclear power plant be able to cope for a
specified period and recover from a Station Blackout (SBO) event per SBO rule (lOCFR50.63). SBO is
defined as the complete loss ofAC power to the essential and non-essential switchgear busses. BVPS has
been evaluated against the requirements of the SBO rule using NUMARC 87-00 and Regulatory
Guide 1.155. Per this evaluation, anAlternateAC (AAC) source is available within one hour of the onset
of SBO. BVPS-1 utilizes on-site Emergency AC (EAC) Power from BVPS-2 as an AAC power source a
using the permanently installed 4 kV SBO cross-tie with manual operator action. Similarly, BVPS-2
utilizes on-site EmergencyAC (EAC) Power from BVPS-1 as anAAC power source using the
permanently installed 4 kV SBO cross-tie with manual operator action. The assumptions, systems and
equipment credited for SBO coping were reviewed for an impact resulting from EPU.

EPU will result in higher RCS, main steam, and feedwater temperatures, as well as higher decay heat
The overall magnitude of these increases is small and equipment temperatures will remain below the
profiles of the existing accident/room heatup analyses. The increased brake horsepower (BHP) loads on
the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG) due to EPU are bounded by the existing EDG analyses.

Condensate inventory for decay heat removal during a SBO remains adequate at the higher EPU power
leveL However, as discussed in Section 3.1, new technical specification useable inventory limits have
been specified for the EPU.

The SBO coping capability at the current licensed power level was found to support EPU and no system
modifications are required.,

10.8 HUMAN FACTORS

The accident at Three Mile Island led to the issuance of NUREG-0700 "Guidelines for Control Room
Design Reviews," and NUREG-0737, "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements." BVPS
conducted a detailed control room design review, which was reviewed and approved by the NRC staff. 0
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Newly installed equipment, instrument range changes, and indicator scale changes associated with EPU
will be processed in accordance with the Station's design change procedure, which includes human
factors engineering design principles.

10.9 PLANT SIMULATOR

The Beaver Valley Power Station Unit specific simulator, which mimics the actual control room, is
primarily used for training of operations personnel. In addition to the overall physical likeness between
the actual control room and the simulator, computer systems provide simulator responses that are intended
to match actual plant conditions for the simulation of accidents and transients, to the greatest extent
possible. To ensure that the simulator accurately reflects the plant status, physical appearance (hardware)
and simulation of plant response (software), changes resulting from the EPU must be effectively
communicated. Changes (hardware and software) that affect the control room and the simulator will be
implemented through plant approved change processes.

10.10 EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

10.10.1 Introduction

This section addresses the impact on the Environmental Qualification (EQ) of safety-related electrical
equipment/components (EQ equipment currently included in BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EQ Program) due to
operation at the increased reactor power level of 2910 MWt, with an atmospheric containment (versus
sub-atmospheric) and full RSG on BVPS-1. References to EPU conditions throughout this section is
understood to include the change due to containment conversion and full RSG (BVPS-1). These
operational conditions result in specific changes to some of the current pre-EPU BVPS-1 and BVPS-2
environmental parameters specified within documented EQ equipment evaluations.

The revised environmental qualification conditions were compared to the current environmental
qualification requirements. Where the current requirements have been exceeded, the evaluation of the EQ
equipment qualification assessed the impact and confirmed its acceptability at the revised conditions.

The BVPS Containment Conversion License Amendment Request Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and
190 (BVPS-2), discussed the EQ equipment qualification for operation as an atmospheric containment.
These LARs evaluated in-containment normal and accident temperature/pressure conditions. That
submittal also addressed the Main Steam Valve House MSL break for BVPS-1 due to the addition of
cavitating venturis in the Auxiliary Feedwater lines. The Service Building and Turbine Building were
also addressed. The License Amendments also addressed radiological impacts.

10.10.2 Environmental Parameters

Post-EPU operation involves an increase in steam flow and in reactor core power leveL These
operational increases impact the following EQ equipment environmental parameter requirements.

Revised Loss of Coolant Accidents (LOCAs)fMain Steam Line Breaks (MSLBs) accident
temperature and pressure profiles inside the Containments, based upon worst-case peak
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conditions for containment conversion. These increases were included in LAR 317 and 190
submittals.,

* Revised accident temperature and pressure (versus time) profiles inside the Main Steam Valve
Houses and Service Buildings based on EPU conditions. Evaluations have shown that profile
increases result when the RSG is considered. Those increases have been determined to be
acceptable.

* Increased total integrated doses (TIDs) postulated for normal and accident conditions associated
with the increased fission product and activation product inventories in the reactor coolant,
commensurate with operation at the revised conditions.

For completeness, the following environmental parameters were considered within the overall evaluation
at revised conditions:

* Normal andAccident Pressure Inside Containment (see LARs 317 and 190)

* Normal and Accident Pressures Outside Containment (see evaluation results below)

* Normal Temperature Inside and Outside Containment (not impacted as noted below)

* Accident Temperatures Inside Containment (see LARs 317 and 190)

* Accident Temperatures Outside Containment (for BVPS-1, see LAR 317; for BVPS-2, see results 0
below)

* Normal andAccident Radiation Inside Containment (see Section 5.11)

* Normal and Accident Radiation Outside Containment (see Section 5.11)

* Normal and Accident Humidity Inside and Outside Containment (not impacted as noted below)

10.103 Description of Methods and Analysis

The post-EPU qualification of EQ equipment was evaluated to ensure that the above noted environmental
parameters and anticipated environmental increases'do not adversely affect the capability of safety-related
equipment to perform their intended safety function. This evaluation was completed by: comparing -'
current EQ requirements (defined within existing EQ packages) to post-EPU EQ requirements (consistent
with the above noted anticipated environmental increases); and identifying increases for their impact to
the existing EQ packages documentation of equipment configuration and performance. The following
discussion summarizes each of the above noted qualification parameters for change due to the EPU and
the resulting impact on equipment qualification.

. . '
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1. Normal and Accident Pressure Inside Containment:

Pressure effects on EQ equipment qualification were evaluated by comparison of the revised
pressures to the current qualification pressure requirements. These parameters are addressed in
LARNos. 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2). All safety-related EQ equipment was found capable
of the revised pressures.

2. Normal and Accident Pressures Outside Containment:

There are no post-EPU effects/changes to the normal peak pressure conditions for EQ equipment
qualification, based upon the comparison between the normal pre-EPU and post-EPU conditions.
Accident peak pressure results postulated for Main Steam line breaks were compared to the initial
qualification pressures, in a manner similar to the corresponding Main Steam line break
temperatures (as noted by Item 5 below).

3. Normal Temperature Inside and Outside Containment:

There are no post-EPU changes to the maximum normal operating temperatures inside or outside
the Containment Therefore there are no effects on the qualified life of EQ equipment located
inside or outside Containment. The normal operating temperatures are discussed in LAR
Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2).

4. Accident Temperatures Inside Containment:

LAR Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2) addressed the combined CC, EPU, and RSG
(BVPS-1) accident temperature impacts for equipment inside Containment. The combined
containment pressure/temperature calculations generated temperature profiles that were compared
to the Equipment Qualification profiles and with the Post Accident Operating Time (PAOT)
temperature. Equipment where the analysis exceeded the Equipment Qualification profiles and/or
the PAOT temperature were verified to be qualified by the equipment qualification test report
data.

5. Accident Temperatures Outside Containment:

Accident temperatures outside the Containment are addressed for Main Steam line breaks in the
Main Steam Valve House and the Service Building. The review evaluated the specific EQ
equipment in these impacted areas (while exposed to these increased accident temperature
requirements) with respect to its active safety related fuiction. LAR Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and
190 (BVPS-2) discussed the Main Steam Valve House break for BVPS-l due to the addition of
cavitating venturis in the Auxiliary Feedwater lines; BVPS-2 is addressed in this report to confirm
its acceptability for post-EPU operation.- Service Building Main Steam line breaks also are
discussed below.
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6. Normal and Accident Radiation Inside Containment: )

EP.U scaling factors were determined to evaluate/compare the changes in pre-EPU radiation TID)
values to those used for the post-EPU equipment qualification. Cases where application of the
scaling factors resulted in doses greater than the pre-EPU equipment qualification dose were
reviewed farther to incorporate applicable TI!) reductions (for example, the location specific
equipment exposure conditions and/or configurations reduced the conservatively-assumed beta
radiation requirements included in the pre-EPU TI!) value, owing to beta shielding of its sealed
components).

7. Normal and Accident Radiation Outside Containment:

EPU scaling factors were determined to evaluate/compare the changes in pre-EPU radiation TI!)
values to those for the post-EPU equipment qualification. Equipment whose radiation
qualification could not be directly confirmed using these scaling factors was further evaluated
based upon:~ additional analysis of the local conditions; refined radiation calculations; application
of alternative test data; and/or evaluation of post-EPU accident operational requirements.

8. Normal and Accident Humidity Inside and Outside Containment:

Humidity was reviewed for change. No changes to the normal and accident humidity conditions
were identified for EPU operation.

10.10.4 Evaluation Results0

The BVPS-l1 and BVPS-2 EQ equipment has been. evaluated for the environmental parameters changed
by the EPU. The results confirm that the EQ equipment is qualified for the EPU environmental
parameters as described below.

I . Normal and Accident Pressure Inside Containment:

As described in LAR Nos. 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2) the evaluation was done for the
combination of CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1 only). The accident pressures are within the peak
of the existing qualification accident pressure.

2. Normal and Accident Pressures Outside Containment:

There are no post-EPU effects/changes to the normal peak pressure conditions for EQ equipment
qualification, based upon the comparison between the normal pre-EPU and post-EPU conditions.
Accident peak pressure results postulated for Main Steam line breaks were compared to the initial
qualification pressures, in a manner similar to the corresponding Main Steam line break
temperature (as noted by Item 5 below).
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3. Normal Temperature Inside and Outside Containment:

The EPU does not change the normal temperature conditions inside or outside the Containment.
There is no change to the qualified life of the equipment.

4. Accident Temperatures Inside Containment:

LARNos. 317 (BVPS-l) and 190 (BVPS-2) discuss the qualification of the equipment forthe
revised accident temperature profiles and the PAOT temperatures at the combined CC, IEPU, and
RSG (BVPS-1 only) conditions. The equipment was demonstrated to be qualified by comparing
their accident tests to the containment accident temperature profiles, and met the required PAOTs
with margin.

5. Accident Temperatures Outside Containment:

The only impacts on accident temperatures'outside the Containment are due to the Main Steam
line breaks. The Main Steam line breaks in the Main Steam Valve House and Service Building
were evaluated for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 for the EPU conditions. The evaluations for BVPS-1
(LAR 317) and BVPS-2 demonstrate that the equipment is either not required to mitigate'the
effects of the accidents or have performed the intended safety function prior to exposure to
accident peak temperatures. In addition, the evaluation demonstrated that the equipment will
remain in the'safe position during continued exposure to the accident conditions.

6. Normal and Accident Radiation Inside Containment:

The Total Integrated Dose (CID) for the combined CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1 only) conditions
is discussed in Section 5.11. The EQ equipment in the Containment has been evaluated at the
revised TID. The evaluation results indicate all the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EQ equipment inside
Containment meets the post-EPU accident dose requirements when the scaling factor is applied to
the current accident TID requirement (with reduction as applicable for beta shielding and/or
installed configuration details).

7. Normal and Accident Radiation Outside Containment:

The evaluation results for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 indicate that all equipment meets the scaled TID'
values, based upon either the existing 4ualification, refined radiation calculation/assessments, or
by evaluation of accident operational requirements.

8. Normal and Accident Humidity Inside and Outside Containment:

As noted in Section 103 above, no changes to the normal and accident humidity conditions occur
as a result of EPU operation.
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10.10.5 Conclusions

Post-EPU qualification of EQ equipment was confirmed for the following required conditions:

* BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EQ equipment is qualified under combined CC, EPU, and RSG (BVPS-1
only) Loss of CoolantAccidents (LOCAs)/Main Steam Line Breaks (MSLBs) inside the
Containments.

* BVPS-l and BVPS-2 equipment is qualified to the extent necessary to respond to accidents inside
the Main Steam Valve Houses and Service Buildings at the combined CC, EPU, and RSG
(BVPS-1 only) accident conditions.

* BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EQ equipment is qualified to the appropriate total integrated doses (TIDs)
postulated for normal and accident conditions at increased reactor core power.

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EQ Program documentation will incorporate modified qualification parameters and
equipment qualification conditions as part of the EPU implementation process.

10.11 SEISMIC AND DYNAMIC QUALIFICATION OF MECHANICALAND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

For BVPS-1, the seismic and dynamic qualification of mechanical equipment is addressed in UFSAR
Appendix B.

For BVPS-2, the methods and procedures used in the design and qualification of Seismic Category I
mechanical equipment is addressed in UFSAR Sections 3.7B.3, 3.9B3, and 3.10B. For BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2, the loading combinations, as well as earthquake loading, are considered using testing andlor
analytical methods.

For BVPS-I, the instrumentation and electrical equipment is qualified in accordance with the procedures
outlined in UFSARAppendix B.2. These procedures meet or exceed the requirements of IE
Standard 344-1971.

For BVPS-2, the instrumentation and electrical equipment are seismically qualified in accordance with
general instructions for earthquake requirements (UFSAR Section 3.7B.3.1). These requirements
conform with, or exceed, those outlined in IEEE Standard 344-1971, and are in agreement with the
acceptance criteria in SRP 3.10, Rev. 1, 11-75 (NUREG-75-087). Although not required (due to the
docket date being before October 27, 1972), IEEE 344-1975 was employed for seismic qualification of
Seismic Category I electrical equipment when feasible.

There are no changes to the seismic input amplified response spectra or the seismic evaluation
methodologies due to EPU. Therefore, the program to perform seismic qualification of mechanical and
electrical equipment for BVPS-I and BVPS-2 is not affected by the EPU.

0o
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10.12 FLOOD PROTECTION

The Equipment Qualification program for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 addresses the flood levels inside
containment. The flood level is determined from the volume of water released by the design basis
accident system failure and the additional water discharged from the ECCS and Containment systems in
response to the design basis accidents.

The CC and the EPU do not result in a significant increase in the physical volume of fluids held by
systems or storage tanks. Also, there are no changes in plant operations due to the containment
conversion and the EPU that change the volume of water flooding the plant areas following an accident.
Therefore the postulated flood levels in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 containments are not impacted by either
the containment conversion or the EPU.

Related to external flooding, the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 structures, systems, and components important to
safety are designed to withstand, or be protected from the effects of external flooding. The Seismic
Category I buildings that protect the safety-related systems and components from external floods are not
affected by the EPU. The shutdown requirements associated with the probable maximum flood are not
adversely impacted by the EPU. The EPU has no impact on the external flooding evaluations performed
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

10.13 INTERNALLY GENERATED MISSILES INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
CONTAINMENT

Components, both inside and outside containment but internal to plant structures for BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2, have been evaluated as potential internally generated missile sources. These components
include valves, valve stems, control rod drive mechanism components, and pressure and temperature
assemblies. The main turbine is addressed in Section 8.1.:

There are no new components or changes to existing systems and components associated with EPU that
create the potential for new internally generated missiles. There are no significant increased pressures or
increases in rotational energy for existing systems and components that would increase the potential for
internally generated missiles.

10.14 PROTECTIVE COATING SYSTEMS (PAINTS) - ORGANIC MATERIALS

The protective coatings inside the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 containments comply with the design basis
accident (DBA) testing requirements of ANSI Nl 01.2. As a result of the EPU, the containment coatings
will be exposed to slightly higher radiation levels but will not exceed the normal plus DBA tested values
as documented in the coating vendors qualification reports. Other DBA conditions, such as peak
temperature, pressure, and chemical environment, are not expected to change significantly as a result of
EPU (see Section 10.10 of this report and Section 6.3.10 in the licensing report attached to the
Containment Conversion LARs 317 (BVPS-1) and 190 (BVPS-2). Therefore, the existing containment
coatings are acceptable and compatible with the environments associated with EPU conditions.
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10.15 STATION PROCEDURESTIRAIING )
EPU will require revision of operating procedures/training materials and retraining of staff persons whose
qualifications depend on those training materials. A review of operating procedures/emergency operating
procedures/raining potentially impacted by EPU will be completed, and persons whose qualifications
depend on such training will complete training as necessary before implementation of EPU. Changes as a
result of EPU that affect the operating procedures/emergency operating procedures/training program, as
well as maintenance, testing, and other procedures will be implemented through plant approved change
processes.

10.16 1MPACT ON PLANT RISK

The impact of the EPU including containment conversion on BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 plant risk was
qualitatively evaluated by reviewing the plant changes associated with the EPU and the plant-specific
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for internal and external events at power, and the available
shutdown risk evaluation information.

in R .174 "A AprahfrUigPo

The guidance provided in RG 1.174, AnApproach for Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment in
Risk-Informed Decisions on Plant-Specific Changes to the Licensing Basis," was used to perform an
evaluation of the plant changes associated with the EPU including containment conversion. The
evaluation focused on the impact of EPU including containment conversion impacts on core damage
frequency (CDF) and large early release frequency (LERF) due to internal events, external events, and
shutdown operations. )
10.16.1 Internal Events

An evaluation was performed to analyze the changes due to the EPU including containment conversion
implementation for their potential impact on the PRA models for internal events in the following key
areas: initiating event frequency, component reliability, system success criteria, and operator response.
Each of these areas are specifically addressed in the following subsections, followed by a description of
the overall impacts on CDF and LERF from internal events for the EPU including containment
conversion.

10.16.1.1 Initiating Event Frequency

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 internal events PRA's address Loss-of-Coolant Accidents (LOCAs), steam
generator tube ruptures (SGTRs), loss-of-offsite power (LOSP) transients, loss of support systems, and
Anticipated Transient Without SCRAM (ATWS), among others.

The Loss of Coolant Inventory category includes five LOCA events ranging from excessive LOCA to
small LOCAs (isolable and non-isolable). Also included are the interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA) and
steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) events. The LOCA events including excessive, large, and medium
LOCA are based on potential passive structural failures. The initiating event frequencies for these events
have been derived from industry data and are not affected by the EPU.
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For the small LOCA (non-isolable) pipe break, the frequency has been derived from industry data and is
not affected by the EPU. The small LOCA (isolable) event represents a pressurizer PORV that has failed
to close, but is isolated by the block valve closing. Plant changes associated with the EPU and
containment conversion would not affect the probability of failure to reclose a PORV. The normal RCS
operating pressure and the PORV setpoints remain the same so additional challenges to the valves are not
expected. Therefore, the small LOCA (isolable) initiating event frequency remains applicable for the
EPU conditions.

The ISLOCA event is initiated by a failure in the interface between the RCS and low-pressure system
piping or components, resulting in a failure which allows reactor coolant to be released outside
containment. This event is quantified using a'simplified fault tree. The RCS normal operating pressure
does not change for the EPU, the valve arrangements for the interfacing systems do not change, the RCS
leakage surveillance and testing frequencies do not change, arid the number of challenges to the isolation
valves as a result of normal plant operation is not expected to change. Therefore, the ISLOCA initiating.
event frequency is not affected by the EPU.

The BVPS-I steam generator tube rupture (SGTR) initiating event frequency is derived from industry'
data. The BVPS-l replacement steam generators (RSG) have been evaluated for the EPU conditions
including containment conversion. The evaluations demonstrate that the RSG will perform acceptably at
an increased power level. The evaluations for the RSG include thermal hydraulic performance, structural
integrity, and tube wear. The Alloy 690 tubes in the RSG are expected to be less susceptible to tube
ruptures than the tubes in the BVPS-l original steam generators. Therefore, the BVPS-I SGTR initiating
event frequency is expected to decrease from the current value.

The BVPS-2 SGTR event initiating event frequency is based on generic industry data, and the' BVPS-2
steam generators have been evaluated at the EPU conditions including containment conversion. The
generic SGTR initiating event frequency will not be impacted by BVPS-2 plant-specific modifications.
Therefore, the BVPS-2 SGTR initiating event frequency will not be affected by the EPU including
containment conversion.

The Transients initiating event frequencies were derived by using plant-specific data and generic industry
data through a Bayesian updating process. As part of the EPU effort, plant systems have been reviewed
for continued operability at the EPU conditions. In some cases, system changes have been made to assure
that the systems will adequately perform their functions at the EPU conditions. An example of these
changes is resetting control and protection instrument setpoints to assure adequate safety and operating
margins for both units. These changes are representative of the changes and evaluation performed for the
EPU which provide assurance that the general transient initiating event frequencies calculated for BVPS-
I and BVPS-2 will not be significantly affected by the EPU conditions.

The LOSP initiating event frequency was derived by using plant-specific data and generic industry data
through a Bayesian updating process. The fiequency of LOSP events is dictated by the reliability of the
switchyard and grid. The grid reliability is not degraded by EPU. Equipment related to the switchyard
and to the stability of onsite power has been evaluated and no modifications are required for the EPU.
Examples of modifications are changes to the 4160 V tap positions for transformers associated with
nonsafety-related 480 V buses for BVPS-l and the modification of the cooling system for the BVPS-2
main electrical transformer to increase the cooling margin. The evaluations and modifications of the plant
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electrical systems provide assurance that the frequency of a LOSP event is not adversely affected by the
EPU conditions. (1)
The support system fault initiating event frequencies were quantified using fault trees modeling plant
components. The initiating event frequencies quantified in this manner include those for loss ofAC or
DC power sources, loss of service water, loss of primary or secondary component cooling water, loss of
station instrument air, and loss of containment instrument air. For the AC and DC power sources,
evaluations and modifications of the plant electrical systems provide assurance that the frequency of
losing electrical components leading to an initiating event is not adversely affected by the EPU
conditions. For the remaining systems, there are no changes related to the EPU including containment
conversion that would affect system success criteria, and therefore initiating event frequency, as modeled
in the PRA. It is concluded that the components and their reliability are not affected by the EPU
conditions, therefore, the calculated initiating event frequencies remain applicable.

Failure of the reactor to trip automatically following an initiating event (i.e., ATWS) is considered in the
PRA models in the course of developing plant response scenarios. Therefore, ATWS events are not
defined as a separate initiating event category. A separate set of event trees is developed instead for all
initiating events that are followed by a failure of reactor trip. NSSS control systems were evaluated for
stability and operability, and the control rod drive mechanisms were evaluated. These evaluations provide
assurance that the frequency of anATWS event from rod control failures is not affected by the EPU
conditions.

The EPU and containment conversion effort included review of plant systems for continued operability
under the EPU conditions (see Section 10.16.1.3). la some cases, system modifications (hardware and/or
instrument setpoint changes) have been made to assure the system will perform as designed. As a result,
reliability of the plant systems should not be adversely affected and the initiating event frequencies in the
PRA remain applicable.

It is concluded that the EPU including containment conversion will have no adverse affect on the internal
events PRA initiator frequencies and any future deviations in initiating event frequencies will be
identified by existing monitoring processes, such as licensee event reports, condition reporting, and
industry events databases. In addition, safety system actuations are trended under the maintenance rule as
an indicator of unnecessary challenges of safety-related equipment The magnitude of any specific
impacts will be determined when the quantitative analysis of the EPU and containment conversion
changes is performed.

10.16.1.2 Component Reliability

A comprehensive review was performed of the potential for changes associated with the EPU including
containment conversion to affect plant systems and associated equipment that are important to plant risk.

Modifications are being made to improve the performance of certain equipment and systems so that they
will continue to be operated within design constraints and so that component failure rates will not change
with the implementation of the EPU including containment conversion. The evaluation concluded that
these changes would have no adverse effect on component failure rates.
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The plant will rely on existing component monitoring programs, such as preventive maintenance, and the
Maintenance Rule, to identify any additional degradation as a result of the EPU including containment
conversion. While the EPU including containment conversion may result in some components being
refurbished or replaced more frequently, the functionality and reliability of components will be
maintained to the current standard. These existing monitoring programs are also expected to identify any
future deviations in component failure rates. The PRA maintenance and update process in place at
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 provides the means for ensuring that any future impact on component failure rates
will be addressed in the PRA model.

10.16.13 Important Systems and Functions

An evaluation was performed to identify the effects of the EPU including containment conversion on the
functionality of plant systems. Systems related to decay heat removal, containment, steam conversion,
reactor coolant system inventory, engineered safety features, reactivity control, and
electrical/instrumentation & controls were evaluated.

The functionality of those systems is not expected to be impacted by the EPU including containment
conversion. Some system components are being modified or added, and instrumentation setpoints are
being changed to accommodate the EPU including containment conversion implementation. Examples of
such include, Moisture Separator Pilot Relief Valve modification, and Main Transformer Cooler'
Replacement in BVPS-2. In some instances, these changes are being made specifically to preserve
functionality of the system under EPU conditions including containment conversion. For example, in
BVPS-2, the Orifice Plate in the Turbine Plant Component Cooling Water System is being modified to
accommodate new flow conditions, and various system instrumentation setpoints in both BVPS-1 and
BVPS-2 are being changed to accommodate EPU conditions.

The evaluation of the potential for plant changes associated with the EPU including containment
conversion to affect plant risk concluded that these changes will have no adverse effect 'on system
functions important to plant risk Plant modifications were made to maintain or improve the performance
of certain equipment under EPU and containment conversion conditions to ensure plant systems and
equipment will continue to be operated within design constraints and that component failure rates and
unavailability will not significantly change with the implementation of the EPU, including containment
conversion. Thus, system functionality is not impacted.

10.16.1.4 Success Criteria

A review was performed to identify effects of the EPU including containment conversion on the success
criteria credited in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 interiial events PRA models. The success criteria specify the
plant systems and equipment required to function to address critical safety fiinctions. These critical safety
functions include: reactivity control, RCS pressure control/pressure boundary'integrity, RCS and core heat
removal, RCS inventory control, and long-term RCS inventory control and heat removal.
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The following paragraphs discuss the effects of the EPU including containment conversion and BVPS-1
Replacement Steam Generators on important PRA success criteria for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2: )

Station Blackout (SBO) - The increase in core power will impact heat load to the steam
generators. Sequences with smaller RCP seal leak sizes are sensitive to the time of Primary Plant
Demineralized Water Storage Tank (PPDWST) inventory depletion. Other sequences are
sensitive to timing of steam generator dryout. A sensitivity study was performed, which showed
that the change in core power changes the time to deplete the PPDWST useable volume. But, for
sequences in which core damage is already modeled as a result of insufficient PPDWST
inventory and/or steam generator dzyout, the change in timing is of no consequence to plant risk.

Thus, regardless of core power, the conclusions remain the same. Namely, if AFW is lost due to
PPDWST depletion, then the expected outcome is core damage within 24 hours.

In addition, no impact is expected as a result of the EPU and containment conversion on timing
for operators to complete actions related to RCS cooldown. The minimum time to dryout the
steam generators will change slightly at BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 following the EPU. Since the time
required to perform the action, as modeled in the PRA, is 30 minutes, based on plant simulator
results, this change will not have a significant impact on the calculated human error probabilities.
Further, calculations performed for the EPU indicate that the capacity of the steam generator
atmospheric steam dump valves (ASDVs) for both units will be adequate for the EPU conditions
and changes to the PRA success criteria for these valves are not required.

* Small LOCA- Small LOCA sequences are defined in the PRA as those smaller than 2 inches
equivalent diameter but larger than breaks for which the normal charging system could provide
continuous makeup. Those small LOCA sequences that are dependent on bleed and feed cooling
for decay heat removal, or dependent on steam generator cooldown and depressurization, could
be affected by increases in core power. The bleed and feed success criteria, as currently modeled
in the PRA, require a single operable pressurizer power-operated relief valve (PORV). The
available analyses show that a single PORV will still be adequate after EPU. For either unit, the
steam generator cooldown and depressurization success criteria will not change because the steam
generator relief valve capacity has been shown to be adequate for EPU conditions. The above
discussion also applies to General Transients (ie., various anticipated reactor trip initiators with
intact RCS).

The higher initial containment pressure resulting from the containment conversion leads to an
earlier receipt of the CIB signal. This in turn leads to an earlier containment spray initiation and
an earlier time for transfer to recirculation. Hence, upon transfer to recirculation, the earlier CIB
signal leads to lower sump water temperatures. Sensitivity cases indicate core damage will not
occur as a result of the EPU modifications.

MAAP analyses have been performed that show that after the EPU, in the case of failed High
Head Safety Injection, operators will still be able to depressurize the RCS with sufficient time
available to use Low Head Safety Injection to prevent core damage.

: -0'1
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* Medium and Large LOCA - The medium LOCA break spectrum includes breaks ranging from
2 inches up to 6 inches equivalent diameter. The smaller end of the break spectrum may have
sensitivities similar to those found for the small LOCA scenarios. The success criteria for the
larger end of the medium break spec and the large break spectrum, are not expected to be
affected by core power or containment condition changes, given that PRA-specific calculations
were not performed for these success criteria, which are currently modeled as design basis'criteria
(e.g., one of two low head ECCS injection pumps delivering flow through two of two intact cold
leg injection paths; injection from two of two intact leg accumulators).

* Loss of Service Water/Loss of River Water (LOSW/LORW) - The primary core damage
mechanism resulting from a LOSW/LORW is a consequential RCP seal LOCA. Thus, this
category of sequences would have similar sensitivities to the EPU as were discussed for SBO. In
addition, changes in core power may impact bleed and feed effectiveness and timing of entry into
bleed and feed procedures (as discussed under small LOCA, above).

Anticipated Transient Without SCRAM (ATWS) - There are two changes associated with the
EPU that could affect ATWS-related CDF. First, the addition of cavitating venturis to the AFW
system in BVPS-1 preclude the ability to deliver full flow from all three AFW pumps to the
steam generators. However, the existing PRAs already take no credit for full AFW delivery in
response toATWS, thereby resulting in a somewhat pessimistic prediction of ATWS CDF, which
is therefore unaffected by the EPU. 'Second, changes in core design for the EPU conditions may
result in increased Unfavorable Exposure Time (UET), which is a measure of the time from
beginning of cycle when total core negative'reactivity feedback, including moderator temperature
coefficient, may be insufficient to prevent exceeding the ASME Service Level C stress limit for
the reactor coolant system. This could result in an increase in ATWS-related CDF. Any such
increase resulting from the EPU is expected to be small for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2, for the
following reasons. BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have three pressurizer PORVs; the "extra" PORV,
relative to most plants, provides additional pressure relief capability and helps mitigate the effects
of changes in core reactivity; the existing PRAATWS models credit neither full AFW capability
nor automatic control rod insertion, so that the existing ATWS CDF values are'already somewhat;
pessimistic; and the models credit manual control rod insertion, using the rod control system, only
if the action to manually trip the rods has already succeeded, thereby limiting credit for operator
intervention for AIWS success.

* Human Reliability Analysis (HRA) -Anumber of human action timings are dependent on the
time of receipt of the CIA or CIB signals, which may be affected by changes associated with the
containment conversion. Small LOCA sequences are one example of sequences dependent on the
time to receipt of containment isolation signals.

The difference in success criteria is due to the slightly higher decay heat level under EPU conditions.
Based on a qualitative evaluation, the impact of these changes in success criteria are not expected to have
a significant impact on the PRA results. The magnitude of any such impacts will be determined when the
quantitative analysis of the EPU and containment conversion changes is performed.
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10.16.1.5 PRA Level 2ILERF Analysis -)

Areview was performed to identify the effects of the EPU including containment conversion on the
BVPS-I and BVPS-2 containment and the contributors to the Large Early Release conditional probability.
The dominant contributors to Large Early Release Frequency (LERF) in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 PRAs
include events that are either faulted SGTR events or interfacing system LOCAs outside containment
(V-sequence). These contributors are unaffected by the changes in the containment conditions from sub-
atmospheric to atmospheric since the containment plays no role in mitigating fission product releases for
these sequences. Other plant changes associated with the EPU were determined to have an insignificant
or no adverse impact on these contributors.

The effect of the containment changes on Direct Containment Heating (DCM) was modeled using the
Pilch DCH screening model. The model predicts peak containment pressure above the cutoff containment
pressure for which containment rupture (failure) is considered in the PRA resulting in an increased
contribution to LERF that is well within the criteria established in the Regulatory Guide 1.174 (increases
less than IE-7 /year for LERF). Since the Pilch screening methodology is known to yield conservative
results and the additional contribution to LERF is less than the 1E-7 Regulatory Guide criteria for LERF,
no further analyses were performed.

Other LERF contributions were explicitly considered as part of this review, namely hydrogen bums, and
containment isolation failures. Current subatmospheric containment modeling in the PRAs assumes no
pre-existing containment isolation failures. This assumption remains valid for EPU and slightly
subatmospheric conditions as the containment vacuum pumps are not expected to maintain the slightly
subatmospheric condition for pre-existing containment isolation failures, however, a sensitivity study was 01
performed to quantify the impact of pre-existing containment isolation failures on LERF. Results show
that the addition of pre-existing containment isolation failures to the PRA model results in a less than
0.01% increase in LERF, which is well within the criteria established in Regulatory Guide 1.174.

The plant changes identified were reviewed for impact on other potential LERF contributors, namely
steam explosions and induced SG tube ruptures. In addition, a potential containment bypass through the
RWST exists resulting from the containment conversion. The scenario exists if the check valves in the
Quench Spray System (QSS) do not reseat properly following Quench Spray termination after the RWST
Depletion. In this scenario, certain QSS MOVs are assumed to remain open as well in accordance with
existing EOPs. However, plans exist to change procedures to close these MOVs. In addition, the check
valves should only be open when the Quench Pumps are operating. Therefore, it is concluded that the
changes have an insignificant effect on containment bypass frequency. This bypass scenario was
precluded in the existing PRA model since the containment was assumed to be sub-atmospheric prior to
the RWST depletion, given that Quench Spray was successful.

Late containment failures modeled in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 PRAs include those attributed to
overpressurization due to steam, overpressurization due to non-condensables, late hydrogen burn, and
failure due to over temperature. The plant changes reviewed were determined to have an insignificant or
no adverse impact on the total failure contribution from these contributors. The cavity hole modification
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 may result in the bottom of the reactor vessel being wetted by water in the
cavity. Typically, the initial containment pressure rise due to a wet cavity is greater than that for a dry
cavity. Generally, containment failures are postulated to occur 48 to 60 hours after core melt. The timing *0
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changes associated with the containment changes are bounded by a 5 to 10% decrease in these times.
Since these timing changes take place very late in the accident progression they have insignificant or no
adverse impact on Level 2 late containment failure results.

10.16.1.6 Summary of Internal Events Evaluation Results

The EPU including containment conversion will not impact the initiating event frequencies, component
reliability, important systems and system finctions, or containment performance. A minor impact is
expected on some of the analyses supporting PRA success criteria and available time for human actions,
such that there may be an impact on CDF. The magnitude of any such impact is expected to be small, and
will be determined when the quantitative analysis of the EPU and containment conversion changes is
performed.

10.16.2 External Events

An evaluation was performed to assess the impact of the changes due to EPU including containment
conversion on the external events analyses, specifically seismic events, fires, high winds, floods, and
other external events. Each of these is individually addressed in the following subsections.

10.16.2.1 Internal Fires

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 PRA external events analysis fire assessment employs a scenario-based
approach that meets the intent of NUREG-1407 to systematically identify fire and smoke hazards and
their associated risk impact to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.' A qualitative evaluation of the plant changes
resulting from the EPU including containment conversion indicates that these changes are not expected to
result in changes in Systems, Structures, and Components (SSC) response to an internal fire initiator, nor
are they expected to result in new internal fire core damage or LERF scenarios. Plant changes associated
with the EPU and containment conversion do not create any additional external fire hazards, nor do the
changes increase the intensity of existing hazards. In addition, the plant changes are not expected to
impact the availability and performance of necessary mitigation systems in the event a fire occurs.

Plant responses to fire initiators identified as potentially significant using this methodology are captured
in the at-power PRA model as CDF and LERF scenarios. Therefore, any future impact of the EPU from
fires will be captured quantitatively in the PRA once the PRA models are updated to address EPU
modifications.

10.16.2.2 Seismic Analysis

The methodology used in the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 seismic PRA is consistent with the procedures
contained in NUREG/CR-2300. A review of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 seismic PRA determined that the
dynamic response of the RCS, considering system operating parameters, is sufficiently consistent with the
EPU including containment conversion that the original analysis remains applicable to the EPU
conditions. A qualitative evaluation of the plant changes resulting from the EPU indicates that these
changes are not expected to result in changes in SSC response to a seismic initiator, nor are they expected
to result in new seismic core damage or LERF scenarios. The plant changes do not modify the structural
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response of the plant, nor do they impact the availability and performance of necessary mitigation systems
for a seismic event. (2)
Plant response to seismic initiators identified as potentially significant using the PRA external events
methodology are captured in the at-power PRA model as CDF and LERF scenarios. Therefore, any future
impact of the EPU from seismic events will be captured quantitatively in the PRA once the PRA models
are updated to address EPU modifications.

10.16.2.3 High Winds, Floods, and Other External Events

For the PRA external events evaluation of high winds, floods, and other external events, the PRA external
events evaluation used the progressive screening approach described in NUREG-1407. The plant
modifications related to the EPU including containment conversion do not affect the high winds, floods,
and other external events analysis. Thus, the PRA external events evaluation is applicable to the EPU
conditions.

10.16.3 Shutdown Risk

BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 do not have shutdown risk assessment models. The impact of the EPU including
containment conversion on plant risk at low power and shutdown risk was evaluated in a qualitative
manner by addressing the questions posed in Table EII-1 of SRP 19.0, 'Use of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment in Plant-Specific, Risk-Informed Decision-Making: General Guidance," to determine if the
impacts on shutdown risk would be important. Based upon the responses to the SRP 19.0 questions on
shutdown risk, the 'increase in decay heat is expected to result in a small decrease in the time available for
operator actions during shutdown operations.

The Beaver Valley Power Station Unit 1/2 Shutdown Safety administrative procedure provides guidance
for evaluation of shutdown safety and for surveillance during plant operating modes 3, 4, and 5, for
planned and forced outages. This procedure is consistent with the guidance in NUMARC 91-06. It
requires monitoring of the plant defense-in-depth features available during these operating modes, and
provides guidance for evaluating the adequacy of protective measures and specifies actions to be taken to
ensure that there are adequate protective measures in place. This guidance will continue to be used
following the EPU.

Given the above, it is concluded that the EPU will have no unique or significant impacts on shutdown
risk.

10.16.4 Quality of Probabilistic RiskAssessment

The quality required of the PRA used to support a license application depends on the role that the PRA
results play in the decision-making process and should be commensurate with the degree of rigor needed
to provide a valid technical basis for the staffs decision.

The BVPS-l and BVPS-2 PRAs are maintained and controlled in a manner that allows them to be used to
assess risks associated with the plant as currently configured. The PRAs and the supporting models and
calculations have been internally independently reviewed. In addition, by procedure, plant changes,
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including hardware and procedural changes, are periodically reviewed and prioritized in terms of their
impact on the PRA model, and these plant changes are incorporated into the model in a manner consistent
with their priority.

The NRC staff evaluation reports on the BVPS-1 (9/30/96) and BVPS-2 (5/13/93) Individual Plant
Examinations (IPE) were issued and concluded that the IPEs met the intent of GL 88-20. The PRAs have
been updated several times since the staff review relative to GL 88-20, to maintain them consistent with
the as-built plant. The most recent update was completed for BVPS-2 in May 2003 and for BVPS-1 in
September 2003. Design calculations and reports document the development of all major elements of the
initial and updated versions of the PRA models, and these calculations have been internally independently
reviewed and are retained in a manner consistent with quality records: Similarly, the PRA evaluation
performed in support of the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 EPU has been internally independently reviewed, and
the specific calculations and reports will be retained as quality records.

A PRA peer review was performed on the BVPS-2 internal events at power PRA by the Westinghouse
Owners Group in July 2002. Significant observations from that review have been incorporated in the
latest PRA model update.

The NRC staff evaluation reports on the BVPS-1 (12111/00) and BVPS-2 (121 1/00) PRA external events
concluded, based on the staff's screening review, that they were capable of identifying the most likely
severe accidents and severe accident vulnerabilities and, therefore, met the intent of Supplement 4 to
GL 88-20. As noted in previous sections, the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 PRAs includes CDF and LERF
scenarios involving seismic and internal fire initiators that were identified as significant via the PRA
external events and also through updates subsequent to the PRA external events.

Given the above discussion, and the fact that the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 PRAs are maintained, controlled,
and documented so that it reflects the as-built, as-operated plant, the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 internal and
external events analyses are appropriate for this license application.

10.16.5 Summary of Risk Impacts

No new impacts as a result of the EPU are expected for initiating event frequencies, component reliability,
important systems and system fimctions, and Level 2/LERF, as modeled in the internal events at power
PRA. There is the potential that the EPU may affect certain PRA success criteria and timing of some
modeled human actions, due to the increased decay heat level and other factors previously discussed.
Based on a qualitative evaluation of these potential impacts, it is concluded that the risk increases due to
these impacts of the EPU conditions will be small and within the acceptance guidelines of RG 1.174. The
magnitude of any such impacts will be determined when the quantitative analysis of the EPU and
containment conversion changes is performed.

There is a detailed process for managing plant risk during shutdown operations, and the risk impact due to
the EPU including containment conversion during these operations is expected to be small. The risk
increases from external events under EPU including containment conversion conditions are expected to
be small and within the acceptance guidelines of RG 1.174.
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11. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS REVIEW ;)

The Environmental Impacts Review examined the environmental effluent discharge permit limits to
assess the impact of the EPU to 2900 MWt reactor power (2910 MWt NSSS power). Radiological
release changes are addressed separately in Sections 5. 1.

The current licensed power level for both BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 is 2689 MWt reactor power (2697 MWt
NSSS power) and the proposed thermal power uprate will increase the license power level to 2900 MWt
reactor power (2910 MWtNSSS power).

The NRC, in the Final Environmental Statement (FES) for BVPS-1 (Reference 4) and BVPS-2
(Reference 5), originally evaluated environmental issues associated with the issuance of the operating
license for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 respectively.

The FES is considered a historical licensing document that will not be revised. However, the bases for
the conclusion in the FES are maintained through the operating licenses and the NPDES permit

The BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 FES concluded that, after weighing the environmental, economic, technical,
and other benefits against environmental costs and considering available alternatives, and subject to
certain conditions, from the standpoint of environmental effects, the issuance of an operating license was
an acceptable action. The FES conclusions are not impacted as a result of the EPU.

The environmental review conducted for the proposed EPU assessed the NPDES permit limits
(Reference 3), the BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Environmental Reports (ER-OL) (References I and 2), and the
BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 Final Environmental Statement (FES) (References 4 and 5). This assessment
included determining whether the EPU would cause the plant to exceed non-radiological NPDES permit
limits or affect the conclusions reached in the FES.

11.1 INPUT PARAMETERS AND ASSUMPTIONS

The current Beaver Valley Power Station NPDES Permit (Reference 3) grants authorization to discharge
liquid effluents from BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 to the receiving waters of the Ohio River and Peggs Run, in
accordance with effluent limitations, monitoring requirements, and other specified conditions. The permit
requires, in part, that the following effluents, potentially affected by EPU, be monitored in accordance
with the permit conditions:

* Cooling tower blowdown
* Cooling tower overflow
* Once-through cooling water

Additionally, the discharge may not change the temperature of the receiving stream by more than 20F in
any one-hour period.
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11.2 ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

The Beaver Valley Power Station consists of two nuclear units (BVPS-1 and BVPS-2). The two units
employ a closed-loop cooling system that includes a natural-draft cooling tower (one per unit) to dissipate
waste heat to the atmosphere. Cooling water used at the plant is recycled within the closed-loop cooling
system except station make-up that comes from the Ohio River via the river/service water systems.
Cooling towers, circulating water system, and river/service water systems are addressed in Sections 9.16
and 9.15.

The heat duty increase associated with EPU is mainly associated with the Circulating Water System and
will be approximately 10% over the present power. The maximum circulating water temperature increase
expected, as a result of EPU, will be approximately 30F over existing plant operation.

The cooling tower makeup rate (via the river/service water systems) is between 25,000 to 30,000 gpm for
each cooling tower, while the cooling tower blowdown rate is 10,000 to 15,000 gpm for BVPS-1, and
15,000 to 20,000 gpm for BVPS-2. EPU has a small affect on makeup and blowdown rates and, when
compared with the river flow (> 4000 cfs), the thermal impact on the river is negligible. As stated above,
the station discharge may not change the temperature of the receiving stream by more than 21F in any
one-hour period, in accordance with the NPDES Permit. This requirement will continue to be met.
following EPU.

Therefore, the EPU for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 will have no adverse impacts on the environment, and
NPDES permit limits will not be exceeded as a result of EPU.

113 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIAAND RESULTS

The acceptance criteria are that there are no adverse impacts or significant changes to the NPDES Permit
as a result of the EPU.

No significant changes are required.

11.4 SUtMMARY/CONCLUSIONS

The non-radiological environmental impacts related to the proposed EPU have been reviewed and there
are no major issues with the current NPDES Permits or other plant administrative limits.

11.5 REFERENCES

1. Environmental Report - Operating License Stage, Beaver Valley Power Station, BVPS-1, dated
September 24, 1971, and Amendments 1 through 6.

2. Environmental Report - Operating License Stage, Beaver Valley Power Station, BVPS-2,
docketed on May 18, 1983.

3. NPDES Discharge Permit No. PA0025615, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Department of
Environmental Protection, dated June 1, 2003.
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4. Final Environmental Statement related to the Beaver Valley Power Station, BVPS-1, U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission, dated July 1973. C)

5. NUREG-1094, "Final Environmental Statement related to the operation of Beaver Valley Power
Station, BVPS-2," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated September 1985.
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12 FINANCIALASSURANCE FOR DECOMMISSIONING

10 CFR 50.75, Reporting and Record Keeping for Decommissioning Planning, establishes the
requirements for indicating to the NRC how a licensee will provide reasonable assurance that funds will
be available for the decommissioning process.' For power reactor licensees, the regulation requires a
certification that financial assurance for decommissioning will be or has been provided in an amount,
which may be more but not less than the amount stated in the regulation..

The EPU will result in an increase in the thermal power level for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2. Following
implementation ofthe EPU, the minimum amounts required to demonstrate reasonable assurance offunds
for decommissioning will be recalculated using the formula provided by 10 CFR 50.75(cXlXi) and
utilized to demonstrate financial assurance. These values will not be prorated based on the remaining
time associated with operation at the EPU power level.

a7
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13 TESTING (.-
The BVPS EPU Test Program has been designed to adequately demonstrate that systems, structures, and
components will perform satisfactorily at EPU conditions. In particular, the BVPS EPU Test Program
provides assurance that (1) the initial power ascension to the EPU power level is adequately controlled,
(2) the facility can be operated at the proposed EPU conditions in accordance with design requirements
and in a manner that will not endanger the health and safety of the public, and (3) the EPU related
modifications to BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 have been adequately constructed and implemented. The
BVPS EPU Test Program is based on the guidance provided in NUREG-0800, draft Standard Review
Plan 14.2.1, Generic Guidelines for Extended Power Uprate Testing Programs (Rev. 0 - December 2002),
a review of the UFSAR descriptions of the original power-ascension test programs that were performed
for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 following the initial licensing of each unit, and a review of the EPU related
plant modifications for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2.

Startup Test Reports for each unit will be provided within six months after the completion of the EPU Test
Program for each unit.

Test Control

Initial power ascension to the EPU power level will be controlled by procedures. Existing procedures
(operating and maintenance) and new test procedures will be used to verify that the plant can be operated
safely at the EPU power leve. Additionally, a sequence procedure will be used to ensure that the startup
activities are properly coordinated. Each BVPS unit will have an individual sequence procedure that is
tailored to the associated unit. These sequence procedures will ensure that the required modifications,
calibrations, and administrative requirements are implemented and in place prior to starting power
ascension. Additionally, during power ascension, the sequence procedure will be used to callout or to
verify the performance of specific test procedures, the collection of data, and the documentation of
required plant reviews. Completion of required testing, review and approval of test results, resolution of
testing deficiencies, and approval to proceed in power ascension will be controlled by the sequence
procedure.

Power Ascension Testing

The original power-ascension test programs that were performed for BVPS-1 and BVPS-2 are described
in each unit's UFSAR (UFSAR Chapter 13 for BVPS-1 and UFSAR Chapter 14 for BVPS-2). These test
descriptions were reviewed to determine whether the original test results would be invalidated by EPU
operation. If the original test results would be invalidated by EPU operation, that test or a modified test
was included in the EPU Test Program in order to revalidate the original test results. If the original test
results would not be invalidated by EPU operation, that test was not included in the EPU Test Program. A
listing of the BVPS EPU Power Ascension Tests is provided in Table 13-1. Abstracts for these tests are
provided in Tables 13-2 through 13-22.

Post Modification Testing

Several EPU related plant modifications will be implemented for BVPS-I and 2. Plant modifications are
controlled by administrative procedures. These procedures provide configuration control, installation
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instructions, and testing requirements. Post modification testing verifies satisfactory performance of the
modification in accordance with design documentation. The performance of post modification testing is
addressed by existing plant programmatic controls. A review of the EPU related plant modifications has
been performed. Functional and operational post modification testing will be performed for each
modification to verify satisfactory installation and performance. Those tests that require performance
observations or measurements are listed in Table 13-23. Abstracts for these tests are provided in Tables
13-24 through 13-33.

Approach to the EPU Power Level

Steady state data will be taken at 95% and 100% of the current rated thermal power level in order to,
project operating performance parameters for the EPU power level before the current rated power level is
exceeded. This information will be used to make projections for additional incremental monitoring as'
described below. -Additional steady state operating data will be obtained and evaluated at approximately
2.5% increments between the current licensed rated power and the EPU power level.' Any data
discrepancies will be resolved prior to proceeding with power ascension. Senior plant management will
review any significant testing deficiencies or anomalies before recommending power ascension to
successive plateaus.

Relationship to Other Testing

In addition to the EPU Test Program, there will be other testing that will be performed during the EPU
implementation startup of BVPS-I and BVPS-2, for example, reload startup physics testing and the
testing associated with the BVPS-1 steam generator replacement project. This section only addresses the
EPU Test Program; it does not address other programmatic tests that may be performed.'
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Table 13-1
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Tests

Test Title Test Abstract

1 Start-up Adjustment to the Reactor Control System 13-2

2 Full Power Demonstration Test 13-3

3 Aligmnent of Nuclear Instrumentation System 13-4

4 Alignment of Process Temperature Instruments 13-5

5 Thermal Power Calorimetric Measurements 13-6

6 Incore I Excore Detector Calibration for Axial Offset Measurement 13-7

7 Measurement of Core Parameters During Steady State Conditions 13-8

8 Pressurizer Level Control Test 13-9,

9 System Vibration Testing for Extended Power Uprate 13-10

10 Reactor Coolant System Flow Measurement 13-11

-P Primary Sampling System Test 13-12

12 Turbine Plant Sampling System Performance Test 13-13

13 Containment Penetration Cooling System Test 13-14

14 Automatic Steam Generator Water Level Control Test 13-15

15 Turbine Plant Component Cooling Test 13-16

16 Cooling Tower Performance Test 13-17

17 Main Transformer Performance Test 13-18

18 Plant Communications Test 13-19

19 Plant Radiation Survey and Verification of Shielding Effectiveness 13-20

20 Containment Air Recirculation System Test 13-21

.(2)
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-Table 13-2
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Start-Up Adjustment to the Reactor Control System

Tast Objectives: To determine adjustments required by the T,, Program to reflect the main steam
pressure at full power operation.

Prerequisites: - The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified steady state power level.

Test Method: -

1. RCS Average Temperature, RCS Reference Temperature, Turbine First Stage Pressure, and Thermal Power
data will be collected at steady state power levels of approximately 90%1a and full power (98 to 100%).

2. Collected data will be compared with design requirements.

3. Instrument scaling and calibration adjustments will be made to ensure that Td reaches its full power value
when the plant reaches EPU rated thermal power.

Acceptance Criteria:

1. Main steam pressure at full power meets design specifications.

2. Tf at full power meets design specifications.

Table 13-3
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Full Power Demonstration Test

To demonstrate the reliability of the plant by maintaining 98 to 100% thermal power for
Test Objectives: 0h .

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power leveL

Test Method:

1. At full power (98 to 100%) calorimetric data will be collected from plant systems and components either
manually or by the plant computer.

2. Several data sets will be collected over the 100-hour period.

3. Rated thermal power will be calculated either manually or by the plant computer

Acceptance Criteria:

Plant operates continuously at full power (98 to 100%) for at least 100 hours.
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Table 134
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Ainetof Nuclear Instrumentation System (NIS)

Test Objectives: To operationally align the nuclear inslnsnentation system

Prerequisites: Teplant is in Mode I at the specified power level.

Test Method:

1. NIS is normalized to thermal power in accordance with plant maintenance and surveillance procedures at
approximately 90%/e power.

2. NIS is normalized to thermal power in accordance with plant maintenance and surveillance procedures at
approximately full power (98 to 100%).

Acceptance Criteria:

The NIS is aligned and maintained in accordance with Technical Specifications.

Table 13-5
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Alignsnent of Process Tempesahwre Instrurnents

Test Objectives: Toalign the AT and T,^,, process instdentation.

Prerequisites: Teplant is in Mode I at full power level.

Test Method:

1. At fiul power (98 to 100%), RCS tempature and secondary calorimetric data will be collected.

2. Indication from the AT instrumentation will be compared to thermal calorimetric power.

3. If needed, AT instrumentation will be aligned to thermal calorimetric power in accordance with plant
maintenance and surveillance procedures.

Acceptance Criteria:

At full power, the AT instnumentation is normalized to the thermal calorimetric within design specifications.

a
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Table 13-6
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Thermal Power Calorimetric Measurements

Test Objectives: To determine the reactor core thermal power output from secondary side
calorimetric measurements.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at various power levels.

Test Method:

1. The plant will be verified to be at steady state conditions. Secondary plant calorimetric data, such as steam
pressure, feedwater flow, and feedwater temperature will be measured. Steam generator blowdown operating
parameters will be measured if the system is not isolated.

2. Reactor core thermal power output will be calculated from the calorimetric data accounting for heat losses and
heat gains from the reactor coolant pumps.-

3. Calculation will either be performed manually or with the plant computer. -

Acceptance Criteria:.

Licensed rated thermal power is not exceeded.

- Table 13-7
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract :~

Tidle: Incore I xcore Detector Calibration for Axial Offset Measurement

Test Objectives: To verify that excore instrumentation is aligned to imcore instumentation.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at full power leveL

Test Method:

1. The incore axial offiet, determined by analysis of an Incore Movable Detector Flux Map at full power (98 to
100%/o), will be used with the most recent Nuclear Power Range Instrumentation Calibration Data to determine
the expected current levels from the excore detectors. A comparison will be made between the expected and
actual excore detector currents recorded during the flux map.

2. A comparison will also be made between the incore and excore delta flux. If the indicated error exceeds
limits, new detector calibration curves will be established and the excore power range instruments will be
calibrated to the new curves.

Acceptance Criteria:

Excore axial delta flux indication is aligned within limits to incore delta flux indication.
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Table 13-8
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Measurement of Core Parameters During Steady State Conditions

Test Objectives: ' To measure the core performance parameters by development of incore flux maps using
Ts eivincore movable detectors.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at full power level.

Test Method:

()

1. The plant will be at steady state full power (98 to 100%/e). The incore movable detectors will be used to obtain
a full core flux map..

2. Flux map data will be analyzed for determination of core performance parameters, such as radial and axial
peaking factors.,

Acceptance Criteria:

Core flux map is obtained at full power, and obtained data is in accordance with design specifications.

Table 13-9
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Tide: Pressurizer Level Control Test

Test Objectives: ' Verify that the Pressurizer Level Control Sub-System has been calibrated to meetcontrol requirements for EPU.

1. Calibration required for EPU have been installed in the plant.
Prerequisites:

2. Plant is in Mode I at the specified power leveL

Test Method:

0,

1. At low power (<90%o) and near full power (98 to 100Y), RCS temperature, pressurizer level and prurizer
level set point data will be collected.

2. Indicated pressurizer level set point will be compared to calculated set point

Acceptance Criteria:

Indicated pressurizer level and level set point agree with calculated set point within specification.

C
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Table 13-10
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: System Vibration Testing for Extended Power Uprate

Test Objectives: To verify the piping, restraints, components, and supports maintain vibration within
acceptable levels during steady state at full power.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at specified power levels.

Test Method:

1. At approximately 90% power, secondary plant systems will be observed either visually or by instrumentation
for baseline vibration.

2. At full power (98 to 100Yo) systems will again be observed for vibration.

3. Any significant increase in vibration will be evaluated by engineering.

Acceptance Criteria:

Secondary plant systems have acceptable vibration levels.

Table 1311
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: - - Reactor Coolant System Flow Measurement -

tObjective: To verify Reactor Coolant System flow is within the limits established in the BVPS
Test Technical Specifications.

Prerequisites: Theplant is in Mode 1 at full power leveL.

Test Method:

1. After the station has been maintained at steady-state full power conditions (98 to 100%/e) for at least 72 hours a
primary plant calorimetric will be performed.

2. The primaiy plant calorimetric measures Steam Generator RCS heat input and Steam Generator secondary side
heat output. Assuming Steam Generator heat input equals heat output, neglecting insulation losses, RCS flow
is calculated.

Acceptance Criteria:

Reactor Coolant System Total Flow Rate is within the limits established in the BVPS Technical Specifications.

i

6517-13.doc.092304 
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FENOC EXTENDED POWERUPRAIE

Table 13-12
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Primary Sampling System Test

Test Objectives: |To verify that Reactor Coolant System (RCS) chemistry is within specification at full
TestObjectives: power.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at full power level.

Test Method:

At full power (98 to 100%), obtain and analyze RCS chemistry samples.

Acceptance Criteria:

RCS chemistry is within specifications

Table 13-13
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Tubine Plant Sampling Syste Performance Test

Test Objectives: To verify that Turbine Plant chemistry is withint specification at fills power.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode I at fulll power level.

Test Method: - -

At full power (98 to 100/.), obtain and analyze turbine plant samples.

Acceptance Criteria:

Turbine Plant chemistry is within specifications.

()

.0
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FENOCI----- - EXTENDED POWER TPRATE

Table 13-14
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Containment Penetration Cooling System Test

Test ObjectivesTo verify adequate cooling of appropriate penetrations by the containment penetration
TestObj __ives cooling system.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power level.

Test Method:

1. At approximately 90% power, baseline temperatures will be collected at the feedwater penetrations.

2. At full power (98 to 100%) tempeates will again be collected at the penetrations.

3. Collected data will be compared against specified limits.

Acceptance Criteria:

Measured parameters meet design specifications.

Table 13-15
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Automatic Steam Generator Water Level Control Test

1. To verify that steam generator water level is maintained at set point.
Test Objectives: -

2. To verify that steam flow is normalized to feedwater flow.

The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power level with EPU best estimate bestPrecalibrations installed M the steam flow transmitters.

Test Method:

1. At full power (98 to 1000/,), steam generator level, feedwater flow, and steam flow data will be collected.

2. Indications from steam flow instrumentation will be compared to indications from feedwater flow
instrumentation. - --

3. If needed, steam flow instrumentation will be adjusted (normalized) to feedwater flow instrumentation in
accordance with plant maintenance and surveillance procedures.

4. If needed, SGWLC controller gains will be fine-tuned to maintain steam generator water levels within
specification.

Acceptance Criteria:

1. The control system maintains steam generator water levels within design specifications.

2. Steam flow and feed flow indication signals are in accordance with specifications.

6517-13.doc-092304 
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FENOC
EXTENDED POWERUPRATE

Table 13-16
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Trbine Plant Component Cooling Test

Teat Objectives: . To verify the proper operational capability of the turbine plant cooling water (CCT /
TestObjectives: CCS) system.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power leveL

Test Method:

()

1. At approximately 90% power, baseline temperatures will be collected on associated turbine plant equipment

2. At full power (98 to lOOo) temperatues will again be collected. ---

3. Collected data will be compared against design / operating limits. .

Acceptance Criteria:

Measured parameters meet design specifications.

Table 13-17
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Cooling Tower Performance Test

Test Objectives: To verify that the cooling tower operates within design limits at EPU.

The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power leveL
Prerequisites:

r Ambient conditions are appropriate for testing.

Test Method:

1. At approximately 90% power, baseline process data (e.g., flow, temperature, pressure, etc.) will be collected.

2. Atfullipower(98to1OOo)datawillagainbecollected.

3. Collected data will be compared with specified limits.

Acceptance Criteria:

Measured parameters meet design specifications.

a7~
6517.13.doc-092304 
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FENOC
EXTENDED POWER UPRATE

Table 13-18
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Tide: Main Transformer Performance Test

Test Objectives: To verify proper cooling of the main transformer-

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power leveL

Test Method:

1. At approximately 90% power,'baseline temperature and electrical load data will be collected on the
transformer and bus duct.

2. At full power (98 to 100/) data vill again be collected.

3. Collected data will be compared against specified limits.

Acceptance Criteria:

Measured parameters meet design specifications.

Table 13-19
BVPS EPU Power Ascension'Test Abstract

Title: Plant Communications Test

Test bjectves: To verify that all communication systems in the plant fuinction properly to provideTestObjectives:* a ~ ai . Hi w, R
_______ adequate comimunication coverage and audibility.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at full power..
esMehd.

Test Method: -

At full power (98 to 100%) audibility of the Standby Alarm and Evacuation Alarm and plant page system will be
verified in the turbine building.

Acceptance Criteria:

The plant communication systems provide adequate coverage and audibility.

6517-13.doo 09204 13-12
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EXTENDED POWERUPRATE

Table 13-20
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: -|Plant Radiation Survey and Verification of Shielding Effectiveness

Test Objectives: To verify the effectiveness of the biological shielding.

Prerequisites:| The plant is in Mode I at full power.

Test Method:

1. At full power (98 to 100%), gamma and neutron radiation surveys will be performed.

2. Measured dose rates will be compared to existing radiological postings.

Acceptance Criteria:

Radiation levels are within the limits for the zone designation and radiological postings.

Table 13-21
BVPS EPU Power Ascension Test Abstract

Title: Containment Air Recirculation System Test

Test ObjectivesTo verify the capability of the containment air recirculation system to maintain
containment temperatures within limits.

Prerequisites: The plant is in Mode 1 at the specified power leveL

Test Method:

1. At approximately 90% power, baseline temperature data will be collected.

2. Atfulllpower(98tolOO1/.)datawilagainbecollectd.

3. Collected data will be compared against specified limits.

Acceptance Criteria:

Measured parameters meet design specifications.

(,

T0
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FENOC FXITFNDFD POWER ITPRATF

Table 13-22
BVPS EPU Modification Tests

Test
Test Tide Abstract

1 Cooling Tower Fill Replacement Testing (for Unit 2 only) 13-17*

2 Main Electrical Transformer Cooler Replacement Testing (for Unit 2 only) ._13-18

3 High Pressure Turbine Rotor Replacement Testing 13-23

4 Charging Pump Rotating Assembly Replacement Testing 13-24

5 Charging Pump Re-throttling Testing - 13-25

6 Fifth Point Heater Drain Control Valves Trim Replacement Testing(for Unit 1 only) . 13-26

7 Feedwater Control Valves Trim Chamge Testing 13-27

8 Fourth Point Feedwater Heater Drain Level Control Valve Replacement Testing 13-28
(for Unit 2 only) l

* 9 Secondary Component Cooling Water Orifice Plates Removal Testing (for Unit 2 only) 13-29

10 Instrument & Control Setpoint and Re-scaling Change Testing . 13-30

Modification testing requirements are satisfied by power ascension testingrequirements

Table 13-23
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Title:' High Pressure Turbine Rotor Replacement Testing

Test Objectives: To determine turbine performance at full power using the guidelines of ASME PTC-6.

1. Engineering modification package has been implemented.
Prerequisites:

2. The plant is m Mode 1 at fill power.

Test Method: -

1. Generator output will be measured using a precise load meter. Additional flow, pressure and temperature
measurements are taken to provide information on those steam cycle conditions where a deviation could have a
significant effect on the final corrected load results.

2. Correction curves are used to adjust the measured electrical load where parameters deviate from design or
reference values.

Acceptance Criteria:

Corrected electrical output meets design specification.

6517-13.doc-092304 13-14



FENOC EXTENDED POWER UPRATE

Table 13-24
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Title: Charging Pump Rotating Assembly Replacement Testing
Test Objectives: To verify the proper operation of the charging pumps after replacement of ch ng
es__i _a- _ pump rotating assembly.

Prerequisites: Engineering modification package has been implemented.

Test Method:

()

The Inservice Testing Program will obtain operating parameters to evaluate the performance of the charging pumps
during mini-flow conditions.

Acceptance Criteria:

The centrifugal charging pump's developed head at the flow test point is greater than or equal to the required
developed head as specified in the Inservice Testing Program and the ECCS Flow Analysis.

Table 13-25
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Tide: Charging Pump Re-throttling Testing

Test Objectives: To verify proper fow balance through the system after Charging Pump rotating element
____ ____ ___ replacement.

1. Engineering modification package has been implemented.
Prerequisites:

2. Charging Pump rotating elements have been replaced.

Test Method:

The High Head Safety Injection (1HSI) /Charging pumps will be operated with suction from the RWST. The
branch line throttle valves will be adjusted and the HHSI flow capability through each HHSI flow path will be
demonstrated.

Acceptance Criteria:

The high head safety injection flow and pressure data are in accordance with design specifications.

vns

'01 i
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FENOC EXTENDED POWERUPRATE

- Table 13-26
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Title: Fifth Point Heater Drain Control Valves Trim Replacement Testing (for Unit 1 only)

Test Objectives: To verify proper control valve operation at EPU full power.

1. Engineering modification package has been implemented.
Prerequisites:

2. The plant is inMode 1 at specified power levels.

Test Method:

At various Mode 1 power levels and at full power (98 to 100%/), record valve parameters (e.g., position, stability)
and feedwater heater levels. - I , ::

Acceptance Criteria: . I
Fiflh point heater drain control valves meet performance specifications.

Table 13-27
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Title: Feedwater Control Valves Trim Change Testing

Test Objectives: To verify proper control valve operation at EPU full power.

1. Engineering modificaion package has been implemented.
Prerequisites:

2. The plant is in Mode 1 at full power.

Test Method:

At full power (98 to 100%/o) record valve parameters (e.g., position, stability).'

Acceptance Criteria:

Feedwater Control Valves meet performance specifications.

61.13.dc024 .3-1
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EXTENDED POWERUPRATE

Table 13-28
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Tite: Fourth Point Feedwater Heater Drain Level Control Valve Replacement Testing (for
Title:Unit 2 only)

Test Objectives: To verify proper control valve operation at EPU ful power.

1. Engineering modification package has been implemented.
Prerequisites:

2. The plant is in Mode I at specified power levels.

Test Method:

0

At various Mode 1 power levels and at full power (98 to 100%), record valve parameters (e.g., position, stability)
and feedwater heater leveL - -

Acceptance Criteria:

Fourth point heater drain control valves meet performance specifications.

Table 13-29
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Tidle: Secondary Component Cooling Water Orifice Plates Removal Testing
Title: (Unit 2 only) .

Test Objectivs: To verify the proper operational capability of the secondary plant cooling water (CCW)TestObjectives: system.

Pr ie1. Engineering modification package has been implemented.
Prerequisites: 2.T e ti n od f .

2T The plhnt is i: Mode ' at full power.

Test Method:'

01

1. At approximately 90% power, baseline temperatures will be collected on associated turbine plant equipment.

2. At full power (98 to 100%) tempaures will again be collected.

3. Collected data will be compared against specified limits.

Acceptance Criteria:

Measured parameters meet design specifications.

r""I.
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Table 13-30
BVPS EPU Modification Test Abstract

Title: Instrument & Control Setpoint and Re-scaling Change Testing

Test Objectives: To verfy that instruments are normalized at EPU power level.

1. Engineering modification package has been implemented.
Prerequisites:

2. The plant is in Mode I at fuill power.

Test Method:

At full power (98 to 100%), data is collected and agreement among instruments requiring normalization is verified.

Acceptance Criteria:

Re-scaled instrument loops agree within engineering limits at full power.

6517-13.doc-092304 
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Information In Response to the NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

The Purpose Section of the NRC'S Review Standard for Extended Power Uprate (EPU)
submittals states:

wTo further improve the efficiency of the staffs review of EPU applications,
licensees are encouraged to provide, with their EPU applications, markups of the
matrices in Section 2.1 and template safety evaluation inserts in Section 3 of this
review standard to identify any differences between the information in the review
standard and the design bases of the plants."

The Section 2.1 matrices of the NRC's Review Standard follow with information added to aid in
the review process. The matrices have been'combined into one document and all notes and
acronym lists were consolidated for easier referencing. All Boiling Water Reactor (BWR)
specific line entries have been removed since they are not applicable to Beaver Valley Power
Station (BVPS) Unit Nos. I and 2. The Template Safety Evaluation column for BWR has also
been removed. The "Acceptance Review' column has been replaced with a column entitled
OBVPS Licensing Report Section,' which lists the specific section or sections of Enclosure 2
(Licensing Report) that addresses each individual 'Area of Review' topic.
Pressurizer Water Reactor (PWR) related "Areas of Review" that are not applicable to the BVPS
Extended Power Uprate are noted as NA' in the 'BVPS Licensing Report Section' column.
Applicability of the Standard Review Plan Sections and Regulatory Guides listed in Columns 5
(SRP Section Number) and 7 (Other Guidance) of the matrices, is indicated in summary tables
following the matrices. The applicability designations are as follows:

A The current licensing basis does not completely conform to the Regulatory Guide, but
instead specifies some aternatives.

C The current licensing basis conforms to the document
E The current licensing basis does not completely conform to 'the SRP section, but

instead takes some exceptions.
N The document is not part of the current licensing basis.
R The document is referenced in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) or

docketed correspondence with the NRC.

Various other NRC documents are referenced in the "Focus of SRP Usage and "Other
Guidance' columns of the matrices. Unless specifically indicated in Enclosure I or 2, existing
compliance commitments to these documents are not altered by the planned implementation of
the EPU.
Appendix 1A of the BVPS Unit I UFSAR addresses conformance with the General Design
Criteria (GDC). Note that the Standard Review Plan Section references in the UFSAR and
other docketed correspondence with the NRC do not typically indicate the revision number'and
date of the Standard Review Plan Section.
Section 3.1 of the BVPS Unit 2 UFSAR addresses conformance with the GDC. Statements of
Standard Review Plan exceptions are contained in Section 1.9 of the Unit 2 UFSAR.
Statements of Regulatory Guide altemative commitments are contained in Section 1.8 of the
Unit 2 UFSAR.
It is intended that the information provided In this enclosure will help to improve the efficiency of
the NRC staffs review of this Extended Power Uprate Ucense Amendment Request.
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; Information In Response to the NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

Protective Coating Systems
(Paints) - Orgarnc Materials

PIUw,;f<

All EPUs

PWunon.3

EMCB 6.1.2 10 CFR Par 50,'
Draft Rev. 3 App. B

- Aril 1998 RG 1.54

2um..

2.1.7

,.: . f~LII 4, E

10.14

Effect of EPU on All EPUs EMCB
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion

Steam Generator Tube PWR EPUs EMCB
Inservice Inspection

Steam Generator Blowdown PWR EPUs EMCB
System

Note 1.4* 2.1.8 10.4

4.

5.4.2.2
Draft Rev. 2
April 1998

10 CF Plant TSs
RG 1.121
GL 95-03
BL 88-02
GL 95-05
Note 1.5^

2.1.9 U1.4.7.1.B
U2-4.7.2.6
U2-4.7.2.7

4-

10.4.8
Draft Rev. 3
April 1998

GDC-14 2.1.10 3.1
9.13

2.1.11 9.2
9.24

Chenical and Volume
Control System (Including
Boron Recovery System)

PWR EPUs EMCB SPLB -9.3.4
SRXB Draft Rev. 3

April 1998

GDC-14
GDC-29

NRCRO R Wi~w Mtix . .. .. . .

Pipe Rupture Locations and All EPUs EMEB 3.62 GDC-4 22.1
Assoctated Dynamic Effects Draft Rev. 2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _A pr fl1996 _ ____

.

8.4

-

Noto - BWR-speclfic Items have been removed. -
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Information In Response ( e NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

.)

, XL

Irnmery

EMEBPressure-Retaining
Components and
Component Supports

4.0
8.3

All EPUs

y>Numbirj

3.9.1
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

GDC-1
GDC-2

GDC-14
GDC-15

2 t.2WR.
2.2.2

l

3.9.2
Draft Rev. 3
April 1998

GDC-1:
GDC-2.
GDC-4

GDC-14
GDC-15

IN 95-016
IN 02-028

3.9.3 10 CFR 50.55a IN 98-049
DraftRev.2 GDC-1- GL 9-06
April 1998 GDC-2

GDC-4
-: GDC-14

GDC-15

5.2.1.1
Dmft Rev. 3
April 99

IO CFR5O0.55a
GDC-1

RG1.84
RG 1.147

DG 1.1089
DG 1.1090
DG 1091

Note - BWR-speclflc Items have been removed. 5L 5 of 35 I '



Information In Response to the NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

7.1,.~ 1 -
P1msr11-

,J R!' - Mwi
' , r anch:

1.,

Sectiotm.r4 .
vwl I ' _Appucawe to fwuaat g -",mwon S.i1. . .

I
Reactor Pressure Vessel
Internals and Core Supports

All EPUs EMEB 3.9.1
Draft Rev. 3
April 1996

GDC-1
GDC-2

2.2.3 4.2

3.9.2 GDC-1 IN 95-016
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-2 IN 02-026
April 1996 GDC-4

3.9.3 10 CFR 50.55a IN 96-049
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-1 GL 98-06
April 1996 GDC-2

GDC-4

. -3.9.5 -

Draft Rev. 3
April 199

10 CFR 50.55a
GDC-1
GDC-2
GDC-4

GDC-10

IN 02-028
Note 2.1*

_1 1 -4 4 +

Safety-Related Valves and
Pumps

All EPUs EMEB 3.9.3
Drft Rev. 2
April 1998

GDC-1
10 CFR

50.55a(fl

IN 96-049
GL 96-06

2.2.4 9.0
10.1
10.2
10.4
10.5

-4 4

3.9.B
Draft Rev. 3
Apri I8

GDC-1
GDC-37
GDC-40
GDCG43
GDC48
GDC-54
10 CFR

50.55a(fl

GL 89-10
GL 95-07
GL 905
IN 97-0

IN 96-048a1
IN 96-48
IN 98-003

RIS 00-003
RIS 01-015
R¢ 1.147
RG 1.175
DG 1089
DG 1091

Not .BWR-specific items have been removed.
.U



C*) Information In Response NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

1

Seismic and Dynamic
Qualificatlon of Mechanical
and Electrical Equipment

All EPUs

Branch

EMEB EEIB 3.10
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

GDC-1
GDC-2
GDC-4
GDC-14
GDC-30

10 CFR Part
100.

App. A
10 CFR Part -50,

App. B
USI A48

2.2.5 10.11

NRC Review M : :r::x . : . -: :::::. : .- .. .....E n I .... . .. .... Q u l .. i o. n. .E. ....

Environmental Qualification All EPUs EEIB
of Electrical Equipment .

Offsite Power System All EPUs EEIB

.

3.11 10 CFR 50.49
Draft Rev. 3
April 1998

8.1 GDC-17
Draft Rev. 3
April 1998

8.2 GDC-17
Draft Rev. 4
April 199

8.2, App. A GDC-17
Draft Rev. 4
April 19

2.3.1 10.10

BTP
PSB-1
Draft

Rev. 3
April 1996

BTP
ICSB-11

Draft
Rev. 3

April 199

2.3.2 9.17.4
9.20
9.21

Note - BWR-speciflc Items have been removed. .7of 35



.- Information In Response to the NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

I

AC n.<.5al5or Sysltewm

AC Onsite Power System
i:� "11uau Branch,

EEIB

r4U .U.

�� I
, i ,

z :i, FGocu of e1

GDC-17All EPUs 8.1
Draft Rev. 3
Apnl 1998

2.3.3

OcuaO

9.17
9.18
9.19

DC Onsite Power System All EPUs EEIB

8.3.1. GDC-17
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

8.1 GDC-17
Draft Rev. 3 10 CFR 50.83
April 1998

8.3.2 GDC-17
Draft Rev. 3 10 CFR 50.63
April 1998

2.3.4 9.19

Station Blackout All EPUs EEIB SPLB 8.1
SRXB Draft Rev. 3

April 1998

10 CFR 50.83 Note 3. 2.3.5 10.7

.. .... .. . .. .. ...NRCR vl 4 :-.:-:-. --... . .. .. ::;: .:. . . . .. . ,- :" -.: . :- . .-:: . - ...
.:- -- - - . ... - . ,,...... ... - .. . . -.... ..

Reactor Trip System All EPUs EEIB

Engineered Safety Features All EPUs EEIB
Systems

. .

7.2
Rev. 4

June 1997

7.3
Rev. 4

June 1997

10 CFR
50.55(a)(1)

10 CFR
50.55a(h)

GDC-1
GDC4

GDC-13
GDC-19
GDC-20
GDC-21
GDC-22
GDC-23
GDC-24

2.4.1 5.10
9.25

2.4.1 5.10
9.25

N? Ma.R-specific items have been removed. 8Q10- 0



0 infoimatton In Response te NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

O

"Atehbpf Re1e16

AJI EPUs 'Safety Shutdonn Systems
I

EEIB 7.4
Rev. 4

June 1997

IO CFR
50.55(a)(1)

IO CFR
50.55a(h)

GDC-1
GDC-4

GDC-13
GDC-19
GDC-24

2.4.1 9.25

Control Systems All EPUs EEIB

Diverse I&C Systems All EPUs EEIB

General guidance for use of All EPUs EEIB
other SRP Sections related
to I&C

N R O R e vi e M as ix 6 -::: : :: -.'"--' .'-.-.'.. . . . . , ., .,,tif .: S. ,,'.:; .''_. :''.: .:.:..'

Flood Piotection EPUs that result In SPLB
significant Increases In fluid
volumes of tanks and
vessels:

Equipment and Floor EPUs that result In Increases SPLB
Drainage System . In fluld volumes or In -

Installation of larger capacity
pumps or piping systems -

7.7
Rev. 4

June 1997

7.8
Rev. 4

June 1997

IO CFR
50.55(a)(1)

IO CFR
50.55a(h)
GDC-1
GDC-13
GDC-19
GDC-24

7.0
Rev. 4

June 1997

2.4.1 3.2
9.25
9.28

2.4.1 5.8
9.25

_ NA

2.5.1.1.1 10.12

2.5.1.1.2 9.8
9.24

: i .." i - � �;:,:: ..:: - .. I :.. :. . ... . .... : , - ; .,;: .:" ..

3.4.1
Rev. 2

July 1981

GDC-2

9.3.3 GDC-2
- Rev. 2 GDC-4
July 1981

Note - BWR-specific items have been removed. 9 of 35



- . - - Information In Response to the NRC's Review Standard
for Extended Power Uprates - RSO001, Revision 0

i
arpiast~
uiafmtvi4

Areass Ol Rqvlow%
-

1 �, A�pllqa mUanc wmmi -9

Circulating Water System EPUs that result In increases
In fluid volumes associated
with the circulating water
system or In Installation of
larger capacity pumps or
piping systems

SPLB 10.4.5
-Rev. 2

July 1981

GDC-4

1 .4 l

Internally Generated
Missiles (Outside
Containment)

EPUs that result In
substantially higher system
pressures or changes In
existing system configuration

SPLB EMCB
EMEB

3.5.1.1
Rev. 2,

July 1981

GDC-4

Internally Generated
Missiles (Inside
Containment)

EPUs that result In
substantially higher system
pressures or changes In
existing system configuration

SPLB EMCB
EMEB

3.5.1.2
Rev. 2

July 1981

GDC-4

Turbine Generator All EPUs except where the SPLB
application demonstrates
that previous analysis is
bounding

Protection Against EPUs that affect SPLB
Postulated Piping Failures in envronmental conditions,
Fluid Systems Outside habitability of the control
Containment room, or access to areas

important to safe control of
postaccident operations

Fire Protection Program All EPUs except where the SPLB
application demonstrates
that previous anaiysis Is
bounding

EMCB
EMEB

i-i_

10.2 GDC-4
Rev. 2

July 1981

3.8.1 GDC-4
Rev. I

July 1981

9.5.1 10 CFR 50.48
Rev. 3 10 CFR Part 50,

July 1981 App. R
GDC-3
GDC-5

2.5.1.1.3 9.16

2.5.1.2.1 10.13

2.5.1.2.1 10.13

2.5.1.2.2 8.1
9.11

2.5.1.3 8.5

2.5.1.4 5.12
9.24

2.5.2 3.2.2
9.1

Note 5.1'

Pressurizer RelIef Tank PWR EPUs that affect
pressurizer discharge to the
PRT

SPLB EMEB 5.4.11
Rev. 2

July 1981

GDC-2
GDC-4

I I

N WR-specific Items have been removed. 15
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0
.,.... .

Fission Product Control All EPUs except where the SPiLB EMCB 8.5.3 GDC-41 _2531 51.
Systems and Structures appication demfonstrates Re.29.7

that previous analysis is Jl 81_9.22
. _ . _, _ _. _, _ . _ _ _ _.. b o u n d in g1-.

Maln Condenser Evacuation EPt~s for wtich the main SPLB _10O.4.2 GDC-60 ~ 2532N
System condenser evacuationRe.2GC8

system Is modifed __Juy___1

Turbine Gland Sealingl EPUs forwtilch the turbine SPiLB _10.4.3 GDC-60 2.5.3.3 8.1
System giland sealing system Is _-Rev. 2 GDC-64 . . 9.24

modied July 1981

. . ._ .

Spent Fuel Pool Cooling All EPUs except where the SPLB
and Cleanup System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
bounding

Station Service WVter All EPUs except where the SPLB
System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
bounding

Reactor Auxillary Cooling All EPUs except where the SPLB
Water Systems application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
bounding

Ulfimate Heat Sink All EPUs except where the SPLB
application demonstrates
that previous analysis Is
bounding '

EMCB 9.1.3
Rev. I

July 1981

GDC-5
GDC-44
GDC-61

Note 5.2^. 2.5.4.1 9.9

9.2.1 GDC-4 GL 89-13 2.5.4.2 9.15
Rev. 4 GDC-5 and

June 1985 -GDC-44 Suppi. 1

GL 96-0
and

._ _ _ Suppl. I

9.2.2
Rev. 3

June 1986

GDC-4
GDC-5

GDC-44

I .

GL 89-13
and

Suppi.' I

GL 96-06
and

Supol. I

2.5.4.3 9.6

9.2.5 GDC-5
Rev. 2 GDC-44

July 1981

2.5.4.4 9.15

N-el I he r v1 1 o ,. .5- . ..
Note - B3WR-speclflc Items have been removeai. ' : 1 i of 35
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~~fl . .~ . . .

. the,,, alt demonstrate Rev. 2GD-5

Awoliary Feadwater System PWR EPUs except where SPLB 10.4.9 GDC-4 2.5.1 9.23
the application demonstrates Rev. 2 GDC-5
that previous analysis is July 1981 GDC-19
bounding G -3

Main Steam Supply System All EPUs except where the SPLB 10.3 GDC-4 2.5.5 0.10
application demonstrates Rev. 3 G
that previous analysis is ApJiy 1984 G
bounding

Main Condenser All EPUs except where the SPLB 10.4.1 GDC-4 20.5.3 3.12
application demonstrates Rev. 2
that previous analysis is July 1981
bounding

Turbine Bypass System All EPUs except where the SPLB 10.4.4 GDC-4 i.5.3 3.12
application demonstrates Rev. 2 GDC-5
that previous analysis is July 198l 9.10.4
bounding

Condensate and Feedwater All EPUs except where the SPLB 1047GC42.5.5.4 9.'12
System application demonstratesRe.3GC5

that previous analysis IsApi194 GC4
bounding

Gaseous Waste EPUs that Impact the level of SPLB IEP 11.3 10 CFR 20.1302 i.8.1 9.8
Management Systems fission products In the Draft GDC-3 9.24

reactor coolant system, or Rev. 3 GDC-o
the amount of gaseous April 199 GDC-81
waste 10 CFR Part 50

App. I

Uquld Waste Management EPUs that impact the level of SPLB IEPB 11.2 10 CFR 20.13022.5.2 9.8
Systems fission products in the DraR GDC-6

reactor coolant system, or Rev. 3 GDC81
the amount of liquid waste April 199 10 CFR Part 50,

N BWR-specific items have been removed.Q
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cc)
. . .. . . .... .... .... *

< ,vA,,, f. -o, - ,,i'y'4j4-S,

Solid Waste Management
Systems

I

ri ppilCitO "' t

EPUs that Impact the level of
fission products In the
reactor coolant system, or
the amount of solid waste

SPLB IEPI 11.4
Draft

Rev. 3
April 1"

, sg|< i

- 10 CFR 20.1302
GDC-60
GDC-e3

3 GDC-84
10 CFR Part 71

:PWR S'

2.5.6.3 9.8
9.24

Emergency Diesel Engine EPUs that result In higher SPLB
Fuel Oil Storage and ' EDG electical demands
Transfer System

- 9.5.4 - GDC-4 -
Rev. 2 GDC-5

July 1981 GDC-17

Ught Load Handing System
(Related to Refueling)

EPUs except where the
application demonstrates
that previous analysis is
bounding-....

SPLB SPSB 9.1.4
Rev. 2

July 1981

GDC-81
GDC-62

I _________ I I

NRCReview Maitrlx- 6- ; -
. .. .

PWR Dry Containments, EPUs for PWR plants with SPSB
Incduding Subatmospheric dry containments (Including
Containments subatmospheric

containments) except where
the application demonstrates
that previous analysis Is
bounding

Ice Condenser EPUs for PWR plants with SPSB
Containments ice condenser containments

except where the application
demonstrates that previous
analysis Is bounding

... . . . .

6.2.1 GDC-13
Rev. 2 GDC-16

July 1981 GDC-38
GDC-50

v.2.1.IA GDC-84
Rev. 2

July 1981

6.2.1 GDC-13
Rev. 2 GDC-16

July 1981 GDC-38
GDC-50

6.2.1.1.6 GDC-84
Rev. 2

July 1981

2.5.7.1 9.18.5

2.5.7.2 9.27

2.6.1 7.0
LAR

317/190

2.6.1 NA

Note - BWR-specific Items have been removed. 13of 35
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Mm -t'A: !5 1 l

apliato 4'- n~e -~'' Rev 2 - --', GD-5 _ _' LARore

4% '.4j
4 4~4 4- 4 4, 4 - '4. '" 4 4

boundinng-

_ Re.

cstfOM"4 ~ '" colw7 l.tW~8R eto'Fcso RP Obs~.~ ~. Sectiont

Subcompautnent Analysis All EPUs except where the SPSB .2.1 GDC-5 2.6.2 7.0
application demonstrates -Rev. 2 GDC-50 LAR
that previous snalysis Is Jl 9 317/190
bounding _ _ _

Mass and Energy Release ANl EPUs except where the SPSB 621GC5 ... .
Analysis for Postuated applIcation demonstrates Rev. 2 10 CFR Part 50,
Loss-of-Coolant that previous analysis Is July 1981 App. K

bounding
boundrs -6.2.1.3

Rev. I
Juiy 1981

Mass and Energy Release PWR EPUs except where SPSB 6.2.1 GDC-02.8.3.2 5.6
Analysis for Postuated the application demonstrates Rev. 2
Secondary System Pipe that previous analysis Is July 1981
Ruptures bounding

---6.2.1A4
. . Rev. I

_ July 1981

Combustible Gas Control In EPUs that Impact hydrogen SPSB 6.2.5 10 CFR 50.44 2.6.4 7.0
Containment release assumptions Rev. 2 10 CFR 50.46 LAR

July 1981 GDC-5 317/190
GDC-41
GDC-42-
GDC-43

Containment Heat Removal Al EPUs except where the SPSB 6.2.2 GDC-38 DG-1107 2.6.5 7.0
application demonstrates Rev. 4 LAR
that previous analysis is Oct. 1985 3171190
bounding 9.5

NKJWR-specific items have been removed.
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. o . .::- . . a -- . - , .. : : .:: ..... . . X, - - '" - , - , - , , ., , - -'-' - - - -'-'... . . - - - . - . . ....... - - :: 7: . .: .:. C .1..: !, .. . 1, - . I . . . ... . . .... !:.,. ., , .: ... - . . . ........ ..... . .. ... .... ........

Control Room Habitability All EPUs except where the SPSB
System application demonstrates

. that previous analysis Is
bounding

ESF Atmosphere Cleanup All EPUs except where the SPSB
System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
bounding _

Control Room Area 'All EPUs except where the SPSB
Ventilation System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
bounding

Spent Fuel Pool Area All EPUs except where the SPSB
Ventilation System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
,__ bounding

Auxillary and Radwaste All EPUs except where the SPSB
Area Ventilation System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is'
bounding

Turbine Area Ventilation All EPUs except where the SPSB
System application demonstrates

that previous analysis Is
bounding

.. . ..

6.4 GDC-4
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-19
April 1996

6.5.1 GDC-19
Rev. 2 GDC-41

July 1981 GDC-81
GDC-64

9.4.1 GDC-4'
Rev. 2 GDC-19

July 1981 GDC-80

9.4.2 GGDC60
Rev. 2 GDC-81

July 1981

9.4.3 GDC-60
Rev. 2

July 1981

9.4.4 GDC-80
Rev. 2

July 1981

Note 7.1*
Note 7.2 }

2.8.8 5.2.1
LAR

318/191

2.7.1 5.11.9
9.7

9.22.2

2.7.2 5.11.9
9.7

2.7.3 5.11.9
9.7.1
9.22.2

2.7.4 9.22.3

2.7.5 9.22.3

2.7.5 9.22.3

Note - BWR-speclflc Items have been removed. I15of35
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NRC Review MatIx 8 '. *. - .: :..

Fuel System Design AU EPUs SRXB

Nuclear Design All EPUs SRXB

Thermal and HydraLdIc All EPUs SRXB
Design

4.2 10 CFR 50.48 Note 8.1^ .8.1 4.3
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-10 Note 82. 6.0
April 1998 GDC-27

GDC-35 -

4.3 GDC-10 RG 1.190 2.8.2 6.2
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-11 GSI 170
April 1998 GDC-12 IN 97-085

GDC-13
GDC-20
GDC-25
GDC-26
GDC-27
GDC-28

4.4
Draft Rev. 2
-April199

GDC-10
GDC-12

Note 8.3* 2.8.3 8.1.

FLictlonal Design of Control
Rod Drive System

All EPUs SRXB SPLB 4.6
Draft Rev. 2
April 1998

GDC-4
GDC-23
GDC-25
GDC-23
GDC-27
GDC-28
GDC-29
10 CFR

50.82(c)(3)

2.8.4.1 3.2.1
4.4

9.22.3

NotIBWR speclfic Items have been removed.
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y A = ;4t A f E . . . . . , 9 .: , I 5, W

Overpressure Protection
during Power Operation

All EPUs SRXB 5.2.2
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

GDC-15
GDC-31

Note 8.4

I

Humver

2.8.4.2 3.2
5.3.6
9.1

Overpressure Protection PWR EPUs SRXB
during Low Temperature
Operation '_ _ _ __'

Residual Heat Removal All EPUs SRXB
System

Emergency Core Cooling All EPUs SRXB
System

Decrease In Feedwater All EPUs SRXB
Temperature, Increase In
Feedwater Flow, Increase In
Steam Flow, and
Inadvertent Opening of a
Steam Generator Relief or
Safety Valve ':.,

Steam System Piping PWR EPUs SRXB
FaIlures Inside and Outside
of ContaInment

5.2.2 GDC-15
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-31
Aprili 1 _

2.8.4.3 - 3.2.3
4.7.2
4.10

5.4.7
Draft Rev. 4
April 1996

GDC-4
GDC-5
GDC-19
GDC-34

Note 8.5- 2.8.4.4 9.3

; 6.3 GDC-4 Note 8.6* 2.8.5.6.3 9.4
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-27
April199 GDC-35'-'

10 CFR 50.48
10 CFR Part 50,

App.IK

15.1.1-4 GDC-10 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.1.1 5.3.9
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-15 5.3.10
April 196 GDC-20'

GDC-26

15.1.5 GDC-27 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.1.2 5.3.12
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-28 5.3.19
April 199 GDC-31

GDC-35

Note - BWR-speclflc Items have been removed. 17 of 35
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I 1y,
I

'84.1
"e, Rovi

,.BriI D, . '"D .A , ,

Loss of Exteral Load;
Turbine Trip, Loss ofa
Condenser Vacuum;
Closure of Main Steam
Isolation Valve (BWR); and
Steai Pressure Regulator
Failure (Closed)

All EPUs SRXB

; Number9.g9

15.2.1-5
Draft Rev. 2
April 1998

lung. �

GDC-10
GDC-15
GDC-26

0

Note 8.7P

i ,SPWR er

2.8.5.2.1 5.3.6

Loss of Nonemergency AC All EPUs SRXB
Power to the Station
Awdliaries

1 .4 1 .4

*15.2.6
Draft Rev. 2

- April 198

GDC-10
GDC-15
GDC-26

Note 8.7' 2.8.5.2.2 5.3.8

-t 4 I I

Loss of Normal Feedwater
Flow

All EPUs SRXB EEIB 15.2.7
Draft Rev. 2
April 1998

GDC-10
GDC-15
GDC-28

Note 8.7' 2.8.5.2.3 5.3.7

I I I I 4 4

Feedwater System Pipe
Breaks Inside and Outside
Containment

PWR EPUs SRXB EEIB 15.2.8
Draft Rev. 2
April 1998

GDC-27
GDC-28
GDC-31
GDC-35

Note 7r 2.8.5.2.4 5.3.17

Loss of Forced Reactor All EPUs SRXB
Coolant Flow Induding Tnp
of Pump Motor and Flow
Controller Malfunctions

Reactor Coolant Pump All EPUs SRXB
Rotor Seizure and Reactor
Coolant Pump Shaft Break

Uncontrolled Control Rod All EPUs SRXB
Assembly Wthdrawal from a
Subcritical or Low Power
Staitup Condition

Uncontrolled Control Rod All EPUs SRXB
Assembly WVthdrawal at
Power

15.3.1-2 GDC-10 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.3.1 5.3.13
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-15 5.3.14
-April 1998 GDC-26

15.3.3-4 GDC-27 Note 8.7* 2.8.5.3.2 5.3.15
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-28
April 1998 GDC-31

- 15.4.1 GDC-10 Note 8.7* 2.8.5.4.1 5.32
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-20
April 1998 GDC-25

15.4.2 GDC-10 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.4.2 5.3.3
Draft Rev. 3 GDC-20
April 198N GDC-25

N p\BWR-speclfic items have been removed.
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0:-

M
Control Rod Misoperation
(System Malfunction or
Operator Error)

PWR EPUs SRXB 15.4.3
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

GDC-10
GDC-20
GDC-25

Note 8.7' 2.8.5.4.3 5.3.4

Startup of an Inactive Loop Ail EPUs SRXB
or Recirculation Loop at an
Incorrect Temperature, and
Flow Controller Malfunction
Causing an Increase in
BWR Core Flow Rate

Chemical and Volume PWR EPUs SRXB
Control System Malfunction
that Results In a Decrease
In Boron Concentration In
the Reactor Coolant

Spectrum of Rod Ejection PAR EPUs SRXB
Accidents

Inadvertent Operation of Ail EPUs SRXB
ECCS and Chemical and .
Volume Control System
Mafunction that Increases
Reactor Coolant Inventory ,

Inadvertent Opening of a All EPUs SRXB
PWR Pressurizer Pressure
Relief Valve or a BWR
Pressure Rellef Valve

Steam Generator Tube PWR EPUs SRXB
Rupture,

15.4.4-5 GDC-10 Note 8.7* 2.8.5.4.4 5.3.1
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-15
April 199 GDC-20

GDC-26
GDC-28

15.4.B GDC-10 Note 8.7* 2.8.5.4.5 5.3.5
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-15
April 1996 GDC-28

15.4.8 GDC-28 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.4.8 5.3.18
Draft Rev. 3
April 199 ___

15.5.1-2 GDC-10 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.5 5.3.18
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-15 Note 8.8*
April 199 GDC-2B

15.8.1 GDC-10 Note 8.7' 2.8.5.6.1 5.3.11
Draft Rev. 2 GDC-15,
Apnrl199 GDC-28

15.B.3 Note 7' Note 8.7' 2.8.5.8.2 5.4
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

Note - BWR-specific Items have been removed. i 19 of 35
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JMbdl Iag
Loss-of Coolant Accidents
Resulting from Spectrum of
Postulated Piping Breaks
vuthin the Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary,

All EPUs 15.6.5
Draft Rev. 3
April 19

GDC-35
10 CFR 50.48

,iildance6

Note 8.7-
Note 8.9*

2.8.5.6.3 5.2.1
5.2.2

4.

Anticipated Transient
Without Scram

All EPUs Note 8.7*
Note 8.10*

2.8.5.7 5.8

New Fuel Storage EPU applications that
request approval for new
fuel design.

9.1.1
Draft Rev. 3
April 199

GDC-62

I.

Spent Fuel Storage EPU applications that
request approval for new
fuel design.

9.1.2 GDC-4
- Draft Rev. 4 GDC-82

April 199

28.8.1 6.2.3.8

2.8.8.2 6.2.3.6
9.9

Amend.
247/1286�I.

NRC Review Matrh. 9.

Source Terms for Input Into
Radwaste Management
Systems Analyses

All EPUs SPSB 11.1 10 CFR Part 20 2.9.1
* Draft Rev. 3 10 CFR Part 50,a April 1996 App. IGD56

5.11.6

Radiological Consequence
Analyses Using Alternative
Source Terms

EPUs that utilize alternative
source term

SPSB EEIB
EMCB
EMEB
IEPB
SPLB
SRXB

15.0.1
Rev. 0

July 2000

10 CFR 50.67
GDC-19

10 CFR 50.49
10 CFR Part 51
10 CFR Part 50,

App. E
NUREG-0737

2.9.2 5.11

J I I

Nch)BW1R-speclfic Items have been removed.
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tadlofogicat Consequences EPUs that do not utilize SPSB EMEB 15.7.5 10 CFR Part 100 Notes, 9.5, 2.9.9 NA
Spent Fuel Cask Drop altenative source termn SPLB Draft Rev. 3 GDC-61 9.18,9.17.

iccldents Apiil 1998 9.8,9.18,
9.27*

{RCReview Marx 10. :.:: : :-: ::::

tadlatlon Sources All EPUs IEB_12.2 10 CFR Psrt 20I _2.01514

Dra3 Re. _

_ Apri1 1"B !, i

adlatlon ProtecUon Design All EPUs IEPB _ 12.374 10 CFR Part 20 Note 10.15 2.10.1 5.11.5
reFtures Draft Rev. 3 GDC-19 5.11.1

._s April IM 95.11.8

dperational Raiontion All EPUs 12.5 10 CFR Part 20 Note 10.2^ 2.10.1 5.11.5
'rotecton Program * Draft Rev. 3 Note 10.3^

... . . . . ' _April 1IN.S -

R R vl e M5x 11 ::: :

teactor Operator Training All EPUs IROB 13.2.1^ Specific review 2.11 10.15
Note 11.1 questions are,

Draft Rev. 2 provided In the
Dec. 2002 template safety

evaluations.

ralning for Non-Lcensed All EPUs IROB 13.2.2^ Specflc 2.11 10.15
'lant Staff Note 11.1 questlons are

Draft Rev. 2 provided In the
Dec. 2002 template safety

. _ evaluations.

)perating and Emergency All EPUs IROB SPLB 13.5.2.1^ Specific review 2.11 10.15
Vperating Procedures SPSB Note 11.1 questions are

SRXB Draft Rev. 1 provided In the
Dec. 2002 template safety

evaluations.

Note - BWR-specIfic items have been removed. 23 of 35
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'NRC Review Matlx 12:.''~""''

Power Ascension and All EPUs lEPB EEIB 14.2.1' Entire Section
Testing EMCB Note IZI

EMEB Draft Rev. 0
IROB Dec. 2002
SPLB
SPSB

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S R X B _ _ _ _ _ _

2.12 13.0

..... I .. .
NRC, Review Matrix 13 .... ." -- '. .. ... .. .

Risk Evaluation All EPUs SPSB Note 13.1' 2.13 10.16RG 1.174 j___
RIS 2001-02

Noy)EWR-specific Items have been removed. Q11



(1) Information In ResponseCle NRC's Review Standard C)
for Extended Power Uprates - RS-001, Revision 0

Notes:
1.1. In addition to the SRP, guidance on the neutron Irradlation-related threshold for Inspection for Irradlation-assisted stress-corrosion

cracking for BWRs Is In BWRVIP-28 and for PWRs In BAW-2248 for E>1 MeV and In WCAP-14577 for E>O.1 MeV. For Intergranular'
stress-corrosion cracking and stress-corroslon cracking In BWRs, review criteria and review guidance Is contained In BWRVIP reports and
associated staff safety evaluations. For thermal and neutron embrittlement of cast austenitic stainless steel, stress-corrosion cracking,
and void swelling, licensees will need to provide plant-specific degradation management programs or participate In Industry programs to
Investigate degradation effects and determine appropriate management programs.

1.2. For thermal aging of cast austenitic stainless steel, review guidance and criteria Is contained In the May 19, 2000, letter from C. Grimes to
D. Walters, Thermal Aging Embrittlement of Cast Austenitic Stainless Steel Components.'

1.3. For intergranular stress corrosion cracking In BWR piping, review criteria and review guidance Is contained In BWRViP reports, NUREG-
0313, Revision 2, GL 88-01, Supplement I to GL-88-01, and associated safety evaluations.

1.4. Criteria and review guidance needed to review EPU applications In the area of flow-accelerated corrosion Is contained In Electric Power
Research'Institute (EPRI) Report NSAC-202L-R2, "Recommendations for Effective an Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program," dated April
1999. This EPRI document is copyrighted. EPRI has provided copies of this document to EMCB for use by NRC staff. Copying of this
document, however, Is not allowed. -

1.5. Also see the plant-specific license amendments approving alternate repair criteria and redefining Inspection boundaries.

2.1. As indicated in IN 2002-26 and Supplement I to IN 2002-26, the steam dryers and other plant components recently failed at
Quad Cities Units I and 2 during operation under extended power uprate (EPU) conditions. The failures occurred as a result
of high-cycle fatigue caused by Increased flow-Induced vibrations at EPU conditions. The staffs review of the reactor
Internals as part of EPU requests will cover detailed analyses of flow-induced vibration and acoustically-Induced vibration
(where applicable) on reactor internal components such as steam dryers and separators, and the Jet pump sensing lines that
are affected by the Increased steam and feedwater flow for EPU conditions. In addition, the staff Is evaluating the need to'
address potential adverse effects on other plant components from the increased steam and feedwater flow under EPU
conditions. . ' -

3.1. The review of station blackout Includes the effects of the EPU on systems relied upon for core cooling In the station blackout coping
'analysis (e.g., condensate'storage tank Inventory, controls and power supplies for relief valves, residual heat removing system) to ensure
that the effects are accounted for In the analysis.

5.1. Supplemental guidance for review of fire protection is provided In Attachment 1 to this matrix.
5.2. Supplemental guidance for review of spent fuel pool cooling Is provided In Attachment 2 to this matrix.
7.1. Under SRP Section 6.4, Section 11, eAcceptance Criterla," the discussion for Item C related to GDC-19 should be supplemented with Sand

providing a suitably controlled environment for the control room operators and the equipment located therein."
7.2. Under SRP Section 6.4, Section 11, Item 2, "Ventilation System Critera," the discussion related to review of the control room area

ventilatlon system under SRP Section 9A.1 should be retained.
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8.1. When mixed cores (I.e., fuels of different designs) are used, the review covers the licensee's evaluation of the effects of mixed cores on
design-basis accident and transient analyses.

8.2. The current acceptance criteria for fuel damage for reactivity insertion accidents (RiAs) need revision per Research Information Letter No.
174, 'Interim Assessment of Criteria for Analyzing Reactivity Accidents at High Bumup." The Office of Nuciear Regulatory Research is
conducting confirmatory research on RIAs and the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation is discussing the issue of fuel damage criteria
with the nuclear power industry as part of the Industry's proposal to Increase future fuel bumup limits. In the interim, current methods for
assessing fuel damage in RlAs are considered acceptable based on the NRC staffs understanding of actual fuel performance, as shown
In three-dimensional kinetic calculations which Indicate acceptably low fuel cladding enthalpy.

8.3. The review also covers core design changes and any effects on radial and bundle power distribution, Including any changes in critical heat
flux ratio and critical power ratio. The review Will also confirm the adequacy of the flow-based average power range monitor flux trip and
safety limit minimum critical power ratio at the uprated conditions.

8.4. The review also covers the determination of allowable power levels withitInoperable main steam safety valves.
8.5. The review also covers the total time necessary to reach the shutdown cooling Initiation temperature.

8.. The review for BWRs will cover the justification for changes in calculated peak cladding temperature (PCT) for the design-basis case and
the upper-bound case and any Impact of the changes In PCTs on the use of the design methods for the power uprate.

8.7. The review.
* confirms that the licensee used NRC-approved codes and methods for the plant-specific application and the licensee's use of the

codes and methods complies with any limitations, restrictions, and conditions specified In the approving safety evaluation.
* confirms that all changes of reactor protection system trip delays are correctly addressed and accounted for In the analyses.

(for PWRs) confirms that steam generator plugging and asymmetry limits are accounted for In the analyses.

(for PWRs) covers the licensee's evaluation of the effects of Westinghouse Nuclear Service Advisory Letters (NSALs), NSAL 02-3 and
Revision 1, NSAL 02-4, and NSAL 02-5. These NSALs document problems with water level setpoint uncertainties In
Westinghouse-designed steam generators. The review Is conducted to ensure that the effects of the Identified problems have been
accounted for In steam generator water level setpolnts used in LOCA, non-LOCA, and ATWS analyses.

8.8. For the Inadvertent operation of emergency core cooling system and chemical and volume control system malfunctions that Increase
reactor coolant Inventory events: (a) non-safety-grade pressure-operated relief valves should not be credited for event mitigation and (b)
pressurizer level should not be allowed to reach a pressurizer water-solid condition.

8.9. The review also verifies that:

*Ucensee and vendor processes ensure LOCA analysis Input values for PCT-sensltive parameters bound the as-operated plant values
for those parameters.

* (For PWRs) The models and procedures continue to comply with 10 CFR 50.46 during the switchover from the refueling water storage
tank to the containment sump (I.e., the core remains adequately cool during any flow reduction or Interruption that may occur during
switchover).

Not MR-specfic Items have been removed. 2Q5
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* (For PWRs) Large-break LOCA analyses account for boric acid buildup during long-term core cooling and that the predicted time to
Initiate hot leg Injection Is consistent with the times In the operating procedures.

* (For BWRs) The licensee's comparison of parameters used In the LOCA analysis with actual core design parameters provide the
needed justification to confirm the applicability of the generic LOCA methodology.

8.10. The ATWS review is conducted to ensure that the plant meets the 10 CFR 50.62 requirements:
* For PWR plants with both a diverse scram system (DSS) and ATWS mitigation system actuation circuitry (AMSAC), the staff will not

review ATWS for EPUs.

* For PWR plants where a DSS Is not specifically required by 10 CFR 50.62, a review Is conducted to verify that the consequences of
an ATWS are acceptable. The acceptance criteria Is that the peak primary system pressure should not exceed the ASME Service
Level C limit of 3200 psig. The peak ATWS pressure Is primarily a function of the moderator temperature coefficient and the primary
system relief capacity.

* ~For BWR plants, the review Is conducted to ensure that the licensee has appropriately accounted for changes In analyses due to the
uprated power level and confirm that required equipment, such as the standby liquid control system (SLCS) pumps, can deliver
required flowrates. The review will also cover the SLCS relief valve margin. In addition, a review Is conducted to ensure that SLCS
flow can be Injected at the assumed time without lifting bypass relief valves during the limiting ATWS.

9.1. In addition to SRP Section 15.6.5, AppendIces A, B, and D, dose consequences In the control room are determined from design-basis
accidents as part of the review for SRP Sections 15.0.1; 15.1.5, Appendix A; 15.3.3-4, 15.4.8, Appendix A; 15.4.9, Appendix A; 15.6.2,
15.6.3, 15.6.4, 15.7.4, and 15.7.5.

9.2. Regulatory Guide 1.95 was canceled. Relevant guidance from Regulatory Guide 1.95 was Incorporated Into Regulatory Guide 1.78,
Revision 1 In January 2002. Therefore, Regulatory Guide 1.95 should not be used.

9.3. Table 6.4-1, attached to SRP Section 6.4 and referred to In Item 7, lndependent Analyses," of the mReview Procedures' Section of SRP
Section 6.4 may not be used. I

9.4. Acceptable dose conversion factors may be taken from Table 2.1 of Federal Guidance Report 11, uUmiting Values of Radionuclide Intake
and Air Concentration and Dose Conversion Factors for Inhalation, Submersion, and Ingestion," Environmental Protection Agency, 1988;
and Table 111.1 of Federal Guidance Report 12, External Exposure to Radionuclides In Air, Water, and Soil," Environmental Protection
Agency; 1993.

9.5. NUREG-1465 should not be used.
9.6. For the review of the main steamline failure accident, review of facilities licensed with, or applying for, alternative repair criteria (ARC)

should use SRP Section 15.1.5, Appendix A, In conjunction with the guidance In Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1074, Steam Generator
Tube Integrity," December 1998, for acceptable assumptions and methodologies for performing radiological analyses.

9.7. For facilities that Implement ARC, the primary-to-secondary leak rate In the faulted generator should be assumed to be the maximum
accident-induced leakage derived from the repair criteria and burst correlations. The leak rate limiting condition for operation specified In
the technical specifications Is equally apportioned among the unaffected steam generators.
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9.8. Guidance for the radiological consequences analyses review with respect to acceptable modeling of the radioactivity transport Is given In
SRP Section 15.8.3, 'Radiological Consequences of Steam Generator Tube Failure (PWR), for applicants that use the traditional source
term, based on TID-14844.

9.9. References to specific computer codes (e.g., SARA, TACT, Pipe Model) are not necessary since other computer codes/methods may be
used.

9.10. Deleted, applicable to BWR review.
9.11. In Section IlI,'Review Procedures,' the guidance In the fourth paragraph, which deals with passive failures, should not be used.

9.12. Deleted, applicable to BWR review.

9.13. Item 4 of the "Review Interfaces section should be deleted. SPSB review of the steam generator tube rupture accidents for their
contribution to plant risk is not currently used in the design-basis accident review for radiological consequences.

9.14. The reference to Figure 3.4-1 of the Nuclear Steam Supply System vendor Standard Technical Specification in Item 6.(a) of Section iII,
'Review Procedures,' does not apply. -In addition, the primary coolant Iodine concentration discussed In this Item Is the 48-hour maximum
value.

9.15. In Item 6.(b) of Section III, 'Review Procedures,' the multiplier of 500 used for estimating the Increase in Iodine release rate is reduced to
335 as a result of the staff's review of iodine release rate data collected by Adams and Atwood.

9.16. The reference to SRP Section 9.1.4 in Item 2.c of the 'Review Interfaces' section should be changed to SRP Section 9.1.5.

9.17. The reference to Regulatory Guide 1.25, which was deleted in 1996, should be retained, with exceptions as noted below In Note 18.

9.18. The following exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.25 are provided. These exceptions are based on the staffs review of NUREGICR-6703.
The fraction of the core inventory assumed to be in the gap for the various nucides are given in the table below. The release fractions
from the table are used In conjunction with the calculated fission product Inventory and the maximum core radial peaking factor. These
release fractions have been determined to be acceptable for use with currently approved LWR fuel with a peak bumup up to 62,000
MWD/MTU, provided that the maximum linear heat generation rate will not exceed 6.3 kWlft peak rod average power for rods with
bumups that exceed 54 GVVDIMTU. As an altemative, fission gas release calculations using NRC-approved methodologies may be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

[NON4.OCA FRACTION OiSf518SIONf PRODUCT.INWENTORYt I GAP |'

1-131 0.08

Kr-85 0.10

Other Noble Gases 0.05

Other lodines 0.05
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9.19. References to the Standard Technical Specifications should be replaced with references to the plant-specific technical specifications or
technical requirements manual (TRM).

9.20. Technical Specification Task Force (TSTF) Traveler TSTF-51 proposed to add the term 'recently," as it applies to Irradiated fuel, to the
applicability section of certain technical specifications. The proposed change Is Intended to remove certain technical specifications
requirements for operability of ESF systems (e.g., secondary containment Isolation and filtration systems) during refueling. The
associated technical specifications bases define 'recently,' as It applies to Irradiated fuel, as the minimum decay time used In supporting
radiological consequences analyses of fuel handling accidents. Radiological consequences analyses for these applicants should

e generally assume a 2-hour release directly to the environment, without holdup or mitigation by ESF systems and no credit for containment
closure. Additionally, licensees adding the term 'recently' must make a commitment for a single normal or contingency method to
promptly close primary or secondary containment penetrations. Such prompt methods need not completely block the penetration or be
capable of resisting pressure. The review of this commitment and the prompt methods should be coordinated with IORB, SPLB, and
IEPB.

9.21. In the last sentence of Item 2 of the 'Review Interfaces section, the reference to the number of fuel pins experiencing departure from
nucleate boiling (DNB) should be deleted. The reference to fuel dad melting should be used and Is therefore retained.

9.2. .r .t..
9.22. In Item 2 of the "Review Procedures! section, the references to the 'number of fuel pins reaching DNB' should be deleted and replaced

with 'the number of fuel pins with cladding failure.' In addition, the use of a conservative value of 10 percent for fuel cladding failure In the
calculation of the radiological consequences of the rod ejection accident Is acceptable.

9.23. In Item I of the 'Areas of RevIew" section, the use of the word 'established' Is Incorrect. The word 'establishedc should be replaced with
the word *assessed." .

9.24. In Item 1 of the 'Acceptance Criteria section, the following text In the last line should be deleted: '3.0 Sv (300 rem) to the thyroid and
0.25 Sv (25 rem) to the whole body.'

9.25. In Item I of the 'Review Procedures' section, the following should be added after the first sentence:

Appendix K to 10 CFR Part 50 defines conservative analysis assumptions for evaluation of ECCS performance during
design-basis LOCAs. Appendix K requires the licensees to assume that the reactor has been operating continuously at a
power level at least 1.02 times the licensed power level to allow for Instrumentation error. Appendix K allows for an assumed
power level less than 1.02 times the licensed power level but not less than the licensed power level, provided the alternative
value has been demonstrated to account for uncertainties due to power level Instrumentation error.

9.26. In Item 2 of the 'Revlew Procedures' section, the following statements should be deleted:

'A check Is made of the LOCA loss-of-coolant accident) assumptions listed In Chapter 15 of the SAR to verify that the primary
containment leakage rate has been assumed to remain constant over the course of the accident for a BWR and to remain constant at
one half of the Initial leak rate after 24 hours for a PWR."

'The leakage rate used should correspond to that given In the technical specification.

The above statements should be replaced with'the following:
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*A check Is made of the LOCA assumptions listed In Chapter 15 of the SAR to verify acceptable primary containment leakage
assumptions. The primary containment should be assumed to leak at the peak pressure technical specification leak rate for the first
24 hours. For PWRs, the leakage rate may be reduced after the first 24 hours to 50 percent of the TS leak rate. For BWRs, leakage
may be reduced after the first 24 hours, if supported by plant configuration and analyses, to a value not less than 50 percent of the TS
leak rate. Leakage from subatmospheric containments Is assumed to terminate when the containment Is brought to and maintained at
a subatmospheric condition, as defined by the TSs."

9.27. The staff has drafted updated guidance on performing design-basis radiological analyses In draft Regulatory Guide DG-1113, Methods
and Assumptions for Evaluating Radiological Consequences of Design Basis Accidents at Ught-Water Nuclear Power Reactors, Issued
for public comment January 2002. The resulting final regulatory guide may be used for guidance on review of design-basis accident non-
alternative source term radiological analyses after the date of Issuance of the final regulatory guide.

9.28. In Section II, 'Acceptance Criteria," the discussion for Item C related to GDC-19 should be supplemented with, 'and providing a suitably
controlled environment for the control room operators and the equipment located therein.'

9.29. In Section II, Item 2, Ventilation System Criteria," the discussion related to review of the control room area ventilation system under SRP
Section 9.4.1 should be retained.

10.1. Regulatory Guide 8.12, 'Criticality Accident Alarm Systems" has been withdrawn and should not be used.

10.2. Regulatory Guide 8.3, 'Film Badge Perforrnance Criteria' has been withdrawn and should not be used.
10.3. Regulatory Guide 8.14, "Personnel Neutron Dosimeters" has been withdrawn and should not be used.
11.1 *The staff Is currently finalizing SRP Sections 13.2.1, 13.2.2, and 13.5.2.1. While these SRP Sections are being finalized, the staff will

continue to use the versions Issued In December 2002 for Interim use and public comment. Once finalized, the staff will use the new
versions of these SRP Sections.

11.2 "The staff received significant comment on draft SRP Chapter 18.0 that was issued In December 2002 for Interim use and public
comment. The staff is working on finalizing this SRP. However, due to the significance of the comments received, the staff will use Draft
SRP Chapter 18.0, Revision 0, dated April 199.

12.1 The staff Is currently finalizing SRP Section 14.2.1. While this SRP Section Is being finalized, the staff will continue to use the version
Issued for Interim use and public comment In December 2002. Once finalized, the staff will use the new version.

13.1. The staffs review is based on Attachment 1 to this matrix. Attachment I Invokes SRP Chapter 19, Appendix D, if special circumstances
are Identified during the review.
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0
Acronym List .. . . -.. . - . . ... I - :

AC Alternating Current
AMSAC . ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuitry
ASME American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ATWS Anticipated Transients without Scram
BL3 ' Bulletin
BBTP Branch Technical Position
BWR Boiling-Water Reactor
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
DC Direct Current
DG Draft Guide
DSS Diverse Scram System
EEIB Electrical & Instrumentation & Controls Branch
EMCB Materials & Chemical Engineering Branch
EMEB Mechanical & Civil Engineering Branch
EPUs' Extended Power Uprates
ESF Engineered Safety Feature
GDC General Design Criterion
GL Generic Letter-
I&C Instrumentation and Controls
IEPB Emergency Preparedness and Plant Support Branch
IN Information Notice,
IROB Reactor Operati ons Branch
LOCA Loss-Of-Coolant Accident
PWR Pressurized-Water Reactor
RG '' Regulatory Guide
RIS Regulatory Issue Summary
SPLB Plant Systems Branch'
SPSB Probabilistic Safety Assessment Branch
SRXB Reactor Systems Branch
SRP Standard Review Plan
SRXB Reactor Systems Branch

. . . . .

t

I : .
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K)Issued Regulatory Guides
RG No. BVPS-1 BVPS-2
RG 1.54 R A
RG 1.84 R C
RG 1.99 R A
RG 1.121 R A
RG 1.147 R C
RG 1.154 R N
RG 1.161 N N
RG 1.174 R R
RG 1.175 N R
RG 1.190 R N

Standard Review Plans Sections
SRP No. Revision In RS-001 BVPS-11 BVPS-2
3.4.1 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C, Rev. 2
3.5.1.1 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
3.5.1.2 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
3.6.1 Rev. 1, July 1981 N E
3.6.2 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 R E, Rev. 1
3.6.3 Draft, Aug. 1987 R C
3.9.1 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
3.9.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
3.9.3 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
3.9.5 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C -
3.9.6 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
3.10 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
3.11 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
4.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 R C, Rev. 2
4.3 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 R C, Rev. 2
4.4 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
4.5.1 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
4.5.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
4.6 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
5.2.1.1 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
5.2.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
5.2.3 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 R E, Rev. 2
5.2.4 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
5.3.1- Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
5.3.2 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. I

a

01
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SRP No. Revision In RS-001 BVPS-1 BVPS-2

5.3.3 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. I
5.4.2.2 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
5.4.7 Draft Rev. 4, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
5.4.11 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
6.1.1 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
6.1.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N. C, Rev. 2
6.2.1 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
6.2.1.1A Rev. 2, July 1981 N E
6.2.1.2 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
6.2.1.3 Rev. 1, July 1981 N E
6.2.1.4 Rev. 1, July 1981 N C
6.2.2 Rev. 4, Oct 1985 N C, Rev. 3
6.2.5 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
6.3 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
6.4 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 R E, Rev. 2
6.5.1 Rev. 2, July 1981 N E
6.5.3 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
7.2 Rev. 4, June 1997 N E, Rev. 2
7.3 Rev. 4, June 1997 N E, Rev. 2
7.4 Rev. 4, June 1997 N E, Rev. 2
7.7 Rev. 4, June 1997 N C, Rev. 2
7.8 Rev. 4, June 1997 N N
8.1 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
8.2 Draft Rev. 4, April 1996 N - C,-Rev. 2
8.2 App. A, Draft Rev. 4, April 1996 N N
8.3.1 : Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
8.3.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
9.1.1 Draft Rev. 3, Aprl 1996 R E, Rev. 2
9.1.2 Draft Rev. 4, April 1996 R E, Rev. 3
9.1.3 Rev. 1, July 1981 - --- N C

MA9.1.4 Rev.2,July198 l -N E
9.2.1 Rev. 4, June 1985 N C, Rev. 2
9.2.2 Rev. 3, June 1986 * N - E, Rev. I
9.2.5 - Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
9.3.3 Rev. 2,-July 1981 * N C
9.3.4 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2

-9.4.1 - . Rev. 2, July 1981 N E
9.4.2 Rev. 2,-July 1981 N E
9.4.3 Rev. 2,July 1981 N E

9.4.4 Rev. 2, July 1981 N N
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SRP No. Revision In RS-001 BVPS-1 BVPS-2

9.4.5 Rev. 2, Juy 1981 N E
9.5.1 Rev. 3, July 1981 R E
9.5.4 Rev. 2, July 1981 N E
10.2 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
10.3 Rev. 3, Apnl 1984 C, Rev. 2
10.4.1 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
10.4.2 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
10.4.3 Rev. 2, July 1981 N E
10.4.4 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
10.4.5 Rev. 2, July 1981 N C
10.4.7 Rev. 3, April 1984 N E, Rev. 2
10.4.8 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
10.4.9 Rev. 2, July 1981 R C
11.1 Draf Rev. 3, Apnl 1996 N E, Rev. 2
11.2 Draft, Rev. 3, Apnl 1996 N E, Rev. 2
11.3 Draft, Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
11.4 Draft, Rev. 3, Apnl 1996 N E, Rev. 2
12.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
12.3-4 Draft Rev. 3, Apnl 1996 N E, Rev. 2
12.5 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 R E, Rev. 2
13.2.1 Note 11.1, Draft Rev. 2, Dec. N C, Rev. 0

____ ____ ___ 2002

13.2.2 Note 11.1, Draft Rev. 2, Dec N E, Rev. 0
2002

13.5.2.1 Note 11.1, Draft Rev. 1, Dec. N C, 13.5.2,
2002 - Rev. 0

14.2.1 Note 12.1, Draft Rev. 0, Dec. N C, 14.2, Rev.
2002 2

15.0.1 Rev. 0, July 2000 R C
15.1.1-4 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. I
15.1.5 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2--
15.1.5, App. Draft Rev. 3, Apnl 1996 N C, Rev. 2
A
15.2.1-5 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
15.2.6 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1.
15.2.7 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N- E, Rev. 1
15.2.8 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
15.3.1-2 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev..1
15.3.3-4 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 R E, Rev. 2
15.4.1 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N . C, Rev. 2
15.4.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2

-.)

.a
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SRP No. Revision In RS-001 BVPS-1 BVPS-2
15.4.3 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
15.4.4-5 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
15.4.6 Draft Rev. 2 April 1996 R C, Rev. 1
15.4.8 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 2
15.4.8 App. A, Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
15.5.1-2 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N C, Rev. 1
15.6.1 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
15.6.2 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
15.6.3 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
15.6.5 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
15.6.5, App. Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. 1
A
15.6.5, App. Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 N E, Rev. I
B
15.7.4 Draft Rev. 2, April 1996 R C, Rev. 1
15.7.5 Draft Rev. 3, April 1996 N C, Rev. 2
18 Draft Rev. 0, April 1996 N N

Key:
A Indicates that the current licensing

basis does not completely conform to
the Regulatory Guide, but instead
specifies some alternatives.

C Indicates that the current licensing
basis conforms to the document

E Indicates that the current licensing
basis does not completely conform to
the SRP section, but instead takes
some exceptions.

N Indicates that the document is not
part of the current licensing basis.

R Indicates that the document is
referenced in the UFSAR or docketed
correspondence with the NRC.
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WCAP-16307-P (Proprietary Version)

and

WCAP-16307-NP (Non-proprietary Version)

Beaver Valley Units 1 and 2 Extended Power Uprate
Licensing Report Supplemental Information



Enclosure 5

WCAP-13483-P (Proprietary Version) Revision 2

and

WCAP-13484-NP (Non-proprietary Version) Revision 2

Beaver Valley Units 1 and 2 Westinghouse Series 51
Steam Generator Sleeving Report - Laser Welded Sleeves



Enclosure 6

Affidavits CAW-04-1897 and CAW-04-1898



Q Westinghouse

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Westinghouse Electric Company
Nuclear Services
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA

Direct tel:
Direct fax:

e-mail:

(412) 374-4643
(412) 3744011
greshajaewestinghouse.com

Our ref: CAW-04-1897

September 23, 2004

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject: WCAP-13483-P, Revision 2, "Beaver Valley Units I and 2 Westinghouse Series 51 Steam
Generator Sleeving Report - Laser Welded Sleeves," October 2002 (Proprietary)

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced report is
further identified in Affidavit CAW-04-1897 signed by the owner of the proprietary information,
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations.

Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying affidavit by FirstEnergy Nuclear
Operating Company.

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the application for withholding or the
Westinghouse affidavit should reference this letter, CAW-04-1897, and should be addressed to
J. A. Gresham, Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, Westinghouse Electric
Company LLC, P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355.

Very truly yo rs,

J. A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing

Enclosures

cc: W. Macon, NRC
E. Peyton, NRC

A BNFL Group company



CAW-04-1 897

bcc: J. A. Gresham (ECE 4-7A) IL
R. Bastien, IL (Nivelles, Belgium)
C. Brinkman, IL (Westinghouse Electric Co., 12300 T vinbrook Parkway, Suite 330, Rockville, MD 20852)
RCPL Administrative Aide (ECE 4-7A) IL, IA (letter and affidavit only)
J. DeBlasio (ECE 4-8) IL, IA

A BNFL Group company
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AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared J. A. Gresham, who, being by me duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

. Gresham, Manager

Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing

Sworn to and subscribed

before ethis z /day

of 2004

Notary Public

Notaw Sea
Sharon L Aod, Notary Pubic

M awroevffleBoAienyCourdy
My Cmwssi Expfres Jauary 29,2007

I,',,,, Member Pemsana AssodafLon fNotarles
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(1) I am Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse

Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the

function of reviewing the proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in

connection with nuclear power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to

apply for its withholding on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) 1 am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse "Application for

Withholding" accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial informnation.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations,

the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the

information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held

in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining

the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,

utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in

confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes

Westinghouse policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of
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Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a

competitive economic advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved

marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance

of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to

protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to

sell products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and

development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a

competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390, it is to be received in confidence by the

Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to

the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in WCAP-13483-P, Revision 2, "Beaver Valley Power Station

Units I and 2, Westinghouse Series 51 Steam Generator Sleeving Report - Laser Welded

Sleeves," (Proprietary) dated October 2002, being transmitted by the FirstEnergy Nuclear

Operating Company (FENOC-04-173) letter and Application for Withholding Proprietary

Information from Public Disclosure, to the Document Control Desk. The proprietary

information as submitted for use by Westinghouse for the Beaver Valley Units I and 2 is

expected to be applicable for other licensee submittals in response to certain NRC

requirements for repairing degraded steam generator tubes with Westinghouse laser

welded sleeves.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:
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(a) Establish that applicable codes and standards are met following the installation of

laser welded sleeves.

(b) Assist the customer to obtain NRC approval.

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similar information to its customers for

purposes of meeting NRC requirements for licensing documentation.

(b) Westinghouse can sell support and defense of the technology to its customers in

the licensing process.

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of

competitors to provide similar licensing defense services for commercial power reactors

without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information would

enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for licensing

documentation without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and

the expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.



PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). Thejustification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).



COPYRIGHT NOTICE

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Westinghouse Electric Company
Nuclear Services
P.O.Box 355
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA

Directtel: (412) 3744643
Directfax: (412) 3744011

e-mail: greshajagwestinghouse.com

Ourref: CAW-04-1898

September 23, 2004

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject: WCAP-16307-P, "Beaver Valley Power Station, Extended Power Uprate Licensing Report
Supplemental Information" (Proprietary)

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced report is
further identified in Affidavit CAW-04-1898 signed by the owner of the proprietary information,
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets forth the basis
on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and addresses with
specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's
regulations.

Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying affidavit by FirstEnergy Nuclear
Operating Company

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the application for withholding or the
Westinghouse affidavit should reference this letter, CAW-04-1898, and should be addressed to
J. A. Gresham, Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, Westinghouse Electric
Company LLC, P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355.

Very truly yours,

A. Gresham, Manager
Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing

Enclosures

cc: W. Macon, NRC
E. Peyton, NRC

A BNFL Group company
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bcc: J. A. Gresham (ECE 4-7A) I L
R. Bastien, IL (Nivelles, Belgium)
C. Brinkman, I L (Westinghouse Electric Co., 12300 Twinbrook Parkway, Suite 330, Rockville, MD 20852)
RCPL Administrative Aide (ECE 4-7A) I L, I A (letter and affidavit only)
J. DeBlasio (ECE 4-8) IL, IA

A BNFL Group company
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AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

Ss

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared J. A. Gresham, who, being by me duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

. A. Gresham, Manager

Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing

Sworn to and subscribed

before e this 27< day

of 2004

Notary Public

Notarw Seal
Sharon L Rod, Notary PubIc

Monrle Boro AegNMy County
My Comnission EDpres January 29,2007

XMember. Pennsylvaria Associaton Of Notardes

-k,
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(1) I am Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse

Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the

function of reviewing the proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in

connection with nuclear power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to

apply for its withholding on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) I am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse "Application for

Withholding" accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations,

the following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the

information sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held

in confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining

the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection,

utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in

confidence. The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes

Westinghouse policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of
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Westinghouse's competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a

competitive economic advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved

marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance

of quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to

protect the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to

sell products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and

development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a

competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390, it is to be received in confidence by the

Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to

the best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in WCAP-1 6307-P, "Beaver Valley Power Station, Extended

Power Uprate Licensing Report Submittal Information" (Proprietary), dated September

2004, for Beaver Valley Power Station, being transmitted by FirstEnergy Nuclear

Operating Company Letter FENOC-04-172 and Application for Withholding Proprietary

Information from Public Disclosure, to the Document Control Desk. The proprietary

information as submitted for use by Westinghouse for Beaver Valley Power Station is

expected to be applicable for other licensee submittals in response to certain NRC

requirements forjustification of Extended Power Uprating.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:
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(a) Provide information in support of plant power uprate licensing submittals.

(b) Provide customer specific calculations.

(c) Provide licensing support for customer submittals.

Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similar information to its customers for

purposes of meeting NRC requirements for licensing documentation associated

with power uprate licensing submittals.

(b) Westinghouse can sell support and defense of the technology to its customer in

the licensing process.

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of

competitors to provide similar information and licensing defense services for commercial

power reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the

information would enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for

licensing documentation without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and

the expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.



PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).



COPYRIGHT NOTICE

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.


